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Invented Languages: From Wilkins’ Real Character to Avatar’s Na’vi 

Angela	Carpenter's	 interest	 in	 invented	 languages	arose	 from	her	work	 in	creating	
miniature	arti9icial	languages	to	use	in	phonological	experiments.	She	developed	the	
Invented	 Languages	 class	 as	 an	 advanced-level	 course	 designed	 to	 capstone	 the	
linguistics	concentration	in	the	Cognitive	and	Linguistics	Sciences	major	at	Wellesley	
College.	 The	 course	 is	 open	 to	 both	majors	 and	 nonmajors,	 however,	 all	 students	
have	to	ful9ill	prerequisites,	which	include	an	introductory	linguistics	course	and	an	
upper-level	 course	 in	 linguistics,	 anthropology	 and/or	 psychology.	 The	 papers	 to	
follow	represent	the	9inal	project	for	the	course,	which	requires	that	students	invent	
a	linguistically-sound	language	from	the	ground	up.		

Since	 language	 and	 culture	 are	 intertwined,	 students	 begin	 by	 considering	 the	
cultural	context	in	which	their	language	exists.	Keeping	the	culture	in	mind	helps	to	
ground	their	language	in	some	sort	of	reality	and	informs	many	of	the	grammatical	
choices	 they	make	as	 the	 language	develops.	Through	weekly	assignments	and	 in-
class	workshops	students	create	 their	 respective	 languages	step-by-step	beginning	
with	 the	 phonetics	 and	 phonology	 and	 moving	 onto	 morphology	 and	 syntax,	
creating	a	varied	 lexicon	along	 the	way.	As	a	capstone	course,	 students	are	able	 to	
bring	 together	 the	 various	 strands	 of	 their	 linguistics	 interests	 into	 their	 own	
creative	endeavor.	

For	 the	 phonetics	 section,	 students	 are	 instructed	 to	 put	 together	 a	 phonetic	
inventory	 that	 includes	 a	 variety	 of	 the	 world's	 sounds.	 They	 are	 speci9ically	
instructed	 to	 include	 some	 non-English	 phonemes.	 After	 organizing	 the	 phonetic	
inventory,	 students	 invent	 phonotactic	 restrictions	 and	 phonological	 rules	 that	
determine	the	makeup	of	the	syllables,	location	of	stress	and	the	overall	sound	of	the	
spoken	language.		

Morphological	 decisions	 include	 what	 types	 of	 morphemes,	 such	 as	 pre9ixes,	
suf9ixes,	 in9ixes,	or	circum9ixes,	will	be	used	 for	 the	grammatical	markers	on	verbs	
and	 nouns.	 Tense,	 mood	 and	 aspect	 combinations	 on	 verbs	 are	 explored,	
experimented	with	and	decided	upon.	Students	also	make	decisions	about	person,	
number	and	gender	on	nouns.	Our	discussion	on	case	systems	challenges	students	
to	 consider	 various	 case	 systems	 including	 nominative-accusative	 and	 ergative-
absolutive.	 Some	 students	 choose	 to	 reduce	 the	 number	 of	 prepositions	 by	 richly	
incorporating	 case	 into	 their	 languages.	 Other	 systematic	 decisions	 include	 word	
order,	adjectives	and	other	modi9iers,	prepositions	and	determiners.		

While	making	a	myriad	of	grammatical	decisions,	students	continue	to	develop	the	
culture	 in	 which	 their	 language	 is	 spoken,	 9leshing	 it	 out	 with	 a	 history	 of	 the	
peoples,	 the	 place	 they	 inhabit,	 and	 the	 other	 cultures	 with	 which	 they	 interact.	
Much	of	this	is	discussed	in	the	introduction	of	each	paper,	thus	providing	a	context	
for	the	language	description	that	follows.	In	addition	to	the	culture	and	grammar	of	
the	language,	each	paper	includes	an	original	story	written	in	the	language,	with	the	
appropriate	gloss.	This	story	can	be	a	creation	myth,	a	cultural	fable	or	a	typical	tale	
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that	 reveals	 some	 aspect	 of	 the	 culture.	 Students	 are	 also	 required	 to	 make	 a	
recording	of	their	story	to	add	to	the	permanent	record	of	their	invented	language.		

As	 is	 the	 custom	among	 constructed	 languages,	 students	 are	 assigned	 to	 translate	
the	Tower	of	Babel	account	 found	 in	the	book	of	Genesis	 in	 the	Bible.	Finally,	each	
paper	includes	a	lexicon	which	reveals	the	concepts	and	ideas	that	are	important	in	
each	student's	culture.		

It	is	truly	a	pleasure	to	teach	this	course	and	to	observe	the	growth	of	my	students'	
creativity	and	passion	for	language.		

—Dr.	Angela	Carpenter,	Wellesley	College
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I. CULTURAL BACKGROUND OF /EJAK/ 

/ejak/ is known to be the language spoken on planet /laʃ/, the tiniest planet of the distant 

galaxy of /iwan/, several light years away from our solar system. Nature prevails in this 

environment and everything is ruled by the four elements: air, water, fire and earth. The planet 

has an infinity of different trees and flowers and is characterized by its turquoise water and its 

light grey rocks and white sand.  

However, if the flora on /laʃ/ is extremely diversified, its fauna only counts five different 

species, among which four kinds of animals and a race resembling human beings. These people, 

known as /ejakejak/ in reference to their language, are slightly taller than humans, and quite thin 

and muscular. They possess a light silver grey skin and pearly white nails, and have the 

particularity to control the natural elements. Each individual can control one element only, and 

this element is attributed to them the same way gender is, before birth, while they are conceived. 

Genetics do not influence this attribution and it is thus impossible for parents to guess their 

child’s element, just as it is impossible to know the gender of the baby before he or she was born. 

Moreover, balance is extremely important on planet /laʃ/ in order for the elements to complement 

each other; thus there is the same number of representatives in each group.  

As babies, /ejakejak/ all have white hair and white eyes, but around the age of one, when 

they begin to walk and talk, their element develops and their hair and eyes change color, allowing 

them to be differentiated from people of other elements. The eyes of the /ejakejak/ representing 

fire become red, and red strands also develop in their hair. The ones representing water go 
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through the same process with color blue. Earth is linked to color green and air to a golden 

yellow.  

In addition to their element, these people are closely linked to one of the four types of 

animals living on planet /laʃ/, each animal standing for one element. Although these species are 

unknown from the inhabitants of planet Earth, it is easy to identify them as they resemble some 

of the races present on our own planet. Indeed, the animal linked to element earth is a type of 

horse called /dejmɔk/, possessing two horns on the forehead. Their color varies between light and 

dark green. Water is linked to /blɔwen/, a type of giant blue frog, fire to /sakjan/, a giant cat 

which color goes from orange to red, and element air is represented by a type of large yellow or 

golden eagle called /kjaren/. /ejakejak/ and animals share feelings and fears, and control the 

natural elements together.  

Even if the people of /ejak/ firmly believe in the power of nature and peace, it also exist a 

belief among them that a long time ago, at the creation of the world, a particular woman was able 

to control all four elements and animals. She is known as /laçan/ and is represented with white 

hair and white eyes, because this color is common to every /ejakejak/, no matter what element 

they are linked to. Over the years, /laçan/ became a myth, a goddess, and nowadays she embodies 

the one and only divinity of the people of /ejak/.  

Moreover, all /ejakejak/ share the same dialect, no matter what group they belong to. 

/ejak/ is the only language spoken on planet /laʃ/ and does not have a written form, as these 

people cannot read or write. Their language is oral only and has to be represented with phonetic 

symbols. However, /ejakejak/ know how to count and their counting system is very complete and 

elaborate. It resembles the Chinese counting system and allows them to count up to billions, even 
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though they generally stop at thousands. The following chapters are willing to go over the /ejak/ 

language in details and to explain it functionality and particularities.  

 

II. PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY 

• PHONETICS: 

In order to understand how /ejak/ is pronounced, it is important to know about its 

phonemic chart, especially because this language has no alphabet and is thus written in IPA only. 

The language possesses 24 different sounds, among which 5 vowels and 19 consonants. The 

following tables present these sounds:  

Vowels: 
 

Front vowels Back vowels 

Close vowels /i/ /u/ 

Mid vowels /e/ /ɔ/ 

Open vowels /a/ 
 

 
/ejak/ has a simple combination of five vowels, for some of them similar to the vowels of 

English. Indeed, the sound /u/ is the long vowel present in the English words ‘moon’ or ‘food’ 

and the sound /e/ is the short vowel of the English word /bed/. The three other sounds are taken 

from the French in words like ‘piscine’ (/i/), ‘matelas’ (/a/) or ‘dehors’ (/ɔ/). The vowel /i/ is 

situated in between English long /i:/ and short /I/ and the /ɔ/ sound is an open ‘O’ quite similar to 

the sound English uses for the word ‘dog’. French vowel /a/ is not as back as the sound used in 

the English word ‘father’ and not as front as the one used in ‘cat’; it is situated in between these 

two sounds.  
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The language of planet /laʃ/ also authorises diphthongs and many combinations are thus 

possible, as for example in the word /aplaik/ (meaning ‘on’), where vowels /a/ and /i/ create the 

diphthong /ai/. However, because of the existence of the consonant /j/, as the next chart presents, 

it is sometimes legitimate to wonder if /ejakejak/ really diphthong vowel /i/ or if they simply use 

the yod instead.  

Consonants: 
 

Bilabial Labio - Dental Alveolar Post - Alveolar Palatal Velar 

Plosives /p/      /b/ 
 

/t/         /d/ 
  

/k/       /g/ 

Nasals         /m/ 
 

            /n/ 
   

Fricatives 
 

/f/         /v/ /s/         /z/ /ʃ/           /ʒ/ /ҫ/ 
 

Laterals 
  

            /l/ 
   

Approximants 
  

            /r/ 
 

              /j/           /w/ 

 
Every sound of /ejak/ - except for palatal fricative /ҫ/, taken from languages like German 

- are present in English, and it makes it easy for English speakers to pronounce and learn this 

language. French also shares the above sounds - except for palatal fricative /ҫ/ and alveolar 

approximant /r/.  

The six plosives of /ejak/: /p, b, t, d, k, and g/ can respectively be found in the English 

words ‘pen, balloon, table, down, clock and ground’ and the French words ‘pour, beau, tour, 

droit, casier and grand’. The two nasal sounds /m/ and /n/ are present in the word ‘minimal’ used 

in both languages, and the lateral /l/ is used in ‘long’, also present in both English and French 

dialects. The words ‘yellow’ and ‘white’ respectively use the approximants /j/ and /w/ in English, 

as it is the case with the words ‘yaourt’ and ‘oiseau’ in French. However, if approximant /r/ is 

present in English in a word like ‘red’, it doesn’t exist in the French language. The particularity 
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of /ejak/ is its use of the palatal sound /ҫ/, used in the German sentence ‘ich liebe dich’ for 

example. Neither English nor French make use of this fricative, but they share the six others (/f, 

v, s, z, ʃ and ʒ/) in words like ‘for, volume, socks, zoo, shop and television’ in English and ‘foule, 

vouloir, sauter, zebre, chambre and jeux’ in French.  

• PHONOLOGY: 

 Although the sounds of /ejak/ are easily understood and used, they cannot mix arbitrarily. 

This language faces many phonological restrictions and it is mainly due to its particular syllable 

structure. Indeed, the minimal syllabic pattern of /ejak/ is VC, V standing for ‘vowel’ and C for 

‘consonant’. A word like /ak/ (meaning ‘she’ or ‘her’) is thus the smallest a speaker of /ejak/ can 

create. Longer syllables can have up to two more consonants before the mandatory vowel and up 

to two more after the mandatory consonant. It is also possible to have another vowel next to the 

mandatory one in order to create diphthongs. The longest syllable pattern is (C)(C)V(V)C(C)(C) 

and a one-syllable word like /kjaekts/ (meaning ‘to hate’) represents the longest possible syllable 

of /ejak/.  

 Moreover, the language of planet /laʃ/ forbiddens several particular consonant clusters 

because of the nature and the place of articulation of the consonants. Alveolar approximant /r/ 

seems to be the most concerned sound as it is impossible to combine it - in a same syllable - with 

the two other approximants of the language: /w/ and /j/, or with lateral /l/ and palatal /ç/, no 

matter in what order. In the same range of idea, fricative /ç/ can never be preceded by an 

approximant although /çw/ cluster is acceptable in initial position. Also, it is impossible for 

plosives and nasals of the same place of articulation to combine, and clusters like /pm/ or /nt/ are 
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forbidden. Finally, no plosive or fricative can directly follow a nasal; sounds like /mf/ or /ng/ do 

not exist in /ejak/.  

 As for stress pattern, the language has a fixed stress on the ultimate syllable, no matter the 

length or the nature of words. This rule occurs simply because most of the words in /ejak/ are 

short (one or two syllables) and stress doesn’t change meaning; it is not an important aspect. The 

following sentence is given as an example:  

/’ek  fabake’m-aj  ‘eks    ‘tɔit/ 
2.SG  build-PST  2.SG.POSS   house 
You  built   your    house. 

 Although /ejak/ does not have a large number of phonological rules, they are however 

very important features. The first rule concerns the aspiration of all voiceless plosives in initial 

position. Bilabial /p/, labio-dental /t/ and velar /k/ thus have the respective allophones: [pʰ][tʰ] and 

[kʰ]. However, as the words /kʰjam/ (meaning ‘woman’) and /aklit/ (meaning ‘right’ as opposition 

to ‘left’) show, the aspiration rule applies to the plosive only if the latter is initial in a word, not 

simply initial in a syllable. Alveolar lateral /l/ also possesses an allophone. Indeed, /l/ is always 

clear in /ejak/ unless it is in final position, in which case it becomes dark ([ɫ]), as shown in this 

example:  

/ik  lem   iks    twɔreɫ/ 
1.SG  be.PRS   1.SG.POSS   people 
I  love   my    people. 

 Finally, this language has a nasalization rule (also called vowel assimilation rule) where 

vowels become nasalized when they are followed by nasals. A word like /uk/ (meaning ‘it’) will 

have a regular /u/ sound, but the word /bum/ (meaning ‘thunderstorm’) will see its vowel change 

because of the presence of bilabial nasal /m/ right after it. This rule occurs in English and French 
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languages as well, and these speakers make nasalization without effort and without even realizing 

they do.  

 

III. MORPHOLOGY AND SYNTAX 

• BASIC MORPHOLOGY, WORD ORDER AND CASE SYSTEM: 

Concerning morphology, /ejak/ is an inflecting language and each morph can thus 

represent different morphemes, contrary to agglutinating languages where each morph stands for 

a particular aspect of grammar. Moreover, the morphs of inflecting languages are always attached 

to another word or are part of the word itself. As an example, the personal pronoun /ukuk/ 

represents three elements of language: third person, neutral and plural. The form /uk/ is the 

singular form of third person neutral where sound /u/ is the neutral marker, as opposed to /ɔ/ in 

/ok/ (third person singular masculine) or /a/ in /ak/ (third person singular feminine). The plural 

form /ukuk/ shows a reduplication of the singular pronoun because this is the way /ejak/ marks 

plural. Indeed, every singular noun or pronoun of the language can be made plural simply by 

reduplication. The word /pɔj/ for example, meaning ‘cat’ in the singular, is transformed into 

/pɔjpɔj/ to mean ‘cats’ in the plural. However, reduplication cannot be used for verbs or for 

emphasis. The verb /nam/ for example, meaning ‘to eat’, will keep its form, no matter to what 

pronoun it is linked. It is the latter which will inflect, as the following sentences show:  

/ik   nam   ɔʃ   fum/  
1SG.NOM  eat.PRS  INDF.ART  fruit 
I  eat  a  fruit. 

 
/ikik   nam   ɔʃ   fum/ 
1PL.NOM  eat.PRS  INDF.ART  fruit 
We  eat  a  fruit.  
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To intensify or emphasise a part of language, /ejak/ does not allow reduplication either. 

The word /fuwen/ for example, meaning ‘little’, cannot be reduplicated to mean ‘very little’. 

Another word (/fiwen/) exists for this notion.  

As the precedent examples show, /ejak/ language has an SVO (subject, verb, object) word 

order, just as English or French. The syntactic tree below represents a basic sentence following 

this pattern:  

 

The word order of /ejak/ is very strict and words will always respect their positions. The 

language also follows the nominative-accusative case system, and one particularity is that both 

nominative and accusative pronouns have the same form. The personal pronoun /ik/ can thus 

mean ‘I’ or ‘me’ depending on the context, as the following examples show: 
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/ik   lem   ek/ 
1SG.NOM  love.PRS  2SG.ACC 
I   love   you 

 
/ek   lem   ik/  
2SG.NOM  love.PRS  1SG.ACC 
You   love   me 

/ejak/ sticks to this dual case system and does not have any other cases. It thus possesses a 

very large number of prepositions which all come after the verb and before the noun they are 

linked to. Here are some of them, among the most frequently used: /aʃ/ (‘to’), /tek/ (‘of’), /tɔwɔl/ 

(‘towards’), /tʃej/ (‘at’ or ‘at someone’s’), /deid/ (‘in’). 

• VERBS: 

/ejak/ has a very simple, although very complete, verb system. The language has three 

different tenses: past, present and future, four different moods: infinitive, indicative, imperative 

and subjunctive, and two different aspects: perfective and imperfective. Only past and future 

tenses inflect in the indicative, respectively marked by suffixes /aj/ and /ej/, while present form 

always stays the same as the infinitive. To form the imperative, the pronoun is simply attached to 

the infinitive form of the verb, as a suffix. Subjunctive does not have a separate form and is 

identical to the indicative; the word /sif/ is just added before the verb, as a separate morpheme. 

Identically, the morpheme /sel/ is added before the verb to differentiate the imperfective aspect 

from the perfective one. In the case of subjunctive imperfective, where both /sif/ and /sel/ 

markers are used, /sel/ will always be the one closest to the verb. As an example, the verb /alt/ 

below, meaning ‘to stop’, has been conjugated to illustrate the different uses of verbs in ejak:   
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- - Past Present Futur 

Indicative Perfective 
 
Imperfective 

alt-aj 
 

sel alt-aj 

alt 
 

sel alt 

alt-ej 
 

sel alt-ej 

Subjunctive Perfective 
 
Imperfective 

sif alt-aj 
 

sif sel alt-aj 

sif alt 
 

sif sel alt 

sif alt-ej 
 

sif sel alt-ej 

Imperative - - alt-ek (2SG) 
alt-ikik (1PL) 
alt-ekek (2PL) 

- 

 

Morphologically speaking, the verbs of /ejak/ do not follow a particular form and can 

have various lengths and endings. The verb /sukadem/ for example, meaning ‘to succeed’, 

possesses three syllables and an /em/ ending, found in several other verbs like /lem/ (‘to love’) or 

/fabakem/ (‘to do’, ‘to make’ or ‘to build’). On the contrary a verb like /zip/, meaning ‘to see’, 

possesses only one syllable and a random ending. It is thus impossible to identify a verb thanks to 

its morphology.  

• NOUNS AND PRONOUNS: 

Similarly to verbs, nouns cannot be identified by their morphology as it is totally random. 

However, because of reduplication, most of them are one or two syllables long, even if three 

syllables nouns exist. The word /tit/, meaning ‘dog’, and the word /aklemak/, meaning 

‘kingdom’, both are nouns of /ejak/, with various lengths and morphologies. Moreover, nouns do 

not inflect for person or gender.  

If countable nouns are made plural by simple reduplication, mass nouns however cannot 

undergo the same changes. These nouns need classifiers in order to be measured, and the /ejak/ 
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language divides them into four categories, according to the four elements. Each category of 

nouns is linked to one word that functions as a classifier. The word /wɔl/ is linked to element 

earth and classifies every objects or natural elements that can be grabbed, like sand, glass or 

nature. Air and concepts are classified by the word /sek/, water and liquids by the word /flɔp/, and 

fire and ungrabbable objects or visible phenomena by the word /lit/. The classifier is always 

attached to the uncountable noun as a suffix, and to precise quantity, speakers can add a number 

before the classified mass noun and one of the five words defining size after it: /fiwen/ (‘very 

little’), /fuwen/ (‘little’), /fɔwen/ (‘medium’), /fewen/ (‘big’) and /fawen/ (‘very big’). The 

sentences below are given as examples: 

/ɔʃ   awɔw-flɔp    fiwen/ 
INDF.ART  water-classifer for liquids   very little 
A very little quantity of water. 

 
/fan  waw-wɔl     fewen/  
two  gold-classifier for grabbable objects  big 
Two big quantities of gold. 

The /ejak/ language has a set of ten personal pronouns and they are subject to 

reduplication the same way nouns are. Third person singular and third person plural both have 

three different pronouns: masculine, feminine and neutral. Masculine and feminine pronouns are 

used for human beings and animals only, but the neutral pronoun has a very wide range of uses. It 

is used for anything that is neither feminine nor masculine but also when the gender is unknown 

(for animals for example) or for a group of people composed of both men and women. The table 

below presents the ten pronouns of /ejak/: 
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Singular Plural 

1SG ik ikik 

2SG ek ekek 

3SG Feminine ak akak 

3SG Masculine ɔk ɔkɔk 

3SG Neutral uk ukuk 

 

• ADJECTIVES, PARTICIPLES AND ADVERBS: 

Contrary to verbs and nouns, adjectives in /ejak/ can be identified by their morphology. 

They always are two or three syllables long and always have the /en/ ending. They also always 

come after the noun they modify and as they do not agree with the latter, they keep their form in 

any case. Moreover, participles, used for the passive in /ejak/, have the same morphology as 

adjectives and end in /en/ as well, as the sentences below show: 

/ɔk   mej  ɔʃ   kjɔm  lɔlen/ 
1SG.M.NOM  be.PRS  INDF.ART  man  tall.ADJ 
He is a tall man.  

 
/uk   mej-aj   fabakem-en/ 
3SG.N.NOM  be-PST   build-PTCP 
It was built.  

 

Similarly to adjectives, adverbs have a particular morphology which allows them to be 

identified. They always are three syllables long and end in /ir/. They also always come after the 

verb they modify, as shown in the example below: 

/ak   slɔm-aj   petekir/  
3SG.F.NOM  slow down-PST  gradually.ADV 
She gradually slowed down.  
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• ARTICLES AND DEMONSTRATIVES: 

Just as most of languages, /ejak/ possesses definite and indefinite articles. They do not 

inflect for person, gender or number and are essential before nouns. The language does not allow 

sentences with no article, as it is the case in English in the phrase ‘men are taller than women’, 

for example. No matter if the noun is definite or indefinite in /ejak/, the presence of an article is 

mandatory. However, when mass nouns are used in their plain form, with no classifiers, they do 

not require the use of an article: 

/ik   lemeig   gael   tit-tit/  
1SG.NOM  prefer.PRS  DEF.ART  dog-PL 
I prefer dogs.  

 
/ek   vɔl   elam?/ 
2SG.NOM  want.PRS  milk 
Do you want milk? 

 

/ejak/ also makes use of demonstratives. The words /kim/ and /kɔm/ are the only two 

demonstratives of the language and they do not inflect in person, gender or number. The 

difference between both words concerns the distance of what they are referring to. /kim/, 

meaning ‘this’ or ‘these’,  is used for objects or people that are close to the speaker, and /kɔm/, 

meaning ‘that’ or ‘those’, for objects or people that are far from him. However, /kɔm/ has the 

particularity of being used only when there is a comparison with /kim/; if not, /kim/ will be used 

as a first choice. The following sentences illustrate this use:  

 
/kim  mej   ʃapwak  uks   paip  mejaj  babel/ 
DEM  be.PRS   why   3SG.N.POSS  name  be.PST  Babel 
That is why it was called Babel.  
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/ek  lemeig   kim  ul  kɔm ?/ 
2SG  prefer.PRS  DEM  or  DEM 
Do you prefer these or those? 
 

 
In the last sentence, the demonstratives are used as comparatives, which explains the use 

of /kɔm/, while in the prior sentence, /kim/ is used to translate ‘that’ because there is no 

comparison. The same distinction exists for the words /ikwiʃ/ and /ikwɔʃ/, respectively meaning 

‘here’ and ‘there’.  

• QUESTIONS AND NEGATIONS: 

/ejak/ has a very simple way of marking interrogations, and this is by the use of 

intonation. Indeed, the voice simply rises in order to differentiate the question from the 

affirmation. When written, it is necessary to add the question marker (?) at the end of the 

sentence, even though the language does not have a written form and only uses the IPA symbols. 

Negations are however marked in a special way as the word /nej/, meaning ‘no’, is always 

present in negative sentences. To create negative versions of nouns, /nej/, holding the negation, is 

attached to the noun as a prefix. The word /pɔmereʒ/ for example, meaning ‘possible’, becomes 

/nejpɔmereʒ/ when meaning ‘impossible’. Similarly, /nej/ is placed just before a verb, as a 

separate word, to negate it: 

/ek   nej  lem   ak/  
2SG.NOM  NEG  love.PRS  3SG.F.ACC 
You do not love her. 

 

• RELATIVE CLAUSES:  

Relative clauses in /ejak/ are formed the same way as English. A relative pronoun is 

mandatory to link sentences and the head noun has to be in initial position. Finally, the gap 
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between the two sentences cannot be filled by a pronoun. Here is an example to illustrate the 

process of relative clauses:  

/gael   kjam   nam-aj gael   fum  wak  tadam-aj  tek   
DEF.ART  woman  eat.PST DEF.ART  fruit  REL  fall.PST  from  
The   woman  ate  the   fruit  that  had fallen  from 
 
gael   saʒ/ 
DEF.ART  tree 
the   tree.  
 

 
• NUMBERING SYSTEM: 

Finally, the /ejak/ language possesses a numbering system. It is very simple, although 

very complete. /ejakejak/ never count over billions and the language thus do not have words for 

numbers over 9, 999 999 999. The system is composed of fifteen words, corresponding to fifteen 

numbers that can be combined to form other numbers. Each of them is a word composed of a 

consonant, a vowel and another consonant (CVC). Here are the fifteen basic numbers:  

0: zɔj 
1: kun 

2: fan 

3: tep 

4: ʃak 

5: lip 

6: zik 

7: zen 

8: lum 

9: nɔv 

Tens: tiz 

Hundreds: sen 

Thousands: mil 

Millions: kaj 

Billions: kaw 
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To create longer numbers such as ‘48’, the speaker has to pronounced the first number, 

here ‘4’, then the unit of measurement, here ‘ten’, and finally the last number, here ‘8’. Number 

48 is thus pronounced /ʃak tiz lum/ in /ejak/. Other examples are given below: 

653: /zik sen lip tiz tep/ 

2179: /fan mil kun sen zen tiz nɔv/ 

 

IV. STORY 

gael               twɔr-twɔr       wik   laiv    aplaik   gael               bul    laʃ     mej   
DEF.ART people-PL REL live.PRS on DEF.ART planet /laʃ/ be.PRS 
The               people           who  live     on     Ø                  planet  /laʃ/   are    
  
Saver-en        klaik gael    twɔrel            tek   gael               ʃak 
know-PTCP as DEF.ART          people  of DEF.ART four                 
known          as      the     people           of      the                four    
          
Tsaip-tsaip.    Ukuk    laiv    neɔl-ir            ʃɔil    gael    nalan,    
element-PL 3PL.N.NOM   live.PRS  harmony-ADV with DEF.ART nature 
elements.      They      live     harmoniously  with  Ø       nature,  
                      
ʃiʒet    ɔj,                 pen   ɔrel    ɔʃ   dajal         aident    
complement.PRS  REPC  and share.PRS INDF.ART language same 
complement  each other,   and   share    a   language   same  
 
paip-en          ejak.   ɔlak  twɔr   vil     mej   cast   gael     
name-PTCP  /ejak/    each person  can.PRS     be.INF  only DEF.ART   
named           /ejak/.  Each  person  can    be     only  the    
           
ʃɔwzan                   tek    kun               tsaip,    pen   kim   tsaip          mey   
representative  of one  element and  DEM  element be.PRS  
representative           of      one               element,   and   this     element         is       
 
pik-en            aident-ir         wak              gael    çeks,             akjan    gael                
chose-PTCP same-ADV REL  DEF.ART gender  before DEF.ART 
chosen          the same way   Ø                  Ø  gender is,      before  Ø    
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flaw,    klaik    ukuk             mey  fabakem-en.   ɔsiz,  uk                 mej   cast   ʃak        
birth while 3PL.N.NOM be.PRS conceive-PTCP also 3SG.N.NOM be-PRS only four 
birth,    while    they               are  conceived.    Also,    there              are   only 
 four                      
ɔç-ɔç     tek    pɔak-pɔak  aplaik   gael            bul    laʃ,    pen   ɔlak   pɔak   
type-PL  of animal-PL on DEFART planet /laʃ/ and each animal 
types  of      animals   on    Ø               planet /laʃ/,  and   each 
 animal        
dʒɔik                     aʃ  kun  tsaip.            zaʃ    gael               twɔr-twɔr       mey   
correspond.PRS to  one element so DEFART people-PL be.PRS 
corresponds          to  one  element.  So,    Ø                     people           are     
 
lel-en          aʃ  kun               tsaip    pen   kun   pɔak. 
link-PTCP to  one  element and one animal 
linked        to  one               element  and   one   animal. 
 
ukuk  ɔrel  uksuks  bug-bug pen ʒen-ʒen ʃɔil 
3PL.N.NOM  share.PRS  3PL.N.POSS fear-PL  and  feeling-PL with 
They   share   their   fears   and  feelings  with  
 
uksuks  pɔak-pɔak  pen  ɔbajer   gael   tsaip-tsaip  ɔjpenɔj 
3PL.N.POSS  animal-PL  and  control.PRS  DEF.ART  element-PL  together 
their   animals  and  control  the   elements  together.  
 
gael   krein-krein  ɔak tek  gael   twɔrel   mej  gael   
DEF.ART belief-PL  main of  DEF.ART  people.SG  be.PRS  DEF.ART  
The   beliefs   main of  the   people   are  Ø   
 
dɔmdem  pen  gael   ɔjmejɔj  pen  gael  alenan  laçan 
balance  and  DEF.ART  equality and DEF.ART divinity laçan 
balance  and  Ø  equality,  and  the   divinity  /laçan/  
 
ʃɔwsen  kim  iklit  akak   mej  ʃɔwzan-en  klaik ɔʃ 
embody.PRS REL idea 3SG.F.NOM  be.PRS  represent-PTCP as INDF.ART 
embodies  this  idea.  She   is  represented   as  a  
 
kjam   alin-en  ʃɔil  ɔʃ   lɔn-lɔn  ʃajen  pen  jek-jek   
woman  beauty-ADJ with INDF.ART  hair-PL  white  and  eye-PL    
woman  beautiful  with  Ø  hair   white  and  eyes    
 
ʃajen  ɔsiz  gael   peace  mej  ɔʃ   reʒ  aʒan  pabalen aplaik  
white also DEF.ART  peace  be.PRS  INDF.ART  thing  very  important on  
white.  Also,  Ø  peace  is  a   thing  very  important  on  
 
gael   bul  /laʃ/  
DEF.ART  planet  /laʃ/ 
Ø  planet  /laʃ/. 
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V. TRANSLATION 

• GENESIS 11: 1-9: THE TOWER OF BABEL 

kwaj    paw  gael               tut     abalɔn-aj       mej   tek    kun   dajal             pen    
now  all     DEF.ART        earth    continu-PST  be.INF  of      one   language       and    
Now  all     the                earth    continued      to be    of      one   language      and   
  
tek    kun   awt-awt-wɔl 
of      one   word-PL-set 
of      one   set of words. 
 
klaik ukuk             pagarem-aj    tɔwɔl            gael               ejen   ukuk               
as      3PL.N.NOM    travel-PST     towards        DEF.ART       east   3PL.N.NOM     
As     they               traveled        towards        the                east,  they    
         
ait-aj             ɔʃ                  lejem    deid  gael               aklemak        tek    ʃinar 
discover-PST INDF.ART      valley   in      DEF.ART        kingdom       of      Shinar 
discovered    a                   valley   in      the                kingdom       of      Shinar, 
 
pen   ukuk             bublem-aj     laivir               ikwiʃ 
and   3PL.N.NOM    begin-PST      dwell-INF      DEM 
and   they               began           dwelling        there. 
 
ilen   ukuk              agaʃ-aj         aʃ      ɔj                  klem-ekek                 fabakem-ikik 
then  3PL.N.NOM     say-PST       to      RECP              come-IMP.2PL          make-IMP.1PL  
Then    they               said               to      one another: “Come!                    Let us make 
 
ɔʃ                  bilm-bilm      pen   kwiʒ-ikik      ukuk             ʃɔil    tʃif 
INDF.ART      brick-PL        and   bake-IMP.1PL   3PL.N.ACC    with  fire 
Ø                  bricks            and   let us bake    them             with  fire.” 
 
zaʃ    ukuk             lej-aj             ɔʃ                  bilm-bilm      aif                 pien 
so      3PL.N.NOM    use-PST         INDF.ART     brick-PL        instead of     stone 
So     they               used              Ø                  bricks            instead of      stone, 
 
pen   bitam            klaik    mɔtam 
and   bitumen        as      mortar 
and   bitumen        as      mortar. 
 
kwaj    ukuk             agaʃ-aj          klem-ekek     fabakem-ikik   ɔʃ                  talan 
now  3PL.N.NOM    say-PST         come-IMP.2PL build-IMP.1PL   INDF.ART      city 
Now  they               said:             “Come!        Let us build   a                   city 
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ʃap    ikik-ɔj           pen   ɔʃ                  sprit  ʃɔil    uks                sɔmet   deid 
for    1PL-REFL      and   INDF.ART      tower   with  3SG.N.POSS   top    in 
for     ourselves      and   a                   tower   with  its                  top    in 
 
gael               pagadaj         pen   fabakem-ikik   ɔʃ                  paip  anen          ʃap 
DEF.ART        heaven          and   make-IMP.1PL  INDF.ART      name    ADJ          for 
the                heaven,         and   let us make   a                   name   famous          for 
 
ikik-ɔj           zaʃ    ikik               nej    mej-ej           pagaj-en        aplaik   paw   
1PL-REFL      so      1PL.NOM       neg   be-FUT          scatter-ADJ    over  all   
ourselves,     so      we                 won’t be                   scattered       over  all  
 
gael               ars     tek    gael               tut 
DEF.ART        face  of      DEF.ART        earth 
the                face   of      the                earth.   
 
ilen   ʒeɔvak          dawan-aj      zip                gael               talan    pen   gael 
then  Jehovah        go down-PST   see.INF          DEF.ART        city   and   DEF.ART 
Then    Jehovah        went down    to see            the                city    and   the 
 
sprit  wak  gael            çɔlɔn-çɔlɔn   tek    gael            kjɔm-kjɔm    fabakem-aj 
tower   REL   DEF.ART        son-PL           of      DEF.ART        man-PL         build-PST 
tower   that   the             sons              of      Ø               men              had built. 
 
ilen   ʒeɔvak          agaʃ-aj          ziptak-ekek   ukuk             mej   kun   twɔrel 
then  Jehovah        say-PST         look-IMP.2PL   3PL.N.NOM    be-PRS one   people 
Then Jehovah        said:             “Look!          They             are    one   people 
 
ʃɔil    kun   dajal             pen   kim   mey  wak  ukuk             bublem-aj 
with  one   language       and   DEM  be-PRS REL   3PL.N.NOM    start-PST 
with  one   language,     and   this    is       what they               have started 
 
fabakem 
do-INF 
to do. 
 
kwaj    nej-reʒ          tek    wak  ukuk             kaik-ej          deid  gael               feim 
now  NEG-thing     of      REL   3PL.N.NOM    have-FUT      in      DEF.ART        mind 
Now  nothing         of      what    they            will have       in      Ø               mind 
 
fabakem       mej-ej   nej-pɔmereʒ  ʃap    ukuk 
do-INF          be-FUT  NEG-possible for    3PL.N.ACC 
to do             will be   impossible    for     them. 
 
klem-ekek     dawan-ikik               ikwiʃ   pen   mekslam-ikik            uksuks 
come-IMP.2PL  go down-IMP.1PL     there and   confuse-IMP.1PL       3PL.N.POSS 
Come!  Let us go down         there    and   let us confuse            their 
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dajal             zaʃ    ukuk             nej    dʒerid-ej                   gael               dajal 
language       so      3PL.N.NOM    NEG   understand-FUT        DEF.ART        language 
language      so      they               won’t understand                 the                language 
 
tek    ɔj 
of      RECP 
of      one another.” 
 
zaʃ    ʒeɔvak          pagaj-aj         ukuk             çel     ikwiʃ   aplaik   paw  gael 
so      Jehovah        scatter-PST    3PL.N.ACC  from there over  all     DEF.ART         
So     Jehovah        scattered       them             from  there    over  all     the 
 
ars     tek    gael               tut     pen   ukuk             alt-aj             petekir 
face  of      DEF.ART        earth and   3PL.N.NOM    stop-PST        gradual-ADV 
face   of      the                earth    and   they               stopped         gradually 
 
fabakem       gael               talan 
build-INF      DEF.ART        city 
building        the                city. 
 
kim   mej   ʃapwak         uks                paip  mej-aj  babel    plej               ikwiʃ 
DEM  be-PRS why              3SG.N.POSS   name be-PST  Babel   because         there 
That  is       why               its                  name   was   Babel   because        there 
 
ʒeɔvak          mekslam-aj   gael               dajal             tek    paw  gael               tut 
Jehovah        confuse-PST  DEF.ART       language       of      all     DEF.ART        earth 
Jehovah        confused       the             language      of      all     the             earth 
 
 
pen   ʒeɔvak          pagaj-aj         ukuk             çel     ikwiʃ   aplaik   paw  gael 
and   Jehovah        scatter-PST    3PL.N.ACC    from    there over  all     DEF.ART 
and   Jehovah        scattered       them             from  there    over  all     the 
 
ars     tek    gael                tut 
face  of      DEF.ART        earth 
face   of      the                earth. 
 
 

VI. LEXICON 

• EJAK TO ENGLISH: 

abalɔn: v. to continue 
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agaʃ: v. to say 

aident: n. same 

aif: prep. instead of 

ait: v. to discover 

ajɔrem: n. respect 

ak: pers. pron. she, her 

akak:  pers. pron. they, them (femin.) 

akjan: prep. before, in front of 

aklem: n. left 

aklemak: n. kingdom, territory 

aklit: n. right 

aks: poss. adj. her, hers 

aksaks: poss. adj. their, theirs (femin.) 

alenan: n. divinity 

alin: n. beauty 

alinen: adj. beautiful 

alt: v. to stop 

anen: adj. famous 

aplaik: prep. on 

ars: n. face 

aʃ: prep. to 

aʃam: prep. without 

aʃazan: prep. about 

awɔw: n. water 

awt: n. word 

aʒan: adv. very 

beik: prep. by 

bilm: n. brick 

bitam: n. bitumen 

blɔwen: n. kind of giant frog 

bublem: v. to begin 
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bug: n. to fear 

bul: n. planet 

bum: n. thunderstorm 

dajal: n. language 

dawan: v. to go down 

dɔmdem: n. balance 

dɔt: n. diet 

debalem: v. to accelerate 

deid: prep. in 

dejmok: n. kind of horse 

dʒɔik: v. to correspond 

dʒeiz: prep. until 

dʒerid: v. understand 

ebleik: prep. under 

eit: v. to try 

ejen: n. east 

ek: pers. pron. you (sg.) 

ekek: pers. pron. You (pl.) 

eks: poss. adj. your, yours (sg.) 

ekseks: poss. adj. your, yours (pl.) 

eksel: v. to abuse 

elam: n. milk 

elim: prep. between 

elm: conj. but 

ent: v. to hear 

entak: v. to listen 

epemen: prep. up 

fabakem: v. to make, to build 

fan: num. adj. two 

fawen: adj. huge 

fɔlmen: prep. during 
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feim: n. mind, spirit 

fewen: adj. big 

filem: prep. thanks to 

fiwen: adj. very little 

flaʃ: n. lightning 

flaw: n. birth 

flɔʃ: n. sand 

flop: n. drop (classifier for water)  

fluel: n. air 

fɔwen: adj. medium  

fum: n. fruit 

fuwen: adj. little 

gael: def. art. the 

ik: pers. pron. I, me 

ikik: pers. pron. we, us 

iklit: n. idea 

iks: poss. adj. my, mine 

iksiks: poss. adj. our, ours 

ikwɔʃ: adv. there 

ikwiʃ: adv. here 

ilen: adv. then 

iwan: n. name of the galaxy 

jek: n. eye 

jep: n. luck 

kaik: v. to have 

kaj: n. million 

kajwan: int. pron. how many, how much 

kaw: n. billion 

kɔm: det. that, those 

kef: v. to caugh 

kim: det. this, these 
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kjaekts: v. to hate 

kjam: n. woman 

kjaren: n. kind of giant eagle 

kjɔm: n. man 

klaik: conj. as, like 

klap: v. to hit, to beat, to battle 

klem: v. to come 

krein: n. belief 

kun: num. adj. one 

kwaj: adj. now 

kwiʒ: v. to bake 

laivir: v. to live, to dwell 

lɔlen: adj. tall 

lɔnlɔn: n. hair 

lej: v. to use 

lejem: n. valley, plain 

lel: n. link 

lem: v. to like, to love 

lemeig: v. to prefer 

likwil: n. blood 

lip: num. adj. five 

lit: n. occurence (classifier for fire) 

lum: num. adj. eight 

maiz: n. year 

mɔtam: n. mortar 

mɔvem: prep. because of 

mej: v. to be 

mekslam: v. to confuse 

mekslamen: adj. confused 

miam: n. hungriness 

mil: n. thousand 
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mimen: adj. cute 

nalan: n. nature 

nam: v. to eat 

nawam: n. north 

nɔv: num. adj. nine 

nej: n. no 

nelɔn: n. harmony 

nelɔnir: adv. harmoniously 

pabalen: adj. important 

pagadaj: n. paradise, heaven 

pagaj: v. to scatter 

pagajen: adj. scattered 

pagarem: v. to travel 

paip: n. name 

paw: adj.  all, everything 

pɔak: n. animal 

pɔip: prep. through, throughout 

pɔj: n. cat 

pɔmerej: adj. possible 

pen: conj. and 

petekir: adv. gradually 

pien: n. stone 

pipem: prep. according to 

pipen: adj. small 

pjam: n. friend 

pjaman: n. friendship 

plaig: prep. since, for 

plɔn: prep. around 

plej: conj. because, for 

puran: n. rain 

reʒ: adj. nothing 
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sakjan: n. kind of giant cat 

salmɔn: prep. near 

saver: v. to know 

sawam: n. south 

saʒ: n. tree 

sɔmet: n. top 

sek: n. moment (classifier for air) 

sen: n. hundred 

slɔm: v. to slow down 

sprit: n. tower 

stɔp: v. to die 

sukadem: v. to succeed 

tadam: v. to fall 

tait: prep. out, outside, out of 

taj: int. yes 

talan: n. city, town 

tɔwɔl: prep. towards 

tek: prep. of 

tep: num. adj. three 

tit: n. dog 

tiwin: v. to go up 

tiz: n. dozen 

tjezun: prep. despite 

tsaip: n. element 

tʃɔm: v. to sneeze 

tʃej: prep. at someone’s 

tʃif: n. fire 

tʃin: n. glass 

tut: n. earth 

twɔr: n. person 

twɔrel: n. a people 
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uk: pers. pron. it (object or neuter) 

ukjen: prep. behind, after, beyond 

uks: poss. adj. its (object or neuter) 

uksuks: poss. adj. their, theirs (object or neuter) 

ukuk: pers. pron. they (object or neuter) 

ul: conj. or 

vil: aux. can, be able to 

vɔl: v. to want 

wak: int. pron. what 

waw: n. gold 

wɔk: int. pron. where 

wɔl: n. group, set, bunch (classifier for earth) 

wein: n. west 

wek: int. pron. when 

wik: int. pron. who 

wuk: int. pron. how 

zalbɔk: prep. far, away from 

zaʃ: conj. so 

zɔj: num. adj. zero 

zɔn: prep. as soon as 

zen: num. adj. seven 

zik: num. adj. six 

zim: prep. against 

zip: v. to see 

ziptak: v. to look at, to watch 

çal: n. girl 

çalan: n. daughter 

çast: adv. just, only 

çɔl: n. boy 

çɔlɔn: n. son 

çeks: n. sex, genre 
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çel: prep. from 

ɔak: n. main 

ɔbajer: v. to control 

ɔç: n. type 

ɔj: ref. pron. one another, each other 

ɔjmeyɔj: n. equality 

ɔjpenɔj: n. together 

ɔk: pers. pron. he, him 

ɔkɔk: pers. pron. they, them (masc.) 

ɔks: poss. adj. his (masc.) 

ɔksɔks: poss. pron. their, theirs (masc.) 

ɔlak: adv. each 

ɔpɔmɔn: prep. down 

ɔrel: v. to share 

ɔʃ: def.art. a 

ɔsiz: adv. also 

ʃajen: adj. white 

ʃak: num. adj. four 

ʃap: prep. for 

ʃapwak: int. pron. why 

ʃɔil: prep. with 

ʃɔwsen: v. to embody 

ʃɔwz: v. to represent 

ʃɔwzan: n. representative 

ʃiʒet: v. to complete 

ʒamen: prep. among 

ʒen: n. to feel 

 
• ENGLISH TO EJAK: 
 

a: def.art. ɔʃ 

about: prep. aʃazan 
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abuse: v. eksel 

accelerate: v. debalem 

according to: prep. pipem 

after: prep. ukjen 

against: prep. zim 

air: n. fluel 

also: adv. ɔsiz 

among: prep. ʒamen 

and: conj. pen 

animal: n. pɔak 

around: prep. plɔn 

as soon as: prep. zɔn 

as: conj. klaik 

at someone’s: prep. tʃej 

bake: v. kwiʒ 

balance: n. dɔmdem 

be: v. mej 

beautiful: adj. alinen  

beauty: n. alin  

because of: prep. mɔvem 

because: conj. plej 

before: prep. akjan  

begin: v. bublem 

behind: prep. ukjen 

belief: n. krein 

between: prep. elim 

beyond: prep. ukjen 

big: adj. fewen 

billion: n. kaw 

birth: n. flaw 

bitumen: n. bitam 
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blood: n. likwil 

boy: n. çɔl 

brick: n. bilm 

build: v. fabakem 

but: conj. elm 

by: prep. beik 

can: aux. vil 

cat: n. pɔj 

city: n. talan 

come: v. klem 

complement: v. ʃiʒet 

confuse: v. mekslam 

confused: adj. mekslamen 

continue: v. abalɔn 

control: v. ɔbajer 

correspond: v. dʒɔik 

cough: v. kef 

cute: adj. mimen 

daughter: n. çalan 

despite: prep. tjezun 

die: v. stɔp 

diet: n. dɔt 

discover: v. ait  

divinity: n. alenan  

do: v. fabakem 

dog: n. tit 

down: prep. ɔpɔmɔn 

drop: n. flɔp 

during: prep. fɔlmen 

dwell: v. laivir 

each other, one another: ref. pron. ɔj 
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each: adv. ɔlak 

earth: n. tut 

east: n. ejen 

eat: v. nam 

eight: num. adj. lum 

element: n. tsaip 

embody: v. ʃɔwsen 

equality: n. ɔjmeyɔj 

everything: adj. paw 

eye: n. jek 

face: n. ars 

fall: v. tadam 

famous: adj. anen 

far: prep. zalbɔk 

fear: n. bug 

feel: n. ʒen 
fire: n. tʃif 

five: num. adj. lip 

for: prep. ʃap 

four: num. adj. ʃak 

friend: n. pjam 

friendship: n. pjaman 

from: prep. çel 

fruit: n. fum 

genre: n. çeks 

girl: n. çal 

glass: n. tʃin 

go down: v. dawan 

go up: v. tiwin 

gold: n. waw 

gradually: adv. petekir 
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hair: n. lɔnlɔn 

harmoniously: adv. nelɔnir 

harmony: n. nelɔn 

hate: v. kjaekts 

have: v. kaik 

he: pers. pron. ɔk 

hear: v. ent 

heaven: n. pagadaj 

her, hers: poss. adj. aks  

her: obj. pron. ak 

here: adv. ikwiʃ 

him: obj. pron. ɔk 

his (masc.): poss. adj. ɔks 

hit: v. klap 

how many, how much: int. pron. kajwan 

how: int. pron. wuk 

huge: adj. fawen 

hundred: n. sen 

hungriness: n. miam 

I: pers. pron. ik 

idea: n. iklit 

important: adj. pabalen 

in front of:  prep. akjan  

in: prep. deid 

instead of:  prep. aif  

it: pers. pron. or obj. pron. uk 

its: poss. adj. uks 

just: adv. çast 

kingdom: n. aklemak  

know: v. saver 

language: n. dajal 
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left: n. aklem 

lightning: n. flaʃ 

like: conj. klaik 

like: v. lem 

link: n. lel 

listen: v. entak 

little: adj. fuwen 

live: v. laivir 

look at: v. ziptak 

love: v. lem 

luck: n. jep 

main: n. ɔak 

make: v. fabakem 

man: n. kjɔm 

me: obj. pron. ik 

medium: adj. fɔwen 

milk: n. elam 

million: n. kaj 

mind: n. feim 

mortar: n. mɔtam 

my, mine: poss. adj. iks 

name: n. paip 

nature: n. nalan 

near: prep. salmɔn 

nine: num. adj. nɔv 

no: n. nej 

north: n. nawam 

nothing: adj. reʒ 

now: adj. kwaj 

of: prep. tek 

on: prep. aplaik 
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one: num. adj. kun 

only: adv. çast 

or: conj. ul 

our, ours: poss. adj. ikik 

out: prep. tait 

outside: prep. tait 

people (SG): n. twɔrel 

person: n. twɔr 

plain: n. lejem 

planet: n. bul 

possible: adj. pɔmerej 

prefer: v. lemeig 

rain: n. puran 

represent: v. ʃɔwz 

representative: n. ʃɔwzan 

respect: n. ajɔrem  

right: n. aklit 

same: n. aident  

sand: n. flʃ 

say: v. agaʃ  

scatter: v. pagaj 

scattered: adj. pagajen 

see: v. zip 

seven: num. adj. zen 

share: v. ɔrel 

she: pers. pron. ak  

since: prep. plaig 

six: num. adj. zik 

slow down: v. slɔm 

small: adj. pipen 

sneeze: v. tʃɔm 
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so: conj. zaʃ 

son: n. çɔlɔn 

south: n. sawam 

stone: n. pien 

stop: v. alt 

succeed: v. sukadem 

tall: adj. lɔlen 

tens: n. tiz 

territory: n. aklemak 

thanks to: prep. filem 

that, those: det. kɔm 

the: def. art. gael 

their, theirs (femin.): poss. adj. aksaks  

their, theirs (masc.): poss. pron. ɔksɔks 

their, theirs (N): poss. adj. uksuks 

them (femin.): obj. pron. akak 

them (masc.): obj. pron. ɔkɔk 

them (N): obj. pron. ukuk 

then: adv. ilen 

there: adv. ikwɔʃ 

they (femin.): pers. pron. akak  

they (masc.): pers. pron. ɔkɔk 

they (N): pers. pron. ukuk 

this, these: det. kim 

thousand: n. mil 

three: num. adj. tep 

through: prep. pɔip 

thunderstorm: n. bum 

to: prep. aʃ 

together: n. ɔjpenɔj 

top: n. sɔmet 
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towards: prep. tɔwɔl 

tower: n. sprit 

travel: v. pagarem 

tree: n. saʒ 

try: v. eit 

two: num. adj. fan 

type: n. ɔç 

under: prep. ebleik 

understand: v. dʒerid 

until: prep. dʒeiz 

up: prep. epemen 

us: obj. pron. ikik 

use: v. lej 

valley: n. lejem 

very little: adj. fiwen 

very: adv. aʒan 

want: v. vɔl 

watch: v. ziptak 

water: n. awɔw 

we: pers. pron. ikik 

west: n. wein 

what: int. pron. wak 

when: int. pron. wek 

where: int. pron. wɔk 

white: adj. ʃajen 

who: int. pron. wik 

why: int. pron. ʃapwak 

with: prep. ʃɔil 

without: prep. aʃam 

woman: n. kjam 

word: n. awt 
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year: n. maiz 

yes: int. taj 

you (PL): pers. pron. or obj. pron. ekek 

you (SG): pers. pron. or obj. pron ek 

your, yours (PL):  poss. adj. ekek 

your, yours (SG): poss. adj. eks  

zero: num. adj. zɔj 

 
 
NUMBERING SYSTEM 

0: zoj 

1: kun 

2: fan 

3: tep 

4: ʃak 

5: lip 

6: zik 

7: zen 

8: lum 

9: nɔv 

Tens: tiz 

Hundreds: sen 

Thousands: mil 

Millions: kaj 

Billions: kaw 

 

MASS NOUNS AND CLASSIFIERS 

Here is a list of the mass nouns of /ejak/ with their respective classifiers: 

/wɔl/ (earth): 
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bitam: bitumen: bitamwɔl 

flɔʃ: sand: flɔʃwɔl 

mɔtam: mortar: mɔtamwɔl 

nalan: nature: nalanwɔl 

pien: stone: pienwɔl 

tʃin: glass: tʃinwɔl 

tut: earth: tutwɔl 

waw: gold: wawwɔl 

 
/sek/ (air): 

ajɔrem: respect: ajɔremsek  

alin: beauty: alinsek  

bug: fear: bugsek 

fluel: air: fluelsek 

jep: luck: jepsek 

miam: hungriness: miamsek 

nelɔn: harmony: nelɔnsek 

 
/flɔp/ (water): 

awɔw: water: awɔwflɔp 

likwil: blood: likwilflɔp 

puran: rain: puranflɔp 

elam: milk: elamflɔp 

 
/lit/ (fire): 

bum: thunderstorm: bumlit 

flaʃ: lightning: flaʃlit 

tʃif: fire: tʃiflit 
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VII. APPENDIX 

Here are more sentences in /ejak/ with their gloss and translation:  

/ik   kaik   tep  tit-tit  pen  ik   lem     ukuk/ 
1SG.NOM  have.PRS  three  dog-PL and  1SG.NOM  love.PRS   3PL.N.ACC 
I have three dogs and I love them.  
 
/gael   pɔj  mej  aplaik  gael   saʒ/  
DEF.ART  cat  be.PRS  on  DEF.ART  tree 
The cat is on the tree.  
 
/alt-ek   eit  sukadem-ek !/ 
stop-IMP.2SG  try.INF succeed-IMP.2SG 
Stop trying, succeed ! 
 
/ikik   mej  deid  fan mil kun tiz lip/ 
2PL.NOM  be.PRS  in  2015 
We are in 2015.  
 
/ek   vɔl   kun  awɔw-flɔp  fuwen ?/  
2SG.NOM  want.PRS  one  water-CLF  little 
Do you want a little water? 
 
/ik   lem   ek/ 
1SG.NOM  love.PRS  2SG.ACC 
I love you.  
 
/ik   kaik   fan tiz ʃak  maiz-maiz/ 
1SG.NOM  have.PRS  24   year-PL 
I am 24.  
 
/iks   paip  mey   selja/ 
1SG.POSS  name  be.PRS   Célia 
My name is Célia.  
 
/ek   kaik   miam ?/ 
2SG.NOM  have.PRS  hungriness 
Are you hungry? 
 
/kajwan ek   mej ?/ 
how much  2SG.NOM  be.PRS 
How old are you ? 
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/ik   eksel-aj/ 
1SG.NOM  eat too much-PST 
I ate too much. 
(The verb /eksel/ is used only for the notion ‘eat too much’). 
 
/ɔrel   pjaman/ 
share.INF  friendship 
To share friendship. 
(That is what /ejakejak/ say to each other as ‘hello’). 
 
/ajɔrem/ 
respect 
Respect.  
(That is what /ejakejak/ say to each other as ‘goodbye’). 
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Bruce 3 

1. Introduction 

The language I have created is called ɖamɖɛm . The meaning of this name 

roughly translates to “rockfall speech,” a name that is tied to the cultural context I 

created surrounding my language. 

ɖamɖɛm grew out of an environment. I was interested in how natural language 

might grow to mimic the sounds surrounding it. As such, ɖamɖɛm is spoken in an 

environment rich with sound and the possibility of onomatopoeia. The speakers of 

ɖamɖɛm are human, or at least humanoid. They live in small communal groups in caves 

and caverns underneath the planet’s surface. If the planet they live on is Earth, it is 

Earth very far in the future. The surface has been rendered uninhabitible; living 

underground is an effective survival mechanism. While these people did once live on 

the surface before it became dangerous, they have lived underground for many 

generations now and their time on the surface has entered into the mythology of the 

culture. 

Before they retreated to the caverns, their surface environment was desert. So 

when the people first moved underground the very different environment necessitated 

the creation of a lot of new vocabulary in order for them to survive. Much of this new 

vocabulary was formed through onomatopoeia. This became a shared vocabulary 

between people who spoke various dialects of the local surface language and so were 

variably mutually intelligible. As time went on, the sounds brought into the language 

through onomatopoeia began to bleed into the rest of the language. There was a shift 
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towards rounded vowels, as well as retroflex and uvular consonants. In this way, the 

environment worked to shape the sound of the language. 

The environment has also shaped ɖamɖɛm semantically. Because of the dangers 

of the surface and the safety of the caverns, words associated with surfacing and going 

upwards are generally negative. Likewise, open air is not seen as free but rather as 

dangerous. These cultural values have affected many idioms in ɖamɖɛm , as well as 

working into the grammar to some extent through the choice of auxiliary verbs.  

Because they live underground away from the sun, the speakers of ɖamɖɛm 

conceptualize time differently than we do. They do not have concrete time 

measurements, but instead have terms simply for “now,” “before now,” and “after now.” 

This is also influenced by their reverence for stone which they see as their protector and 

teacher. There is a cultural emphasis on patience and steadiness, which translates to 

limited interest in anything ephemeral.  

Overall, ɖamɖɛm reflects both the environment that it grew in as well as the 

values of the people who speak it. 
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2. Phonetics 

2.1. Consonants 

Figure 2.1

 

The consonantal phonemic inventory of ɖamɖɛm is represented in figure 2.1. Like 

English, ɖamɖɛm has voiced and voiceless bilabial and alveolar plosives, as well a 

voiced velar plosive and a glottal stop. It also has a bilabial, alveolar, and velar nasal, a 

voiced and voiceless alveolar fricative, a voiceless postalveolar fricative, and an 

alveolar lateral approximant. Other sounds also found in English are the affricate 

consisting of a voiceless alveolar stop and a postalveolar voiceless fricative, as well as 

a labiovelar approximant.  

There are a variety of consonants not found in English as well. ɖamɖɛm has quite 

a few retroflex consonants: both voiced and voiceless retroflex plosives, as well as a 

retroflex tap and a retroflex approximant. These are produced by moving the tip of the 

tongue back and curling it up to touch the palate, and are rounder sounding than their 

alveolar equivalents. These sounds became prevalent in ɖamɖɛm through 

onomatopoeia, as their roundness mimics the echoes in the caverns.  
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ɖamɖɛm also has a voiced and a voiceless uvular stop, which are produced by 

raising the back of the tongue towards the uvula and obstructing the airflow. These were 

also spread through onomatopoeia, as they sound similar to the gurgle of water.  

The last nonEnglish sound is the affricate consisting of an alveolar stop and 

alveolar fricative. 

2.2. Vowels 

Figure 2.2 

 

The vowel inventory of ɖamɖɛm is relatively simple. Like English, it has a high 

unrounded front vowel, an openmid unrounded front vowel, a low unrounded front 

vowel, a high rounded back vowel, a mid rounded back vowel, and and openmid 

rounded back vowel. The two nonEnglish vowels are the high rounded front vowel and 

the low rounded back vowel. 

The vowel inventory of ɖamɖɛm includes many rounded vowels, as another way 

of mimicking the echoes of the cavern environment.  
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3. Phonology 

The syllable structure in ɖamɖɛm is (C)(C)V(C)(C). While it is possible for a 

syllable to consist only of a vowel, ɖamɖɛm has a strong preference for onset 

consonants. Syllables that start with a vowel are rare. ɖamɖɛm does not allow for 

dipthongization. 

In regards to phonotactic restrictions and acceptable clusters, only stop+liquid 

and fricative+liquid clusters are allowed in the onset with the exception of *sɽ, *zɽ, *ʃɽ, 

and *ʒɽ. Only nasal+stop, fricative+stop, and liquid+stop clusters are allowed in the 

coda. ɖamɖɛm does not allow consecutive vowels across syllable boundaries. 

Rather than having a variable stress pattern, ɖamɖɛm has fixed secondary 

stress; stress is always on the second syllable of the word. In words that are four 

syllables and longer, secondary stress will then fall on the fourth syllable. 

There are several phonological rules that apply to ɖamɖɛm . They are outlined 

here. 

3.1. Nasalization rule 

If a nasal consonant follows a vowel, then that vowel will become nasalized. 

3.2. Aspiration rule 

Voiceless stops are aspirated in wordinitial position and the beginning of 

stressed syllables. 

3.3. Homorganic nasal rule 

The place of articulation of a nasal is the same as the following consonant. 

[liŋd ] : entrance →  /lind / 
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3.4. Homorganic liquid rule 

The place of articulation of a liquid is the same as the preceding consonant. 

[ʈliŋ ] : bright → /ʈɭiŋ / 

3.5. Vowel harmony rule 

Only vowels of the same height are allowed within a word. This rule does not 

apply to case marker affixes with the exception of the imperative case, as most case 

affixation originated as separate prepositional words. 

[tlab ]  + [ la ] → /tlabla!/ [ɖɛ]     + [ la ] → /ɖɛli!/ 

come + ɪᴍᴘ → come! speak + ɪᴍᴘ → speak!  

4. Verbs 

Infinitive verbs in ɖamɖɛm are marked by one of two suffixes depending on vowel 

height in the root of the verb. If the root contains high vowels, then the infinitive suffix is 

 bi. If the root contains low vowels, then the infinitive suffix is ba. The bare form of the 

verb is the infinitive form stripped of the infinitive suffix. 

Verbs in ɖamɖɛm are marked only for tense and number, there is no distinction in 

person or gender. Tense is marked in ɖamɖɛm with the use of affixes. 

Tense  Singular  Plural 

Past  ʃol  ɛm  ʃolʃol  ɛm 

Present  ʃol  ʃolʃol 

Future  ɛmʃol  ɛmʃolʃol 
 

The above chart shows the full conjugation of the noun ʃolbi, meaning ‘to swim.’ 

The tense system is tripartite, with only present, simple past, and simple future. 
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Unmarked past is default imperfective. The tenses are marked by the affix  ɛm. The 

position of the affix affects the meaning of the verb. When ɛm is prefixed to a verb root, 

it indicates future tense. When  ɛm is suffixed to a verb root, it indicates past tense. 

Lack of any  ɛm affix indicates present tense. 

Number in verbs is indicated with reduplication. The process of reduplication in 

verbs works only on the root, reduplicating it in full and then appending it to the root. 

The tense marking affix then attaches to the reduplicated root. 

As mentioned before, ɖamɖɛm verbs do not distinguish for person. The present 

tense singular form ʃol, then, is used for any singular being. 

ʃol          ɛm  ʃɒ ɛŋ ʃol     ɛm tsɒ  ɛŋ ʃolʃol      ɛm  ʈɒʈɒ ɛŋ 

swim.sɢᴘsᴛ  I ɴᴏᴍ swim.sɢᴘsᴛ youɴᴏᴍswim.ᴘʟᴘsᴛ theyɴᴏᴍ 

‘I swam’ ‘You swam’ ‘They swam’ 

5. Nouns 

Nouns in ɖamɖɛm only inflect for number. There is no grammatical gender, nor 

any other system of noun categorization. Only pronouns inflect for person, otherwise 

nouns are uninflected. 

Person  Singular  Plural 

1st  ʃɒ  ʃɒʃɒ 

2nd  tsɒ  tsɒtsɒ 

3rd  ʈɒ  ʈɒʈɒ 
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The above chart shows the pronouns. In order to show number, nouns in ɖamɖɛm 

undergo a form of reduplication similar to the process in verbs. The whole noun is 

reduplicated and then appended to the original word. 

Plural noun forms in ɖamɖɛm are used sparingly. Outside of pronouns 

pluralization is generally only used semantically to emphasize the plurality of the noun, 

or if it is necessary to convey the meaning of the sentence. Otherwise, number is 

inferred from context. 

po        ɛm   ɽimi  ʃɒ   ʈɒ   ɛŋ  

birth.sɢᴘsᴛ child one sheɴᴏᴍ 

‘She has one child’ 

 
po         ɛm   ɽimi   ʈɔ   ʈɒ ɛŋ 

birth.sɢᴘsᴛ child four sheɴᴏᴍ 

‘She has four children’ 

Because of the optional nature of pluralization, many nouns in ɖamɖɛm 

superficially behave like mass nouns. However, there are both mass nouns and count 

nouns in ɖamɖɛm . However, it does not make use of classifiers. 

6. Morphology 

As has been demonstrated, ɖamɖɛm is an agglutinative language. It makes use 

of various forms of affixation to create new forms, including prefixation, suffixation, and 

reduplication.  
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6.1. Derivational 

In ɖamɖɛm there are several ways to morphologically transform words from one 

class of speech to another. One is the process of nominalization, which transforms verb 

roots into nouns. The nominalizing suffix is m, which attaches to the end of the verb 

root. An example of nominalization in action is the name of the language: ɖamɖɛm. 

ɖamɖɛm is derived from two verbs: ɖaba, meaning ‘collapse’ or ‘cave in,’ and ɖɛba, 

meaning ‘speak.’  In the name, both of these verbs have been transformed into nouns by 

taking their roots and suffixing m. ɖaba produces ɖam , meaning ‘a collapse,’ and ɖɛba 

produces ɖɛm, meaning ‘speech.’ Combined, they mean ‘the speech of the collapse,’ or 

more poetically ‘rockfall speech.’ 

ɖamɖɛm also has a process of adjectivization. It works similarly to nominalization, 

as it is marked by a suffix as well. The adjectivizing suffix is ŋ , which attaches the root 

of the word it is modifying. 

za + ŋ → za ŋ 

fire+ŋ → warm 

Finally, ɖamɖɛm also has a process of adverbialization. It also occurs through a 

suffix,  ɽɛ.  

zaŋ  +  ɽɛ → zaɳɽɛ 

warm+ ɽɛ → warmly 

None of these processes are fully productive. The adverbializing process is the 

most productive, as the  ɽɛ attaches easily to most words. Both the nominalizing and 

adjectivizing suffixes are less productive, however, because they require a vowel or an 
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acceptable consonant to attach to. Sometimes this can be dealt with by deleting the 

final consonant or consonant cluster of a word and then attaching to the newly exposed 

vowel, but most often the noun or adjective is simply unable to form. 

6.2. Inflectional 

Much of the inflectional morphology of ɖamɖɛm has already been discussed. One 

aspect that remains to be dealt with is intensification. ɖamɖɛm intensifies adjectives by 

means of reduplication. With each reduplication, the intensification gets stronger. 

ʃiŋ ʃiŋʃiŋ  ʃiŋʃiŋʃiŋ  ʃiŋʃiŋʃiŋʃiŋ etc. 

‘Small’      ‘Really small’ ‘Really really small’  ‘Really really really small’  

7. Syntax 

7.1. Word Order 

The word order of ɖamɖɛm is VerbObjectSubject. While this is the canonical 

and preferred word order, movement in ɖamɖɛm is possible because of the relatively 

rich case system making other word orders possible too. Generally, word orders other 

than VOS are used to give additional semantic meaning by emphasizing a different 

component of the sentence; phrases are fronted to give them additional impact. Archaic 

and poetic forms of ɖamɖɛm also use variable word orders, with VSO and OVS the 

most common orders in these contexts. 

po         ɛm   ʈɒʈɒ ɔŋ    ɭum   ɛŋ  

  Birth.sɢᴘsᴛ we  ᴀᴄᴄ stoneɴᴏᴍ 

  ‘Stone birthed us’ 
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Tree 5.1: 

 

Above is a sentence in the canonical VOS word order of ɖamɖɛm, with the syntactic 

structure of the sentence demonstrated in tree 5.1. 

Given its rich case system and the possibility for different word orders, 

headdirectionality in ɖamɖɛm is variable. As tree 5.1 shows, there is a tendency 

towards head initial phrases.  

As a general rule, words that modify words or word phrase such a prepositions, 

complementizers, adjectives, and adverbs all occur before the word or phrase that they 

modify. An exception to this is determiners, which occur after the noun they modify 

rather than before. 

ʃiŋ     qa     tʃ͡aɽa 

  small shell that (distant) 

  ‘That small shell over there’ 

ɖamɖɛm does not have articles, either definite or indefinite. It has a tripartite system of 

determiners, consisting of tʃ͡i  meaning ‘this,’ tʃ͡a  meaning proximate ‘that,’ and  tʃ͡aɽa 

meaning distant ‘that.’ 

 

7.2. Tense, mood, and aspect 
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Tense has already been discussed in the section on verbs. In addition to tense, 

both mood and aspect are marked in ɖamɖɛm.  

Mood is marked only minimally. The bare form is assumed to indicative, and the 

only other marked mood is conditional. Conditional is marked with a prefix, either si or 

sa depending on vowel height. 

si     ʈiʈip               ʃɒ ɛŋ 

ᴄᴏɴᴅtravel.sɢ.ᴘʀs I ɴᴏᴍ 

‘I would travel’ 

Aspect is marked with the use of auxiliary verbs. ɖamɖɛm marks for perfective 

and progressive aspect. The auxiliary verb used to mark progressive is the verb ʃol bi (to 

swim). The auxiliary form is the root form ʃol . It occurs directly before the inflected verb. 

ʃol     ʈup               ɖamɖɛmɔŋ   tsɒ   ɛŋ 

ᴘʀᴏɢ learn.sɢ.ᴘʀs ɖamɖɛm ᴀᴄᴄ  youɴᴏᴍ 

‘You are learning ɖamɖɛm’ 

Perfective is marked with the auxiliary verb ʃɛn from the infinitive form ʃɛnbi , 

meaning to collect. It also occurs directly before the inflected verb. 

di ɛm    ʃɛn   ʃo         ɛm  ʃɒ ɛŋ 

before  ᴘᴇʀғ rest.sɢᴘsᴛ  I  ɴᴏᴍ 

‘I had rested earlier’ 

When occurring together, the progressive comes before the perfective. 

ʃol     ʃɛn   qɭɔl              ʃɒ ɛŋ 

ᴘʀᴏɢ ᴘᴇʀғ work.sɢ.ᴘʀs I  ɴᴏᴍ 
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‘I have been working’ 

7.3. Case  

As mentioned before, ɖamɖɛm has a relatively rich case system. The case 

system consists of six cases: nominative, accusative, genitive, instrumental, locative, 

and imperative. All cases are formed through affixation. All cases but the imperative 

case evolved over time from separate prepositions that are now defunct in ɖamɖɛm, 

making them exempt from the vowel harmony rule as they were originally separate 

words. As such, the imperative case is the only case with multiple affixes depending on 

the vowel height of the word. 

7.3.1. Nominative 

The nominative case marks the subject of a verb. It is formed by attaching the 

suffix  ɛŋ to the end of the noun it is modifying. 

  ɖɛ   ɖamɖɛmɔŋ   ʃɒ ɛŋ 

  speak.sɢ.ᴘʀs ɖamɖɛm ᴀᴄᴄ I  ɴᴏᴍ 

  ‘I speak ɖamɖɛm ’ 

7.3.2. Accusative 

The accusative case marks the direct object of transitive verbs. It is formed by 

attaching the suffix ɔŋ to the end of the noun it is modifying 

ɖɛ     ɖamɖɛm ɔŋ   ʃɒ ɛŋ 

speak.sɢ.ᴘʀs ɖamɖɛm ᴀᴄᴄ I  ɴᴏᴍ 

  ‘I speak ɖamɖɛm ’ 

7.3.3. Genitive 
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The genitive case marks possession and composition. It can also mark origin, 

although that usage is most commonly found in poetic speech and would not be a 

common daytoday usage. The genitive is formed by attaching the prefix ɛ to the 

beginning of the noun it is modifying. 

ɛ     zu        ɽimi 

  ɢᴇɴ human child 

  ‘Children of men’ 

7.3.4. Instrumental 

The instrumental case marks that something is being accomplished or done by 

means of the noun it is modifying. In common usage the instrumental case only marks 

concrete things: building with stone, cooking with heat, etc. In poetic usage it can take 

on a more abstract meaning, however. It is formed by attaching the prefix i to the 

beginning of the noun it is modifying. 

ɽa                i      za 

  light.sɢ.ᴘʀs ɪɴsᴛ fire 

  ‘Light with fire’ 

7.3.5. Locative 

The locative case marks location. It can also be used to mark destination, 

although, similarly to the usage of the genitive to mark origin, this is more common in 

poetic and formal speech. The locative is formed by attaching the suffix ɛ to the end of 

the noun it is modifying. 

qam     ɛ  
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  cavernʟᴏᴄ 

  ‘In the caverns’ 

7.3.6. Imperative 

Imperative case marks orders. It can also be used to form recommendations, as 

well as make propositions for collective action. In this way, it has a somewhat hortative 

function. The strength of the imperative is context sensitive; it falls on the hearer to 

pragmatically determine whether the speaker means to order or propose. The 

imperative is formed with two suffixes which attach to the end of the noun they modify. 

Which suffix is used depends on vowel height, in line with the vowel harmony rule 

previously described. The suffix for high vowels is li, while the suffix for low vowels is 

la.  

giʈip    li! bɒbɒ  la ! 

go.sɢɪᴍᴘ eat.ᴘʟɪᴍᴘ 

‘Go!’ ‘Let’s eat!’  

 

   

7.4. Miscellanea 

There are several other important syntactic features of ɖamɖɛm that have not yet 

been described.  

The first is the process of constructing relative clauses. Relative clauses in 

ɖamɖɛm occur necessarily before the noun they are modifying. They are marked by a 

circumfix qu<>qu that surrounds the content of the relative clause. 
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ɭu      pɒɢipɒɢi      qu    po         ɛm            ʈɒʈɒ  ɔŋ   ɭum    ɛŋ      qu   

here  live.ᴘʟ.ᴘʀs <ʀᴇʟ> birth.sgᴘsᴛ          theyᴀᴄᴄ  stoneɴᴏᴍ <ʀᴇʟ>   

zu       ɛŋ  

peopleɴᴏᴍ 

  ‘The people who were birthed from stone live here.’ 

Quotations in ɖamɖɛm are also marked with circumfixion. In order to show that 

material is quoted, ɖɛm<>ɖɛm is circumfixed around it. 

ɖɛm      tɭabtɭab la!        pɭɛpɭɛ    la          ɭitʃim ɔŋ       ɛ    

<ǫᴜᴏᴛ> come.ᴘʟɪᴍᴘ!     make.ᴘʟɪᴍᴘ       brickᴀᴄᴄ   and   

i     zɒ   zaŋzaŋ la       ɖɛm. 

ɪɴsᴛfire bake.ᴘʟɪᴍᴘ   <ǫᴜᴏᴛ> 

‘Come! Let us make bricks and bake them with fire.’  

To make a question in ɖamɖɛm, the question marker ɖi is used. The question 

marker occurs at the beginning of the sentence. 

ɖi   pɽim                       tsɒ  ɛŋ? 

  Q  understand.sg.ᴘʀs youɴᴏᴍ 

  ‘Do you understand?’ 

Finally, to negate material in ɖamɖɛm, a negation marker is used. The plain form 

qo means simple negation. This form can be modified as qoʈɭin , which literally means 

‘not do’ and implies inability rather than just negation. Negation markers occur before 

the verb they negate. 

qo  qɭɔl       ɛm  ʃɒ ɛŋ qoʈɭin  qɭɔl       ɛm  ʃɒ ɛŋ 
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ɴᴇɢ work.sgᴘsᴛ I  ɴᴏᴍ ɴᴇɢ     work.sgᴘsᴛ  I  ɴᴏᴍ 

‘I did not work’ ‘I could not work’    
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8. Creation Story and Gloss 

ɛɭum ʈɭam 

‘Stone Song’ 

pɭi      ɛm pɭi              ɛmpɭi       ɭum  ɛŋ.   

Be.sɢᴘsᴛ be.sɢ.ᴘʀs ғᴜᴛbe.sɢ stoneɴᴏᴍ.  

The stone was, is, and will continue to be.  

 

ʒiɽ         ɛm   ɭum  ɛŋ     ɛ     ɛmʈupʈup   li. 

Teach.sɢᴘsᴛ stoneɴᴏᴍ and ғᴜᴛlearn.ᴘʟɪᴍᴘ.  

It taught us this and we must continue learning. 

 

pɭi      ɛm pɭi              ɛmpɭi       ɭum  ɛŋ.   

Be.sɢᴘsᴛ be.sɢ.ᴘʀs ғᴜᴛbe.sɢ stoneɴᴏᴍ.  

The stone was, is, and will continue to be.  

 

ɛm di ɛm  qo  pɽimpɽimɛm  ɭum ɔŋ.   

Always  ɴᴇɢ know.ᴘʟ ᴘsᴛ truthᴀᴄᴄ.  

We didn’t always know this truth. 

 

zɛʒɛzɛʒɛ  di ɛm    qo   pɭipɭi ɛm   ɛ    ɭum    zu       ʃɒʃɒɛŋ. 

Time.ɪɴᴛs before ɴᴇɢ be.ᴘʟᴘsᴛ ɢᴇɴstone people we ɴᴏᴍ. 

A long time ago, we were not of the stone.  
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pɭipɭi ɛm  ʈɭɛŋ  ɭɒŋ        ɛ    tʃim     ɛ    pɭuzpɭuzɛm  ʒɛm           ɛ.   

be.ᴘʟᴘsᴛ soft moving ɢᴇɴsand and live.ᴘʟ    ᴘsᴛ moving airʟᴏᴄ.  

We were of the soft shifting sand, and we lived among moving air. 

 

ɢiɢi       ɛm  ʃɒʃɒɛŋ    ɛ     ʒɛ         ɛm ʒɛm ɛŋ, 

Build.ᴘʟᴘsᴛ we  ɴᴏᴍ and blow.sɢᴘsᴛ air   ɴᴏᴍ, 

We built and the air blew, 

 

li        ɢiɢi       ɛm ʃɒʃɒɛŋ     ɛ    ʒɛ         ɛm ʒɛm ɛŋ. 

again build.ᴘʟᴘsᴛ we ɴᴏᴍ and blow.sɢᴘsᴛ air   ɴᴏᴍ.  

we built and the air blew again. 

 

pɭi      ɛm  sɒ            ɛŋ     tsiŋ       ɛ     qo  pɽimpɽimɛm  ʃɒʃɒɛŋ 

be .sɢᴘsᴛ everythingɴᴏᴍ chaotic and ɴᴇɢ know.ᴘʟ ᴘsᴛ we  ɴᴏᴍ.  

Everything was chaos, though we did not know it. 

 

pɭi      ɛm pɭi             ɛmpɭi       ɭum  ɛŋ.   

Be.sɢᴘsᴛ be.sɢ.ᴘʀs ғᴜᴛbe.sɢ stoneɴᴏᴍ.  

The stone was, is, and will continue to be. 
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zɛʒɛ  ʃɒ    piʈ   piʈpiʈ      ʒɛ        ɛm  ʒɛm ɛŋ 

time one fast fast.ɪɴᴛs blow.sɢᴘsᴛ air   ɴᴏᴍ 

Then, the air blew faster and faster. 

 

ʒɛ        ɛm   ʒɛm ɛŋ      ɛ  qoʈɭin  ɢiɢi       ɛm ʃɒʃɒɛŋ 

blow.sɢᴘsᴛ air   ɴᴏᴍ and ɴᴇɢ   build.ᴘʟᴘsᴛ we  ɴᴏᴍ 

It blew and we could not rebuild. 

 

pɭuzbibi       dipdip       ɛm  ʃɒʃɒɛŋ 

live    ᴘᴜʀᴘ descend.ᴘʟᴘsᴛ we  ɴᴏᴍ. 

In order to live, we descended. 

 

pɭi      ɛm pɭi             ɛmpɭi       ɭum  ɛŋ.   

Be.sɢᴘsᴛ be.sɢ.ᴘʀs ғᴜᴛbe.sɢ stoneɴᴏᴍ.  

The stone was, is, and will continue to be. 

 

di     pɭipɭi        pɭud  ɛ    ɭum 

now be.ᴘʟ.ᴘʀs cool ɢᴇɴstone 

Now we are of the cool stone. 
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bɛ                      ɭum  ɛŋ,    bɛbɛ                 ʃɒʃɒɛŋ. 

breathe.sɢ.ᴘʀs stoneɴᴏᴍ, breathe.ᴘʟ.ᴘʀs we  ɴᴏᴍ 

It breathes, we breathe with it. 

 

ʒiɽ                   ɭum  ɛŋ      ɛ  ɛmdipdip     ʃɒʃɒɛŋ. 

teach.sɢ.ᴘʀs stoneɴᴏᴍ and ғᴜᴛgrow.ᴘʟ we  ɴᴏᴍ. 

 

pɭi      ɛm pɭi             ɛmpɭi       ɭum  ɛŋ.   

Be.sɢᴘsᴛ be.sɢ.ᴘʀs ғᴜᴛbe.sɢ stoneɴᴏᴍ.  

The stone was, is, and will continue to be. 

9. Lexicon 

9.1. ɖamɖɛm English 

9.1.1. Nouns 

bɒm  Food 

bɛ  Breath 

byb  Flame 

da  Wall 

didɛq  Start 

ɖam  Rockfall 

ɖɛm  Language 

ɢluq  Water (moving) 

ɢom  Surface 

lɒg  Bag 
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lind  Entrance 

lɔm  Bowl 

ɭitʃim  Brick 

ɭo  Handful 

ɭɔ  There 

ɭum  Stone 

ɭum  Truth 

ɭumtʃu  Bitumen 

mɒnɒ  Space 

mum  Clump 

muʃgin  Moss 

naqam  Ceiling 

nu  Bucket 

pɒɢim  Life 

pligim  Love 

plɔn  Pool/group 

pɽaɖ  Plain 

qa  Shell 

qam  Cavern 

qam  Mind 

qo  No 

qob  Drop 

qobɒ  Tower 
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qom  Drink 

qosɒ  Nothing 

ɽadu  Mortar 

ɽam  Light 

ɽimi  Child 

sats  Gust 

sɒ  Air (still) 

sɒ  Everything 

si  Cup 

sos  Heat 

ʃanaɽ  Shi'nar 

ʃɒ  I 

ʃɒ  Water (still) 

ʃɒʃɒ  We 

ʃɒtsam  Name 

ʃɛʃ  East 

ʃloʈ  Wave 

tɒ  Here 

tsan  Grain 

tsɒ  You 

tsɒtsɒ  You (plural) 

tsim  Floodwater 

tsu  Top 
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tʃ͡a  That (near) 

tʃ͡aɽa  That (distant) 

tʃ͡i  This 

tʃim  Sand 

tylq  Cold 

ʈap  City 

ʈappla  Ripple 

ʈɒ  He/She/They/It 

ʈɒʈɒ  They 

ʈiq  Piece 

ʈom  Darkness 

ʈum  Information 

zɒ  Fire 

zɛʒɛ  Time 

zu  Person 

zuɭum  God 

zuʒy  Money 

ʒɛm  Air (moving) 

ʒɛts  Beam 

ʒi  Cavernful 

ʒi  Group (inclusive) 

ʒyli  Pastry 
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9.1.2. Verbs 

bɒba  To eat 

biʃtbi  To see 

dipbi  To descend 

ɖaba  To collapse 

ɖɛba  To speak 

ɖibi  To fight 

giʈipbi  To go 

ɢiɢibi  To build 

ɢobi  To surface 

ɢobi  To die 

ɭanba  To sense 

nybi  To call 

pɒɢibi  To live 

pligbi  To love 

plipbipbi  To rule 

pɭɛba  To make 

pɭibi  To be 

pɭuzbi  To live (archaic) 

pobi  To birth/bear 

pɽimbi  To understand 

qɭɔlba  To work 

qobbi  To scatter 
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qobi  To drink 

ɽaba  To light 

saba  To want 

ʃɛɖibi  To use 

ʃɛnbi  To collect 

ʃloʈbi  To continue 

ʃobi  To rest 

ʃolbi  To swim 

tipibi  To have 

tlopbi  To clean 

tɭabba  To come 

topbi  To look 

toʃɛbi  To discover 

tsaba  To feel 

tsibi  To ventilate 

ʈapba  To confuse 

ʈiʈipbi  To travel 

ʈɭinbi  To do 

ʈupbi  To learn 

zaŋba  To cook 

ʒɛbi  To blow 

ʒiɽbi  To teach (archaic) 

 

9.2. Adjectives 
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ɖi  Deep 

ɭɒŋ  Shifting 

ʃiŋ  Small 

tsiŋ  Chaotic 

ʈiʈiʈi  Many 

ʈliʈ  Famous 

ʈɭɛŋ  Soft 

ʈɭiŋ  Bright 

zaŋ  Warm 

 

9.3. Adverbs 

di  Now 

diɛm  Before 

ɛmdi  After 

ɛmdiɛm  Always 

li  Again 

 

9.4. Conjunctions and Prepositions 

 

bi  To 

ɛ  And 

ɛ  So 

ɛ  Then 
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ma  For 

mi  With 

pɽimim  Because 

ʈɛ  Of 

ʈɛ  In 

 

9.5. Numbers 

ʃɒ  1 

li  2 

ʃi  3 

ʈɔ  4 

ɖɒ  5 

mɒ  6 

zɔ  7 

ɽu  8 

my  9 

ʈi  10 

ʈiʃɒ  11 

ʈili  12 

ʈiʃi  13 

ʈiʈɔ  14 

ʈiɖɒ  15 

liʈi  20 

liʈiʃɒ  21 
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ʃiʈi  30 

ʈiʈi  100 

ʈiʈiʈi  1000   

 

9.6. ɖamɖɛm English 

9.6.1. Nouns 

Air (moving)  ʒɛm 

Air (still)  sɒ 

Bag  lɒg 

Beam  ʒɛts 

Bitumen  ɭumtʃu 

Bowl  lɔm 

Breath  bɛ 

Brick  ɭitʃim 

Bucket  nu 

Cavern  qam 

Cavernful  ʒi 

Ceiling  naqam 

Child  ɽimi 

City  ʈap 

Clump  mum 

Cold  tylq 

Cup  si 

Darkness  ʈom 
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Drink  qom 

Drop  qob 

East  ʃɛʃ 

Entrance  lind 

Everything  sɒ 

Fire  zɒ 

Flame  byb 

Floodwater  tsim 

Food  bɒm 

God  zuɭum 

Grain  tsan 

Group (inclusive)  ʒi 

Gust  sats 

Handful  ɭo 

He/She/They/It  ʈɒ 

Heat  sos 

Here  tɒ 

I  ʃɒ 

Information  ʈum 

Language  ɖɛm 

Life  pɒɢim 

Light  ɽam 

Love  pligim 
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Mind  qam 

Money  zuʒy 

Mortar  ɽadu 

Moss  muʃgin 

Name  ʃɒtsam 

No  qo 

Nothing  qosɒ 

Pastry  ʒyli 

Person  zu 

Piece  ʈiq 

Plain  pɽaɖ 

Pool/group  plɔn 

Ripple  ʈappla 

Rockfall  ɖam 

Sand  tʃim 

Shell  qa 

Shi'nar  ʃanaɽ 

Space  mɒnɒ 

Start  didɛq 

Stone  ɭum 

Surface  ɢom 

That (distant)  tʃ͡aɽa 

That (near)  tʃ͡a 
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There  ɭɔ 

They  ʈɒʈɒ 

This  tʃ͡i 

Time  zɛʒɛ 

Top  tsu 

Tower  qobɒ 

Truth  ɭum 

Wall  da 

Water (moving)  ɢluq 

Water (still)  ʃɒ 

Wave  ʃloʈ 

We  ʃɒʃɒ 

You  tsɒ 

You (plural)  tsɒtsɒ 

 

9.6.2. Verbs 

 

To be  pɭibi 

To birth/bear  pobi 

To blow  ʒɛbi 

To build  ɢiɢibi 

To call  nybi 

To clean  tlopbi 
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To collapse  ɖaba 

To collect  ʃɛnbi 

To come  tɭabba 

To confuse  ʈapba 

To continue  ʃloʈbi 

To cook  zaŋba 

To descend  dipbi 

To die  ɢobi 

To discover  toʃɛbi 

To do  ʈɭinbi 

To drink  qobi 

To eat  bɒba 

To feel  tsaba 

To fight  ɖibi 

To go  giʈipbi 

To have  tipibi 

To learn  ʈupbi 

To light  ɽaba 

To live  pɒɢibi 

To live (archaic)  pɭuzbi 

To look  topbi 

To love  pligbi 

To make  pɭɛba 
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To rest  ʃobi 

To rule  plipbipbi 

To scatter  qobbi 

To see  biʃtbi 

To sense  ɭanba 

To speak  ɖɛba 

To surface  ɢobi 

To swim  ʃolbi 

To teach (archaic)  ʒiɽbi 

To travel  ʈiʈipbi 

To understand  pɽimbi 

To use  ʃɛɖibi 

To ventilate  tsibi 

To want  saba 

To work  qɭɔlba 

 

9.6.3. Adjectives 

Bright  ʈɭiŋ 

Chaotic  tsiŋ 

Deep  ɖi 

Famous  ʈliʈ 

Many  ʈiʈiʈi 

Shifting  ɭɒŋ 

Small  ʃiŋ 
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Soft  ʈɭɛŋ 

Warm  zaŋ 

 

9.6.4. Adverbs 

After  ɛmdi 

Again  li 

Always  ɛmdiɛm 

Before  diɛm 

Now  di 

 

9.6.5. Conjunctions and Prepositions 

And  ɛ 

Because  pɽimim 

For  ma 

In  ʈɛ 

Of  ʈɛ 

So  ɛ 

Then  ɛ 

To  bi 

With  mi 
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10. Appendix 

10.1. Sample Sentences 

1. pɭipɭi   zuwu     ʈɒʈɒɛŋ 

Beᴘʟ people  weɴᴏᴍ 

‘We are people’ 

2. po ɛm        ʈɒʈɒɔŋ  ɭum ɛŋ 

Birthᴘsᴛ weᴀᴄᴄ stoneɴᴏᴍ 

‘Stone birthed us’ 

3. pɒɢipɒɢi qamqam ɛ  ʈɒʈɒɛŋ 

Liveᴘʟ   cavernʟᴏᴄ weɴᴏᴍ 

‘We live in caverns’ 

4. tɭabɛm       ʒɛɛ      pɒɢim ɛŋ 

Comeᴘsᴛ airʟᴏᴄ lifeɴᴏᴍ 

‘Life came from moving air’ 

5. pɭi  ɢobi            ɢobi 

Be surface/die surface/die 

‘To surface is to die’ 

6. ɖɛ       ɖamɖɛmɔŋ    ʃɒɛŋ 

speak ɖamɖɛm ᴀᴄᴄ meɴᴏᴍ 

‘I speak ɖamɖɛm ’ 

7. ɖi   pɽim            tsɒɛŋ? 

Q understand youɴᴏᴍ 
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‘Do you understand?’ 

8. ɛm dipdip      i ɢluq         ʈɒʈɒɛŋ  

ғᴜᴛgrowᴘʟ ɪɴsᴛwater weɴᴏᴍ 

‘We will grow by means of the water’ 

9. ɖuli          qamqamɔŋ     tsɒɛŋ  

learnɪᴍᴘ cavernᴘʟᴀᴄᴄ youɴᴏᴍ 

‘You must learn the caverns’ 

10.  ʃolbi  ɛ     topbi ɛ     ɛm dip            ɛqamqam       tsaɛŋ 

swim and look  and ғᴜᴛbecome ɢᴇɴcavernᴘʟ youɴᴏᴍ 

‘Swim and look and become of the caverns’ 

11.ɖiɖi           ʃol         la      ɛ      qo    ɢo        li 

deep.ɪɴᴛs swim.sɢɪᴍᴘ and ɴᴇɢ surface.sɢɪᴍᴘ 

‘Swim deeper and don’t surface’ 

10.2. Tower of Babel  Story and Gloss 

ɖamɖɛm Tower of Babel Translation 

ɛbab ɛl qobɒ 

di     ʃloʈ         ɛm       pɭibi    ʈɛ ɖɛm      ʃɒ    ɛ     ʈɛ  ɖɛmɖɛm   plɔn    ʃɒ    ɭum   ɛŋ . 

now continuesɢ.ᴘsᴛ beɪɴғ of speech one and of speeches group one stoneɴᴏᴍ. 

“Now all the earth continued to be of one language and of one set of words.  

 

ʃɛʃ     ʈiʈipʈiʈipɛm      ʈɒʈɒ  ɛŋ   zɛʒɛ  to ʃɛto ʃɛ  ɛm      ʃanaɽ    ɭum   ɛ    pɽaɖ ɔŋ  

ʈɒʈɒ ɛŋ,  
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east travel   ᴘʟ.ᴘsᴛ theyɴᴏᴍ time discoverᴘʟ.ᴘsᴛ Shi’nar stoneʟᴏᴄ plainᴀᴄᴄ theyɴᴏᴍ  

As they traveled eastward, they discovered a valley plain in the land of Shi’nar 

 

ɛ      ɭɔ     ɛ     didɛq ʃol    pɒɢipɒɢiɛm          ʈɒʈɒ  ɛŋ 

and thereʟᴏᴄ start  ᴘʀᴏɢ live        ᴘʟ.ᴘsᴛ    theyɴᴏᴍ. 

and they began dwelling there.  

 

ɛ      ɖɛɖɛɛm       bi  ʒi              ʈɒʈɒ  ɛŋ    ɖɛm      tɭabtɭabla!        pɭɛpɭɛla   

then say  ᴘʟ.ᴘsᴛ to groupɪɴᴄʟ theyɴᴏᴍ <ǫᴜᴏᴛ> come   ᴘʟ.ɪᴍᴘ! makeᴘʟ.ɪᴍᴘ  

Then they said to one another: ‘Come! Let us make 

 

ɭitʃimɭitʃim ɔŋ       ɛ      i     zɒ  zaŋzaŋ la        ɖɛm. 

brick       ᴘʟ.ᴀᴄᴄ and ɪɴsᴛfire bake    ᴘʟ.ɪᴍᴘ <ǫᴜᴏᴛ> 

bricks and bake them with fire.’  

 

ɛ    ʃɛɖiʃɛɖiɛm      ɭitʃim ɔŋ    ɛ     qo  ɭum   ɔŋ   ɛ      i     ɭumtʃu   ɽadu    ɔŋ   ʈɒʈɒ 

 ɛŋ. 

so use      ᴘʟ.ᴘsᴛ brickᴀᴄᴄ and ɴᴇɢ stoneᴀᴄᴄ and ɪɴsᴛbitumen mortarᴀᴄᴄ theyɴᴏᴍ 

So they used bricks instead of stone, and bitumen as mortar.  

 

di     ɖɛɖɛɛm      ʈɒʈɒ  ɛŋ     ɖɛm  tɭabtɭabla!     ɢiɢi  li        ma ʃɒʃɒ ʈap ɔŋ    ɛ 

na qam ɛ   
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now say  ᴘʟ.ᴘsᴛ theyɴᴏᴍ <ǫᴜᴏᴛ>come       buildᴘʟ.ɪᴍᴘ for  us   cityᴀᴄᴄ and ceiling ʟᴏᴄ 

They now said: ‘Come! Let us build a city for ourselves and a tower with its 

 

tsu qobɒɔŋ    ʃɒʃɒ ɛŋ,    ɛ      pɭɛpɭɛla        ma ʃɒʃɒ ʃɒtsam ɔŋ   ʈliʈ        ʃɒʃɒ ɛŋ,   

top towerᴀᴄᴄ us   ɴᴏᴍ, and make ᴘʟ.ɪᴍᴘ for us    name  ᴀᴄᴄ famous we ɴᴏᴍ  

top in the  heavens, and let us make a celebrated name for ourselves, 

 

ɛ  qo ɛm qobqob     ʈiʈiʈi    ɭumɭumɛ         ʃɒʃɒɔŋ    ɖɛm. 

so ɴᴇɢ ғᴜᴛscatterᴘʟ many stone   ᴘʟ.ʟᴏᴄ we ᴀᴄᴄ <ǫᴜᴏᴛ>. 

so that we will not be scattered over the entire face of the earth.’ 

 

ɛ       ɖi      giʈip ɛm      biʃtbibi            qu     ɢiɢi ɛm        ɛ   zu         ɽimi      ɛŋ     qu  

then down go  sɢ.ᴘsᴛ see  sɢ.ᴘᴜʀᴘ <ʀᴇʟ> buildᴘʟ.ᴘsᴛ ɢᴇɴpeople childrenɴᴏᴍ <ʀᴇʟ> 

Then Jehovah went down to see the city and the tower 

 

ʈap ɔŋ   ɛ     qobɒ ɔŋ   zu ɭum ɛŋ.    ɛ      ɖɛ ɛm       zu ɭum ɛŋ     ɖɛm      toptopli!   

cityᴀᴄᴄ and towerᴀᴄᴄ god   ɴᴏᴍ. then saysɢ.ᴘsᴛ god    ɴᴏᴍ <ǫᴜᴏᴛ> look    ᴘʟ.ɪᴍᴘ!  

that the sons of men had built. Jehovah then said: ‘Look! 

 

pɭipɭi         zu         ʃɒ   mi    ɖɛm      ʃɒ    ʈɒʈɒ ɛŋ,    ɛ      di     lim didɛq ʃol     ʈɭinʈɭin.   

beᴘʟ.ᴘʀs people one with speech one theyɴᴏᴍ, and now this start  ᴘʀᴏɢ doᴘʟ.ᴘʀs.  

They are one people with one language, and this is what they have started to do.  
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di     pɭi             qo sɒ     ʈɛ ɛ    ʈɒʈɒ  qamqam qo   qɭɔl  ʈɭinʈɭin       ʈɒʈɒ ɛŋ .   

now besɢ.ᴘʀs nothing in ɢᴇɴthey mindᴘʟ   ɴᴇɢ can doᴘʟ.ᴘʀs theyɴᴏᴍ.  

Now there is nothing that they may have in mind to do that will be impossible for them.  

 

tɭabtɭabla!         ɭɔ     ɛ     ɖi      giʈipgiʈipli         ʃɒʃɒ ɛŋ     ɛ    ʈapʈap  la         ɛ 

ʈɒʈɒ  

come   ᴘʟ.ɪᴍᴘ! thereʟᴏᴄ down go         ᴘʟ.ɪᴍᴘ we ɴᴏᴍ and confuseᴘʟ.ɪᴍᴘ ɢᴇɴthey  

Come! Let us go down there and confuse their 

 

ɖɛm       n ɛ qo  ɛm pɽimpɽim             ɛ     ʒi              ɖɛm     ɔŋ  ʈɒʈɒ  ɛŋ     ɖɛm. 

speech for ɴᴇɢ ғᴜᴛunderstandᴘʟ ɢᴇɴgroupɪɴᴄʟ speechᴀᴄᴄ theyɴᴏᴍ <ǫᴜᴏᴛ>. 

language in order that they may not understand one another’s language.’  

 

ɛ   qob      ɛm       ɭɔ     ɛ     bi ʈiʈiʈi     ɭumɭumɛ          ʈɒʈɒɔŋ    zu ɭum ɛŋ,   ɛ      zɛʒɛ 

ɛ  

so scattersɢ.ᴘsᴛ thereʟᴏᴄ to many stone   ᴘʟ.ʟᴏᴄ  theyᴀᴄᴄ god    ɴᴏᴍ, and time and 

So Jehovah scattered them from there over the entire face of the earth, and they 

 

zɛʒɛ qo    ʃol    ɢiɢi  ɛm       ʈap ɔŋ    ʈɒʈɒ ɛŋ. 

time ɴᴇɢ ᴘʀᴏɢ buildᴘʟ.ᴘsᴛ cityᴀᴄᴄ theyɴᴏᴍ.  

gradually left off building the city.  
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ɭɛ     ɛ   zɛʒɛ  ʈappla ny  ɛm      bab ɛl  ɔŋ,  pɽimim     ɭɔ     ɛ     ʈap        ɛm       ɛ 

 ɭum  

that ɢᴇɴtime ᴄᴀᴜs   callsɢ.ᴘsᴛ ba’belᴀᴄᴄ, because thereʟᴏᴄ confusesɢ.ᴘsᴛ ɢᴇɴstone 

That is why it was named Ba’bel, because there Jehovah confused the language 

 

ɖɛm     ɔŋ   zu ɭum ɛŋ,     ɛ    qob      ɛm       ɭɔ     ɛ     bi ʈiʈiʈi     ɭumɭumɛ 

ʈɒʈɒɔŋ   

speechᴀᴄᴄ god    ɴᴏᴍ, and scattersɢ.ᴘsᴛ thereʟᴏᴄ to many stone   ᴘʟ.ʟᴏᴄ  theyᴀᴄᴄ  

of all the earth, and Jehovah scattered them from there over the entire face of the  

 

zu ɭum ɛŋ 

godɴᴏᴍ  

earth.” 
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This paper is a documentation of the invented language, omnɨnmaɳa. This paper contains 

information on its cultural context, phonetics and phonology, morphology, syntax, a short story 

written in omnɨnmaɳa as well as a glossary, an appendix, and a translation of the Tower of the 

Babel story. 
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iii. CULTURE 

 

 Omnɨnmaɳa is a language spoken by a group of imaginary trees. They live in a deserted 

place which is also home to many species of insects. There used to be few people who lived in 

the woods and took care of the trees by spraying pesticides to keep the insects from eating the 

trees away and spreading diseases. One day, these people disappeared leaving the trees by 

themselves. Strangely though, the trees gained an ability to speak in a language called 

omnɨnmaɳa when the people left. 

Having no prior experience in defending themselves against the insects, the trees are 

helplessly attacked by numerous types of bugs ranging from ants to moths. After several weeks 

of suffering, the trees decide to come up with a survival plan. After several failed attempts of 

self-defense, they realize that they need help from fellow insects in order to ward off the bad 

ones. Using their ability to speak, they categorize the insects to three different categories: friend, 

enemy, and neutral. By attracting them with the tree sugar and other chemicals, they befriend the 

beneficial insects that fight the bad insects for the trees in return. 

Omnɨnmaɳa is very useful for the trees in various ways. It not only serves as a means to 

categorize the insects, but it also helps form a close-knit community of trees. Using omnɨnmaɳa, 
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the trees are able to discuss many different issues ranging from the weather and the condition of 

the soil to the aesthetics of bird nests and updates on animals that live near them. This situation is 

an extraordinary change for the trees considering that their original means of communication, a 

chemical transfer through the air, was limited to warning trees of danger. 

 Therefore, the trees of omnɨnmaɳa culture cherish communication, judgment, and peace. 

Their essential goal is to conserve nature while maintaining their health and relationship with 

other living things. As the language develops, the trees also learn about the importance of 

community. Their values are well-reflected in the sounds and lexicon of omnɨnmaɳa.  
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ii. PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY 

a. Sounds 

 Bilabial Labio 
dental 

Dental Alveolar Post 
Alveolar 

Retro-
flex 

Palatal Velar Uvular Pharyn
-geal 

Glottal 

Stops            

Nasal m   n           ɳ         ɲ     ŋ    

Trill            

Tap or Flap            

Fricative  f     v  s         z  ʂ   ʁ   

Lateral 
Fricative 

           

Approximant    ɹ        

Lateral 
Approximant 

   l        

Table 1.1 

The consonant sounds are shown in the chart above. One of the main characteristic of 

omnɨnmaɳa is its resonance. Sounds of omnɨnmaɳa consist of nasals, fricatives, and 

approximants which means they travel farther and last longer compared to sounds like stops. 

Most of the consonants are also found in English.  

However, there are four sounds, [ɳ], [ɲ], [ʂ], [ʁ], that are not in the English language. [ɳ], 

[ʂ] are somewhat similar to [n] and [s] but they are retroflex sounds so the tongue has to touch 

further back as opposed to touching the alveolar ridge. [ɲ] is a palatal nasal sound so the the 

tongue has to touch the edges of the teeth. [ʁ] is an uvular fricative, found in French, and is 

similar to a middle sound between [ɹ] and [h]. 
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 Front Central Back 
Close        y ɨ                                  

U 
Close-mid                                     

O 
Open-mid 
 

                       
 

Open 
 

 A  

Table 1.2 

Omnɨnmaɳa has five vowel sounds, [ɨ], [y], [a], [o], [u]. There are two vowel sounds that 

are not in English, [ɨ] and [y]. [ɨ] is unrounded and is a middle sound between [i] and [u]. One 

should feel some tension on the chin and should flatten the lower lip to articulate this sound. [y] 

is a rounded vowel, articulated by making the lips into a ‘o’ shape but trying to make [i] sound.  

Note that [a] is an American English [a] sound which is centrally articulated. 

 

b. Phonology 
 
1. Syllable Structure 

The syllable structure of omnɨnmaɳa is (C)V(C)(C). At least one vowel must be 

present and a consonant onset and a consonant cluster coda are optional. 

For instance,  
v – o ‘I (pronoun)’ 
cv – sɨ ‘it’ 
cvc – som ‘entire’ 
cvcc – falf ‘flat’ 
 

2. Phonotactic constraints  

As mentioned in the syllable structure, omnɨnmaɳa allows consonant clusters of up to 

two sounds. The consonant clusters can be any combination of an approximant and a 
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fricative, two fricatives, a fricative and a nasal, an approximant and a nasal but 

combination of two nasal sounds is not allowed. Also, no word or syllable can take [ʂ] 

or [ɲ] ending. 

3. Phonological Rules 

x Consonant cluster coda rule 

A consonant cluster coda must always end with a fricative (excluding [ʂ]) or a 

nasal (excluding [ɲ])  

ex) falf – ‘flat,’ moʁz – ‘sad,’ laʁz – ‘happy’  mozm – ‘chemical’ 

x Voicing Assimilation  

When [s] is preceded by a voiced consonant, the [s] becomes [z] 

ex) om-s ‘from tree’ becomes om-z  (- s is the ablative case marker) 

x Nasalization 

A vowel followed by a nasal consonant is nasalized. 

ex) mam – ‘insect’, maɹu – ‘place’ 

4. Stress 

The stress pattern of omnɨnmaɳa is weighted. In other words, heavy syllables have 

priority over light syllables. If the weight of syllables is the same, then the initial 

syllable is stressed. 

The order of heaviness decreases from left to right:  

CVCC> CVC> VCC> CV > VC > V. 

For instance, ˈmamflar – ‘diseases’ (ˈmamf – disease),  

     vaˈmun – ‘habit’,  

     ˈzalo – ‘during’ 
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iii. MORPHOLOGY 

Omnɨnmaɳa has an agglutinative morphology and tenses, aspects, classifiers as well as 

nominalization, adjectivization, adverbialization, imperatives and passive form are identified by 

different suffixes.  

 

a. Noun 

1. Person, Number, Gender 

Omnɨnmaɳa distinguishes between 1st, 2nd, and 3rd person. For the 2nd person 

pronoun, there is no distinction between the singular and the plural ‘you.’ If 

situations occur in which it is important to make the distinction, one may say, for 

example, nɨ vol ‘you two,’ nɨ sal ‘you three’ or nɨ ʁal ‘you all.’  

1st person: o – ‘I’, mɨ – ‘we’ 
2nd person: nɨ  – ‘you’   
3rd person: sɨ  – ‘it’ mɨn – ‘they’  
 

There is a number distinction between singular and plural for nouns. The plural 

form takes the suffix –laɹ to a noun. Moreover, there is no gender distinction. 

2. Classifier 

Omnɨnmaɳa treats all nouns as mass nouns. Therefore, there is a classifier system 

to turn the noun into a count noun. The groups of objects are primarily 

categorized into groups of plants, trees, person/animal, insects, body parts, and 

things. Interestingly, insects have three different classifiers because omnɨnmaɳa 

culture is heavily reliant on being able to distinguish between good, bad and 

neutral insects for the trees to survive. The order in which the classifier is used is 
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noun-number-classifier. For instance, ‘five honeybees’ in omnɨnmaɳa should 

follow the order of ‘honeybee-five-classifier’ which translates to sumɨ foŋ ʁal. 

Below is a table showing classifiers and examples. 

Classifier Group of objects Noun Meaning Example Meaning 
lum Tree namɨ Friend  namɨ ʁol lum Friend one classifier 
mas Insect enemy ny Moth Ny fuŋ mas Moth four classifier 
ʁal Insect friend sumɨ Honeybee sumɨ foŋ ʁal Honeybee five classifier 
na Insect neutral ʂoʁ Beetle ʂoʁ lam na Beetle six classifier 
zof Person/animal nomɨ Person nomɨ zaf zof Person ten classifier 
nu All other things luf Airplane  luf ʁol nu Airplane one classifier 
syl Other plants ʁulɨ Rose ʁulɨ sul syl Rose seven classifier 
lal Body part 

(branches, roots …) 
lym Branch lym lof lal Branch eight classifier 

Table 2.1 

b. Verb 

1. Tense, mood, aspect, agreement of verbs 

Verbs in omnɨnmaɳa distinguish between the present and the past but not between 

the present and the future. There is also no distinction between aspect and tense 

tenses but not mood. The tense markers for perfective are suffixes -lɨn, -lon, -lyn 

for past tense for 1st, 2nd and 3rd person respectively, -lɨf, -lof, -lyf for present and 

future tenses. The tense markers for imperfective are suffixes -lam, -lom, -lum for 

past tense and -las, -los, -lys for present and future tenses. Below is a table 

showing both tense and aspect. 

Perfect -
Indicative/Subjunctive 

Singular 
 

Plural 

 Present/Future Past Present/Future Past 
1st (I, we) -lɨf -lɨn -lɨf -lɨn 
2nd (you) -lof -lon -lof -lon 

3rd (it, they) -lyf -lyn -lyf -lyn 
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Imperfect -
Indicative/Subjunctive 

Singular 
 

Plural 

 Present/Future Past Present/Future Past 
1st (I, we) -las -lam -las -lam 
2nd (you) -los -lom -los -lom 

3rd (it, they) -lys -lym -lys -lym 
Table 2.2 

 
Suffixes for 1st /2nd/3rd person singular are the same for 1st /2nd/3rd person plural 

since there is no subject-verb agreement. What is normally defined as “he or she” 

will be defined by “it” because plant sexuality is ambiguous and less strict than 

humans. Also, omnɨnmaɳa does not have noun-adjective agreement and does not 

inflect for number.  

2. Other information 

Passive form of a verb is achieved by adding the suffix – ma. Transitivity is 

unmarked like in English. 

 

c. Morphological Rules 

o Nouns 

Noun stems can take any endings except for [ʂ] or [ɲ]. 

x Pluralization: Add suffix –laɹ 

x Adjectivization: Add suffix – nɨl 

o Verbs 

All verb stems (also the infinitive form of a verb) have a vowel ending. Below are 

suffixes that can be added to the verb stems to become a noun, an adjective or 

turn into an imperative or a passive form.  
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x Nominalization: Add suffix – ŋ 

x Adjectivization: Add suffix – nɨl 

x Imperative: Add suffix – sa 

x Passivization: Add suffix – ma 

o Adjectives 

x Adverbialization: Add suffix – faɹ or -ɨfaɹ 

o Negation 

For negation, a separate word van comes right before a verb, a noun, an adjective 

or an adverb.  

 
 

iv. SYNTAX 

 

a. Word order 

The word order of omnɨnmaɳa is SVO (Subject-Verb-Object). However, OSV is 

also allowed, but is not common used. For formulating questions, the word order 

is strictly SVO with a tone raise on the final word.  

b. Structure (demonstrated by a syntactical tree) 

As demonstrated by the syntactical tree 1.1, the word order is SVO. NP is on the 

left and the VP on the right. The VP is separated into the verb and the object. The 

verb is takes the 3rd person singular past tense perfective suffix –lyn, and the 

object takes the accusative case marker (ACC) to indicate that the honeybee is the 

direct object. 
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 Tree 1.1 
For PPs, the order is the same as in English – preposition preceding the NP as 

shown in Tree1.2. However, when a case marker is involved instead of a 

preposition, the order is changed so that NP is followed by a case marker as 

shown in Tree 1.3. So instead of ‘at lake,’ PP becomes ‘lake at’ because of the 

way case markers are used in omnɨnmaɳa. 

 

Tree 1.2                                                     Tree 1.3 
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c. Article 

There is no article. If one has to refer to a specific object, it will be done by saying 

‘it’ or ‘this/that          ’.  

Ex) lɨ om – this/that tree 

 
d. Relative Clause 

Head 
noun 

Relative 
Pronoun 

Gap/ 
pronoun 

Example 

Initial  Absent Gap [The tree the bug annoyed           ] woke up. 
Om         mam       mova-lyn-man         myɲa-lyn 
Tree        bug   annoy-PST-ADN     wake up-PST 
 
[The bug that annoyed the tree          ] woke up. 
Mam   mova-lyn-man         om-lu          myɲa-lyn 
Bug  annoy-PST-ADN   tree-ACC    wake-up-PST 

Table 3.2 

The relative clause in omnɨnmaɳa follows an interesting but simple pattern. Instead of 

having a relative indicator preceding a noun, there is an adnominal morpheme 

(glossed as ADN) that indicates that it is a relative clause. It is added as a suffix -man 

to the verb in the relative clause. The two examples above show that the relative 

clause can follow OSV word order or SOV word order but the suffix –man must be 

present.   

e. Cases 

There are seven cases in omnɨnmaɳa: accusative, genitive, dative, ablative, and 

vocative. They are all marked by a case suffix. The accusative is the case of a 

direct object and is marked by –lu. The genitive denotes dependency, often a 

possession and is marked by -nɨn. The dative denotes an indirect object of a verb, 
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like to in English. The dative marker is - sɨl. Ablative marker is –s but could be -z 

depending on the final coda of the noun preceding the case marker. As explained 

earlier in the phonological rules section, [s] becomes [z] when it is preceded by a 

voiced consonant. Therefore, when the ablative marker -s attaches to a voiced 

consonant coda, it becomes –z. The vocative case - ɲam is used to address a living 

thing and is similar to ‘hey’ in English. The locative case denoting a location is 

marked by –la. Below is a chart showing all the cases of omnɨnmaɳa and 

examples.  

Case Suffix Meaning Example Translation 
Accusative 
(ACC) 

-lu -  sumɨ-lu honeybee (in object 
position) 

Genitive (GEN) -nɨn Of sumɨ-nɨn of (a) honeybee 
Dative (DAT) -sɨl To sumɨ-sɨl to (a) honeybee 
Ablative (ABL) -s/-z from sumɨ -s 

mamlaɹ-z 
from (a) honeybee 
from insects 

Vocative (VOC) -ɲam hey sumɨ -ɲam hey honeybee 
Locative (LOC) -la in/at  ʁɨlɨm-la at lake 

Table 3.1 
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v. Omnɨnmaɳa Story and Gloss 

English:           There once lived trees. 

omnɨnmaɳa:    loɹ      ʁol         solo          nu-lyn                  om-laɹ  
gloss:                There   one       time       live-3SG.PST.PFV          tree-PL 

literal trans:   ‘There    one       time            lived                     trees’ 

 

The people took care of the trees by regularly spraying pesticides. 

nomɨ-laɹ           volo-lyn                 om-laɹ-lu      fal    vamun-faɹ      sɨmo                 ɹolf-laɹ 
person-PL    protect-3PL.PST.PFV    tree-PL-ACC    by    habit-ADV  spread out-INF    pesticide-PL 

‘People        protected                   trees                by    habitually    spreading out        pesticides’ 

 

So, when the humans disappeared, the trees were very sad    

maloɹ,   movos       nomɨ-laɹ      ɲaŋo-lyn,                    om-laɹ       ɳa-lyn            ɹon     moʁz   
So          when      human-PL    disappear-3PL.PST.PFV      tree-PL     be-3PL.PST.PFV  very      sad   

‘So          when      humans           disappeared,                 trees           were              very     sad’  

 
Soon, they were in war against insects and were losing miserably 

faʂu,      mɨn          syma-lym         mam-laɹ-lu        y           mɨʁo-lym             nalom-faɹ 
Soon,    they     fight-3PL.PST.IPFV     insect-PL-ACC    and       lose-3PL.PST.IPFV     bad-ADV 

‘Soon,    they         were fighting       insects               and        were losing             badly’ 

 

Many of the trees that were bitten contracted diseases  

loʁ          om-laɹ     mam-laɹ         samo-lyn-man              ʂalu-lyn                     mamf-laɹ-lu 
A lot of   tree-PL    insect-PL      bite-3PL.PST.PFV-ADN    contract-3PL.PST.PFV     disease-PL-ACC 

‘A lot of      trees      insects               bit                              contracted                    diseases.’ 

 

Unless they find a solution, they were going to be in constant danger. 

so   mɨn   van   nolfo              syʁ-lu,           mɨn       la-lym              mufa-nɨl              zum-la 
If   they  not   find.INF      solution-ACC     they  be-3PL.PST.IPFV    continue-ADJ     danger-LOC 

‘If   they  not      find           solution,             they   were going to be    continuous       danger in.’ 
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They tried at first to distract the insects by spewing out harmful chemicals. 

mɨn     zomlo-lyn     lɨmon     ʁasa         mam-laɹ-lu   fal     sɨmo           nalom      mozm-laɹ-lu 
They try-3PL.PST.PFV  firstly distract.INF  insect-PL-ACC  by  spread out.INF  bad      chemical-PL-ACC 

‘They tried           firstly to distract       insects             by spreading out bad          chemicals.’ 

 

But it only worked for a short period of time 

fala  sɨ  lyfon     mavla-lyn            zalo          mulal       soŋ           solo 
But  it   only     work-3SG.PST.PFV  during         short     period of       time 

‘But  it   only        worked               during       short      period of    time.’ 

 

During these failed attempts, however, they realized something new. 

zalo      zɨ-laɹ      favla-ŋ        fala        mɨn     ʂava-lyn                         ol         nu-lu 
During  this-PL   fail-NOMZ,  however,  they  understand-3PL.PST.PFV    new    thing-ACC 

‘During these failures, however, they understood new thing’ 

 

There were harmful insects and beneficial insects. 

loɹ              la-lyn              nalom   mam-laɹ        y      zalas        mam-laɹ 
There     be-3SG.PST.PFV          bad     insect-PL    and  beneficial   insect-PL 

‘There were bad insects and beneficial insects’ 

 

Trees agreed: “Some insects are actually not bad.” 

Om-laɹ    loŋo-lyf:              losoŋ     mam-laɹ    la-lyf               ɹulo-ŋ-faɹ               van    nalom 
Tree-PL agree-3PL.PST.PFV some of    insect-PL    is-3PL.PRS.PFV  surprise-NOMZ-ADV     not       bad 

‘Trees         agreed:            some of     insects       are                   surprisingly                 not      bad’ 

 
Using the language, the trees made allies with good insects  

fal      ʁolo     omnɨnmaɳa,   om-laɹ      nasa-lyn            y       mazo-lyn         sɨzɨ     mam-laɹ-lu 
By     use.inf  omnɨnmaɳa,   tree-PL   attract-3PL.PST.PFV and     V-3PL.PST.PFV   good  insect-PL-ACC 

‘By    use(-ing) omnɨnmaɳa,  the trees     attracted     and         befriended        good    insects’ 
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Particularly, the ants were good warriors. 

fulaɹ-faɹ         mom-laɹ      la-lyn                sɨzɨ         syma-nɨl       mam-laɹ 

Special-ADV    ant-PL        be-3PL.PST.PFV  good       fight-ADJ        insect-PL 

‘Specially,          ants              were                good        fighting          insects’ 

 

They protected the trees from harmful insects in exchange for the sugar from the trees. 

mɨn    volo-lyn                om-laɹ-lu     nalom  mam-laɹ-z         zalo              ɹolo         om-nɨn 

They  protect-3PL.PST.PFV  tree-PL-ACC   bad    insect-PL-ABL      for               sugar        tree-GEN 

‘They  protected                  trees           bad      insects from         for                sugar        tree of’  

 

The trees and the insects  learned  to have a symbiotic relationship  

om-laɹ      y   mam-laɹ   lasa-lyn                masu           sym                    malɨ-lu            

tree-PL   and  insect-PL   learn-3PL.PST.PFV  have.INF    symbiotic        relationship-ACC     

‘Trees     and    insects      learned               to have          symbiotic       relationship 

 

and lived happily ever after. 

y           lu-lyn                 lulu-faɹ 

and   live-3PL.PST.PFV  happy-ADV 

and       lived                   happily.’ 
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vi. Tower of the Babel Story and Gloss 

Genesis 11:1-9 

zɨnɨsɨs 11:1-9 

 

Now   all    the earth    continued      to be of  one language and  of   one set of words. 

Ma,     som   ɲasmon      mufa-lyn              la              ʁol    maɳa         y           ʁol       las         mo-laɹ 

Now whole  earth   continue-3SG.PST.PFV    be.INF       one   language    and      one      group of    word-PL 

‘Now    whole   earth        continued         to be        one   language      and          one      group of    words.’ 

 

As       they    traveled     eastward,    they discovered a valley plain in the land of Shi’nar, 

movos  mɨn    nova-lyn          foɹ   va ,       mɨn      moɲa-lyn       falf         aɹu-lu     sɨnaɹ-nɨn      maɹu-la 

 As     they go-3PL.PST.PFV   toward east     they   see-3PL.PST.PFV   flat     area-ACC Shi’nar-GEN  place-LOC 

‘As       they       went     towards east,    they          saw               flat         area         Shi’nar’s     place in’ 

 

and   they     began     dwelling there.                Then     they     said        to one another: 

y         mɨn    malu-lyn            nu              vɨla-la           sun       mɨn  lona-lyn               an        suf-sɨl 

and       they  begin-3PL.PST.PFV  live.INF   there-LOC    Then    they   V-3PL.PST.PFV   each   other-DAT 

‘And    they      began            living            there.         Then     they   said                   each    other  to’ 

 

“Come!      Let          us  make      bricks            and          bake                    them      with fire.” 

movo-sa     lano-sa       mɨ  mava        zom-laɹ-lu          y         mava  ɹon    nyny        mɨn-lu       fal  fam 

Come-IMP   Let-IMP    us   make.INF    mass-PL-ACC   and     make.INF  very warm    them-ACC   by fire 

‘Come!          Let         us   make           masses              and     make extremely warm   them          by  fire’ 
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So     they   used            bricks            instead of    stone,     and     bitumen      as       mortar. 

maloɹ mɨn ʁolo-lyn           zom-laɹ-lu       sanlu             zo,        y        ʂufa zom     valoɹ     moɹsaɹ 

So    they    use-3PL.PST.PFV  mass-PL-ACC    instead of       stone        and      dark mass      as    mortar.FGN 

‘So    they     used             mass          instead of   stone,         and      dark mass    as     mortar’ 

 

They now   said:         “Come!       Let        us     blind                  a city       for       ourselves  

mɨn   sɨma    lona-lyn :    “movo-sa!    lano-sa     mɨ      lava    moɲa         maɹu      zalo         mɨ  

they   now  say-3PL.PST.PFV  come-IMP    Let- IMP  us     block.INF see.INF    area      for            us 

‘They  now     said:         “Come!            Let           us        block see             area       for           us  

 

And a tower with  its top  in the heavens, and  let   us make a celebrated name for ourselves, 

y   fulal zom  vas  sɨ-nɨn  nala     san-la ,        y   lano-sa  mɨ  mava       mɨɲa-nɨl   ɲama  zalo   mɨ 

and  tall mass    with it-GEN  top    sky-LOC,     and   let-IMP   us   make.INF enjoy-ADJ name   for     us 

And tall  mass with      its    top    in the sky,    and    let         us   make     enjoy-ed     name   for   us, 

 

so that we will            not be    scattered              over the entire face of the earth.” 

maloɹ   mɨ    la-lɨf           van          sɨmo-ma                 ɲasmon-nɨn     som        nolo-la 

so     we  be-1PL.FUT.PFV  NEG     spread out-PASS    earth-GEN     entire      surface-LOC    

So     we    will               not     be spread out            earth’s           entire      surface in”  

 

Then Jehovah went     down   to     see   the city and the tower that the sons of men had built. 

Sun  ʂɨʁova     nova-lyn          vu   vanla  moɲa  lava  y  fulal zom  nomɨ-laɹ-nɨn  sumu-laɹ mava-lym-man 

Then ʂɨʁova go-3SG.PST.PFV down  to see.INF  area and  tall mass human-PL-GEN  child-PL build-3PL.PST.PFV-ADN 

‘Then Jehovah went down to see area and  tall mass, men’s sons made that (relative clause 
indicator)’ 
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Jehovah then said:         “Look!       They    are          one         people       with    one language, 

ʂɨʁova    sun    lona-lyn :     “moɲa-sa   mɨn    la-lyf          ʁol   las       nomɨ-laɹ   vas    ʁol     maɳa 

ʂɨʁova     then say-3SG.PST.PFV See-IMP     they  be-3PL.PRS.PFV one  group of  human-PL  with   one    language 

‘Jehovah   then      said:           “See!  They    are        one   group of   people     with  one   language,’   

 

and     this      is                   what they have started          to do. 

y           zɨ      la-lyf                   vus    mɨn          malu-lyn            fomɨ 

and      this   be-3SG.PRS.PFV       what    they     begin-3SG.PST.PFV    do.INF 

‘and     this      is                        what    they           began              to do.’ 

 

Now,   there   is              nothing that they may       have                  in mind  to do  

Ma       loɹ   la-lyf              vanu      mɨn  falas    masu-lyf           zyl         lan-la             vanla    fomɨ    

Now there be-3SG.PRS.PFV nothing     they  maybe    have-3PL.PRS.PFV mind   inside-LOC in order to     do.INF      

‘Now,  there  is     nothing                         they   maybe   have                    mind     inside   in order to  do   

  

that   will be             impossible           for     them. 

y         la-lyf                      van    solɨ                 zalo    mɨn 

and   be-3SG.PRS.PFV     not   possible          for    them. 

and    will be               not possible           for   them’ 

 

Come!          Let            us      go      down   there   and   confuse     their              language  

movo-sa !      lano-sa    mɨn    nova        vu     vɨla-la        y       mova          mɨn-ɨn              maɳa-lu 

Come-IMP   Let- IMP     us    go.INF   down   there-LOC   and   confuse.INF   they-GEN      language-ACC 

‘Come!              Let            us        go          down   there          and    confuse  their(they’s)    language’ 
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in order that they   may    not       understand          one    another’s     language.” 

vanla               mɨn    falas     van       ʂava                         an        suf- nɨn           maɳa-lu 

for                  they  maybe   NEG   understand.INF     each    other-GEN   language-ACC 

‘For                 they maybe     not    understand             each   other’s           language’ 

 

So       Jehovah scattered them                      from there      over the entire face of the earth, 

maloɹ  ʂɨʁova    sɨmo-lyn                   mɨn-lu           vɨla-s           ɲasmon-nɨn      som        nolo-la       

 so      ʂɨʁova  spread out-3SG.PST.PFV  they-ACC      there-ABL    earth-GEN  entire    surface-LOC         

‘So    Jehovah    spread out                  them              from there        earth’s           entire      surface to’ 

 

And they     gradually       left off                     building   the city.    

y       mɨn        ʂu-faɹ                ʁala-lyn                    mava            aɹu-lu          

and      they    slow-ADV       stop- 3PL.PST.PFV         make.inf           area-ACC 

 ‘And     they    slowly            stopped                      making             area.’        

 

That    is                       why    it    was                 named                          Ba’bel 

zo          la-lyf                    ɹas      sɨ     la-lyn                mava-ma         ɲama           Vavɨl 

that        be-3PL.PRS.PFV      why     it   be-3SG.PST.PFV      make-PASS     name          Vavɨl 

That      is                          why     it      was                   made              name          Ba’bel’ 

 

because there            Jehovah       confused          the language of all the earth, 

naso       vɨla-la             ʂɨʁova             mova                      som        ɲasmon-nɨn   maɳa-lu 

because   there-LOC      ʂɨʁova           confuse-3SG.PST.PFV   entire      earth-GEN    language-ACC      

‘Because   there        Jehovah         confused                 entire      earth’s         language’ 
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and     Jehovah scattered                them         from there     over the entire face of the earth. 

y         ʂɨʁova     sɨmo-lyn                   mɨn-lu            vɨla-s                ɲasmon-nɨn   som        nolo-la       

and     ʂɨʁova   spread out-3SG.PST.PFV                     there-ABL        earth-GEN    entire   surface-LOC         

‘So       Jehovah    spread out                    them          there from            earth’s        entire          surface to’ 
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Abbreviation and Vocab 

 

 

Verb Meaning Noun Meaning Adj Meaning 
fomɨ To do ɲasmon earth som Whole/entire 
mɨɲa To enjoy maɳa language ʁol one 
mufa To continue mo word falf flat 
nova To go aɹu Area (part) nyny warm 
moɲa To see maɹu Place (usually larger) fulal tall 
malu To begin zom chunk/mass solɨ possible 
lona To say fam fire   

movo To come zo stone   
lano To let nala top   
lava To block san sky   
mava To make nolo surface   
ʁolo To use zyl mind   
masu To have     
mɨɲa To enjoy     

la To be     
sɨmo To spread out     
mova To confuse     
ʂava To understand     
ʁala To stop     

      
 

 

 

 

 

Abbreviation  Abbreviation  
PRS Present ABL Ablative 
FUT Future GEN Genitive 
PST Past ACC Accusative 
IMP Imperative NOMZ Nominalization 
PASS Passive LOC Locative 
INF Infinitive FGN Foreign word borrowed 
SG Singular ADV Adverbial marker 
PL Plural ADJ Adjectival marker  
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iv. LEXICON  
Verbs   - alphabetical order            
 
omnɨnmaɳa → English                                        English  → omnɨnmaɳa 
 

omnɨnmaɳa English  English omnɨnmaɳa 
famɨ To sleep  To agree loŋo 
fomɨ To do  To annoy ʂova 
favla To fail  To attract nasa 
fɨmɨ To show  To be la 
fumɨ To grow  To be able to ʂafa 

la To be  To befriend mazo 
lano To let  To begin malu 
laʁa To reduce  To bite samo 
lasa To clean  To block lava 
lava To block  To breathe suma 
lo  To crawl  To change ʂa 

lona To say  To clean lasa 
loŋo To agree  To come movo 
lu To cut  To confuse mova 

mala To talk  To continue mufa 
malu To begin  To contract ʂalu 
maɲa To vary  To cover somo 
mano To increase  To crawl lo 
maʁo To eat  To cut lu 
masu To have  To decide mavlo 
mava To make  To deter moɳa 
mavla To succeed  To dig moʁo 
mavlo To decide  To disappear ɲaŋo 
mazo To befriend  To distract ʁasa 
mɨla To take  To do fomɨ 
mɨɲa To enjoy  To drink mu 
mɨʁo To lose  To eat maʁo 

mofasa To scare  To enjoy mɨɲa 
mola To observe  To fail favla 
molu To hurt  To feel ɳa 
moɲa To see  To fight syma 
moɳa To deter  To find nolfo 
moʁa To heal  To fly ɲyŋo 
moʁo To dig  To give naʁa 
mova To confuse  To go nova 
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movo To come  To grow fumɨ 
mu To drink  To have masu 

mufa To continue  To heal moʁa 
muɲa To help  To help muɲa 
muʁo To multiply (e.g. 

number of 
insects 

multiplied) 

 To hurt molu 

my To infect  To increase mano 
myɲa To wake up  To infect my 
myʁo To pollinate  To kill sono 
ɳa To feel  To let lano 

ɲaŋo To disappear  To live nu 
naʁa To give  To lose mɨʁo 
nasa To attract  To make mava 
nolfo To find  To multiply muʁo 
nova To go  To negotiate sovo 
nu To live  To observe mola 

ɲyŋo To fly  To plan sova 
ʁa To want  To pollinate myʁo 
ʁala To stop  To protect volo 
ʁasa To distract  To reduce laʁa 
ʁolo To use  To say lona 
ɹulo To surprise  To scare mofasa 
ʂa To change  To see moɲa 
ʂafa To be able to  To show fɨmɨ 
ʂalu To contract  To sleep famɨ 
samo To bite  To spread out sɨmo 
ʂava To understand  To stop ʁala 
ʂɨ To watch  To succeed mavla 

sɨmo To spread out  To surprise ɹulo 
somo To cover  To take mɨla 
sono To kill  To talk mala 
sova To plan  To try zomlo 
ʂova To annoy  To understand ʂava 
sovo To negotiate  To use ʁolo 
suma To breathe  To vary maɲa 
syma To fight  To wake up myɲa 
volo To protect  To want ʁa 

zomlo To try  To watch ʂɨ 
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Nouns – alphabetical order 

omnɨnmaɳa → English                                                English  → omnɨnmaɳa 

omnɨnmaɳa English  English omnɨnmaɳa 
aɹu area 

 
Air lol 

fam fire 
 

Airplane luf 
faʂol grass 

 
Ant mom 

fɨlu photosynthesis 
 

Appearance vono 
fum enemy 

 
Area aɹu 

fy back 
 

Back fy 
lala morning 

 
Beetle ʂoʁ 

lan inside 
 

Berry mon 
lol air 

 
Bird nɨlo 

lonom winter 
 

Bottom ʂal 
luf airplane 

 
Branch lym 

lym branch 
 

Carbon dioxide ɲazu 
malɨ relationship 

 
Chemical mozm 

mam insect 
 

child (young living thing) sumul 
mamf disease 

 
Danger zum 

maɳa language 
 

Disease mamf 
maɹu place 

 
Earth ɲasmon 

maʂa spring 
 

Enemy fum 
mo word 

 
Fall ɲalas 

mol wood 
 

Fire fam 
mom ant 

 
Friend namɨ 

mon berry 
 

Front sy 
mosos habitat 

 
Grass faʂol 

mozm chemical 
 

Habit vamun 
munmo sand 

 
Habitat mosos 

muzɨ thunder 
 

Honeybee sumɨ 
nala top 

 
Human nomɨ 

ɲalas fall 
 

Information ʂaʁ 
ɲama name 

 
Insect mam 

namɨ friend 
 

Inside lan 
ɲasmon earth 

 
Language maɳa 

ɲazu Carbon dioxide 
 

Lightning zol 
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nɨlo bird 
 

Mass zom 
nɨny Oxygen and other gases 

 
Mind zyl 

nolo surface 
 

Morning lala 
nomɨ human 

 
Moth ny 

nosa past 
 

Name ɲama 
ny moth 

 
Night syf 

om tree 
 

Nothing vanu 
ʁɨl water 

 
Now sɨma 

ɹolf pesticide 
 

Other suf 
ʁulɨ rose 

 
Oxygen and other gases nɨny 

ʂal bottom 
 

Past nosa 
san sky 

 
Pesticide ɹolf 

ʂaʁ information 
 

photosynthesis fɨlu 
sɨma now 

 
Place maɹu 

solo time 
 

Relationship malɨ 
ʂoʁ beetle 

 
Rose ʁulɨ 

suf other 
 

Sand munmo 
sumɨ honeybee 

 
Sky san 

sumul child (young living thing) 
 

Solution syʁ 
sy front 

 
Spring maʂa 

syf night 
 

Squirrel vosy 
syʁ solution 

 
Stone zo 

vamun habit 
 

Summer zaʂa 
vanu nothing 

 
Surface nolo 

vono appearance 
 

Thunder muzɨ 
vosy squirrel 

 
Time solo 

zaʂa summer 
 

Top nala 
zo stone 

 
Tree om 

zol lightning 
 

Water ʁɨl 
zom mass 

 
Winter lonom 

zum danger 
 

Wood mol 
zyl mind 

 
Word mo 
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Adjectives – alphabetical order 
 omnɨnmaɳa → English                                           English  → omnɨnmaɳa 

 

Adverbs -  not in alphabetical order (adverbs can easily be made by using the adverb suffix) 

Adverb   Adverb   
ɹon Very vɨ North/up 
sun Then vu South/down 
loɹ There faʂu soon 
va East/right lɨmon Firstly  
vo West/left lyfon only 

omnɨnmaɳa English 
 

English omnɨnmaɳa 
an each 

 
All ʁal 

falf flat 
 

Bad nalom 
ful light 

 
Beneficial zalas 

fulal tall 
 

Cold mosno 
fulaɹ special 

 
Common laʁu 

laʁu common 
 

Critical vavas 
laʁz happy 

 
Dark ʂufal 

mazol self-sufficient  Each an 
moʁz sad 

 
Entire som 

mosno cold 
 

Flat falf 
mulal short 

 
Good sɨzɨ 

nalom bad 
 

Happy laʁz 
no neutral 

 
Healthy soɲa 

nyny warm 
 

Light ful 
ol new 

 
Neutral no 

ʁal all 
 

New ol 
sɨno small 

 
Old zon 

sɨzɨ good 
 

Possible solɨ 
solɨ possible 

 
Sad moʁz 

som entire 
 

Self-sufficient mazol 
soɲa healthy 

 
Short mulal 

ʂu slow 
 

Slow ʂu 
ʂufal dark 

 
Small sɨno 

vavas critical 
 

Special fulaɹ 
zalas beneficial  Tall fulal 
zɨ this 

 
That zo 

zo that 
 

This zɨ 
zon old 

 
Warm nyny 
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Pronoun   
 

Measure word   
o I, me 

 
ʂaf Drop of 

nɨ You 
 

laf Bucketful of 
mɨ We, us 

 
vul Flame of 

sɨ It 
 

val sack of 
mɨn They, them 

 
sol Pinch 

   
sɨl Piece of 

   
lɨm Bolt of 

Number   
 

sal Peal of 
ʁol One 

 
lom Bundle/stack of 

vol two 
 

fɨm Handful of 
sal three 

 
las Set of/ group of 

fun four 
 

loʁ A lot of 
fon five 

 
soŋ A Period of 

lam six 
 

losoŋ Some of 
sul seven 

 
    

lof eight 
 

    
sɨl nine 

 
Classifier   

zaf ten 
 

lum Tree buddy 
vola Twenty 

 
mas Insect enemy 

sala Thirty 
 

mal Insect friend 
funa forty 

 
na Insect neutral 

fona Fifty 
 

zof Person/animal 
lama Sixty 

 
nu Thing 

sula Seventy 
 

syl Other plants 
zɨf Hundred  

 
lal Body part 

volzɨf Two hundred 
 

  
zafzɨf Thousand 

 
  

volzafɨf Two thousand 
   

 

Preposition    
 

Conjunction   
vanla In order to, for 

 
y and 

sanlu Instead of 
 

fala however, but 
zalo For, during 

 
maloɹ therefore 

vas With 
 

Movos When, As 
foɹ Towards 

 
naso Because, As 

ɹoɹ Over 
 

so If, when 
fal By 

 
valoɹ Like, as 

vasɨl without 
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v. APPENDIX – learn the basics of omnɨnmaɳa on one page 

omnɨnmaɳa – The language of trees 

Sounds 

  

x Resonance 
x Consonant cluster coda of a word always ends with a fricative 
x Voicing assimilation, nasalization 
x Syllable structure: (c)v(c)(c) 
x Stress: weighted (cvcc> cvc> vcc> cv > vc > v ; otherwise syllable initial is stressed) 

o vc`cv, vc`cvc, cvc`cvcc, `cvccvc 
o om`fo, ol`fof, sof`lolf, `loflof  

Words 

x SVO 
x Agglutinative 

o verb → noun : – ŋ, verb → adj: -nɨl, infinitive → imperative : - 
o singular noun → plural: -laɹ 
o adj → adv: -faɹ or -ɨfaɹ 

Case system 

Case Suffix English 
prep. 

Sample word 
form 

Translation 

Accusative 
(ACC) 

-lu -  sumɨ-lu honeybee (in object 
position) 

Genitive (GEN) -nɨn of sumɨ-nɨn of (a) honeybee 
Dative (DAT) -sɨl to sumɨ-sɨl to (a) honeybee 
Ablative (ABL) -s/-z from sumɨ-s 

mamlaɹ-z 
from (a) honeybee 
from insects 

Vocative (VOC) -ɲam hey sumɨ-ɲam hey honeybee 
Locative (LOC) -la in/at (place) ʁɨlɨm-la at lake 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Braavosi language is, in the tongue, called /braːβodiːdoral/, which is a 

portmanteau meaning ‘language of the Braavosi’. This language is inspired by the 

language of the same name and spoken in Braavos from George R.R. Martin’s fantasy 

series A Song of Ice and Fire. I am a huge fan of both the book series and the television show 

based on the books entitled Game of Thrones. The book series names a number of foreign 

languages, such as Braavosi and Dothraki, and characters are said to speak these 

languages in the books, but all conversations are rendered in English. The production 

team of Game of Thrones decided to be more realistic and use multiple newly created 

languages, such as Dothraki and High Valyrian created by David J. Peterson, but did not 

include Braavosi. In my disappointment, I decided to create my own version of Braavosi, 

which I based on David J. Peterson’s High Valyrian because of the two languages’ canon 

historical connection. In creating Braavosi, I was largely inspired by the historical changes 

between Vulgar Latin and modern Romance languages and by contact languages, like 

Yiddish. No Braavosi words other than human and place names appear in the book 

series, and one well-read character from the book series remarks that he cannot 

understand Braavosi at all except for the words that are the same as in High Valyrian, so 

I felt free to make as many changes to High Valyrian grammar and vocabulary as I saw 

fit. 

a. History 

According to the histories of scholars in the world of A Song of Ice and Fire, the 

people of Braavos were originally slaves in Valyria (Martin, Garcia, & Antonsson, 2014). 

As these slaves were being transported by ship to the southern continent Sothoryos in 
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order to be sold, the slaves led a revolt and hijacked the ships with the help of the rowers, 

who were also slaves. Desperately hoping to be free from bondage, they set out to find a 

place far away from the Valyrian dragonlords where they could live peacefully and in 

relative secrecy. It is said that the runaway slaves were led by priestesses from Jogos Nhai, 

called Moonsingers, to the northern location that is now Braavos, a naturally defended 

lagoon far from Valyria with thick fogs and mists, which hid their location from the 

dragonlords who could be flying overhead, and with shallow waters rich with fish and 

shellfish. 

The image at the end of this section is a map representing the continent of Essos, 

along with some of the Summer Isles (bottom left), and the top of the continent of 

Sothoryos (bottom right). Valyria is located towards the center of the map, on the 

southern edge of Essos, and Braavos is located in the top left corner of the map. 

Because of the paramount role of the Moonsingers in relocating the Braavosi 

people, their religion is the most popular of all in the city. However, since the escaped 

slaves were of may different faiths and originally from many different lands and regions, 

including Andalos, the Summer Isles, Ghiscar, Naath, the Rhoyne, Ib, and the Kingdom 

of Sarnor, and even including criminals and debtors of pure Valyrian blood, they created 

Braavos as a place where all religions and gods would be equally given their due and 

decreed that no god should be held higher than any other. Coming from such diverse 

lands, the newly freed slaves spoke many languages, so the only language that they had in 

common, High Valyrian, became their common tongue. In the manner of contact 

languages, however, over time the Valyrian would be supplemented by lexical and 

syntactical items from the many first languages of its people. 
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For many years, the Braavosi people remained fearful of being captured by 

Valyrians and sold back into slavery. In order to hide the position of their city, Braavosi 

merchants brought incorrect charts with them when selling their goods in other ports. 

This tendency, and the resulting inability to find Braavos on a map, led people around 

the world to call Braavos the Secret City. Finally, 111 years after the founding of Braavos, 

Sealord Uthero Zalyne put an end to that secrecy. He sent he ships to the far corners of 

the known world to announce the existence and location of Braavosi to people of all 

nations, and to invite all to celebrate the anniversary of the city’s founding. By this time 

all the original slaves were dead, as well as their former masters. Uthero paid the owners 

of the slave ships for the stolen ships, but refused to pay the price of the escaped slaves. 

The anniversary of the Uncloaking, as it is now called, is celebrated every year in 

Braavos, with ten feast days and people wearing masks. At midnight on the tenth day, the 

Titan, a giant bronze statue blocking entrance to the lagoon (as seen in Image 1.2), lets 

out a great noise, and all celebrators remove their masks as one. 
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Image 1.1 : Map of Essos and top of Sothoryos (bottom right) illustrating the length of the 

Slaves’ Journey to Braavos (top left), from The Lands of Ice and Fire map book 

b. Culture 

Because of the Braavosi people’s history as slaves, the First Law of Braavos, 

important enough that it is carved into stone on the arch above the Long Canal, is that 

“no Man, Woman, or Child in Braavos should ever be a slave, a thrall, or a bondsman” 

(Martin, Garcia, & Antonsson, 2014). Indeed, the people of Braavos combat slavery 

whenever possible, even going to war against slavers and their allies. The Braavosi people 

are not ruled by a king like the people in Westeros. Instead, the city’s magisters and 

keyholders, members of the citizenry, elect a Sealord, who will serve in said position until 

he dies. 
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Unlike in Westeros, where years are counted before and after the Targaryen 

conquest (BC and AC), the people of Braavos count their years from the founding of 

Braavos (RG, Reɲaro go ‘before Founding’; RT, Reɲaro toli ‘after Founding’). Indeed 

Braavos was founded 502 years before the conquest, so the two calendars are off by at 

least that many years (keeping in mind that a lunar calendar year would be a different 

length than a solar calendar year). In conjunction with the canon that “the Braavosi 

counted days differently than they did in Westeros,” and because of their history with the 

Moonsingers, I thought that the Braavosi would have a lunar calendar, with days starting 

at sundown instead of with sunrise (Martin, 2005). 

The Braavosi naval and mercantile fleets, the latter with easily recognizable 

purple hulls and sails, are second to no other in the world. An island shortly after the 

entrance to the Braavosi lagoon is called the Arsenal, and on this island craftsmen use 

standardized parts to rapidly build ships of the finest quality. 

 
Image 1.2 : Map of Braavos, from The Lands of Ice and Fire map book 
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The city itself, surrounded by shallow brackish waters, is composed of many 

different islands, bridges, and long canals, therefore prompting the name City of One 

Hundred Isles. Houses on these isles are primarily made of grey stone, and there is very 

little wood to be found actually within the city, even though the surrounding natural 

barricades are forested. These trees serve as windbreaks, and are therefore illegal to cut 

down. Because the canal water is unfit to drink, the Braavosi use an aqueduct system 

called the ‘sweetwater river’ to bring freshwater from the mainland of Essos to the city. 

Braavos is one of the world’s greatest ports, and trading ships of all nations, except 

for those that still practice slavery, are welcomed. There are two main harbors in this port 

city, the Purple Harbor (for Braavosi ships) and Ragman’s Harbor (for foreign ships). All 

ships must go through customs at Chequy Port before entering the city to sell their goods. 

Braavos is also renowed for its bank, called the Iron Bank of Braavos. This bank 

has existed since the founding of the city, when some of the fugitive slaves hid their 

valuable possessions in an abandoned iron mine to protect them from pirates. Over time, 

the mine began to fill with wealth, and rather than let their treasure sit idle, the wealthier 

Braavosi began issuing loans to the less fortunate. Now, the Bank is known all over the 

world, and many, including rulers of various nations, seek loans from this wealthiest of 

banks. 

In the center of the city is an island called Isle of the Gods, which houses temples 

to gods and religions from all over the known world. Here, every god, no matter how 

small or unpopular, can be prayed to. The many temples include the Temple of the 

Moonsingers, the temple to the Father of the Waters, which is rebuilt whenever he takes a 

new bride, the Sept-beyond-the-Sea, the hall of the Lord of Harmony, and the House of 

Black and White, temple to the Many-Faced God, among others. The House of Black 
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and White also serves as home to the Faceless Men, a guild of assassins that serves the 

Many-Faced God, Death. These assassins are so skilled that they make their kills appear 

to be completely natural or the result of some freak accident, and they have the ability to 

disguise themselves by actually changing their faces. In the Appendix section of this 

paper, there is an account of the origin of the Faceless Men. 

Of course, no discussion of Braavos is complete without the bravos1. Bravosi are 

swordfighters who use thin pointy swords called nyssa, like rapiers, for a specifically 

Braavosi method of swordplay that goes by the name of water-dancing. Bravosi often 

wear flamboyant and brightly colored clothing, and one is almost guaranteed to see a pair 

dueling in the moonlight, often in the Moon Pool, a large fountain in the center of the 

city. It is said that the most skilled bravosi are called water dancers because they appear to 

float on the surface of the water when fighting. 

                                                
1 In the Braavosi language, braβos (pl. braβosi) is a singular noun naming a type of 

swordfighter. In much the same way that pease (singular) became pea (singular) and peas (plural), 
the Westerosi ear heard braβos and thought it to be plural.  
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II. PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY 

a. Phonetics 

Consonants 

! Position 
" Manner 

Bilabial Labio-
dental 

Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar Uvular Pharyngeal Glottal 

Stops p        b  t         d           ɟ k        g q     

Nasal m  n  ɲ     

Trill   r       

Tap or Flap          

Fricative           β f      s         z   x        ɣ   h 

Lateral 
Fricative 

         

Approximant     j     

Lateral 
Approximant 

  l  ʎ     

Table 2.1 : IPA phonemic consonant chart of Braavosi 

Above is a chart of the phonemic consonants in Braavosi. Most of the sounds are 

found in English: p, b, t, d, k, g, m, n, r (“rolled r”), f, s, z, h, j (the ‘y’ sound in ‘yellow’), l, 

and ʎ (the ‘lli’ in ‘million’). Some of the other sounds are also found in High Valyrian: ɲ 

(the ‘ñ’ in Spanish ‘niña’), q (like ‘k’ but further back in the mouth), and ɣ (the ‘gh’ in 

Arabic ‘gharib’). Three sounds, however, do not exist in either English or High Valyrian: 

ɟ (like a combination of g and j), β (like ‘v’ but made with both of the lips, sometimes 

pronounced as w due to dialectal differences), and x (the ‘ch’ in Scottish ‘loch’). 

Vowels 

 Front Central Back 

Close i, iː y, yː  u, uː 

Mid e, eː  o, oː 

Open  a, aː  

Table 2.2 : IPA phonemic vowel chart of Braavosi 
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On the bottom of the previous page is a chart of the phonemic vowels in Braavosi. 

Most of these vowels occur in English, such as i (the ‘ee’ in ‘bee’), u, e, o, and a (the ‘a’ in 

‘mama’). Unlike English, however, Braavosi has a rounded Close-Front vowel, y (the ‘ü’ 

in German ‘über’), and phonemic distinction between long and short vowels. In general, 

the basic vowels in Braavosi are much the same as those in High Valyrian, but, in 

contrast to the language, Braavosi does not have any dipthongs. 

 
b. Phonology 

The syllable structure of Braavosi is (C)(C)V(V)(C), where any combination of 

consonants and vowels in this order is allowed, but there must always be at least one 

vowel. Syllables are split into heavy and light types. A syllable is light if it ends in a short 

(non-long) vowel (i.e., V, CV, or CCV). A syllable is heavy if it ends in a long vowel or a 

consonant (i.e., VV, CVV, CCVV, VC, CVC, CCVC, VVC, CVVC, or CCVVC). The 

following are examples of words that follow these criteria2: 

V - e ‘and’ 
CV - go ‘under, before’ 
CCV - dra ‘classifier for books, scrolls’ 
 
CVV - byː ‘six’ 
CCVV - gryː ‘counter for number of floors/stories’ 
VC - yn ‘but’ 
CVC - jos ‘dog’ 
CCVC - qlos ‘star’ 
VVC - uːr ‘classifier for drinks, drink containers’ 
CVVC - doːl ‘stone’ 
CCVVC - triːm ‘classifier for small, round objects’ 

Because of the nature of these syllables, in general, if a word has a heavy syllable, 

stress will be placed on it. Heavy syllables ending in vowels take precedence over those 

                                                
2 There is no single syllable word where VV is the case. 
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ending in consonants in terms of stress. If both appear in a word, the syllable with a long 

vowel will have primary stress, and the one ending with a consonant will have secondary 

(or no) stress based on the length of the word. In other words, the stress hierarchy is as 

follows: 

LONG VOWEL >LONG VOWEL + CONSONANT > CONSONANT > SHORT VOWEL 

Take for example the following two words: braβos, ‘bravos’, and braːβos, ‘Braavos’. In the 

first word, the first syllable ends in a short vowel and the second syllable ends in a 

consonant. Only the second syllable is heavy, so the stress falls there (braβos). In the 

second word, however, the first syllable ends in a long vowel while the second syllable 

ends in a consonant. Both syllables are heavy, but the first ends in a long vowel, which is 

preferred over a consonant. So, the stress falls on the first syllable (braːβos). 

In a word of three or more syllables, placement of stress depends on the weight of 

the antepenult and penult syllables. If both are heavy, the primary stress will fall on the 

syllable ending with a long vowel or the antepenult (if both or neither end in a long 

vowel). If both the antepenult and penult are light, the stress will fall on the penult. If one 

of the two syllables is heavy, the stress will fall there. Elsewhere in words, heavy syllables 

(not in antepenult or penult positions) have secondary (or tertiary, etc.) stress.  

There are some phonotactic restrictions involved in the pronunciation of 

Braavosi words. As stated earlier, the allowed syllable structure is (C)(C)V(V)(C). The 

consonant(s) at the beginning of a syllable is/are called the onset. In Braavosi, any single 

consonant can be an onset, as well as any oral stop (p, b, t, d, k, g, or q) paired with either 

of the liquids l or r. However, following the Obligatory Contour Principle, *tl and *dl are 

not allowed clusters because [t, d, l] are all coronals and do not normally pair together. 
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The vowel(s) of a syllable is/are called the nucleus. Any short or long vowel can be the 

nucleus of a syllable. 

The consonant at the end of a syllable is called the coda. In Braavosi, within-word 

and word-final codas have different restrictions. Within words, only the liquids l and r and 

nasals m and n can be syllable codas. These consonants are sonorants, like vowels, and 

they are allowed to be in their within-word coda position because of this shared property. 

Since any single consonant can be a syllable onset, we may be led to think that any 

combination of within-word coda and onset would be allowed. However, this thought is 

not true. The first consonant in the onset following a within-word coda must be less 

sonorant than the coda. This means that *nr, *nl, *mr, and *ml are disallowed cross-

syllable clusters. If one of these disallowed clusters appears or a consonant other than a 

liquid or a nasal ends up in coda position, one of the violating consonants will change to 

the same as the other consonant, and the result will be a doubled consonant. Which 

consonant is doubled is apparently based on the aesthetic nature of the sound. Fewer 

coda restrictions exist at the end of words. The allowed word-final consonants are s, z, m, 

n, r, l, x, and ɣ. These are the same ending consonants as are allowed in High Valyrian, 

except the phonemes l and x are added. 

There are also a few phonological rules that govern Braavosi word 

pronunciation.  

(1) One of these rules is called the Homo-organic Nasal Rule, which states that the 

place of articulation of a nasal is the same as that of the following consonant. For 

example, while n is a phoneme, it may be realized as [m] when before p or b, [ŋ] 

when before k or g, or [ɴ] when before q. 
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(2) A Depalatalization rule states that palatal consonants become their non-palatal 

allophones before close-front vowels. This means that when placed before i, iː, y, 

or yː, ɟ is pronounced as [g], ʎ is pronounced as [l], ɲ is pronounced as [n], and j 

is pronounced as [h]. 

(3) A Nasalization rule states that vowels preceding nasal codas will be nasalized. 

(4) An Aspiration rule states that voiceless stops will be aspirated when at the 

beginning of a stressed syllable. 

(5) Whenever g is before e, it is pronounced as [ɟ].  

(6) When l is in coda position, its pronunciation changes to that of a ‘dark l’, or [ɫ]. 
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III. MORPHOLOGY 

Braavosi has a very present and involved morphology. Nouns can belong to any of 

the four declensions and two genders, and verbs have many suffixes to determine tense, 

mood, and aspect. Like Latin and High Valyrian, Braavosi morphology is a mixture of 

agglutination and inflection, with a one-to-one relationship between morphemes and 

morphs in verb conjugation and a many-to-one relationship between morphemes and 

morphs in noun declension. 

Nouns 

As previously stated, nouns fall into four declensions. The first three are primarily 

populated by native Braavosi words, and the last is primarily populated by foreign loan 

words. Names also generally follow the fourth declension’s pattern because of its lack of 

nominative suffix requirements. There are two grammatical genders: Celestial and 

Terrestrial (which, as in Astapori Valyrian, are simplified from High Valyrian’s Lunar, 

Solar, Aquatic, and Terrestrial genders). There are also two numbers: singular and plural 

(which are also simplified from High Valyrian’s singular, plural, paucal, and collective). I 

will discuss the way Braavosi expresses paucal and collective plurality in the Syntax 

section.  

Braavosi has a strong case system, having six noun cases: Nominative, 

Accusative, Genitive, Dative, Vocative, and Instrumental.  The chart on the following 

page illustrates the inflected case suffixes of the Braavosi noun declension system. Because 

the Genitive and Dative cases decline identically, they are placed on the same line in the 

chart. 
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     1 2 3 4 

Celestial 

Nom 
Acc 
Gen/Dat 
Voc 
Inst 

-a         -i 
-e         -iː 
-o         -odi 
-uz       -iz 
-oza     -ossi 

-os       -osi 
-os       -osi 
-o        -odi 
-os       -ossis 
-ozo     -ossi 

-e         -i 
-iː         -iː 
-o         -odi 
-yz        -iːz 
-oze      -ossi 

–          -i 
-iː         -iː 
-o        -odi 
-iz        -issiz 
-izi       -ossi 

Terrestrial 

Nom 
Acc 
Gen/Dat 
Voc 
Inst 

-al         -ri 
-ri         -riː 
-ro        -rodi 
-ruz      -riz 
-roza    -rossi 

-ol         -ri 
-ol         -ri 
-ro        -rodi 
-ol        -olliz 
-rozo    -rossi 

-om      -iː 
-om      -iː 
-o         -odi 
-yz        -iːz 
-oze     -ossi 

 

Table 3.1 : Noun Declension chart 

In this table, the suffixes to the left in each box are the singular suffixes, and the 

suffixes to the right in each box are the plural suffixes. The forms in the 4th declension 

box are the same for both Celestial and Terrestrial genders, and indeed many 4th 

declension nouns do not have assigned genders because of their loan word statuses. The 

formation of different cases is similar across the declension system, and some case suffixes 

are identical or nearly identical (such as the Genitive and Dative cases). However, there 

are enough marked differences to warrant multiple declensions. The “dictionary form” 

(i.e., the form in which the nouns are found in the Lexicon section of this paper) of a 

Braavosi noun is the Nominative case form.  

Braavosi has twelve pronouns (when only considering the Nominative case 

forms). The third person pronouns split between animate and inanimate, and proximal 

and distal forms. These third person pronouns also double as the demonstratives of 

the Braavosi language, with the proximal animate third person pronouns referring to 

living things that are close to the speaker, the distal animate third person pronouns 

referring to living things that are far from the speaker, and the inanimate versions of both 
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to non-living objects or concepts. For example, a god would be spoken about using an 

inanimate third person pronoun. The following chart exhibits the Nominative case forms 

of the twelve pronouns. 

Person Singular Plural 

1st  nyx2 iʎa 

2nd  aβo jem 

3rd  Proximal Distal Proximal Distal 

 Animate biza boɲa bizi boɲi 

 Inanimate giza goɲa gizi goɲi 

Table 3.2 : Nominative Pronouns chart 
 

The third person pronouns, which all end in -a in the Nominative form, properly 

follow the 1st declension celestial pattern, but the first and second person pronouns are 

irregular. Their patterns are as follows: 

  1SG3 1PL 2SG 2PL 

Nom 
Acc 
Gen/Dat 
Voc 
Inst 

nyx 
yni 
yno 
yniz 
ynizi 

iʎa 
illi 

iʎodi 
illiːz 

iʎossi 

aβo 
aβe 
aβo 
aβyz 
aβoze 

jem 
jemi 

jemodi 
jemiːz 

jemossi 

Table 3.3 : Irregular Pronoun Declension chart 

Pronouns also have a Reflexive suffix that creates meaning like ‘myself,’ 

‘ourselves,’ and ‘themselves’. This suffix is -ll. It attaches to the root or Nominative form 

of the pronoun, and then declines like a 1st declension Celestial noun. The chart on the 

following page represents the Nominative case forms of the Reflexive pronouns. 

                                                
3 Nyx is not commonly used as a first person singular pronoun. Instead, use biza, the proximal 
animate third person singular pronoun.  
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Person Singular Plural 

1st  nylla illi 

2nd  alla jelli 

3rd  Proximal Distal Proximal Distal 

 Animate billa bolla billi bolli 

 Inanimate gilla golla gilli golli 

Table 3.4 : Nominative Case Reflexive Pronoun chart 

As Table 3.4 shows, all singular reflexive pronouns take the singular 1st declension 

Celestial ending, and all plural reflexive pronouns take the plural 1st declension Celestial 

ending.  

Pronouns also have a special suffix that translates as ‘for’. This suffix is related to a 

postposition zy, which has the same meaning, and the form of the suffix is -s. The ‘for’ 

suffix attaches after the dative form of the pronoun. 

bo                      -ll      -odi   -s 
3PL.DIST.AN.1C-REFL-DAT-for 
‘for themselves’ 

Adjectives 

The dictionary form of an adjective is a root form ending in a consonant. When 

an adjective agrees with a noun, it is placed after the noun and it takes on the same 

declension- and gender-based case ending as its noun, essentially agreeing with it in case, 

gender, number, and declension. Take as example the following noun-adjective pairs: 

yːnt                 -ol              roːβ-ol 
apartment.2T-NOM.SG   big  -NOM.SG 
‘big apartment’ 

moʎamm  -a               roːβ-a 
pastry.1C-NOM.SG   big -NOM.SG 
‘big pastry’ 
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The dictionary form of the adjective used in both of these phrases is roːβ, meaning 

‘big’. The ending suffix of the adjective matches the ending suffix of the noun it follows. 

When an adjective refers to two or more nouns of different declensions and genders, the 

adjective takes on the Genitive singular form. 

j           -os              e        priːnt        -e               hoːr-o 
dog.2C-NOM.SG   and   seagull.3C-NOM.SG   fat  -GEN.SG 
‘the fat dog and seagull’ 

Adverbs are created from the adjective root followed by the adverb suffix -y. 

mirimir  -y 
gradual-ADV 
‘gradually’ 

The Equative, Comparative, and Superlative forms are also created by 

adding suffixes, but these suffixes can be added after a noun-agreement suffix or the 

adverb suffix to make an Equative, Comparative, or Superlative adjective or adverb, 

respectively. The Equative suffix is -ba (after vowels) or -iba (after consonants), the 

Comparative suffix is -tta (after vowels) or -itta (after consonants), and the Superlative 

suffix is -je (after vowels) or -ije (after consonants). The following are examples of each of 

the three suffixes attached to either an adjective or an adverb. 

priːnt         -e               hoːr-e            -ba 
seagull.3C-NOM.SG   fat  -NOM.SG-EQ 
‘the equally fat seagull’ 

neninen -y     -tta 
fervent-ADV-CMP 
‘more fervently’ 

dohell     -os              bott         -os           -ije 
slave.2C-NOM.SG   wretched-NOM.SG-SPR 
‘the most wretched slave’ 
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So far, one suffix exists to make nouns into adjectives. This suffix carries the 

meaning of ‘made of’, and it is -ak. This suffix attaches after the root of a noun to create 

an adjective root. 

hond       -os              ekk        -ak          -os 
hand.2C-NOM.SG   gold.2C-made of-NOM.SG 
‘hand made of gold’ 

As in the example, after the ‘made of’ suffix is added, the newly formed word acts 

the same as any adjective. 

Verbs 

Braavosi verbs are based on stems that end in either a or e. The dictionary form of 

verbs is the stem plus the infinitive suffix, which is -go. The following are two example 

verbs, e-stem and a-stem, in their dictionary forms: 

klaffe -go 
make-INF 
‘to make’ 

iraːda-go 
eat    -INF 
‘to eat’ 

The charts on the following page illustrate Verb TMA (Tense, Mood, Aspect). 

The first of the two charts names the seven tenses in Braavosi: Present, Future, Perfect, 

Imperfect, Pluperfect, Necessitative, and Past Habitual. The first five listed tenses are the 

same as those in Latin. The Necessitative and Past Habitual tenses, which are in the 

Timeless row of the first chart, however, require some explanation. 

The Necessitative tense is used to express necessity (e.g. ‘I must eat’). It is based 

on the High Valyrian Aorist tense, which in that language is used to denote basic actions 

that are done in no specific time and necessity (such as in the well known High Valyrian 

phrase valar morghulis, ‘All men (must) die’). Braavosi, unlike High Valyrian, dropped the 
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basic action part of the Aorist tense (instead relegating this type of meaning to the present 

tense), and kept the meaning of necessity, thus creating the Necessitative tense. 

The Past Habitual tense is mostly the same as that in High Valyrian. This tense 

is used to describe actions that were at one point habitual but no longer are, as well as 

actions that at one point were necessary to do. 

   Basic Aspect Imperfective Aspect Perfective Aspect 

Present Present Future Perfect 

Past   Imperfect Pluperfect 

Timeless Necessitative   Past Habitual 

Table 3.5 : Verb Tenses chart 

 Indicative Basic Aspect Imperfective Aspect Perfective Aspect 

Present – -na -ta 

Past   -le -te 

Timeless -zzi   -ti 

 Subjunctive Basic Aspect Imperfective Aspect Perfective Aspect 

Present -xo -no -to 

Past   -lo -te,-(j)o 

Timeless -zzo   -ti,-(j)o 

Table 3.6 : Verb TMA Suffixes chart 

1SG 2SG 3SG 1PL 2PL 3PL 

-n -r -s -mi -ty -se 

Table 3.7 : Verb-Noun Agreement Suffixes chart 
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Regular verbs are formed by first attaching the TMA suffix to a verb stem and 

then attaching the Verb-Noun Agreement suffix after the TMA suffix. Take for example 

the following verb: 

iraːda-ta   -n 
eat   -PRF-1SG 
‘(I) ate’ 

The verb stem in this word is iraːda. The Perfect tense suffix is -ta, and the 1SG 

suffix is -n. All verb conjugations are just as straightforward to form except the Pluperfect 

and Past Habitual Subjunctive forms. These conjugate in the following ways: 

iraːda-te             -mi   -jo 
eat   -SBJV.PLUP-1PL-CIRC 
‘(we) maybe had eaten’ 

iraːda-ti              -n     -o 
eat   -SBJV.PHAB-1SG-CIRC 
‘(I) may have needed to eat’ 

In these cases, the Verb-Noun Agreement suffix goes within the TMA suffix. In 

basic sentence construction, the default person/number verb agreement (i.e., what would 

be used with a singular noun) is 3rd person singular, unless the noun is in a plural form. 

riɲ   -a              heːdre-s. 
baby-NOM.SG   sleep -PRS.3SG 
‘The baby is sleeping.’ 

riɲ   -i               heːdre-se. 
baby-NOM.PL   sleep -PRS.3PL 
‘The babies are sleeping.’ 

New verbs are created through the process of adding prefixes to existing verbs. 

These prefixes are often related to Braavosi appositions. On the following page are 

examples of verbs that change meaning when prefixes are added. 
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issa-go    jor    -issa-go 
be -INF    CON-be  -INF 
‘to be’    ‘to continue to be’ – jo-/jor- (continuative) 

ja -go    (go     -ja -go)  = ɟa          -go 
go-INF    down-go-INF      go down-INF 
‘to go’    ‘to go down’ – go- (down/under, before) 

poraːse-go   na   -poraːse-go 
wear  -INF   OPP-wear  -INF 
‘to wear’   ‘to take off (clothing)’ – na- (opposite) 

Braavosi also has an Imperative mood. The Imperative is used in order to give 

commands to a 2nd person being. The singular Imperative is formed from the verb stem. 

The plural Imperative is formed from adding the suffix -maz to the verb stem. 

iraːda-Ø! 
eat    -IMP.SG 
‘Eat!’ 

iraːda-maz! 
eat    -IMP.PL 
‘Eat!’ 

The Participles of Braavosi verbs can serve as a form of nominalization as well 

as a sort of adjectivization. There are two participial “tenses”: present and past. The 

present tense is formed by adding the suffix -l to the verb stem, and the past tense is 

formed by adding the suffix -lle to the verb stem. When present participles are used as 

nouns as a result of nominalization, both a- and e-stem verbs decline in the manner of 1st 

declension Terrestrial nouns. When past participles are used as nouns, both a- and e-stem 

verbs decline in the manner of 3rd declension Celestial nouns. 

jelle   -l        
want-PTCP.PRS 
‘wanting, desire’ 

iraːda-lle 
eat    -PTCP.PST 
‘having eaten’ 
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IV. SYNTAX 

Braavosi is an SOV language. This means the word order is subject-object-verb. 

However, because the case system is so strong Nominative pronouns in subject position 

are optional and only necessarily used to emphasize who is doing an action. The 

following is a sentence in canonical word order and its accompanying syntactical tree. 

haːbr           -a              haz      hen     fymil      -iː            iraːda-le           -s. 
woman.1C-NOM.SG   three   CLF   clam.3C-ACC.PL   eat   -PST.IPFV-3SG 
‘The woman was eating three clams.’ 

 
Tree 4.1 :  Canon SOV word order 

As in Tree 4.1, the form of a Verb Phrase (VP) in Braavosi is head-last. The 

next tree illustrates a possible Noun Phrase (NP), which actually falls under a 

Determiner Phrase (DP). 

mer    bly    priːnt         -e               hoːr-e 
one   CLF   seagull.3C-NOM.SG   fat  -NOM.SG 
‘one/a fat seagull’ 

 
Tree 4.2 : Noun Phrase (NP)/Determiner Phrase (DP) Tree 
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As mentioned earlier, and as illustrated in Tree 4.2, adjectives always go after the 

noun they describe. A Determiner Phrase that expresses a number of objects contains first 

the number, then a classifier that is tied to whatever type of noun is referenced, and then 

the noun itself. Words other than numbers can also sit in the determiner location of a DP. 

While Braavosi does not have a definite article, which would be translated as ‘the’, the 

indefinite article ‘a’ can be rendered as mer, which means ‘one’. This part of the 

determiner phrase is also used to express forms of paucality and collectivity, using mirre, 

‘some’, iːja, ‘few’, or loβigaːl, ‘all’. In order to make cardinal numbers into their ordinal 

counterparts, simply add the suffix -xa to the end of the number. 

mer -xa 
one-ORD 
‘first’ 

mer -xa      hezzi   moʎamm-a 
one-ORD   CLF    cake.1C-NOM.SG 
‘first piece of cake’ 

A full list of numbers and number-like words can be found in the Lexicon section 

of this paper. 

As stated earlier in the Morphology section, Braavosi has six cases: Nominative, 

Accusative, Genitive, Dative, Vocative, and Instrumental. Below is a list of these cases, as 

well as an explanation of their multiple uses. 

The Nominative case is used as the subject of a sentence, as nominal predicates, 

and as adjectival predicates. 

jedalilβ                 -a              urne-s. 
water dancer.1C-NOM.SG   see -PRS.3SG 
‘The water dancer sees.’ 

boɲ                     -i          βall       -i               issa-se. 
3PL.DIST.AN.1C-NOM   man.1C-NOM.PL   be  -PRS.3PL 
‘They are men.’ 
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r              -a              roːβ-a               issa-s. 
moon.1C-NOM.SG   big -NOM.SG   be  -PRS.3SG 
‘The moon is big.’ 

The Accusative case is used as the direct object of a sentence and to describe the 

location where an action is happening (with various appositions). 

βall        -a              haz      hen     fymil      -iː            iraːda-le           -s. 
man.1C-NOM.SG   three   CLF   clam.3C-ACC.PL   eat   -PST.IPFV-3SG 
‘The man was eating three clams.’ 

r              -a              βa    jeːd     -ri             bant        -o             issa-s. 
moon.1C-NOM.SG   in   sky.1T-ACC.SG   night.2C-GEN.SG   be  -PRS.3SG 
‘The moon is in the night sky.’ 

The Genitive case is primarily used to denote possession/quality, and adjectives 

that describe more than one noun in different declensions and genders take the genitive 

case markings of the 4th declension. When a genitive noun pairs with another noun, often 

to denote possession, the genitive can go either before or after the other noun, depending 

on which word is being emphasized. Of course, when a number/determiner and classifier 

are being used, the genitive noun must go after the other noun. 

Usser       -o             Naporaːse          -ro            go, 
Uthero.4-GEN.SG   Uncloaking.1T-DAT.SG   before 
‘before the Uncloaking of Uthero,…’ 

r              -a              βa    jeːd     -ri             bant        -o             issa-s. 
moon.1C-NOM.SG   in   sky.1T-ACC.SG   night.2C-GEN.SG   be  -PRS.3SG 
‘The moon is in the night sky.’ 

Ekk       -os              e        geːʎ       -om            ylβ         -o          -tta      issa-ta   -se. 
gold.2C-NOM.SG   and   silver.3T-NOM.SG   valuable-GEN.SG-CMP   be -PRF-3PL 
‘Gold and silver were more valuable.’ 

The Dative case is primarily used for indirect objects, but it also pairs with most 

postpositions, including ‘for’ and those that indicate time or movement. 

iʎa             βa   jem-odi      kraɣ         -iː            dibla-ta  -mi. 
1PL.NOM   to   2PL-DAT   paper.3C-ACC.PL   give-PRF-3PL 
‘We gave the papers to you guys.’ 
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delβ             -o              hen      hodr       -iː             zy    jorepa-ta   -se. 
freedom.3T-DAT.SG   from   pain.3C-ACC.SG   for   pray -PRF-3PL 
‘(They) prayed for freedom from pain.’ 

biz                   -a               βa      yːnt                 -ro            roːβ-oro          ja -na   -n. 
3.PROX.AN.1C-NOM.SG   into   apartment.2T-DAT.SG   big-ACC.SG   go-FUT-1SG 
‘I will go into the big apartment building.’ 

The Vocative case is used when directly addressing a person or with infinitives to 

form a third person command. 

Syrij     -iz! 
Syrio.4-VOC.SG 
‘Syrio (a name)!’ 

riɲ         -uz            gerp       -iː            iraːda-go! 
child.1C-VOC.SG   fruit.3C-ACC.SG   eat    -INF 
‘May the child eat fruit!’ 

The Instrumental case is primarily used to express the means by which 

something happens. It is also used with comparative adjectives in ‘more _ than …’ 

sentences as an instrumental of comparison and in the formation of some verbs. 

lana   mi     braβ           -osi            nyss         -ossi        βiʎaba-le            -se. 
two   CLF   bravos.2C-NOM.PL   rapier.1C-INS.PL   fight   -PST.IPFV-3PL 
‘Two bravos were fighting with rapiers.’ 

Ekk       -os             dohell      -odi          glez     -ossi        ylβ      -os           -itta     issa-ta   -s. 
gold.2C-NOM.SG  slave.2C-GEN.PL   life.3T-INS.PL   valued-NOM.SG-CMP   be -PRF-3SG 
‘Gold was worth more than the lives of slaves.’ 

iβeɣ      -ozo         hema-ta   -n. 
tool.2C-INS.SG   use  -PRF-1SG 
‘(I) used the tool.’ 

The following section will be used to discuss more complicated components of 

Braavosi syntax. While many concepts can be expressed using individual words because 

of the powerful morphology, some thoughts require multiple words to express. 

Negation of a verb is formed with a fully conjugated Subjunctive mood verb 

and the word dal, which means ‘no’. 
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gyːlme-xo          -n       dal. 
know-SBJV.PRS-1SG   no 
‘(I) don’t know.’ 

Along with Imperatives (second person commands) and ‘third person commands’, 

Braavosi also has a type of first person command called the Hortative. Hortative verbs 

are formed with ilo and an infinitive, and they contain the meaning of ‘Let us/me  _’. 

ilo          ja-go! 
HORT   go-INF 
‘Let us go!’ 

Passive verbs are created from an infinitive followed by a fully conjugated form 

of issago, which means ‘to be’. 

iraːda-go      issa-se. 
eat    -INF   be  -PRS.3PL 
‘(They) are being eaten.’ 

The method of creating the Participle form was mentioned earlier in the 

Morphology section of this paper. Now in the Syntax section, the various uses of the 

Participle will be described. The first use is as a general description of an ongoing state 

or action: 

Jolbota  -l,               dohell      -osi            βa   gaːl           leːsi   xartal    -odi          jorepa-ta   -se. 
despair-PTCP.PRS   slave.2C-NOM.PL   to   hundred   CLF   god.3C-DAT.PL   pray -PRF-3PL 
‘Despairing, the slaves prayed to one hundred gods.’ 

Participles can also be used to directly describe nouns: 

blen                -iː            gleza-l                  
mountain.3T-ACC.PL   live  -PTCP.PRS 
‘living mountains’ 

A third use for the Participle is within relative clauses. Braavosi relative clauses 

follow the head noun and have no relative pronoun where there might be in other 

languages. A Participle will always be at the end of the relative clause. 
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riɲ        -a               mer    hezzi   gerp       -iː            iraːda-lle              soːba -s. 
child.1C-NOM.SG   one   CLF    fruit.3C-ACC.SG   eat   -PTCP.PST   laugh-PRS.3SG 
‘The child (who) ate a piece of fruit is laughing.’ 

And as briefly mentioned in the Morphology section, the Participle forms also 

double as a type of nominalization of verbs. When both a- and e-stem verbs are 

nominalized as present participles, they follow the 1st declension Terrestrial pattern. 

When both a- and e-stem verbs are nominalized as past participles, they follow the 3rd 

declension Celestial pattern. 

Braavosi has both prepositions and postpositions. These adpositions must, in 

most cases, be placed either before or after an Accusative or a Dative. 

βall       -a                hen     Braːβ           -os            maːze-ta   -s. 
man.1C-NOM.SG   from   Braavos.2C-ACC.SG   come-PRF-3SG 
‘The man came from Braavos.’ 

riɲ        -a               myɲ          -o              ma      heːdre-le            -s. 
child.1C-NOM.SG   mother.1C-DAT.SG   with   sleep -IPFV.PST-3SG 
‘The child was sleeping with its mother.’ 

In order to ask a question in Braavosi, simply use a rising inflection at the end of 

the sentence. The word order does not change, and there is no special question particle. 
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V. THE LEXICON 

a. Braavosi ! English 

i. Nouns 

breːdazza - 1C, ‘bronze’ 
fassa - 1C, ‘father’ 
haːbra - 1C, ‘woman’ 
jedalilβa - 1C, ‘water dancer’ 
kolzaka - 1C, ‘short sword’ 
moʎamma - 1C, ‘pastry, cake’ 
myɲa - 1C, ‘mother’ 
nyssa - 1C, ‘rapier, a type of sword used primarily by bravosi and water dancers’ 
ɲaqa - 1C, ‘east’ 
pahula - 1C, ‘air’ 
perziza - 1C, ‘fire’ 
prymija - 1C, ‘heart’ 
ra - 1C, ‘moon’ 
rilma - 1C, ‘eel’ 
riɲa - 1C, ‘child, baby’ 
roβaltana - 1C, ‘Titan (of Braavos), giant’ 
tala - 1C, ‘daughter’ 
teqomlossaka - 1C, ‘brick’ 
βalla - 1C, ‘man’ 
βalyrija - 1C, ‘Valyria’ 
xappa - 1C, ‘top’ 
 
byrxal - 1T, ‘ray, manta’ 
hembal - 1T, ‘sea, ocean’ 
horbal - 1T, ‘smoke’ 
jedal - 1T, ‘water’ 
jeːdal - 1T, ‘sky’ 
jellel* - 1T, ‘desire’ 
jeltal - 1T, ‘thrall’ 
jolbotal - 1T, ‘despair’ 
naporaːsel∗ - 1T, ‘Uncloaking/Unveiling/Unmasking (of Uthero), disrobing’ 
ɲaqal - 1T, ‘origin, beginning’ 
sytal - 1T, ‘grass’ 
uqorral - 1T, ‘port (town)’ 
uːdal - 1T, ‘word’ 
yːdoral - 1T, ‘language’ 
 

                                                
∗ The nominalization/present participle of e-stem verbs declines like a 1st declension terrestrial 
noun. 
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bantos - 2C, ‘night’ 
bardos - 2C, ‘head’ 
bijalβos - 2C, ‘happiness’ 
Braːβos - 2C, ‘Braavos’ 
Braːβosi - 2C (pl. only), ‘a person from Braavos’ 
braβos - 2C, ‘a bravos, flamboyant swordsman’ 
dohellos - 2C, ‘slave’ 
dekkos - 2C, ‘foot’ 
ekkos - 2C, ‘gold’ 
helekkos - 2C, ‘ear’ 
hengos - 2C, ‘tongue’ 
hondos - 2C, ‘hand’ 
hontos - 2C, ‘bird’ 
issaros - 2C, ‘person’ 
iβeɣos - 2C, ‘tool’ 
jos - 2C, ‘dog’ 
klijos - 2C, ‘fish’ 
kros - 2C, ‘leg’ 
lehullos - 2C, ‘face’ 
ligganos - 2C, ‘oyster’ 
nejos - 2C, ‘breast’ 
peːgos - 2C, ‘olive’ 
perzilos - 2C, ‘molten rock, lava’ 
pungos - 2C, ‘nose’ 
qalbos - 2C, ‘liver’ 
qlos - 2C, ‘star’ 
reglos - 2C, ‘mouth’ 
teːmiːssos - 2C, ‘stick’ 
teqomlos - 2C, ‘clay’ 
tiːgos - 2C, ‘feather’ 
βeɣos - 2C, ‘thing’ 
βezos - 2C, ‘sun’ 
yrgos - 2C, ‘neck’ 
zeplymos - 2C, ‘butterfly’ 
 
doːl - 2T, ‘stone’ 
dryβol - 2T, ‘garderobe’ 
farrol - 2T, ‘mussel’ 
fyːrbol - 2T, ‘octopus’ 
ɣarol - 2T, ‘crab’ 
haːssijol - 2T, ‘tooth’ 
haβol - 2T, ‘food’ 
hyːrol - 2T, ‘fat’ 
kaldol - 2T, ‘cockle’ 
nymol - 2T, ‘seed’ 
peldijol - 2T, ‘snake’ 
roβol - 2T, ‘fig’ 
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syrfol - 2T, ‘bondsman’ 
teqol - 2T, ‘land’ 
xorimmol - 2T, ‘fire wine’ 
yːntol - 2T, ‘apartment’ 
 
belmurte - 3C, ‘master, slave owner’ 
broːze - 3C, ‘name’ 
dyɲe - 3C, ‘animal’ 
firme - 3C, ‘canal’ 
fymile - 3C, ‘clam’ 
gerpe - 3C, ‘fruit’ 
greːge - 3C, ‘louse’ 
ɟeze - 3C, ‘tree’ 
hazande - 3C, ‘long sword’ 
hegre - 3C, ‘knife’ 
hodre - 3C, ‘pain’ 
irude - 3C, ‘gift’ 
kraɣe - 3C, ‘paper’ 
mirre - 3C, ‘bit’ 
ɲalqe - 3C, ‘lightning’ 
priːnte - 3C, ‘seagull’ 
pryfirme - 3C, ‘vein’ 
treːze - 3C, ‘son’ 
tulqe - 3C, ‘valley’ 
uzzembe - 3C, ‘shark’ 
xartale - 3C, ‘god’ 
 
blenom - 3T, ‘mountain’ 
breːdijom - 3T, ‘copper’ 
delβom - 3T, ‘freedom’ 
dorom - 3T, ‘nothing’ 
fom - 3T, ‘crawfish’ 
geːʎom - 3T, ‘silver’ 
glezom - 3T, ‘life’ 
groːβom - 3T, ‘thunder’ 
haβom - 3T, ‘bread’ 
heqqitom - 3T, ‘mine’ 
jezom - 3T, ‘dust’ 
klaqom - 3T, ‘shrimp’ 
kolzom - 3T, ‘steel’ 
laggom - 3T, ‘galley’ 
ottijom - 3T, ‘city’ 
rimmom - 3T, ‘sand’ 
teqom - 3T, ‘ground/earth’ 
 
ajas - 4, ‘window’ 
bimen - 4, ‘cement, bitumen’ 
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essablongar - 4, ‘Moonsinger’ 
hembrekyr - 4, ‘Sealord’ 
pijalqor - 4, ‘camel’ 
zyxatro - 4, ‘mortar’ 
 

ii. Pronouns 

aβo - irreg., 2SG 
biza - 1C, proximal animate 3SG (also commonly used as 1SG) 
bizi - 1C, proximal animate 3PL 
boɲa - 1C, distal animate 3SG 
boɲi - 1C, distal animate 3PL 
giza - 1C, proximal inanimate 3SG 
gizi - 1C, proximal inanimate 3PL 
goɲa - 1C, distal inanimate 3SG 
goɲi - 1C, distal inanimate 3PL 
iʎa - irreg., 1PL 
jem - irreg., 2PL 
nyx - irreg., 1SG (not commonly used) 
 

iii. Classifiers/Counters 

al - for sets, groups 
bardu - for money (e.g., “three heads silver”) 
bly - for general animals 
bot - for hours, degree/angle 
byki - for small particles, grains (e.g., sand, flour) 
doɣ - for stories, plays, languages, sentences 
dra - for books, scrolls 
fiz - for buildings, structures 
fym - for minutes 
geze - for lightning (i.e., “trees of lightning”) 
gryː - for number of floors/stories 
ɣaː - for number of times 
hen - for sea life 
hezzi - for smaller sections of wholes (e.g., a piece) 
him - for years of age 
hyra - for months (in lunar calendar) 
ila - for (flat) surfaces (e.g., game board, earth, floor, wall, mirror, face) 
kon - for years (counted from founding of Braavos) 
leːsi - for gods 
ʎa - for flat objects 
mi - for people 
puk - for seconds 
qa - for long, thin objects 
qur - for generations, ages, eras 
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tre - for weeks 
triːm - for small, round objects 
uːr - for drinks, drink containers 
βeggo - for nights, days (days begin at sun down) 
βo - general counter 
xol - for machinery 
 

iv. Adjectives 

boːz - ‘long’ 
bott - ‘wretched’ 
byg - ‘small’ 
draːɲ - ‘wide’ 
drej - ‘correct’ 
gepp - ‘left’ 
hallin - ‘different’ 
henq - ‘same’ 
hoːr - ‘fat’ 
iʎ - ‘straight’ 
kemb - ‘heavy’ 
lehulloq - ‘faceless’ 
loss - ‘wet’ 
miːb - ‘short’ 
mirimir - ‘gradual’ 
neninen - ‘fervent, zealous’ 
pakk - ‘right’ 
perz - ‘hot’ 
qumbl - ‘thick’ 
roːβ - ‘big’ 
syːzaleh - ‘kindly’ 
tiss - ‘dry’ 
tolmij - ‘far’ 
trym - ‘deep’ 
βamij - ‘near’ 
βass - ‘thin’ 
ylβ - ‘valued, valuable, expensive’ 
yrd - ‘narrow’ 
 

v. Verbs 

arhego - ‘to hunt’ 
beːβymbago - ‘to float’ 
biːbago - ‘to suck’ 
braβago - ‘to perform, act’ 
brozago - ‘to name’ 
byhego - ‘to swim’ 
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dekyrbago - ‘to walk’ 
deːmago - ‘to sit’ 
diblago - ‘to give’ 
doheːlago - ‘to serve’ 
foraːɲago - ‘to remember’ 
forego - ‘to teach’ 
gerreɲago - ‘to discover’ 
glezago - ‘to live’ 
gomago - ‘to do’ 
graːxago - ‘to build’ 
greːɲago - ‘to learn’ 
guːrego - ‘to take’ 
gyːlmego - ‘to know’ 
ɟago - ‘to go down’ 
hagago - ‘to pull’ 
hangago - ‘to bite’ 
heːdrego - ‘to sleep’ 
hemago - (+ inst.), ‘to use’ 
hepago - ‘to ask’ 
heziːmago - ‘to split’ 
hiʎago - ‘to hit’ 
hodaːbago - ‘to think’ 
hohiʎago - ‘to stab’ 
hoːrego - ‘to hold, have’ 
hoppynago - ‘to squeeze’ 
hoːzego - ‘to swell’ 
ibaltomago - ‘to scatter’ 
illago - ‘to lie (down/upon)’ 
ilzego - ‘to throw’ 
inkego - ‘to push’ 
iraːdago - ‘to eat’ 
irudebago - (+dat.), ‘to kill’ 
irudijoːrago - ‘to die’ 
issago - ‘to be’ 
iβettrago - ‘to tell, say to’ 
izzerdago - ‘to bake’ 
jago - ‘to go’ 
jaːrago - ‘to flow’ 
jeleːbago - ‘to blow’ 
jellego - ‘to want, wish’ 
jeːdago - ‘to shine’ 
jogomago - ‘to toil’ 
jogyːlmego - ‘to understand’ 
jolbotago - ‘to despair’ 
joːrago - ‘to receive’ 
jorago - ‘to stand’ 
jorellego - ‘to like’ 
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jorepago - ‘to pray’ 
jorissago - ‘to continue to be’ 
jurnego - ‘to look (at), examine’ 
kilego - ‘to stop’ 
klaffego - ‘to make’ 
kossago - ‘to be possible/able, can’ 
kyβago - ‘to plan/intend’ 
liʎago - ‘to dance’ 
logarjago - ‘to sail’ 
ʎedago - ‘to tie’ 
maːzego - ‘to come’ 
moːzego - ‘to drink’ 
moqqarago - ‘to become angry’ 
morhuʎago - ‘to die’ 
mymago - ‘to care about/for’ 
naporaːsego - ‘to take off (clothing)’ 
nekkago - ‘to cut’ 
nygazzego - ‘to carry’ 
ɲago - ‘to count’ 
ɲebego - ‘to sew’ 
paɣago - ‘to breathe’ 
paʎego - ‘to turn’ 
pamago - ‘to rub’ 
poraːsego - ‘to wear’ 
pygago - ‘to spit’ 
pyndago - ‘to weave a tapestry, tell a story’ 
pyrdago - ‘to scratch’ 
qorbrego - ‘to confuse’ 
reːnago - ‘to wipe’ 
reːnaːbago - ‘to wash’ 
renago - ‘to begin’ 
reɲago - ‘to found’ 
robago - ‘to fall’ 
ruːhago - ‘to quit’ 
rydego - ‘to dig’ 
ryːterego - ‘to hear’ 
siːmonago - ‘to rise’ 
soːbago - ‘to laugh’ 
soːβego - ‘to fly’ 
tirego - ‘to sit, recline’ 
tymago - ‘to play’ 
umbago - ‘to stay/remain, wait, live in’ 
urnego - ‘to see’ 
uβeːmago - ‘to vomit’ 
βeːdago - ‘to sing’ 
βettrago - ‘to say’ 
βiʎabago - ‘to fight’ 
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ykynago - ‘to smell’ 
yːdorago - ‘to speak’ 
ziːrago - ‘to freeze’ 
zuːɣago - ‘to fear’ 
 

vi. Conjunctions 

dorja - ‘instead (of)’ 
e - ‘and’ 
hebal - ‘then, next’ 
hezir - ‘and so, now’ 
ja - ‘or’ 
kessot - ‘because’ 
la - ‘if’ 
sir - ‘thus, so’ 
yn - ‘but’ 
 

vii. Adpositions 

be - post: ‘about, on’ 
go - post: ‘before’ (+ dat.); ‘under’ (+ acc.) 
hen - pre: ‘from, of’ (+ acc.); ‘out of’ (+ dat.) 
ma - post: ‘with, among’ (+ acc.) 
ondoz - post: ‘by, near’ (+ acc.) 
toli - post: ‘after’ (+ dat.); ‘above’ (+ acc.) 
βa - pre: ‘at, in’ (+ acc.); ‘into, to’ (+ dat.) 
zy - post: ‘for’ (+ dat.) 
 

viii. Question words 

hedoxom - ‘where’ 
heːda - ‘when’ 
hegoma - ‘how’ 
heɣos - ‘what’ 
helo - ‘how much/many’ 
herys - ‘why’ 
hessal - ‘who’ 
 

ix. Numbers/Number-like Words 

mer - ‘one’ 
lana - ‘two’ 
haz - ‘three’ 
zul - ‘four’ 
tom - ‘five’ 
byː - ‘six’ 
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sigu - ‘seven’ 
jeːn - ‘eight’ 
βa - ‘nine’ 
amma - ‘ten’ 
amma mer - ‘eleven’ 
amma lana - ‘twelve’ 
amma haz - ‘thirteen’ 
amma zul - ‘fourteen’ 
amma tom - ‘fifteen’ 
amma byː - ‘sixteen’ 
amma sigu - ‘seventeen’ 
amma jeːn - ‘eighteen’ 
amma βa - ‘nineteen’ 
lanamma - ‘twenty’ 
hazamma - ‘thirty’ 
zulamma - ‘forty’ 
tomamma - ‘fifty’ 
bijamma - ‘sixty’ 
sigamma - ‘seventy’ 
jenamma - ‘eighty’ 
βaːmma - ‘ninety’ 
gaːl - ‘hundred’ 
pyrsi - ‘thousand’ 
ampyrsi - ‘ten thousand’ 
 
merxa - ‘first’ 
lanaxa - ‘second’ 
haxxa - ‘third’ 
zulxa - ‘fourth’ 
tomxa - ‘fifth’ 
byːxa - ‘sixth’ 
siguxa - ‘seventh’ 
jeːnxa - ‘eighth’ 
βolxa - ‘ninth’ 
ammaxa - ‘tenth’ 
 
biza - ‘this (proximal, animate)’ 
boɲa - ‘that (distal, animate)’ 
dal - ‘none, zero’ 
giza - ‘this (proximal, inanimate)’ 
goɲa - ‘that (distal, inanimate)’ 
iːja - ‘few’ 
loβi - ‘many’ 
loβigaːl - ‘all’ 
mirre - ‘some’ 
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x. Other Words/Phrases 
dal - ‘no’ 
delβom - ‘bye (lit. ‘freedom’)’ 
delβom hema - ‘goodbye (lit. ‘have freedom’)’ 
kottil - ‘please’ 
krim - ‘thanks (informal gratitude)’ 
krimβos - ‘thank you (more formal gratitude)’ 
sir - ‘yes’ 
βalar morhulis - ‘all men must die (greeting from High Valyrian)’ 
βalar doheris - ‘all men must serve (response to greeting from High Valyrian)’ 
 

b. English ! Braavosi 

i. Nouns 
air - 1C, pahula 
animal - 3C, dyɲe  
apartment - 2T, yːntol  
baby - 1C, riɲa 
beginning - 1T, ɲaqal  
bird - 2C, hontos  
bit - 3C, mirre  
bitumen - 4, bimen 
bondsman - 2T, syrfol 
Braavos - 2C, Braːβos  
bravos (flamboyant swordsman) - 2C, braβos  
bread - 3T, haβom 
breast - 2C, nejos  
brick - 1C, teqomlossaka 
bronze - 1C, breːdazza 
cake - 1C, moʎamma 
camel - 4, pijalqor 
canal - 3C, firme  
cement - 4, bimen 
child - 1C, riɲa 
city - 3T, ottijom  
clam - 3C, fymile  
clay - 2C, teqomlos  
cockle - 2T, kaldol  
copper - 3T, breːdijom 
crab - 2T, ɣarol 
crawfish - 3T, fom 
daughter - 1C, tala 
desire - 1T, jellel* 
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despair - 1T, jolbotal  
disrobing - 1T, naporaːsel∗  
dog - 2C, jos  
dust - 3T, jezom  
ear - 2C, helekkos  
earth - 3T, teqom 
east - 1C, ɲaqa 
eel - 1C, rilma 
face - 2C, lehullos  
fat - 2T, hyːrol  
father - 1C, fassa  
feather - 2C, tiːgos  
fig - 2T, roβol 
fire - 1C, perziza 
fire wine - 2T, xorimmol  
fish - 2C, klijos  
food - 2T, haβol 
foot - 2C, dekkos  
freedom - 3T, delβom  
fruit - 3C, gerpe  
galley - 3T, laggom  
garderobe - 2T, dryβol 
giant - 1C, roβaltana 
gift - 3C, irude  
god - 3C, xartale  
gold - 2C, ekkos  
grass - 1T, sytal  
ground - 3T, teqom 
hand - 2C, hondos  
happiness - 2C, bijalβos  
head - 2C, bardos  
heart - 1C, prymija 
knife - 3C, hegre 
land - 2T, teqol  
language - 1T, yːdoral  
lava - 2C, perzilos  
leg - 2C, kros  
life - 3T, glezom  
lightning - 3C, ɲalqe  
liver - 2C, qalbos  
long sword - 3C, hazande 
louse - 3C, greːge  
man - 1C, βalla 

                                                
∗ The nominalization/present participle of e-stem verbs declines like a 1st declension terrestrial 
noun. 
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master - 3C, belmurte 
mine - 3T, heqqitom  
molten rock - 2C, perzilos 
moon - 1C, ra 
Moonsinger - 4, essablongar 
mortar - 4, zyxatro 
mother - 1C, myɲa 
mountain - 3T, blenom  
mouth - 2C, reglos  
mussel - 2T, farrol  
name - 3C, broːze  
neck - 2C, yrgos  
night - 2C, bantos  
nose - 2C, pungos  
nothing - 3T, dorom  
ocean - 1T, hembal  
octopus - 2T, fyːrbol 
olive - 2C, peːgos 
origin - 1T, ɲaqal 
oyster - 2C, ligganos 
pain - 3C, hodre  
paper - 3C, kraɣe  
pastry - 1C, moʎamma 
person - 2C, issaros  
person from Braavos - 2C, Braːβosi (pl. only) 
rapier - 1C, nyssa 
ray (animal) - 1T, byrxal 
sand - 3T, rimmom  
sea - 1T, hembal 
seagull - 3C, priːnte  
Sealord - 4, hembrekyr 
seed - 2T, nymol  
shark - 3C, uzzembe 
short sword - 1C, kolzaka 
shrimp - 3T, klaqom 
silver - 3T, geːʎom  
sky - 1T, jeːdal  
slave - 2C, dohellos  
slave owner - 3C, belmurte  
smoke - 1T, horbal  
snake - 2T, peldijol  
son - 3C, treːze  
star - 2C, qlos  
steel - 3T, kolzom 
stick - 2C, teːmiːssos  
stone - 2T, doːl  
sun - 2C, βezos  
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thing - 2C, βeɣos  
thrall - 1T, jeltal 
thunder - 3T, groːβom  
Titan (of Braavos) - 1C, roβaltana 
tongue - 2C, hengos  
tool - 2C, iβeɣos  
tooth - 2T, haːssijol  
top - 1C, xappa 
tree - 3C, ɟeze  
Uncloaking/Unveiling/Unmasking (of Uthero) - 1T, naporaːsel∗  
valley - 3C, tulqe  
Valyria - 1C, βalyrija 
vein - 3C, pryfirme  
water - 1T, jedal  
water dancer - 1C, jedalilβa 
window - 4, ajas 
woman - 1C, haːbra 
word - 1T, uːdal  
 

ii. Pronouns 

1SG - irreg., nyx (not commonly used) 
1PL - irreg., iʎa 
2SG - irreg., aβo 
2PL - irreg., jem 
3SG proximal animate - 1C, biza (also commonly used as 1SG) 
3SG distal animate - 1C, boɲa 
3SG proximal inanimate - 1C, giza  
3SG distal inanimate - 1C, goɲa  
3PL proximal animate - 1C, bizi 
3PL distal animate - 1C, boɲi 
3PL proximal inanimate - 1C, gizi  
3PL distal inanimate - 1C, goɲi  
 

iii. Classifiers/Counters 

for (flat) surfaces (e.g., game board, earth, floor, wall, mirror, face) - ila  
for books, scrolls - dra  
for buildings, structures - fiz  
for drinks, drink containers - uːr  
for flat objects - ʎa  
for general animals - bly  

                                                
∗ The nominalization/present participle of e-stem verbs declines like a 1st declension terrestrial 
noun. 
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for generations, ages, eras - qur  
for gods - leːsi  
for hours, degree/angle - bot  
for lightning (i.e., “trees of lightning”) - geze 
for long, thin objects - qa  
for machinery - xol  
for minutes - fym  
for money - bardu 
for months (in lunar calendar) - hyra  
for nights, days (days begin at sun down) - βeggo  
for number of floors/stories - gryː  
for number of times - ɣaː  
for people - mi  
for sea life - hen  
for seconds - puk 
for sets, groups - al  
for small particles, grains (e.g., sand, flour) - byki  
for small, round objects - triːm  
for smaller sections of wholes (e.g., a piece) - hezzi  
for stories, plays, languages, sentences - doɣ  
for weeks - tre  
for years (counted from founding of Braavos) - kon  
for years of age - him  
general counter - βo  
 

iv. Adjectives 

big - roːβ 
correct - drej 
deep - trym 
different - hallin 
dry - tiss 
expensive - ylβ 
faceless - lehulloq 
far - tolmij 
fat - hoːr 
fervent - neninen 
gradual - mirimir 
heavy - kemb 
hot - perz 
kindly - syːzaleh 
left - gepp 
long - boːz 
narrow - yrd 
near - βamij 
right - pakk 
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same - henq 
short - miːb 
small - byg 
straight - iʎ 
thick - qumbl 
thin - βass 
valuable - ylβ 
valued - ylβ 
wet - loss 
wide - draːɲ 
wretched - bott 
zealous - neninen 
 

v. Verbs 

to ask - hepago  
to bake - izzerdago  
to be - issago  
to be possible/able, can - kossago  
to become angry - moqqarago  
to begin - renago  
to bite - hangago  
to blow - jeleːbago  
to breathe - paɣago  
to build - graːxago  
to care about/for - mymago  
to carry - nygazzego  
to come - maːzego  
to confuse - qorbrego  
to continue to be - jorissago  
to count - ɲago  
to cut - nekkago  
to dance - liʎago  
to despair - jolbotago  
to die - irudijoːrago  
to die - morhuʎago  
to dig - rydego  
to discover - gerreɲago  
to do - gomago  
to drink - moːzego  
to eat - iraːdago  
to examine - jurnego  
to fall - robago  
to fear - zuːɣago  
to fight - βiʎabago  
to float - beːβymbago  
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to flow - jaːrago  
to fly - soːβego  
to found - reɲago  
to freeze - ziːrago  
to give - diblago  
to go - jago  
to go down - ɟago  
to have - hoːrego  
to hear - ryːterego  
to hit - hiʎago  
to hold - hoːrego 
to hunt - arhego  
to kill - irudebago (+ dat.) 
to know - gyːlmego  
to laugh - soːbago  
to learn - greːɲago  
to lie (upon/down) - illago  
to like - jorellego  
to live - glezago  
to live in - umbago  
to look (at) - jurnego 
to make - klaffego  
to name - brozago  
to perform, act - braβago  
to plan/intend - kyβago  
to play - tymago  
to pray - jorepago  
to pull - hagago  
to push - inkego  
to quit - ruːhago  
to receive - joːrago  
to remember - foraːɲago  
to rise - siːmonago  
to rub - pamago  
to sail - logarjago  
to say - βettrago  
to say to - iβettrago  
to scatter - ibaltomago  
to scratch - pyrdago  
to see - urnego  
to serve - doheːlago  
to sew - ɲebego  
to shine - jeːdago  
to sing - βeːdago  
to sit - deːmago  
to sit/recline - tirego  
to sleep - heːdrego  
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to smell - ykynago  
to speak - yːdorago  
to spit - pygago  
to split - heziːmago  
to squeeze - hoppynago  
to stab - hohiʎago  
to stand - jorago  
to stay/remain - umbago 
to stop - kilego  
to suck - biːbago  
to swell - hoːzego  
to swim - byhego  
to take - guːrego  
to take off (clothing) - naporaːsego  
to teach - forego  
to tell - iβettrago 
to tell a story - pyndago  
to think - hodaːbago  
to throw - ilzego  
to tie - ʎedago  
to toil - jogomago  
to turn - paʎego  
to understand - jogyːlmego 
to use - hemago (+ inst.) 
to vomit - uβeːmago  
to wait - umbago 
to walk - dekyrbago  
to want - jellego 
to wash - reːnaːbago  
to wear - poraːsego  
to weave a tapestry - pyndago 
to wipe - reːnago 
to wish - jellego  
 

vi. Conjunctions 

and - e 
and so - hezir 
because - kessot 
but - yn 
if - la 
instead (of) - dorja 
next - hebal 
now - hezir 
or - ja 
so - sir 
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then - hebal 
thus - sir 
 

vii. Adpositions 

about - post, be 
above - post, (+ acc.) toli 
after - post, (+ dat.) toli 
among - post, (+ acc.) ma 
at - pre, βa (+ acc.) 
before - post, (+ dat.) go 
by - post, (+ acc.) ondoz 
for - post, (+ dat.) zy 
from - pre, hen (+ acc.) 
in - pre, βa (+ acc.) 
into - pre, βa (+ dat.) 
near - post, (+ acc.) ondoz 
of - pre, hen (+ acc.) 
on - post, be 
out of - pre, hen (+ dat.) 
to - pre, βa (+ dat.) 
under - post, (+ acc.) go 
with - post, (+ acc.) ma 
 

viii. Question words 

how - hegoma 
how much/many - helo 
what - heɣos 
when - heːda 
where - hedoxom 
who - hessal 
why - herys 
 

ix. Numbers/Number-like Words 

one - mer 
two - lana 
three - haz 
four - zul 
five - tom 
six - byː 
seven - sigu 
eight - jeːn 
nine - βa 
ten - amma 
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eleven - amma mer 
twelve - amma lana 
thirteen - amma haz 
fourteen - amma zul 
fifteen - amma tom 
sixteen - amma byː 
seventeen - amma sigu 
eighteen - amma jeːn 
nineteen - amma βa 
twenty - lanamma 
thirty - hazamma 
forty - zulamma 
fifty - tomamma 
sixty - bijamma 
seventy - sigamma 
eighty - jenamma 
ninety - βaːmma 
hundred - gaːl 
thousand - pyrsi 
ten thousand - ampyrsi 
 
first - merxa 
second - lanaxa 
third - haxxa 
fourth - zulxa 
fifth - tomxa 
sixth - byːxa 
seventh - siguxa 
eighth - jeːnxa 
ninth - βolxa 
tenth - ammaxa 
 
all - loβigaːl 
few - iːja 
many - loβi 
none - dal 
some - mirre 
that (distal, animate) - boɲa 
that (distal, inanimate) - goɲa 
this (proximal, animate) - biza 
this (proximal, inanimate) - giza 
zero - dal 
 

x. Other Words/Phrases 
‘all men must die’ - βalar morhulis (greeting from High Valyrian) 
‘all men must serve’ - βalar doheris (response to greeting from High Valyrian) 
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‘bye’ (lit. ‘freedom’) - delβom 
‘goodbye’ - delβom hema (lit. ‘have freedom’) 
‘no’ - dal 
‘please’ - kottil 
‘thank you’ - krimβos (more formal gratitude) 
‘thanks’ - krim (informal gratitude) 
‘yes’ - sir 
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VI. APPENDIX 

Nouns 

     1 2 3 4 

Celestial 

Nom 
Acc 
Gen/Dat 
Voc 
Inst 

-a         -i 
-e         -iː 
-o         -odi 
-uz       -iz 
-oza     -ossi 

-os       -osi 
-os       -osi 
-o         -odi 
-os       -ossis 
-ozo     -ossi 

-e         -i 
-iː          -iː 
-o         -odi 
-yz        -iːz 
-oze     -ossi 

–          -i 
-iː         -iː 
-o        -odi 
-iz        -issiz 
-izi       -ossi 

Terrestrial 

Nom 
Acc 
Gen/Dat 
Voc 
Inst 

-al        -ri 
-ri         -riː 
-ro        -rodi 
-ruz      -riz 
-roza    -rossi 

-ol        -ri 
-ol        -ri 
-ro        -rodi 
-ol        -olliz 
-rozo    -rossi 

-om      -iː 
-om      -iː 
-o          -odi 
-yz        -iːz 
-oze     -ossi 

 

 

Verb TMA  

   Basic Aspect Imperfective Aspect Perfective Aspect 

Present Present Future Perfect 

Past   Imperfect Pluperfect 

Timeless Necessitative   Past Habitual 

 

 Indicative Basic Aspect Imperfective Aspect Perfective Aspect 

Present – -na -ta 

Past   -le -te 

Timeless -zzi   -ti 
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 Subjunctive Basic Aspect Imperfective Aspect Perfective Aspect 

Present -xo -no -to 

Past   -lo -te,-o 

Timeless -zzo   -ti,-o 

 

1s 2s 3s 1pl 2pl 3pl 

-n -r -s -mi -ty -se 

 

a. Sample Sentences 

loβigaːl   mi      βall        -i              irudijoːra-zzi  -se. 
all          CLF   man.1C-NOM.PL   die        -NEC-3PL 
‘All men must die.’ 
 

βall        -a              syːzaleh-a              βa   riɲ        -o             hablyr-o             irudeba-ta   -s. 
man.1C-NOM.SG   kindly -NOM.SG   to   child.1C-DAT.SG   sick  -DAT.SG   kill     -PRF-3SG 
‘The kindly man killed the sick child.’ 
 

jedalilβ                -a               urne-s. 
water dancer.1C-NOM.SG   see -PRS.3SG 
‘The water dancer sees.’ 
 

jem              fymil      -iː            e       klij       -osi           jelle  -ty? 
2PL.NOM   clam.3C-ACC.PL   and   fish.2C-ACC.PL   want-PRS.2PL 
‘Do you(pl) want clams and fish?’ 
 

r              -a              βa   jeːd      -ri             bant        -o             issa-l                jeːda -s. 
moon.1C-NOM.SG   in   sky.1T-ACC.SG   night.2C-GEN.SG   be -PTCP.SG   shine-PRS.3SG 
‘The moon (that is) in the night sky shines.’ 
 

haːbr          -a              riɲ         -e             mer    hezzi   gerp       -e             iraːda-lle          
woman.1C-NOM.SG   child.1C-ACC.SG   one   CLF     fruit.3C-ACC.SG   eat    -PTCP.PST 
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soːba -ta    -s. 
laugh-PRF-3SG 
‘The woman laughed at the child who was eating a piece of fruit.’ 
 

βall        -a              haz      hen     fymil      -iː            iraːda-le           -s. 
man.1C-NOM.SG   three   CLF   clam.3C-ACC.PL   eat   -PST.IPFV-3SG 
‘The man was eating three clams.’ 
 

priːnt         -e               mer    qa      syt         -ri             nygazze-te           -s. 
seagull.3C-NOM.SG   one   CLF   grass.1T-ACC.SG   carry   -PST.PFV-3SG 
‘The seagull had carried a blade of grass.’ 
 

riɲ         -a              mer    hezzi   moʎamm-e               jelle  -s. 
child.1C-NOM.SG   one   CLF     cake.1C -ACC.SG   want-PRS.3SG 
‘The child wants a piece of cake.’ 
 

lana   mi     braβ          -osi             nyss         -ossi        βiʎaba-le            -se. 
two   CLF   bravos.2C-NOM.PL   rapier.1C-INS.PL   fight   -PST.IPFV-3PL 
‘Two bravos were fighting with rapiers.’ 
 

biz                   -a              βa       yːnt                 -ro            roːβ-oro          ja -na   -n. 
3.PROX.AN.1C-NOM.SG   into   apartment.2T-DAT.SG   big-ACC.SG   go-FUT-1SG 
‘I will go into the big apartment building.’ 
 

aβo             amma   garum   groːβ           -iː            ryːtere-ta   -r. 
2SG.NOM   ten      CLF       thunder.3T-ACC.PL   hear -PRF-2SG 
‘You(sg) heard ten booms of thunder.’ 
 

boɲ                -a              lagg          -om           logarja-s. 
3.DIST.AN.1C-NOM.SG   galley.3T-ACC.SG   sail     -PRS.3SG 
‘That guy over there sails a galley.’ 
 

boɲ                -i               jed           -riː           moːze-se. 
3.DIST.AN.1C-NOM.PL   water.1T-ACC.PL   drink-PRS.3PL 
‘Those guys over there are drinking water.’ 
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iʎa            βa   jem -odi      kraɣ         -iː            dibla-ta  -mi. 
1PL.NOM   to   2PL-DAT   paper.3C-ACC.PL   give-PRF-3PL 
‘We gave the papers to you guys.’ 
 

biz                   -a               yːdora-n. 
3.PROX.AN.1C-NOM.SG   speak -PRS.1SG 
‘I am speaking.’ 
 

b. Translation of Genesis 11: 1-9 and Gloss 

Hezir   loβigaːl   ila     teqor      -ri             mer    doɣ   yːdor             -ro             e        mer    al       
now    all         CLF   land.1T-NOM.PL   one   CLF   language.1T-GEN.SG   and   one   CLF    

uːd         -rodi          jor   -issa-ti       -se. 
word.1T-GEN.PL   CON-be -PSTH-3PL 

‘Now all the earth continued to be of one language and of one set of words.’ 
 

βa   ɲaq      -o         ja -lle               be,       βa   Sinar       -iː       mer    ila     tulq          -iː               
to    east.1C-DAT   go-PTCP.PST   about   in   Shinar.4-ACC   one   CLF   valley.3C-ACC.SG    

gerreɲa   -ta   -se,      e       βa   gor                  -ri       umba  -go      rena  -ta   -se. 
discover-PRF-3PL   and   at   there.DIST.1T-ACC   live in-INF   begin-PRF-3PL 

‘As they travelled eastward, they discovered a valley plain in the land of Shi’nar, and they 
began dwelling there.’ 
 

Hebal   βa   biz                   -odi           iβettra-ta   -se      :  “Maːze-maz!      teqomlossak-iː                     
next     to   3.PROX.AN.1C-DAT.PL   tell    -PRF-3PL       come -IMP.PL   brick.1C  -ACC.PL    

ilo         klaffe -go      e       perziz   -oza         ilo         izzerda-go.” 
HORT   make-INF   and   fire.1C-INS.SG   HORT   bake   -INF 

‘Then they said to one another: “Come! Let us make bricks and bake them with fire.”’ 
 

Hezir      do           -rossi      dorja        teqomlossak-ossi        e        zyxatr     -izi         dorja     
and so   stone.2T-INS.PL   instead   brick.1C  -INS.PL   and   mortar.4-INS.SG   instead  

bimen        -izi         hema-ta   -se. 
bitumen.4-INS.SG   use  -PRF-3PL 

‘So they used bricks instead of stone, and bitumen as mortar.’ 
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Hezir         βettra-ta   -se     : “Maːze-maz!       mer    βo      ottij      -om            je   -ll     -odi   -s              
and now   say   -PRF-3PL       come -IMP.PL   one   CLF   city.3T-ACC.SG   1PL-REFL-DAT-for     

e        mer    fiz     ɟentaβ     -ol             xapp    -e              βa    jeːd     -ri             hoːre-l                 
and   one   CLF   tower.2T-ACC.SG   top.1C-ACC.SG   in    sky.1T-ACC.SG   have-PTCP.PRS     

ilo         graːxa-go,     e       broːz        -iː            bijalβ              -os            hoːre-l                          
HORT   build -INF   and   name.3C-ACC.SG   happiness.2C-ACC.SG   have-PTCP.PRS    

je    -ll      -odi  -s       ilo         klaffe -go,    sir   βa   loβigaːl   ila    teqo        -rodi                     
1PL-REFL-DAT-for   HORT   make-INF   so   to    all         CLF   land.2T-DAT.PL    

ibaltoma-go      issa-no            -mi     dal.” 
scatter  -INF   be  -SBJV.FUT-1PL   no  

‘They now said: “Come! Let us build a city for ourselves and a tower with its top in the 
heavens, and let us make a celebrated name for ourselves, so that we will not be scattered 
over the entire face of the earth.”’ 
 

Hezir         Jehoβa                ottij      -om          e       ɟentaβ      -ol            treːz      -i                
and now   Jehova.4.NOM   city.3T-ACC.SG   and   tower.2T-ACC.SG   son.3C-NOM.PL    

βall        -odi          graːxa-lle              urne-go      ɟa         -ta    -s. 
man.1C-GEN.PL   build -PTCP.PST   see -INF   go down-PRF-3SG  
‘Then Jehovah went down to see the city and the tower that the sons of men had built.’ 
 

Hebal   Jehoβa                 βettra-ta   -s       : “Urne-Ø!          boɲ                -i             mer     al                   
next     Jehova.4.NOM   say   -PRF-3SG      see  -IMP.SG   3.DIST.AN.1C-NOM.PL   one   CLF    

issar    -osi                  mer    doɣ    yːdor            -ri            hoːre -l                 issa-se,             e    
person.2C-NOM.PL   one   CLF   language.2T-ACC.SG   have-PTCP.PRS   be  -PRS.3PL   and    

giz                       -e              goma-go      rena   -ta   -se. 
3.PROX.INAN.1C-ACC.SG   do    -INF   begin-PRF-3PL 

‘Jehovah then said: “Look! They are one people with one language, and this is what they 
have started to do.’ 
 

Hezir          dor              -om            goma-go     kyβa    -l                       
And now   nothing.3T-NOM.SG   do   -INF   intend-PTCP.PRS    

bo                   -ll      -odi       -s      kossa      -no           -s       dal. 
3.DIST.AN.1C-REFL-GEN.PL-for   possible-SBJV.FUT-3SG   no 

‘Now there is nothing that they may have in mind to do that will be impossible for them.’ 
 

Maːze-Ø!          βa    goɲ               -aro      ilo         ɟa         -go      e       yːdor             -ri           
come -IMP.SG   to   there.DIST.1T-DAT   HORT   go down-INF   and   language.1T-ACC.SG    
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boɲ               -odi            ilo         qorbre   -go,    sir   yːdor             -riː               
3.DIST.AN.1C-GEN.PL   HORT   confuse-INF   so   language.1T-ACC.PL    

bo                   -ll      -odi          jogyːlme       -no           -se     dal.” 
3.DIST.AN.1C-REFL-GEN.PL   understand-SBJV.FUT-3PL   no 

‘Come! Let us go down there and confuse their language in order that they may not 
understand one another’s language.”’ 
 

Hezir   Jehoβa                boɲ                -iː           hen      gor                   -ri       βa   loβigaːl   ila      
And    Jehova.4-NOM   3.DIST.AN.1C-ACC.PL   from   there.DIST.1T-ACC   to    all         CLF    

teqo        -rodi          ibaltoba-ta   -s,       e        mirimir  -y       ottij      -om           graːxa-go     
land.2T-GEN.PL   scatter-PRF-3SG   and   gradual-ADV   city.4T-ACC.SG   build -INF 

kile  -ta   -se. 
stop-PRF-3PL 

‘So Jehovah scattered them from there over the entire face of the earth, and they 
gradually left off building the city.’ 
 

Hezir   broːz        -iː             Babel   -o               joːra    -ta   -s,      kessot       βa            
and     name.3C-ACC.SG   Babel.4-GEN.SG   receive-PRF-3SG   because   at     

gor          -ri               Jehoβa                 yːdor             -ri            loβigaːl   ila     teqo       -rodi                     
there.DIST.1T-ACC   Jehova.4.NOM   language.2T-ACC.SG   all         CLF   land.2T-GEN.PL     

qorbre    -ta   -s,      e        Jehoβa                boɲ                 -iː            hen      gor                  -ri         
confuse-PRF-3SG   and   Jehova.4.NOM   3.DIST.AN.1C-ACC.PL   from   there.DIST.1T-ACC    

βa    loβigaːl   ila     teqo       -rodi          ibaltoma-ta    -s. 
to    all         CLF   land.2T-DAT.PL   scatter  -PRF-3SG 
‘That is why it was named Ba’bel, because there Jehovah confused the language of all the 
earth, and Jehovah scattered them from there over the entire face of the earth.’ 
 

c. Origin of the Faceless Men Story 

Roβaltan  -a              siːmona-lle              go,         Usser       -o             Naporaːse          -ro   
Titan.1C-NOM.SG   rise     -PTCP.PST   before   Uthero.4-GEN.SG   Uncloaking.1T-DAT.SG    
go,          Reɲa            -ro            go,          βall        -i            Lehulloq-i              
before   Founding.1T-DAT.SG   before   man.1C-NOM.PL faceless-NOM.PL 

issa-le           -se. 
be -PST.IPFV-3PL  

‘Before the Titan rose, before the Uncloaking of Uthero, before the Founding, the 
Faceless Men already were.’  
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Boɲ                   -i              dohell      -odi          bott          -odi          ma     βa                           
3PL.DIST.AN.1C-NOM.PL   slave.2C-GEN.PL   wretched-GEN.PL   with   in     

heqqit       -iː           trym  -iː           Amma Zul   βo     Perziz  -iː            go         –    
mine.3T-ACC.PL   deep-ACC.PL   fourteen    CLF   fire.1C-ACC.PL   under         

blen                -iː            gleza-l                 pryfirm   -iː            perziloss -ak         -iː             e         
mountain.3T-ACC.PL   live  -PTCP.PRS   vein.3C-ACC.PL   lava.2C-made of-ACC.PL   and    

prymij     -iː             perziz  -ak          -iː            hoːre -l                 –    jogoma-lle              βa   
heart.1C-ACC.PL   fire.1C-made of-ACC.PL   have-PTCP.PRS         toil     -PTCP.PST   in    

βalyrij         -e             ɲaq         -ri             hoːre-se. 
Valyria.1C-ACC.SG   origin.1T-ACC.SG   have-PRS.3PL 

‘They have their roots in Valyria, amongst the wretched slaves who toiled in the deep 
mines beneath the Fourteen Flames, “living mountains with veins of molten rock and 
hearts of fire” (The World of Ice and Fire).’  
 

Loβi      mi     dohell      -osi            βa   heqqit      -iː            morhuʎa-ta    -se,     yn 
many   CLF   slave.2C-NOM.PL   in    mine.3T-ACC.PL   die        -PRF-3PL   but  

belmurt       -i             boɲ               -odi           myma-to            -se      dal.       
master.3C-NOM.PL   3.DIST.AN.1C-GEN.PL   care  -SBJV.PRF-3PL   no 

‘Many slaves died in the mines, but their masters did not care.’ 
 

Ekk       -os              e        geːʎ       -om            dohell      -odi          glez     -ossi          
gold.2C-NOM.SG   and   silver.3T-NOM.SG   slave.2C-GEN.PL   life.3T-INS.PL    

ylβ      -o           -tta      issa-ta   -se. 
valued-GEN.SG-CMP   be -PRF-3PL 

Gold and silver were worth more than the lives of slaves. 
 

Jolbota  -l,               dohell      -osi            βa   gaːl           leːsi   xartal    -odi          
despair-PTCP.PRS   slave.2C-NOM.PL   to   hundred   CLF   god.3C-DAT.PL    

yːdor             -rossi       hallir      -rossi       bo                   -ll      -odi          yn     loβigaːl   mi                                 
language.1T-INS.PL   different-INS.PL   3.DIST.AN.1C-REFL-GEN.PL   but   all          CLF   

dohell      -osi            βeɣ         -o            henq  -o              zy   –   delβ             -o              hen     
slave.2C-NOM.PL   thing.2C-DAT.SG   same-DAT.SG   for       freedom.3T-DAT.SG   from 

hodr       -iː             zy    –    jorepa-ta   -se. 
pain.3C-ACC.SG   for         pray -PRF-3PL 

‘Despairing, the slaves prayed to one hundred gods in their own different languages, yet 
all for the same thing: freedom from pain.’ 
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Mer-xa       mi      βall       -a              lehulloq  -a              dohell      -osi           βa   mer    leːsi   
one-ORD   CLF   man.1C-NOM.SG   faceless-NOM.SG   slave.2C-ACC.PL   to    one   CLF   

xartal    -o             loβi       ila     lehull     -odi           hallin     -odi          jorepa-l                             
god.3C-DAT.SG   many   CLF   face.2C-GEN.PL   different-GEN.PL   pray -PTCP.PRS  

gyːlme-go     rena   -ta    -s,       e       iβeɣ      -os            goɲa                   leːsi   xartal    -o              
know-INF   begin-PRF-3SG   and   tool.2C-ACC.SG   that.DIST.INAN   CLF   god.3C-GEN.SG 

issa-ta   -s. 
be -PRF-3SG 

‘The first Faceless Man realized the slaves were praying to one god with many different 
faces, and he was that god’s instrument.’ 
 

βa    goɲa                   βeggo   bant        -os            issa-l,                βa    dohell      -o            
At   that.DIST.INAN   CLF    night.2C-ACC.SG   be  -PTCP.PRS   to    slave.2C-DAT.SG  
bott          -o          -je       neninen -y     -je       jorepa-lle               ɟa         -ta    -s  
wretched-DAT.SG-SPR   fervent-ADV-SPR   pray -PTCP.PST   go down-PRF-3SG 

boɲ                -o             irudeba-ta   -s. 
3.DIST.AN.1C-DAT.SG   kill     -PRF-3SG 

‘That night, he went down to the most wretched of the slaves, who had prayed the most 
fervently, and killed him.’ 
 

Hezir      mer -xa        βo     irud     -e               dibla-go      issa-te          -s. 
And so   one-ORD   CLF   gift.3C-NOM.SG   give -INF   be -PST.PFV-3SG 

‘And thus the first gift had been given.’ 
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Introduction   
Tëraziko, or Terasian in English, is the language of the country of Tëraziya. Originally 
the name ‘Terasia’ came from a Star Trek Alternate Universe story I was working on in 
my first year at Wellesley, used as a stand-in country name for Earth in a fantasy 
setting. Over the years the concept of the country of Terasia has divested itself of its 
origins and become something much more different.  

The culture of Tëraziya has evolved into one about the presence of magic in an 
otherwise mundane reality. It is a society where mages and normal people exist side-
by-side, one where the extraordinary and the ordinary do not inhabit separate spheres 
but are rather integrated together into one volatile but colourful culture. The result is a 
surreal modern fantasy with elements of magical realism, which is (hopefully) reflected 
in the language itself.  

Magic in Tëraziya is a broad term spanning a range of abilities. However, the 
overarching definition is that those people with magical abilities in Tëraziya are able to 
generate energy to manipulate matter, rather than harnessing it using technological 
gadgets. This ability is genetic, and the subsequent tensions between the magical and 
mundane populations has caused several dark moments in Tëraziya’s history. While 
tensions have largely eased off in modern Tëraziya and the two populations coexist 
relatively peacefully, with magic being used to enhance technology and technology 
enabling nonmagical people to perform deeds previously only available to magical 
people, there are still remnants of the old tension in the magical-mundane binary that 
the grammar of the language relies on. Similar to Romance languages, the assignment 
of nouns to magical and mundane categories in Tëraziko is mostly arbitrary. For 
example, the word ‘cat’, or li gate, is mundane, whereas the word for ‘alcohol’, la irikite, 
is magical. There are, of course, some words in the lexicon that are very specifically 
magical or mundane: li foluhi, for example, is specifically referring to mundane flowers, 
whereas la faleho refers to magical flowers. There is also a distinction between the 
magical and mundane populations, as magical people are known as la maχosi, whereas 
nonmagical people are referred to as li nimaχi. 

Another aspect of the culture is its value of multiculturalism. The language itself is 
influenced by a wide variety of natural languages, few of which are in the same 
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language family as one another. Tëraziya is a trading hub, especially along its coast 
bordering the Great Sea. This access to trading routes contributes to its multilingual 
influences and its numerous loanwords, or even just words that look derived from other 
languages. The syllable structure also enables a fairly simple way to create loanwords.  

The government is a constitutional monarchy with a parliamentary legislature. There is 
no official state religion (as of now), but many citizens of Tëraziya, magical and 
nonmagical alike, consider themselves spiritual rather than ascribing to any dominant 
organised religion. The economy of Tëraziya lies in the timber, coal-mining, and fishing 
industries; the country has an extreme wealth in rivers and lakes, as well as access to 
the ocean, not to mention several expansive forests, wide portions of which are being 
conserved as National Wildlife Preserves for rare magical beasts. Magical energy is also 
being tapped into as a potential alternative fuel source. With technology in Tëraziya 
advancing to the point that even nonmagical people are able, with the assistance of 
technological devices, to wield energy like their magical peers, reliance on fossil fuels 
is becoming a thing of the past in Tëraziya.  

Many of Tëraziya’s cities, especially its capital Tërasuke, are very popular tourist 
destinations. Tërasuke is well-known for its chocolates, and the months surrounding its 
annual chocolate festival in the late summer have become peak tourist season for that 
entire region of the country. Other well-known cities include Südomeka and Kütobagu. 
Südomeka is a charming coastal city with excellent views of the sea and a vibrant 
nightlife, whereas mountainous hamlet Kütobagu is best known for the thousand-year-
old oak growing in the town square.  

The vibrant history and culture of Tëraziya can be sampled through its language. 
However, this current iteration of the lexicon is by no means the exhaustive dictionary 
of the language, nor is the current version of the grammar the definitive guide. As with 
any other language, Tëraziko is always changing and developing with the times. 
Perhaps sometime in the future there will even be idiomatic phrases and slang in the 
lexicon! That will certainly be something to develop for the future.  
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Phonetics  
Consonants 
There are 22 consonants in Tëraziko, 17 of which are recognisable to English speakers:  

 

Bilabial Labiodental Alveolar Postalveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal 

Stops p b 

 

t d 

   

k g 

  

Nasals m 

 

n 

  

ɲ 

   

Tap/Flap 

  

ɾ 
      

Fricative 

 

f v s z ʃ ʂ 
  

χ h 

Lateral/Approximant 

  

l 

  

j 

   

Affricate 

  

t͡s 
  

t͡ʃ 
   

Figure 1: The consonants of Tëraziko. The second consonant in each box is the voiced variant. 

The majority of consonants in Tëraziko are voiceless, with only five voiced consonants 

in the inventory. English consonants in Tëraziko are: the bilabial, alveolar, and velar 

stops [p], [b], [t], [d], [k], [g]; the bilabial and alveolar nasals [m] and [n]; the 

labiodental, alveolar, postalveolar, and glottal fricatives [f], [v], [s], [z], [ʃ], [h]; the 
alveolar lateral [l]; the palatal approximant [j]; and the palatal affricate [t͡ʃ]. Voiceless 

stops [b], [p], and [k] are aspirated, as they are in English. The non-English consonants 

in Tëraziko are the palatal nasal [ɲ], the alveolar tap [ɾ], the retroflex and uvular 
fricatives [ʂ] and [χ], and the alveolar affricate [t͡s].  

In the alphabet, most of the letters are rendered the same as their IPA equivalent. 

Notable exceptions are: [ɲ], which is an allophone of /n/ and thus rendered with ‹n›, 

[ʂ] and [ʃ], which are allophones of /s/ and thus rendered with ‹s›, [j] which is 

rendered as ‹y›, [t͡ʃ] which is rendered as ‹c›, [ɾ] which is rendered as ‹r›, and [χ] which 
is rendered as ‹x›. 

Vowels 
There are 7 vowels in Tëraziko, 6 of which should be recognisable to English speakers. 

 

Front Central Back 

Close i y 

 

u  

Close-mid e  

 

o  
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Open-mid ɛ   
Open  a   

Figure 2: The vowels of Tëraziko, not showing geminated vowels. 

English vowels include the unrounded close-front vowel [i], the unrounded close-mid 
front vowel [e], the unrounded open-mid front vowel [ɛ], the unrounded open central 
vowel [a], the unrounded close-mid vowel [o], and the unrounded close-back vowel 
[u]. The only rounded (and non-English) vowel in Tëraziko is the rounded close-front 
[y]. In the alphabet, the symbols are rendered as they appear in IPA, except [ɛ] and 
[y], which are rendered as ‹ë› and ‹ü›, respectively.  

Gemination can occur for the vowels [i], [e], [a], [o], and [u], and are rendered as 
double vowels in the alphabet. Depending on their position in the word they may be 
treated as separate vowels in a vowel cluster or as one vowel. Similarly, diphthongs in 
Tëraziko also exist. The acceptable ones are: [a͡ʊ], [a͡ɪ], [ɔ͡ɪ], and [e͡ɪ] for the vowel 
clusters ‹ao›, ‹ai›, ‹oi›, and ‹ei›, and they only occur in the middle of a word. Only in 
diphthongs do the sounds [ʊ] and [ɔ] exist. There are some other hypothetical vowel 
clusters, but those do not create diphthongs — they are usually elided, or one of the 
vowels is glided into [j]. I will discuss those rules in greater detail in the phonology 
section.  

Phonology  
Syllable Structure and Phonotactics 
The syllable structure of Tëraziko is (C) V (V), which means that the most basic syllable 
is only a vowel. There are no consonant clusters in Tëraziko; the affricate [t͡s] may be 
rendered as ‹ts›, but it is treated as one consonant. Similarly, the affricate [t͡ʃ] is 
rendered as ‹c›, and is also treated as one consonant.   

Vowel clusters are also only acceptable at the end of a word; if they occur in the 
middle they are geminated, diphthongised, or elided. They also cannot exist alone as a 
syllable.   

While single-consonant onsets are acceptable and in fact very prevalent, codas are 
unacceptable in Tëraziko. Thus the only acceptable syllables in Tëraziko are: single 
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vowels (no freestanding vowel clusters), vowels with an onset, and (though only at the 
end of a word) vowel clusters with an onset.  

Examples:  

1. V: o [o] — ‘to’ 

2. CV: yo [jo] — ‘and’  

3. CVV: asikao [asikao] — ‘I see’ 

Stress 
The stress pattern in Tëraziko is variable, meaning that the pattern in which stress 
occurs is not fixed, and cannot be predicted. Of course, heavier syllables, such as the 
ones containing vowel clusters (such as the ‘kao’ sound in asikao), diphthongs (the ‘tsai’ 
sound in tsaika), or geminated vowels (the long ‘ii’ sound in dimiidesa), will have a 
higher chance of being stressed, but it is not an absolute rule.   

Phonological rules 
In Tëraziko, voiceless stops are aspirated when beginning a word or a stressed syllable. 
There is also a vowel assimilation rule where vowels are nasalised when they precede 
nasals consonants.  

Allophones 
As mentioned earlier, the allophones of /s/ are [s], [ʃ], and [ʂ]. [s] occurs before front 
unrounded vowels [i], [e], and [ɛ], while [ʃ] occurs before central and back vowels [a], 
[o], and [u], and [ʂ] occurs before the rounded vowel [y]. Put into formalism: 

/s/ → [ʃ] / ___ V [+central+back] 

/s/ → [ʂ] / ___ V [+round] 

The other set of allophones are for /n/, where [n] changes to [ɲ] when preceded and 
followed by [a].  

/n/ → [ɲ] / a ___ a 
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Vowel cluster deletion 
Historically, vowel clusters occurring in the middle of words have been more 
acceptable in more archaic versions of Tëraziko. The remnants of archaic spellings and 
words derived from their archaic forms, as well as the agglutinative structure of other 
Tëraziko word constructs, means that there will often be vowel clusters occurring in 
the middle of words. Over time, most of these vowel clusters have been eliminated 
phonetically, though they still remain in writing. Now there are a variety of different 
phonological processes used to remove vowel clusters from the middle of words.  

Diphthongisation 
In essence, the vowel cluster remains, but is pronounced as a diphthong. There are only 
four acceptable diphthongs in Tëraziko: [a͡ʊ], [a͡ɪ], [ɔ͡ɪ], and [eɪ͡], for the vowel clusters 
‹ao›, ‹ai›, ‹oi›, and ‹ei›.  

Examples: 

1. tsaika [t͡sa͡ɪka] — ‘to scatter’ 

2. onoisidërai [onɔ͡ɪsidɛɾai] — ‘[there] once was’ (ono+isidëra+i) 

3. taotsa [ta͡ʋt͡sa] — ‘to learn’ 

If the vowel cluster is a combination that does not form an acceptable diphthong, one 
of the other processes is used.  

Gemination 
This only applies to vowel clusters that are two of the same vowel, as well as 
reduplicated sounds. When two of the same vowel occur in the middle of a word, they 
become a geminated vowel, and are rendered as double vowels.  

Examples: 

1. dimiidesa [dimiːdesa] — ‘their minds’ (dimi+idesa) 

2. onotisosiitaneo [onotiʃosiːtaneo] — ‘he turned thrice’ (ono+ti+ʃosi+itane+o) 

Also for reduplication in the middle of a word (this does not apply to separate words in 
a phrase, though when spoken they may sound reduplicated), the middle consonant is 
dropped and the vowel is lengthened.  
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Examples: 

1. dididare [diːdare] — ‘they build’ (di+didare) 

2. vomimisi [vomiːsi] — ‘travelling seed’ (vomi+misi) 

Gliding  
For vowel clusters that begin with [i], we see [i] becoming [j] in a process known as 
gliding. This is one of the few exceptions to the no consonant cluster rule. However, [j] 
is a glide, which is a semivowel, and the words are still rendered with the original 
vowels. 

Examples:  

1. ialako vinkao [jalako vinako] — ‘one wish’ (alako is the classifier for wish) 

2. joniasatsi [jonjaʃat͡si] — ‘young apprentice’ (joni+asatsi) 

3. kotiobajo [kotjobajo] — ‘scared [magical] father’ (koti+obajo) 
Elision 
For all remaining vowel clusters, there is elision. For these clusters, the second vowel is 
simply dropped.  

Examples: 

1. onoadonao [onodonao] — ‘I gave’ (ono+a+dona+o) 

2. noetiatsi [notjat͡si] — ‘nine stars’ [no+eti+atsi] 

3. koteobajo [kotebajo] — ‘scared [mundane] father’ (kote+obajo) 

The most notable exception 

Morphology  
Tëraziko has both agglutinative and fusional characteristics. Many words in it can be 
created through the compounding of other words, or by attaching affixes. However, 
Tëraziko also exhibits fusion in the derivation of adjectives from verbs, as well as in the 
conjugation of verbs for mundane subjects.  
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Verbs 
The most obvious case of agglutination is what happens around verbs. Tense in 

Tëraziko is indicated by the prefixes ono– for past and oto– for future. Aspect is also 

indicated by the suffix –i, which is appended to a verb in the imperfect. Tëraziko lacks 

indicators for the subjunctive. 

All of these are arranged in a specific order around the verb and its pronoun: 

tense marker+(nominative pronoun)+verb+aspect marker 

The pronoun is listed in parentheses as it is syntactically dropped when there is already 

a subject established, or phonologically dropped for the first person singular pronoun 

in either the past or future tense (it would create an oa vowel cluster which is elided).  

Examples: 

1. tasika — ‘she sees’ (ta+sika+∅) 

2. tasikai — ‘she is seeing’ (ta+sika+i) 

3. onotasika — ‘she saw’ (ono+ta+sika+∅) 

4. onotasikai — ‘she was seeing’ (ono+ta+sika+i) 

5. ototasika — ‘she will see’ (oto+ta+sika+∅) 

6. ototasikai — ‘she will be seeing’ (oto+ta+sika+i) 

Agreement 
Within the verb itself, the infinitive form assumes a feminine magical subject. To 

modify it for a masculine marker, the suffix –o is used in the indicative and –lo in the 

subjunctive. The addition of /l/ to the suffix is to prevent three vowels at the same 

time. 

7. *onotasikaoi → onotasikaloi — ‘he was seeing’ (ono+ta+sika+lo+i) 

8. ototasikao — ‘he will cast’ (oto+ta+sika+o+∅) 

However, for a mundane subject, the /a/ is dropped from the end of the infinitive and 

replaced with /e/.  
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9. sika – a+e — sike 

10. tisike — ‘she sees’ (ti+sike+∅) 

11. onotisike — ‘she saw’ (ono+ti+sike+∅) 

12. ototisikei — ‘she will be seeing’ (oto+ti+sike+i) 

13. tisikeloi — ‘he is seeing’ (ti+sike+lo+i) 

14. ototisikeo — ‘he will see’ (oto+ti+sike+o) 

So the final morphological order for verb conjugation is: 

tense marker+(nom. pronoun)+verb+speaker+aspect marker 

oto–/ono–+(nom. pronoun)+verb –a/–e depending on noun class+∅/–o/–lo+–i 

Nouns 
Most nouns in Tëraziko are created through compounding. For example, the word 

‘library’ literally translates to ‘read-house’: lotsekarebo, compounded from the mundane 

adjectival form of lotsa ‘to read’, and li karebo ‘house’.  

Tëraziko utilises a classifier system on its nouns to inflect for number. It also has a very 

arbitrary gender system (which is referred to in this paper as noun class for clarity, 

especially contrasting with the masculine suffix –o in the previous section). However, it 

does not inflect for person on its nouns, although it does append the suffixes –mi and –

me for the genitive and accusative forms. More on that in the pronouns and case 

section. 

Noun Class 
Nouns in Tëraziko are arbitrarily assigned into magical and mundane classes, and the 

nouns themselves remain unchanged while other parts of speech such as verbs and 

adjectives change to reflect the noun class of the noun they are paired with.  

To inflect for class, Tëraziko utilises free morphemes as definite articles. The definite 

article li refers to mundane nouns, and the definite article la refers to magical nouns. 

There are very few nouns that are variable and can be treated as a member of either 

class, and they are usually things like family members and occupations that do not 
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require magical ability, as well as civic and governmental entities like cities and 
countries. When determining how to make a subject consisting of a mix of mundane 
and magical things agree in class, utilise the magical class as default. The mundane 
class is only used if the group has no magical things. Similarly, the masculine marker –
o for verbs is only used in groups that contain no feminine or neuter things.  

Examples: 

1. la faleho — ‘the magical flower’ 

2. li foluhi — ‘the mundane flower’ 

3. li arutohi — ‘the tree’ 

4. la arutoro — ‘the forest’ 

Number 
Finally, for number, Tëraziko lacks a plural morpheme, which means all of its nouns 
are mass nouns. The way to express a number of something is through the classifier 
system. A full list of classifiers and what nouns they are used with can be found in the 
lexicon section of the paper.  

Similar to Chinese, classifers in Tëraziko are used in lieu of indefinite articles, and 
simply increases the number to increase the amount of whatever noun there is. The 
proper way to structure inflecting nouns for number in Tëraziko is as follows: 

[number] + [classifier] [noun] 

Examples: 

1. i — ‘one’ 

2. to — ‘two’ 

3. moli — classifier for mundane animals 

4. li gate — ‘cat’ 

5. imoli gate — ‘one cat’ (i+moli gate) 
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6. tomoli gate — ‘two cats’ (to+moli gate) 

Counting in Tëraziko 
The numbering system in Tëraziko, which is listed in the lexicon portion of this paper, 
is also similar to Chinese in its constructing of numbers. Past ten, numbers placed to 
the right of ten are added to ten, while numbers placed to the left are multiplied with 
ten.  

Examples: 

1. ci [t͡ʃi] — 5 

2. do [do] — 10 

3. doci [dot͡ʃi] — 15 

4. cido [t͡ʃido] — 50 

5. cidoci [t͡ʃidot͡ʃi] — 55 

There are also specific words referring to indeterminate amounts such as some [ini], 
many [ani], and all [oni]. These are treated like numbers when attached to classifiers. 
While they and the numbers seem to act like prefixes, they are actually free morphemes 
that are simply compounded onto the classifiers.  

Pronouns and Case 
Tëraziko has three cases: the nominative, accusative, and genitive cases. It follows a 
nominative-accusative system, where the subject of transitive and intransitive verbs, as 
well as the object of intransitive verbs, are marked similarly to one another. This is in 
contrast with the object of transitive verbs, which takes on the accusative form.  

However, in Tëraziko the pronomial NPs is where most of this is shown. The accusative 
suffix –me is only added to lexical NPs when they are the indirect object of a sentence. 
In contrast, pronouns take the accusative form for both direct and indirect objects. 

Examples: 

1. onotasika li gate — ‘she saw the cat’ 
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2. onotadona li gateme li sühe — ‘she gave the cat the food’ 

3. onotadonao ame li sühe — ‘she gave me the food’ 

4. onotasika ame — ‘she saw me’ 

The genitive case in Tëraziko is used to indicate possession. This applies to both 

pronomial and lexical NPs, and is created with the suffix –mi. 

Examples:  

1. Lilimi gate — Lily’s cat (Lili+mi gate) 

2. Dami karayo — Our home (da+mi karayo) 

Here is a chart of the personal pronouns in Tëraziko along with their accusative and 

genitive forms.  

 

Nominative Accusative Genitive 

1st Person Singular a ame ami 

2nd Person Singular te teme temi 

3rd Person Singular, Mag ta tame tami 

3rd Person Singular, Mun ti time timi 

1st Person Plural da dame dami 

2nd Person Plural de deme demi 

3rd Person Plural di dime dimi 

Figure 3: Pronouns in Tëraziko, in nominative, accusative, and genitive cases. 

Reflexivity  
Tëraziko also has the reflexive affix. This is a prefix used to indicate reflexivity, which 

is an action that a subject performs upon itself. For example: 

1. abisa teme — ‘I kiss you’ (a+bisa teme) 

is not an action in which the subject is doing something to themselves. However, for: 

2. vadabisa — ‘We kiss each other’ (va+da+bisa) 
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the reflexive prefix is used, because we are performing the action upon ourselves. Other 

examples: 

3. aasalüta [aːʃalyta] — ‘I heal myself’ (a+a+salüta) 

4. aonoatona [a͡ʊnotona] — ‘I weighed myself’ (a+ono+a+tona)  

Here is a list of all the reflexive prefixes in Tërasiko: 

 

Reflexive 

1st Person Singular a- 

2nd Person Singular fe- 

3rd Person Singular, Mag fa- 

3rd Person Singular, Mun fi- 

1st Person Plural va- 

2nd Person Plural ve 

3rd Person Plural vi- 

Figure 4: Reflexive prefixes in Tëraziko 

Note that the first person singular prefix is the same as the nominative pronoun, except 

as a prefix. This would cause gemination, unless the verb is in the past or the future 

tense, in which case it would cause the diphthong [a͡ʊ] instead.  

Demonstrativity 
Demonstrative pronouns in Tëraziko measure distance from the speaker. They are: 

1. ga [ga] — ‘this’ 

2. gada [gada] — ‘that (proximal)’ 

3. gadësi [gadɛsi] — ‘that (relatively proximal)’ 

4. gadosi [gadosi] — ‘that (distal)’ 

As all nouns are mass nouns, ‘these’ and ‘those’ do not have equivalents in Tëraziko. In 

terms of proximity, gada is considered close to the speaker, but not immediately near 

them, and gadësi is used for something not near the speaker, but also not extremely far 

from them. gadësi would be used for something across the room from the speaker, but 
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gadosi would be used for something on the horizon, or even just a block away from the 
speaker.   

Incidentally, the word for ‘there’ is lü. So ‘that cat there, close to us’ would be gada gate 
lü. 

Adjectives and Adverbs 
Adjectives and Adverbs in Tëraziko are derived from verbs. Their order in the sentence 
will be discussed in the syntax section of the paper.  

Adjectives 
Adjectives must agree with the class of the noun that it is modifying. To create an 
adjective, we take the verb we are deriving it from, drop the –a, and apply –i for a 
magical noun and –e for a mundane noun. This does mean that adjectives applied to 
mundane nouns are inflected similarly to the verbs conjugated for mundane subjects, 
but word order should prevent any misunderstandings, as adjectives always come 
before the noun they are modifying.  

The negation prefix ni–, when applied to adjectives, makes the adjective take on the 
opposite meaning. The negation prefix can be placed in front of any part of speech — 
nouns, adjectives, adverbs, verbs — to negate it, or make it take on the opposite 
meaning.  

Examples: 

1. siki — ‘sighted’ (sika - a+i) 

2. nisiki — ‘blind’ (ni+siki) 

3. la nisikikatsi — ‘the blind apprentice’ (ni+siki+katsi) 

4. li nisikegate — ‘the blind cat’ (ni+sike+gate) 

While words do exist for some opposites, like yoni for young and vëyi for old, coti for 
big and mi for small, and yositi for happy and kasiti for sad, the negation prefix still 
comes in handy for words that might not necessarily already have a word for its 
opposite, or if the user is struggling to find the proper word for it.  
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Adverbs 
Adverbs do not have to agree with the subject of the verb they are modifying. They, 
too, are also derived from verbs, but they do not delete anything from the infinitive 
form. Instead, they simply append the suffix –si onto the end of the verb. 

Examples: 

1. onotisonasisone — ‘She sang musically’ (ono+ti+sona+si+sone) 

2. onotatsaikasisütao — ‘He wrote distractedly’ (ono+ta+tsaika+si+süta+o) 

Relative Clauses 
Relative clauses, which are clauses that function as adjectives, are created in Tëraziko 
with the usage of relative pronouns. These pronouns are: 

1. gi [gi] — ‘that’ 

2. gü [gy] — ‘which’ 

3. ki [ki] — ‘who’ / ‘whom’ 

4. kü [ky] — ‘whose’  

Because they function like adjectives, relative clauses in Tëraziko come before the noun 
they modify.  

Examples: 

1. ki onolütai ü iboti garabo pari cüsicüke arutoro la yoniasatsi — the young witch 
who lived on a farm by Greatarcher Forest 

2. gi onoapana yoto li pani — the bread that I baked yesterday 

Prepositions and Conjunctions 
Prepositions 
Prepositions in Tëraziko are individual words, and they serve a similar purpose in 
Tëraziko as they do in English. Despite, in a sense, modifying subjects and objects by 
placing them within time and space, prepositional phrases in Tëraziko are not treated 
like adjectives. They come after the noun they are placing. For example, the example 
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from the previous section has a sentence that contains both a relative clause and a 

prepositional phrase: 

ki onolütai ü iboti garabo pari cüsicüke arutoro la yoniasatsi 

ki     ono- lyta- i   y    i- boti  garabo pari  t͡ʃysi- t͡ʃyke                  
who  PST-live-IPFV on  one-CLF farm    by    successful.ADJ-archer  

arutoro la           joni- aʃat͡si 
forest    DEF.MAG young.ADJ-spellcaster 

‘The young witch who lived on a farm by Greatarcher Forest’ 

Here, the relative clause ki onolütai ü iboti garabo pari cüsicüke arutoro contains the 

prepositional phrase pari cüsicüke arutoro. While the relative clause itself, which 

describes the young witch (la yoniasatsi), is placed before the noun it modifies, the 

prepositional phrase that places the farm (iboti garabo, or ‘a farm’) by Greatarcher 

Forest (cüsicüke arutoro) is placed after the farm itself.  

Conjunctions 
Conjunctions in Tëraziko function similarly to their English counterparts, and are 

placed between the words, phrases, or clauses that it is trying to connect. For example:  

la fusoke onodëraloi honi, kütë la yoniasatsi onosaova tami lüto 

la          fusoke ono- dɛra- lo- i  honi  
DEF.MAG beast   PST-be-M-IPFV     grateful  

kytɛ       la           joni- aʃat͡si                 ono- sa͡ʊva  tami     lyto 
because DEF.MAG  young.ADJ-spellcaster  PST-save      3SG.GEN life 

‘The beast was grateful, because the young witch saved his life’ 

Here, the conjunction kütë means ‘because’, and it is between the two sentences la 
fusoke onodëraloi honi ‘the beast was grateful’ and la yoniasatsi onosaova tami lüto ‘the 

young witch saved his life’. 

Syntax   
Syntax in Tëraziko is fairly simple. The word order is Subject-Verb-Object, with 

modifers and modifying clauses always placed before the word they are to modify. The 

placement of modifiers makes it simple to determine, especially when dealing with 

mundane subjects which require the –e suffix for both verbs and adjective agreement, 

whether the verb is serving as a verb or as a root for the adjective. Of course, when 
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dealing with a sentence that simply states that the subject is an adjective, those 
adjectives are practically homophones of the verbs that they are derived from, 
especially as they would take the object position in the sentence, after the verb.  

 
Figure 5: Syntax tree of ‘the cat sees two pieces of bread’ in modern Tëraziko. 

Within the object, the indirect object (usually shown lexically by the affixation of the 
accusative suffix –me) precedes the direct object (which lexically does not have any 
affixes).   

 
Figure 6: Syntax tree of ‘she gives the cat the food’. 

This way, even when both the indirect and the direct objects are pronouns (which 
would both demonstrate the accusative case), we know that the indirect object is the 
first pronoun and the direct object is the second.  

Prepositional phrases come after the noun they modify. This order distinguishes them 
from relative clauses, though the words for certain prepositions are different from the 
words for relative pronouns.  
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Figure 7: Syntax tree of the sentence ‘the cat sees the bread on the table’.  

 
Figure 8: Syntax tree of the sentence ‘the cat sees the bread that was on the table’. 

Historically, Tëraziko’s word order has fluctuated, originally beginning as an Object-
Subject-Verb language but eventually evolving into Subject-Verb-Object. Nowadays, the 
Object-Subject-Verb word order is considered an archaic or a poetic form of speech, 
used only in old literature or by the older generation. Now, all sentences in Tëraziko 
are structured along the lines of the archaic interrogative sentence structure, which 
streamlines sentence structure a bit as all sentences now, declarative or interrogative, 
follow the same word order.  
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Figure 9: Syntax tree of the sentence ‘the cat sees two pieces of bread’ in archaic Tëraziko.  

Therefore, both declarative and interrogative sentences in modern Tëraziko are 
Subject-Verb-Object. To determine the difference between them, speakers usually listen 
for rising intonation at the end, which would indicate a sentence being asked. Tëraziko 
does not have tones, so any shift in tone in a sentence shifts the sentence’s connotation 
instead of the meaning of independent words. Another indicator may be the presence 
of interrogative pronouns, which are identical to relative pronouns, with the addition 
of ya [ja], or ‘what’. 

 
Figure 10: Syntax tree of ‘do you speak Terasian?’ 

Imperative sentences also take Subject-Verb-Object, but they often drop the subject as 
it most often implies a second person subject anyway.  
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Figure 11: Syntax tree of ‘eat a piece of bread!’ 

Nevertheless for most sentences in Tëraziko the Subject-Verb order is maintained, as 

integral relationship is between the subject and the verb. After all, the verb phrase can 

contain the pronoun that would be the subject if there is no other noun serving as the 

subject of the sentence already.  

The final structure of a sentence in Tëraziko is: 

subject + verb + ind. object + dir. object 

with all modifiers (adjectives, adverbs, relative clauses) being placed before the nouns 

and verbs they modify, and all prepositional phrases being placed after.  
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Story   
The following story, titled « Soalako Vinako », or “Three Wishes”, is a popular folktale 

in Tëraziya. It is a cautionary tale against selfishness that is often told to children, 

though contemporary criticism of the story often alludes to its anti-nonmagical people 

(who often prefer the term ‘nonmagical’ to ‘mundane’ when referring to themselves as 

a population) stance because of the portrayal of the nonmagical father in the story, as 

well as his rather extreme punishment at the hands of the magical beast.  

A recording of the story can be found here. 

Story Text 
Lü onoisiderai ki onolütai y iboti garabo pari Cüsicüke Arutoro ipalo yoniasatsi. 

Onotacocai vi la maxo, madero tami topoli garadeyo onoderei nimaxi.  

La yoniasatsi ibasasi noco onotsaikalai inadalo la arutoro kano onotaparaduna tami 

odama. Onotacana imalo batakifusoke dayo ikono narutoro. 

« Patifusoke, otosalüta teme, » la yoniasatsi onotara, jo vi tami maxodoro onotasalüta 

la fusoke, yo onotadona la fusokeme tami inilosi sühe yo avo li mikorasaso li sasi. 

La fusoke onodëraloi honi, kütë la yoniasatsi onosaova tami lüto.  

Taarao tame, « Otoadonao o teme soalako vinako, yoniasatsi. Vara temi rohikoco, 

sosiitana bëli la lünëmano, yo tara yalako vinako vi isako itano. Gi ahinao dayo la 

tëɾatso yo la südo ya maxodoro otodorao o hona temi soalako vinako. »  

Alosi la yoniasatsi onovana o tami karayo tara o tami garadeyome ya onodёɾatsa. 
Onoditosidërei yositi gi onotasüva, mavi ki onodëreloi ipoli ikaronenimaxi tami obayo 

ëseyo onolotëseo fivoleo soalako vinako. 

Gada noco, kano la yoniasatsi ononocai, li obayo onovoleo tami rohikoco jo onovaneo 

osido. Onotisosiitaneo bëli la lünëmano, yo onotivitareo devo la oraso, iboti 

cotekarebo, yo la diyoko.  

La fusoke salo ipoli vënenimaxi onotüsao, yo onotavocao, « Adëreo nihüte, Porëto, 

tedoneo ame iniduni sasi? » 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B9gFKpdFLLDCWEl1V19BM2U3NHc/view?usp=sharing
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« Taneo! Anidoneo teme iniduni sasi, » Li obayo onotareo, madëɾo li sasidaro onodëre 
tobundi mëto ayo. 

La fusoke onovocao, « Adëreo niseve, Porëto, tedoneo ami inilosi sühe? » 

« Taneo, anidoneo teme inilosi sühe, » Li obayo onotareo, madëro li lonito lü onocotei 
dayo li mibëro pari la karebo. 

La fusoke onofinasivocao, « Adëreo batake, porëto, tesalüteo ame? »  

Yo li obayo onotareo, « Taneo, tabarevënenimaxi, anisalüteo teme. » 

La fusoke onolitüsao dano tami vëritüso, yo onotarao, « Onodonao soalako vinako o ki 
vara ga koco la asatsi, mavi tenidëreo ki onotadona ame li sasi yo li sühe yo onosalüta 
ame. Temi karo fasolasisarao. Avo ga maco üno kano tevoceo devo li sasi, onikono 
korasaso yo onikono sasidaro otoise alü temi poco. Kano tevoceo devo li sühe, li lonito 
otoviye alü temi mëno. Yo kano tevoceo devo la salüto, ototenicane la votsi. » 

Li koteobayo onomataneo dano la arutoro, mavi onilosi bëri yo onibokato sasi 
ononidëre lü devo seva yo hüta, kütë onodinitüse alü timi mëno. Alosi sole yo nisëve li 
obayo onokaveo dayo la yëdi.  

La fusoke devo dimi lütomi remosi onogaradao la yoniasatsi yo tami omayo, yo 
onodiyositasilüta yevi atani. 

IPA 
[ly onɔ͡ɪsidɛɾai ki onolytai y iboti gaɾabo paɾi t͡ʃysit͡ʃyke aɾutoɾo ipalo jonjaʃat͡si. 
onotat͡ʃot͡ʃai vi la maχo, madɛɾo tami topoli gaɾadejo onodɛɾei nimaχi.  

la jonjaʃat͡si ibaʃasi not͡ʃo onots͡a͡ɪkalai inadalo la aɾutoɾo kano onotapaɾaduna tami 
odama. onotat͡ʃana imalo batakifuʃoke dajo ikono naɾutoɾo. 

« patifuʃoke, otoʃalyta teme, » la jonjaʃat͡si onotaɾa, jo vi tami maχodoɾo onotaʃalyta la 
fuʃoke, jo onotadona la fuʃokeme tami inilosi ʂyhe jo avo li mikoɾaʃaʃo li ʃasi. 

la fuʃoke onodɛɾaloi honi, kytɛ la jonjaʃat͡si onosa͡ʊva tami lyto.  
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taːɾao tame, « otodonao o teme ʃolako vinako, jonjaʃat͡si. vaɾa temi ɾohikot͡ʃo, ʃosiːtaɲa 
bɛli la lynɛmano, jo taɾa jalako vinako vi iʃako itano. gi ahinao dajo la tɛɾat͡so jo la 
ʂydo ja maχodoɾo otodoɾao o hona temi ʃolako vinako. »  

alosi la jonjaʃat͡si onovana o tami kaɾajo taɾa o tami gaɾadejome ja onodɛɾat͡sa. 
onoditosidɛɾei jositi gi onotaʂyva, mavi ki onodɛɾeloi ipoli ikaɾonenimaχi tami obajo 
ɛsejo onolotɛseo fivoleo ʃolako vinako. 

gada not͡ʃo, kano la jonjaʃat͡si ononot͡ʃai, li obajo onovoleo tami ɾohikot͡ʃo jo onovaneo 
osido. onotiʃosiːtaneo bɛli la lynɛmano, jo onotivitaɾeo devo la oɾaso, iboti t͡ʃotekaɾebo, 
jo la dijoko.  

la fuʃoke salo ipoli vɛjenimaχi onotysao, jo onotavot͡ʃao, « adɛɾeo nihyte, poɾɛto, 
tedoneo ame iniduni ʃasi? » 

« taneo! anidoneo teme iniduni ʃasi, » li obajo onotaɾeo, madɛɾo li ʃasidaɾo onodɛɾe 
tobundi mɛto ajo. 

la fuʃoke onovot͡ʃao, « adɛɾeo niseve, poɾɛto, tedoneo ami inilosi ʂyhe? » 

« taneo, anidoneo teme inilosi ʂyhe, » li obajo onotaɾeo, madɛɾo li lonito ly onotʃ͡otei 
dajo li mibɛɾo paɾi li kaɾebo. 

la fuʃoke onofinasivot͡ʃao, « adɛɾeo batake, poɾɛto, teʃalyteo ame? »  

jo li obajo onotaɾeo, « taneo, tabaɾevɛjenimaχi, aniʃalyteo teme. » 

la fuʃoke onolitysao dano tami vɛɾityso, 

jo onotaɾao, « onodonao ʃolako vinako o ki vaɾa ga kot͡ʃo la aʃat͡si, mavi tenidɛɾeo ki 
onotadona ame li ʃasi jo li ʂyhe jo onoʃalyta ame. temi kaɾo faʃolasiʃaɾao. avo ga mat͡ʃo 
yno kano tevot͡ʃeo devo li ʃasi, onikono koɾaʃaʃo jo onikono ʃasidaɾo otɔ͡ɪse aly temi 
pot͡ʃo. kano tevot͡ʃeo devo li ʂyhe, li lonito otovije aly temi mɛno. jo kano tevot͡ʃeo devo 
la ʃalyto, ototenit͡ʃane la vot͡si. » 

li kotebajo onomataneo dano la aɾutoɾo, mavi onilosi bɛɾi jo onibokato ʃasi ononidɛɾe 
ly devo seva jo hyta, kytɛ onodinityse aly timi mɛno. alosi sole jo nisɛve li obajo 
onokaveo dajo la jɛdi.  
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la fuʃoke devo dimi lytomi remosi onogaɾadao la jonjaʃat͡si jo tami omajo, jo 
onodijositasilyta jevi atani.] 

Gloss  
(note: MAG = magical, MUN = mundane) 

ly       ono- isi- dɛɾa-i            ki    ono- lyta-i           y    i- boti gaɾabo paɾi la           t͡ʃysi- t͡ʃyke    
there  PST-once-be.MAG-IPFV  who  PST-live.MAG-IPFV on  one-CLF farm    by   DEF.MAG  successful.ADJ-archer  
aɾutoɾo   i- palo joni- aʃat͡si 
forest      one-CLF young-spellcaster 
There once was a young witch who lived on a farm by Greatarcher Forest.  

ono- ta- t͡ʃot͡ʃa-i                           vi  la          maχo, madɛɾo   tami            to- poli   gaɾadejo  
PST-3SG.MAG-show.skill.MAG-IPFV   in  DEF.MAG magic although 3SG.MAG.GEN two-CLF  parent  
ono-dɛɾe-i         nimaχi. 
PST-be.MUN-IPFV people.MUN 
She was skilled in the magical arts, though her parents were non-magical.  

la           joni- aʃat͡si          i- baʃasi not͡ʃo  ono-t͡sa͡ɪkala-i  
DEF.MAG young-spellcaster one-CLF   night  PST-wander.MAG-IPFV  
inadalo la          aɾutoɾo  kano  ono- ta- paɾaduna      tami             odama. 
through DEF.MAG forest    when  PST-3SG.MAG-lose.MAG  3SG.MAG.GEN path 
One night the witch was wandering through the forest when she lost her way.  

ono- ta- t͡ʃana             i- malo  bataki- fuʃoke  dajo i- kono  naɾutoɾo. 
PST-3SG.MAG-find.MAG  one-CLF  hurt.ADJ-beast  in     one-CLF  forest.clearing 
She found a beast wounded in a clearing.  

« pati- fuʃoke,          oto- a- ʃalyta  teme, »    la joni- aʃat͡si                     ono-taɾa, 
  pathetic.ADJ-beast  FUT-1SG-heal   2SG.ACC    DEF.MAG young-spellcaster  PST-speak.MAG 
“Poor beast, I will heal you,” the young witch said,  

jo     vi      tami             maχodoɾo  ono- ta- ʃalyta             la           fuʃoke, 
and  with  3SG.MAG.GEN power.MAG  PST-3SG.MAG-heal.MAG  DEF.MAG  beast 
and she healed the beast with her powers,  

jo     ono- ta- dona             la fuʃoke-me          tami  
and  PST-3SG.MAG-give.MAG  DEF.MAG beast-ACC 3SG.MAG.GEN  
ini- losi   ʂyhe   jo   avo   li           mikoɾaʃaʃo  li           ʃasi. 
some-CLF food  and from  DEF.MUN stream        DEF.MUN water 
and gave the beast some of her food and water from the stream.  
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la          fuʃoke  ono-dɛɾa-lo-i         honi,       kytɛ      la          joni- aʃat͡si           ono-sa͡ʊva  
DEF.MAG beast    PST-be.MAG-M-IPFV fulfill.ADJ because DEF.MAG young-spellcaster PST-save.MAG 

tami             lyto. 
3SG.MAG.GEN life 

The beast was grateful, because the witch had saved his life.  

ta- taɾa-o         tame,          « oto- a- dona-o        o   teme      ʃo- alako  vinako, joni- aʃat͡si.  
3SG.MAG-talk-M 3SG.MAG.ACC  FUT-1SG-give.MAG-M to  2SG.ACC  three-CLF  wish     young-spellcaster 

He told her, “I will grant you three wishes, young witch.  

vaɾa         temi      ɾohi- kot͡ʃo, ʃosi- itaɲa              bɛli     la           lynɛmano,  
wear.MAG 2SG.GEN red-cloak,   three.ADV-turn.MAG below  DEF.MAG  full.moon.light 

Wear your red hood and turn thrice under the light of a full moon,  

jo     taɾa           i- alako  vinako vi   i- sako   itano. 
and  speak.MAG  one-CLF   wish    for one-CLF   turn 

and say a wish for each turn.  

gi      a- hina-o           dajo la           tɛɾat͡so  jo   la           ʂydo ja     maχodoɾo  
that  1SG-have.MAG-M  in     DEF.MAG earth    and  DEF.MAG sky   what power.MAG 

Whatever power I have in the earth and sky  

oto- a- doɾa-o       hona         temi     ʃo- alako   vinako. » 
FUT-1SG-do.MAG-M fulfill.MAG 2SG.GEN three-CLF   wish 

I will use to fulfill your wishes.” 

alosi la           joni- aʃat͡si          ono-vana   o  tami             kaɾajo  taɾa  
so     DEF.MAG young-spellcaster PST-go.MAG to 3SG.MAG.GEN  home   talk.MAG  

o   tami             gaɾadejo-me  ja    ono-dɛɾat͡sa. 
to  3SG.MAG.GEN parent.ACC    what PST-happen.MAG 

So the young witch went home to tell her parents what happened.  

ono- di- tosi- dɛɾe-i                jositi        gi     ono-ta- ʂyva, 
PST-3PL-two.ADV-be.MUN-IPFV  happy.ADJ that PST-3SG-survive.MAG 

They were both glad that she survived,  

mavi  ki    ono-dɛɾe-lo-i         i- poli   ikaɾone- nimaχi          tami             obajo  
but    who PST-be.MUN-M-IPFV one-CLF selfish.ADJ-person.MUN 3SG.MAG.GEN father  

ɛsejo  ono-lotɛse-o      fi-vole-o                           ʃo- alako   vinako. 
also    PST-plot.MUN-M 3SG.MUN.REFL-steal.MUN-M  three-CLF    wish 

but her father, who was a selfish man, also plotted to steal the wishes for himself. 
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gada  not͡ʃo, kano  la           joni- aʃat͡si          ono-not͡ʃa-i,  
that   night   when DEF.MAG young-spellcaster PST-sleep.MAG-IPFV  

li            obajo  ono-vole-o        tami      ɾohi- kot͡ʃo jo    ono-vane-o    osido. 
DEF.MUN  father PST-steal.MUN-M 3SG.MAG red-cloak   and  PST-go.MUN-M outside 

That night, when the young witch was sleeping, the father stole her red hood and went outside.  

ono- ti- ʃosi- itane-o                       bɛli      la          lynɛmano, 
PST-3SG.MUN-three.ADV-turn.MUN-M  below  DEF.MAG full.moon.light 

He turned thrice under the light of the full moon,  

jo     ono- ti- vitaɾe-o              devo  la          oɾaso, i- boti    t͡ʃote- kaɾebo, jo   la          dijoko. 
and  PST-3SG.MUN-wish.MUN-M for     DEF.MAG gold    one-CLF  big.ADJ-house and DEF.MAG influence 

and wished for riches, a big house, and power. 

la           fuʃoke salo i- poli     vɛji- nimaχi     ono-tysa-o,            jo    ono- ta- vot͡ʃa-o, 
DEF.MAG beast    as    one-CLF  old-person.MUN  PST-appear.MAG-M  and PST-3SG.MAG-ask.MAG-M 

The beast then appeared as an old man, and asked, 

« a- dɛɾe-o       ni-hyte,           poɾɛto,  te- done-o         ame       ini- duni ʃasi? » 
  1SG-be.MUN-M NEG-drink.ADJ mister   2SG-give.MUN-M 1SG.ACC  some-CLF water 

“I am thirsty, sir, can you give me water?” 

« tane-o!        a- ni-done-o            teme       ini- duni ʃasi, »  li           obajo  ono-taɾe-o, 
  leave.MUN-M 1SG-NEG-give.MUN-M 2SG.ACC  some-CLF water  DEF.MUN father  PST-speak.MUN-M 

“Leave! I cannot give you water,” the father said,  

madɛɾo   li            ʃasidaɾo ono-dɛɾe     to- bundi  mɛto   ajo. 
although DEF.MUN well        PST-be.MUN  two-CLF    meter  away 

although the well was only a couple meters away. 

la           fuʃoke ono-vot͡ʃa-o,  « a- dɛɾe-o        ni-seve,       poɾɛto, te- done-o         ami  
DEF.MAG beast    PST-ask.MAG-M  1SG-be.MUN-M NEG-eat.ADJ mister  2SG-give.MUN-M 1SG.ACC  

ini- losi    ʂyhe? » 
some-CLF  food 

The beast asked, “I am hungry, sir, can you give me food?” 

« tane-o,         a- ni-done-o            teme      ini- losi    ʂyhe, » li            obajo  ono-taɾe-o, 
  leave.MUN-M  1SG-NEG-give.MUN-M 2SG.ACC some-CLF  food     DEF.MUN  father  PST-speak.MUN-M 

“Leave, I cannot give you food,” the father said,  

madɛɾo    li            lonito  ly      ono-t͡ʃote-i              dajo li           mibɛɾo paɾi  li           kaɾebo. 
although  DEF.MUN  crop    there  PST-grow.MUN-IPFV  in     DEF.MUN field     next DEF.MUN house 

although there were crops growing in the field next to the house. 
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la          fuʃoke  ono-finasi- vot͡ʃa-o,     « a- dɛɾe-o        batake,   poɾɛto, te- ʃalyte-o        ame? » 
DEF.MAG beast    PST-final.ADV-ask.MAG-M 1SG-be.MUN-M hurt.ADJ  mister  2SG-heal.MUN-M 1SG.ACC 

Finally the beast asked, “I am wounded, sir, can you heal me?” 

jo    li           obajo ono-taɾe-o,       « tane-o,        tabaɾe- vɛje- nimaχi,    
and DEF.MUN father PST-speak.MUN-M leave.MUN-M trouble.ADJ-old.ADJ-person.MUN  

a- ni-ʃalyte-o           teme. » 
1SG-NEG-heal.MUN-M 2SG.ACC 

And the father said, “Leave, troublesome old man, I cannot heal you.” 

la           fuʃoke ono-li-tysa-o           dano  tami             vɛɾi- tyso, 
DEF.MAG beast    PST-again-appear-M  into   3SG.MAG.GEN  true-form 

The beast then transformed back into his true form,  

jo    ono-taɾa-o,       « ono-dona-o       ʃo- alako  vinako  
and  PST-speak.MAG-M  PST-give.MAG-M  three-CLF  wish 

o   ki     vaɾa          ga   kot͡ʃo  la          aʃat͡si,     
to  who wear.MAG  this  cloak  DEF.MAG spellcaster 

and he said, “I gave three wishes to the one who wore this cloak,  

mavi  te- ni-dɛɾe-o         ki    ono- ta- dona             ame       li            ʃasi    
but    2SG-NEG-be.MUN-M who PST-3SG.MAG-give.MAG 1SG.ACC  DEF.MUN water  

jo    li            ʂyhe  jo    ono-ʃalyta    ame. 
and  DEF.MUN food  and  PST-heal.MAG 1SG.ACC 

but you are not she who gave me water and food and healed me.  

temi      kaɾo   fa- ʃolasi- ʃaɾa-o. 
2SG.GEN heart  REFL-alone.ADV-love.MAG-M 

Your heart loves only itself.  

avo    ga   mat͡ʃo yno       kano  te- vot͡ʃe-o        devo li           ʃasi,  
from  this day     onward when  2SG-ask.MUN-M for    DEF.MUN water  

oni- kono koɾaʃaʃo jo    oni- kono ʃasidaɾo oto-ise         aly temi      pot͡ʃo. 
all-CLF      river       and  all-CLF      well       fut-dry.MUN  at  2SG.GEN approach 

From this day onward when you ask for water, the rivers and wells will dry at your approach.  

kano   te- vot͡ʃe-o       devo li           ʂyhe, li           lonito oto-vije             aly temi      mɛno. 
when  2SG-ask.MUN-M for    DEF.MUN food, DEF.MUN crops  FUT-wither.MUN at   2SG.GEN hand 

When you ask for food, the crops will wither at your hand.  
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jo    kano  te- vot͡ʃe-o        devo  la          ʃalyto,   oto- te- ni-t͡ʃane         la          vot͡si. » 
and when  2SG-ask.MUN-M  for    DEF.MAG healing  FUT-2SG-NEG-find.MUN DEF.MAG thing 
And when you ask for healing, you will not find it.” 

li           kote- obajo        ono-matane-o   dano la           aɾutoɾo,  
DEF.MUN scare.ADJ-father PST-flee.MUN-M  into   DEF.MAG  forest 
The frightened father fled into the forest,  

mavi oni- losi bɛɾi   jo   oni- bokato ʃasi   ono- ni-dɛɾe      ly      devo seva jo   hyta,  
but    all-CLF   berry and all-CLF        water PST-NEG-be.MUN there  for   eat   and drink 
but there were no berries to eat and no water to drink,  

kytɛ      ono- di- ni-tyse              aly  timi        mɛno. 
because PST-3PL-NEG-appear.MUN  at   3SG.MUN  hand 
because they would disappear at his hand.  

alosi sole           jo   ni-sɛve           li           obajo  ono-kave-o     dajo la           jɛdi.  
so      alone.ADJ and NEG-food.ADJ DEF.MUN father  PST-die.MUN-M in     DEF.MAG wilderness 
So the father died alone and hungry in the wilderness. 

la          fuʃoke devo dimi      lyto-mi  remosi       ono-gaɾada-o       la          joni- aʃat͡si  
DEF.MAG beast   for    3PL.GEN life-GEN  remainder PST-protect.MAG-M DEF.MAG young-apprentice  
jo    tami     omajo, 
and 3SG.GEN mother 
The beast protected the young witch and her mother for the rest of their lives,  

jo    ono- di- jositasi- lyta           jevi  atani. 
and PST-3PL-happy.ADV-live.MAG  ever  after  
and they lived happily ever after.  
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Lexicon  
For the purposes of length, I will only provide a section of the full lexicon here. For the 
entire lexicon, please go here. 

Tëraziko – English Dictionary Samples 
Verbs 

Tëraziko Pronunciation English 

bataka /bat͡aka/ to hurt 

bisa /bisa/ to kiss 

cota /t͡ʃota/ to grow 

didara /didaɾa/ to create/build 

dona /dona/ to give 

dora /doɾa/ to do 

dёra /dɛɾa/ to be 

kata /kata/ to cast (spell) 

kava /kava/ to die 

kaya /kaja/ to love (physical) 

lotsa /lot͡sa/ to read 

lüta /lyta/ to live 

sara /ʃaɾa/ to love (emotional) 

seva /seva/ to eat 

sika /sika/ to see 

sona /ʃona/ to sing 

süta /ʂyta/ to write 

tёna /tɛna/ to come 

vana /vaɲa/ to go 

votsa /vot͡ʃa/ to ask 

 
  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1z0QmaC6QLUow3m-dsBUbVquebMbywb1gKwWg-ZXj-rg/edit?usp=sharing
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Nouns 
Tëraziko Noun Class Pronunciation English 

arutohi Mun /aɾutohi/ tree 

arutoro Mag /aɾutoɾo/ forest 

asatsi Mag /aʃat͡si/ spellcaster 

büsa Var /byʃa/ shield 

bёladone Mag /bɛladone/ belladonna 

bёraso Mun /bɛɾaʃo/ plain 

dagorasi Mag /dagoɾasi/ dragon 

diyoko Mag /dijoko/ power (influence) 

faleho Mag /faleho/ magical flower 

katsi Mag /kat͡si/ apprentice/magical student 

kaxo Mag /kaχo/ spell 

kayasasi Mag /kajaʃasi/ love potion 

mёno Mag /mɛno/ hand 

mёto Mun /mɛto/ meter  

narutoro Mun /naɾutoɾo/ clearing 

nifusoke Mun /nifuʃoke/ nonmagical beast 

nimaxi Mun /nimaχi/ nonmagical person 

südo Mag /ʂydo/ sky 

sühe Mun /ʂyhe/ food 

taoni Mun /ta͡ʊni/ grass 

tasi Mun /tasi/ table 

tëraziboti Var /tɛɾaziboti/ country/land 

tëraziko Mag /tɛɾaziko/ Terasian 

tëraziya Mag /tɛɾazija/ Terasia 
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Adjectives/Adverbs 
Tëraziko Pronounciation English 

coti /t͡ʃoti/ big 
finasi /finasi/ finally 
fini /fini/ last 
garatasi /gaɾatasi/ gradually 
ikaroni /ikaɾoni/ selfish 
mёdasi /mɛdasi/ daily 
nidori /nidoɾi/ impossible 
soli /ʃoli/ lonely 
suli /ʃuli/ south 
tesi /tesi/ very 

Prepositions 
Tëraziko Pronunciation English 

ayo /ajo/ away 
bёli /bɛli/ below 
bёsido /bɛsido/ beside 
ёsido /ɛsido/ inside 
o /o/ to 
osido /osido/ outside 
pari /paɾi/ by 
ü /y/ on 
üno /yno/ onward 
vi /vi/ with 

Conjunctions 
Tëraziko Pronunciation English 

alosi /alosi/ so 

cavi /t͡ʃavi/ instead 

cie /t͡ʃie/ or 

kütё /kytɛ/ because 

madёro /madɛɾo/ although 
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English – Tëraziko Dictionary Samples 
Verbs 

English Tëraziko Pronounciation 
to approach potsa /pot͡ʃa/ 
to ask votsa /vot͡ʃa/ 
to bake pana /paɲa/ 
to create/build didara /didaɾa/ 
to die kava /kava/ 
to do dora /doɾa/ 
to do in increments garata /gaɾata/ 
to drink hüta /hyta/ 
to dry isa /iʃa/ 
to eat seva /seva/ 
to end fina /fina/ 
to fight batsuka /bat͡suka/ 
to find cana /t͡ʃana/ 
to hurt bataka /bat͡aka/ 
to kiss bisa /bisa/ 
to learn taotsa /ta͡ʊt͡sa/ 
to leave tana /taɲa/ 
to live lüta /lyta/ 
to lose paraduna /paɾaduna/ 
to love (emotional) sara /ʃaɾa/ 
to love (physical) kaya /kaja/ 
to rejuvenate  yona /jona/ 
to repeat mёda /mɛda/ 
to revolt tsaima /t͡sa͡ima/ 
to rule didama /didama/ 
to sing sona /ʃona/ 
to sleep noca /not͡ʃa/ 
to speak tara /taɾa/ 
to steal vola /vola/ 
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Nouns 
English Tëraziko Noun Class Pronounciation 

acorn kütohimisi Mun /kytohimisi/ 
age viyё Mun /vijɛ/ 
alcohol ikirite Mag /ikiɾite/ 
apple pomi Mun /pomi/ 
apprentice/magical student katsi Mag /kat͡si/ 
belladonna bёladone Mag /bɛladone/ 
book lotso Mag /lot͡so/ 
bread pani Mun /pani/ 
brick bakane Mun /bakane/ 
broomstick bosiki Mag /bosiki/ 
cake cotibani Mun /t͡ʃotibani/ 
cat gate Mun /gate/ 
charm salako Mag /ʃalako/ 
happiness yosito Mag /josito/ 
heart karo Mag /kaɾo/ 
heaven cotisüdo Mag /t͡ʃotiʂydo/ 
home karayo Mag /kaɾajo/ 
house karebo Mun /kaɾebo/ 
idea ideo Mag /ideo/ 
light of the full moon lünëmano Mag /lynɛmano/ 
lightning casa Mag /t͡ʃaʃa/ 
love potion kayasasi Mag /kajaʃasi/ 
thing votsi Var /vot͡si/ 
thunder baruna Mag /baɾuna/ 
tower tulavo Mun /tulavo/ 
tree arutohi Mun /aɾutohi/ 
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Adjectives/Adverbs 
English Tëraziko Pronounciation 

big coti /t͡ʃoti/ 
daily mёdasi /mɛdasi/ 
finally finasi /finasi/ 
gradually garatasi /gaɾatasi/ 
old vёyi /vɛji/ 
only solasi /ʃolasi/ 
red rohi /ɾohi/ 
yesterday yoto /joto/ 
young yoni /joni/ 
Prepositions 

English Tëraziko Pronunciation 
across dovi /dovi/ 
after atani /atani/ 
amid anayo /aɲajo/ 
at alü /aly/ 
away ayo /ajo/ 
below bёli /bɛli/ 
beside bёsido /bɛsido/ 
between igati /igati/ 
inside ёsido /ɛsido/ 
into dano /dano/ 
on ü /y/ 
onward üno /yno/ 
Conjunctions 

English Tëraziko Pronunciation 

although madёro /madɛɾo/ 

and yo /jo/ 
as salo /salo/ 

because kütё /kytɛ/ 
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Numbers 
Tëraziko Pronunciation Number 

o /o/ 0 
i /i/ 1 
to /to/ 2 
so /ʃo/ 3 
vo /vo/ 4 
ci /t͡ʃi/ 5 
ro /ɾo/ 6 
mo /mo/ 7 
xo /χo/ 8 
no /no/ 9 
do /do/ 10 
doci /dot͡ʃi/  15 
todo /todo/  20 
ba /ba/ 100 
ciba /t͡ʃiba/ 500 
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Classifiers 
Tëraziko Pronounciation Used For 

alako /alako/ spells/magical objects 
baki /baki/ culinary dishes 
basasi /baʃasi/ time 
bokato /bokato/ magical drinks/drugs 
boti /boti/ goverment/agencies/civics 
bundi /bundi/ crafts/units of measurement 
duni /duni/ mundane drinks 
eti /eti/ celestial/aeronautics 
huruto /huɾuto/ weather 
kono /kono/ places/things made from the earth 
lini /lini/ clothes 
lono /lono/ magical plants, poisons 
losi /losi/ mundane plants, grown foods 
makomo /makomo/ information/ideas 
malo /malo/ magical animals 
moli /moli/ mundane animals, meats 
palo /palo/ magical people 
poli /poli/ nonmagical people 
sako /sako/ body parts/actions 
tsalo /t͡salo/ arts-related 
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Appendix  
Examples of the Archaic/Poetic style of Tëraziko  
Here are sample sentences and glosses of the archaic form of Tëraziko, done in Object-
Subject-Verb order except for questions (which are in Subject-Verb-Object).  

Note for the gloss: MAG=magical, MUN=mundane. 

1. To- baki pani   li            gate  sike-o 

two-CLF-bread DEF.MUN cat   see.MUN-M 

‘The cat sees two pieces of bread.’ 

2. Li            pani   o   tami              gate  ono- ta-dona 

DEF.MUN  bread to 3SG.MAG.GEN  cat   PST-3SG.MAG-give.MAG 

‘She gave the bread to her cat.’ 

3. Dami- mɛdasi- pani     o   deme     de- dona-o 

1PL.GEN-daily-bread   to  1PL.ACC 2PL-give.MAG-M 

‘You give us our daily bread.’ 

4. Tami              gate  jo     tami             foluhi  ta- ʃaɾa 

3SG.MAG.GEN  cat   and  3SG.MAG.GEN flower 3SG.MAG-love.MAG 

‘She loves her cat and her flowers.’ 

5. I- bokato ikiɾite      ono-ta- hyte 
one-CLF   potion    PST-3SG.MUN-drink.MUN 

‘She drank a bottle of potion.’ 

6. Li           foluhi  o   ami       oma    ono-a- dona 

DEF.MUN flower to 1SG.GEN mom  PST-1SG-give.MAG 

‘I gave the flower to my mom.’ 

7. Li           foluhi  o   ame      ami        oma   ono-done 
DEF.MUN flower to 1SG.ACC 1SG.GEN mom  PST-give 

‘My mom gave me the flower.’ 

8. De-taɾa             tɛɾaziko? 

2PL-speak.MUN Terasian 

‘(Do) You speak Terasian?’ 

9. Seva        de   i- baki    pani! 
eat.MAG  2PL  one-CLF  bread 

‘You eat a piece of bread!’ 
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10. Dodo- malo   fuʃoke la    aʃat͡si          ono-bat͡suka-o 

hundred-CLF beast  DEF  spellcaster  PST-fight.MAG-M 

‘The wizard fights a hundred magical beasts.’ 

11. iɲi- baki   paɲi    o   teme      a- dona 

some-CLF-bread to  2SG.ACC 1SG-give.MAG  

‘I give you some bread’ 

12. li            foluhi   ki     kata-o        la          kaχi  la           kat͡si         t͡ʃota-o 

DEF.MUN flower who  cast.MAG-M DEF.MAG spell DEF.MAG apprentice grow.MAG-M 

‘The apprentice who casts the spell grows the flower’ 

13. gi    kata  la          kaχo la         faleho  la          kat͡si          t͡ʃota-o 

that cast def.MAG spell def.MAG flower def.MAG apprentice grow-M 

‘The apprentice grows the magical flower that cast the spell’ 

14. Li           gate-mi  ʂyhe  o  li            kane-me  ono- ta- dona 

DEF.MUN cat-GEN food to DEF.MUN  dog-ACC  PST-3SG.F-give 

‘She gave the cat’s food to the dog’ 

15. La          kaχo  y   i- losi- foluhi-me     la           ʃali- kat͡si             kata 

DEF.MAG spell  on one CLF flower-ACC DEF.MAG  pretty-apprentice cast.MAG  

‘The pretty apprentice cast the spell on a flower’ 

16. Vi     li           ɾohi- basi li            kane  ono-tane 
with DEF.MUN red-leash DEF.MUN dog    PST-leave.MUN 

‘The dog with the red leash leaves’ 

17. maχi            li            foluhi devo ami      oma      dɛɾe        
magical.ADJ DEF.MUN flower for  1SG.GEN mother be.MAG  

‘The flower for my mother is magical’ 

18. Gi    ono- a- dona         ini- baki   pani   li            gate  ono- seve       so- moli    muse 
that PST-1SG-give.MAG  some-CLF bread DEF.MUN cat   PST-eat.MUN   three-CLF mouse 

‘The cat that I gave bread to ate 3 mice’ 

19. Gi    ono- a- paɲa          joto         li           pani   deɾe y   li            tasi 
that PST-1SG-bake.MAG yesterday DEF.MUN bread is   on  DEF.MUN table 

‘The bread that I baked yesterday is on the table’ 

20. Gy      ono- a- t͡sina           aty  la          lot͡se- karebo  
which PST-1SG-study.MAG at   DEF.MAG read.MUN-house  

ini- makomo  lot͡so-mi    dɛɾe     tesi-honi 
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some-CLF       book-GEN  is.MUN very heavy  

‘My books which I studied from the library are very heavy’ 

Tower of Babel Translation 
Here is a translation of the Tower of Babel story for Genesis. Foreign words such as 
Jehovah and Shi’nar and Ba’bel have been transliterated.  

Note for the gloss: MAG=magical, MUN=mundane. 

oɲi- kono tɛɾat͡so  ono-dɛɾe-i             i- makomo kopoko    jo    i- makomo poko.  
all-CLF     earth    PST-be.MUN-IPFV  one-CLF    language and  one-CLF     word 

‘All the earth was one language and one word.’ 

ono- di- vome-i              o   beni, jo   ono- di- t͡ʃane      dajo la  tɛɾaziboti-mi  
PST-3PL-travel.MUN-IPFV to east and PST-3PL-find.MUN in  DEF country-GEN  

Sinaɾa   i- kono   bɛɾaʃo. 

Shinar  one-CLF plain 

‘They were travelling eastward, and found in the land of Shinar a plain.’ 

vi- ono1- di- taɾe:          « tɛne!         oto- da- daɾe           jo   oto- da- pane          
3PL.REFL-PST-3PL-speak  come.MUN FUT-1PL-make.MUN and FUT-1PL-bake.MUN  

ini- kono    bakane. »  
some-CLF   brick 
‘They said to themselves: “Come! We will make and bake some bricks.” ’ 

ono- di- daɾe          li            bakane  t͡ʃavi     li            ʃalate      
PST-3PL-make.MUN DEF.MUN brick    instead DEF.MUN stone  

jo    li            pite   t͡ʃavi      li            manute.  
and DEF.MUN pitch instead DEF.MUN mortar 

‘They made bricks instead of stone and pitch instead of mortar.’ 

                                                           
1 Pronounced like /vijono/ 
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ono- di- taɾe:         « tɛne!        oto- da- didaɾe          i- kono  dami      t͡ʃɛsuke-me  
PST-3PL-speak.MUN come.MUN FUT-1PL-create.MUN one-CLF  1PL-GEN city-ACC  
‘They said: “Come! We build a city for us.’ 

jo    vi      li           pot͡si dajo la          ʂydo  i- kono tulavo, 
and with DEF.MUN top   in   DEF.MAG sky    one-CLF tower 

‘and a tower with the top in the sky’ 

da- daɾe           i- makomo dami      kali- inaʃo-me2  
1PL-make.MUN one-CLF     1PL.GEN popular-name-ACC  

‘and we make a popular name for us’ 

jo   oto- da- ni-t͡sa͡ɪke               dovi      la   tɛɾat͡so. » 
and FUT-1PL-NEG-scatter.MUN  across   DEF earth 

‘and we will not be scattered across the earth.” ’ 

jahova    ono- vana-o sika-o gi     li nimaχi-mi- obi               
Jehovah PST-go-M     see-M that  DEF people.MUN-GEN-son  

ono- diːdaɾa3  li t͡ʃɛsuke jo   la tulavo.  
PSt-3PL.built   DEF city and DEF tower 
‘Jehovah went to see the city and the tower that the people’s sons built.’ 

jahova    ono- taɾa-o: « sika! di- dɛɾe       i- poli nimaχi          vi     i- makomo kopoko,  
Jehovah PST-speak-M  see  3PL-be.MUN one-CLF people.MUN with one-CLF language  

‘Jehovah said: “See! They are one people with one language’ 

jo    gi    di- doɾa. 
and that 3PL-do.MUN 
‘and that is what they do.’ 

                                                           
2 Actually pronounced /kaliːnasome/, ie: with a geminate vowel 
3 Originally /onodididaɾa/, but the second ‘di’ is taken out and the ‘i’ is geminated.  
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ni-vot͡si      dajo dimi-idɛʃa4        oto- di- dɛɾe        ni-doɾi. 
NEG-thing  in    3PL.GEN-mind   FUT-3PL-be.MUN  NEG-possible.ADJ 
‘nothing in their minds will be impossible.’  

tɛna!  da- vana-o ly      jo   da- kofuχa-o    dimi- kopoko, 
come 1PL-go-M   there and 1PL-confuse-M 3PL.GEN-language 
‘Come! We go there and we confuse their language,’ 

jo     vi- oto5- di- ni-ta͡ʋt͡sa. »  
and  3PL.REFL-FUT-3PL-NEG-learn 
‘and they will not understand each other.” ’ 

jahova    ono- t͡sa͡ɪka-o  avo   ly      li            nimaχi         dovi    la           tɛɾat͡so,  
Jehovah PST-scatter-M from there DEF.MUN people.MUN  across DEF.MAG earth    
‘ Jehovah scattered the people from there across the earth,’ 

jo    gaɾatasi         ono- di- ni-diodaɾe   li            t͡ʃɛsuke.  
and gradual.ADV  PST- 3PL-NEG-build  DEF.MUN city 
‘and gradually they did not build the city.’ 

gi    dɛɾa       kyto   ono- ti- ine6                    « babelo »  
that be.MAG  why  PST-3SG.MUN-name.MUN    Ba’bel 
‘That is why it was named Ba’bel’ 

kytɛ       jahova    ly      ono- kofuχa-o  la           tɛɾat͡so-mi- kopoko,  
because Jehovah there PST-confuse-M DEF.MAG world-GEN-language 
‘because there Jehovah confused the world’s languages,’ 

jo jahova       ono- t͡sa͡ɪka-o  dovi    la   tɛɾat͡so li    nimaχi. 
and Jehovah PST-scatter-M across DEF earth  DEF people.MUN 

‘and Jehovah scattered the people across the earth.’ 

                                                           
4 Actually pronounced /dimiːdɛʃa/, ie: with a geminate vowel 
5 Pronounced like /vijoto/ 
6 Pronounced like /onotiːne/ 
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I. Language History and Culture  

Shiizumfaj is a language spoken around 4000 CE in the northern taiga forests of what was 

previously known as Sweden. The preceding millennium was full of massive-scale natural disasters 

and global warfare so extreme that more than 70% of the human population gradually died out as 

major cities were continuously attacked or submerged in water due to global climate change. For 

hundreds of years climate scientists had been issuing warnings that such destruction was not only 

possible, but imminent, yet no actions were taken against it until the state of the world was far past the 

point of no return. After a small asteroid struck the Texas panhandle in North America, killing millions 

and causing lethal earthquakes to ripple once again over the face of the earth, the remaining population 

was forced to accept the grim reality that their beloved planet was no longer habitable.  

What money was left after centuries of costly wars was funneled into funding for space 

programs that arranged for millions of humans to join their friends and family who had already settled 

in colonies on Mars and Europa. Although resources were limited and neither place was as appealing 

as the home planet, most people gladly accepted the change of circumstances over the dangerous 

uncertainty life on Earth now presented. Those who chose to stay on Earth despite the official 

evacuation warnings faced an unrecognizable planet. Cities that once housed millions became ghost 

towns. All commerce ceased; money reverted to being meaningless slips of paper and all production 

ground to a halt.  

Nonetheless, those areas once populated by humans were still the barren wastelands they had 

become, devoid of any form of life. Even weeds could not grow, for overuse of pesticides had 

poisoned the soil, so that only genetically modified crops could survive it. The remaining people 

recognized that the over-industrialization and urbanization around them had caused the natural 

disasters and unlivable conditions, and sought out those pockets of Earth that remained relatively 

untouched by human civilization. They were few and far between, but they existed. People scattered all 

over the world: to what was left of the Amazon, to the harsh lands of Australia, to small islands 
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throughout the world’s oceans, and to the forests of the far north. People had stayed away from the 

north to avoid the cold and the lack of daylight half the year, but under these new desperate 

circumstances people felt more willing to adapt.  

Over the next millennium, the molfijata were established. They began as that small group of 

hopeless humans with nothing to do but try to survive in the frigid wilderness, and developed into a 

thriving population of people well-adapted to the cold, the woods, and living without modern amenities 

like electricity, running water, or technology. For even over the course of 1000 years, people never 

forgot what destruction human consumption and waste brought about. The Earth had healed many of 

its wounds, but it would still never be the perfectly habitable planet it once was.  

 A key component of the Molfijata’s survival was the relationship they developed with the 

bears that inhabited the forests. In Shiizumfaj, molfi means ‘bear’ and jata means ‘people’. Of course, 

the relationship took many years and sacrifices to achieve, but eventually the two species grew to trust 

one another, and even to cohabitate peacefully. The Molfijata learned to hibernate as the bears did, as 

there was not much else to do during the cold, dark months. Together, during the summer months the 

bears and the humans would hunt fish and small rodents, collect berries and nuts and whatever other 

foods they could find growing, and collect leaves to line their caves to give off their natural gas for 

warmth. Then, all would huddle together to share their bodies’ heat and enter a deep slumber.  

 For the Molfijata, hibernation is not only an important part of survival, but also a proud aspect 

of their culture. For during those long months of sleeping they led rich internal lives, existing only in 

their own minds through thoughts and dreams. Being highly self-aware is considered an extremely 

respectable quality among the Molfijata, and each year as the daylight returns and the forest begins to 

thaw they hold a huge festival, where they share with one another the kinds of discoveries they made 

and the dreams they had. This festival is called etimus, which means, roughly, ‘a place for self-

discovery’. Those who attend are jetimur, ‘self-discoverers’.  
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 Living in nature for half the year and within their own minds for the other half is the most 

important practice of the Molfijata culture. Their language has, of course, been influence by their 

experiences, as will hopefully become apparent throughout the paper. The language itself also has an 

interesting history. The Molfijata would tell you that it is a child of Swedish, although the two 

languages bear very few similarities. In reality, Swedish was not widely spoken anymore by the time 

the Molfijata decided to settle in Scandinavia. Most of the world spoke some dialect of English, so 

national languages became less and less important, until they existed only as hobbies for those 

interested in their cultural backgrounds.  

 After the destruction and mass exodus, many aspects of the old world were once again brought 

to light, unique languages included. Few of the settlers knew a language other than English, but all 

agreed that speaking a new language would greatly aid their effort to start afresh. They worked hard to 

make their new common language as inclusive and different from English as possible, although some 

English syntactic structures remained intact (as will hopefully become apparent throughout the paper), 

and channeled the spirit of the native Swedish as best they could. Thus was born Shiizumfaj, which 

translates to ‘Your Words,’ for the language was a gift the settlers gave one another.   
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II. Phonetics and Phonology 

1) Phonetics 

Consonants: 

 Bilabial Labio- 
dental 

Dental Alveolar Post 
Alveolar 

Retro-
flex 

Palatal Velar Uvular Pharyn-
geal 

Glotal 

Stops p     b   t   d    k q  ʔ ( ’ ) 

Nasal m   n    ŋ    
Trill            

Tap or Flap     ɾ (r)   ŋ    

Fricative β (v) 
 

f     v θ 
(th) 

s  z (s) ʃ (sh)!
ʒ (z) 

  x  ħ (h) 
 

h (h) 
 

Lateral 
Fricative 

           

Approximant       j     

Lateral 
Approximant 

   l        

table 2.1 

Voiceless alveolar affricate t͡s!(ts) 

Voiced labial-velar approximant w 

Voiceless labial-velar fricative ʍ (wh)  

table 2.2 

 The above table details all permissible consonants in Shiizumfaj. The phonemes in the chart are 

expressed in IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet), but words in Shiizumfaj are not typically written 

in IPA, they are written in an adapted Roman script. So, written in parentheses next to some of the 

phonemes in the table are those letters that differ from IPA.  

Most of Shiizumfaj’s consonants are also found in English, such as the stops p, b, t, d, k, and 

glottal stop; the nasals m, n and ŋ; the fricatives f, v, θ (which is the th sound found in the word 

‘both’), ʃ (which is pronounced like the sh in ‘she’), and ʒ (which is pronounced like the s sound in 
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‘measure’); the approximants j (pronounced like English y) and l. Note that all voiced pairs are present 

except for k and g. All g sounds in Shiizumfaj have lost their voicing, and speakers can no longer 

distinguish between the two sounds when they hear them. Any loanword containing a g that comes into 

Shiizumfaj will be pronounced like a k. Additionally, the z should be considered more of a voiced s 

than its own separate sound. It only occurs accidentally when speakers are emphasizing a short s (as 

opposed to a long, or doubled, s: (ss)).  

Those consonants that are not found in English have a bolded box around them. The uvular 

stop q is foreign to English speakers but common to many Semitic languages such as Arabic. It is 

pronounced similarly to a k, but much farther back, so that the tongue clicks against the back of the 

throat. The r in Shiizumfaj is a simple tap of the tongue on or just behind the alveolar ridge in the roof 

of the mouth. The v is typically pronounced bilabially, like the v in Spanish, although when it occurs 

initially or in a cluster it can sometimes be pronounced like a normal English v. The soft h sound of 

English is replaced by an emphatic ħ that is pronounced more throatily (the English h does occur under 

specific circumstances, however it is so infrequent that both sounds are written h1). Similar to ħ is x, a 

sound pronounced slightly farther back in the throat. In addition to the sounds in the main chart are 

three others: a voiceless alveolar affricate t͡ s, a voiceless labial-velar approximant pronounced just like 

English’s w, and a voiceless labial-velar fricative,!ʍ, a sound that used to occur in English words like 

‘what’ and ‘which’ but has now largely dropped out of the language.  

The vowels in Shiizumfaj can be found in the diagram below. Those that are not in English are 

y, pronounced like a rounded i, and a, a pure a sound most closely resembling the a n ‘father’ but 

pronounced more front. 

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!Glottal!h!only!occurs!under!very!specific!circumstances!(see!Phonological!Rules),!so!there!will!never!be!confusion!
as!to!which!pronunciation!is!necessary.!In!almost!every!instance,!the!sound!is!pronounced"ħ.!
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Vowels:  

    Front     Central       Back 

Close     i (ii) • y (ü)                         u 

 Close-mid         ɪ (i) 
                 o 

Open-mid         ɛ (e)  

Open        a 

 

2) Phonology 

Shiizumfaj’s syllable structure is (C) (C) (V) (C) V (C) (C). Although consonant clusters are 

permitted, they are not as common as the consonant-vowel (CV) structure. Additionally, diphthongs, 

combinations of vowels, are not permitted in Shiizumfaj. When two vowels appear side by side, they 

are always separated by a glottal stop.  

A word could theoretically begin with either a consonant or a vowel, but most words in 

Shiizumfaj begin and end with a consonant. However, initial vowels are much more common than 

vowels in the coda, as are consonant clusters. There are also a few limits on which phonemes can 

combine to form consonant clusters: sh and ts may never combine with any other consonant, two stops 

may never form a cluster (words like akt are not permissible), fricatives do not combine either, except 

for s and f, and when s occurs initially it may only be followed by a vowel or the consonants f or w. 

Below are a few words that exemplify both common and less common syllable structures: 

1) fal (‘sky’) CVC 

2) alur (‘life’) VCVC 

3) litto (‘into’) CVCV  

4) jalim (‘grass’) CVCVC 

5) plitsud (‘to be able’) CCVCVC 
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6) osfalud (‘to snow’) VCCVCVC 

Ending in a vowel, as in (3) above, is the least common syllable structure in Shiizumfaj, and almost 

exclusively pertains to adpositional words like ‘into’. Vowels in the coda have slowly dropped out of 

the language because they too closely resembled case markings, which are generally single vowel 

suffixes, and because of the nature of the verb morphology, which does not allow for final vowels 

except in the imperative mood.  

 Stress in Shiizumfaj is fixed left-initial, although there are many exceptions. One such 

exception is nouns, for which the stressed syllable depends on whether the noun is definite or 

indefinite. If definite, the stress falls on the penultimate syllable (for the majority of nouns the 

penultimate syllable is the first syllable), and if indefinite, the stress falls on the final syllable. To 

clarify this distinction, stress is marked for nouns with an acute accent (´). This definite/indefinite 

contrast is generally equivalent to using definite and indefinite articles with nouns in English (e.g. ‘the 

horse’ vs. ‘a horse’); however, there are some instances when there is a lexical difference. This 

difference actually arises from an overextension of the rule to words that are not nouns. For example, 

the word álud means ‘every’, but when the stress moves to the final syllable, alúd, the word means 

‘all’. Typically, however, adjectives and adverbs are unaffected by this stress rule. 

 There are also several phonological rules that dictate the pronunciation of Shiizumfaj. One such 

rule is the homorganic nasal rule, which dictates that both voiced and voiceless nasals will assimilate 

to the place of articulation of the following consonant. For example, n, an alveolar sound, will become 

m, a bilabial, when followed by another bilabial such as b. The language also requires an aspiration 

rule, such that consonants p, t, and k become aspirated (ph, th, kh) in word-initial position; and a 

nasalization rule, which states that a vowel preceding a nasal consonant will become nasalized. Those 

three rules are, generally speaking, natural features of human articulation, and since the Molfijata are 

humans, their language must include them.  
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 Shiizumfaj also features a fourth phonological rule, called the stress assimilation rule. The rule 

states that an unstressed high vowel such as ii and u must shift down to i and o. The rule is more 

clearly explained with an example: 

lúmis ‘today’ ! lomíís ‘a day’ 

The high u shifts down to an o when the stress moves away from that syllable. Likewise, the unstressed 

i shifts up to ii when stressed. However, if the original word were lómis instead of lúmis, the unstressed 

version would remain lomíís. That is to say that vowels that are already low, such as a, o, e are 

unaffected by this rule. The vowel ü, although it occurs very infrequently in nouns, would also shift 

down to i when unstressed. Verb infinitives are another exception to this rule because they typically 

feature both an i and a u, but neither vowel changes to accommodate stress.  

 Nouns derived from infinitive verbs are also affected by stress accommodation. Not all nouns 

are derived from verbs, but those that are always end in –ur. When that final syllable takes the stress, it 

is pronounced as written. However, when the preceding syllable takes the stress, the final u vowel has 

a tendency to be dropped altogether, rather than shifting down to o as the rule would suggest.  

“a beaver”  kamonúr ! “the beaver” kamúnr.  
 

There is some hint of an unstressed vowel between the n and r, somewhere between an a and a 

schwa, a vowel not included in the official phonology of the language because it’s pronunciation is 

largely irregular.  

A fifth phonological rule of Shiizumfaj occurs when there are two instances of the z phoneme 

in close proximity within a word. Under those circumstances, the first z will lose its voicing and place 

of articulation and become /h/. Realistically, the only instance this rule is applied is when conjugating 

verbs, as an infinitive verb root may have a medial z, as in the verb shizud, ‘to speak.’ Once conjugated 

for a single subject, the verb would become shezuz, a cumbersome pronunciation. Since the final z is 

necessary to achieve the number distinction, it is the first z that must change. 

shezuz ! shehuz 
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 There is an additional phonological rule for Shiizumfaj called the “vowel replacement rule.” 

This rule states that the final vowel of a prefix will drop when the word it is attaching to begins with a 

vowel. For example, the past tense marker is the prefix sii, which is reduced to just s’,  when the verb it 

is modifying begins with a vowel: 

*pa sii-obaluz 
pa s’-obaluz 
1.SG.NOM PST-share.SG 
 
The dropped vowel is always replaced with an apostrophe, as in the example above. However, this 

apostrophe is not to be confused with the glottal stop apostrophe, which occurs between vowels. An 

apostrophe between a consonant and a vowel should be thought of like a contraction in English, and 

never pronounced as a glottal stop. Conversely, an apostrophe between vowels must always be 

pronounced as a glottal stop. 

 
III. Morphology 

 The morphology of Shiizumfaj is mostly agglutinative, with some analytic aspects as well. For 

example, the language offers 7 different case distinctions, but also has an extensive system of free 

morpheme prepositions and conjunctions.  

1) Derivational Morphemes 

Although the majority of nouns are not derived from verbs, there is a system in place for doing 

so. Infinitive verbs always have the same ending -ud2, so to derive a “doer of an action” noun from a 

verb, the ending changes to –ur. For example, the verb shizud means ‘to speak,’ so a shizur is a 

‘speaker.’ Similarly, to derive a “place in which the action is done” noun, the ending changes to –us, as 

in the word for ‘house,’ o’alus, derived from the verb to live or inhabit, o’alur.  

In addition to nominalization, verbs can become adjectives by assuming the past participle 

form. This form is rarely used for actual verb conjugation purposes, as both the simple past and past 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2!Infinitive!verbs!also!typically!have!an!i!in!the!preceding!syllable,!but!not!always.!
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perfect are encompassed in the sii- prefix agglutinative morpheme. However, inflected past participles 

are commonly used as descriptors of nouns. To make a past participle, the suffix –ed replaces the 

infinitive ending, as with the nominalizations.  

tarilud ‘to fit’! tariled ‘fitted’ (this adjective is used to mean well-fitted, perfectly-fitted, or just 
perfect) 
 
jisud ‘to know’ ! jised ‘known’ (‘well-known’ or ‘famous’) 
 
Example sentence: 
 
“My father is a well-known man.” 
   ata-a       jised-a        pum     hat3 
man.ACC  known.ACC  1.SG.GEN father 
 
 There are also a number of adjectives that are not past participles. These adjectives are vestiges 

of the development of Shiizumfaj, its changes over time and the languages that it has come into contact 

with. Although there is no one system of morphology guiding the formation of these adjectives, there 

are certain noticeable patterns. Some adjectives look like truncated versions of unconjugated verbs, 

much like the subjunctive mood inflection where the conjugated verb is shortened to its root. These 

adjectives look very similar to subjunctive verbs, except that the infinitive medial i is not replaced by 

an e. For example, the verb ‘to be happy’ is likur and the adjective ‘happy’ is lik. However, there are 

some irregular verbs that do not conform to the normal CiCuC infinitive verb structure, and so are 

unrecognizable from the subjunctive form (except for context and placement in the  sentence). One 

such example is the adjective lun, meaning ‘beautiful’, derived from the verb lunur ‘to shine/shimmer’. 

Another common theme of archaic adjectives is to end in –in or –un. If a word ends in either of those 

suffixes, it is almost certainly an adjective, although the origin of that derivation is still unclear.4 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3!This!sentence!is!a!great!example!of!how!the!speaker’s!chosen!emphasis!affects!the!word!order!of!a!sentence.!This!
sentence!could!just!have!easily!read,!‘pum!hat!ata’a!jiseda,’!with!a!slightly!different!connotation.!
4!Nonetheless,!today!many!adjectives!are!backPformed!to!have!these!endings,!such!as!the!adjective!lurun!meaning!
‘fun’!or!‘entertaining’,!which!was!derived!from!the!word!lurus,!for!‘city’.!Interestingly,!the!–us!ending!of!the!word!
lurus!appears!to!be!derived!from!a!verb!lurun,!but!is!in!fact!derived!from!a!borrowed!word!lurr,!also!meaning!‘city’.!
The!us!ending!was!also!a!backPformation.!
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 Unlike adjectives, adverbs are formed according to a consistent system, which is to take the 

adjectival form (whatever that may be) and add the suffix –on. To give an example, gur ‘big’ becomes 

guron ‘a lot’: 

“I love you a lot” 
  pa          heluz-at             guron 
1.SG  love.PRS.SG-ACC.2.SG  big.ADV 
 
“She swims beautifully” 
      lunon         ta       desuz  
beautiful.ADV  3.SG  swim.PRS.SG 
 
2) Inflectional Morphemes 

 There are also a number of inflectional morphemes in Shiizumfaj, or morphemes that change a 

property of a word but not its class. Verb conjugations are examples of inflectional morphemes. More 

information on verb conjugations can be found in the Syntax section below. Outside of verb 

conjugation, there are few other inflectional morphemes. One exception is the plural marker ja-, which 

attaches as a prefix to nouns.  

molfi ‘bear’ ! jamolfi ‘bears’ 

Like other prefixes, if the noun to which ja attaches begins with a vowel, the a is dropped. 
 
atal ‘woman’ ! jatal ‘women’ 
 
 Shiizumfaj also has two special inflectional morphemes for verbs: prefixes o- and e-. O means 

‘external’ and e means ‘internal,’ roughly. Because the Molfijata have such rich internal lives while 

they hibernate, distinguishing between doing things internally and externally is very important. The 

line between something ‘internal’ and something ‘external’ is not clearly drawn, but ‘internal’ usually 

means something done inside one’s mind or body, while ‘external’ typically affects others or is shared 

by others. 

shizud ‘to speak’ ! oshizud ‘to say/tell’ ! eshizud ‘to think’ 
 
fisud ‘to go’ ! ofisud ‘to leave’ ! efisud ‘to dream/sleep’ 
 
wimud ‘to do’ ! owimud ‘to make/build’ ! ewimud ‘to decide’ 
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rixud ‘to cut/chop’ ! orixud ‘to end a relationship’ ! erixud ‘to bleed’ 

plitsud ‘to be able’ ! oplitsud ‘to help’ ! eplitsud ‘to must/have to’ 

miqud ‘to hide’ ! omiqud ‘to lie (tell a falsehood)’ ! emiqud ‘to deny (to others or oneself)5 

 
IV. Syntax 

1) Word Order  

In Shiizumfaj, the word order is almost completely free. There are very few overt restrictions, 

only that pronouns and verbs may not be separated and neither should adjectives and nouns. Word 

order is largely dependent on context, so speakers will choose the word order that best conveys the 

desired meaning. For example, a simple sentence like “She decided to build a small house” could be 

written several different ways: 

 
1)  owimud      ket-a        o’alur-a      ta       s’ewemuz  (OSV) 
     build-INF    small-ACC house-ACC   3.SG  PST-decide-SG 
2)     ket-a     o’alur-a       ta      s’ewemuz     owimud  (OSV) 
    small-ACC  house-ACC 3.SG  PST-decide-SG  build-INF 
 
3) ta         s’ewemuz    owimud          ket-a   o’alur-a    (SVO) 
     3.SG PST-decide-SG  build-INF   small-ACC house-ACC 
 
 
Because the subject of this sentence is a pronoun, the subject and verb are restricted to SV order. 

However, if the 3rd person pronoun were to be replaced with a noun, even more word orders would be 

possible: 

(4) kamúnur     ket-a       o’alúr-a        s’ewemuz       owimud. (SOV) 
         beaver    small-ACC   house-ACC  PST-decide-SG   build-INF 
 
(5) s’ewemuz          owimud         ket-a       o’alur-a       kamúnur  (VOS) 
    PST-decide-SG     build-INF     small-ACC   house-ACC     beaver     
 
(6) ket-a           o’alur-a         kamúnur         s’ewemuz    owimud (OSV) 
     small-ACC      house-ACC        beaver       PST-decide-SG   build-INF 
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5!One!could!reflexively!deny!something!to!oneself!(pa"s’emiquz"pa),!but!there!also!exists!the!verb!ekimud!‘to!lie!to!
oneself’"from!kimud!‘to!confuse’.!
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(7)  s’ewemuz       kamúnu        owimud        ket-a       o’alur-a    (VSO) 
   PST-decide-SG       beaver          build-INF     small-ACC   house-ACC 
 
(8) owimud       ket-a       o’alur-a            s’ewemuz       kamúnu  (OVS) 
     build-INF     small-ACC   house-ACC    PST-decide-SG        beaver           
  
 

Despite the extensive possibilities shown above, there are a number of word order restrictions. 

The pronoun-subject/corresponding verb restriction has already been briefly mentioned, but I will go 

into slightly more detail about it here. It is true that a pronoun and a verb alone in a sentence must have 

the word order OSV or SVO in the context of (1)-(3), where O is a noun; however, when O is a 

pronoun the word order SOV becomes possible and OSV becomes impossible.  

(9) “I love you” (SVO) 
   pa                 heluz-af 
1.SG.NOM  love.PRS.SG-ACC.2.SG 
 
(10) “She loves me” (SOV) 
            ta-’p                 heluz 
3.SG.NOM-ACC.1.SG  love.PRS.SG 

*(11) “He loves us” (OSV) 
paj ta heluz 
1.PL.ACC 3.SG.NOM love.PRS.SG 
 

The reason (11) is not possible is because, as is apparent in (9) and (10), the accusative pronoun 

is a bound morpheme; it must be attached to either the verb or the nominative pronoun. Another 

syntactic restriction is the placement of adjectives with respect to nouns. An adjective must always 

precede the corresponding noun, and may never be separated from it by any other free morpheme.  

    lun         shiizus  
beautiful  language 

The one exception to this rule is numbers, which always follow the adjective they describe. 

“four seasons” 
ja-sfaron   büj 
PL-season four 
 
Numbers are also an exception to the adjective agreement rule: they agree with their subject in number 

in certain contexts. 
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“hundreds of seasons” 
ja-sfaron ja-tiqüj 
PL-season PL-ninety6 
 
2) Verbs 

 Verbs in Shiizumfaj inflect number but not person—a conjugated verb will match the number 

of the corresponding subject noun but not whether it is in first, second, or third person, so the subject 

may never be dropped (unless the context makes the subject abundantly clear).  

 fisud to go 

pa fesuz I go 

fa fesuz you go 

ta fesuz he/she 
goes 

pa(j) 
fesuj 

we go 

fa(j) fesuj you all 
go 

ta(j) fesuj they go 

  
 The verb is singular when it has the –z ending and plural when it has the –j ending. For that 

reason, the plural pronoun endings are generally optional when the pronoun is the subject of a verb. 

For example, to say “they speak” one could say “taj shezuj” or “ta shezuj,” but the second option is 

favored because it prevents the redundancy.  

To form the past tense, the prefix sii- is added to the present tense verb. Thus, past tense of “I 

go” would be pa siifesuz, “I went”. The future tense is formed with a tii- prefix, as in pa tiifesuz, “I will 

go.” As discussed in the section on phonological rules, when the verb begins with a vowel, the prefixes 

are abbreviated to their first letter, and the omission is represented with an apostrophe.  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6!The!numbering!system!is!baseP15.!For!more!information!see!appendix.!
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  pa   s’alemuz 
1.SG  PST-eat-SG 
 
  pa   t’alemuz 
1.SG  FUT-eat-SG 
 

Shiizumfaj also has an imperfect aspect that denotes a continuous action in any tense and is 

formed by adding the prefix la- after the tense prefix. In the past tense, pa siilafesuz means “I was 

going” or “I used to go,” or functions like the pluperfect “I had gone”, in that it indicates a past action 

that occurred prior to the completion of another past action. Speakers rely heavily on context to 

differentiate between imperfect past tense and pluperfect tense. In the future tense, pa tiilafesuz means 

“I will be going [often, continuously]” or may represent the future anterior tense: “I will be going 

[when something else will happen in the future].” In addition to past and present tense, the imperfect 

aspect may also be applied to the present tense to form the progressive: pa lafesuz, “I am going.” 

Because the progressive tense is formed this way and there is no progressive participle, Shiizumfaj 

speakers use the infinitive where an English speaker would use a gerund.  

(9) “I love going to the mountains.” 
pa           heluz        fisud  vit     ja-gúrus-ii 
1.SG   love.PRS-SG   go.INF  to  PL-mountain-PREP 
 
(10) “Going to the mountains is fun.” 
  fisud  vi     ja-gúrus-ii            e-lurun-ii 
go.INF  to PL-mountain-PREP  PRED-fun-PREP 
 
As (10) makes clear, there is no coda in the present tense of Shiizumfaj. In the future or past tense, the 

verb alud “to be” is conjugated normally, but in the present tense the verb is absent. Instead, the 

predicate of the sentence is marked with an e- prefix (PRED). 

 In addition to tense and aspect, there are also four moods a verb could take: indicative, 

subjunctive, imperative, and conditional. The above conjugations are all in the indicative mood, which 

does not have any additional inflection. The subjunctive mood is marked by truncating the conjugation 

of the verb and maintaining any tense prefixation, as in:  
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 pa    fes 
1.SG  go.SBJV 
 
 pa       sii-la-fes 
1.SG  PST-IPFV-go.SBJV 
 
From there, the imperative mood can be formed by dropping the subject, doubling the final consonant, 

and repeating the internal e sound at the end: 

 fesse 
go.IMP 
 
To make the imperative cohortative, as in “let’s go,” include the 1st person plural pronoun: 
 
  fesse   paj 
go.IMP 1.PL 
 
To make the imperative negative (“don’t go”), the final e is dropped and replaced with the negative 

particle: 

    fessik 
go.IMP-NEG 
 
The conditional mood is formed by adding a conditional particle, a free morpheme, before the verb:  

  pa   nii      fesuz  
1.SG  COND  go.PRES.SG 
 
 To negate verbs in Shiizumfaj, the negative particle is applied before the conjugated verb. The syntactic 

hierarchy of verb phrases is such that the negative particle appears leftmost, then any other free morpheme 

inflectional particle, such as the conditional particle, and then the verb with its tense and aspect prefixes.  

   pa   ik     fesuz 
1.SG  NEG  go.PRES.SG 
  pa   ik    ni      fesuz 
1.SG NEG COND go.PRES.SG 
 
 pa    ik     sii-fesuz 
1.SG  NEG  PST-go.SG 
 
 
 
 
3) Case 
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 There are seven case distinctions in Shiizumfaj: nominative, accusative, genitive, dative, 

instrumental, vocative, and prepositional. All cases are marked with suffixes except for the unmarked 

nominative case.  

The accusative case is used for objects of verbs and is marked with the suffix -a: 

“I ate a fish” 
disúr-a   pa    s’-alemuz 
fish-ACC 1.SG  PST-eat-SG 
 
The genitive case, which indicates when there is a possessive relationship between nouns, is marked 

with the suffix –um placed on the possessed noun: 

“I ate the woman’s fish” 
dísur-a        átal-um    pa   s’-alemuz 
fish-ACC  woman-GEN 1.SG   PST-eat-SG 
 
“The man’s bear is soft” 
     e-kits  mólfi-um  átat 
PRED-soft  bear-GEN   man 
 
Genitive pronouns, or possessive pronouns, precede the noun they describe: 
 
“She ate my fish” 
    pum    dísur-a     ta   s’-alemuz 
1.SG.GEN  fish-ACC  3.SG  PST-eat-SG 
 
When a word needs both genitive and accusative case, the genitive marker becomes a prefix: 
 
“She ate the man’s fish” 
um-dísur-a     áta   ta    s’-alemuz 
GEN-fish-ACC  man 3.SG  PST-eat.SG 
 
The dative case is used for indirect objects/intransitive arguments. It is marked with the suffix –u: 
 
“I gave the man a fish” 
 áta-u       dísur-a    pa     s’-obaluz 
man-DAT  fish-ACC  1.SG  PST-share7.SG 
 
“I lied to my mother” 
 pa  s’-omequz  pum8      hal-u 
1SG   PST-lie.SG   1SG.GEN  mother-DAT 
 
The instrumental case is marked by the suffix –al.  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7!The!verb!obalud"‘to!share’!is!ditransitive!in!Shiizumfaj;!it!takes!a!theme!and!a!recipient!for!arguments,!like!the!verb!
‘to!give’!in!English.!!
8!Discussion!of!pronoun!behavior!w.r.t.!to!case!can!be!found!further!on!in!this!section.!
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“We drank [water] with our hands” 
pa     sii-peshuj9      pujm     jakan-al 
1.PL  PST-drink.PL   1.PL.GEN  PL-hand-INS 
 
The vocative case is used to address someone and is indicated with the morpheme mi’a.  The vocative 

morpheme is a prefix when attached to a noun: 

“Oth [a Shiizumfajan name], I love you” 
oth-mi’a,  pa                 heluz-af 
Oth-VOC  1.SG   love.PRES-SG-2SG.ACC 
 
The morpheme may also be unbound when used as a call to an unnamed person: 
 
“Hey! Who are you?” 
mi’a! kem  faj? 
VOC   who  2.PL 

The prepositional case is for nouns that are objects of prepositions (rather than verbs, as in the 

accusative case). The case is marked by a suffix –ii. Pronouns do not decline to prepositional case. 

“The fish are in the river.” 
lit   píishus-ii       e-ja-dísur 
in river.DEF-PREP  PRED-PL-fish.DEF 
 
 Pronouns do decline to many other cases, however. The full chart of pronouns can be found 

below: 

 Person Nominative 
Singular 

Nominative  
Plural 

Accusative (S/P) Genitive 
(S/P) 

Intransitive/ 
Dative 
(S/P) 

Reflexive 
(S/P) 

1st pa paj -ap/-ajp pum/pujm -up/-ujp -pa/-paj 

2nd fa faj -af/-ajf fum/fujm -uf/-ujf -ta/-taj 

3rd ta taj -at/-ajt tum/tujm -ut/-ujt -fa/-faj 

 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9!When!using!the!verb!piishud!‘to!drink,’!water!is!the!default!implied!object,!and!therefore!does!not!need!to!be!
stated.!
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Nominative pronouns are the standard by which all other pronouns are derived. Accusative 

pronouns are bound morphemes, as are intransitive/dative pronouns. Reflexive pronouns are not bound 

in the sense that they must attach to a verb, but their place is fixed in the  

sentence and they may not be moved away from the verb to which they apply. 

“We looked at each other” 
     paj        sii-neluj       paj10 
1.PL.NOM  PST-look.PL   1.PL.REFL 
 

A reflexive pronoun is always used in contexts like the above, and may never be used with differing 

subjects (*paj siineluj taj). If you wanted to say “We looked at them,” you would use the dative 

pronoun ujt: 

     pa         sii-neluj-ujt 
1.PL.NOM  PST-look.PL-3.PL.DAT 
 
Genitive pronouns are also not physically bound to other words, but instead function like adjectives, 

and must always precede the noun to which they refer (see example on PAGE ). 

 
4) Prepositions and Conjunctions 
 
 Despite the rich case system, Shiizumfaj also has a rich system of prepositions. A prepositional 

may also be a postposition: 

“I live under that tree.” 
        pa         o’aluz   sart   teso  torim-ii 
1.SG.NOM  live.PRS.SG  under  that     tree-PREP 
 
OR 
 
 sart  teso torim-ii         pa       o’aluz 
under  that  tree-PREP 1.SG.NOM live.PRS.SG 
 
Similarly, a prepositional phrase could have word order preposition, object of preposition (like above), 

or the opposite: 

teso torim-ii  sart 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10!Here,!the!plural!endings!on!the!pronouns!are!still!optional,!but!they!are!dropped!much!less!frequently.!If!a!plural!
ending!is!dropped,!it!is!typically!the!first!(nominative)!pronoun’s!ending,!and!rarely!the!reflexive!pronoun’s!ending.!
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that tree-PREP under 
 
The first word order is more frequently used, but both are acceptable. For a full list of prepositions, see 

appendix. 

 Conjunctions in Shiizumfaj function very similarly to those in English. They conjoin phrases 

and provide transitions between sentences. Unique to Shiizumfaj is the many different ways to say 

‘and.’ There is jos, which is used between nouns: 

“Bears eat grass and fish” 
 
  alemuj       ja-molfi            jalím-a    jos   ja-disúr-a 
eat.PRS.PL  PL-bear.NOM   grass-ACC  and  PL-fish -ACC 
 
There is also the ‘and’ used between verbs, mit: 
 
“Bears eat fish and drink water.” 
  ja-mólfi     ja-disúr-a     alemuj   mit   píísh-a       peshuj 
PL-bear.NOM  PL-fish-ACC  eat.PRS.PL  and  water-ACC  drink.PRS.PL 
 

Additionally, there is the conjunction mitto, which means ‘and then,’ (as in ‘she ate breakfast 

and then brushed her teeth’) and the conjunction jovar ‘and so’. Jovar is used in contexts like the 

following:    

“I was cold [and] so I started a fire.” 
      pa         sii-la-sfeluz         jovar   pa    s’-owemuz  omash-a 
1.SG.NOM  PST-IPFV-be cold.SG  and so  1.SG  PST-make.SG    fire-ACC 
 
Jovar is different from the conjunction var, ‘so,’ which could be translated as “in order that.” 
 
“I made a fire so I wouldn’t be cold.” 
omash-a      pa       s’-owemuz  var  ik        sii-la-sfeluz 
 fire-ACC  1.SG.NOM  PST-make.SG  so  NEG  PST-IPFV-be cold.SG 
 
 There are two other Shiizumfaj conjunctions that do not exist in English, unrelated to the word 

‘and.’ They are avás and ikavás. The word ávas, with stress on the first syllable, is a noun that means 

‘the future.’ When the stress moves to the second syllable, the word takes on a meaning that is difficult 

to translate, but essentially means ‘at that time and beyond’.  

“They built a house and have lived there ever since.” 
o’alur-a         taj       s’-owemuj   mit  tesii     o’aluj    avás 
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house-ACC  3.PL.NOM   PST-build.PL  and  there live.PRS.PL beyond 
 
Ikavás means the opposite of avás (as may be apparent from the negative particle prefix). Its meaning 

would translate to ‘before then’ or ‘at that time but not beyond’. 

“We had many pastries then [but not any longer]” 
     pa         baluj   guron  ja-simiil  ikavás 
1.PL.NOM     have.PL  many  PL-pastry  at that time 
 
Note that in both sentences the verb accompanying the conjunction is conjugated in the present tense. 

That is because no tense marker is needed, as the word itself marks the past tense. 

5) Questions 

 Questions in Shiizumfaj are typically written OVS, or OSV for those instances when S is a 

pronoun. If there is a question word, like who or what, it must be first in the sentence. If there is no 

question word, the question is indicated with rising intonation. Below are examples of questions with 

and without question words: 

(1) “Where is the river?” 
himshil pííshus? 
where     river.DEF     
(2) “Do you have any pastries?” 
  simiil-a     fa            baluz? 
pastry-ACC  2.SG      have.PRES-SG  
 
(3) “When do you want to eat?” 
suril   alimud  fa        oneluz? 
when  eat.INF   2.SG  eat.PRES-SG 
 
(4) “What was the capital of Denmark?” 
tosil    s’aluz       lúri11   fus   Danimark-ii1213? 
what PST-be-SG city.DEF  of     Denmark-PREP   
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11!Lúri!with!the!definite!stress!can!mean!either!simply!‘the!city’!or!‘the!capital’,!depending!on!context.!!
12!Notes!about!the!spelling!of!‘Denmark’:!loanwords!are!the!only!capitalized!words!in!Shiizumfaj!(‘Danimark’!is!
borrowed!from!Swedish!Danmark);!the!i!in!Shiizumfaj!functions!like!a!schwa!in!many!languages,!in!that!it!is!a!goPto!
unstressed!vowel.!The!i!is!inserted!in!this!case!because!there!are!not!many!syllables!in!Shiizumfaj!that!aren’t!
separated!by!vowels,!so!the!instinct!of!the!speakers!is!to!insert!an!unstressed!vowel!between!the!n!and!the!m.!They!
are!capable!of!pronouncing!it!otherwise,!but!the!word!has!developed!this!way!over!time!and!is!now!the!canonical!
pronunciation.!!
13!A!proper!noun!like!the!name!of!a!nation!is!inherently!definite,!and!thus!does!not!need!a!stress!marker.!The!stress!
would!ordinarily!naturally!fall!on!the!first!syllable,!however,!the!long!ii!prepositional!suffix!attracts!the!stress,!so!
that!the!final!a!ends!up!being!the!stressed!vowel!(Danimárkii).!!
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Question (1) is an example of basic question structure. When there is no pronoun, the verb precedes 

the subject. In this case, the verb is a present tense coda, which is never pronounced, so the question 

word is acting as the predicate instead, which is why it is fronted. Even in cases where there is a 

pronoun subject, as in (3), the question word remains fronted because the frequency of simple 

questions like (1) and the free word order have caused the rule to be overextended to all questions. 

Therein lies the origin of the mandatory OVS/OSV word order for questions, as the question word is 

often the object of the sentence, as in (4).  

6) Relative Clauses 

 Relative clauses are marked through pronominal reduplication, also known as clitic doubling, 

where the accusative pronoun appears in the same sentence as the noun phrase to which it refers. 

Below is an example, with the noun phrase and redundant pronoun bolded for clarification: 

“The language that the woman speaks is beautiful.” 
      shíízus-a       shehuz-at         átal                e-lun 
language.DEF-ACC  speak.SG-ACC  woman.DEF.NOM  PRED-beautiful 
 

A literal translation of the above sentence would read, “The language speaks it the woman is 

beautiful.” The subject is the language and the main verb is an unpronounced present tense coda, 

which indicates its presence in the predicate marker on the adjective lun. The verb shehuz is not the 

main verb of the sentence but an imbedded verb in the subject NP. Its subject is atal. In the English 

translation this is more clear, as there is the relative clause marker ‘that’ which separates the imbedded 

clause from the rest of the sentence—“The language [that the woman speaks] is beautiful.” In 

Shiizumfaj, these distinctions are made clear through a combination of case markings and the 

reduplication of the pronoun. Although shiizur is technically the subject of the sentence and should 

therefore be in unmarked nominative case, it receives an accusative ending to match the accusative 

pronoun in the relative clause. In other words, the word ‘language’ is acting as both the nominative 

subject of the main clause and the accusative object of the relative clause. Although marking the main 

subject of a sentence as accusative seemingly violates basic grammar, it is necessary for the speaker to 
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distinguish between the nouns in the sentence, as there is no gender distinction14 between shiizur and 

atal, and both are in the nominative case. Without a marking on shiizur it would be difficult to 

determine which noun the accusative pronoun at refers to: “shiizur shehuzat átal elun,” could just as 

easily mean “The woman that the language speaks is beautiful.” Although in this context that construal 

of the sentence is easily avoided for logical reasons, there are other contexts that would not be the case, 

for instance: 

 
*     mólfi       neluz-at              átat            e-lik 
 bear.DEF.NOM  see.SG-ACC.3SG  man.DEF.NOM   PRED-happy 
“The bear that the man sees is happy”. 
 

Because there is no evidence in the above sentence for which nominative noun the 3rd person 

singular accusative pronoun refers to, the sentence makes sense either way (“the bear that the man sees 

is happy” or “the man that the bear sees is happy”). For that reason, the main subject must have some 

kind of agreement marker with the relative pronoun at. Although the accusative marker has been 

adopted for this purpose, it should be thought of more as a “relative case” marker. Below is the 

corrected sentence, with the accusative ending relabeled as relative (REL): 

         mólfi-a      neluz-at         átat            e-lik 
bear.DEF.NOM-REL  see.SG-ACC  man.DEF.NOM   PRED-happy 
“The bear that the man sees is happy”. 
 
 There are also sentences, as in (5) below, that require a nominative relative pronoun.  

(5) “Do you see that man who is speaking over there?” 

teso       átat            fa        neluz    ta          shezuz      tessii? 
that  man.DEF.NOM  2.SG  see.PRS.SG 3.SG  speak.PRS.SG over there 

A literal translation of the sentence would read, “Do you see that man he speaks over there?”. In the 

place of ‘who,’ the corresponding nominative pronoun is used. This structure is also applied to 

sentences with non-human subjects, as in the common adage: 

(6) “The bear that sleeps by the river catches no fish.” 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14!See!appendix!for!further!discussion!of!gender.!
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     disúr-a         ik          sveruz              mólfi           ta           efesuz     iint      pííshus-ii 
fish.DEF-ACC  NEG  catch.PRS.SG  bear.DEF.NOM  3.SG  sleep.PRS.SG  by   river.DEF-PREP 
 
 
7) Articles and Demonstratives 

 As has been previously discussed, there are no definite or indefinite articles in Shiizumfaj, as 

definiteness is distinguished through stress. However, there are other determiners such as 

demonstrative pronouns. Shiizumfaj distinguishes between tes ‘this [within reach of the speaker]’, teso 

‘that [within reach of the hearer]’, tesso and ‘that [intangible or out of reach of both speaker and 

hearer]’. Distinguishing between teso and tesso is a situation in which the single s may be pronounced 

like /z/ for clarity’s sake. The doubled ss (/s:/) is pronounced like an extra long s. Demonstrative 

pronouns function like adjectives in that they always precede the noun to which they refer, but unlike 

adjectives they do not take on the case ending of that noun: 

“What is this object?” 
tosil15  tes    Ójek16? 
what  this  object.DEF 
 
These demonstrative pronouns also double as the directional terms ‘here’, ‘there’, and ‘over there’, 

respectively, when paired with the preposition lit. However, the presence of the preposition 

necessitates a prepositional –i suffix. At an earlier stage of the language a sentence containing the word 

‘there’ may have read:  

“She lives there.” 
 ta       o’aluz    lit    teso’ii 
3.SG  live.PRS-SG  in   there-PREP 
 
Over time, the o plus glottal stop dropped, and the sentence became: 

 ta       o’aluz    lit    tesii 
3.SG  live.PRS-SG in   there-PREP 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15!The!nature!of!the!syntax!of!this!question!is!such!that!tosil!should!be!the!predicate;!however,!question!words!never!
take!the!predicate!marker.!
16!Ojek!is!vestige!from!Swedish,!the!language!originally!native!to!the!Molfijata’s!land.!Swedish!has!been!long!dead!at!
this!point!and!has!almost!no!relationship!with!Shiizumfaj,!other!than!some!phonological!similarities!and!the!
occasional!loanword.!In!this!case,!Ojek!is!taken!from!Swedish!objekt,!which!became!Objek"and!then!Ojek.!CrossP
syllabic!consonant!clusters!frequently!drop!out!of!the!language,!and!those!that!currently!exist!are!likely!to!be!
dropped!at!some!point!in!the!future.!
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From there, the use of the case-marked version of the word was extended to use in other contexts, as 

in: 

“There is your mother.” 
   e-tesii       fum          hal 
PRED-there  2.SG.GEN  mother.NOM 

At this point, one further change needed to happen, as now tesii ‘there’ is indistinguishable from tesii 

‘here’, without the –o ending. To account for this, the s eventually dropped out of tesii, ‘here’, and the 

word became te’ii17.  

 

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
17!On!the!other!hand,!when!the!demonstrative!adjectives!themselves!are!placed!in!prepositional!phrases!they!do!not!
take!a!prepositional!ending!at!all.!!
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V. Story 

 The following is a poetic rendering of the history of the Earth from ca. 3000 CE to 4000 CE. It is 

a story known around the globe that has been repeated for hundreds of years by those descended from 

the humans who chose to remain on Earth. 

Before!there!was!life,!there!was!earth.!!
álur"""""""""""ik=sii="l="""alus"""""""""""avás;""""ashím"""""""""""sii=l’=""alus."
life.NOM!!NEGPPSTPIPFVPthere!is!!!!!then!!!earth.NOM!!!!PSTPIPFVPthere!is!
!
Rich,!dark!earth.!Rich,!lonely!earth!waiting!for!life.!!
avul"""ashím,""""othin""""ashím."""""avul""kas"""""sfal"""""""ashím"""""""ta"""""""""""edisuz"""""álur=a."
rich!!earth.NOM!!!dark!!earth.NOM!!!!rich!!!but!!!lonely!!!earth.NOM!!3.SG!!!!!wait.PRS.SG!!!!!lifePACC!
!
When!life!sprung!from!earth,!it!withered,!for!life!must!seek!life!to!survive.!!
"suril"""""fus""""áshimii"""""""""s’oqehuz""""""""álur,"""""""sii=l’=""""okrezuz,"""""
when!!from!earthPPREP!!!PSTParrive.SG!!!life.NOM!!!PSTPIPFVPwitherPSG!!!!!
varo"""álur=a""""álur""""""""""eplitsuz"""""""otimud"""""mar""e’alud.!
for!!!!!!!lifePACC!!!!life.NOM!!!mustPSG!!!look!for.INF!!!!!to!!!live.INF!
!
Life!traveled!from!snow!to!sun,!spreading!its!roots,!seeking!out!life.!!
"fus""""""sfíl=ii""""""vit""ash=ii""""""""""álur""""""sii=""l’=""omelfuz.""""""tum""""""jolítur=a""""ta"""""sii"="""l’"""""""oletuz,"
from!snowPPREP!!to!!!sunPPREP!!!!life.NOM!!!PSTPIPFVPtravelPSG!!3.SG.GEN!!rootsPACC!!3.SG!!!PSTPIPFVPdescendPSG!!
álur=a""""ta""""sii="""l’=""""otemuz."
lifePACC!!!3.SG!!!PSTPIPFVPlook!forPSG"
!
As!life!bonded!with!life,!it!took!many!forms.!
vitto"""tims""""""áluri"""""""""sii="la="""""tareluz""""""álur,""""""""""huf=a"""""""""j’=e’álur=a"""""""ta""""""""""s’=eletuz.""
while!with!!lifePPREP!!PSTPIPFVPbondPSG!!life.NOM,!manyPACC!PLPbodyPACC!3.SG!!!PSTPbecomePSG!
!
Life!swam,!flew,!ran,!leaped.!!
"""sii=desuz"""""""álur,""""""s’ilewhuz,""siiwhepuz,"""s’omiseluz"""""álur."
PSTPswimPSG!!life.NOM!!!PSTPflyPSG!!!PSTPrunPSG!!!PSTPleapPSG!!!life.NOM!
!
Each!version!of!life!found!its!perfect!place!on!Earth,!!
álud""""sfarónum"""""álura""""""""sii=temuz"""""""o’álura""""""tarileda""""""lit"""xáshan=ii"
every!seasonPGEN!!lifePACC!!!PSTPfindPSG!!!habitatPACC!!fittedPACC!!on!!!!EarthPPREP!
!
where!they!could!stretch!their!bodies!and!evolve!to!be!more!perfect.!
""""ta""""""""""""sii=""la=""""pletsuj""""""""""nivud""""tessii""""""tujm"""""""j=e’alur=a""
3.PL.NOM!PSTPIPFVPbe!ablePPL!!stretchPINF!!there!!3.PL.GEN!!PLPbodyPACC!!
mit""""emisilud"""tessii""mar""""""""elitud""""hufon=a"""""tariled=a."
and!!evolvePINF!!there!!!for!!!becomePINF!!morePACC!!!fittedPACC!
!
But!life!also!created!human,!who!had!no!perfect!body!and!no!perfect!place,!!
kas""""""átan=a"""""s’=owemuz"""álur,"""""""""""ta"""""""ik"""""sii=baluz"""tariled=a""e’alur=a"""
but!humanPACC!!PSTPmake.SG!life.NOM!!3.SG.NOM!!NEG!!PSTPhave.SG!!fittedPACC!!bodyPACC!!!
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mitik""tariled=a""""o’alur=a.""
nor!!!!!fittedPACC!!!habitatPACC!
!
and!so!human!hid!from!Earth.!!
jovar""s’=ekrezuz""""""""átan"""""""""fus"""xáshan=ii!
!so!!!!!!!PSTPhide.SG!!human.NOM!!from!!!earthPPREP!
!
But!Earth!suffered!from!this!lost!life,!!
kas""fus""tesso""svared=ii"""álud=ii""""""""sii=l’=o’inuz"""""""xáshan!
but!from!!that!!!!!lostPPREP!!!lifePPREP!!PSTPIPFVPsuffer.SG!!life.NOM!
!
and!so!trembled!that!it!destroyed!the!humans’!hiding!places.!!
mit"tron""sii=l’=enevuz"""""""""""""""ta"""""""""""s’=oqeluz"""""""""""j=ekrezus=um""""j=átan"
and!!so!!PSTPIPFVPtremble.SG!!3.SG.NOM!!PSTPdestroy.SG!!PLPhide!placePGEN!PLPhuman!
!
Thousands!of!years!passed!and!thousands!of!humans!left!Earth!!
"""ja=sfaron""""""""ja=qiint=bi"""""s’=ofesuj""""""mit"""j=atan"""""""""""""""ja=qiint=bi"""xáshan=a"""s’=ofesuj"!
PLPseason.NOM!!PLPthousand!!PSTPleave.PL!!and!PLPhuman.NOM!!!PLPthousand!!EarthPACC!!PSTPleave.PL!
!
in!the!wake!of!such!destruction.!!
zimas"tron=ii"""""""""""oqilus=ii"
after!!!!soPPREP!!destructionPPREP!
!
Those!who!remained!no!longer!had!their!shelters!to!hide!in.!!
"""""""j=atan"""""""""""""taj"""""s’=e’iliwhuj""""o’alur=a"""""""""taj"""""""""""""baluj""""""ikavás"
PLPhuman.NOM!!3.PL.NOM!!PSTPstay.PL!!!shelterPACC!!3.PL.NOM!!have.PRS.PL!!no!longer!
!
They!returned!to!life,!and!only!then!did!the!Earth!find!peace.!!
""""taj""""""""""s’=osviruj"""""""aviis""álur=a,""mitto""likkát=a"""""""xáshan"""""s’=esviruz"""""avás"
3.PL.NOM!!PSTPreturn.PL!!toward!!lifePACC!!then!!!peacePACC!!!Earth.NOM!!PSTPfind.SG!!from!then!
!
Life!must!seek!life,!!
álur=a""""""álur"""""""eplitsuz""""""""""otimud"""mar""e’alud!
lifePACC!!!life.NOM!!!must.PRS.SG!!!look!for.INF!!!to!!!!!live.INF!
!
and!may!it!there!remain,!bonded!eternally!
mit"tesso"""""e’ilewhe=taj,"""""""""otariled""vitto""alúd""ja=sfaron."
and!there!remain.IMPP3.PL.NOM!!!bonded!!!for!!!!!!!all!!!!!PLPseason!
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VI. Lexicon 

A sampling of vocabulary from Shiizumfaj. 

1) English-Shiizumfaj 
!
after& zimas&
air& whud&
and&(nouns)& jos&
and&(verbs)& mit&
and&so,&consequently& jovar&
and&then& mitto&
around& kols&
beautiful& lun&
because,&for& varo&
before,&no&longer& avás&
bitumen& kuviz&
brick& shtuk&
but& kas&
child& ketan&
city& lurus&
cold& sfil&
dark& othin&
destruction& oqilus&
during& vitto&
during& vitto&
eagle& rax&
Earth& xashan&
eight& küj&
eleven& sfüj&
except&for,&but& timmso&
fertile,&rich& avul&
fifteen& qüj&
fire& omash&
five& düj&
flat& kamun&
for&[a&period&of&time]& vitto&
fortyDfive& liqüj&
four& büj&
fourteen& xüj&
from&then& avás&
from,&of& fus&
fun& lurun&
fun& lurun&
furry& kits&
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furry,&soft& kits&
future& ávas&
happy& lik&
happy& lik&
hard& fil&
hard& fil&
here& te'ii&
hot& om&
if& jut&
information& oshik&
inhale& ewhidud&
inside&of&(accessible)& lis&
inside&of&(inaccessible)& lisso&
instead&of& markus&
into& litto&
large& gur&
light& nin&
light& nin&
lonely& sfal&
man& atat&
mortar& bland&
mountain& gurus&
night& othus&
nine& füj&
ninety& tiqüj&
ninetyDone& diDsüt&
no&longer& ikavás&
nor& mitik&
now& sfol&
one& süt&
one&thousand& qiintDbi&
over& sirt&
peace& likkat&
peace& likkat&
sand& ketfilashim&
season& sfaron&
seven& züj&
seventyDfive& diqüj&
six& tüj&
sixteen& qüDsüt&
sixty& biqüj&
small& ket&
son& ketat&
stone& filashim&
sun& ash&
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ten& püj&
that&(abstract&or&out&of&reach&of&both&speaker&and&
hearer)& tesso&
that&(within&reach&of&hearer)& teso&
then& sifol&
thirteen& rüj&
thirty& niqüj&
this&(within&reach&of&the&speaker)& tes&
three& lüj&
through,&to& vit&
throughout& vitto&
throuhgout& vitto&
timud& to&find&
to&be& alud&
to&be&cold& sfalud&
to&be&depressed& efilud&
to&be&happy& likur&
to&become& elitud&
to&begin& litud&
to&believe& ejisud&
to&bond& otarilud&
to&break&down,&disintegrate& ofilud&
to&break,&stop& filud&
to&catch& svirud&
to&catch& svirud&
to&communicate& emilfud&
to&confuse& kimud&
to&cook& omud&
to&cut,&chop& rixud&
to&deceive& okimud&
to&deny& emiqud&
to&destroy& oqilud&
to&drink&(water)& pishud&
to&eat& alimud&
to&end&a&relationship& orixud&
to&evolve& emisilud&
to&fall&in&love& etarilud&
to&find& esvirud&
to&fly& iliwhud&
to&go& fisud&
to&harm,&cause&pain& inud&
to&harvest& o'alimud&
to&have& balud&
to&help& oplitsud&
to&hide& miqud&
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to&hug& okitsud&
to&jump& misilud&
to&know&(a&fact)& jisud&
to&know&(a&person&or&place)& minud&
to&leap& omisilud&
to&leave& ofisud&
to&lie& omiqud&
to&lie&to&yourself& ekimud&
to&live,&be&alive& e'alud&
to&lose& svarud&
to&love& hilud&
to&make,&build& owimud&
to&meet& ominud&
to&must,&have&to& eplitsud&
to&race,&chase& owhipud&
to&rain& opishud&
to&realize,&become&aware& ekitsud&
to&remain& e'iliwhud&
to&return& osvirud&
to&ride& milfud&
to&run& whipud&
to&say,&tell& oshizud&
to&see,&look&at& nilud&
to&selfDdiscover& etimud&
to&sell& qilud&
to&share& obalud&
to&soar& o'iliwhud&
to&stretch& nivud&
to&stretch&(an&object)& onivud&
to&teach& ojisud&
to&think& eshizud&
to&touch& kitsud&
to&travel& omilfud&
to&tremble/shake& enivud&
to&want& onilud&
to&want,&desire& ehilud&
to&wither,&be&dying& okrizud&
top& hik&
toward,&to& aviis&
tower& rebit&
tree& torim&
twelve& nüj&
two& süj&
under& sart&
underneath& sarto&
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until& xas&
valley& liitor/litur&
water& piish&
wet& o'alpi&
what& toril&
when& suril&
while& vitto&
without& timso&

 

2) Shiizumfaj-English 

alimud& to&eat&
alud& to&be&
ash& sun&
atat& man&
avás& before,&no&longer&
avás& from&then&
ávas& future&
aviis& toward,&to&
avul& fertile,&rich&
balud& to&have&
biqüj& sixty&
bitumen& from&then&on&
bland& mortar&
büj& four&
diDsüt& ninetyDone&
diqüj& seventyDfive&
düj& five&
e'alud& to&live,&be&alive&
e’alur& body&
e'iliwhud& to&remain&
efilud& to&be&depressed&
ehilud& to&want,&desire&
ejisud& to&believe&
ekimud& to&lie&to&yourself&
ekitsud& to&realize,&become&aware&
ekrizud& to&hide&
elitud& to&become&
emiqud& to&deny&
emisilud& to&evolve&
enivud& to&tremble/shake&
eplitsud& to&must,&have&to&
eshizud& to&think&
esvirud& to&find&
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etarilud& to&fall&in&love&
etimud& to&selfDdiscover&
ewhidud& inhale&
ewhipud& to&deny&
fil& hard&
fil& hard&
filashim& stone&
filud& to&break,&stop&
fisud& to&go&
füj& nine&
fus& from,&of&
gur& large&
gurus& mountain&
hik& top&
hilud& to&love&
ikavás& no&longer&
iliwhud& to&fly&
inud& to&harm,&cause&pain&
jisud& to&know&(a&fact)&
jos& and&(nouns)&
jovar& and&so,&consequently&
jut& if&
kamun& flat&
kas& but&
ket& small&
ketan& child&
ketat& son&
ketfilashim& sand&
kimud& to&confuse&
kits& furry&
kits& soft&
kitsud& to&touch&
kols& around&
küj& eight&
kuviz& bitumen&
liitor/litur& valley&
lik& happy&
likkat& peace&
likur& to&be&happy&
liqüj& fortyDfive&
lis& inside&of&(accessible)&
lisso& inside&of&(inaccessible)&
litto& into&
litud& to&begin&
lüj& three&
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lun& beautiful&
lurun& fun&
lurus& city&
markus& instead&of&
milfud& to&ride&
minud& to&know&(a&person&or&place)&
miqud& to&hide&
misilud& to&jump&
mit& and&(verbs)&
mitik& nor&
mitto& and&then&
nilud& to&see,&look&at&
nin& light&
nin& light&
niqüj& thirty&
nivud& to&stretch&
nüj& twelve&
o'alimud& to&harvest&
o'alpi& wet&
o'iliwhud& to&soar&
obalud& to&share&
ofilud& to&break&down,&disintegrate&
ofisud& to&leave&
ojisud& to&believe&
ojisud& to&teach&
okimud& to&deceive&
okitsud& to&hug&
okrizud& to&wither,&be&dying&
om& hot&
omash& fire&
omilfud& to&travel&
ominud& to&meet&
omiqud& to&lie&
omisilud& to&leap&
omud& to&cook&
onilud& to&want&
onivud& to&stretch&(an&object)&
opishud& to&rain&
oplitsud& to&help&
oqilud& to&destroy&
oqilus& destruction&
orixud& to&end&a&relationship&
oshik& information&
oshizud& to&say,&tell&
osvirud& to&return&
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otarilud& to&bond&
othin& dark&
othus& night&
owhipud& to&race,&chase&
owimud& to&make,&build&
piish& water&
pishud& to&dirnk&(water)&
püj& ten&
qiintDbi& one&thousand&
qilud& to&sell&
qüDsüt& sixteen&
qüj& fifteen&
rax& eagle&
rebit& tower&
rixud& to&cut/chop&
rüj& thirteen&
sart& under&
sarto& underneath&
sfal& lonely&
sfalud& to&be&cold&
sfaron& season&
sfil& cold&
sfil& cold&
sfol& now&
sfüj& eleven&
shtuk& brick&
sifol& then&
sirt& over&
süj& two&
suril& when&
süt& one&
svarud& to&lose&
svirud& to&catch&
svirud& to&catch&
mit& to&fall&in&love&
te'ii& here&
tes& this&(within&reach&of&the&speaker)&
teso& that&(within&reach&of&hearer)&
tesso& that&(abstract&or&out&of&reach&of&both&speaker&and&hearer)&
timmso& except&for,&but&
timso& without&
timud& to&find&
toril& what&
torim& tree&
tüj& six&
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varo& because,&for&
vit& through,&to&
vitto& during&
vitto& for&[a&period&of&time]&
vitto& throughout&
vitto& while&
whipud& to&run&
whud& air&
xas& until&
xashan& Earth&
xüj& fourteen&
zimas& after&
züj& seven&
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VII. Appendix 

1) Gender & Honorifics 

 There is no grammatical gender in Shiizumfaj. Both ‘he’ and ‘she’ are included in the pronoun 

ta, there are no feminine or masculine articles, and there is no gender agreement made for either nouns 

or verbs. However, there are some nouns that are inherently gendered, and the distinctions between 

them has inspired a very small number of nouns that take gender suffixes. For example, ata ‘person’ 

becomes atat ‘man,’ and atal ‘woman’.  

 There are also no honorifics in Shiizumfaj. The society of the Molfijata does not consider social 

rank a valuable trait to have, and instead everyone just tries to be as respectful of one-another as 

possible. 

2) Numbers and Measure Words 

 Numbers in Shiizumfaj are done according to a base-15 system, which means that the number 10 

actually denotes 15 because now the tens place represents 15 rather than 10 (and the ones place the number of 

ones leading up to 15).  

[sɯt] one 
[sɯj] two 
[lɯj] three 
[bɯj] four 
[dɯj] five 
[tɯj] six 
[zɯj] seven 
[kɯy] eight 
[fɯj] nine 
[pɯj] ten 
[gɯj] eleven 
[nɯj] twelve 
[rɯj] thirteen 
[xɯj] fourteen 
[qɯj] fifteen 
 
[qɯ-] 15+  
     qɯ-sɯt = 16 
     qɯ-sɯj = 17… 
[niqɯj] 30 
     ni-sɯt = 31 
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     ni-sɯj = 32… 
[liqɯj] 45 
    li-sɯt = 46 
    li-sɯj = 47… 
[biqɯj] 60 
     bi-sɯt = 61 
     bi-sɯj = 62… 
[diqɯj] 75 
     di-sɯt = 76 
     di-sɯj = 77… 
[tiqɯj] 90 
     di-sɯt = 91 
     di-sɯj = 92… 

 

 There are no classifiers in Shiizumfaj. Instead, there are measure words. Virtually any noun can 

be made into a measure word, and the Molfijata love to find creative new ways of describing the things 

around them. For example, jarax, ‘eagles,’ could be quantified as falum jarax, ‘a sky of eagles,’ 

toriimum jarax, ‘a tree of eagles,’ or even gurusum jarax, ‘a mountain of eagles.’ Any noun can be 

employed this way, with no limit to creativity. Other measure words include (but are not limited to): 

some: [kil] 
many: [guron] 
more: [hufon] 
sky: [fal] 
all/every: [alud] 
few: [keton] 
 

 There are also a number of mass nouns in Shiizumfaj. The following are some examples: 

water: piish 
air: whud 
weather: sfiniil 
fire: omásh 
sand: ketfilashiim 
earth: ashim 
information: oshiik 
lightning: ashopiik 
thunder: dold 
grass: jaliim  
pastry: simiil 
sun: ash 
moon (moonlight): oth  
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children: jaketán 
forest: jatórim 
darkness: jothin 
 

 

3) Other Example Sentences with Gloss 

   piʃ-um    jaˈmolfi  
water-GEN  PL-bear 
“The bears’ water” 
 

molfi-tum        hɛluʒ-at 
bear-3SG.GEN   love.PRS.SG-3SG.ACC 
 “Her/his bear loves her/him” 
 

molfi-um  ashim18          heluz-at 
bear-GEN   Ashim   love.SG.PRS-3SG.ACC 
 “Ashim’s bear loves her” 
 

         hat-pum        lüj     ja-molfi  sii-neluz  lumis. 
father.NOM-1SG.GEN  three  PL-bear     PST-see.SG  today 
 “My father saw three huge bears today.” 
 

ja-siimil-a       pa        ehesuj     álud   loth 
PL-pastry-ACC  1.NOM  dream.PRS.PL  every night 
 “We dream of pastries every night” 
 
  pa          oheluz        owijud      o’alur-a   sfil-um 
1SG.NOM  want.PRS.SG  make.INF     house-ACC  snow-GEN 
“I want to make a house of snow” 
 
           hat-um   ashim  alemuz    jalim 
 father.NOM-GEN  Ashim   eat-SG.PRS  grass 
“Ashim’s father eats grass” 
 

4) Some Idiomatic Expressions 

To ask how someone is doing: 

ashim-mi’a, bur         sfiinil-fum          lumis? 
Ashim-VOC  how  DEF.weather-2.GEN        today 
“Hey Ashim, how is your weather today?” 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18!ashim!means!‘earth’!but!is!also!a!girl’s!name!
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A proverb that means something along the lines of “you can never deny your true nature”: 

alúd     jamolfi    peshuj 
all    PL-bear.NOM drink-3PL 
“All bears drink water” 
 

A “small talk” conversation in shiizumfaj: 
 
hello!:  ashavas! (“May you have sun!”) 
how are you?:   bur sfinil fum? (“How is your weather?”) 
great! and you?:   sfinil lun! mit fum? (“It’s beautiful! And yours?”) 
eh, okay:  je, alus dold guron. (“Eh, there’s a little thunder.”) 
well... have a good one!:   mit... efesse liikon fa! (“Well… dream happily!”) 
thanks:   mit lunon fa.  (“And you beautifully.”) 
 
 
5) Translation of Genesis 11:1-9 
 
sifol    sii-l-alúz   alud  Xáshan-um      süt   shiizur       mitum     süt      huf- um    jashiiz.  
then  PST-IPFV-be     all    Earth-     GEN      one   language     and-GEN   one    group-GEN   PL-word 
Now all the Earth continued to be of one language and of one set of words. 
 
vitto  tor-u      ta-    sii- la-   mélfuj,  kamu-a  oliitur- a         ta-    s’    otemuj    lit  áshim-um   Shiinar 
while east-DAT  3.NOM- PST-IPFV-travel-PL   flat-  ACC   valley-ACC        3.NOM- PST-discover-PL   in   earth-GEN        Shi’nar 
As they traveled eastward, they discovered a valley plain in the land of Shi’nar, 
 
jos  teso      ta      sii-  l-     o’alud    avás      
and there  3.NOM  PST-IPFV- live.INF   beyond 
and they began dwelling there. 
 
mitto       ta-     s’  osezuj  ta 
then     3.NOM-  PST-  say    3.REFL 
Then they said to one another: 
 
mi’a! owemme     paj         ja-Stuk-a       mit      oimud-ad        omash-al 
VOC    make-IMP  1PL.NOM    PL-brick-ACC   and     cook.INF-3.ACC        fire-INST 
“Come! Let us make bricks and bake them with fire.” 
 
var     ta-     s’  owemuj-at  ja-Stuk-al           mitik      fil-al,      mit       Kuviz-al        mitik       Bland-al  
so   3.NOM  PST-  make-3PL.ACC   PL-brick-INST  instead of  stone-INST  and    bitumen-INST  instead of   mortar-INST 
So they used bricks instead of stone, and bitumen as mortar.  
 
sifol    ta-     s’ osezuj:    mi’a!    paj       owemme-  ujp      Lurí- a 
then  3.NOM- PST-say         VOC    3.PL.NOM  build-IMP-DAT.3PL  city-ACC 
They now said: “Come! Let us build a city for ourselves  
 
jos  rebíít  tims  hik-um   lit  fal 
and  tower  with  top-DAT   in   sky 
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and a tower with its top in the heavens, 
 
mit   mined     elette         paj  
and  known  become-IMP  1PL.NOM 
and let us make a celebrated name for ourselves, 
 
var   iki     paj       owhided       álud  Xáshan   vitto 
so    NEG 1PL.NOM  blow-PST.PTCP  all      Earth    throughout 
so that we will not be scattered over the entire face of the earth.” 
 
mitto    s’ oletuz        Zehova   mar  nilud     Lúri-a    jos   rébit-a         s’owemuj-ajt    jaketat-um  jatat 
then  PST-descend-S    Jehovah    to      see.INF    city-ACC   and   tower-ACC   PST-build-3PL.ACC    PL-son-GEN   PL-man 
Then Jehovah went down to see the city and the tower that the sons of men had built. 
 
mitto   s’ osezuz  Zehova: 
then    PST-say-S    Jehovah 
Jehovah then said:  
 
  nelle!    süt       huf-um      jata        tims   süt    shiizur      taj 
look-IMP  one   group-DAT   PL-person   with   one   language  3PL.NOM 
“Look! They are one people with one language, 
 
jos     ta     wemuj    avás     tesso-a 
and  3.NOM    do- PL   beyond     that-ACC 
and this is what they have started to do. 
 
sfol   ik       alus-a        taj            eshez        wimud-at     ik     pletsuj 
now NEG  there is-ACC  3.PL.NOM   think.SUBJV    do.INF-ACC   NEG   can-PL 
Now there is nothing that they may have in mind to do that will be impossible for them. 
 
mi’a!    tess-u         olette          paj       mit      kimud     tum      shiizur- a    
VOC   there-DAT  descend-IMP    1.PL.NOM and  confuse-INF  DAT.3   language-ACC 
Come! Let us go down there and confuse their language  
 
mar     taj       ik      ni      pletsuj            enilud       taj      shiizur-a       
for  3PL.NOM  NEG   COND     can-PL    understand.INF  REFL    language-ACC 
in order that they may not understand one another’s language.” 
 
jovar  fus   tesso  s’ owhiduz- ajt       Zehova       vitto       álud    Xáshan  
 so      from  there  PST- blow-S-ACC.PL  Jehovah   throughout     all        Earth 
So Jehovah scattered them from there over the entire face of the earth,  
 
mit    avás     owimud     lúri-a      taj         sii- la-   feluj       
and   beyond   build.INF   city-ACC 3PL.NOM   PST-IPFV-stop-PL    
and they gradually left off building the city. 
  
jovar  lúri-a        taj          s’eminuj-  at      Babel 
so       city-ACC  3PL.NOM  PST-name-PL-ACC   Ba’bel 
That is why it was named Ba’bel, 
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marvar   lit  tesso     sii-kimuz    Zehova  álud  xáshan    shiizur-um    
because   in   there  PST-confuse-S  Jehovah    all      Earth     language-GEN     
because there Jehovah confused the language of all the earth, 
 
mit   fus  tesso  áshim    jashiizur-a           s’owheduz-ajt           vitto        álud    Xáshan   Zehova. 
and  from  that     land   PL-language-ACC   PST-blow-SG-ACC.PL   throughout      all      Earth        Jehovah   
and Jehovah scattered them from there over the entire face of the earth.  
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1. Culture	
	

	 P'antrilian	is	a	language	spoken	by	the	people	of	P’agliantri,	a	world	that	is	based	

off	of	the	legend	of	Atlantis.	Some	aspects	of	this	culture	is	inspired	by	the	Disney	film	

‘Atlantis:	The	Lost	Empire.”		

Instead	of	being	located	on	Earth,	it	is	located	in	a	separate	word,	where	they	

were	the	only	inhabitants.	The	time	of	P’agliantri	is	far	into	the	future,	they	are	the	

remnants	of	the	destruction	of	a	much	larger	planet	in	which	they	were	a	country.	The	

people	of	this	larger	planet	were	human	beings	who	left	Earth	in	the	year	5050,	when	

Earth	became	a	barren	planet.	However,	this	larger	planet	only	sustained	these	

inhabitants	for	1000	years,	when	the	over-industrialization	ruined	that	planet	as	well.	

There	was	a	large	earthquake,	and	all	the	cities	were	destroyed,	and	most	people	died	

died.	After	the	destruction,	the	people	of	P’agliantri	and	some	peoples	of	other	

countries	survived,	and	escaped	into	the	nearest	world.	The	leaders	of	the	escapees	

vowed	to	return	to	a	more	basic	form	of	living,	where	they	returned	to	almost	hunter-

gatherer	living	styles.		

	 The	name	P’agliantri	comes	from	their	word	p’agliante,	heavens.	When	they	first	

arrived	on	this	planet,	legend	says	that	they	were	not	able	to	survive	because	of	lack	of	

food,	until	a	fish	saved	them.	The	fish	told	them	that	it	loved	their	city,	and	whenever	it	

looked	into	the	sky	for	the	heavens,	the	people	of	P’agliantri	is	what	they	saw.	And	so,	

the	fish	agreed	that	if	the	peoples	would	treat	them	with	respect,	and	if	the	peoples	

only	took	what	they	needed,	the	fish	tribe	would	sacrifice	themselves	and	offer	their	
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resources	to	the	people	of	P’agliantri.	While	this	story	is	not	true,	it	is	their	creation	

story	passed	down	from	the	founders	to	ensure	that	people	would	treat	their	

environment	with	respect.	The	founders	were	trying	to	preserve	the	planet	they	found,	

and	prevent	any	disasters	in	the	future	from	happening	again.	It	is	to	remind	them	that	

everything	they	are	offered	and	have	available	is	precious,	and	that	they	have	to	be	the	

role	model	and	protect	the	natural	cycle.		

P’agliantri	is	a	mostly	water-based	planet,	with	a	few	islands	that	are	nearby	

each	other.	There	are	no	other	communities	living	nearby,	and	they	are	completely	

isolated.	The	primary	mode	of	transportation	for	these	people	is	by	sea,	and	therefore	

they	have	a	high	respect	and	good	relationship	with	all	things	marine-related.	They	

worship	fish	and	mother	nature,	and	live	off	of	food	from	the	ocean	such	as	fish,	

seaweed,	and	shellfish.	Their	only	form	of	agriculture	are	rice	fields,	and	those	are	very	

limited	due	to	the	dispersed	format	of	islands.	They	have	lived	on	this	planet	for	500	

years,	and	have	passed	down	traditions	of	non-violence	and	peace.	While	most	of	their	

day	involves	food	hunting	and	preparation,	they	have	developed	a	penchant	for	

education	and	art.	During	their	down	time,	they	spend	a	lot	of	their	time	on	personal	

projects	or	teaching	the	young,	but	there	is	not	formal	school	system	or	business	

industry.		

The	most	important	thing	to	the	P’agliantri	tribe	is	their	source	of	energy.	This	

source	of	energy	has	been	with	them	since	they	were	living	in	the	old	planet,	and	was	

harvested	and	brought	over	by	the	founders	when	they	were	forced	to	relocate.	Each	of	
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the	peoples	wears	a	necklace	that	is	given	to	them	when	they	are	born.	The	necklaces	

are	connected	to	a	source	of	energy	that	gives	them	extended	lives,	and	is	also	their	

electric	source.	The	power	source	is	located	deep	within	the	ocean,	and	the	people	of	

P’agliantri	know	not	to	go	near	it,	as	it	is	incredibly	hot	and	will	burn	whoever	comes	

near.	However,	it	has	an	almost	magical	power,	where	it	can	monitor	the	people	and	

protect	them.	It	is	a	very	mysterious	source,	and	no	one	knows	much	about	it,	but	some	

believe	that	it	gets	its	power	from	the	souls	of	the	people	who	have	passed,	and	are	the	

ancestors	looking	over	their	descendants.		

2.	Phonetics	and	Phonology	
	 	
a.	Phonetics		
	
IPA	Chart	Consonants	
	

	 Bilabial	 Labio-	
dental	

Dental	 Alveolar	 Post	
Alveolar	

Retro
-flex	

Palatal	 Velar	 Uvular	 Pharyn
-geal	

Glott
al	

Stops	 p			b	 	 	 t			d	 	 	 						ɟ	 k	 	 	 	
	

Nasal	 m	 	 	 n	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Trill	 	 	 	 r	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Tap	or	Flap	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Fricative	 	 f					v	 θ	 	 ʃ	 					ʐ	 ç				ʝ	 	 	 	 	
Lateral	
Fricative	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Approximant	 	 	 	 ɹ	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Lateral	
Approximant	

	 	 	 l	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

(Table	1.1)	
	
Non-Pulmonic	Consonants	

Ejective	 Clicks	
p’							Bilabial	 ǁ						Alveolar	Lateral	
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Above	is	the	IPA	chart	for	the	pulmonic	and	non-pulmonic	consonants	of	

P’antrilian.	Most	of	them	are	found	in	the	American	English	language,	such	as	[p],	[b],	

[t],	[d],	[k],	[m],	[n],	[f],	[v],	[θ],	[ʃ],	[ɹ],	and	[l].	The	pulmonic	consonants	that	are	not	

found	in	the	English	language	but	are	found	in	P’antrilian	are	[ɟ],	[ʐ],	[ç],	[ʝ],	[r],	[p’]	and	

[ǁ].[ɟ]	is	a	voiced	palatal	stop	and	does	not	exist	in	English.	The	sound	is	most	similar	to	

the	j	in	jump,	but	because	it	is	a	stop	it	acts	like	g	in	argue.	It	is	articulated	with	the	

middle	or	back	part	of	the	tongue	raised	to	the	palate.	[ʐ]	is	not	in	English,	but	is	similar	

to	the	s	in	pleasure.	It	is	pronounced	as	a	voiced	retroflex	sibilant	fricative	and	is	

produced	by	channeling	air-flow	through	a	groove	int	eh	back	of	the	tongue	with	

clenched	teeth,	This	consonant	is	common	in	Chinese	as	the	pronunciation	of	�	(meat).	

[ç]	is	also	does	not	exist	in	American	English,	but	is	pronounced	like	h	in	hue	of	British	

English.	It	is	a	voiceless	palatal	fricative.	[ʝ]	is	a	voiced	palatal	fricative.	It	sounds	like	‘i’	in	

million,	but	is	a	fricative	so	it	has	more	constricted	air	flow	and	turbulence.	While	[r]	is	

not	in	the	English	language,	it	is	simply	the	trilled	r,	so	most	people	can	pronounce	it.	It	

is	the	same	trilled	r	found	in	Spanish	and	other	European	languages.	[p’]	is	a	non-

pulmonic	bilabial	ejective,	and	is	pronounced	like	p	in	penny	but	with	a	stronger	burst	of	

air.	Finally,	[ǁ]	is	a	non-pulmonic	voiceless	click	found	in	African	language	called	the	

tenuis	lateral	click.		
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Vowels:	

	

	 Front	 Central	 Back	

Close	 i					 																															ɯ 	u																																	

Close-mid	 e									 	 	o	

Open-mid	 																											æ	 																																	ʌ 	

Open	 																												a	 	 	

(Table	1.2)	

	

	 Above	is	the	vowel	chart	for	P’antrilian.	The	vowels	that	are	also	commonly	in	

American	English	are	[i]	for	bit,	[æ]	for	bat,	[a]	for	hot,	[u]	for	boot,	and	[ʌ]	for	but.	The	

vowels	that	are	not	in	the	English	language	are	[ɯ],	[o],	and	[e].	[ɯ]	is	a	close-back	

unrounded	vowel	that	is	most	like	goose,	but	is	only	said	by	certain	American	dialects,	

such	as	Californian.	[o]	is	a	close-mid	back	rounded	vowel	also	seen	in	a	few	American	

dialects,	but	is	also	the	French	‘eau’	sound	in	réseau.	Finally,	[e]	is	a	close-mid	front	

unrounded	vowel.	It	sounds	most	like	ey	in	hey,	and	is	also	seen	in	French’s	beauté.		

	

B.	Phonology	

	

	 Within	P’antrillian,	there	is	a	homorganic	nasal	rule,	which	indicates	that	at	the	

same	place	of	articulation,	voiced	and	voiceless	stops	assimilate	to	a	following	

consonant.	There	is	also	a	vowel	assimilation	rule,	which	means	that	if	a	vowel	precedes	

a	nasal	consonant,	it	will	be	nasalized.	[p],	[t],	[k]	is	non-aspirated	in	word	initial,	but	is	

aspirated	if	located	in	medial	or	final.		

The	syllable	structure	of	P’antrilian	is	(C)CV(C)(C)(C).	In	this	structure,	there	must	

be	one	consonant	preceding	a	vowel,	but	there	can	be	as	many	up	to	three	consonants	

preceding	and	also	three	following.		
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Here	are	some	examples:		
CV:	mi	‘and’	
CCV:	p’lio	‘study’	
CVC:	mit	‘to’	
CVCC-	kaθetlo	‘They	are’	
CCVCCC:	magliantri	‘city’	
	

There	are	no	vowels	alone	or	in	the	starting	position	of	a	word.	There	are	no	

constraints	as	to	what	consonants	can	go	with	each	other,	except	for	t.	The	only	

consonant	clusters	with	t	in	it	are	‘tl’,	‘nt’,	‘tç’,	and	‘tr’.	When	vowels	are	combined,	the	

pronunciation	remains	separate	for	each	vowel,	they	do	not	combine	to	become	one	

sound.		

	 The	stress	pattern	of	P’antrilian	depends	on	the	syllables	in	the	word.	If	there	are	

two	syllables,	the	stress	is	fixed	initial.	However,	if	there	are	more	than	two	syllables,	

the	stress	is	fixed	on	the	second	syllable.	There	are	tones	in	the	languages,	and	are	only	

used	to	demonstrate	tense.	There	are	two	tones,	1.	çá,	and	2.	çà.	The	first	tone,	going	

up,	indicates	past	tense.	The	second	tone,	going	downwards,	indicates	future.	When	

there	are	tones,	the	stress	will	on	the	tones,	in	order	for	the	tense	to	be	heard	more	

accurately.	When	there	are	possessive	suffixes,	stress	will	also	be	moved	to	the	suffix	for	

emphasis.		

	

3.	Morphology	

1)	P’antrilian	is	a	mostly	agglutinative	language,	in	which	all	tenses,	moods,	and	aspects	
are	demonstrated	through	suffixation.		
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2)	To	make	a	noun	an	adjective,	simply	add	+nian	to	the	noun	if	the	noun	ends	in	a	

vowel.	If	it	ends	in	a	consonant,	add	+inian.		

	

3)	To	make	a	verb	an	adverb,	add	+niona	to	the	verb	in	its	indicative	form	if	the	verb	

ends	in	a	vowel.	If	it	ends	in	a	consonant,	add	+iniona	to	the	verb	in	its	indicative	form.		

	

4)	To	make	a	verb	imperative,	add	+tet	to	the	indicative	form	if	it	ends	with	a	vowel.	If	it	

ends	in	a	consonant,	add	itet.		

	

5)	To	pluralize	a	word	that	ends	in	a	vowel	or	consonant,	simply	add	tri.	But,	if	the	word	

originally	ends	in	a	t,	both	ts	are	shortened	to	one	t.	To	pluralize	an	adjective,	add	+n.	

	

6)	There	is	no	prefixation	or	infixation	in	P’antrilian.		

	

7)	If	any	morphological	agglutination	leads	to	a	double	letter	such	as	tt	or	rr,	it	is	simply	

shortened	to	one	of	the	letter.	

	

8)	For	pronouns	used	to	describe	anything	non-human,	add	+n	to	human	pronouns.		

	

4.	Syntax	
	

a.	Word	Order	 	

	

The	word	order	for	P’antrilian	is	SVO.	The	word	order	is	not	very	strict,	and	can	move	

depending	on	context,	personal	choice,	and	emphasis.		

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

θa	kara-t						li					dala		

he	see-3.SG	the	house	

he	sees	the	house	
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To	form	a	question,	the	word	order	is	VSO.	Simply	exchange	the	verb	and	the	subject	

order	to	indicate	that	it	is	a	question	or	a	request.	It	is	also	possible	to	ask	a	question	in	

SVO	form	but	there	must	be	a	physical	gesture	with	an	open	hand	facing	up	when	

speaking	the	question.	This	is	common	for	casual	speech.	Hand	gesture	will	be	more	

thoroughly	explained	in	section	4I.		

	
Example:	
Kara-t						θa	θio?	
See-3.SG	he	we	
Does	he	see	us?	
	
	
b.	Verbs/TMA	(Tense,	Mood,	Aspect)	
	
The	tense,	mood,	aspect	is	relatively	simple	in	P’antrilian.	There	is	no	gender.	Here	is	a	

list	of	them	based	on	the	verb	vi,	meaning	to	go:		

	

To	make	the	present,	1st	singular	is	the	indicative	form.	2nd	singular	is	created	by	adding	

–m	to	the	indicative	form	when	it	ends	with	a	vowel.	If	it	ends	with	a	consonant,	then				

–im	is	added	instead.	3rd	singular	is	t,	and	the	consonant	–it	rule	applies	as	well.	To	make	

plural,	simply	add	–lo	to	the	singular	forms.		

	
Present-Perfect-Indicative	 Singular	 Plural	
1st	 vi	 vilo	
2nd		 vim	 vimlo	
3rd		 vit	 vitlo	
	
To	make	the	past	perfect	indicative,	the	take	all	the	forms	from	the	present	indicative,	
and	add	–çá,	which	indicates	past	tense.		
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Past-Perfect-Indicative	 Singular	 Plural	
1st	 viçá	 viloçá	
2nd		 vimçá	 vimloçá	
3rd		 vitçá	 vitloçá	
	
To	make	present	and	past	imperfect,	add	–ro	to	the	present/past	perfective	
conjugations.	The	suffix	–ro	indicates	imperfective.		
	
Present-Imperfect-Indicative	 Singular	 Plural	
1st	 viro	 viloro	
2nd		 vimro	 vimloro	
3rd		 vitro	 vitloro	
	
	
Past-Imperfect-Indicative	 Singular	 Plural	
1st	 viçáro	 viloçáro	
2nd		 vimçáro	 vimloçáro	
3rd		 vitçáro	 vitloçáro	
	
The	suffix	that	indicates	subjunctive	is	–ti.	To	make	subjunctive	in	any	tense	and	aspect,	
simply	add	–ti	to	the	conjugation.		
	
Present-Perfect-Subjunctive	 Singular	 Plural	
1st	 viti	 viloti	
2nd		 vimti	 vimloti	
3rd		 viti	 vitloti	
	
Past-Perfect-Subjunctive	 Singular	 Plural	
1st	 viçáti	 viloçáti	
2nd		 vimçáti	 vimloçáti	
3rd		 vitçáti	 vitloçáti	
	
Present-Imperfect-Subjunctive	 Singular	 Plural	
1st	 viroti	 viloroti	
2nd		 vimroti	 vimloroti	
3rd		 vitroti	 vitloroti	
	
Past-Imperfect-Subjunctive	 Singular	 Plural	
1st	 viçároti	 viloçároti	
2nd		 vimçároti	 vimloçároti	
3rd		 vitçároti	 vitloçároti	
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To	make	the	future,	all	you	have	to	do	is	take	the	past	tense	and	change	á	to	à.		

	

Future-Perfect-Indicative	 Singular	 Plural	

1st	 viçà	 viloçà	

2nd		 vimçà	 vimloçà	

3rd		 vitçà	 vitloçà	

	

	

C.	Nouns	

	

There	is	no	grammatical	gender	in	P’antrilian	and	no	gender	in	pronouns.		

	

i.	Person	

	

There	is	no	honorific	pronoun.		

	

People	Pronouns	 Singular	 Plural	

1st	 θi	(i)	 θio	(we)	

2nd		 θo	(you)	 θoa	(you	pl.)	

3rd		 θa	(he/it)	 θia	(they)	

	

However,	animal	pronouns	are	different	form	people	pronouns.	A	suffix	–n	is	added	to	

people	pronouns	to	create	an	animal	pronoun.	Animal	pronouns	are	very	rarely	used,	

most	of	the	time	only	seen	in	story	telling	or	personification.	The	only	animals	that	also	

use	people	pronouns	are	fish.	It	is	possible	to	refer	to	an	animal	with	a	people	pronoun	

instead	to	indicate	intimacy	and	closeness	with	that	animal.	It	is	also	possible	to	

personify	objects	by	using	the	animal	pronoun,	but	in	general	while	talking	about	

objects,	using	the	3rd	singular	form	of	the	animal	pronoun	is	sufficient.		

	

Animal/Object	Pronouns	 Singular	 Plural	

1st	 θin	 θion	

2nd		 θon	 θoan	

3rd		 θan	(it)	 θian	
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ii.	Number	
	
As	previously	mentioned	in	the	Morphology	section,	to	pluralize	any	word,	add	the	

suffix	–tri,	or	–itri	if	it	ends	in	a	consonant.		

		
Examples:		
Fævin:	Language	or	a	single	word	
Fævinitri:	Words	
	
D.	Articles/Determiners	
	
There	are	both	definite	and	indefinite	articles	in	P’antrilian,	but	there	is	no	gender	and	

no	difference	in	living	and	non-living	things.	However,	the	one	difference	is	that	living	

things	have	plural	agreement.		

	
School:	dirkimdaɟo	 	 	 Child:	dirkimda	
	
A	school	 	 	 	 A	child		 	
Ki	dirkimdaɟo	 	 	 	 pa	dirkimda	
	
The	school	 	 	 	 The	child	
li	dirkimdaɟo	 	 	 	 ma	dirkimda	
	
Some	schools	 	 	 	 Some	children		
ki	dirkimdaɟotri	 	 	 pan	dirkimdatri	
	
Those	schools	 	 	 	 Those	children	
li	dirkimdaɟotri		 	 	 man	dirkimdatri	
	
As	seen	above,	when	‘school’	is	pluralized	(+tri),	the	articles	do	not	change.	The	articles	

for	non-living	things	are	unchanging,	and	only	differ	in	two	ways,	ki	(indefinite)	and	li	

(definite).	For	the	noun	‘child’,	there	is	also	an	indefinite	(pa)	and	definite	(ma)	article,	
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but	there	is	also	a	plural	form	of	the	articles.	Simply	add	an	+n	at	the	end	of	the	articles	

to	indicate	plurality,	and	it	must	agree	with	the	noun.	

There	are	also	two	demonstratives,	kar	and	karni,	which	act	as	pronouns.	Kar	means	

this,	and	karni	means	that.	They	are	only	used	in	sentences	or	questions	that	do	not	

have	an	antecedent	within	the	sentence.		

θi	liri														kar			
I			love.1.SG	this				
I	love	this			
	
E.	Adjectives	
	
Adjectives	come	before	the	noun,	and	have	plural	agreement.		
	
Paka	dirkimda	
Happy	child	
	
Pakan	dirkimdatri	
Happy	children	
	
As	a	reminder,	in	nouns	plural	is	created	by	adding	+tri.	For	adjectives,	add	+n	to	
pluralize.	If	the	word	already	ends	in	a	consonant,	add	+in.		
	
F.	Case	System	
	
There	are	six	case	systems.	P’antrilian	is	a	nominative-accusative	language.		
	
Nominative	 In	subject	position	
Accusative	 In	object	position,	pronoun	+k	
Genitive	 Noun+pronoun	
Instrumental	 nid		(with)	
Locative	 mit	(in/at)	
Ablative	 Mition	(from)	ǁa	(because)	
	
The	nominative	case	sits	in	the	subject	position,	or	can	be	identified	through	context.	
There	is	no	specific	word	that	determines	the	nominative	case.	The	accusative	case	is	in	
the	object	position	and	has	no	change	if	the	accusative	is	a	noun.	However,	when	using	
pronouns	in	the	accusative	position,	a	+	k	is	added.	See	below:	
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θi	liri														θa-k	
I			love.1.SG		he-ACC	
I	love	him	
	
Genitive	case,	or	the	possessor	of	a	noun	or	NP	is	expressed	by	attaching	the	correct	
pronoun	behind	the	noun.	There	is	no	change	if	the	noun	is	plural.		
	
Pe-	θi	
Table-I.1.SG.GEN	
My	table	
	
Instrumental	case	demonstrates	that	an	instrument	is	used	to	perform	the	action.	The	
instrumental	case	in	this	case	is	a	preposition,	nid	(with).	This	is	used	very	often,	and	is	
really	flexible.	Nid,	just	like	English,	is	used	as	a	conjunction.		
	
Locative	case	is	more	specific.	The	general	term	to	indicate	a	location	is	‘mit’.	However,	
mit	can	mean	any	general	location,	such	as	with,	in,	at,	on	top	of,	etc.	When	used	alone	
in	a	sentence,	mit	is	generally	assumed	by	the	hearer	to	be	‘in,	or	at’	a	certain	location.	
If	the	speaker	wants	to	specify,	attaching	a	preposition	after	the	noun	will	explain	in	
what	specific	way	this	location	exists.		
	
Θi	kaθe															mit						dala				mitoke	
I				be.1.SG.PRS	in.LOC	house	front.LOC	
I	am	in	front	of	the	house	
	
Ablative	case	is	the	movement	from	something	or	the	cause	of	something.	Just	like	in	
English,	there	is	a	common	usage	of	ǁa,	which	means	because,	but	can	also	be	casually	
be	used	to	mean	why.	There	is	also	the	word	putinero,	which	also	means	why	but	is	a	
formal	form	mostly	used	for	written	language.	It	cannot	be	used	to	mean	because.	The	
preposition	mition	demonstrates	the	ablative	case.	It	can	only	be	used	to	indicate	a	
movement;	there	must	be	a	starting	point	and	an	ending	point	in	the	sentence	or	
context	it	is	used	for.	Mition	would	come	before	the	starting	point,	and	the	word	that	
would	indicate	the	ending	point	would	be	‘mit’.	It	cannot	be	used	to	say	‘I	am	from	
California’.	In	this	case,	P’antrilian	people	would	instead	say	‘I	am	of	California’.		
	
Θi	pudri																	mition							dala-Θi																		mit						dirkimdaɟo	 	
I				walk.1.SG.PRS	from.ABL		house-1.SG.GEN	to.ABL	school	
I	walk	from	my	house	to	school	
	
Θi	kaθe															delio	P’antrilian																
I				be.1.SG.PRS		of						P’antrilian	
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I	am	from	P’antrilian	
	
G.	Imperative	
	
To	create	a	command,	add	a	+tet	after	the	infinitive	from	of	the	verb.	Commands	are	
not	used	very	often,	and	can	be	seen	as	rude	in	spoken	language.	As	seen	below,	in	
spoken	language	it	is	polite	and	common	to	say	something	that	literally	translates	to	
‘may	you	come	now’.	This	structure	is	understood	as	an	imperative,	but	also	indicates	
that	the	speaker	is	not	urgent	or	angry.	Imperatives	are	only	used	in	spoken	language	
when	it	is	urgent	and	truly	necessary.	It	can	be	perceived	as	an	angry	statement.	Yet,	it	
is	completely	acceptable	and	preferred	in	written	language.			
	
Vo-tet!	
Come-IMP	
Come!	
	
Bor			θo			vo-m																			kedori	
May	you	come-2.SG.PRS	now	
Come!	(if	you	wish)	
	
H.	Relative	Clauses	
	
The	most	common	relative	clause	is	‘ke’	which	means	about.	‘Ke’	is	used	to	describe	
living	things	and	add	detail,	and	can	also	function	similarly	to	a	colon.	Ke	is	also	attached	
after	the	living	noun	for	clarity	on	which	is	subject.	When	attached,	it	functions	similarly	
to	the	English	relative	clause	‘who’.		
	
	
	
ɵi									taja-çá												ke														ma			dirkimda-ke				vi-t-çá-ro															mit	dirkimdaɟo		
I-pres		taja1.SG-PST	about.REL	the		child-REL										go-3.SG-PST-IPFV	to			school	
I								dreamt				that											the											child		who									was	going													to				school	
	
ʃan-it-çá-ro.	
eat-3.SG-PST-IMPFV	
was	eating	
	
	
I.	Hand	Gestures	
	
Hand	gestures	are	used	very	frequently.	Other	than	using	them	to	form	questions	as	
described	earlier,	they	can	also	be	used	to	describe	emotions.		
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Warmth	(general	positive	emotions)	–	Putting	open	hand	to	heart/chest	
Unhappiness	(general	negative	emotions)	–	Closing	hand	into	a	fist	while	talking	
Frustration,	worry	–	Putting	hand	on	head	
Question	–	open	palm	facing	up	
Angry	–	slapping	right	palm	on	the	top	of	left	hand	(makes	an	x)	
Proud,	excited	–	clapping	the	index	and	middle	fingers	from	each	hand	together	(makes	
an	x)	
	
Depending	on	the	region	of	P’antrilian,	there	are	different	hand	gestures	that	are	
common.	These	cannot	be	used	during	formal	conversations,	but	are	only	used	in	
everyday,	relaxed	speech.		
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Lexicon	
	
i.Numbers	
	
1:	lipe	
2:	none	
3:	teve	
4:	mʌme	
5:	ʃife	
6:	kive	
7:	buve	
8:	jame	
9:	pive	
10:	lipeθ	
20:	noneθ	
11:	lipeθlipe	
37:teveθbitbuve	
100:	lit	
1000:bit	
2000:	nonebit	
10,000:	lipeθbit	
30,000:	teveθbit	
100,000:	litbit	
1,000,000:	jit	
	
ii.	Nouns	
	
air:	θald	
bitumen:	nanonemilt	
book:	diɟo	
bread:	klæɹ	
bricks:	ʃæmpielin	
butterfly:	veria	
chair:	peda	
children:	dirkimda	
city:	maglianti	
daughter:	letrina	
drink:	vovi	
earth:	ʃæmpie	
face:	baton	
family:	kimdaɟo	
fire:	nerilt	
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fish	(friendly/good):	dɯlikliɹi	
fish	(unfriendly/bad):	dɯliklorno	
fish	meat:	dɯli	
food:	kliɹi	
grass:	ʃamid	
head:	daio	
heaven:	p’aglianti	
house:	dala	
hunger:	ʃanilt	
information:	bapultrie	
language:	fævin	
man:	kimdo	
mortar:	teniamilt	
name:	bapotro	
nation:	ʐɯl	
pain:	kurta	
pants:	nutadol	
pastry:	ver	
person:	kimda	
respect:	pakion	
sand:	moθan	
school:	dirkimdaɟo	
sky:	p’aʐe	
son:	lerini	
star(s):	p’aʐen(tri)	
stone:	korkor	
table:	pé	
thunder:	dɯlɯtikena	
tower/building:	dilufæv	
valley:	trelo	
waterstorm:	dɯlɯtike	
woman:	kimda	
word:	fævinitri	
	
iii.Verbs	
	
arrive:	vol	
ask:	fæva	
be:	kaθe	
begin:	prevori	
believe:	nadiela	
bring:	loni	
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can:	matrana		
celebrate:	θurɛdi	
clean:	dɛt	
come:	vo	
confuse:	tubieni	
continue:	kodira	
cook:	ketko	
dance:	vir	
destroy:	kurte	
discover:	babie	
do:	lɛa	
dream:	taɟas	
drink:	ran	
eat:	ʃan	
feel:	mieli	
find:	ɟovi	
give:	nili	
go:	vi	
hate:	ɟa	
have:	bælmi	
help:	fona	
hug:	θur	
hunt:	lealmi	
keep:	pernia	
let:	dodi	
listen:	tunɛl	
live:	p’etroni	
love:	liri	
make:	luto	
may:	bor	
protect:	aglioli	
read:	natip	
run:	pidri	
sacrifice:	mulanti	
see:	kara	
sing:	tɛʃʌ	
sleep:	taj	
spread:	pabi	
start:	noʃa	
stay:	lintit	
stop:	batrolo	
survive:	lalotru	
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swim:	ʐir	
swim	fast:	ʐiron	
swim	recreationally:	ʐirudi	
swim	slowly:	ʐirud	
swim	with	purpose:	ʐironi	
talk/speak:	fævi	
think:	mie	
travel:	vivitria	
treat:	pilota	
understand:	kebiani	
use:	milli	
wake	up:	θaj	
walk:	pudri	
want:	mitre	
write:	matib	
	
iv.Wh-words	
	
what:	pobo	
when:	θrin	
where:	mit	
who:	kim	
why:	putinero	
	
v.Conjunctions	
	
also:	θiθi	
and:	mi	
as:	kul	
because:	ǁa	
but:	p’oi	
so:	ʃeli	
with:	nid	
	
vi.Adverb	
	
for:	tro	
instead:	latrilo	
more:	çamaʃa	
now:	kedori	
of:	delio	
once:	lipenian	
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then:	eko	
there:	miti	
	
vii.	Adjective	
	
all:	maɟi	
big:	kortona	
boring:	Muku	
dry:	ʃæmpienian	
east-	lalin	
happy:	paka	
impossible:	futrono	
left:	mitopi	
little/small:	dir	
other:	çamava	
right(direction):	mitopu	
right(to	have	reason):	botin	
sad:	laʃa	
slow:	ro	
wet:	ilt	
	
viii.Pronoun	
	
each	other:	θiaθio	
everything:	maɟin	
that(stands	alone,	without	antecedent	or	noun):	karni	
this(stands	alone,	without	antecedent	or	noun):	kar	
	
viiii.Preposition	
	
about:	ke	
behind:	mitoku	
except:	til	
from:	mition	
in:	mit	
in	front	of:	mitoke	
on:	ʃe	
	
x.Measure	words	
for	people	and	respectable	objects:	kimçi	
for	nomal	objects,	ideas	and	animals:	ʃul	
for	things	that	relate	to	environment	and	nature:	fuθ	
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Sample	Sentences	

	
Dirkimda	vi-t																	mi	dirkimdaɟo	ǁa											dirkimda	lirit																					natip	
Child								go-3.SG.PRS		to		school									because		child								love-3.SG.PRS		read	
The	child	goes	to	school	because	the	child	loves	to	read	
	
Θio	θuredi-lo-çá														mit							dalaθa																		nid				kliɹI		mi			vovi-tri	
We		celebrate.3-PL-PST	in-LOC	house-3.SG.GEN	with	food	and	drink-PL	
We	celebrated	in	his	house	with	food	and	drinks	
	
Peda		kaθet											mit						pe						botin	
Chair		is-3.SG.PRS	in-LOC	table	right-LOC	
The	chair	is	next	to	(on	the	right	of)	the	table		
	
ʐir-im-lo-ça-ro											mi			laelmiloçaro														dɯlikliɹi	ǁa												kaθemloçá			ʃanilt	
swim-2-PL-PST-IPFV	and	hunt-2-PL-PST-IPFV			fish									because		be-2-PL-PST	hunger	
You	guys	were	swimming	and	hunting	for	fish	because	you	were	hungry.		
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Creation	Story	
	

1. θan	kaθe-t								fævit											ke			maɟin							kaθe-t-çá		lipenian	ʃaempienian.	

It							to	be-3.PRS			say-PST-PTCP	that		everything	to	be-3-PST			once										dry	

It	is	said	that	everything	was	once	dry.		

	

2. P’etroni-lo-çá-ro		nid		çamava	kimçi-tri	mition	çamava	ʐɯl-tri.	

To	live-1-PST-IMP								with	other								people-PL		from							other	 nation-PL	

We	were	living	with	other	peoples	from	other	nations.		

	

3. Li			korkor	delio	p’aʐen-tri	vo-t-çá,									mi		kurte-t-çá							maɟi	kimçitri,		

The	rock								of	 							star-PL								to	come-3-PST	and	to	destroy-3-PST	all	 			people-PL		

til							θio.	

except	us	

The	rock	of	stars	came,	and	destroyed	all	peoples,	except	for	us.	

	

4. Loni-t-çá										θio	laʃanian,	mi			lonitçá												θio	kurta.	

To	bring-3-PST			us			sadness					and		to	bring-3-PST	us			pain	

It	brought	us	sadness,	and	it	brought	us	pain.		

	

5. P’oi	etroni-lo-çá,	e					manglianti-θio	p’etroni-t-çá.	

But				to	live-1.PL-PST	and		city-POSS	 								to	live-3-past	

But	we	lived,	and	our	city	lived.		

	

6. Pa	dɯlikliɹi		vo-t-çá,											mi	fona-t-çá						θio	lalotru.	

A					good-fish		to	come-3-PST				and	to	help-3-PST			us				to	survive	

A	friendly	fish	came	and	helped	us	survive.	

	

7. Θa-lid			mulanti-t-çá				tro	kaθe	kliɹi-θio,			ʃeli	matrana-lo	perni	

He-REFL		to	sacrifice-3-PST	for			to	be		food-POSS			so				can-3.PRS								keep	

manglianti-θio.	

city-POSS	

He	sacrificed	himself	to	be	our	food,	so	we	can	keep	our	city.		

	

8. θa	fævi-t-çá				θio	ke					θa	θanila-t										θio	lalotru,					ǁa		
He		say-3-PST							us				that				he			want-3.PRS									us				to	survive				because	

nadiela-t										manglianti-θio	kaθe-t	pa	p’aglianti	

to	believe-3.PRS		city-POSS	 								is-COP			a				heaven	

He	told	us	that	he	wants	us	to	survive,	because	he	believes	our	city	is	a	heaven.		
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9. θrin		 θa	kara-t		 p’aʐeθa,	θa	kara-t						θio.	
When		 he		see-3.PRS		 sky-POSS				he		see-3.PRS		us	

When	he	sees	his	sky,	he	sees	us.		

	

10. Maɟi	θa	fæva-t,		kaθet	tro	kimçi	pilota			maɟi	dɯlikliɹi	nid		pakion.	
All						he			ask-3.PRS		is-COP	for		people	treat-INF	all						good	fish			with		respect	

All	he	asks,	is	for	man	to	treat	all	friendly	fish	with	respect.		

	

11. Kul	θio	luto-lo-çá							çamaʃa	manglianti-tri,	ɟovi-lo-çá			bapotroθio:		
As				we			create-1.PL-PST	more								city-PL	 									find-1.PL-PST	name-POSS	

p’aglian-tri.	
heaven-PL	

As	we	created	more	cities,	we	found	our	name:	heavens.			
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Tower	of	Babel	Translation	
	
1)	Kedori,	maɟi	ʃæmpie	kodiratçá	kaθe	lipe	fævin	mi	lipe	ʃul	fævinitri.		
	
[Kedori,	maɟi	ʃæmpie	kodirat-çá				kaθe				lipe			fævin							mi			lipe			ʃul										fævini-tri.]	
now						all						earth				continue-PST		be-INF		one	language			and		one	object-CLF	word-PL	
Now	all	the	earth	continued		to	be	of	one	language	and	of	one	set	of	words	
	
2)		Kul	vivitriatloçá	lalin	babietloçá	ki	mulu	trelo	mit	ʃinar	ʃæmpie,	mi		
prevoritloçá	lintitlu	miti.		
	
[Kul		vivitria-tlo-çá		lalin	babie-tlo-çá										ki		mulu								trelo			mit	ʃinar			ʃæmpie,		
As				travel-3.PL-PST				east		discover-3.PL-PST	a		boring-ADJ	valley		in			Shinar	earth-OBJ	
As	they	traveled	eastward,	they	discovered	a	valley	plain	in	the	land	of	Shi'nar	
	
mi				prevori-tlo-çá	lintitlu					miti.	]	
and	begin-3.PL-PST			to	stay					there	
and	they	began	dwelling	there	
	
3)	ǁeko,	fævitloça	θia:	"Votet!	Doditet	θio	luto	ʃæmpielin	mi	ketko	θian	nid	
nerilt."	ʃeli,	militloçá	ʃæmpielin	latrilo	li	korkor,	mi	nanonemilt	kul	teniamilt.		
	
[ǁeko,	fævi-tlo-ça	θia:										"Vo-tet!							Dodi-tet	θio	luto									ʃæmpielin	mi	ketko		
Then			say-3-PL-PST	them-REFL	come-IMP			let-IMP					we	make-INF	brick-ACC		and	bake-INF	
Then	they	said	to	one	another:	"Come!	Lets						us												make						bricks							and	bake	
	
θian														nid	nerilt."	ʃeli,	mili-tlo-çá			ʃæmpielin	latrilo										li											korkor,					mi		
them-REFL				with	fire						So				use-3-PL-PST		brick-ACC		instead-ADV	the-DET	stone-OBJ		and	
them		 									with	fire."	So	they	used	bricks																instead	of																	stone				and		
	
nanonemilt			kul	teniamilt.]	
bitumen-ACC	as		mortar-ACC	
bitumen		as	mortar.	
	
4)	Kedori,	fævitloça:	"Votet!	Doditet	θio	luto	maglianti	tro	θio	mi	li	dilufæv	
nid	mitolo	mit	ma	p’agliante,	mi	doditet	luto	ki	θuredi	bapotro	tro	θio,	ʃelli	
ǁero	kaθetloçà	pabilu	ʃe	li	maɟi	delio	li	baton	delio	ʃæmpie."		
	
[Kedori,	fævi-tlo-ça:	"Vo-tet!	Dodi-tet	θio								luto										maglianti	tro	θio		mi			li		
Now						say-3-PL-PST		come-IMP	let-IMP				we-REFL	make-INF	city-ACC				for	we		and	the		
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They		 now	said:	"Come!	 	Let	us			 build	 			a	city							for	ourselves	and	a	
	
dilufæv						nid			mitolo					mit					ma	p’agliante,		mi			doditet	θio	luto									ki		
tower-ACC	with	head-LOC	in-LOC	the	heaven-ACC	and	let-IMP		we		make-INF	a		
tower									with	its	top								in	the	heavens,	 							and	let	 	us		 make	a		
	
θuredion									bapotro				tro	θio,						ʃelli	ǁero					kaθe-tlo-çà			pabilu		ʃe												li		
celebrate-ADJ		name-ACC	for	we-REFL	so			no-NEG	be-3-PL-FUT				spread	over-LOC	the	
celebrated						name	 				for	ourselves,	so	that	we	will	not	be	scattered	over	the	
	
maɟi					delio	li				baton							delio	li													ʃæmpie."	
all-ADJ		of							the	face-ACC	of							the-DET		earth-ACC	
entire		 	 face	of												the		 earth	
	
5)	Miti	ʝeova	vitçá	mit	aglianti	tro	kara	mi	li	dilufæv	ke	ma	lerinitri	delio	
kimçi	lutotloçáti.		
	
Miti			ʝeova					vi-t-çá								mit						maglianti	tro	kara						mi				li						dilufæv					ke														ma	
Then	Jehova				go-3.SG-PST	to-LOC	city-ACC						for	see-INF	and		the		tower-ACC	about-REL	the	
The				Jehovah	went	down	to	 					see	the	city	 												and			the	tower		 that	the		
	
lerinitri						delio	kimçi				luto-tlo-çá-ti.	
son-PL-ACC	of						people	made-3-PL-PST-IMP	
sons	 						of	 	the	men	had	built	
	
6)	ǁeko,	ʝeova	fævitçá,	"Karatet!	Kaθetlo	lipe	kimçi	nid	lipe	fævin,	mi	kar	
kaθet	pobo	θia	noʃat	lɛa.	Kedori,	miti	kaθet	ɟi	ke	θia	bor	bælmitlo	mit	daio	
lɛa	ke	kaθetloçà	fotrono	tro	θia.		
	
[ǁeko,	ʝeova					fævi-t-çá,		"Kara-tet!	Kaθe-tlo			lipe	kimçi										nid				lipe	fævin,		
Then			Jehovah	say-3-SG-PST	Look-IMP	be-3.PL.PRS	one	people-ACC	with	one	language-ACC	
Then	Jehovah		said:		 								Look!		 They	are				one	people									with	one	language	
	
mi			kar		kaθet			pobo		θia				noʃa-tlo-çá				lɛa.						Kedori,	miti		kaθet				ɟi						ke		
and	this	be-COP	what			they		start-3-PL-PST	do-INF		Now					there	be-COP	zero	that	
and	this	is		 		what	they		 								started		 to	do.	 					Now	there	is	nothing	that	
	
θia																	bor		bælmi-tlo						mit					daio											lɛa								ke					kaθe-tlo-çà			fotrono			
they-PL-NOM	may	have-3.PL.PRS	in-LOC	mind-ACC		do-INF		that		be-3.PL-FUT	impossible-ADJ	
they		 										may	have			 			in		 mind		 	to	do		 							that	will	be											impossible	
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tro	θia.]	
for	them-NOM	

for	them	
	
7)	Votet!	Doditet	θio	vi	miti	mi	tubieni	θia	fævin	ʃeli	θia	ǁero	bor	kebianitlo	
θiaθio	fævin."		
	
[Vo-tet!			Dodi-tet	θio	vi								miti											mi			tubieni								θia														fævin													ʃeli		
come-IMP	let-IMP				we	go-INF	there-LOC	and	confuse-ADJ	their-POSS	language-ACC	so	
Come!							Let		 							us										go			down	there	and	confuse						their		 				language	in	order	
	
θia																				ǁero						bor			kebiani-tlo																			θia															fævin."	
they-PL-NOM	no-NEG	may	understand-3.PL-PRS	their-REFL	language-ACC	
that		 													they	may	not	understand		 one	another's	language	
	
8)	ʃelli,	ʝeova	pabitçá	θia	mition	miti	mit	ʃe	li	maɟi	delio	li	baton	delio	li	
ʃæmpie,	mi	θia	roniona	batrolotlo	luto	p’aglianti.		
	
ʃelli,	ʝeova						pabi-t-çá											θia					mition	miti				mit								ʃe														i						maɟi	delio	li		
So				Jehova				spread-3.SG-PST	them	from				there	to-LOC		over-LOC	the		all					of						the	
So	Jehovah	scattered	 							them	from	there		 	 over	 				the		entire													
	
baton	delio	li				ʃæmpie,			mi			θia					roniona							batrolo-tlo-çá			luto										maglianti.	
face				of						the	earth-ACC	and	they			slowly-ADV	leave-3.PL-PST					make-inf		city	
face				of						the	earth				and	they	gradually	 				left	off		 			building	the	city	
	
9)	Karni	kaθet	putinero	θan	bapotrotça	Babel,	ǁa	miti	ʝeova	tubienitçá	li	
fævin	delio	li	ʃæmpie,	mi	ʝeova	pabilutçá	θia	mition	miti	mit	ʃe	li	maɟi	delio	li	
baton	delio	ʃæmpie	
	
Karni	kaθet	putinero	θan			bapotro-t-ça		Babel,		ǁa												miti		ʝeova							tubieni-t-çá					
That		is-COP		why									it							name-3-SG-PST	Babel			because	there	Jehova			confuse-3-SG-PST	
That		is								why									it	was					named													Babel,	because	there	Jehovah	confused		
	
li														fævin																delio		li			 				ʃæmpie,						mi			ʝeova		pabilu-t-çá									θia	
the-DET	language-ACC		of			 the-DET		earth-ACC			and	Jehova	spread-3-SG-PST		them	
the		 language		 		of		 all	the	earth,		 	 and	Jehovah	scattered	them	
	
mition	miti				mit								ʃe															li						maɟi				delio	li	baton										delio	ʃæmpie	
from				there		to-LOC		over-LOC	the		all-ADJ		of						the	face-ACC		of					earth-ACC	
from					there		 												over		 			the		entire		 	 face		 				of	the	earth	
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Terms and Abbreviations Used 

 Before endeavoring into this paper, a list of all unique terms, gloss abbreviations, and 

other conventions will be provided below. Please refer to it if you come across any term with 

which you are not familiar. 

Relative temporality and spatiality: the concept of relative temporality and spatiality is the 

specification of the physical location and temporality of a person, relative to oneself. This 

concept is explored further in chapter 3, Morphology. 

Conventions of annotations: 

 If the definition of a word following a word in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ is in parenthesis, then 

it is of grammatical usage. 

 If the definition of a word following a word in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ is in apostrophes, then 

it is of lexical usage. 

Glossing abbreviations: 

CONT: denotes continuous aspect 

CPL: denotes previous completion 

INT: denotes an intensifier 

PRM: denotes a person marker 

PTC: denotes a particle 

Q: denotes the question particle /re/ 

RELS: denotes the particle separates two relative clauses  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I. Introduction 
/t͡ saˈd͡ʒimi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ 

The Culture of /ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ 

 The constructed language /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ translates in English to ‘the Language of 

the Embers’. The language is spoken by /ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/, which translates to ‘the People of 

the Embers.’ /ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ live on a desolate planet, nowhere near Earth and human 

civilization. The planet once revolved as Earth does, but it eventually was locked into place, such 

that one side of the planet is in perpetual sunlight, and the other side is in perpetual darkness. 

Their side of the planet is somewhat lit by a large moon, which never moves. 

 /ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ live amidst the eternal winter. Since there is no real light energy 

radiating from the sun, this side of the planet constantly faces blizzards. /ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ are 

humanoid, so they do not have typical human physiology. They can withstand intense 

temperatures, both low and high. /ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ do not definitively know that they are on a 

planet. However, back before they were formed they were of one consciousness and that 

consciousness was the sky, which looked over the entirety of the planet, and the universe as well.  

 /ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ live communally in a village, called /ˈkalmɛs/. /ˈkalmɛs/ is centered 

around a massive, nearly-eternal flame, called /daːˈtʲiomɛ/ ‘eternal fire,’ or literally ‘big fire.’ The 

fire provides heat for /ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ to stay alive; they can withstand the cold, but prefer 

warmth. They can cook with the fire, and use it to light the area around /ˈkalmɛs/—without 

anything catching on fire, since nothing is very flammable. When /ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ warm up 

next to the fire, summed up in the verb /ˈpfit͡ sa/, the speckles that cover their skin glow in shades 

of cerulean.  

 In appearance, they have the general shape and figure of a human being—they have 

heads, arms, legs, torsos. However, the entirety of their bodies are black—pitch black, like the 

sky that they see, bereft of a sun. They have eyes, ears, mouths, and noses, but they are 

completely black and blend in with the skin. They have human-like articulators, so all of the 

sounds they make can also be made by humans.  
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 They have no genders. Everyone is composed of the same skin, with different patterns of 

the speckles. There is no binary because there cannot be; the patterns of speckles are all unique, 

so no one can fit into one box or another. Mating, thus, is simply between two people; conception 

in the conventional sense is not a requirement. Monogamy and polygamy—bereft of gendered 

meanings—are common, and neither is frowned upon. All that matters is if people love each 

other and consensually want to be together.  

 When two or more /ˈkalɛn/ are ready to create a new /ˈkalɛ/, they perform a /toŋˈlanim/, a 

ritual, which is called /toŋˈlanim toŋˈgasozi ˈpaːʃɛjama tʲiˈomɛjama/ ‘ritual of creation with sky 

and fire.’ /toŋˈgasini/ is a person who creates though the ritual of creation with sky and fire. /

toŋgaːŋgini/ is a person created through the ritual. 

 The shelters of /ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/, called /ˈɖesd͡ʒo/, are relatively large dome-shaped 

structures covered in animal pelts.  /ˈɖesd͡ʒo/ can usually provide shelter for up to five people, 

which would typically be /toŋˈgasinin/ and /toŋˈgaːŋginin/. This could include partners and 

families. They bring back little flames with them from the /daːˈtʲiomɛ/ to light up and warm up 

their /ˈɖesd͡ʒo/. The little flames are called /siˈtʲioːmɛ/, literally ‘small fire.’ 

 Beyond /ˈkalmɛs/, there are trees everywhere. They resemble redwood trees, both 

because they are conifers and are extremely tall, though not necessarily as wide. They are a dark 

silvery color, and their texture is solid, like rock. The trees once photosynthesized while the 

planet was still revolving, and all sides of it received sunlight. However, since the planet slowed 

its rotation and eventually stopped, the trees stopped photosynthesizing. They needed a life-force 

to keep them “alive,” so to speak. Snow bees, or /laʔˈmed̪a/, live within the trees, pollinating 

them to keep them alive. /laʔˈmed̪a/ light up the trees with their glowing blue so that /ˈlaʔmeβo

ˈzatʲoni/ ‘snow bee honey harvester’ and /gɾasaˈlʲoni/ ‘hunter’ can move through the woods with 

some light. 

 /laʔˈmed̪a/ produce a clear, blue-tinted honey called /ˈlaʔmeβoˈzatʲ/, literally ‘snow bee 

drink’. /ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ harvest the /ˈlaʔmeβoˈzatʲ/ and eat it on their breads and put in their 

beverages. To acquire water, /ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ take ice and snow from beyond /ˈkalmɛs/ and 

melt it near /daːˈtʲiomɛ/, then usually add some ice and snow to cool the water to a pleasing 
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temperature. They also use this water to bake and cook their food, and to make /nɔgɾaˈlaʔzatʲ/, /

miluˈlaʔzatʲ/, and /siziˈlaʔzatʲ/, which are honey liquor, honey wine, and honey beer, respectively. 

 /ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ do not have a sense of time the way humans do. This is mostly due 

in part to not having a ‘daytime.’ They are unable to use sundials or landmarks and their shadows 

as a way to determine the time. Instead, /ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ have a system of talking about time 

on the scale of mythological, historical, recent, present, upcoming, and distant future. This 

system, in a simplified form, is also represented in their verb system. The verb system is 

accompanied by particles much like the particles and adverbs used in Mandarin Chinese, use to 

create a rich tense-mood-aspect, or TMA, system.  

 Within this paper, the language of /ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ will be examined phonologically, 

morphologically, and syntactically. Their culture will be presented through the lexicon, which 

will be featured throughout the paper but also gathered into a lexicon found at the end of the 

paper. The next chapter will address the sounds and phonological rules of /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/.  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II. Phonetics & Phonology 
/ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ 

The Language of the Embers 

Phonetics 

Phonemic inventory of consonants: 

*Not on chart: voiced labial-velar approximant /w/ 

Phonemic inventory of vowels: 

 Place → 
↓ Manner Bilabial Labiodental Dental Alveolar Palato- 

alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar Glottal

Plosive p    b  t̪    d̪ t    d  ʈ    ɖ  tʲ k    ɡ ʔ

Affricate t͡ s t͡ ʃ  d͡ʒ   ʈ͡ ʂ    ɖ͡ʐ t͡ ʃʲ

Fricative  β f θ    ð s   z   ʃ   ʒ  ʂ    ʐ sʲ    ʃʲ

Nasal m   n̪ n   ɳ  ɲ ŋ

Approximant  ɻ j  ɰ 

Tap/trill  ɾ    r 

Lateral approximant l  ɭ lʲ
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All of the sounds highlighted in blue are not found in English, and the rest are. /β/ appears in the 

language, though rarely. The variations on stops, affricates, fricatives, and nasal are of note. The 

plosives /t/ and /d/ are also manifested dentally and as a retroflex. The affricates /t͡ s/ and /d͡z/ can 

also be pronounced as the retroflex sounds /ʈ͡ ʂ/ and /ɖ͡ʐ/. The fricatives /s/ and /z/ also appear in 

their retroflex forms, /ʂ/ and /ʐ/. The nasal consonants are more plentiful than those found in 

English, including the dental /n̪/, the retroflex /ɳ/, and the palatal /ɲ/. The tap /ɾ/ is found in many 

of the world’s natural languages, including /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/, but not English. There is also 

notable variety of approximants. The retroflex approximant /ɻ/, the velar approximant /ɰ/, and 

the retroflex lateral approximant /ɭ/ are not at all found in English. All of the retroflex sounds are 

to mimic the deep, hollow, and round sound that /ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ have taken a liking to. 

Additionally, the palatalized alveolar and palatalized palato-alveolar plosive, affricates, 

fricatives, and lateral approximant are sounds quite favored by /ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ tongues.  

 Of the vowels, there are four that do not occur in English. They do not show up very 

often in the language, but it is important to distinguish between them and similar vowels. For 

example, /e/ and /ø/ are variants of each other, unrounded and rounded, respectively. That being 

said, essentially none of these sounds are allophones. They all occur independently in different 

environments; their distribution in the language is somewhat random and unpredictable.  

 Many of these sounds were taken from the natural languages of Mandarin and Russian. 

The retroflex fricatives are found in Mandarin Chinese. Many grammatical constructions and 

features are taken from Mandarin Chinese, so they will be discussed later. Russian sounds 

featured in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ include all of the palatalized sounds: /tʲ/, /sʲ/, /lʲ/, /t͡ ʃʲ/, and /ʃʲ/ are 

either found in Russian or very closely based on Russian sounds. The /r/ trill is also found in 

Russian. The vowels, too, are taken from Mandarin Chinese and Russian. /y/ is found in 

Mandarin Chinese and French, among many other languages. The difficult-for-English-speakers-

to-pronounce vowel /ɨ/ appears in Russian, and /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/. Lastly, /ø/ appears in many 

languages, and so it appears in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ as well. /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ is essentially 

composed of signature sounds of Russian and Mandarin Chinese, and other satisfying sounds, to 

create an unique system of sounds.  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Phonology 

Syllable Structure 

 /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ has a (C)(C)V(C)(C)(C) structure, which requires a vowel and any 

combination of consonants to form a syllable. The following are examples of words that include 

these various syllabic structures. 

Phonotactic Restrictions 

 /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ has several phonotactic restrictions that limit pronunciation. For 

example, the only fricatives that can appear at the end of a word are /f/, /s/, /z/, and /sʲ/. Every 

vowel can appear at the end of a word, except for /y/ and /ɨ/. Only the unvoiced affricates /t͡ s/ and 

/t͡ ʃ/ can appear at the end of a word. The only nasals that can appear at the end of a word are the 

only nasals in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ that also appear in English: /m/, /n/, and /ŋ/. The nasals /n̪/, /

ɳ/, and /ɲ/ cannot. The only sounds that cannot appear at the beginning of a word are /ʔ/, /t͡ ʃʲ/, /sʲ/, 

/n̪/, /ɳ/, /ɾ/, and /ɭ/. There are many consonant clusters, but only one of them includes three 

consonants, /kd̪ɾ/. The only consonant clusters featuring /ʔ/ are /ʔd/, /ʔk/, and /ʔm/. There are ten 

Syllable structure /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ English meaning

CV /ʐiː/ such, so

VC /ik/ but

CVC /ɰɨz/ straight in one direction

CCV /ɖ͡ʐu/ soon

VCC /eʃt͡ ʃ/ out

CCVCC /kɾask/ for
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consonant clusters that feature an affricate. Four of the ten are the voiceless alveolar fricative /s/ 

and an affricate: /st͡ s/, /st͡ ʃ/, /sd͡ʒ/, and /sʲt͡ ʃʲ/. One of the clusters is the palato-alveolar fricative /ʃ/ 

and the palato-alveolar affricate /t͡ ʃ/, forming /ʃt͡ ʃ/. The other five are /kt͡ s/, /kt͡ ʃ/, /mt͡ s/, /nt͡ s/, and /

nd͡ʒ/. Thus, the consonant that precedes an affricate in consonant clusters must be either a 

voiceless alveolar or palato-alveolar fricative /s/ or /ʃ/, a bilabial or alveolar nasal /m/ or /n/, or a 

voiceless velar plosive /k/. 

 The phonotactic restrictions are listed below: 

1. Only the fricatives /f/, /s/, /z/, and /sʲ/ can appear at the end of a word. 

2. All vowels except for /y/ and /ɨ/ can appear at the end of a word. 

3. Only the unvoiced affricates /t͡ s/ and /t͡ ʃ/ can appear at the end of a word. 

4. Only the nasals /m/, /n/, and /ŋ/ can appear at the end of a word. 

5. Only the consonants /ʔ/, /t͡ ʃʲ/, /sʲ/, /n̪/, /ɳ/, /ɾ/, and /ɭ/ cannot appear at the beginning of a word. 

6. The only consonant cluster with three consonants is /kd̪ɾ/. 

7. The only consonant clusters featuring /ʔ/ are /ʔd/, /ʔk/, and /ʔm/. 

8. The only consonant clusters that feature an affricate are /st͡ s/, /st͡ ʃ/, /sd͡ʒ/, /sʲt͡ ʃʲ/, /ʃt͡ ʃ/, /kt͡ s/, /

kt͡ ʃ/, /mt͡ s/, /nt͡ s/, and /nd͡ʒ/. Of them, the only non-fricative preceding consonants are /k/, /m/, 

and /n/. 

Stress Rule 

 In general, /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ has right penultimate stress. Most affixes will shift the 

stress one syllable to the right in order to retain right penultimate stress. While most words have 

right penultimate stress, there are some words that are idiosyncratic and have irregular stress. All 

of these words will be lexically marked with a primary stress diacritic. For ease of reading, 

stressed syllables will be bolded. 

 When the case endings are affixed, they can shift stress. For example, /sitʲiˈomɛ/ ‘flame’ 

has right penultimate stress. When the prepositional case suffix /-t̪i/ is affixed to /sitʲiˈomɛ/, it 
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becomes /sitʲioˈmet̪i/ ‘in the flame.’ The stress shifts one syllable to the right, due to the 

affixation of /-t̪i/, but maintains the right penultimate stress. Another example is /ˈalʲmo/ ‘love’, 

which becomes /alʲˈmozi/ ‘of love’ when the genitive suffix /-zi/ is affixed. Once again, the stress 

often shifts once to the right when a syllabic case ending is affixed in order to retain right 

penultimate stress. The only case ending that does not trigger any changes in stress upon 

affixation. The instrumental suffix /-jama/ does not at all shift stress in the word to which it is 

affixed. For example, /ʃiˈʃʲoni/ ‘discoverer’ has right penultimate stress. When affixed with /-

jama/, it becomes /ʃiˈʃʲonijama/ ‘with the discoverer.’ /-jama/ is the only two-syllable case 

ending, and the only one which does not shift stress upon affixation. 

 The suffix /-wulʲ/ is affixed to create an adjective. When it is affixed, it shifts the stress in 

the word one syllable to the right, but it never carries the stress itself. For example, /ˈθila/ 'to be 

able' has right penultimate stress. The adjective, 'possible' /θiˈlawulʲ/, has three syllables, so the 

stress shifts to the middle syllable—the penultimate one. 

 An interesting example of right penultimate stress is /t̪ɨomɛkeˈʃiːt̪a/. It is a compound 

word, made up of the word /t̪ɨoˈmɛke/ ‘ember,’ and the word /ˈʃit̪a/ ‘to touch.’ It means 

‘marking,’ specifically the glowing blue markings that /ˈt͡sad͡ʒi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ have on their black 

skin. As a six-syllable compound word, the stress is still right penultimate. /t̪ɨoˈmɛke/ loses its 

penultimate stress since that syllable is no longer the penultimate syllable of the word. Since /

ˈʃiːt̪a/ makes up the last two syllables of the word, the stress is on /ˈʃiː/, meaning that the six-

syllable word /t̪ɨomɛkeˈʃiːt̪a/ still retains right penultimate stress. 

 /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ has right penultimate stress the majority of the time. This accounts 

for words with many syllables and several different types of suffixes. Words that do not have 

right penultimate stress are lexically marked. 

Phonological Rules 

 There are several phonological rules in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/. They are detailed below. 
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1. Vowel nasalization: 

 /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ has a vowel nasalization rule. Vowels that precede a nasal consonant 

become nasalized. It is very difficult not to do this; indeed, this is a rule that most of the world’s 

languages share. In /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/, nasals are very common, so this rule is important. The 

following table includes several words that contain nasals. The nasal and the nasalized vowel that 

proceed it will be bolded. 

Thus, /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ has a vowel nasalization rule that ensures that vowels preceding 

nasals will also be nasalized. 

2. /-ini/ suffix changes 

 In /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/, the suffix /-ini/ is a suffix meaning ‘a person who does this thing.’ 

It is affixed to a verb root after the infinitive ending /-a/ has been removed. For example, /ˈkifa/ 

is the verb ‘to light something on fire.’ When the infinitive ending /-a/ is removed and the 

suffix /-ini/ is affixed, the word becomes /kiˈfini/, which is a ‘person who lights something on 

fire.’ /-ini/ is similar to /-ɚ/ in English (as in ‘helper’ or ‘teacher’). However, certain consonants 

trigger a change in the /-ini/ suffix to either /-ɨni/, /-oni/, or /-ani/. Below is a table of the 

variations of the suffix /-ini/ as triggered by specific consonants. 

Nasal consonant /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ English meaning

/m/ /wɛm/ all, whole, entire

/n̪/ /ˈmin̪a/ to have

/n/ /reˈsana/ when?

/ɳ/ /ˈɻaɳa/ to give

/ɲ/ /ˈβɛɲɛ/ air

/ŋ/ /zaˈbiŋ/ because, since that
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As the table demonstrates, consonants in certain places of articulation—palatal, retroflex, and 

dental—cause the suffix /-ini/ to become /-oni/, /-ani/, and /-ɨni/ respectively.  

3. Forming plurals 

 In /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/, the plural is formed by affixing the suffix /-n/ to a singular noun. 

Many nouns in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ end in consonants. Word final palatal consonants, 

specifically /lʲ/, /sʲ/, and /tʲ/ trigger /-n/ to become /-ɲ/. Other word final consonants, namely /s/, /

m/, and /l/ do not trigger /-n/ to change a place of articulation. However, it is difficult to 

pronounce the consonant clusters that would now appear at the end of these words, without a 

final vowel. A phonological process causes the word final vowel to be duplicated and to follow 

the final /-n/ or /-ɲ/. The table below demonstrates this phonological process. It includes nouns 

with consonantal endings, their final syllable, the plural suffix that is affixed as a result of the 

final syllable (including the duplicated word final vowel), the plural of the word, and lastly its 

English meaning. 

Consonant Place of 
articulation

Variation of  
/-ini/

/ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ 
(triggering consonant 

bolded)
English meaning

/lʲ/ palatal /-oni/ /gɾasaˈlʲoni/ hunter

/ɲ/ palatal /-oni/ /lʲaˈɲoni/ teacher

/ʃʲ/ palatal /-oni/ /ʃiˈʃʲoni/ student

/tʲ/ palatal /-oni/ /laʔmeβoˈzatʲoni/ snow bee honey 
harvester

/t͡ʃʲ/ palatal /-oni/ /ŋøsʲˈt͡ʃˈoni/ hurter (one who 
hurts)

/ɳ/ retroflex /-ani/ /ɻaˈɳani/ giver

/ʂ/ retroflex /-ani/ /siˈʂani/ knitter

/t̪/ dental /-ɨni/ /dɛˈrat̪ɨni/ sleeper
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As the table demonstrates, when the pluralizer /-n/ is affixed to a word ending in a consonant, 

either the /-n/ becomes palatalized into /-ɲ/, or remains /-n/. Since it is still difficult to pronounce 

these consonant clusters followed by /-n/ or /-ɲ/, a process of duplicating the word final vowel 

and affixing it to the end of the nasal pluralizer occurs. Thus, /βoˈzatasʲ/ ‘drink’ becomes /βo

ˈzatasʲɲa/ ‘drinks,’ and /ˈmasmøl/ ‘name’ becomes /ˈmasmølnø/ ‘names.’  

 Below is a list briefly summarizing the phonological rules of /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/. The 

following chapter will deal with the morphology of /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/. 

1. Vowel nasalization: Vowels that precede a nasal consonant become nasalized. 

2. /-ini/ suffix changes: Consonants in certain places of articulation—palatal, retroflex, and 

dental—trigger the suffix /-ini/ to become /-oni/, /-ani/, and /-ɨni/ respectively. 

3. Forming plurals: When the pluralizer /-n/ is affixed to a word ending in a consonant, either 

the /-n/ becomes palatalized into /-ɲ/, or remains /-n/.  

/ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ 
(sg.)

Final 
syllable

Plural 
ending

/ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ 
(pl.)

English 
meaning

/kɾaˈkalʲ/ /-alʲ/ /-alʲɲa/ /kɾaˈkalʲɲa/ foods

/βoˈzatasʲ/ /-asʲ/ /-asʲɲa/ /βoˈzatasʲɲa/ drinks

/laʔmeβoˈzatʲ/ /-atʲ/ /-atʲɲa/ /laʔmeβoˈzatʲɲa/ honeys

/ˈkalmɛs/ /-ɛs/ /-ɛsnɛ/ /ˈkalmɛsnɛ/ villages

/toŋˈlanim/ /-im/ /-imni/ /toŋˈlanimni/ rituals

/masˈmøl/ /-øl/ /-ølnø/ /masˈmølnø/ names
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III. Morphology 
/ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ 

The Language of the Embers 

Basic Morphology 

 /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ is an agglutinative and a derivationally synthetic language. Its 

agglutination can be attributed to the additions of various types of affixes. The following sections 

will detail these morphological features by presenting several morphological rules. Lastly, a 

paradigm featuring the declensions of several nouns will be provided in the form of a table. 

Agglutination 

 In /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/, agglutination takes the form of several prefixes, suffixes, and 

infixes. Below is a table containing these affixes. 

  

ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi Meaning Type of affix

/-p(-)/ Past-imperfect-indicative Suffix, sometimes infix

/-t(ʲ)(-)/ Present-imperfect-indicative Suffix, sometimes infix

/-k(-)/ Future-imperfect-indicative Suffix, sometimes infix

/-d̪o/ Accusative case Suffix

/-zi/ Genitive case Suffix

/-t̪i/ Prepositional case Suffix

/-lɔ/ Dative case Suffix

/-jama/ Instrumental case Suffix

/-n(-)/ Pluralizer Suffix, sometimes infix

/-ʃʲøl-/ Reflexive, ‘self, selves' Infix
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Tenses 

The first three morphemes, denoting tense, will be discussed now. /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ has a 

simple TMA; there are only three conjugations for verbs, and they do not capture gender or 

number. Gender is not captured because /ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ do not have genders. Therefore, 

conjugations are simple, as there are only three choices and they are driven by tense. Below is a 

paradigm of the conjugation for the nouns /ˈʃiɾma/ ‘to find’ and /ˈlaʔmeβoˈzatʲa/ ‘to harvest snow 

bee honey’. 

As the table demonstrates, the conjugation of verbs in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ is simple. Particles 

are used to create a richer system of verbs, but they will be discussed in the chapter on syntax. 

/-wulʲ/ Adjectival marker Suffix

/re-/ Question marker Prefix

/-ini/ Person marker Suffix

ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi Meaning Type of affix

Past-imperfect-
indicative

Present-imperfect-
indicative

Future-imperfect-
indicative

Verb /ˈʃiɾma/ /ˈʃiɾmap/ /ˈʃiɾmatʲ/ /ˈʃiɾmak/

Meaning ‘found’ ‘finds, is finding’ ‘will find, is going to 
find’

Verb /ˈlaʔmeβoˈzatʲa/ /ˈlaʔmeβoˈzatʲap/ /ˈlaʔmeβoˈzatʲatʲ/ /ˈlaʔmeβoˈzatʲak/

Meaning ‘harvested snow bee 
honey’

‘harvests snow bee 
honey, is harvesting 

sonw bee honey’

‘will harvest snow bee 
honey, is going to 
harvest snow bee 

honey’
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 These inflections can also be used as infixes in a specific set of words. /ˈkumi t̪ɨo

ˈmɛkenzi/ has a rich system of time terms. The table below will present all of the time words. 

The infixes will be bolded. Note that the suffix /-tʲ/ becomes /-t-/ as an infix, thus losing its 

palatalization. 

As the table demonstrates, the inflectional suffixes /-p/ (past), /-tʲ/ (present), and /-k/ (future) 

become /-p-/, /-t-/, and /-k-/, with their meanings denoting the same in the context of the time 

/ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ English meaning Infix meaning

/leˈsana/ time -

/leˈsanpa/ then, recent past past

/leˈsanta/ now, present present

/leˈsanka/ later, near future future

/wɛˈsanpa/ then, in the distant past, used 
for history and folklore

past

/wɛˈsanka/ then, in the distant future, 
used for folklore

future

/d͡ʒɛˈsanpa/ then, at that point in time 
(past)

past

/d͡ʒɛˈsanka/ then, at that point in time 
(future)

future

/t͡ sɛˈsanpa/ there was past

/t͡ sɛˈsanta/ there is, are present

/t͡ sɛˈsanka/ there will be future

/t͡ seːˈsana/ during, while -

/ɖ͡ʐu/ soon -

/ɖ͡ʐuˈsanpa/ ‘just’ finished past

/ɖ͡ʐuˈsanka/ 'just' about to future
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phrases. It must be noted that many of these words are synthesized with two nouns, the noun /

ˈsana/ ‘time’ and another noun. This will be discussed more in the next section on this topic. 

Case System 

 The following table will present a singular noun and a plural noun declined with all five 

case endings. The case endings will be bolded in the declined forms of the noun. The pluralizing 

infix /-n-/ will also be presented in the second table, and it will be underlined. 

Singular form of /ʃuˈkeɾɛ/: 

Plural form of /ʃuˈkeɾɛ/: 

Case Case ending /ʃuˈkeɾɛ/ ‘moon’ English meaning

Nominative - /ʃuˈkeɾɛ/ moon

Accusative /-d̪o/ /ʃukeˈɾɛd̪o/ moon

Genitive /-zi/ /ʃukeˈɾɛzi/ (of the) moon

Prepositional /-t̪i/ /ʃukeˈɾɛt̪i/ (on the) moon

Dative /-lɔ/ /ʃukeˈɾɛlɔ/ (to the) moon

Instrumental /-jama/ /ʃuˈkeɾɛjama/ (with the) moon

Case Case ending /ʃuˈkeɾɛn/ ‘moons’ English meaning

Nominative - /ʃuˈkeɾɛn/ moons

Accusative /-d̪o/ /ʃukeˈɾɛnd̪o/ moons

Genitive /-zi/ /ʃukeˈɾɛnzi/ (of the) moons

Prepositional /-t̪i/ /ʃukeˈɾɛnt̪i/ (on the) moons

Case
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In the table featuring the singular word /ʃuˈkeɾɛ/ ‘moon,’ a shift in stress must be noted. This 

rightward stress shift occurs when the suffixes /-d̪o/, /-zi/, /-t̪i/, and /-lɔ/ are added. However, the 

stress does not shift for the suffix /-jama/ in any contexts.  

 The following are two sets of tables presenting declensions for nouns that end in 

consonants. There are few consonant-final nouns, but of course they must be accounted for. The 

affixation of the infix /-n-/ to a consonant-final word would be less natural than to a vowel-final 

word. Examples of that proper affixation will also be presented. Below are two sets of tables 

presented, one with the declined singular and plural forms of /masˈmøl/ ‘name’, and the other 

with the declined singular and plural forms of /toŋˈlanim/ ‘ritual.’ As before, the case endings 

will be bolded in the declined forms of the noun. The pluralizing infix /-n-/ will also be presented 

in the second table, and it will be underlined. 

Singular form of /masˈmøl/: 

Plural form of /masˈmøl/: 

Dative /-lɔ/ /ʃukeˈɾɛnlɔ/ (to the) moons

Instrumental /-jama/ /ʃuˈkeɾɛnjama/ (with the) moons

Case ending /ʃuˈkeɾɛn/ ‘moons’ English meaningCase

Case Case ending /masˈmøl/ ‘name’ English meaning

Nominative - /masˈmøl/ name

Accusative /-d̪o/ /masˈmøld̪o/ name

Genitive /-zi/ /masˈmølzi/ (of the) name

Prepositional /-t̪i/ /masˈmølt̪i/ (in the) name

Dative /-lɔ/ /masˈmøllɔ/ (to the) name

Instrumental /-jama/ /masˈmøljama/ (with the) name
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Since the stress is word-final in /masˈmøl/, the stress does not shift. Stress never occurs on the 

case ending of a noun. Stress in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ is right penultimate stress the majority of 

the time, and if stress is irregular it is lexically marked. The most interesting morphological 

phenomenon here is the loss of the /l/ in the suffix /-lɔ/, following the /n/ at the end of the 

pluralized form of /masˈmølʲn/ ‘to the names.’ The /l/ is dropped because it is simply too difficult 

to pronounce the final syllable cluster /-lʲnlɔ/. Otherwise, the declensions are all regular. The 

following are the tables for the declined singular and plural forms of /toŋˈlanim/ ‘ritual.’ 

Singular form of /toŋˈlanim/: 

Case Case ending /masˈmølʲn/ 
‘names’ English meaning

Nominative - /masˈmølʲn/ names

Accusative /-d̪o/ /masˈmølʲnd̪o/ names

Genitive /-zi/ /masˈmølʲnzi/ (of the) names

Prepositional /-t̪i/ /masˈmølʲnt̪i/ (in the) names

Dative /-lɔ/ /masˈmølʲnɔ/ (to the) names

Instrumental /-jama/ /masˈmølʲnjama/ (with the) names

Case Case ending /toŋˈlanim/ ‘ritual’ English meaning

Nominative - /toŋˈlanim/ ritual

Accusative /-d̪o/ /toŋˈlanimd̪o/ ritual

Genitive /-zi/ /toŋˈlanimzi/ (of the) ritual

Prepositional /-t̪i/ /toŋˈlanimt̪i/ (in the) ritual

Dative /-lɔ/ /toŋˈlanimlɔ/ (to the) ritual

Instrumental /-jama/ /toŋˈlanimjama/ (with the) ritual
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Plural form of /toŋˈlanim/: 

The most crucial morphological phenomenon to note is in the second table. The word final /-m/ 

in /toŋˈlanim/ ‘ritual’ is dropped when the pluralizing infix /-n-/ is added. Similar to the former 

example presenting /masˈmøl/ ‘name,’ the word-final consonant cluster for the dative form of /

masˈmøl/ would expectedly be /-lʲnlɔ/, but that consonant cluster is too difficult to pronounce 

for /ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/. The consonant cluster /mn/ is undesirable in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/, so the 

word-final /-m/ is dropped and is replaced by the infix /-n-/. Then the case endings are affixed 

normally. This is one of the most irregular morphological phenomena in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/. 

 Special attention must be given to the pluralizing affix /-n-/. As the tables demonstrate, 

the pluralizer /-n-/ is inserted between the noun and its declension. For example, /ʃukeˈɾɛnlɔ/ ‘to 

the moons’ has the /-n-/ inserted between the noun /ʃukeˈɾɛ/ ‘moon’ and /-lɔ/ the prepositional 

case ending, thus */ʃukeˈɾɛlɔn/ would never occur. The infix /-n-/ always occurs directly after the 

noun it is pluralizing, and not after the modifier. For example, /ˈŋut͡ so/ is the first person singular 

present, and /ˈŋunt͡ so/ is the first person plural present. */ˈŋut͡ son/ is incorrect, because /-n-/ will 

only occur after the noun it is modifying, /ŋu/ ‘first person singular’, and not after the word 

modifying the noun, /t͡ so/ ‘here, present.’  

 The case system of /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ is simple, but the most important concept to 

remember is the rightward stress shift when the case endings are affixed, excluding /-jama/, 

which never induces a stress shift. The irregular dropping of the word-final /-m/ in the word /toŋ

Case Case ending /toŋˈlanin/ ‘rituals’ English meaning

Nominative - /toŋˈlanin/ rituals

Accusative /-d̪o/ /toŋˈlanind̪o/ rituals

Genitive /-zi/ /toŋˈlaninzi/ (of the) rituals

Prepositional /-t̪i/ /toŋˈlanint̪i/ (in the) rituals

Dative /-lɔ/ /toŋˈlaninlɔ/ (to the) rituals

Instrumental /-jama/ /toŋˈlaninjama/ (with the) rituals
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ˈlanim/ ‘ritual’ in order to form the plural /toŋˈlanin/ ‘rituals’ is also significant, but this 

morphological phenomenon occurs rarely if ever besides this instance. 

The Reflexive Infix /-ʃʲøl-/ ‘self, selves’ 

 The infix /-ʃʲøl-/ ‘self, selves’ is used to create meanings such as ‘myself,’ ‘ourselves,’ or 

‘themselves.’ It is an infix because it always occurs between a pronoun and the case ending that 

that noun is taking. A pronoun followed by /-ʃʲøl-/ could never occur at the beginning of a 

sentence; thus, it will take a case ending since it is not in the nominative form. The following is a 

gloss of several sentences featuring the infix /-ʃʲøl-/. 

I will always love myself. 

/ˈŋu          -t͡ so         ˈalɛma         -k                  t͡ ses                             ŋu     -ˈd͡ʒo      -ˈʃʲøl-       -d̪o/ 

  1-NOM   -here         love           -FUT             continuous.PTC            1       -there     -REFL      -ACC 

  I                              will love                        continuously               myself 

That person stoked the fire by themselves. 

/ˈla                -d͡ʒo                    miˈʃʲɲa              -p                    la        -ˈd͡ʒo         -ʃʲøl-            -jama/ 

   3-NOM        -there                 stoke fire          -PST                 3         -there       -REFL            -INST 

   that person                            stoked the fire                         with themselves 

These people are beginning to understand themselves. 

  

/ˈla                   -n              -t͡ so                         ˈʃøka           -t                                  loɾdˈlʲaɲa                   
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 3-NOM            -PL             -here                        begin         -PRS                              understand-INF 

These people                                                     are beginning                                 to understand 

   

ˈla             -n             -t͡ so             -ˈʃʲøl-              -d̪o/ 

 3              -PL           -here            -REFL              -ACC 

themselves 

As the gloss demonstrates, the infix /-ʃʲøl-/ can be inserted in between any pronoun and its 

declension. /-ʃʲøl-/ does not trigger any morphological changes when infixed. 

Relative Temporality and Spatiality 

 The concept of relative temporality and spatiality is crucial in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/. 

Relative temporality and spatiality is the specification of the physical location and temporality of 

a person, relative to oneself. The suffixes of relative temporality and spatiality is provided below. 

The words /t͡ so/ ‘here, present’ and /d͡ʒo/ ‘there, not present’ can also be used not only as suffixes, 

but also as prepositions. Below are some examples of the functions of these suffixes. The 

abbreviation Q will be used for the question particle /re/. The suffixes will be bolded. 

Suffix of relative 
temporality and spatiality

English meaning Implication

/-t͡ so/ here, present temporally and/or spatially 
present

 /-d͡ʒo/ there, not present temporally and/or spatially not 
present
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I finished harvesting snow bee honey a bit ago. 

/ˈŋu        -d͡ʒo                      if                       ˈlaʔme       -βoˈzatʲa          -p               le-ˈsan   - <p> a/         

  1-NOM  -not present          PFV                     honey      -drink               -PST           time       - <PST> 

  I                                        completed           harvested snow bee honey                before 

We are talking about that person over there.  

/ˈŋu          - <n>      -t͡so                ˈseɲa          -tʲ                 d͡ʒo                   la     -d͡ˈʒo              -zi/ 

  1-NOM    - <PL>     -present          speak        -PRS             there                 3     -not present    -GEN 

  We                                                speak                            there                 of that person 

Are you coming later? 

/re        ˈki              -d͡ʒo                        t͡ so       -ˈmoka      -k                       leˈsan      - <k>  a/ 

 Q          2-NOM      -not present             here     -go            -FUT                   time        - <FUT> 

             you                                           will come                                        later 

As the sentences demonstrate, the suffixes /-t͡ so/ ‘present’ and /-d͡ʒo/ ‘not present’ can be used to 

place the speaker both in their spatial state, and their temporal state. In the first sentence, the 

speaker had completed the task in the past, and thus they are now speaking of a person in the past

—both relatively temporally and spatially—because they are neither the person now that they 

were then, as time changes things, nor are they spatially the same person because they occupy a 

new location in space. In the second sentence, the people who are temporally and spatially 

present together are talking about a person who is not presently apart of their group—that person 

thus occupies different space relative to the speaker, so the suffix /-d͡ʒo/ ‘not present’ is used. In 

the final sentence, the speaker is asking a person if they will be coming somewhere in the future. 

The person who will be coming to that place will be a different person from the one they are 

now, and so the suffix /-d͡ʒo/ is used. 
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 While the concept of relative temporality and spatiality may seem confusing, it used any 

time someone uses pronouns, so it is crucial when speaking /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/. It is something 

inherent in the minds of /ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/, so it is innate in their sense of themselves and both 

their temporality and their occupation of space. 

The Adjectival Suffix /-wulʲ/ 

 The suffix /-wulʲ/ denotes that a word is an adjective. It never declines, and never carries 

the meaning of a plural or relative temporality and spatiality. The following clauses are correct 

and incorrect versions of the clause “bright flames,” in the accusative case. They will 

demonstrate the correct and incorrect affixations of the suffix /-wulʲ/. The pluralizer /-n-/ will be 

underlined, and the case ending /-d̪o/ will be bolded.  

1:  

  /t̪eˈt͡ sø           -wulʲ                            si               -tʲiˈoːm         -ɛ                               -n         -d̪o/ 

   bright           -ADJ                            small          -fire             -elemental.PTC           -PL       -ACC 

   bright                                              flames 

      

2: 

*/t̪eˈt͡ sø       -n        -d̪o       -wulʲ                si              -tʲiˈoːm       -ɛ                            -n          -d̪o/ 

   bright       -PL      ACC     -ADJ                 small         -fire           -elemental.PTC        -PL        -ACC 

   bright                                                      flames 

3: 

*/t̪eˈt͡ sø       -n       -wulʲ     -d̪o                 si              -tʲiˈoːm       -ɛ                             -n        -d̪o/ 

   bright       -PL      -ADJ    -ACC               small         -fire           -elemental.PTC        -PL       -ACC 

   bright                                                    flames 
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4: 

*/t̪eˈt͡ sø        -wulʲ     -n        -d̪o              si               -tʲiˈoːm      -ɛ                             -n        -d̪o/ 

   bright        -ADJ     -PL       -ACC           small         -fire           -elemental.PTC        -PL       -ACC 

   bright                                                   flames 

The first sentence demonstrates the proper usage of the adjective /t̪eˈt͡ søwulʲ/ ‘bright.’ The 

adjective /t̪eˈt͡ søwulʲ/ is derived from the noun /ˈt̪et͡ søle/ ‘brightness,’ where ‘brightness’ is 

considered to be the color of flames and fire. Because /t̪eˈt͡ søwulʲ/ ‘bright’ is an adjective, it never 

declines or carries the meaning of a plural. Thus, the last three examples are incorrect because of 

their attempt to decline and pluralize the adjective. 

 There are words that are naturally adjectives, such as /ˈsiːwulʲ/ ‘small.’ /-wulʲ/ is versatile 

because it can also turn nouns into adjectives. For example, /faˈlaɾe/ ‘darkness’ becomes /fa

ˈlawulʲ/ ‘dark’ by removing /-ɾe/ and affixing /-wulʲ/. /-ɾe/ is removed because /faˈla/ is a root that 

carries the meaning of ‘darkness.’ The /-ɾe/ is used to turn the root into a noun, a noun that is 

marked by the word-final vowel /-e/, to denote something natural (but not elemental).  

 A more abstract example is the adjectivization the noun /ʃuˈkeɾɛ/ ‘moon.’ After affixing /-

wulʲ/, the word for moon becomes the adjective /ʃuˈkeɾɛwulʲ/ ‘beautiful.’ Nothing is removed 

from the noun before affixing the adjective. This contrasts with the previous example of /fa

ˈlawulʲ/ ‘dark,’ because the ending of the noun /ʃuˈkeɾɛ/ ‘moon’ is not removed before affixation. 

This simply depends on the word; the removal of an ending cannot be predicted. But, in cases 

like /ʃuˈkeɾɛwulʲ/ ‘beautiful,’ it is very simple to create an adjective from a noun. 

 Lastly, verbs can also become adjectives by affixing /-wulʲ/. The verb /maˈŋasɛlʲa/ ‘to 

glow’ becomes /maˈŋasɛlʲwulʲ/ when the adjectivizer is affixed. The word-final vowel /-a/, 

denoting the infinitive of a verb, is removed before the affixation of /-wulʲ/. This can be done to 

any verb in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ without difficulty. 

 /-wulʲ/ is versatile and simple to affix, save for the frequent removal of word-final 

consonants and vowels. Similar to the infix /-ʃʲøl-/, /-wulʲ/ does not trigger any morphological 
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changes when affixed to a word. Additionally, /-wulʲ/ never declines and it never carries the 

meaning of a plural or of relative temporality and spatiality. 

The Question Prefix /re-/ 

 Question words in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ are all prefixed with the question morpheme /re-/. 

It can also be used as a particle, and that usage will be discussed in the section on syntax. The 

following is a table presenting the question words in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ and their root’s 

meaning. 

Each of these question words is formed by affixing the prefix /re-/ to nouns. The root nouns with 

the affixed /re-/ create the corresponding question word. The morpheme /re/ denotes a question, 

and appears here as a prefix, but can also be used separately as a particle. This usage will be 

explored in the section on syntax. 

The Nounification Suffix /-ini/ 

Root noun
Question word in  

/ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/
English meaning

person /reˈkalɛ/ who

thing /reˈalʲøfi/ what

here and there /reˈt͡ sod͡ʒo/ where

time /reˈsana/ when

think /reˈloɾd/ why

do /reˈðal/ how
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 In /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/, the suffix /-ini/ can turn certain verbs into words meaning ‘one 

who does (that verb).’ /-ini/ functions in the way that /-ɚ/ as a suffix does in English. For 

example, when /-ɚ/ is affixed to the verb ‘dance,’ it becomes ‘dancer,’ which is one who dances; 

‘teach’ affixed with the /-ɚ/ becomes ‘teacher,’ one who teaches. The table below will provide 

several examples of verbs and their noun equivalent.  

 As the table demonstrates, to create the nounified form of the verb, the infinitive verb 

ending, the word-final vowel /-a/ is removed, and /-ini/ is affixed in its place. The affixation of 

the suffix /-ini/ shifts stress one place to the right. There are no morphological phenomena that 

trigger a change in the suffix. Thus, nounifying a verb is simple. That being said, only some 

verbs can logically be nounified. For example, /ʃiˈʃiːla/ ‘to snow’ would make no sense as /ʃi

ˈʃiːlini/ ‘snower.’ That being said, some verbs that would be seemingly nonsensical when 

nounified can be nounified to create idiomatic expressions. 

Morphological Rules 

 The purpose of morphological rules is to provide the reader with a rule that can be used 

successfully create new words. The following are all of the morphological rules in /ˈkumi t̪ɨo

Verb in /ˈkumi t̪ɨo
ˈmɛkenzi/

English meaning of 
verb

Noun in /ˈkumi t̪ɨo
ˈmɛkenzi/

English meaning of 
noun

/ˈlaʔmeβoˈzatʲa/ to harvest snow bee 
honey

/laʔmeβoˈzatʲoni/ snow bee honey-
harvester

/ˈloɾda/ to think /loɾˈdini/ philosopher

/moˈɰala/ to travel (far) on foot /moɰaˈlini/ traveler (far, on foot)

/ˈsiʂa/ to knit /siˈʂani/ knitter
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ˈmɛkenzi/, summarized from the previous in-depth analyses of the morphology of /ˈkumi t̪ɨo

ˈmɛkenzi/. 

1. The suffixes /-p/, /-tʲ/, and /-k/ can be affixed to the end of infinitive verbs to inflect the 

tense. Example: 

/ˈzepap/ ‘used’      /ˈzepatʲ/ ‘use, using’      /ˈzepak/ ‘will use’ 

2. The infixes /-p-/, /-t-/, and /-k-/ can be infixed into time expressions, between the /n/ and /a/ 

of the root /ˈsana/. Examples: 

/t͡ sɛˈsanpa/ ‘there was, were’      /t͡ sɛˈsanta/ ‘there is, are’      /t͡ sɛˈsanka/ ‘there will be’ 

3. Every case ending can be affixed to the end of a noun to decline the noun. Example: 

Accusative: /moˈd͡ʒid̪o/ 'land'       

Genitive: /moˈd͡ʒizi/ 'of the land'       

Prepositional: /moˈd͡ʒit̪i/ 'on the land'       

Dative: /moˈd͡ʒilɔ/ 'to the land'       
Instrumental: /ˈmod͡ʒijama/ 'with the land' 

4. The pluralizing infix /-n-/ always appears directly after an undeclined noun and before the 

case ending, or the relative temporality and spatiality words /t͡ so/ and /d͡ʒo/. Example: 

Accusative: /luˈmond̪o/ 'thoughts' 

Genitive: /luˈmonzi/ 'of the thoughts' 

Prepositional: /luˈmont̪i/ 'in the thoughts' 

Dative: /luˈmonlɔ/ 'to the thoughts' 
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Instrumental: /ˈlumonjama/ 'with the thoughts' 

5. The infix /-ʃʲøl-/ appears following the undeclined noun and its case ending to create a 

reflexive pronoun. Example: 

/ˈŋu             -t͡ so                            aˈlɛma        -t                             ŋu           -ˈt͡ so            -ʃʲøl           -d̪o/ 
   1-NOM      -present                     love            -PRS                        1             -present      -REFL        -ACC 
   I                                                 love                                            myself 

6. The adjectival suffix /-wulʲ/ can be affixed to nouns and verbs to make adjectives. Unique 

morphological and phonological changes do apply. Example: 

Adjective: /diˈt̪iwulʲ/ ‘low’ 
Noun to adjective: /toŋˈlanimwulʲ/ ‘ritual-like’ 

Verb to adjective: /kiˈʒawulʲ/ ‘crackly (of a fire)’ 

7. The prefix /re-/ can be affixed to assigned nouns to create questions. Example: 

/reˈðal/ 'how?' 
/reˈsana/ ‘when?' 

8. The nounifying suffix /-ini/ is applied by removing the infinitive word-final vowel /-a/ and 

affixing the suffix /-ini/ to create the meaning of “one who does.” Unique morphological and 

phonological changes do apply. Example:  

/t͡ saˈfini/ ‘cooker’ 
/gɾasaˈlʲoni/ ‘hunter’ 
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/ɻaˈɳani/ ‘giver’ 

 These are the morphological features of /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/. More examples of these 

features in action will appear throughout the rest of this paper, and the reading of the creation 

myth. The following section is on the syntax of /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/.  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IV. Syntax 
/ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ 

The Language of the Embers 

 This section will examine the syntax of /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/. The topics covered include 

word order; TMA (tense, mood, and aspect) and person, number, and gender; structure for 

articles and other determiners; and lastly, the case system. 

Word Order 

 /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ has a rich case system, so the word order is loose. However, there are 

several conventions that must be followed. These conventions will be examined below, and then 

summarized in a list at the end of this section. 

Prepositions 

 The first convention is that prepositions must appear before the declined noun. The 

preposition will generally reflect the meaning of the declined noun. Below is a table of 

prepositions commonly used in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/, and what case each preposition tends to 

follow. 

/ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ English meaning Case followed

/t͡ so/ here -

/d͡ʒo/ there -

/wɛmˈt͡ sod͡ʒo/ everywhere -

/wɛm/ all, entirety, whole -
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The following two sentences are examples of the proper usage of a preposition and the declined 

noun. The preposition and the declined case of the noun will be bolded. 

repeat the pronouns one another, each other Maintain case

/jam/ with Instrumental

/-ˈʃʲøl-/ -self / -selves Maintain case

/ast͡ s/ in Prepositional

/eʃt͡ ʃ/ out Prepositional

/ast͡ s eʃt͡ ʃ/ through Prepositional

/ˈlaːmlas/ all over Prepositional

/ˈθaːmas/ down Prepositional

/ˈʂemas/ up Prepositional

/ˈt͡ sod̪o/ this -

/ˈt͡ sod̪on/ these -

/ˈd͡ʒod̪o/ that -

/ˈd͡ʒod̪on/ those -

/ˈt͡ sot̪i/ to Dative

/ˈd͡ʒot̪i/ from Genitive

/ˈt̪aʔt̪ɛk/ only -

/ɲalʲ/ on Prepositional

/kɾask/ for Dative; sometimes used as a 
relative clause marker

/ʐef/ by Genitive

/asˈt͡ sot̪i/ into Prepositional

/ˈlaːklas/ across Prepositional

/t̪ɛk/ merely -

/ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ English meaning Case followed
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I will snuggle under a blanket with you. 

  

/ŋu           -d͡ʒo                   ˈmit͡ sa                                -k         jam        ˈki      -d͡ʒo                -jama/ 

 1-NOM    -not present         snuggle under blanket     -FUT     with         2       -not present    -INST 

 I                                         snuggle under a blanket               with         you 

They are traveling through the forest now. 

/ˈla                  -n     -t͡ so                    moˈɰala               -t               ast͡s eʃt͡ʃ            dasikˈɾo    -t̪i   

   3-NOM         -PL    -present             travel by foot        -PRS          through             forest        -PREP 

   They                                              travel by foot                          through             forest                       

    

leˈsan      - <t> a/ 

time        - <PRS> 

now 

As the sentences demonstrate, the preposition in a sentence precedes the declined noun, with the 

meaning of the case ending of the noun reflecting the meaning of the preposition itself. 

Superlatives 

 The next set of conventions concern superlatives. Superlatives precede the adjective to 

intensify the meaning. Below is a table presenting the superlative in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/. 

/ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ superlative English meaning

/d͡ʒi-/ more, -er
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The following two sentences will demonstrate proper usage of superlatives. Idiomatically, the 

dative case is used to make comparisons. It substitutes the comparative conjunction/preposition 

‘than.’ The gloss abbreviation PRM will be used to mark the suffix /-ini/ or /-oni/, which is a 

person marker. The superlative will be bolded. 

Now, I am the sleepiest. 

/ˈŋu           -t͡ so                           d͡ʒi d͡ʒi                          dɛraˈt̪a     -wulʲ                leˈsan     - <t> a/ 

  1-NOM     -present                    most                              sleepy      -ADJ                 time       - <PRS> 

  I                                               the sleepiest                                                           now 

Before, the hunters were less happy than the cooks were. 

/gɾasaˈlʲ          -oni               - <n>        -d͡ʒo                              gid                   greˈma              -wulʲ      

  hunt             -PRM-NOM     - <PL>      -not present                  less                   joyful                -ADJ 

  hunters                                                                                    less                   happy 

t͡ saf                     -iˈni                  - <n>               -lɔ                            leˈsan                 - <p> a/ 

cook                   -PRM-NOM        - <PL>             -DAT                         time                   - <PST> 

cooks                                                                                                   before 

As the sentences demonstrate, the superlatives “most” and “less” appear directly before the 

adjective they are modifying. Superlatives are useful, but because /ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ are 

communal, in some manner, they do not use comparisons as often as a society organized 

/d͡ʒi d͡ʒi-/ most, -est

/gid-/ less, -er

/gid gid-/ least, -est

/ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ superlative English meaning
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otherwise. Making comparisons between two /ˈkalɛn/ ‘people’ can create unnecessary 

competition, which is undesirable in their /ˈkalmɛs/ ‘village’. However, they can be used when 

speaking self-referentially (as in the first sentence), or comparing a group of people (as in the 

second sentence). 

The Intensifier /d͡ʒi/ 

 The intensifier /d͡ʒi/ can be used following an adjective or an adverb to intensify the 

meaning. For example, “very very very very cold” would be /ˈkaːwulʲ  d͡ʒi  d͡ʒi  d͡ʒi  d͡ʒi/, where /

ˈkaːwulʲ/ means ‘cold.’ The intensifier must follow the adjective—if it precedes it, it could be 

mistaken for the superlative meaning ‘more’ or ‘most.’ /d͡ʒi/ can also intensify adverbs. For 

example, one could say, “The way you are sleeping is very cat,” meaning that you are sleeping 

like a cat might sleep. In general, the suffix /-rɛm/ is affixed to a word—adjectives, as well as 

nouns—to mark it as an adverb. In these cases, nouns, with well-known qualities, are being 

adverbialized and intensified. The following two sentences are examples of intensifying an 

adjective, and an adverb. The intensifier will be abbreviated as INT, and will be bolded. 

I’m very very hungry right now. 

/ŋu           -t͡ so                     kɾaˈka         -wulʲ               d͡ʒi             d͡ʒi                 leˈsan       - <t> a/ 

 1-NOM    -present              hungry         -ADJ               INT             INT                 time          - <PRS> 

 I                                        hungry                               very            very               now 

You knit very wind-like. 

/ˈki              -t͡ so                    ˈsiʂa         -t                           ʃeˈsaːn              -ɛ                            -rɛm          

  2-NOM      -present               knit         -PRS                      wind                 -elemental.PTC        -ADV   
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  you                                       knit                                      wind                                

d͡ʒi                                            saˈna                         -d͡ʒi/ 

INT                                            time                          -very 

very                                          often 

A note must be added about the second sentence. The word /saˈnad͡ʒi/ ‘sometimes’ is not being 

modified by /d͡ʒi/, but rather the meaning ‘very’ was affixed4 to /ˈsana/ ‘time’ to create the word 

“often.” Thus, it is not bolded. These sentences demonstrate the proper usage of the intensifier /

d͡ʒi/, which can be used to intensify both adjectives as well as adverbs, which include 

adverbialized nouns. /d͡ʒi/ can be used as many times as the speaker desires, intensifying the 

meaning with every utterance. 

Particles 

 /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ has particles, similar in purpose to those of Mandarin. However, 

these particles function differently syntactically. Below is a table of the particles in /ˈkumi t̪ɨo

ˈmɛkenzi/. 

/ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ particle English meaning General location

/if/ marks perfectiveness -

/d̪aː/ implies suggestion before verb

/sɛk/ marks relative clause 
(circumfix)

circumfix around verb

/t͡ ses/ implies continuity -

/d̪es/ implies previous completion, 
‘already’

-

/θitʲ/ implies possibility -
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The table not only gives each particle and its meaning, but also its typical location in a sentence. 

There are only two particles for which it is most common to occur before the verb: /d̪aː/ which 

indicates suggestion, and /aːŋ/ which marks passive-voice clauses. Otherwise, the particle can 

appear before or after a verb—its location determines the emphasis of the phrase. If the verb 

appears first followed by the particle, then the action is more significant than its status based on 

the particle. Conversely, if the particle appears first followed by the verb, then the status of the 

action, as dictated by the particle, is more significant than the action itself. Below are two 

sentences demonstrating the use of particles. The gloss abbreviation PRM will be used to mark the 

suffix /-ini/ or /-oni/, which is a person marker. Particles will be bolded. 

The person who hopes found the meaning of life. 

/maˈj      -ini                if             ˈʃiɾma          -p               sɛnˈðiz       -d̪o               tʲiokɛːˈli     -zi/ 

hope       -PRM-NOM    PFV           find            -PST            meaning     -ACC            life             -GEN 

hoper                                           found                            meaning                         of life 

Are you able to do this? 

/ˈki             -t͡ so                 ˈθila       -tʲ                re                               ˈðala                ˈt͡ so         -d̪o/ 

   2-NOM     -present           able      -PRS            Q                                 do-INF              here       -ACC 

   you                                  able                                                            to do                this? 

/re/ implies a question -

/aːŋ/ marks passive-voice clauses before verb

/ˈali/ marks the separation of two 
distinct relative clauses

-

/ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ particle English meaning General location
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In the first sentence, The person who hopes found the meaning of life, the particle of ‘perfective 

actions’ /if/ or ‘completion’ /d̪es/ appears before the verb because the completion of the act of 

‘finding’ is more important than the act of finding; it is less important if you are ‘finding’ the 

meaning of life, it only matters when you have ‘found’ it. In the second sentence, Are you able to 

do this?, the question particle /re/ appears following the verb /ˈθila/ ‘to be able to,’ because the 

speaker wants the listener to know that they are asking if they are capable of something. The 

verb /ˈθila/ ‘to be able to’ appears first, asserting that the ability of the listener is more pertinent 

than the fact that the speaker is asking a question. Thus, the placement of particles can subtly 

change the meaning of a sentence. 

Time Terms 

 The following is the table provided in the Morphology section, presenting all time terms 

in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/. 

/ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ English meaning Infix meaning

/leˈsana/ time -

/leˈsanpa/ then, recent past past

/leˈsanta/ now, present present

/leˈsanka/ later, near future future

/wɛˈsanpa/ then, in the distant past, used 
for history and folklore

past

/wɛˈsanka/ then, in the distant future, 
used for folklore

future

/d͡ʒɛˈsanpa/ then, at that point in time 
(past)

past

/d͡ʒɛˈsanka/ then, at that point in time 
(future)

future
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In terms of syntax, the rule is simple: time terms, in general, should appear at the end of a 

sentence. Stylistically, it may be the case that it appears at the beginning of the sentence, or 

anywhere else for that matter. For example, in the creation myth, the time term often appears at 

the beginning of the second. However, to achieve the most neutral meaning of the time term, it 

should appear at the end of the sentence.  

 Below are rules summarized from the previous analyses on various features of word 

order in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/. The next section will address the Tense, Mood, and Aspect (TMA) 

features of /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/. 

1. Prepositions must appear before noun to which the preposition is referring. 

2. Superlatives must appear directly before the adjective they are modifying. 

3. The intensifier /d͡ʒi/ must appear directly after the adjective or adverb that it is modifying. 

4. Particles can appear either directly before or directly after a verb. Statements with the 

particle preceding the verb emphasize the status of the action, while statements with the verb 

preceding the particle emphasize the action itself. 

5. Time terms should, in general, appear at the end of a sentence. 

/t͡ sɛˈsanpa/ there was past

/t͡ sɛˈsanta/ there is, are present

/t͡ sɛˈsanka/ there will be future

/t͡ seːˈsana/ during, while -

/ɖ͡ʐu/ soon -

/ɖ͡ʐuˈsanpa/ ‘just’ finished past

/ɖ͡ʐuˈsanka/ 'just' about to future

/ˈsapːa/ before past

/ˈsakːa/ after, once future

/ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ English meaning Infix meaning
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Tense, Mood, and Aspect (TMA) 

 The TMA of /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ does not inflect for person, number, or gender. It merely 

inflects for tense, with the conjugations /-p/ (past tense), /-tʲ/ (present tense), and /-k/ (future 

tense). The following sections will analyze the tense, mood, and aspect of /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/. 

Tense 

 Tense indicates “when the action being described takes place with reference to the time of 

speaking (or the time being spoken about)” (Carpenter, 21 September 2015). Similar to 

Esperanto, /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ has a simple tense system with three conjugations that indicate 

the past, present, and future tenses. The suffixes are /-p/, /-tʲ/, and /k/ for past, present, and future 

tenses, respectively. There is only the indicative mood; there is no subjective. Below is table 

containing indicative conjugations for the past, present, and future tenses for the verb /ˈseɲa/ ‘to 

speak.’ 

Past-imperfect-indicative Singular Plural

1st /ˈseɲap/ /ˈseɲap/

2nd /ˈseɲap/ /ˈseɲap/

3rd /ˈseɲap/ /ˈseɲap/

Present-imperfect-indicative Singular Plural

1st /ˈseɲatʲ/ /ˈseɲatʲ/

2nd /ˈseɲatʲ/ /ˈseɲatʲ/

3rd /ˈseɲatʲ/ /ˈseɲatʲ/
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Thus, /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ has a simple tense system, where the tenses are inflected with the 

simple conjugations of /-p/, /-tʲ/, and /k/ for past, present, and future tenses, respectively. 

However, its use of aspect provides a richer template for the creation of complex descriptions of 

actions. 

Mood 

 Mood indicates “whether the action actually took place, or whether it is hypothetical. It is 

independent of Tense and Aspect, as an action can be real or hypothetical, completed, or 

incomplete at any point in time” (Carpenter, 21 September 2015). Moods in other languages 

include the subjunctive and conditional. In /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/, there is only one inflected mood: 

the indicative. However, particles can be used to create more complex descriptions of actions in 

light of this limitation. Below is a table of modal particles taken from the table in the Word Order 

section, including their Chinese equivalents. 

Future-imperfect-indicative Singular Plural

1st /ˈseɲak/ /ˈseɲak/

2nd /ˈseɲak/ /ˈseɲak/

3rd /ˈseɲak/ /ˈseɲak/

/ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ 
particle

English meaning General location Mandarin equivalent

/d̪aː/ implies suggestion before verb �, 

/θitʲ/ implies possibility - �
/re/ implies a question - 
, 

/aːŋ/ marks passive-voice 
clauses

before verb �
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There modal particles were inspired by the rich particle inventory of Chinese. As the table 

indicates, however, placement of particles in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ is slightly less strict than in 

Chinese, which requires very precise particle placement. Also of note is that the question particle 

/re/ can be reduplicated twice or many times in a sentence, sequentially or otherwise, to intensify 

the question. The following sentences will present the usage of these particles. The abbreviation 

Q will be used for the question particle /re/. The particles will be bolded. 

Let’s chop wood together! 

/d̪aː                                              ˈsokt͡ ʃa                 -tʲ                                 ˈʃʲølin            -ˈʃʲølin/ 

 suggestion.PTC                            chop wood          -PRS                             selves            -selves 

 suggested                                    chop wood                                              together 

It might snow soon. 

/miˈfola                               ʃiˈʃiːla              -k                       θitʲ                                     ɖ͡ʐu/ 

 3-NOM-natural                   snow                -FUT                    possibility.PTC                  soon 

 it                                        will snow                                    possible                            soon 

Are you hurt? 

  

/re                     ˈki          -t͡ so                       aːŋ                       ˈŋøsʲt͡ ʃʲa          -tʲ                        re/ 

 Q                       2-NOM  -present                 PAS.PTC                hurt               -PRS                    Q 

                          you                                     be                         hurt                                     
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The previous sentences show the usage of the three modal particles in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/. The 

only two conventions for the placement of modal particles are /d̪aː/ implies suggestion and /aːŋ/ 

marks a relative clause, which must occur before the verb they are modifying. The modal 

particles are useful for communication, as they give the speaker the ability to ask questions—/re/ 

question particles—and suggest actions—/d̪aː/ suggestion particle. The particle implying 

possibility /θitʲ/ gives the speaker a way to express the feeling of wonder or pondering. Lastly, /

aːŋ/ relative clause marker, allows the speaker to develop more complex descriptions of nouns. 

The modal particles are a simple way to create a richer form of communication. 

Aspect 

 Aspect indicates “whether the action has been completed or is still incomplete. It is 

technically independent of Tense, as an action can be completed or incomplete at any point in 

time” (Carpenter, 21 September 2015). Russian’s utilization of aspect is so complex that it is said 

that most non-native speakers will never truly come to understand how it works and how to use 

it. In /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/, thankfully, the system is not nearly as difficult. Aspect is described 

using particles, as mentioned in the previous section on Word Order. Below is a table of 

aspectual particles taken from the table in the Word Order section, including their Chinese 

equivalents. 

/ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ 
particle

English meaning General location Mandarin equivalent

/t͡ ses/ implies continuity - ��
/if/ marks perfectiveness - �

/d̪es/ implies previous 
completion, ‘already’

- 	�
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These particles were inspired by Chinese’s inventory of aspectual and modal particles and 

adverbs. They work in conjunction with—but not in lieu of—inflected verbs. Below is a gloss of 

one sentence that features all three particles, which will all be bolded. The abbreviation CPL is 

used for the particle denoting previous completion, and CONT is used for denoting continuous 

aspect. 

I finished stoking the already hot fire, and later I will continue to stoke others. 

/ŋu        -t͡ so                 if                      miˈʃʲɲa           -p               sɛk           d̪es       ˈβøːla      -p 

 1-NOM -present          PFV                   stoke fire       -PST            REL          CPL        be hot    -PST   

 I                                 completed         stoked fire                                                     hot 

sɛk            tʲiomɛ         -d̪o                     lʲim                 fɔ            -n                  miˈʃʲɲa            -k               

REL           fire             -ACC                   and                 other       -PL                stoke fire         -FUT         

                 fire                                        and                 others                           will stoke fire                 

t͡ses                                       leˈsan        - <k> a/       

CONT                                    time           - <FUT> 

continuously                        later 

  

The previous sentence showcases the three aspectual particles in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/. /if/ 

(perfective particle)  and /d̪es/ (completion particle) can explain actions more definitively. /t͡ ses/ 

(implies continuity) is useful because it can convey information about the status of an action. 

There is no convention for the location of the particles relative to the verbs they are modifying. 

These particles are useful because they give more information about an action, whether it has 

been completed, was already completed, or is still in progress. 

 While /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ does not have any inflecting aspects of person, number, or 

gender, the tenses paired with modal and aspectual particles creates for a rich system none the 

less. 
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Articles and Determiners 

 /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ does not have any articles of any variety: there are no definite, 

indefinite, partitive, or negative articles. There are also no demonstratives, though the separate 

words ˈt͡ sod̪o/ ‘this’ and /ˈd͡ʒod̪o/ ‘that’ do exist as nouns. They can be pluralized to become /

ˈt͡ sod̪on/ ‘these’ and /ˈd͡ʒod̪on/ ‘those.’ There are also numerical determiners; there is only the 

singular and the plural, which is marked with the suffix /-n/.  

 There are no possessive determiners. The format for forming the possessive is similar to 

that of Russian. Word order is not crucial here. The way to express ownership is by declining a 

noun to its genitive form. For example, “my name” would be: 

/masˈmøl                                    ŋu          -ˈt͡ so                   -zi/  

 name-NOM                                 1            -‘present’           -GEN 

 name                                          of me 

 Quantifiers are formed similarly using the genitive form and adding a separate 

quantifying word. Below is a table of several quantifiers in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/, and whether or 

not they require the singular or the plural of the noun that they are quantifying. 

  

/ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ English meaning Singular or plural

/ˈɰalaʃ/ many, a lot Plural

/ˈɰalas/ several, some Plural

/ˈɰalam/ few Plural

/ˈɰalaza/ barely Singular
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An item or amount is quantified by being paired with a quantifier and put into the genitive. The 

quantifier must appear either before or after the noun it is quantifying; it can not occur elsewhere 

in the sentence. The quantifier can then be declined as any other noun, depending on its part in 

the sentence. Below is a sentence employing the quantifier, /ˈɰalas/ ‘several, some.’ The 

quantifier will be bolded. 

The person has several different thoughts. 

/ˈkalɛ                         ˈmin̪a       -tʲ                       sɛk                 ˈfɔmz            -wulʲ                  sɛk      

  person-NOM              have        -PRS                  REL                 different       -ADJ                   REL 

  person                       has                                                          different 

 ɰaˈlas          -d̪o                                luˈmo               -n             -zi/ 

 several          -ACC                              thought            -PL           -GEN 

 several                                                of thoughts 

As the gloss presents, the noun being quantified is put into the plural and the genitive. The 

quantifying word must be declined in to the accusative because it is the direct object of the 

sentence. 

 Distributive determiners are used the same way as quantifiers. Below is a table of the 

three distributive determiners in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/, and whether or not they require the 

singular or the plural of the noun that they are quantifying. 

/ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ English meaning Singular or plural

/ˈfɛmɛʒ/ each Plural

/ˈrɛmɛʒ/ any Plural

/ˈwɛmɛʒ/ every Plural
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A distributive determiner is used by putting the distributed noun in the genitive and adding the 

distributive determining word either before or after the modified noun. As the table indicates, the 

noun must always be pluralized. The distributive determiner must either appear before or after 

the noun it is quantifying; it can not occur elsewhere in the sentence. As with the quantifier, the 

distributive determiner can be declined as can any other noun. Below is a sentence demonstrating 

the usage of the distributive determiner /ˈwɛmɛʒ/ ‘any.’ The distributive determiner will be 

bolded.  

A snow bee will fly to every tree. 

/laʔˈmed̪a                      paʃɛ      -ˈmoka     -k               wɛˈmɛʒ    -lɔ             ʐi ˈpe      -n        -zi/ 

 snow bee-NOM             sky       -go           -FUT            every       -DAT           tree        -PL      -GEN 

 snow bee                      will fly                                    to every                     of trees              

The distributive determiner is used by putting the noun being modified into the plural and 

genitive, and either preceding or following the noun with a distributive determiner (but nowhere 

else in the sentence).  

 /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ does not have interrogative determiners. It merely has the relative 

clause particle /sɛk/, which is circumfixed around the relative clause to mark it as such. The 

particle is a separate word, not an affix of some sort. An example of a relative clause will be 

presented below, and the relative clause particles /sɛk/ will be bolded. The relative particle 

separator /ˈali/ will be abbreviated as RELS. 

the quiet cat who likes to sleep often 

/sɛk          ˈmiʃi     -wulʲ             sɛk             ˈali               sɛk            si            -ˈalʲmo      -tʲ  

 REL           quiet    -ADJ             REL             RELS            REL            small      -love         -PRS 

                  quiet                                                                                 likes 
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 saˈna          -d͡ʒi                         ˈdɛrat̪a                        sɛk                   ˈʃimso/  

 time           -more                       sleep-INF                   REL                    cat-NOM 

 often                                          to sleep                                                cat 

The relative clause particle /sɛk/ is circumfixed around the relative clause. The first relative 

clause in the statement is ‘quiet,’ and the second is ‘likes to sleep.’ An important particle in this 

statement is /ˈali/, which separates two (or more) relative clauses. Because the relative clauses 

for ‘quiet’ and ‘likes to sleep’ appear next to each other, the particle /ˈali/ is inserted between 

them so the speaker can make clear that they are two different relative clauses. The usage of the 

relative clause marker /sɛk/ is based on the Mandarin relative clause particle �. � is used 

similarly to /sɛk/, however it appears just before the relative clause and not after it, the way that /

sɛk/ does. /sɛk/ is the only circumfix in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/. 

Case System 

 The case system of /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ is simple and strongly resembles that of Russian. 

Below is a table of the case endings with their meaning. Following the table, several sentences 

will showcase the usages of these endings. Then an explanation of each case ending will be 

provided. 

/ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ Meaning

- Nominative

/-d̪o/ Accusative

/-zi/ Genitive

/-t̪i/ Prepositional

/-lɔ/ Dative
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The baker said ‘hello’ to their friend at the eternal fire. 

/d͡ʒomˈf   -ini                         ˈsɛna      -p                 βøˈsiːɾe                 ki    -n     -ˈt͡ so             -lɔ      

 bake       -person-NOM           say        -PST             warmth-NOM         2     -PL   -present       -DAT 

 baker                                      said                           hello 

si                 -alʲm            -iˈni            -lɔ                                       daː            -tʲioˈmɛ         -t̪i/ 

small           -love            -person       -DAT                                   big            -fire              -PREP 

to the friend                                                                                  at the eternal fire 

Come drink honey liquor with us, after you make the bread. 

  

/d̪aː                                        nɔgɾalaʔˈzatʲ       -d̪o                       ˈβoza     -k                  jam         

 suggestion.PTC                     honey liquor       -ACC                     drink    -FUT              with-PREP 

 suggested 

 ˈŋu           -n           -d͡ʒo                     -jama                          ˈsakːa                  ˈki          -t͡ so                   

  1             -PL          -not present         -INST                            after                     2           -present           

  with us                                                                                   after                     you                             

   

ˈðala          -k                              if                                          d͡ʒomdaˈjø           -d̪o/ 

make         -FUT                          PFV                                       bread                   -ACC 

will do                                        complete                              bread 

/-jama/ Instrumental

/ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ Meaning
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This is my shelter. 

/ˈt͡ so         -d̪o                            ˈɖesd͡ʒo                                ŋu                 -ˈt͡ so                 -zi/ 

  here       -ACC                           fur cave                               1                  -present            -GEN 

  this                                           shelter                                  of me             

These sentences showcase the usage of the case endings. The accusative is used to mark direct 

objects. The genitive is used to mark possession and other such meanings of “from” something 

or “of something.” The prepositional is used to mark the location of something. Paired with 

prepositions, the location can be made more specific. The dative is used to mark indirect objects, 

but it can also mark direction when paired with prepositions. Lastly, the instrumental is used to 

indicate that a noun is an instrument or the means by which the subject does something. When 

the preposition /jam/ ‘with’ is used in conjunction with the suffix /-jama/, it creates the meaning 

that the declined noun is accompanying something, which is the meaning in the second sentence. 

Numeral System 

 The base-ten numeral system in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ draws heavily from the numeral 

system in Chinese. For example, numbers are formed the same way in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ as 

they are in Chinese. The glottal stops found at the end of numbers here were inspired by non-

standard Chinese dialects which feature glottal stops in their numeral system, for example 

Hangzhounese (Krawitz, Fieldwork on Hangzhounese, 2015:3). Below is a table of the numbers 

in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ and their Chinese equivalent. Following the table, several examples of 

how to create two- and three-digit numbers will be explained, aided with examples of number 

formation in Chinese. 
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The following examples will demonstrate how to create two- and three-digit numbers, and the 

Chinese equivalent. 

/ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ English meaning Chinese equivalent

/t̪aʔ/ 1 �
/bɛʔ/ 2 �

/keʔ/ 3 �
/søʔ/ 4 �
/leʔ/ 5 �
/ʃyʔ/ 6 �

/nøʔ/ 7 �
/diʔ/ 8 �
/gɛʔ/ 9 �
/muʔ/ 10 �

/buʔ/ 100 �
/zuʔ/ 1,000 �
/ɖuʔ/ 1,000,000 ��
/zaʔ/ 0, none �

/uʔ/ half � (not a number)

Number /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ Literal meaning Chinese equivalent

11 /muʔ t̪aʔ/ ten one ��

26 /bɛʔ muʔ ʃyʔ/ two ten six ���
79 /nøʔ muʔ gɛʔ/ seven ten nine ���
105 /t̪aʔ buʔ leʔ/ one hundred five ���

Number
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As the table demonstrates, two- and three-digit (and beyond) numbers are formed by adding the 

numbers around the base-ten words  

/muʔ/ ‘ten’ 

/buʔ/ ‘hundred’ 

/zuʔ/ ‘thousand’ 

/ɖuʔ/ ‘million’ 

to form the number. As the table shows, ‘twelve’ would be, literally, ‘ten two’ and ‘thirty-seven’ 

would be ‘three ten seven.’ This is similar to how numbers in Chinese are formed, as the final 

column in the table demonstrates.  

400 /søʔ buʔ/ four hundred ��

724 /nøʔ buʔ bɛʔ muʔ søʔ/ seven hundred two ten 
four

�����

1,003 /t̪aʔ zuʔ keʔ/ one thousand three ���

2,022 /bɛʔ zuʔ bɛʔ muʔ bɛʔ/ two thousand two ten 
two

�����

55,555
/leʔ muʔ leʔ zuʔ leʔ 

buʔ leʔ muʔ leʔ/

five ten five thousand 
five hundred five ten 

five
��������

904,382
/gɛʔ buʔ søʔ zuʔ keʔ 

buʔ diʔ muʔ bɛʔ/

nine hundred four 
thousand three 

hundred eight ten two
���������

1,234,567
/t̪aʔ ɖuʔ bɛʔ buʔ keʔ 
muʔ søʔ zuʔ leʔ buʔ 
ʃyʔ muʔ nøʔ/

one million two 
hundred three ten four 
thousand five hundred 

six ten seven

���������
����

/ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ Literal meaning Chinese equivalentNumber
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 Numbers do not decline in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/. There are no measure words or 

classifiers, unlike Chinese. The following sentence will demonstrate the use of numbers, which 

will be bolded. 

I saw fifty-six fur blankets. 

/ˈŋu    -d͡ʒo                       ˈɛʃba    -p                leʔ      muʔ     ʃyʔ            ɖeˈso               -n        -d̪o/ 

  1       -not present            see      -PST            five    ten       six             fur blanket       -PL      -ACC 

  I                                       saw                        fifty-six                           fur blankets  

Using numbers is difficult. With regards to word order, numbers usually precede the noun they 

are quantifying. Numbers can also follow the word, but they cannot be elsewhere in the sentence.  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V. Original Story:  

 The following is an original story written in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/. It tells the creation 

myth of /ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/. First, the story will be presented in English. Then, the entire 

translation of it will be presented in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/. Following that, a gloss of the entire 

story will be provided. It has been color-coded for ease of reading. 

 The sky looked down upon the ground, dark and infinite. There was no moon to brighten 

the earth. There was no moon to brighten the earth. From the earth rose a giant fire, with flames 

licking at the cold darkness. A strange wind blew through the flame, lifting it higher into the sky. 

The sky grabbed the fire and froze it into a silvery moon, and the embers that had risen too were 

chilled, becoming tiny blue specks that sprinkled the sky. And then the wind rose higher, tearing 

sky from sky, forming shapes covered in glowing blue markings. And so we were created. 

/ˈpaːʃɛ  ˈɛʒbap  ˈθaːmat  sɛk  faˈlawulʲ  lʲim  ɻaˈʈa-wulʲ  sɛk  t͡ ʃɛˈlɛd̪o/.  ˈɛɾɛ  t͡ sɛˈsanpa  sɛk  ˈt̪et͡ søla  

t͡ ʃɛˈlɛd̪o  sɛk  ʃuˈkeɾɛ.  ˈd͡ʒot̪i  t͡ ʃɛˈlɛzi  ˈmokap  ˈʂemas  ˈdaːwulʲ  ˈtʲiomɛ  lʲim  t͡ sɛˈsanpa  sitʲi

ˈomɛn  siˈʃit̪a  ˈkaːwulʲ  falaˈɾed̪o.  ɰɔˈʈawulʲ  ʃeˈsaːnɛ  ʃeˈsafap  ast͡ s  eʃt͡ ʃ   sitʲioˈmɛt̪i  lʲim  d̪ɨ

ˈmuːlap  ʒaˈd͡ʒod̪o  d͡ʒi  d͡ʒaˈd̪ɨwulʲ  asˈt͡ sot̪i  paˈʃɛt̪i.  ˈpaːʃɛ  muˈkalap  tʲioˈmɛd̪o  lʲim  ʒaˈd͡ʒod̪o  

aːŋ  kaˈlaːɾap  if  ˈŋeka  misaˈmewulʲ  ʃukeˈɾɛzi lʲim  sɛk  ˈʂemas  ˈmokap  if  sɛk  t̪ɨoˈmɛken  ɲi  

aːŋ  kaˈsaːɾap  lʲim  ˈŋekap  ˈsiːwulʲ  d͡ʒi  d͡ʒi ɛtʲyfaˈlawulʲ  sɛk  ʃʲiˈʃʲiːsap  ˈlaːklas  paˈʃɛt̪i  sɛk  ʃʲiʃʲi

ˈɾinzi.  lʲim  d͡ʒɛˈsanpa  ʃeˈsaːnɛ  ˈmokap  ˈʂemas  d͡ʒi  d͡ʒaˈd̪ɨwulʲ  ˈʃkasɛlap  paˈʃɛd̪o  ˈd͡ʒot̪i  pa

ˈʃɛzi  ðaˈlʲamap  sɛk  ʃit̪aˈɲalʲap  maˈŋasɛlʲwulʲ  ɛtʲyfaˈlawulʲ  t̪ɨomɛkeˈʃiːt̪aɲama  sɛkt͡ søˈɭʲond̪o.  

lʲim  zab  aːŋ  t͡ ʃøŋˈgasap  ŋunˈt͡ sod̪o/ 

Gloss: 

Additional abbreviations used: 
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INAN: inanimate 

PAS: passive voice 

PTC: particle 

REL: relative marker   

The sky looked down upon the ground, dark and infinite. 

/ˈpaːʃ              -ɛ                               ˈɛʒba    -p              ˈθaːmat           sɛk           faˈla     -wulʲ            

sky-NOM        elemental.PTC             look     -PST           down             REL          dark     -ADJ          

sky                                                   looked                    down                              dark                  

  

lʲim                      ɻaˈʈa               -wulʲ                    sɛk                         t͡ ʃɛˈlɛ    -d̪o/ 

and                      infinite           -ADJ                    REL                         earth    -ACC 

and                      infinite                                                                     earth 

There was no moon to brighten the earth. 

/ˈɛɾɛ               t͡ sɛ               -ˈsan        - <p> a                          sɛk                  ˈt̪et͡ søla            

not                 here             - time      - <PST>                          REL                  brighten-INF         

no                 there was                                                           to brighten           

 t͡ ʃɛˈl            -ɛ                           -d̪o                       sɛk                      ʃuˈkeɾ               -ɛ/ 

earth            -elemental.PTC      -ACC                    REL                     moon-NOM        elemental.PTC 

earth                                                                                                 moon 
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From the earth rose a giant fire, with flames licking at the cold darkness.  

/ˈd͡ʒo           -t̪i                           t͡ ʃɛˈl         -ɛ                              -zi                       ˈmoka        -p                   

there           -PREP                     earth        -elemental.PTC         -GEN                     go             -PST      

from                                         earth                                                                      went      

  

ˈʂemas                       ˈdaː            -wulʲ                      tʲiˈom           -ɛ                                   lʲim  

down                          large         -ADJ                       fire               -elemental.PTC              and 

up                               large                                       fire                                                     and 

 t͡ sɛ            -ˈsan           - <p> a                        si               -tʲiˈom         -ɛ                              -n 

here           -time          - <PST>                       small         -fire             -elemental.PTC         -PL    

there were                                                       flames 

    

siˈʃit̪a                     ˈkaː             -wulʲ                  falaˈɾ                 -e                                           -d̪o/ 

lick-INF                   cold            -ADJ                  darkness           -non-elemental.PTC                -ACC 

to lick                     cold                  darkness       

A strange wind blew through the flame, lifting it higher into the sky.  

/ɰɔˈʈa           -wulʲ                    ʃeˈsaːn                -ɛ                                            ʃeˈsafa         -p 

strange         -ADJ                      wind                   -elemental.PTC                        blow             -PS 

strange                                      wind                                                                  blew 

ast͡ s             eʃt͡ ʃ                                   si                     -tʲioˈm              -ɛ                                   -t̪i               

in                out                                   small                -fire                 -elemental.PTC               -PREP          

through                                              flame                
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lʲim                        d̪ɨ         -ˈmuːla      -p                              ʒa                -ˈd͡ʒo        -d̪o            d͡ʒi          

and                        high      -take        -PST                           3.SG.INAN    -there       -ACC          more   

and                        lifted                                                       it                                                                                            

d͡ʒaˈd̪ɨ       -wulʲ                    asˈt͡ s        -ot̪i                       paˈʃ          -ɛ                                -t̪i/ 

high          -ADJ                     in            -PREP                   sky            -elemental.PTC           -PREP 

higher                                   into                                     the sky 

The sky grabbed the fire and froze it into a silvery moon, and the embers that had risen too were 

chilled, becoming tiny blue specks that sprinkled the sky.  

/ˈpaːʃ       -ɛ                                     muˈkala     -p                      tʲioˈmɛ     -d̪o                   lʲim  

sky          -elemental.PTC                 grab          -PST                   fire          -ACC                 and 

sky                                                  grabbed                               fire                                  and 

ʒa                    -ˈd͡ʒo       -d̪o                       aːŋ                       kaˈlaːɾa         -p                    if 

3.SG.INAN       -there       -ACC                    PAS                      freeze            -PST                PFV 

it                                                                 is                         frozen  

  

ˈŋeka                              misaˈme      -wulʲ                        ʃukeˈɾ            -ɛ                                -zi 

become-INF                    silver           -ADJ                         moon            -elemental.PTC           -GEN 

to become                       silvery                                        moon 

lʲim            sɛk                   ˈʂemas                 ˈmoka         -p                       if                           sɛk  

and           -REL                  up                         go              -PST                   PFV                        REL 

and         up               went       
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t̪ɨoˈmɛke         -n                       ɲi                        aːŋ                       kaˈsaːɾa        -p                  lʲim  

ember             -PL                     also                     PAS                       chill             -PST              and 

embers                also                     is                          chilled                              and 

      

ˈŋeka                 -p                                           siː           -wulʲ                         d͡ʒi                  d͡ʒi        

become             -PST                                       small       -ADJ                         very                very 

became                          small                                        very               very 

  

ɛtʲy         -faˈla           -wulʲ                             sɛk                             ʃʲiˈʃʲi              -ːsa       -p    

not         -dark           -ADJ                              REL                            speckle          -time     -PST 

blue                            speckled 

ˈlaːklas                               paˈʃ             -ɛ                                  -t̪i                                      sɛk              

across                                 sky             -elemental.PTC              -PREP                                REL          

across                     sky 

ʃʲiʃʲiˈɾi               -n               -zi/ 

speckle            -PL              -GEN 

specks 

And then the wind rose higher, tearing sky from sky, forming shapes covered in glowing blue 

markings. 

/lʲim               d͡ʒɛ        -ˈsan    -<p> a                  ʃeˈsaːn    -ɛ                                   ˈmoka       -p 

and                there     -time    -PST                     wind        -elemental.PTC                go           -PST 

and                then                                               wind                                               went 
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ˈʂemas                        d͡ʒi                           d͡ʒaˈd̪ɨ        -wulʲ                               ˈʃkasɛla            -p  

up                              more                         high           -ADJ                                 tear                 -PST  

up             more                         high                    tore 

paˈʃɛ    -d̪o                  ˈd͡ʒo         -t̪i                    paˈʃɛ       -zi                ðaˈl         -ʲama            -p  

sky       -ACC               there       -PREP               sky          -GEN            make       -with            -PST 

sky                              from                           sky                              formed 

  

sɛk                ʃit̪a          -ˈɲalʲa          -p                    maˈŋasɛlʲ       -wulʲ               ɛtʲy    -faˈla    -wulʲ    

REL               touch        on              -PST                  glow        -ADJ                not    -dark    -ADJ 

          covered                       glowing        blue 

t̪ɨomɛke             -ˈʃiːt̪a           -ɲ          -ama                       sɛk                      t͡ søˈɭʲo         -d̪o/ 

fire               -skin            -PL         -INST                       REL                     shape         -ACC 

with markings                              shape 

And so we were created. 

lʲim            zab               aːŋ                    t͡ ʃøŋˈgasa       -p                   ŋu       -n         -ˈt͡ so         -d̪o/ 

and            thus              PAS                   create             -PST               1          -PL       -here        -ACC 

and            so               were                 created                                 we 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VI. Lexicon 
 Below, two tables will be presented that feature the lexicon of /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/. The 

first will present the lexicon alphabetized in the language, and the second will present the lexicon 

alphabetized in English. 

Lexicon alphabetized by /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/ 

Word English meaning Part of speech Notes

-d̪o Accusative Declension

-jam Instrumental Declension

-k Future-imperfect-
indicative

Conjugation

-lɔ Dative Declension

-p Past-imperfect-
indicative

Conjugation

-t̪i Prepositional Declension

-tʲ Present-imperfect-
indicative

Conjugation

-zi Genitive Declension

/-ˈʃʲøl-/ -self / -selves Preposition Maintain case

/ˈd͡ʒod̪o/ that Preposition -

/ˈd͡ʒod̪on/ those Preposition -

/ˈd͡ʒot̪i/ from Preposition Genitive

/ˈlaːklas/ across Preposition Prepositional

/ˈlaːmlas/ all over Preposition Prepositional

/ˈʂemas/ up Preposition Prepositional

/ˈt̪aʔt̪ɛk/ only Preposition -

/ˈt͡ sod̪o/ this Preposition -
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/ˈt͡ sod̪on/ these Preposition -

/ˈt͡ sot̪i/ to Preposition Dative

/ˈθaːmas/ down Preposition Prepositional

/asˈt͡ sot̪i/ into Preposition Prepositional

/ast͡ s eʃt͡ ʃ/ through Preposition Prepositional

/ast͡ s/ in Preposition Prepositional

/d͡ʒo/ there Preposition

/eʃt͡ ʃ/ out Preposition Prepositional

/jam/ with Preposition Instrumental

/kɾask/ for Preposition
Dative; sometimes 
used as a relative 
clause marker

/ɲalʲ/ on Preposition Prepositional

/t̪ɛk/ merely Preposition

/t͡ so/ here Preposition

/wɛm/ all, entirety, whole Preposition

/wɛmˈt͡ sod͡ʒo/ everywhere Preposition

/ʐef/ by Preposition Genitive

ˈalʲmo love Noun

ˈalʲøfi thing Noun

ˈbabelʲ Ba’bel Noun

ˈbaŋga help Verb

ˈbɛɾɛks bricks Noun

ˈdaːwulʲ big Adjective

ˈðala do, make Verb

ˈðala make Verb

ˈdɛrat̪a sleep Verb

ˈdoʃiwulʲ loud Adjective

Word English meaning Part of speech Notes
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ˈd͡ʒomfa bake (food ,clay) Verb

ˈɖesd͡ʒa build Verb

ˈɖesd͡ʒo
‘fur cave’ (the 
primary shelter of the 
people)

Noun

ˈɖeso fur blanket Noun

ˈɖosd͡ʒa live in, dwell Verb

ˈɖoʔkɛ water Noun

ˈɖuɲa ask Verb

ˈɖ͡ʐaŋge thunder Noun

ˈɛɾɛ no, not Adverb

ˈɛʃba see Verb

ˈɛʒba look Verb

ˈfɛmɛʒ each Noun Distributive

ˈfɔmzwulʲ different Adjective

ˈgasmetʲɛ stone Noun

ˈgɔnka breathe Verb

ˈjoɖu information Noun

ˈkaːwulʲ cold Adjective

ˈkalɛ person Noun

ˈkalmɛs
village, community 
(or city for Tower of 
Babel story)

Noun

ˈkeβan heaven Noun

ˈkid͡ʒo 2sg: not present Pronoun

ˈkifa light (something on 
fire)

Verb

ˈkind͡ʒo 2pl: not present Pronoun

ˈkint͡ so 2pl: present Pronoun

Word English meaning Part of speech Notes
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ˈkit͡ so 2sg: present Pronoun

ˈkiʒa crackle (of a fire) Verb

ˈkumi language Noun

ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi Language of the 
Embers

Noun

ˈkuʂa hear Verb

ˈlaːwulʲ long (length or 
distance)

Adjective

ˈlad͡ʒo 3sg: not present Pronoun

ˈland͡ʒo 3pl: not present Pronoun

ˈlant͡ so 3pl: present Pronoun

ˈlat͡ so 3sg: present Pronoun

ˈlaʔmeβoˈzatʲa harvest snow bee 
honey

Verb

ˈlʲaɲa know Verb

ˈloɾda think Verb

ˈloɾdama mind (abstract) Noun

ˈlumo thought Noun

ˈmaja wish Verb

ˈmaja hope Verb

ˈmin̪a have Verb

ˈmiʃiwulʲ quiet Adjective

ˈmit͡ sa snuggle under a 
blanket

Verb

ˈmod͡ʒi land, territory (of a 
people)

Noun

ˈmoka go Verb

ˈmolʲa run Verb

ˈmorɛˌtoɾe mortar Noun
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ˈmoɰa walk Verb

ˈmuːla take Verb

ˈɲøsʲwulʲ sad, forlorn Adjective

ˈŋeka become, takes gen. Verb

ˈŋøsʲt͡ ʃʲa hurt Verb

ˈŋud͡ʒo 1sg: not present Pronoun

ˈŋund͡ʒo 1pl: not present Pronoun

ˈŋunt͡ so 1pl: present Pronoun

ˈŋut͡ so 1sg: present Pronoun

ˈpaːʃɛ sky Noun

ˈpfit͡ sa warm up next to a fire Verb

ˈraːkla mix up, confuse Verb

ˈrɛmɛʒ any Noun Distributive

ˈɻaɳa give Verb

ˈsakːa after, once Noun

ˈsapːa before Noun

ˈseɲa speak Verb

ˈsɛna say Verb

ˈsɛnðiz meaning/significance Noun

ˈsiːwulʲ small Adjective

-si can be used as a 
diminutive in forming 
words (kuˈmisi, 
‘small language,’ 
vocabulary) or in 
names

ˈsikd̪ɾa season wood Verb

ˈsikt͡ ʃa collect wood Verb

ˈsiʂa knit Verb

ˈsøfa catch fire Verb
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ˈsokt͡ ʃa chop wood Verb

ˈsyze sand Noun

ˈʂeːla scatter Verb

ˈʃimso cat Noun

ˈʃiɾma find Verb

ˈʃiʃʲa learn Verb

ˈʃit̪a touch Verb

ˈʃit̪e skin Noun

ˈʃʲølinˈʃʲølin together Adverb

ˈʃkasɛla tear, rip Verb

ˈʃøka begin, start Verb

ˈt̪et͡ søla brighten, light up Verb

ˈt̪et͡ søle brightness Noun

ˈt̪isab place Noun

ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi people (a cultural 
group)

Noun

ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi People of the Embers Noun

ˈt͡ safa cook Verb

ˈt͡ saʔke lightning Noun

ˈt͡ ʃɛlɛ

‘earth’, like land 
(ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi tioˈmɛkɛnzi 
have no concept of 
‘Earth’ or even 
‘planet’

Noun

ˈʈoŋa feel Verb

ˈʈ͡ ʂøɭa stop Verb

ˈʈ͡ ʂuɲa answer Verb

ˈɰalam few Noun Quantifier

ˈɰalas several, some Noun Quantifier
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ˈɰalaz many, a lot Noun Quantifier

ˈɰalaza barely Noun Quantifier

ˈɰɛʒa holler Verb

ˈwɛka continue, to be going 
on

Verb

ˈwɛmɛʒ every Noun Distributive

ˈysʲaŋi reason Noun

ˈzaʔd̪o nothing Noun zero + accusative case

ˈzepa use Verb

ˈzɛɲɛ earth (like ground) Noun

ˈzɛt͡ se grass Noun

ˈʐipe tree Noun

ˈʐiʔke log Noun

ˈʒad͡ʒo 3sg: non-person, not 
present

Pronoun

ˈʒand͡ʒo 3pl: non-person, not 
present

Pronoun

ˈʒant͡ so 3pl: non-person, 
present

Pronoun

ˈʒat͡ so 3sg: non-person, 
present

Pronoun

ˈʒiːwulʲ short (length or 
distance)

Adjective

ˈβali valley Noun

ˈβɛɲɛ air Noun

ˈβiɲa taste Verb

ˈβøːla be hot Verb

ˈβøːwulʲ hot Adjective

ˈβoza drink Verb
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ˈθila be able, possible Verb

aˈlɛma love Verb

ak or Conjunction

bɛʔ 2 Number

biˈt̪umen bitumen Noun

bøn almost Adverb

buʔ 100 Number

ðaˈlini helper Noun

ðaˈlini maker Noun

ðaˈlini doer Noun

ðaˈlʲama form Verb

d̪aˈmat͡ sø bye Phatic expression

d̪aˈmat͡ sø bye Phatic expression

daˈsikɾo forest Noun

daˈʃiːma blizzard Verb

d̪aː maˈŋasɛlʲa t̪e
ˈt͡ sørɛm

goodbye Phatic expression lit. to glow brightly

daːˈtʲiomɛ the eternal fire Noun

dɛˈrat̪ɨni sleeper Noun

dɛraˈt̪awulʲ sleepy Adjective

diˈt̪iwulʲ low Adjective

d̪im then Conjunction

diʔ 8 Number

d̪ɨˈmuːla lift Verb

d͡ʒaˈd̪ɨwulʲ high Adjective

d͡ʒeˈkofa Jehovah Noun

d͡ʒɛˈnisos Genesis Noun
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d͡ʒɛˈsanka then, at that point in 
time, in the future

Noun

d͡ʒɛˈsanpa then, at that point in 
time, in the past

Noun

d͡ʒi very very… Adjective
follows the modified 
word; can be repeated 
to intensify meaning

d͡ʒi d͡ʒi- most, -est Adjective comes before the 
modified word

d͡ʒi- more, -er Adjective comes before the 
modified word

d͡ʒid̪o more (n.) Adverb

d͡ʒomˈdajø pastry Noun

d͡ʒomˈdajø bread Noun

d͡ʒomˈfini baker (food, clay) Noun

ɖesˈd͡ʒini builder Noun

ɖuʔ 1,000,000 Number

ɖ͡ʐu soon Noun

ɖ͡ʐuˈsanka 'just' about to Noun

ɖ͡ʐuˈsanpa ‘just’ finished Noun

ɛɾɛθiˈlawulʲ impossible Adjective

ɛtʲyfaˈlawulʲ blue Noun

faˈlaɾe darkness Noun

faˈlawulʲ dark Adjective

fɔŋ another, other Adjective

gɛʔ 9 Number

gid gid- least, -est Adjective comes before the 
modified word

gid- less, -er Adjective comes before the 
modified word
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greˈmawulʲ joyful Adjective

gɾaˈsalʲa hunt Verb

gɾaˈset͡ ʃa kill Verb

gɾasaˈlʲoni hunter Noun

gɾaseˈt͡ ʃini killer Noun

ik but Conjunction

kaˈlaːɾa freeze Verb

kaˈlaːɾilɛ ice Noun

kaˈsaːɾa chill Verb

keʔ 3 Number

ki 2sg Pronoun

kiˈfini lighter (something on 
fire)

Noun

kraˈgaz kinˈt͡ solɔ thank you Phatic expression

kraˈkinlɔ thanks Phatic expression

kɾaˈkalʲ food Noun

kɾaˈkawulʲ hungry Adjective

kuˈmisi vocabulary Noun

laʔˈmed̪a snow bee Noun

laʔmeβoˈzatʲ honey Noun

laʔmeβoˈzatʲoni snow bee honey-
harvester

Noun

leˈsana time Noun

leˈsanka later, near future Noun

leˈsanpa then, recent past Noun

leˈsanta now (present) Noun

let͡ s in the place of, as, 
instead, rather

Conjunction Followed by the 
genitive
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leʔ 5 Number

lʲaˈɲawulʲ

known (in a good 
way…aka 
‘celebrated,’ 
acclaimed, popular)

Adjective

lʲaˈɲoni teacher Noun

lʲim and Conjunction

loɾˈdini philosopher Noun

loɾdˈlʲaɲa understand Verb lit. mind-know

maˈjini wisher Noun

maˈjini hoper Noun

maˈjiz please Adverb

maˈjiz please Phatic expression

maˈŋasɛlʲa glow Verb

maˈŋasɛlʲwulʲ glowing Adjective

masˈmøl name Noun

masˈmøla be called (dat.), to 
name (acc.)

Verb

miˈfola
3sg: used only for 
nature topics Pronoun

Never pluralized or 
categorized by 
location, sinceˈt͡ sad͡ʒi 
tioˈmɛkɛnzi considers 
nature to be always 
present, never 
changing, never dying

miˈluwulʲ sweet Adjective

miˈmoka bring Verb lit. have-go

miˈʃʲɲa stoke the fire Verb

miˈt͡ sini snuggler (under a 
blanket)

Noun

miluˈlaʔzatʲ honey wine Noun
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mimoˈkini bringing Noun

misyˈmewulʲ silver(y) Noun

miʃˈɲoni fire-stoker Noun

moˈd͡ʒiwulʲ land-based Adjective

moˈɰala travel (far) on foot Verb

moɰaˈlini traveler (far, on foot) Noun

mɾaˈkalʲa eat Verb

mɾakaˈlʲoni eater Noun

muˈkala grab Verb

muʔ 10 Number

myˈt͡ seɾe color Noun

nøʔ 7 Number

nɔˈgɾawulʲ thick Adjective

nɔgɾaˈlaʔzatʲ honey liquor Noun

ɲi also Conjunction

ŋøsʲˈt͡ ʃʲoni hurter Noun

ŋu 1sg Pronoun

paʃɛˈmoka fly Verb

pɛˈlen plain Noun

reˈalʲøfi what Pronoun question particle + 
thing

reˈðal how Adverb question particle + ‘to 
do’ root

reˈkalɛ who Pronoun question particle + 
person

reˈloɾd why Adverb question particle + ‘to 
think’ root

reˈsana when Adverb question particle + 
time
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reˈt͡ sod͡ʒo where Adverb question particle + 
herethere

repeat the pronouns one another, each 
other

Preposition Maintain case

ɻaˈɳani giver Noun

ɻaˈʈawulʲ infinite, endless Adjective

saˈnad͡ʒi often Adverb

saˈnat͡ ses always Adverb

saˈnaθitʲ sometimes Adverb

saˈnɛɾɛ never Adverb

saːbˈset̪o
tower (perhaps they’ll 
have some kind of 
stone towers maybe?)

Noun

seˈɲoni speaker Noun

seb in order to, so that Conjunction

siˈalʲmo like Verb

siˈʂani knitter Noun

siˈʃiːfa flurry Verb

siˈʃit̪a lick (of a flame); takes 
acc.

Verb

siˈziwulʲ bubbly, light Adjective

sialʲˈmini friend Noun

sikˈd̪ɾini wood-seasoner Noun

sikˈt͡ ʃini wood gatherer Noun

sisanˈkarɛm gradually Adverb

sisanˈkawulʲ gradual Adjective

sitʲiˈoːmɛ flame Noun

siziˈlaʔzatʲ honey beer Noun

sokˈt͡ ʃini wood chopper Noun
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søʔ 4 Number

ʃeˈsaːnɛ wind Noun

ʃeˈsafa blow (of the wind) Verb

ʃɛˈɾeka occur Verb

ʃɛˈɾeka happen Verb

ʃiˈnaɾa Shi’nar Noun

ʃiˈʃiːla snow Verb

ʃiˈʃiːɾilɛ snow Noun

ʃiˈʃʲada discover Verb

ʃiˈʃʲoni student Noun

ʃiˈʃʲoni discoverer Noun

ʃiʃʲaˈʃʲøla realize Verb learn+self

ʃit̪aˈɲalʲa cover Verb

ʃʲiˈʃʲiːsa sprinkle; takes prep. Verb

ʃʲiˈʃʲiɾi speck Noun

ʃʲøl self Noun

ʃøˈkini beginner, starter Noun

ʃuˈkeɾɛ moon Noun

ʃuˈkeɾɛwulʲ beautiful Adjective moon + adj

ʃyʔ 6 Number

t̪aʔ 1 Number

t̪eˈt͡ søwulʲ bright Adjective

t̘et̘ the very top, very end 
of something

Noun

t̪ɨoˈmɛke ember Noun lit. ‘not darkness’

t̪ɨomɛkeˈʃiːt̪a marking Noun ember-touch

tʲiˈomat͡ ʃa live, exist; takes gen., 
idiomatically “to be”

Verb
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tʲioˈkɛːli life Noun

tʲiomɛ fire Noun

toŋˈgaːŋgini
person created from 
the ‘ritual of sky and 
fire’ ritual

Noun

toŋˈgasa create through ritual Verb

toŋˈgasini

person who perform 
the ‘ritual of sky and 
fire’ to create another 
person

Noun

toŋˈgaso creation (from a 
ritual)

Noun

toŋˈgaʃʲølini

the person with whom 
one performs the 
‘ritual of sky and fire’ 
to create another 
person

Noun

toŋˈlana perform a ritual Verb

toŋˈlanim ritual Noun

toŋˈlanim toŋˈgasozi 
ˈpaːʃɛjama tʲi
ˈomɛjama

ritual of creation of 
sky and fire Noun

t͡ saˈd͡ʒimi culture Noun

t͡ saˈfini cook Noun

t͡ seːˈsana during, while Noun

t͡ sesˈrem no longer/not 
anymore

Adverb

t͡ sesremtʲiˈomat͡ ʃa die Verb

t͡ sesremtʲiomawulʲ dead Adjective

t͡ sɛˈsanka there will be Noun

t͡ sɛˈsanpa there was Noun
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t͡ sɛˈsanta there is, are Noun

t͡ søˈɭʲo shape Noun

t͡ soˈmoka come Verb

t͡ ʃøŋˈgaːŋʃɔ
creation (from 
anything but from 
ritual)

Noun

t͡ ʃøŋˈgaʃa create Verb

t͡ ʃøŋˈgaʃini creator, inventor Noun

t͡ ʃøŋˈgaʃoni
creation (ani. created 
from anything but 
ritual)

Noun

ʈ͡ ʂuˈɲoni responder Noun

uʔ half Number

ɰɨz straight in one 
direction

Adverb

ɰɔˈʈawulʲ strange, peculiar Adjective

wɛˈsanka
then, in the distant 
future, used for lore, 
other things?

Noun

wɛˈsanpa
then, in the distant 
past, used for history, 
lore

Noun

zaˈbiŋ because, since Conjunction

zab thus, therefore Conjunction

zaʔ 0, none Number

zaʔˈzid̪o you’re welcome Phatic expression lit. of nothing

zeˈpini user Noun

zuʔ 1,000 Number

ʐiː such (a?) Noun

βøˈsiːɾe warmth Noun
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βøˈsiːɾe hi Phatic expression lit. warmth

βøˈsiːɾe ki(n)ˈt͡ solɔ hello Phatic expression lit. warmth to you

βøˈsiwulʲ warm Adjective

βoˈzatasʲ drink Noun

βoˈzini drinker (not alcohol) Noun

θiˈlawulʲ possible Adjective
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Lexicon alphabetized by English 

English meaning Word Part of speech Notes

1 t̪aʔ Number

2 bɛʔ Number

3 keʔ Number

4 søʔ Number

5 leʔ Number

6 ʃyʔ Number

7 nøʔ Number

8 diʔ Number

9 gɛʔ Number

10 muʔ Number

100 buʔ Number

1,000 zuʔ Number

1,000,000 ɖuʔ Number

-self / -selves /-ˈʃʲøl-/ Preposition Maintain case

'just' about to ɖ͡ʐuˈsanka Noun

‘earth’, like land 
(ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi tioˈmɛkɛnzi 
have no concept of 
‘Earth’ or even 
‘planet’

ˈt͡ ʃɛlɛ Noun

‘fur cave’ (the 
primary shelter of the 
people)

ˈɖesd͡ʒo Noun

‘just’ finished ɖ͡ʐuˈsanpa Noun

0, none zaʔ Number

1pl: not present ˈŋund͡ʒo Pronoun
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1pl: present ˈŋunt͡ so Pronoun

1sg ŋu Pronoun

1sg: not present ˈŋud͡ʒo Pronoun

1sg: present ˈŋut͡ so Pronoun

2pl: not present ˈkind͡ʒo Pronoun

2pl: present ˈkint͡ so Pronoun

2sg ki Pronoun

2sg: not present ˈkid͡ʒo Pronoun

2sg: present ˈkit͡ so Pronoun

3pl: non-person, not 
present

ˈʒand͡ʒo Pronoun

3pl: non-person, 
present

ˈʒant͡ so Pronoun

3pl: not present ˈland͡ʒo Pronoun

3pl: present ˈlant͡ so Pronoun

3sg: non-person, not 
present

ˈʒad͡ʒo Pronoun

3sg: non-person, 
present

ˈʒat͡ so Pronoun

3sg: not present ˈlad͡ʒo Pronoun

3sg: present ˈlat͡ so Pronoun

3sg: used only for 
nature topics miˈfola Pronoun

Never pluralized or 
categorized by 
location, sinceˈt͡ sad͡ʒi 
tioˈmɛkɛnzi considers 
nature to be always 
present, never 
changing, never dying

Accusative -d̪o Declension

across /ˈlaːklas/ Preposition Prepositional
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after, once ˈsakːa Noun

air ˈβɛɲɛ Noun

all over /ˈlaːmlas/ Preposition Prepositional

all, entirety, whole /wɛm/ Preposition

almost bøn Adverb

also ɲi Conjunction

always saˈnat͡ ses Adverb

and lʲim Conjunction

another, other fɔŋ Adjective

answer ˈʈ͡ ʂuɲa Verb

any ˈrɛmɛʒ Noun Distributive

ask ˈɖuɲa Verb

Ba’bel ˈbabelʲ Noun

bake (food ,clay) ˈd͡ʒomfa Verb

baker (food, clay) d͡ʒomˈfini Noun

barely ˈɰalaza Noun Quantifier

be able, possible ˈθila Verb

be called (dat.), to 
name (acc.)

masˈmøla Verb

be hot ˈβøːla Verb

beautiful ʃuˈkeɾɛwulʲ Adjective moon + adj

because, since zaˈbiŋ Conjunction

become, takes gen. ˈŋeka Verb

before ˈsapːa Noun

begin, start ˈʃøka Verb

beginner, starter ʃøˈkini Noun

big ˈdaːwulʲ Adjective
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bitumen biˈt̪umen Noun

blizzard daˈʃiːma Verb

blow (of the wind) ʃeˈsafa Verb

blue ɛtʲyfaˈlawulʲ Noun

bread d͡ʒomˈdajø Noun

breathe ˈgɔnka Verb

bricks ˈbɛɾɛks Noun

bright t̪eˈt͡ søwulʲ Adjective

brighten, light up ˈt̪et͡ søla Verb

brightness ˈt̪et͡ søle Noun

bring miˈmoka Verb lit. have-go

bringing mimoˈkini Noun

bubbly, light siˈziwulʲ Adjective

build ˈɖesd͡ʒa Verb

builder ɖesˈd͡ʒini Noun

but ik Conjunction

by /ʐef/ Preposition Genitive

bye d̪aˈmat͡ sø Phatic expression

bye d̪aˈmat͡ sø Phatic expression

cat ˈʃimso Noun

catch fire ˈsøfa Verb

chill kaˈsaːɾa Verb

chop wood ˈsokt͡ ʃa Verb

cold ˈkaːwulʲ Adjective

collect wood ˈsikt͡ ʃa Verb

color myˈt͡ seɾe Noun

come t͡ soˈmoka Verb
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continue, to be going 
on

ˈwɛka Verb

cook ˈt͡ safa Verb

cook t͡ saˈfini Noun

cover ʃit̪aˈɲalʲa Verb

crackle (of a fire) ˈkiʒa Verb

create t͡ ʃøŋˈgaʃa Verb

create through ritual toŋˈgasa Verb

creation (ani. created 
from anything but 
ritual)

t͡ ʃøŋˈgaʃoni Noun

creation (from a 
ritual)

toŋˈgaso Noun

creation (from 
anything but from 
ritual)

t͡ ʃøŋˈgaːŋʃɔ Noun

creator, inventor t͡ ʃøŋˈgaʃini Noun

culture t͡ saˈd͡ʒimi Noun

dark faˈlawulʲ Adjective

darkness faˈlaɾe Noun

Dative -lɔ Declension

dead t͡ sesremtʲiomawulʲ Adjective

die t͡ sesremtʲiˈomat͡ ʃa Verb

different ˈfɔmzwulʲ Adjective

discover ʃiˈʃʲada Verb

discoverer ʃiˈʃʲoni Noun

do, make ˈðala Verb

doer ðaˈlini Noun

down /ˈθaːmas/ Preposition Prepositional
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drink ˈβoza Verb

drink βoˈzatasʲ Noun

drinker (not alcohol) βoˈzini Noun

during, while t͡ seːˈsana Noun

each ˈfɛmɛʒ Noun Distributive

earth (like ground) ˈzɛɲɛ Noun

eat mɾaˈkalʲa Verb

eater mɾakaˈlʲoni Noun

ember t̪ɨoˈmɛke Noun lit. ‘not darkness’

every ˈwɛmɛʒ Noun Distributive

everywhere /wɛmˈt͡ sod͡ʒo/ Preposition

feel ˈʈoŋa Verb

few ˈɰalam Noun Quantifier

find ˈʃiɾma Verb

fire tʲiomɛ Noun

fire-stoker miʃˈɲoni Noun

flame sitʲiˈoːmɛ Noun

flurry siˈʃiːfa Verb

fly paʃɛˈmoka Verb

food kɾaˈkalʲ Noun

for /kɾask/ Preposition
Dative; sometimes 
used as a relative 
clause marker

forest daˈsikɾo Noun

form ðaˈlʲama Verb

freeze kaˈlaːɾa Verb

friend sialʲˈmini Noun

from /ˈd͡ʒot̪i/ Preposition Genitive
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fur blanket ˈɖeso Noun

Future-imperfect-
indicative

-k Conjugation

Genesis d͡ʒɛˈnisos Noun

Genitive -zi Declension

give ˈɻaɳa Verb

giver ɻaˈɳani Noun

glow maˈŋasɛlʲa Verb

glowing maˈŋasɛlʲwulʲ Adjective

go ˈmoka Verb

goodbye d̪aː maˈŋasɛlʲa t̪e
ˈt͡ sørɛm

Phatic expression lit. to glow brightly

grab muˈkala Verb

gradual sisanˈkawulʲ Adjective

gradually sisanˈkarɛm Adverb

grass ˈzɛt͡ se Noun

half uʔ Number

happen ʃɛˈɾeka Verb

harvest snow bee 
honey

ˈlaʔmeβoˈzatʲa Verb

have ˈmin̪a Verb

hear ˈkuʂa Verb

heaven ˈkeβan Noun

hello βøˈsiːɾe ki(n)ˈt͡ solɔ Phatic expression lit. warmth to you

help ˈbaŋga Verb

helper ðaˈlini Noun

here /t͡ so/ Preposition

hi βøˈsiːɾe Phatic expression lit. warmth

English meaning Word Part of speech Notes
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high d͡ʒaˈd̪ɨwulʲ Adjective

holler ˈɰɛʒa Verb

honey laʔmeβoˈzatʲ Noun

honey beer siziˈlaʔzatʲ Noun

honey liquor nɔgɾaˈlaʔzatʲ Noun

honey wine miluˈlaʔzatʲ Noun

hope ˈmaja Verb

hoper maˈjini Noun

hot ˈβøːwulʲ Adjective

how reˈðal Adverb question particle + ‘to 
do’ root

hungry kɾaˈkawulʲ Adjective

hunt gɾaˈsalʲa Verb

hunter gɾasaˈlʲoni Noun

hurt ˈŋøsʲt͡ ʃʲa Verb

hurter ŋøsʲˈt͡ ʃʲoni Noun

ice kaˈlaːɾilɛ Noun

impossible ɛɾɛθiˈlawulʲ Adjective

in /ast͡ s/ Preposition Prepositional

in order to, so that seb Conjunction

in the place of, as, 
instead, rather

let͡ s Conjunction Followed by the 
genitive

infinite, endless ɻaˈʈawulʲ Adjective

information ˈjoɖu Noun

Instrumental -jam Declension

into /asˈt͡ sot̪i/ Preposition Prepositional

Jehovah d͡ʒeˈkofa Noun

joyful greˈmawulʲ Adjective

English meaning Word Part of speech Notes
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kill gɾaˈset͡ ʃa Verb

killer gɾaseˈt͡ ʃini Noun

knit ˈsiʂa Verb

knitter siˈʂani Noun

know ˈlʲaɲa Verb

known (in a good 
way…aka 
‘celebrated,’ 
acclaimed, popular)

lʲaˈɲawulʲ Adjective

land-based moˈd͡ʒiwulʲ Adjective

land, territory (of a 
people)

ˈmod͡ʒi Noun

language ˈkumi Noun

Language of the 
Embers

ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi Noun

later, near future leˈsanka Noun

learn ˈʃiʃʲa Verb

least, -est gid gid- Adjective comes before the 
modified word

less, -er gid- Adjective comes before the 
modified word

lick (of a flame); takes 
acc.

siˈʃit̪a Verb

life tʲioˈkɛːli Noun

lift d̪ɨˈmuːla Verb

light (something on 
fire)

ˈkifa Verb

lighter (something on 
fire)

kiˈfini Noun

lightning ˈt͡ saʔke Noun
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like siˈalʲmo Verb

live in, dwell ˈɖosd͡ʒa Verb

live, exist; takes gen., 
idiomatically “to be”

tʲiˈomat͡ ʃa Verb

log ˈʐiʔke Noun

long (length or 
distance)

ˈlaːwulʲ Adjective

look ˈɛʒba Verb

loud ˈdoʃiwulʲ Adjective

love ˈalʲmo Noun

love aˈlɛma Verb

low diˈt̪iwulʲ Adjective

make ˈðala Verb

maker ðaˈlini Noun

many, a lot ˈɰalaz Noun Quantifier

marking t̪ɨomɛkeˈʃiːt̪a Noun ember-touch

meaning/significance ˈsɛnðiz Noun

merely /t̪ɛk/ Preposition

mind (abstract) ˈloɾdama Noun

mix up, confuse ˈraːkla Verb

moon ʃuˈkeɾɛ Noun

more (n.) d͡ʒid̪o Adverb

more, -er d͡ʒi- Adjective comes before the 
modified word

mortar ˈmorɛˌtoɾe Noun

most, -est d͡ʒi d͡ʒi- Adjective comes before the 
modified word

name masˈmøl Noun
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never saˈnɛɾɛ Adverb

no longer/not 
anymore

t͡ sesˈrem Adverb

no, not ˈɛɾɛ Adverb

nothing ˈzaʔd̪o Noun zero + accusative case

now (present) leˈsanta Noun

occur ʃɛˈɾeka Verb

often saˈnad͡ʒi Adverb

on /ɲalʲ/ Preposition Prepositional

one another, each 
other

repeat the pronouns Preposition Maintain case

only /ˈt̪aʔt̪ɛk/ Preposition -

or ak Conjunction

out /eʃt͡ ʃ/ Preposition Prepositional

Past-imperfect-
indicative

-p Conjugation

pastry d͡ʒomˈdajø Noun

people (a cultural 
group)

ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi Noun

People of the Embers ˈt͡ sad͡ʒi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi Noun

perform a ritual toŋˈlana Verb

person ˈkalɛ Noun

person created from 
the ‘ritual of sky and 
fire’ ritual

toŋˈgaːŋgini Noun

person who perform 
the ‘ritual of sky and 
fire’ to create another 
person

toŋˈgasini Noun

philosopher loɾˈdini Noun

English meaning Word Part of speech Notes
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place ˈt̪isab Noun

plain pɛˈlen Noun

please maˈjiz Adverb

please maˈjiz Phatic expression

possible θiˈlawulʲ Adjective

Prepositional -t̪i Declension

Present-imperfect-
indicative

-tʲ Conjugation

quiet ˈmiʃiwulʲ Adjective

realize ʃiʃʲaˈʃʲøla Verb learn+self

reason ˈysʲaŋi Noun

responder ʈ͡ ʂuˈɲoni Noun

ritual toŋˈlanim Noun

ritual of creation of 
sky and fire

toŋˈlanim toŋˈgasozi 
ˈpaːʃɛjama tʲi
ˈomɛjama

Noun

run ˈmolʲa Verb

sad, forlorn ˈɲøsʲwulʲ Adjective

sand ˈsyze Noun

say ˈsɛna Verb

scatter ˈʂeːla Verb

season wood ˈsikd̪ɾa Verb

see ˈɛʃba Verb

self ʃʲøl Noun

several, some ˈɰalas Noun Quantifier

shape t͡ søˈɭʲo Noun

Shi’nar ʃiˈnaɾa Noun
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short (length or 
distance)

ˈʒiːwulʲ Adjective

silver(y) misyˈmewulʲ Noun

skin ˈʃit̪e Noun

sky ˈpaːʃɛ Noun

sleep ˈdɛrat̪a Verb

sleeper dɛˈrat̪ɨni Noun

sleepy dɛraˈt̪awulʲ Adjective

small ˈsiːwulʲ Adjective

-si can be used as a 
diminutive in forming 
words (kuˈmisi, 
‘small language,’ 
vocabulary) or in 
names

snow ʃiˈʃiːla Verb

snow ʃiˈʃiːɾilɛ Noun

snow bee laʔˈmed̪a Noun

snow bee honey-
harvester

laʔmeβoˈzatʲoni Noun

snuggle under a 
blanket

ˈmit͡ sa Verb

snuggler (under a 
blanket)

miˈt͡ sini Noun

sometimes saˈnaθitʲ Adverb

soon ɖ͡ʐu Noun

speak ˈseɲa Verb

speaker seˈɲoni Noun

speck ʃʲiˈʃʲiɾi Noun

sprinkle; takes prep. ʃʲiˈʃʲiːsa Verb

stoke the fire miˈʃʲɲa Verb
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stone ˈgasmetʲɛ Noun

stop ˈʈ͡ ʂøɭa Verb

straight in one 
direction

ɰɨz Adverb

strange, peculiar ɰɔˈʈawulʲ Adjective

student ʃiˈʃʲoni Noun

such (a?) ʐiː Noun

sweet miˈluwulʲ Adjective

take ˈmuːla Verb

taste ˈβiɲa Verb

teacher lʲaˈɲoni Noun

tear, rip ˈʃkasɛla Verb

thank you kraˈgaz kinˈt͡ solɔ Phatic expression

thanks kraˈkinlɔ Phatic expression

that /ˈd͡ʒod̪o/ Preposition -

the eternal fire daːˈtʲiomɛ Noun

the person with whom 
one performs the 
‘ritual of sky and fire’ 
to create another 
person

toŋˈgaʃʲølini Noun

the very top, very end 
of something

t̘et̘ Noun

then d̪im Conjunction

then, at that point in 
time, in the future

d͡ʒɛˈsanka Noun

then, at that point in 
time, in the past

d͡ʒɛˈsanpa Noun

English meaning Word Part of speech Notes
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then, in the distant 
future, used for lore, 
other things?

wɛˈsanka Noun

then, in the distant 
past, used for history, 
lore

wɛˈsanpa Noun

then, recent past leˈsanpa Noun

there /d͡ʒo/ Preposition

there is, are t͡ sɛˈsanta Noun

there was t͡ sɛˈsanpa Noun

there will be t͡ sɛˈsanka Noun

these /ˈt͡ sod̪on/ Preposition -

thick nɔˈgɾawulʲ Adjective

thing ˈalʲøfi Noun

think ˈloɾda Verb

this /ˈt͡ sod̪o/ Preposition -

those /ˈd͡ʒod̪on/ Preposition -

thought ˈlumo Noun

through /ast͡ s eʃt͡ ʃ/ Preposition Prepositional

thunder ˈɖ͡ʐaŋge Noun

thus, therefore zab Conjunction

time leˈsana Noun

to /ˈt͡ sot̪i/ Preposition Dative

together ˈʃʲølinˈʃʲølin Adverb

touch ˈʃit̪a Verb

tower (perhaps they’ll 
have some kind of 
stone towers maybe?)

saːbˈset̪o Noun

travel (far) on foot moˈɰala Verb
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traveler (far, on foot) moɰaˈlini Noun

tree ˈʐipe Noun

understand loɾdˈlʲaɲa Verb lit. mind-know

up /ˈʂemas/ Preposition Prepositional

use ˈzepa Verb

user zeˈpini Noun

valley ˈβali Noun

very very… d͡ʒi Adjective
follows the modified 
word; can be repeated 
to intensify meaning

village, community 
(or city for Tower of 
Babel story)

ˈkalmɛs Noun

vocabulary kuˈmisi Noun

walk ˈmoɰa Verb

warm βøˈsiwulʲ Adjective

warm up next to a fire ˈpfit͡ sa Verb

warmth βøˈsiːɾe Noun

water ˈɖoʔkɛ Noun

what reˈalʲøfi Pronoun question particle + 
thing

when reˈsana Adverb question particle + 
time

where reˈt͡ sod͡ʒo Adverb question particle + 
herethere

who reˈkalɛ Pronoun question particle + 
person

why reˈloɾd Adverb question particle + ‘to 
think’ root

wind ʃeˈsaːnɛ Noun

English meaning Word Part of speech Notes
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wish ˈmaja Verb

wisher maˈjini Noun

with /jam/ Preposition Instrumental

wood chopper sokˈt͡ ʃini Noun

wood gatherer sikˈt͡ ʃini Noun

wood-seasoner sikˈd̪ɾini Noun

you’re welcome zaʔˈzid̪o Phatic expression lit. of nothing

English meaning Word Part of speech Notes
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VII. Appendix 

Tower of Babel translation 

The following is a translation of the Tower of Babel story written in /ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/. First, 

the story will be presented in English. Then, the entire translation of it will be presented in /

ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkenzi/. Following that, a gloss of the entire story will be provided. It has been color-

coded for ease of reading. 

Genesis 11:1-9 New World Translation, 2013 Edition 

/ˈkumi t̪ɨoˈmɛkendʒɛ/ in /IPA/ 

Gloss 

Translation 

Additional glossing abbreviations: 

INAN: inanimate 

PAS: passive voice 

PTC: particle 

REL: relative marker 

SEP: ‘relative marker separation’ particle 

[1] Now all the earth continued to be of one language and of one set of words. 

/d͡ʒɛ   -ˈsan   - <p> a                         wɛm                  t͡ ʃɛˈl          -ɛ                              -zi 

that   -time   - <PST>                        all.NOM              earth        -elemental.PTC         -GEN      

at that point in time in the past        all                      of earth                                   
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ˈwɛka         -p                          t͡ ses                                    ˈmin̪a                               t̪aʔ 

continue    -PST                       continuous.PTC                   have-INF                         one 

continued                            continuously                       to have                           one             

      

kuˈmi            -d̪o                    lʲim                taʔ                 kumi                -ˈsi               -d̪o/ 

language       -ACC                  and               one                word                 -small          -ACC 

language                        and               one                vocabulary 

At that point in time, all of the earth continued to have one language and one vocabulary.    

[2] As they traveled eastward, they discovered a valley plain in the land of Shi’nar, and they 

began dwelling there. 

/t͡ seː           -ˈsana                         moˈɰala      -p                         ɰɨz    

continuous.PTC       -time                          travel           -PST                     straight in one direction 

during                                            traveled                                straight in one direction    

ˈla    - <n>      -d͡ʒo                      ʃiˈʃʲada         -p                 if            ˈβali 

1      - <PL> -there-NOM              discover       -PST                    PFV                         valley-NOM 

they                                             discovered                            completed               valley 

pɛˈlen          ast͡ s             moˈdʒi      -t̪ɨ                     ʃiˈnaɾa             lʲim 

plain-NOM              in                         land           -PREP                 Shi’nar-NOM                   and 

plain                       in                         land                                     Shi’nar                           and   

ˈla    - <n>      -d͡ʒo                       ˈʃøka     -p                            ˈɖesd͡ʒa                         d͡ʒo/ 

3      - <PL>    -there-NOM              begin    -PST                         dwell-INF                        there 

they                      began                                   to dwell             there 
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While they traveled, they discovered a valley plain in the land of Shi’nar and they began to live 

there. 

[3.1] Then they said to one another: “Come! Let us make bricks and bake them with fire.” 

/d͡ʒɛ      -ˈsan       - <p> a                   la   - <n>       -ˈd͡ʒo     -lɔ            la     - <n>        -ˈd͡ʒo      -lɔ 

that       -time      - <PST>                   3   - <PL>     -there     -DAT         3     - <PL>      -there     -DAT 

at that point in time in the past          they to each other         

ˈsɛna    -p             tso         -ˈmoka                d̪aː                         ˈŋu       - <n>        -t͡ so       

say      -PST          here        -go-INF               suggestion.PTC                1         - <PL>       -here-NOM 

said                 to come                       suggested                        we  

  

ˈðala                            lʲim                   ˈtsafa              d̪aː 

make-INF                      and                bake-INF                      suggestion.PTC              

to make                      and               to bake           suggested            

ˈtʲiom            -ɛ                             -jama/                         bɛˈɾɛks 

fire                -elemental.PTC        -INST                           bricks-NOM 

with fire                                                                           bricks 

Then, they to each other said, “Come! Let us make and bake bricks with fire.”  
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[3.2]  So they used bricks instead of stone, and bitumen as mortar. 

/zab                ˈla        - <n>      -d͡ʒo          ˈzepa      -p                    ˈbɛɾɛks 

and so                  3         - <PL>    -there-NOM                     use        -PST                 bricks-NOM 

and so                 they                                               used                              bricks 

let͡ s                     ˈgasmetʲ    -ɛ                           -zi                       lʲim                   biˈt̪umen 

as                             stone        -elemental.PTC     -GEN                    and             bitumen-NOM  

instead of                 stone                                    and           bitumen 

let͡ s     ˈmorɛˌtoɾe/ 

as                mortar-NOM 

instead of                      mortar    

And so, they used bricks instead of stone and bitumen instead of mortar. 

 

[4.1] They now said: “Come! Let us build a city for ourselves and a tower with its top…”  

   

/d͡ʒɛ       -ˈsan       - <p> a                          ˈla       - <n>        -d͡ʒo                              ˈsɛna-p 

that       -time       - <PST>                                 3         - <PL>      -there-NOM                    say-PST 
at that point in the past                                     they                                                         said 

tso        -ˈmoka                    d̪aː                    ˈŋu    - <n>      -t͡ so                        ˈɖesd͡ʒa 

here      -come-INF               suggestion.PTC           1      - <PL>    -here-NOM              build-INF 

to come                               suggested                     we                                                to build 

d̪aː                        kɾask           ˈŋu          - <n>            -t͡ so          -ʃʲøl             -lɔ  
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suggestion.PTC                 for                        1             - <PL>          -here        -REFL          -DAT 

suggested                         for                       to ourselves 

kalmɛs     -d̪o       lʲim                     saːbˈset̪o       -d̪o                       t̘et̘               -ˈjama 

city          -ACC                  and                     tower            -ACC                     top              -INST 

city        and                     tower             with top 

   

Then, they said, “Come! Let us build for ourselves a city and a tower with its top…” 

 

[4.2] …in the heavens, and let us make a celebrated name for ourselves, so that we will not be 

scattered over the entire face of the earth.” 

ast͡ s         ˈkeβan                lʲim                ˈŋu  - <n>        -t͡ so                        ˈðala 

in        heaven-NOM           and                1     - <PL>      -here-NOM                      make-INF 

in        heaven                    and                we                                 to make 

d̪aː                                      kɾas                       ˈŋu       - <n>           -t͡ so                -ʃʲøl            -lɔ 

suggestion.PTC                   for               1          - <PL>         -present         -REFL          -DAT 

suggested                           for                          to ourselves  

lʲaˈɲa      -wulʲ     -d̪o              masˈmøl     -d̪o               seb                        ˈŋu   - <n>      -t͡ so 

know      -ADJ     -ACC            name          -ACC             so that                   1      - <PL>    -here-NOM         

known              name                               so that                  we 

ˈɛɾɛ          θitʲ                            aːŋ              ˈʂeːla                  if                    wɛm        -ˈtso       -d͡ʒo 

not     possibility.PTC         PAS               scatter.INF         PFV                 all           -here      -there 

not     may                          be                to scatter           completed      all over 
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ɲalʲ             t͡ ʃɛˈl        -ɛ                          -t̪i/ 

on             earth      -elemental.PTC      -LOC 

on                    earth 

“…in heaven, and let us make for ourselves a known name, so that we may not be scattered all 

over the earth.” 

[5] Then Jehovah went down to see the city and the tower that the sons of men had built.  

/d͡ʒɛ    -ˈsan    - <p> a               d͡ʒeˈkofa                 ˈmoka   -p             ˈθaːmas          ˈɛʃba   

that     -time   - <PST>              Jehovah-NOM           go        -PST          down              see-INF 

then                Jehovah                   went                      down              to see 

  

sɛk             aːŋ                ˈtsadʒi                       ˈɖesd͡ʒa       -p                    if                            sɛk   

REL            PAS                 people-NOM              build          -PST                PFV                        REL 

                  by                  people                       built                                  completed 

ˈkalmɛs                   lʲim                   saːbˈset̪o/ 

city-NOM        and                    tower-NOM 

city         and          tower 

  

Then, Jehovah went down to see the city and tower that were built by them. 

[6.1] Jehovah then said: “Look! They are one people with one language, and this is what they 

have started to do…” 
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/d͡ʒɛ     -ˈsan    - <p> a                d͡ʒeˈkofa                  ˈsɛna       -p                           d̪aː      

that      -time   - <PST>               Jehovah-NOM            say         -PST                       suggestion.PTC 

then       Jehovah              said            suggested  

ˈɛʒba                 ˈla      - <n>      -d͡ʒo                       tʲiˈomat͡ ʃa     -tʲ                   ˈt̪aʔ          -t̪ɛk 

look-INF    3       - <PL>    -there-NOM            exist             -PRS                one         -merely 

to look                they                                               exist as                               only 

t̪aʔ             tsaˈd͡ʒi      -zi                    ˈt̪aʔ    -t̪ɛk                     t̪aʔ                     ˈkumi               -jama 

one            people      -GEN                 one    -merely              one                      language        -INST 

one            people                        only               one                       with a language 

lʲim            ˈla     -<n>       -d͡ʒo                     ˈʃøka      -p                if                               ˈðala                    

and        3      - <PL>     -there-NOM          start       -PST            PFV                             make-INF     

and             they                                             started                      completed                  to do 

ˈt͡ so        -d̪o/ 

this        -ACC  

this  

Then, Jehovah said, “Look! They exist as only one people with only one language, and they have 

started to do this…” 

 

[6.2] “…Now there is nothing that they may have in mind to do that will be impossible for them…” 

/leˈsan     - <t> a                    t͡ sɛ         -ˈsan        - <t> a                       ˈɛɾɛ                        sɛk     
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time        - <PRS>                   here      -time        - <PRS>                      not                        REL 

now                                        there is                                                    not 

ˈla   - <n>     -d͡ʒo                   θitʲ                            mina      -tʲ              ast͡ s        ˈloɾdama      -t̪ɨ          

3     - <PL>   -there-NOM        possibility.PTC          have      -PRS          in            mind           -PREP 

they                                        may                          have                       in 

sɛk          ˈali         sɛk       ˈɛɾɛ      -θiˈla          -wulʲ           ˈðala           sɛk          ˈalʲøfi              -n/ 

REL          SEP        REL        not     -possible    -ADJ             do-INF        REL          thing-NOM     -PL 

                                           impossible                                to do                          thing 

Now, there is not a thing that they may have in mind that is impossible to do. 

[7] “…Come! Let us go down there and confuse their language in order that they may not 

understand one another’s language.” 

/d̪aː                             tso        -ˈmoka                d̪aː                             ˈmoka           ˈθaːmas          

suggestion.PTC           here      -go-INF                suggestion.PTC          go-INF           down 

suggested                   to come                            suggested                  to go              down 

dʒo           lʲim        ˈraːkla                     kuˈmi           -d̪o              la   - <n>        -ˈd͡ʒo        -zi          

there      and        confuse-INF            language       -ACC           3    - <PL>      -there      -GEN 

there         and        to confuse              language       of them 

seb                ˈla   - <n>    -d͡ʒo                 ˈɛɾɛ        θitʲ                           loɾd        -ˈlʲaɲ       -a 

in order to      3    - <PL>  -there-NOM       not        possibility.PTC         mind      -know     -INF 

in order to      they                                     not        may                         to understand 
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kuˈmi           -d̪o                 la      - <n>      -ˈd͡ʒo      -zi                    la     - <n>         -ˈd͡ʒo       -zi/ 

language      -ACC               3      - <PL>    -there      -GEN                3      - <PL>      - there     -GEN 

language                            of each other 

Come! Let us go down there and confuse their language, so that they may not understand each 

other’s language. 

 

[8] So Jehovah scattered them from there over the entire face of the earth, and they gradually left 

off building the city. 

/zab                   d͡ʒeˈkofa                    ˈʂeːla        -p                        la     - <n>        -ˈd͡ʒo      -d̪o  

thus                   Jehovah                      scatter     -PST                     3      - <PL>      -there     -ACC 

thus                   Jehovah                      scattered                             them 

  

ˈd͡ʒo       -t̪ɨ                        d͡ʒo                      ˈt͡ so         -t̪ɨ                         wɛm       -ˈt͡ so         -d͡ʒo                           

there      -PREP                  there                     here        -PREP                    all           -here        -there    

from                                 there                      to                                        everywhere 

  

ɲalʲ           t͡ ʃɛˈl       -ɛ                           -t̪ɨ                   lʲim                      ˈla     - <n>        -d͡ʒo 

on            earth      -elemental.PTC      -PREP              and                        3      - <PL>      -there-NOM 

on            earth                                                           and                       they 

  

ˈsi                -san       - <k> a      -rɛm                    ʈʂøɭʲa       -p                         ˈɖesd͡ʒa         

small           -time      - <FUT>     -ADV                   stop         -PST                      build-INF 

gradually                                                                stopped                                to build 

   

kalˈmɛs       -d̪o 
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city              -ACC 

city 

And so Jehovah scattered them from there to everywhere on earth and they gradually stopped 

building the city. 

 

[9] That is why it was named Ba’bel, because there Jehovah confused the language of all the 

earth, and Jehovah scattered them from there over the entire face of the earth. 

/ˈt͡ so      -d̪o            t͡ ʃøŋˈgasa   -tʲ               yˈsʲaŋ       -d̪o               kɾask           ˈʒa          -d͡ʒo      

  here    -ACC          create        -PRS           reason      -ACC            for                3.INAN   -there-NOM 

  this                       creates                        reason                          for                it 

ˈmasmøla  -p           ˈbabelʲ                  zaˈbiŋ            d͡ʒo               d͡ʒeˈkofa              ˈraːkla       -p     

name        -PST         Babel-NOM          because         there             Jehovah-NOM       confuse    -PST 

was called                Babel                  because         there              Jehovah               confused 

sɛk             wɛm      -t͡ so      -ˈd͡ʒo     -zi                   ɲalʲ                t͡ ʃɛˈl       -ɛ                            -t̪ɨ  

REL             all         -here    -there   -GEN                on                 earth      -elemental.PTC       -PREP 

                   of everywhere                                       on                earth 

    

sɛk                  kuˈmi            -d̪o                   lʲim                    d͡ʒeˈkofa                     ˈʂeːla         -p    

REL                 language       -ACC                 and                   Jehovah-NOM               scatter      -PST 

                       language                                and                   Jehovah                       scattered 

la    - <n>         -ˈd͡ʒo      -d̪o                  ˈd͡ʒo      -t̪ɨ                            d͡ʒo                     ˈt͡ so       -t̪ɨ   

3     - <PL>       -there     -ACC                 there    -PREP                      there                    here     -PREP 
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them                                                       from                                    there                    to 

wɛm     -ˈt͡ so       -d͡ʒo                           ɲalʲ                            t͡ ʃɛˈl         -ɛ                                -t̪ɨ/  

all         -here     -there                         on                             earth         -elemental.PTC           -PREP 

everywhere                                          on                             earth 

  

This is the reason that it was named Babel, because there Jehovah confused the language of 

everywhere on earth, and Jehovah scattered them from there to everywhere on earth. 
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& 4&

Introduction&
&

The&Name&of&the&Language&
&
& ytRiɐ&deɐt&is&the&name&each&clan&of&speakers&gives&to&their&dialect&of&the&

language.&&The&dialects&vary&slightly&in&pronunciation,&lexicon,&and&idiomatic&

expressions;&and&for&this&reason&the&people&distinguish&“ytRiɐ&deɐt”&our"words&from&

“ytRoiɐ&deɐt”&our"language,"which&refers&to&all&the&mutually&intelligible&dialects&of&the&

language.&&Because&an&object’s&possessor&follows&the&noun&in&ytRiɐ&deɐt,&the&gloss&

would&be&word0PL"1pABS0GEN.""

Culture&

Backstory,&Technology,&and&Daily&Life&
&
& The&speakers&of&this&dialect&of&ytRiɐ&deɐt&(henceforth&called&the&YD)&and&the&

broader&language&ytRoiɐ&deɐt&(the&YRD)&belong&to&a&Neolithic&culture&dwelling&in&the&

northernmost&latitudes&of&what&used&to&be&known&as&the&United&States.&&&Through&

warfare,&pollution,&famine,&and&nuclear&disaster&much&of&Earth’s&population&was&

obliterated&approximately&100,000&years&ago.&&An&elite&minority&managed&to&leave&

Earth&to&seek&a&potentially&habitable&planet&in&a&nearby&solar&system;&however,&those&

remaining&had&no&way&of&knowing&of&their&eventual&success&and&their&progeny&forgot&

such&an&event&had&ever&happened.&&&Modern&civilization&crumbled;&most&remaining&

cultures&are&nomadic&hunterNgatherers.&&The&YRD&are&interestingly&nonNnomadic.&&&

During&the&winter&they&live&near&fullNtime&in&a&subterranean&network&of&tunnels&and&

hollows.&They&cultivate&oats,&flax,&and&mushrooms&during&the&summer&and&use&

domesticated&dogs&to&hunt;&large&dogsNχmokiɐ"gwolk"for&hunting&forest&game&and&
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small&dogs&0"χmokiɐ"çitlu"for&catching&underground&quarry&in&the&winter&months.&&&

The&YRD&live&in&villages&of&a&few&hundred&people.&&While&necessarily&insular&during&

the&harsh,&dark&winters,&the&different&clans&meet&in&the&warmer&months&to&trade,&

celebrate,&exchange&news,&and&meet&one&another.&If&an&individual&meets&a&person&they&

see&as&a&potential&mate,&they&will&join&their&mate’s&village&that&winter&and&may&stay&or&

leave&as&the&years&progress.&Thus,&the&clan&identity&of&younger&people&is&more&fluid&

and&the&keepers&of&myth,&tradition,&and&culture&are&the&elders&who&remain&in&their&

villages.&&

& The&most&valuable&commodity&in&this&culture&is&salt.&&Because&it&can’t&be&found&

in&their&snowy,&landlocked&home,&bags&of&salt&obtained&from&other&costal&people&can&

trade&for&many&times&their&weight&in&highNquality&furs,&linen&fabric,&and&clay&pottery.&&

Salt&is&essential&for&preserving&meat&for&the&people&and&the&dogs&to&eat&during&the&

winter&when&fresh&game&is&more&difficult&to&hunt.&&

& Goods&produced&include&oats,&raw&flax,&spun&linen&fibers,&woven&linen&fabric,&

furs,&simple&ovenNfired&clay&pottery,&and&tools&made&of&stone,&bone,&and&wood.&&&Salt,&

wool,&dried&fish,&natural&pigments,&medicinal&herbs,&and&many&ceremonial&and&

aesthetic&objects&such&as&shells&and&beads&must&be&traded&for.&&Few&YRD&ever&meet&

anyone&outside&of&their&own&culture&but&rely&on&the&clans&whose&territories&border&

outsiders&to&trade&for&and&bring&to&market&these&foreign&goods.&&

Relevant&Biology&
&
& The&YRD&live&in&a&world&of&extremes;&the&most&prominent&of&which&is&the&

contrast&between&the&dark&warmth&of&their&underground&homes&and&the&blinding&

brightness&of&the&snowNscape&above.&&Switching&between&these&environments&
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requires&quick&transition&from&lowNlight&levels&to&brightness&and&vice&versa,&and&so&

the&YRD’s&pupils&are&biologically&adapted&to&widen&to&almost&the&size&of&the&iris&&in&

darkness&and&to&constrict&to&pinpricks&in&the&light.&(through&processes&of&lifeNlong&

exposure&and&necessity,&not&natural&selectionNN&similar&to&the&underwater&adaption&of&

the&Moken&people1)&&Most&people&have&light&colored&irises&(blue,&green,&and&light&

brown&shades)&and&those&born&with&very&dark&irises&are&considered&holy&and&often&

become&members&of&the&priestly&class.&&&This&is&partially&because&the&most&common&

euphemism&for&death&in&ytRoiɐ&deɐt&is&:&

ŋolt͡syç)gʀut͡s&&&&wiçe&&ɬkit͡siNa&&&&&&(Pronoun)&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&χoNl.&
&&black&&&&&&despite&&&snow&&eyeNPL&&&&&&&&&&&&(Pronoun)&&&&&&&&&&&&&&(PRS)&beNPFV&
(Pronoun)"is"dead.""
"

This&stems&from&the&fact&that&when&a&person&dies&their&pupils&dilate,&so&having&dilated&

pupils&(black&eyes)&while&outside&in&the&bright&snow&shows&a&person&is&dead.&&Thus&

those&whose&eyes&always&appear&black&are&thought&to&have&a&connection&with&the&

underground&spirit&world.&

& The&YRD&are&the&progeny&of&people&from&the&American&Midwest&and&Mountain&

West.&&&Because&of&the&racial&diversity&of&the&original&population&left&on&Earth&after&the&

disasters&the&YRD&have&phenotypic&traits&that&are&a&mix&of&once&separated&

populations.&&Most&people&have&light&brown&skin&and&&brown&or&black&hair&in&a&variety&

of&textures.&&&Their&Neolithic&lifestyle&and&lack&of&medical&technology&causes&most&

people&who&survive&to&adulthood&to&live&only&until&their&fifties&or&sixties.&&They&are&

short&for&21st&century&standards&due&to&caloric&restrictions.&&They&don’t&have&a&written&

&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
1&Gislen,&A.,&Dacke,&M.,&Kröger,&R.,&Abrahamsson,&M.,&Nilsson,&D.,&&&Warrant,&E.&(2003).&Superior&
Underwater&Vision&in&a&Human&Population&of&Sea&Gypsies.&Current"Biology,&13(10),&833N836.&Retrieved&
December&12,&2015&
&
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language&to&read&or&many&fine&detail&closeNvision&tasks,&so&their&vision&is&excellent&

compared&that&of&the&average&21st&century&person.&&Some&elderly&people&do&develop&

cataracts&from&years&of&hunting&in&bright&snowy&conditions.&&

Gender&
&
& Most&YRD&clans&including&the&YD&are&matriarchal&and&matrilineal.&&&&There&are&

two&different&but&equally&important&ranks&considered&the&most&elite&of&YRD&society.&&

Female&people&who&have&had&children&and&lived&to&go&through&menopauseN&not&a&

small&accomplishment&considering&the&dangers&of&childbirth&and&Neolithic&lifeN&

belong&to&a&group&called&the&ʒotiɐ"meaning&“old&women”&or&“matriarchs”&.""One&

matriarch&is&called&a&ʒoti.&&This&is&also&the&word&for&grandmother,&though&

grandmothers&still&of&childbearing&age&are&generally&called&lulu"meaning&“mom”&by&

their&grandchildren.&The&&ʒotiɐ&&are&the&political&leaders&of&their&clans&as&well&as&the&

keepers&of&myth&and&storytelling&and&the&chief&executives&of&law.&&

& The&other&elite&class&is&the&priestly&class&which&is&made&up&of&mostly&male&and&

intersex&people&who&have&not&had&children&but&have&chosen&to&study&divination,&

religion,&and&healing.&&&For&female&people&(I&avoid&the&term&women&because&the&YRD&

wouldn’t&consider&an&infant&girl&and&a&grandmother&to&be&of&the&same&gender)&there&

are&three&main&rights&of&passage;&menarche,&motherhood,&and&menopause.&&At&

menarche&(first&menstruation)&a&child&becomes&and&adult&and&can&have&a&say&in&clan&

decisions,&go&hunting&alone,&and&begin&having&romantic&and&sexual&relationships&if&

she&so&chooses.&&&Average&age&of&menarche&is&fourteen&rather&than&the&21st&century&

twelve&because&of&the&absence&of&artificial&hormones&in&food&and&a&low&level&of&body&

fat&in&hunterNgatherers.&At&menarche&a&girl’s&pronouns&change&from&the&juvenile"χɐlɐ&
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&to&the&maiden&class&Reɐ.&&&Males&may&begin&hunting&game&and&seeking&a&partner&when&

they&are&old&enough&to&begin&growing&facial&hair,&though&this&passage&carries&less&

prestige&and&pomp&than&the&female&equivalent.&&&Males&can&participate&in&clan&

decisions&and&are&considered&adults&when&their&first&live&child&is&born.&&At&this&point,&

their&pronouns&change&to&the&father&class&gikɐ.&&FemaleNborn&romantic/sexual&

partners&of&a&mother&can&also&use&this&pronoun&if&they&intend&to&contribute&to&raising&

the&child.&&For&those&who&choose&to&join&the&priestly&class,&they&become&full&adults&

after&achieving&mastery&of&one&of&the&priestly&arts&of&healing,&divination,&or&religion.&&&

Mastery&of&all&three&elevates&them&to&the&highest&status&in&the&class&and&makes&them&a&

spiritual&leader&on&par&with&the&secular&ʒotiɐ."Members&of&this&class&use&the&juvenile&

pronouns&for&life,&but&are&given&the&special&honorific&prefix&wu0&when&they&reach&the&

pinnacle&of&their&careers.&&&When&a&female&who&has&menstruated&joins&this&class&the&

maiden&pronouns&are&used&with&the&appropriate&honorific.&&&

& "When&a&female&person&gives&birth&to&her&first&live&child&she&becomes&&a&

member&of&the&mother&class&and&the&pronouns&used&to&refer&to&her&change&once&more&

to&ɬluɐ.&&When&a&mother&lives&long&enough&to&go&through&menopause&she&becomes&one&

of&the&ʒotiɐ.""&Her&pronouns&are&still&in&the&mother&class.&&&Adults&of&any&gender&who&

have&died&are&referred&to&using&their&normal&pronoun&with&the&honorific&prefix&Ryt0&

for&&deities&and&the&deceased.&The&prefixes&can&compound,&meaning&a&male&childless&

deity&could&have&the&pronoun&Rytwuχɐlɐ.""

" "There&is&no&institution&of&marriage.&The&most&important&familial&relationship&

is&that&between&parent&and&child.&&Vocations&and&tasks&aren’t&divided&along&gender&
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lines;&an&individual&does&the&work&they&are&the&best&at&doing.&&A&father&could&be&a&

weaver&and&a&mother&could&be&a&hunter,&etc.&&

&

Religion&and&Law&
&
& The&YRD&practice&a&polytheistic&animistic&religion.&The&priests&practice&

divination&through&bone&scattering,&smoke&reading,&and&visions&in&dreams.&&They&also&

lead&prayers&and&direct&the&spiritual&life&of&the&villagers.&&Those&who&specialize&in&

healing&pray&over&births&and&deaths&and&provide&herbal&medicines&for&these&and&

other&ailments.&&Elder&women,&usually&an&individual’s&mother,&preside&over&minor&

wound&care&and&the&actual&delivery&process.&

& There&are&five&&primary&deities&in&the&&YRD&pantheon;&the&sky&god&çemok,"the&

Earth&god"mɐɬkiR,""the&harvest&god&d"ʒymk,"the&hunting&god&ʍɐluŋ",&and&the&water&god"

çimluŋ."&The&demiNgods&Big&Dog&χmoki"gwolk&and&Little&Dog&χmoki""çitlu&&frequently&

feature&in&the&most&popular&YRD&myths&because&of&their&trickster&antics&and&the&

importance&of&their&progeny,&domesticated&dogs,&to&the&YRD.&&The&YD&version&of&the&

YRD&creation&story&is&given&on&pages&18N21.&

& The&YRD&are&generally&pacific&and&their&central&law&and&value&is&nonNviolence.&&&

When&they&kill&an&animal&for&food&or&to&protect&themselves&it&is&essential&that&they&

thank&it&for&its&life&so&its&soul&can&return&unharmed&to&the&Earth&god&mɐɬkiR.""For&the&

YD&(not&all&YRD&have&this&law)&killing&a&member&of&the&clan&for&any&reason&besides&

mercy&(if&the&person&is&actively&dying&from&injury&or&illness)&is&punishable&by&death;&

usually&through&the&means&of&drinking&a&poison&made&from&toxic&mushrooms.&&The&

same&punishment&is&given&to&those&who&malevolently&kill&domestic&dogs.&&Killing&
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someone&from&another&YRD&clan&is&punishable&by&banishment&from&one’s&own&and&

the&victim’s&clan.&&&Order&and&harmony&in&the&villages&is&essential&during&the&winter&

when&hundreds&of&people&are&living&in&close&underground&quarters.&&&The&ʒotiɐ"

quickly&and&effectively&end&disputes&and&their&word&is&almost&never&contested.&&

& YRD&have&a&concept&of&sin&that&requires&apology&and&prayer&for&redemption.&

Actions&considered&sinful&include&not&thanking&a&prey&animal&for&its&life,&being&lazy,&

lying,&and&intentionally&causing&physical&or&emotional&harm&to&another&person.&&&The&

priests&deal&with&spiritual&atonement&while&punishment&for&gross&offenses&is&handled&

by&the&ʒotiɐ.""

&

&

&

&

&
&

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
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Sounds&of&&the&Language&
&

Phonetics&
&
& ytRiɐ&deɐt&has&18&consonant&sounds&including&the&twelve&pulmonic&

consonants&below,&the&affricates&/d" ʒ/&and&/t͡s/,&&the&continuants&/w/&and&/ʍ/,&and&

the&clicks&/ǁ/&and&/✩/.&/✩/&is&a&&nonstandard&click&produced&by&the&tongue&hitting&the&

bottom&of&the&mouth.&&The&consonants&that&don’t&appear&in&American&English&are&/ʒ,&

χ,&ɬ,&ʍ,&R,&ç,&✩,/&and&/ǁ/.&&&Example&pronunciation&of&these&can&be&found&at:&&

http://www.internationalphoneticalphabet.org/ipa0sounds/ipa0chart0with0sounds/&

and&in&the&audio&file&associated&with&this&paper.&&

&

 
&  
&

&

&

&
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& ytRiɐ&deɐt&has&seven&vowels.&&The&vowels&that&don’t&appear&in&American&

English&are&y&and&ɔ.&&&The&/ɐ/&is&the&central&“a”&sound&found&as&in&“father”&in&American&

English.&

&

&

&

&

&

&

Phonology&

Syllable&Structure&
&
& The&syllable&structure&is&(c)&(c)&(c)&v&(c)&(c)&(c).&&The&two&click&consonants&are&

the&exception;&they&always&exist&as&their&own&syllable.&For&example&the&word&ǁχol,&the&

future&perfective&form&of&the&word"“be”&has&two&syllables&in&the&structure&&

CLICK—CVC.&&

Stress&Pattern&
& &
& ytRiɐ&deɐt&has&a&fixed&initial&stress&pattern.&&In&compound&words&and&words&

with&many&agglutinative&elements&the&most&stress&is&given&to&the&initial&syllable&with&

smaller&stresses&on&the&first&syllable&of&each&essential&idea.&&For&example,&the&number&

ts͡ygiçts͡yχɐŋts͡yRoχts͡ym"(255)&has&the&most&stress&on&the&first&syllable&ts͡y"with&smaller&

stresses&on&the&following&ts͡y"elements.&This&gives&the&word&a&bouncing&rhythm.&&&

&
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Phonological&Rules&
&
& NasalizationN&ytRiɐ&deɐt&has&a&nasalization&rule&meaning&vowels&preceding&

nasal&consonants&are&nasalized.&&For&example,&the&/i/&in&&çitlu"(small)&is&not&nasal&

while&the&/i/&in&ʍimt"(good)&is&nasal.&&

& AllophonesN&&ytRiɐ&deɐt&has&three&sets&of&allophones.&/t/&and&/d/&are&

allophones;&/d/&occurs&only&in&the&initial&position&and&/t/&occurs&ultimately&and&in&the&

middle&of&words.&/g/&and&/k/&are&allophones&that&behave&similarly;&the&voiced&/g/&

occurs&only&initially&and&the&voiceless&/k/&occurs&ultimately&and&within&words.&&The&

vowels&/o/&and&/ɔ/&are&also&allophonic.&/ɔ/&occurs&only&in&the&initial&position&and&/o/&

occurs&ultimately&and&in&the&middle&of&words.&&

Phonotactic&Restrictions&
&
& In&ytRiɐ&deɐt,&/ɬ/&must&be&followed&by&/l/&or&/k/.&&Because&these&clusters&are&

mandatory,&/ɬl/&and&/ɬk/&can&be&considered&their&own&distinct&phonemes.&The&YRD&

have&no&written&language,&but&were&they&to&develop&one&these&sounds&would&likely&be&

represented&as&separate&letters&in&an&alphabet.&&&

& /ç/&may&not&cluster&with&other&consonants,&but&may&occur&in&any&position&in&a&

word.&&&/ʍ/&and&/w/&must&be&followed&by&a&vowel&and&may&not&occur&in&the&ultimate&

position.&&

&

&

&

&

&
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Morphology&
Overview&

&
& ytRiɐ&deɐt&is&a&synthetic&agglutinative&language&with&affixes&for&tense,&mood,&

aspect,&number,&case,&and&part&of&speech.&&It&uses&prefix,&infix,&and&suffix.&&ytRiɐ&deɐt&is&

synthetic,&but&not&polysynthetic;&a&single&word&cannot&convey&a&complete&sentence.&&

For&example,&the&word&ǁ0wikl0o0l0ʒeŋ&(PSTNeatNVNPFVNSJV)&has&four&affixes,&but&

doesn’t&convey&the&full&idea&of&ŋuʒile"eɐ"ǁwiklolʒeŋ"&meaning&“were&I&to&habitually&eat&

honey”.&&

Morphological&Rules&

Verbs&
&
& All&verbs,&excepting&loanwords,&have&the&regular&ending&/No/&which&is&an&

inseparable&suffix.&&The&separable&suffix&/Nl/&&indicates&the&verb&is&perfective;&the&

action&described&is&complete.&&When&this&suffix&is&absent,&leaving&the&verb&with&an&

&/No/&ending,&the&verb&is&imperfective.&&&To&make&a&verb&a&gerund,&the&suffix&/Nu/&is&

added&as&in&duχmolu&“bleeding”.&&As&nouns&also&have&mandatory&nominal&suffixes,&

words&with&noun&and&verb&forms&retain&only&the&root&morpheme.&&For&example,&

ʒmits͡o'is&the&verb&“to&smear&or&spread”&and&ʒmits͡i"is&the&noun&meaning&smear&or&

smudge.&&The&subjunctive&mood&is&indicated&through&the&verb&suffix&Nʒeŋ,&which,&by&

itself,&is&also&the&word&for&“maybe”.&&

& Tense&is&indicated&through&prefixes&on&the&verb.&&/ǁN/&denotes&the&future&tense.&&

/✩N/&denotes&the&past&tense.&The&absence&of&a&prefix&on&the&verb&denotes&the&present&

tense.&&

& The&present&perfective&form&of&a&verb&is&considered&the&infinitive.&"
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Nouns&
&
& Nouns&also&have&many&possible&affixes.&&The&inseparable&suffix&/Ni/&indicates&

the&noun&is&singular.&&When&the&suffix&/Nɐ/&is&added&the&noun&becomes&plural.&Thus&

ɬlyts͡i'means&a&dream&and&ɬlyts͡iɐ"is&dreams.&&Mass&nouns&have&the&inseparable&suffix&&

/Ne/.&&Most&mass&nouns&take&classifiers&that&are&count&nouns.&&wiçe"muiɐ&&(snow&flakeN

PL)&exemplifies&the&noun&form&as&well&as&the&fact&that&classifiers&always&succeed&the&

mass&noun&they&classify.&&&

& Many&nouns&may&take&the&/NRoN/&infix&after&the&first&syllable.&This&changes&the&

essential&meaning&&to&the&qualitative&version&of&the&noun.&&ŋui&“circle”&becomes&ŋuRoi"

“roundness”"with&this&infix.&&ytRiɐ"“words”&becomes&ytRoiɐ0"literally&“wordnessess”&

but&figuratively&“languages”.&&

& PossessionN&the&genitive&caseN&is&also&demonstrated&on&nouns.&&The&suffix&/Nt/&&

indicates&that&noun&is&the&possessor.&&If&the&noun&is&a&proper&noun&which&ends&in&a&

consonant&that&wouldn’t&permit&the&additional&/Nt/,&/Nɐt/&is&used."Proper&nouns&do&

not&generally&conform&to&the&rule&of&the&/Ni/&suffix.&&

Pronouns&
&
& Perhaps&the&most&rich&and&complicated&facet&of&the&language&is&its&pronoun&

system.&&While&the&genitive&case&appears&in&all&nouns,&only&pronouns&demonstrate&

ytRiɐ&deɐt’s&&ergativeNabsolutive&case&system.&&&When&absolutive,&the&pronouns&all&end&

in&/ɐ/.&&As&with&all&nouns,&a&/Nt/&suffix&indicates&the&genitive&(possession).&&&As&

mentioned&in&the&culture&section,&pronouns&may&take&honorific&prefixes.&/wuN/"is&

added&to&the&juvenile&or&maiden&class&pronouns&of&highNranking&members&of&the&

priestly&class.&&The&honorific&prefix&/RytN/"is&added&to&the&pronouns&of&deities&and&
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deceased&leaders.&&The&prefixes&can&compound,&meaning&a&male&childless&deity&could&

have&the&pronoun&Rytwuχɐlɐ."""These&incredibly&long&pronouns&are&the&source&of&

many&slightly&sacrilegious&tongue&twisters.&&&

&

&

&

&

&

&

"
 
"
& &

&
&
&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

& Absolutive& Genitive/&
Absolutive&

Ergative& Genitive/&
Ergative&
&

1st&person&&
singular&

eɐ&
&

eɐt&
&

e& et&

1st&person&
plural&

deɐ& deɐt& de& det&

2nd&person&
singular&
&

uɐ& uɐt& u& ut&

2nd&person&
plural&

duɐ& duɐt& du& dut&

3rd&person&
singular&
juvenile&class&

χɐlɐ&
&

χɐlɐt&
&
&

χɐl&
&

χɐlt&
&

3rd&person&
singular&
maiden&class&
&

Reɐ&
&

Reɐt& Re& Ret&

3rd&person&
singular&
mother&class&
&

ɬluɐ&
&

ɬluɐt&
&

ɬlu&
&

ɬlut&
&

3rd&person&
singular&
father&class&

gikɐ& gikɐt& gik& gikt&

3rd&person&
singular&
inanimate&

loɐ& loɐt& lo& lot&

3rd&person&
plural&

d" ʒoɐ&
&

d" ʒoɐt&
&

d" ʒo&
&

d" ʒot&
&
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Adjectives&
&
& With&only&twelve&in&total,&ytRiɐ&deɐt&has&a&very&small&inventory&of&true&

adjectives.&&These&may&take&intensifier&suffixes.&&The&/Nku/&suffix&&is&equivalent&to&

English&“Ner”&and&/Nky/&to&English&“Nest”.&&Adjectival&ideas&outside&of&these&twelve&

words&are&usually&expressed&using&a&noun&followed&by&the&gerund&form&of&the&verb&

“to&have&a&quality”.&&For&example,&the&phrase&used&&for&the&concept&“beautiful”.&&

& & woʀe&&&&&&&&&&ʒukoNlNu&&&&&&&

& & beauty&&&&(PRS)haveNPFVNGER&&&&&&&

&

Syntax&
&

Word&Order&
&&&&&&&&&&&
& In&most&situations&the&word&order&is&OSV&(object,&subject,&verb).&&&For&

questions,&the&verb&is&moved&to&the&initial&position&making&the&order&VOS.&&&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&
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Tense,&Mood,&and&Aspect&
&
& Tense&and&aspect&are&conveyed&entirely&on&the&verb&using&prefixes&and&

suffixes,&respectively.&&&See"Verbs,"pg."12."&&The&subjunctive&mood&also&manifests&as&the&

suffix&/Nʒeŋ/&which&is&also&the&standNalone&word&equivalent&with&English&“maybe”&or&

“perhaps”.&&The&imperative&mood&is&often&expressed&with&a&bare&infinitive&verbN&yd#ʒol,"&

when&alone,&usually&means&“Come!”&as&a&command.&&When&the&command&necessitates&

a&complete&sentence&the&wording&is&identical&to&a&statement;&the&tone&of&voice&and&

volume&alone&indicate&the&command.&&The&interrogative&mood,&as&mentioned&in&the&

preceding&section,&is&indicated&by&a&change&in&word&order&from&OSV&to&VOS.&&

Person,&Number,&and&Gender&
& &

& There&is&no&syntactical&manifestation&of&person,&number,&or&gender&on&the&

nouns.&&For&pronouns,&the&case&system&is&ergative/absolutive.&See"Pronouns,"pg."13."

&

Determiners&
&
& Regardless&of&type,&determiners&succeed&the&noun&they&describe.&&When&there&

are&multiple&determiners,&quantifiers,&distributives,&difference&words,&and&numbers&

precede&demonstratives&and&possessive&determiners.&&For&example,&“my&many&

dreams”&is&ɬlyts͡iɐ"utiŋ"eɐt"(dreamNPL&many&1sABSNGEN).&

"
&
&
&
&
&
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Articles&
&
& There&are&no&definite&or&indefinite&articles&in&ytRiɐ&deɐt&or&ytRoiɐ&deɐt.&

Specific&numbers&may&be&used&when&relevant,&in&which&case&the&number&follows&the&

noun.&&For&example&&ytRi&iŋ&=&word&oneN&“one&word”.&&

Demonstratives&
&
& There&is&a&“here”&versus&“there”&distinction&in&the&words&ŋɐlt&and&!ts͡od&ʒ"

respectively.&&There&is&not&a&distinction&between&English&“this”&and&“that”;&however,&

there&is&a&distinction&between&“this/that”&for&an&object&and&“this/that”&&for&an&action.&&

They&are&loʒt"and&&gɐʒ&respectively.&&

Pronouns&and&Possessive&Determiners&
&
& See"Pronouns,"pg."13."
"

Case&
&
& ytRiɐ&&deɐt&has&only&pieces&of&an&inflectional&case&system;&most&of&the&concepts&

are&expressed&analytically.&&&The&pronouns&have&four&cases;&ergative,&absolutive,&and&

the&genitive&form&of&each.&&If&a&genitive&pronoun&is&modifying&the&object&or&the&subject&

of&an&imperfective&sentence&it&is&ergativeNgenitive,&while&if&it&modifies&the&subject&of&a&

perfective&sentence&it&is&absolutive.&&&

&

&
&
&
&
&
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Creation&Myth&
&
&
&
Maiden&classN&MDN&

Mother&ClassN&MTH&

Honorific&PrefixN&HN&

bold&indicates&deity&name&

&

ɔʀɐçiɐ&&&&&ɔtkluŋ&&&&&çyt&&&&&&&wɐt͡suʀe&&&&dɐtɐ&&&&&lɐloute&&&&&&&✩NgɐʀoNl.&&

&&dayNPL&&&&&&&&&old&&&&&&&&&when&&&&&&&&&magic&&&&&&&&&&&more&&&&&&&&world&&&&&&&PSTNposessNPFV&

Once"the"world"was"more"magical.""

&&

wɐt&&&&&wolotiɐ&&&&&gwolk&&&&t͡su&&&&&miçe&&&&&ʒykolNu&&&lɐloute&&&&ɬkum&&&&✩Ndut͡skoNl&&&&&&&&&✩NχoNl&

&with&&&creatureNPL&&&&&&&big&&&&&&&&&and&&&&&power&&&&&haveNGER&&&&world&&&&&&&whole&&&&&&&PSTNfillNPFV&&&&&&PSTNbeNPFV&

The"world"was"full"of"great"and"terrible"creatures"

&

t͡su&&&&&&&&χoŋiNɐ&&&&&&&&&&&&d" ʒoNt&&&&&&&et͡sk&&&&&&&lɐt͡sRe&&&&&&&ʒiRiNɐNt&&&&&&&&d" ʒet&&&&&d" ʒoɐ&&&&&&&&✩NɐkoNl&

and&&&&&&dwellingNPL&&&&3pERGNGEN&&&&&in&&&&&&&&&&&&&&space&&&&&&godNPLN&GEN&&&&&&&&&&all&&&&&&3pABS&&&&&PSTNmakeNPFV&

and"they"made"their"dwellings"in"the"dominion"of"all"the"gods."

&

et͡sk&&&&&mɐɬkiR&&&&t͡su&&&&&çemok&&&&&&t͡su&&&&&et͡sk&&&&RomiNɐ&&&&&&&çimluŋt&&&&&&t͡su&&&&&ŋut&

&&on&&&&&&&&&&&&Earth&&&&&&&&&and&&&&&&&&&&Sky&&&&&&&&&&&&and&&&&&&&&&in&&&&&&&&depthNPL&&&&&&&oceanNGEN&&&&&and&&&&&among&&

They"dwelt"all"over"the"earth"and"sky"and"in"the"depths"of"the"sea"and"the"far"away"

stars.""""

&
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&

&

gwilk&&&&&&lɐt͡sRi&&&&&&Rud$ ʒ!!!!!çit͡skiNɐ&&&&&&&&d" ʒo&&&&&&&&&✩NχoŋoNl&

&&&long&&&&&&&&distance&&&&&&&&to&&&&&&&&&&&&&starNPL&&&&&&&&3pERG&&&&&&&PSTNdwellNPFV&

cont."

&

gRut͡s&&&&&miçe&&&&&&t͡su&&&&&&&wɐt͡suRe&&&&&&&gwolky&

despite&&&&&power&&&&&&and&&&&&&&&&&&&&magic&&&&&&&&&&&&&largeNst&

Despite"having"immense"power"and"magic,"

&

&d" ʒo&&&&&&&&&d" ʒoɐ&&&&&&&&ʒlɐk&&&&&&iRt͡solNu&&&&&&&dɐkoNl&&&&&yRɐl&&&&&&&&✩Nɬkɐd" ʒ&

3pERG&&&&&&&3pABS&&&&&&&&from&&&&&&&&fightNGER&&&&&stopNPFV&&&&&&not&&&&&&&&&&&&&PSTNcan&

they"could"not"stop"themselves"from"fighting,"

&

t͡su&&&&&&miçe&&&&mɐɬkiR\t&&&&&t͡su&&&&&çemok\t&&&&&t͡su&&&&çimluŋ\t&&&&&t͡su&&&&&&&d"ʒymk\t&&&&&&d" ʒoɐ&

and&&&&&&&power&&&&&EarthNGEN&&&&&&and&&&&&&&&&SkyNGEN&&&&&&and&&&&&&&SeaNGEN&&&&&&&&&and&&&&&HarvestNGEN&&&&3pABS&&

and"they"could"not"control"the"power"of"the"gods"of"earth"and"sky"and"sea"and)

harvest."

&

&&god$ ʒoNl&&&&&&yRɐl&&&&&✩Nɬkɐd" ʒ&

controlNPFV&&&&&not&&&&&&&&&&PSTNcan&&

cont."

&

&
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&

wolotiNɐ&&&&&&d" ʒet&&&&✩Nd" ʒɐktoNl&&&✩N&χoNl&

creatureNPL&&&&&&all&&&&&&&&PSTNkillNPFV&&&PSTNbeNPFV&

All"the"creatures"perished."""

&

ewut&&&&d" ʒɐte&&&&&utiŋ&&&&&&&iŋliçtRe&&&&gɐRolNu&&&&&&ʒiRiNɐ&&&&&&&&&&&✩NçyoNl&&

&after&&&&&&&&&time&&&&&&much,&&&&&&loneliness&&&&haveNGER&&&&&godNPL&&&&&&PSTNbecomeNPFV&&&&

After"a"long"time"the"gods"became"lonely,"

&

çiʒ&&&çemok&&&&&mɐɬkiR&&&&&wiçie&&&&&&&✩NeRutoNl&

so&&&&&&&&&&sky&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&earth&&&&&&&&&snow&&&&&&&&PSTNgiveNPFV&

so"the"sky"gave"snow"to"the"earth"

&&

t͡su&&&&&&ymiNɐ&&&&&&&&&lɐlouteNt&&&&&&&&&&&lit͡s&&&&&&&RomiNɐ&&&&&&ŋolt͡syç&&&&&&&&&&&&&RytNReNt&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&Reɐ&&&&&&&&&&

and&&&&&personNPL&&&&&&worldNGEN&&&&&&&&&&&from&&&&&&&depthNPL&&&&&&&&&&dark&&&&&&&&HNN3sMDN:ERGNGEN&&&&&&&3sABS&&&&&

and"from"her"dark"depths"she"brought"forth"the"people"of"the"world."

"

✩NRɐktoNl&

PSTNdeliverNPFV&

Cont."

&

çiʒ&&&&&&mɐɬkiR&&&&ɬluχtRi&&&&&&&&&&&&RytNɬluɐ&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&wuʒoNl&

&&so&&&&&&&&&&&earth&&&&&&&&&&&mother&&&&&&&&HNN3sMTH:ERG&&&&&&&(PRS)nameNPFV&

"So"she"is"called"Mother"Earth."

&
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&

&&de&&&&&&&ʒlɐk&&&&&&ɔlme&&&&t͡su&&&&&d" ʒule&&&&loŋtoNl&&&&&&d"ʒymk&&&&&&&&&✩NŋutoNl&

1pERG&&&&&&to&&&&&&&&&&oats&&&&&&&and&&&&&&&&&flax&&&&&&&sowNPFV&&&&&Harvest&&&&&&&&&PSTNteachNPFV&

The"god"of"the"harvest"taught"us"to"sow"oats"and"flax,"

&

t͡su&&&&χmoki&gwolk&&&&&&&t͡su&&&&χmoki&&&&çitlu&&&&&&&&de&&&&&&&ʍɐluŋ&&&&&&&&&&✩NɐkoNl&

and&&&&&&&&&dog&&&&&&&&&big&&&&&&&&&&&&&&and&&&&&&&&&&dog&&&&&&&&&&little&&&&&&1pERG&&&&&&&&hunt&&&&&&&&&&PSTNcreateNPFV&

and"the"god"of"hunting"created"for"us"Big)Dog)and"Little)Dog,"

&&&

&d" ʒo&&&&&&&&χmokiNɐ&&&&&&deɐ&&&&&&&&d" ʒɐte&&&&&&&&gɐRoNl&&&&&d" ʒoɐ&&&&&&&de&&&&&&&&&&✩NɐkoNl&

3pERG&&&&&&&&&dogNPL&&&&&&&1pABS&&&&&&&&now&&&&&&&&&&haveNPFV&&&&&3pABS&&&&1pERG&&&PSTNmakeNPFV&

,"who"made"for"us"the"dogs"we"have"now."""

&

ɬkuRiNɐ&&&t͡su&&&&ɬkuRiNɐ&&&&ytRe&&&&lɐlouteNt&&&&&&&&deɐ&&&&&&&&&&✩NdeRoNl&

pieceNPL&&&&and&&&&&&pieceNPL&&&&truth&&&&&worldNGEN&&&&&&1pABS&&&&&PSTNlearnNPFV&

Gradually"we"learned"the"truth"of"the"world,"

&

ɬlok&&&&iŋok&&&&&dut͡si&&&&&&&loʒt&&&&&&&&&&&&χoNl&

but&&&&&&&&other&&&&&&story&&&&&&&&&&that&&&&&(PRS)beNPFV&

but"that"is"a"different"story"

"

"

"

"
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Lexicon&
&

ytRiɐ&deɐt&to&English&
&

Verbs&
&
ɐkol& build&
ɐkol& make&
çymtol& lighten&
çyol& become&
çyRiol& think&
dɐkol& stop&
deRol& learn&
dut͡skol& fill&
duχmol& bleed&
d" ʒɐktol& kill&
d" ʒid" ʒkol& understand&
d" ʒrɐnol& redden&
eRutol& give&
gɐRol& posess&
glumol& sleep&
god$ ʒol& use&
god$ ʒol& control&
gokiol& laugh&
gReɬlol& weep&
gytol& sing%
iŋɐtol& begin&
iRt͡sol& fight&
lɐχRol& say&
liʒRol& bloom&
loŋtol& sow/plant&
ɬkit͡sol& look&
ɬkit͡sol& see&
ɬkol& hunt&
ɬlol& play&
ɬlyt͡sol& dream&
mɐŋol& find&

ŋolt͡syçol& darken&
ŋutol& teach&
ɔmt͡sol& cook&
Rɐktol& give&birth&
Rɐwol& confuse&
Ret͡skol& weave&
Rutol& rise&
t͡seol& reap/harvest&
t͡skutol& go&
uol& howl&
wɐd$ ʒRol& travel&
Wet͡sol& feed&
Wiklol& eat&
Wolmol& worsen&
wuol& venerate&
wuʒol& name&
ʍeçol& blow/whisper&&
ʍimtol& improve&
ʍiRud& ʒol& scatter&
ʍiuŋol& whine/cry&
yd# ʒol& come&
ytRol& speak&
ytRol& talk&
ʒalol& agree&
ʒitol& disagree&
ʒmit͡sol& glue&
ʒmit͡sol& smear&
ʒRɐmol& spin&(wool)&
ʒykol& have(quality)&
χol& be&
χoŋol& dwell&

&
&
&
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Nouns&
&
*Count&nouns&used&as&classifiers&in&bold&
*mass&nouns&are&underlined"
&
ɐRi(ɐ)&& stalk(s)&(of&grain)&
çeme& sky&
çiki(ɐ)&& bolt(s)&(of&cloth)&
çitluti(ɐ)&& spear(s)&
çit͡ski(ɐ)**& star(s)&
dɐle&& sand&
dɐʒRi(ɐ)& clan(s)&
diki(ɐ)&& hole(s)&
dut͡si(ɐ)& story(ies)&
duχme& &blood&
d" ʒali(ɐ)*& drop(s)&
d" ʒɐte'& time/now&
d" ʒule'& flax&seeds&
glɐçe& fire&(natural)&
glɐçki(ɐ)&& &fire(s)&(artificial)&
gReɬle& tears&
gRyt͡se& stone&
gui(ɐ)& bundle(s)&
iŋliçtRe& lonliness&
itle& happiness&
laRi(ɐ)&& pool(s)&
lɐloute& world&
lɐt͡sRe& dominion&
lɐt͡sRi(ɐ)***********&distance(s)&
liçRe&& moon&
liçtRe& &sadness&
lole&& shit&
lukti(ɐ)& tower(s)&
luti(ɐ)&& blade(s)&
ɬke&& prey&
ɬkit͡si(ɐ)*& eye(s)&
ɬkuRi(ɐ)&& piece(s)&&
ɬlɐki(ɐ)&& man/father(s)&
ɬliŋe&& sun&
ɬliŋRuti(ɐ)&& dawn(s)&
ɬluχtRi(ɐ)&& woman/mother(s)&
ɬlyt͡si(ɐ)+& dream(s)&
mɐli(ɐ)& child(ren)&

miçe& power&
miRole& &anger&
moŋe&& dirt&
mui(ɐ)&& flake(s)&or&mote(s)&
ŋui(ɐ)&& circle(s)/&sphere(s)&
ŋume& &porridge&
ŋuRoi(ɐ)&& roundness(es)&
ŋuʒile&& honey&
ŋymtli(ɐ)&& swath(s)&
ɔlme& oats&
ɔmi(ɐ)&& deer(&)&
ɔRɐçi(ɐ)&& day(s)&
Rɐχi(ɐ)&& lightening&bolt(s)&
Rɐχuloi(ɐ)&& thunder&bolt(s)&
Romi(ɐ)& depth(s)&
t͡sɐld' ʒi(ɐ),& handful(s)&
t͡sei(ɐ))& &harvest(s)&
t͡sei(ɐ))& warm&season(s)&
t͡sRe& the&east&
wat͡suRe)& magic&
weli(ɐ)& town(s)&
wiçe& &snow&
woloti(ɐ)&& creature(s)/demon(s)&
woRe& beauty&
woʒi(ɐ)&& bowl(s)&
wue& veneration&
wuʒi(ɐ)& name(s)&
ʍeçi(ɐ)&& gust(s)&
ʍeʒe& air/wind&
ʍit͡soe(& &linen&
yçle& grass/grain&
ymi(ɐ)&& person(people)&
ytRe& truth&
ytRi(ɐ)&& word(s)&
ytRoi(ɐ)& language(s)&
yχle& &water&
ʒiRi(ɐ)& god(s)&
ʒmit͡si(ɐ)*& smear(s)&
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ʒoti(ɐ)&& &crone(s)&
ʒumRe& clay&
ʒuReti(ɐ)& steppe(s)&
ʒut͡ski(ɐ)& winter(s)&
χmoki(ɐ)&& dog(s)&

χod# ʒe& skin&
χod# ʒe& surface&
χoŋi(ɐ)&& dwelling(s)&
χulmoe&& fear&
& &

&
&

Adjectives&
&
ŋolt͡syç&&&&&&&&&&black/dark&
çymt&&&&&&&&&&&&&&white/light&
d" ʒRɐŋ&&&&&&&&&&&&red&
ʍimt&&&&&&&&&&&&&&good&
wolm&&&&&&&&&&&&&bad&
gwolk&&&&&&&&&&&&big&
çitlu&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&small&
ɔtkluŋ&&&&&&&&&&&old&
d" ʒɐɐ&&&&&&&&&&&&&&new&
ɬkum&&&&&&&&&&&&&ripe/full/whole&
gwilk&&&&&&&&&&&&&tall/long&
liktu&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&short&
&

Miscellaneous&
&
çiʒ& so&
dɐtɐ& more&
duŋ& yet&
d" ʒet& every/all&
d" ʒim& than&
et͡sk& in&
ewut& after&
gɐl& as&
gɐʒ& this(action)&
gRut͡s& despite&
iŋok& other&
iŋut& each&other&
lit͡s& from(origin)&
loʒt& this(object)&
ɬkɐd% ʒ& &may&
ɬkɐd% ʒ& can&
ɬkum& whole&
ɬlok& but&

ɬlut͡st& while&
miç& at(time)&
mot& next&
mot& then&
ŋɐlt& here&
ŋut& with(together)&
Rud$ ʒ& to&(place)&
t͡sod& ʒ& there&
t͡su& and&
utiŋ& many&
wɐt& with(instrument)&
ʍɐʒ& why&
ʍoRet& because&
yRɐl& not&
ʒɐl& yes&
ʒit& no&
ʒlɐk& to&(to&do)&

&
&
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&

Proper&NounsN&Deities&
&

çemok& Sky&

ʍɐluŋ& Hunt&

çimluŋ& Sea&

mɐɬkiR& Earth&

d" ʒymk& Harvest&

χmoki&gwolk& Big&dog&

χmoki&çitlu& Little&dog&

&
&

Numbers&
&

The&YRD&number&system&is&base&4.&&There&is&no&mathematical&concept&of&zero.&&
&

iŋ&&=&1&&

liç&=&2&&
t͡sym&=&3&&
Roχ&=&4&&
Roχiŋ&=&5&&

Roχliç&=&6&&&

Roχt͡sym&=&7&&
liRoχ&=&8&&

liRoχiŋ&=&9&&

liRoχliç&=&10&&
χɐŋ&=&16&&

giç&=&64&&
det&=&256&&

mul&=&1024&&

wɐl&=&4096&&
ʍiŋ&=&16,384&&

t͡syʍiŋt͡sywɐlt͡symult͡sydett͡sygiçt͡syχɐŋt͡syRoχt͡sym&=&65,535&&
Roχʍiŋ&=&65,536&
&

&
&

&

&
&

&
&

&
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&English&to&ytRiɐ&deɐt&&
&

Verbs&
&
agree& ʒalol&
be& χol&
become& çyol&
begin& iŋɐtol&
bleed& duχmol&
bloom& liʒRol&
blow/whisper&& ʍeçol&
build& ɐkol&
come& yd# ʒol&
confuse& Rɐwol&
control& god$ ʒol&
cook& ɔmt͡sol&
darken& ŋolt͡syçol&
deliver&(birth)& Rɐktol&
disagree& ʒitol&
dream& ɬlyt͡sol&
dwell& χoŋol&
eat& Wiklol&
feed& Wet͡sol&
fight& iRt͡sol&
fill& dut͡skol&
find& mɐŋol&
give& eRutol&
glue& ʒmit͡sol&
go& t͡skutol&
have(quality)& ʒykol&
howl& uol&
hunt& ɬkol&
improve& ʍimtol&
kill& d" ʒɐktol&
laugh& gokiol&

learn& deRol&
lighten& çymtol&
look& ɬkit͡sol&
make& ɐkol&
name& wuʒol&
play& ɬlol&
posess& gɐRol&
reap/harvest& t͡seol&
redden& d" ʒrɐnol&
rise& Rutol&
say& lɐχRol&
scatter& ʍiRud& ʒol&
see& ɬkit͡sol&
sing% gytol&
sleep& glumol&
smear& ʒmit͡sol&
sow/plant& loŋtol&
speak& ytRol&
spin&(wool)& ʒRɐmol&
stop& dɐkol&
talk& ytRol&
teach& ŋutol&
think& çyRiol&
travel& wɐd$ ʒRol&
understand& d" ʒid" ʒkol&
use& god$ ʒol&
venerate& wuol&
weave& Ret͡skol&
weep& gReɬlol&
whine/cry& ʍiuŋol&
worsen& Wolmol&

&
&
&
&
&
&
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Nouns&
&
&
air/wind& ʍeʒe&
anger& miRole&
beauty& woRe&
blade(s)& luti(ɐ)&&
blood& duχme&
bolt(s)&of&cloth& çiki(ɐ)&&
bowl(s)& woʒi(ɐ)&&
bundle(s)& gui(ɐ)&
child(ren)& mɐli(ɐ)&
circle(s)/&sphere(s)& ŋui(ɐ)&&
clan(s)& dɐʒRi(ɐ)&
clay& ʒumRe&
creature(s)/demon(s)& woloti(ɐ)&&
crone(s)& ʒoti(ɐ)&&
dawn(s)& ɬliŋRuti(ɐ)&&
day(s)& ɔRɐçi(ɐ)&&
deer(&)& ɔmi(ɐ)&&
depth(s)& Romi(ɐ)&
dirt& moŋe&&
distance(s)& lɐt͡sRi(ɐ)***********&
dog(s)& χmoki(ɐ)&&
dominion& lɐt͡sRe&
dream(s)& ɬlyt͡si(ɐ)+&
drop(s)& d" ʒali(ɐ)*&
dwelling(s)& χoŋi(ɐ)&&
eye(s)& ɬkit͡si(ɐ)*&
fear& χulmoe&&
fire&(natural)& glɐçe&
fire(s)&(humanNmade)& glɐçki(ɐ)&&
flake(s& mui(ɐ)&&
flax&seeds& d" ʒule'&
god(s)& ʒiRi(ɐ)&
grass/grain& yçle&
gust(s)& ʍeçi(ɐ)&&
handful(s)& t͡sɐld' ʒi(ɐ),&
happiness& itle&
harvest(s)& t͡sei(ɐ))&
hole(s)& diki(ɐ)&&
honey& ŋuʒile&&
language(s)& ytRoi(ɐ)&

lightening&bolt(s)& Rɐχi(ɐ)&&
linen& ʍit͡soe(&
lonliness& inliçtRe&
magic& wat͡suRe)&
man/father(s)& ɬlɐki(ɐ)&&
moon& liçRe&&
mote(s)& mui(ɐ)&&
name(s)& wuʒi(ɐ)&
oats& ɔlme&
person(people)& ymi(ɐ)&&
piece(s)&& ɬkuRi(ɐ)&&
pool(s)& laRi(ɐ)&&
porridge& ŋume&
power& miçe&
prey& ɬke&&
roundness(es)& ŋuRoi(ɐ)&&
sadness& liçtRe&
sand& dɐle&&
shit& lole&&
skin& χod# ʒe&
sky& çeme&
smear(s)& ʒmit͡si(ɐ)*&
snow& wiçe&
spear(s)& çitluti(ɐ)&&
stalk(s)&of&grain& ɐRi(ɐ)&&
star(s)& çit͡ski(ɐ)**&
steppe(s)& ʒuReti(ɐ)&
stone& gRyt͡se&
story(ies)& dut͡si(ɐ)&
sun& ɬliŋe&&
surface& χod# ʒe&
swath(s)& ŋymtli(ɐ)&&
tears& gReɬle&
the&east& t͡sRe&
thunder&bolt(s)& Rɐχuloi(ɐ)&&
time/now& d" ʒɐte'&
tower(s)& lukti(ɐ)&
town(s)& weli(ɐ)&
truth& ytRe&
veneration& wue&
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warm&season(s)& t͡sei(ɐ))&
water& yχle&
winter(s)& ʒut͡ski(ɐ)&

woman/mother(s)& ɬluχtRi(ɐ)&&
word(s)& ytRi(ɐ)&&
world& lɐloute&

&

Adjectives&
&
bad&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&wolm&
big&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&gwolk&&&&&&&&&&&&&
black&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&ŋolt͡syç&
dark&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&ŋolt͡syç&
full&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&ɬkum&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
good&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&ʍimt&&
light&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&çymt&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
long&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&gwilk&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
new&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&d" ʒɐɐ&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
old&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&ɔtkluŋ&&&&&&&&&&&&
red&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&d" ʒRɐŋ&&&&&&&&&&&&&
ripe&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&ɬkum&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
small&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&çitlu&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
short&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&liktu&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
tall&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&gwilk&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
white&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&çymt&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
whole&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&ɬkum&&&

Miscellaneous&
&
may& ɬkɐd% ʒ&
after& ewut&
and& t͡su&
as& gɐl&
at(time)& miç&
because& ʍoRet&
but& ɬlok&
can& ɬkɐd% ʒ&
despite& gRut͡s&
each&other& iŋut&
every/all& d" ʒet&
from(origin)& lit͡s&
here& ŋɐlt&
in& et͡sk&
many& utiŋ&
more& dɐtɐ&
next& mot&
no& ʒit&

not& yRɐl&
other& iŋok&
so& çiʒ&
than& d" ʒim&
then& mot&
there& t͡sod& ʒ&
this(action)& gɐʒ&
this(object)& loʒt&
to&(place)& Rud$ ʒ&
to&(to&do)& ʒlɐk&
while& ɬlut͡st&
whole& ɬkum&
why& ʍɐʒ&
with(instrument)& wɐt&
with(together)& ŋut&
yes& ʒɐl&
yet& duŋ&
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Appendix&
&

Idiomatic&expressions&
&

ɬkuRiNɐ&&&t͡su&&&&ɬkuRiNɐ&

&&pieceNPL&&&&and&&&pieceNPL&

"gradually"

"

ʒlɐk&&&&miç&&&&&&ʒut͡ski''''''ɔlme$$$$$$$$$t͡seoNl&&&&&&&&&&ɬkɐd" ʒ!!!!!!!d" ʒo&&&&&&&&&&ɬlyt͡soNl&

&to&&&&&&&&&during&&&&&winter&&&&&&&&oats&&&&&(PRS)reapNPFV&&&&&can&&&&&&&&&3pERG&&&&(PRS)dreamNPFV&

To"be"able"to"do"the"impossible"

"

ŋolt͡syç)gʀut͡s&&&&wiçe&&ɬkit͡siNa&&&&&&(Pronoun)&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&χoNl.&

&&black&&&&&&despite&&&snow&&eyeNPL&&&&&&&&&&&&(Pronoun)&&&&&&&&&&&&&&(PRS)&beNPFV&

(Pronoun)"is"dead.""

Sentences&

Note:&&&the&glossing&abbreviations&for&the&gendered&pronouns&are&as&follows&
Maiden&classN&MDN&
Mother&ClassN&MTH&
Father&classN&FTH&
Juvenile&class&–JV&
Inanimate&classN&INM&
Honorific&NHN&
&
u&&&&&&&&&&&&eɐ&&&&&&&&&iʀoNl.&

2sERG&&&1s&ABS&&&(PRS)loveNPFV&

I"love"you."
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ʍimtky&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&wɐt&&&&&&&&&&&&çitluti&&&&&&&&&&&&&ɬkoNlNu&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&ʀe&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&ǁNχo.&

GoodNest&&&&&&&&&&&with(instrument)&&&&&spear&&&&&&&&(PRS)huntNPFVNGER&&&&&&&&3sMDN:ERG&&&&&&&&FUTNbeN(IPFV)&

She"will"be"the"best"at"hunting"with"a"spear."

&

ɔlme&&&&ŋut&&&&ŋuʒile&&&&ɔRɐçiNɐ&&&&&d" ʒet&&&&&&&ɬliŋʀutiNɐ&&&&&&&miç&&&&&&&&&&&ɬluɐ&&&&&&&&&&&&&&wikloNl.&&

Oats&&&&&&&with&&&&&&&honey&&&&&&dayNPL&&&&&&&&every&&&&&&sunriseNPL&&&&&&&at(time)&&&3sMTH&ABS&&&&&(PRS)eatNPFV&

She"eats"oats"with"honey"every"day"at"dawn."

&

ɬlɐki&&&duŋ&&&&yʀɐl&&&&&&χɐlɐ&&&&&&&&&&&χoNl.&&

father&&yet&&&&&&&&&not&&&&&&3sJV:ABS&&&&(PRS)beNPFV&

They(singular)"is"not"yet"a"father.""

&

ʒlɐk&&&&&&χmokiNɐ&&&!wet͡soNl&&&&&&&&luχ&&&&&&&&&&&&deNt&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&✩-laχʀoNl.&

to&&&&&&&&&&&&&&dogNPL&&&&&&&&&&feedNPFV&&&&&&mom&&&&&&&&our&ERGNGEN&&&&&&&&&&&&&&PSTNsayNPFV&

Our"mom"says"to"feed"the"dogs."

&

dikiNɐ&&&&&utiŋ&&&&&ʍit͡soe'&&çiki&&&ɔtkluŋ&&&&&&&&&gɐʀoNl.&

holeNPL&&&many&&&&&&&&linen&&&&&&&bolt&&&&&&&&&old&&&&&&(PRS)posessNPFV&

The"old"bolt"of"linen"has"many"holes."

&

&&&&&&Gik&&&&&&&&&&&χɐlɐ&&&&&&&&&yʀal&&&&&&&&&&iʀoNl.&&

3sFTHNERG&&&3sJV:ABS&&&&&&not&&&&&&&&(PRS)loveNPFV&

They(singular)"don’t"love"him."

&
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ʒotiNɐ&&&&&&&&✩Ngokio&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&t͡su%&&&&χmokiNɐ&&&&&&&&&&&uolNu&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&✩Nçyol.&

croneNPL&&&&PSTNlaugh(IPFV)&&&&&&and&&&&&&dogNPL&&&&&&&&(PRS)NhowlNGER&&&&&&PSTNbeginNPFV&

The"old"women"were"laughing"and"the"dogs"began"to"howl.""

&

gɐl&&&&woʀe&&&!t͡su&&&&&ŋuʀoe&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&ʒukoNlNu&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&gɐl&&&&liçʀe&&&&&&&&&ɬluɐ&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&✩NχoNl.&

as&&&&&&&beauty&&&&&and&&&&roundness&&&&&(PRS)haveNPFVNGER&&&&&&&as&&&&&&&&moon&&&&&3sMTH&ABS&&&&&&PSTNbeN&PFV&

She"was"as"beautiful"and"round"as"the"moon."

"
"

Tower&of&Babel&Translation&
&
Genesis&11:&1N9&
&
&
ytRoi&&&&&&&&&&&iŋ&&&&&t͡su&&&&&&&&ytRiNɐ&&&&&gui&&&&&&&&iŋ&&&&&d" ʒɐte&&&&&&lɐloute&&&&ɬkum&&&&&&&&&&✩-ʒyko.&&

language&&&&&&one&&&&&&and&&&&&&wordNPL&&&&bundle&&&&&one&&&&&&&now&&&&&&&&&&&world&&&&&&&whole&&&&&&&PSTNhaveN(IPFV)&

Now"all"the"earth"continued"to"be"of"one"language"and"of"one"set"of"words."""

"

ɬlut͡st&&&Rud$ ʒ&&&&t͡sRe&&&&&d" ʒo&&&&&&&&✩-wɐd" ʒRoNl,&&&&&et͡sk&&&çiŋɐRɐ&&&ʒuReti&&&d" ʒoɐ&&&&✩-mɐŋoNl&

while&&&&&&&&to&&&&&&&&&&&east&&&&&&3pERG&&&&&&PSTNtravelNPFV,&&&&&&&in&&&&&&&&Shi’nar&&&&&&steppe&&&&3pABS&&&&PSTNfindNPFV&

As"they"traveled"eastward,"they"discovered"a"valley"plain"in"the"land"of"Shi’nar.""

&

&t͡su&&&t͡sod& ʒ&&&&&d" ʒo&&&&&&χoŋolNu&&&&&✩-iŋɐtoNl.&&&&&&&&&ŋut&&&&&iŋut&&&&&&&&&&d" ʒo&&&&&&mot&&&&✩-lɐχRoNl,&

and&&&&&there&&&&&3pERG&&&&dwellNGER&&&PSTNbeginNPFV&&&&&&with&&&eachother&&&3pERG&&&&then&&&&&&PSTNsayNPFV&

and"they"began"dwelling"there.""Then"they"said"to"one"another,""

"

"
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yd# ʒol,&&&RiksiNɐ&&&&&deɐ&&&&&&&&&&&&&ɐkoNl&&&&&&&&&&&&&t͡su&&&wɐt&&&&glɐçki&&&d" ʒo&&&&&&&&ɔmt͡soNl.&&&&

Come!&&&&&brickNPL&&&1pABS&&&&(PRS)makeNPFV&&&&and&&&&&with&&&&&&&fire&&&&&&&3pERG&&&&(PRS)cookNPFV&

"“Come!"Let"us"make"bricks"and"bake"them"with"fire.”"

"

çiʒ&&&yRɐl&&&gRytse&&&&ɬlok&&&RiksiNɐ&&&&d" ʒoɐ&&&&✩-god$ ʒoNl,&&&t͡su&&&&witumiŋe&&ʒlɐk&&&ʒmit͡solNu.&

so&&&&&&&not&&&&&&&&stone&&&&&&&&but&&&&&&brickNPL&&&3pABS&&&&&PSTNuseNPFV&&&&and&&&&&&&bitumen&&&&&&&&for&&&&&&&&glueNGER&

So"they"used"bricks"instead"of"stone,"and"bitumen"as"mortar.""

"

&d" ʒoɐ&&&&d" ʒɐte&&&&&✩-lɐχRoNl,&&yd# ʒol,&&&weli&&&&&de&&&&&&&&&deɐ&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&ɐkoNl&&&&&&&&&&t͡su&&&&

3pABS&&&&now&&&&&&&&PSTNsayNPFV&&&&Come!&&&&&city&&&&&&1pERG&&&&1pABS&&&(PRS)buildNPFV&&&&&and&

They"now"said,""“Come!"Let"us"build"a"city"for"ourselves,"and"

&

gɐl&&&gwilkNy&&&gɐl&&&çeme&&&lukti,&&&&&t͡su&&&&&de&&&&&&&deɐ&&&&&&wuʒi&&&&&&wue&&&&&&&&&&&mɐŋoNl,&

as&&&&&&&tallNest&&&&&&&&as&&&&&&&&sky&&&&&&tower&&&&&&and&&&1pERG&&&1pABS&&&&name&&&veneration&&(PRS)findNPFV&

a"tower"with"its"top"in"the"heavens,""and"let"us"make"a"celebrated"name"for"ourselves""

&

çiʒ&&&&&&&de&&&&&&yRɐl&&&et͡sk&&&&lɐloute&&&&&ɬkum&&&χod# ʒe&&&✩-ʍiRud% ʒoNl&&&&&&&&&&&ǁ-χoNl.&

So&&&&&&1pERG&&&&&&not&&&&&&&&on&&&&&&&&&&world&&&&&&&&&whole&&&surface&&&PSTNscatterNPFV&&&&&&&FUTNbeNPFV 

,"so"that"we"will"not"be"scattered"over"the"entire"earth.”""

&

weli&&&t͡su&&lukti&&&&mɐliNɐ&&&&&&ɬlɐkiNɐNt&&&&&&&&&✩-ɐkoNl&&&&&&&&&&d" ʒɐχowɐ&&&&mot&&&&ʒlɐk&&

&city&&&&&and&&tower&&&&childNPL&&&manNPLNGEN&&&&PSTNbuildNPFV&&&&&&&&Jehovah&&&&&&&&then&&&&&&for&

&Then"Jehovah"went"down"to"see"the"city"and"the"tower"that"the"sons"of"men"had"built."

&
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ɬkit͡solNu&&&&&&✩-t͡skutoNl.&&&&&d" ʒɐχowɐ&&&&mot&&&&✩-lɐχRoNl,&

&seeNGER&&&&&&&&&PSTNgoNPFV&&&&&&&&&&&Jehovah&&&&&&&&&then&&&&&PSTNsayNPFV&

&(cont.)""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""Jehovah"then"said,"

"

&ɬkit͡sol.&&&&ytRoi&&&&&iŋ&&&&&gɐRolNu&&&&&&&dɐʒRi&&&&&&d" ʒoɐ&&&&&&&&&&χol,&&&&&&&&&&&&t͡su&&&&&&

Look!&&&&&&&&language&&&one&&&&&haveNGER&&&&&&&clan&&&&&&&&&&&3pABS&&&(PRS)beNPFV&&&&&&and&

“Look!"They"are"one"people"with"one"language,"and""

&

loʒt&&&&d" ʒoɐ&&&&&&&ɐkolu&&&&&&&&&&&&&✩-iŋɐtoNl.&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

this&&&&&&3pABS&&&&&makeNGER&&&&&&&&PSTNbeginNPFV&

this"is"what"they"have"started"to"do."

"

ʒlɐk&&&&miç&&&&&&ʒut͡ski&&&&&&ɔlme&&&&&&&&&t͡seoNl&&&&&&&&&&&d" ʒɐte&&&&ɬkɐd" ʒ&&&&&&&d" ʒo&&&&&&&&&&ɬlyt͡soNl&

&to&&&&&&&&&during&&&&&winter&&&&&&&&oats&&&&&(PRS)reapNPFV&&&&&&&now&&&&&&&&&&can&&&&&&&&3pERG&&&&(PRS)dreamNPFV&

Now"there"is"nothing"that"they"may"have"in"mind"to"do"that"will"be"impossible"for"them."

(idiom:"they"can"now"dream"to"reap"oats"in"winter)"

"""

yd# ʒol,&&&ʒlɐk&&&&ytRoi&&&&&&&&&d" ʒoNt&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&RɐwoNl&&&&&&&&&&&&çiʒ&&&&&&&iŋut&&&&&&&&d" ʒoɐ&&&yRɐl&&&

Come!&&&&&&&to&&&&&&language&&&3pERGNGEN&&&(PRS)confuseNPFV&&&&&&so&&&&eachother&&&&3pABS&&&&not&

Come!"Let"us"go"down"there"and"confuse"their"language"in"order"that"they"may"not"

&

&&&&&&&&&&&d" ʒid# ʒkoNl&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&de&&&&&&&&&t͡skutoNl&

&(PRS)understandNPFV&&&&&1pERG&&&&(PRS)goNPFV&

understand"one"another’s"language."
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"

çiʒ&&&&&d" ʒo&&&&&et͡sk&&&&lɐloute&&&&&ɬkum&&&&χod# ʒe&&&&&&d" ʒɐχowɐ&&&&&&✩-ʍiRud% ʒoNl,&&&&&&&&&&&&

so&&&&&3pERG&&&&&&on&&&&&&&&&world&&&&&&&&&&whole&&&&&surface&&&&&&&&&Jehovah&&&&&&&&&&PSTNscatterNPFV&

So"Jehovah"scattered"them"from"there"over"the"entire"face"of"the"earth,"
"
"
"
t͡su&&&&weli&&&&d" ʒoɐ&&&&&ɬkuRiNɐ&&&&t͡su&&&&ɬkuRiNɐ&&&&ɐkolNu&&&&&&&&&&✩-dɐkoNl&

and&&&&&city&&&&&&&3pABS&&&&pieceNPL&&&&&and&&&&pieceNPL&&&&makeNGER&  PSTNstopNPFV&

and"they"gradually"left"off"building"the"city."

"

çiʒ&&wɐwul&&&&&&&&&lo&&&&&&&&&&&&&✩-wuʒoNl&&&&&&&&ʍoRet&&&&&&t͡sod& ʒ&

so&&&&&&Babel&&&&&&3sINM&ERG&&&&PSTNnameNPFV&&&&because&&&&&&&there&

That"is"why"it"was"named"Babel,"because"there"

"

&ytRoi&&&&&&&lɐlouteNt&&&&&ɬkum&&&&d" ʒɐχowɐ&&&&&&&&✩-RɐwoNl&&&&&&&&&&t͡su&&&&&&&&&&

language&&&worldNGEN&&&&&&whole&&&&&&&Jehovah&&&&&&&&PSTNconfuseNPFV&&&&&&and&

Jehovah"confused"the"language"of"all"the"earth,"and"

"

&&&d" ʒo&&&&&et͡sk&&&&lɐloute&&&&&ɬkum&&&&χod# ʒe&&&&&t͡sod& ʒ&&&&&iŋɐtolNu&&&&&d" ʒɐχowɐ&&&&&✩-ʍiRud% ʒoNl&

&3pERG&&&&&&on&&&&&&&&&&world&&&&&&&&whole&&&&&surface&&&&&&there&&&&&&&beginNGER&&&&&Jehovah&&&&&&&&&&PSTNscatterNPFV&

Jehovah"scattered"them"from"there"over"the"entire"face"of"the"earth.""

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
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Big&Dog&and&Little&Dog&
&

& Once,&when&the&world&was&just&beginning&to&bloom&and&the&people&were&

emerging&from&the&depths&of&the&earth,&the&god&of&hunting&thought&to&give&her&sister’s&

children&a&great&gift.&&&Together&with&the&god&of&the&forest&she&brought&forth&two&

children;&Big&Dog&and&Little&Dog.&&&She&gave&Big&Dog&long&legs&and&good&ears&and&big&

teeth&for&hunting&deer&and&rabbits&in&the&forest.&&She&gave&Little&Dog&small&legs&and&

long&claws&and&big&eyes&for&hunting&rats&and&badgers&in&the&tunnels&underground.&&

When&they&were&big,&she&gave&them&to&the&new&people&of&the&world.&&But&Big&Dog&and&

Little&Dog&were&too&large&and&powerful&to&dwell&with&the&people&in&their&caves&and&

hollows,&and&by&now&the&people&had&made&so&many&children&that&she&knew&they&

would&need&many&more&gifts.&&&Big&Dog&and&Little&Dog&understood&this,&and&fashioned&

of&the&clay&and&dirt&many&new&big&dogs&and&little&dogs,&and&gave&them&to&the&people.&

They&taught&the&people&to&feed&the&dogs&and&love&them&and&use&them&to&find&food.&&In&

return,&the&people&made&for&themselves,&to&honor&of&Big&and&Little&Dog,&a&new&law&

saying&that&no&dog&may&be&killed,&save&as&and&act&of&mercy,&and&this&became&part&of&

the&code,&but&that&is&a&different&story.&&

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
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I. Introduction: Culture of fʁɛg̃lɔf 

 fʁɛg̃lɔf is itself an invented language. The solely oral language was conceived in modern-

day Dakar, Senegal by three children of about 8-10 years old. Dakar is the nation’s capital and is 

home to people from diverse backgrounds. The fʁɛg̃lɔf inventors represent this characteristic 

diversity. One of them is a native Wolof speaker; one, a native French speaker; and one, a native 

English speaker. Each of the children is also somewhat familiar with each of the others’ native 

languages. The children are good friends and live in the same neighbourhood. 

 Wishing to be able to communicate with each other more effectively, the friends decide to 

start speaking a shared language. All becoming fluent in Wolof, French, or English would not be 

the best solution because the children require a language that would make it easy for them to 

communicate secretly, in code. They want a language that allows them to talk about a variety of 

things freely when parents, siblings, or other unwanted listeners are nearby. To accommodate this 

need for secrecy, the companions create fʁɛg̃lɔf, a hybrid blend of their native languages. The 

name fʁɛ̃glɔf is a reflection of the mixed origins of the language; it is a nativized abbreviation of 

the words français, English, and Wolof, mashed together. 

 By nature, young children are curious, creative, imaginative, and experimental. The 

activities of both developing and speaking fʁɛg̃lɔf indulge these general tendencies. fʁɛg̃lɔf is not 

just a secret code and strengthener of friendship bonds for speakers, but also an outlet for 

imagination, creativity, and experimentation and a fun, interesting, and pleasurably weird hobby. 

 After its invention, fʁɛg̃lɔf started being passed on through generations of speaker-age 

children. The founding speakers taught fʁɛg̃lɔf to other close friends and peers of theirs, who 

pass it on to their own companions. In general, the language is passed on primarily as younger 
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relatives or close peers of speakers learn the language via non-instruction-based exposure to 

older relatives and peers’ fluent fʁɛg̃lɔf. Some speakers may also transmit the language by 

deliberately teaching it to new generations. 

 Typically, the idea of having a secret code language is only popular within a certain age 

range, and fʁɛg̃lɔf is not an exception. As a result, an upper speaker age limit naturally develops; 

the threshold is probably somewhere between the middle and end of the pre-teen years. The 

manner of transmission of fʁɛg̃lɔf also naturally stabilizes a lower age limit, probably between 6 

and 7 years of age. Children who are too much younger than speakers likely do not spend enough 

time in the vicinity of speakers to pick up the language from them. Furthermore, fʁɛg̃lɔf speakers 

typically do not deliberately teach the language to younger peers or siblings until they reach a 

particular age, at which the new learners are deemed old enough to become part of the “fʁɛg̃lɔf 

club”, so to speak. Because there is such a minimum age threshold for fʁɛg̃lɔf speakers, fʁɛg̃lɔf 

cannot be a first language. 

 The fʁɛg̃lɔf speaker profile, as well as the language’s Senegalese home, strongly 

influence the nature and structure of the language. 

 The fʁɛg̃lɔf speech community represents a very narrow age group. As a result, it is 

possible for the entire lexicon to be exclusively customized to conversations about topics 

typically discussed by speakers from that age range. These topics include school; social life; 

typical children’s activities like following orders, playing, and hanging out with or visiting 

people; and quotidian events like prayer. Furthermore, fʁɛg̃lɔf appeals to young children’s 

exploratory and imaginative natures by having built into it many ways to distinguish between 

certainty and uncertainty, reality and hypothetical situations, and truth and pretend in a patterned 
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manner. fʁɛg̃lɔf has many characteristics, such as predictable stress patterns, that make it easy for 

young children from a variety of linguistic backgrounds to master equitably and quickly. The 

inventors further ensured that it would be easy for them to learn by giving it phonetic, syntactic, 

and lexical inspirations from their native languages, Wolof, French, and English. 

 Their tendencies towards curiosity and experimentation also led the inventors to 

incorporate some “weird” features, including compound structures of relative pronouns, into 

fʁɛg̃lɔf just for amusement and adventure’s sakes. These oddities do not resemble elements of 

any of their native languages and make the language more cool and interesting to current and 

future speakers, while increasing its incomprehensibility to unwanted listeners. 

 The Senegalese birthplace of the language also influenced its design. Senegal is a 

predominantly Muslim country with Islamic traditions and influences that pervade the entire 

diverse society. fʁɛg̃lɔf therefore includes nativized forms of traditional Islamic greetings like 

salaa maalekum/maalekum salaam. Also, the Senegalese government and society’s LGBTQIA+ 

phobia is reflected in fʁɛg̃lɔf’s lack of non-gender-binary personal pronouns. 

II. fʁɛg̃lɔf Phonetics and Phonology 

Phonetics 

 Vowels. fʁɛg̃lɔf has an inventory of seventeen phonemically contrastive vowels that 

contains both nasalized and non-nasalized vowels, and lengthened and short vowels. The 

inventory, shown in Figure 2.1, includes six simple front vowels, /i y e ø ɛ œ/, and three simple 

back vowels, /u o ɔ/. 
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Figure 2.1. fʁɛg̃lɔf Simple Contrastive Vowels 

Vowel nasalization and vowel lengthening are phonemic. Nasalized forms of the mid front 

vowels—/ẽ ø̃ ɛ ̃œ̃/—occur in phonemic contrast with their non-nasalized forms. Additionally, 

long forms of the English tense vowels—/iː eː uː oː/—occur in phonemic contrast with their short 

forms. Vowel nasalization is also contrastive in contributing language French, and vowel 

lengthening is contrastive in Wolof. 

 The fʁɛg̃lɔf simple vowel system was designed to maximize the ease with which the three 

first speakers would be able to pronounce the language. For this reason, it includes four of the 

five most common vowels in the world’s human languages, /i e u o/. These four vowels are 

found in all of fʁɛg̃lɔf’s contributing languages and are not difficult for children from a variety of 

other linguistic backgrounds, too, to acquire as they learn fʁɛg̃lɔf. /ɔ/ is found in Wolof, English, 

and French. fʁɛg̃lɔf also contains /y ø œ/, which are found in French. 

 Many fʁɛg̃lɔf vowels occur in rounded/unrounded pairs. One can also note that for each 

of the heights and each of the frontnessess that the inventory covers, there is at least one vowel at 
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every height-frontness pair position. These characteristics of the inventory support the vowel 

harmony patterns that occur in the language, which will be explained later. 

 Consonants. fʁɛg̃lɔf contains nineteen phonemically contrastive, pulmonic consonants. 

The inventory, shown in Figure 2.2, includes voiced and voiceless sounds; stops, nasals, 

fricatives, a trill, and a lateral approximate; and bilabial, labiodental, alveolar, post-alveolar, 

velar, and uvular articulations. fʁɛg̃lɔf also has three phonemically contrastive pre-nasal stops, /

m͜b n͜d ŋ͜g/, which are found in Wolof. 

 

Figure 2.2. fʁɛg̃lɔf Contrastive Consonants 

 As with the vowel system, the fʁɛg̃lɔf consonant system contains some of the most 

common sounds in the world’s languages—all of its stops and nasals, as well as /f s ʃ l/. Most of 

these sounds are found in all of its contributing languages, and the fʁɛg̃lɔf inventors included 

them in the consonant inventory in order to make the language easier for linguistically diverse 

speakers to pronounce. /ŋ/ is found in English and Wolof, and /ʒ/ is found in French and English. 

There are only two non-English phonemic consonants, except for the pre-nasals: the voiced 
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uvular trill /ʀ/ and the voiceless velar fricative /x/. /ʀ/ is the phonemically contrastive rhotic 

sound in French and fʁɛg̃lɔf, and /x/ occurs in Wolof. Even the minimal familiarity that each of 

the founding speakers has with the native languages of the others suffices to make a sound like /

x/, /ʀ/, or /ø/, that is not in many of the contributing languages or necessarily in their own native 

language, reasonably accessible to them in fʁɛg̃lɔf. 

 In addition to its phonemically contrastive consonants, fʁɛg̃lɔf contains two fricatives that 

occur allophonically: the voiceless palatal fricative [ç] which occurs in contrast with [x], and the 

voiced uvular fricative [ʁ] which occurs in contrast with [ʀ] and is also found in French. 

Phonology 

 Syllable structure. The fʁɛg̃lɔf syllable inventory is (C)(C)V(C)(C). It is a compromise 

between the (C)(C)(C)V(C)(C) French structure, the Wolof structure which allows a maximum 

syllable of CVC, and the extensive (C)(C)(C)V(C)(C)(C)(C) English structure. Each fʁɛg̃lɔf 

inventor’s limited familiarity with the others’ native languages helps give the native Wolof 

speaker among them some advantage in learning to pronounce consonant clusters in fʁɛg̃lɔf. 

Furthermore, Dakar Wolof actually has many French loanwords that contain consonant clusters, 

such as [tʁɑ̃t] ‘thirty’. 

 Very few syllables in fʁɛg̃lɔf are the maximum length. In fact, most syllables contain no 

consonant clusters. Syllables that do contain consonant clusters most often contain only one, 

which usually occurs in the syllable onset. 

 Phonotactic restrictions. In fʁɛg̃lɔf consonant clusters, all consonants in the cluster 

except for nasals and [l] must have the same voicing. For example, *[bs] and *[bʁ] are not 

permissible onset clusters but [bz] and [bʀ] are. The only exception to this rule is [ʁ] in codas: 
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[ʁ] can occur in consonant clusters in syllable-coda position with another consonant of any 

voicing. All consonants except [s ʃ ʒ] can occur in a consonant cluster where they are followed 

by [ʀ] or [ʁ]. Additionally, [l] and /ʀ/ cannot begin an onset cluster or end a coda cluster. For 

example, [sle] and [pʁe] are permissible fʁɛg̃lɔf words but *[esl] and *[epʁ] are not. Finally, pre-

nasal consonants cannot occur in consonant clusters. 

 In consonant clusters in syllable-onset position, oral stops and all fricatives except [s] can 

only occur in syllable-initial position (first sound of the syllable) when followed by [ʀ ʁ] or [l]. 

Non-nasal consonants in a syllable-onset cluster cannot have the same place or manner of 

articulation, with the exception of [st]. Nasal consonants that are part of onset clusters cannot 

occur in syllable-initial position and can only follow [s]. [ŋ], however, cannot occur anywhere in 

an onset consonant cluster. 

 For syllable-coda position, fʁɛg̃lɔf has a homorganic nasal rule stating that a nasal 

consonant in a coda consonant cluster assimilates to the place of articulation of the following 

non-nasal consonant. For example, *[gumd] is not permissible but [gund] is. Oral stops can only 

begin a coda consonant cluster when followed by [s]. All phonemic and allophonic fricatives 

except [s f ʁ] can only occur in coda consonant clusters. Finally, nasal consonants can only occur 

in syllable-final position (last sound of the syllable) when the first consonant of the cluster is [l] 

or [ʁ]. The selection of permissible consonant clusters that can occur in the syllable-coda 

position of a given syllable is also determined by the nasality and length of the syllable’s vowel. 

 Additionally, [e] cannot precede [ʁ] in the same syllable unless it is part of a consonant 

cluster. Phonemic nasalized vowels cannot precede a coda beginning with /ʀ/. 

 See Appendix A for a full list of permissible sound sequences in fʁɛg̃lɔf. 
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 Stress. Primary stress in fʁɛg̃lɔf is left-second fixed. For example, *[ˈtyndy] is not 

permissible but [tynˈdy] ‘thunder’ is. There are some exceptions to this rule, however. 

 If a word has at least one long vowel, then the primary stress will fall on the first long 

vowel regardless of which syllable contains the first long vowel. Therefore, the primary stress is 

only left-second fixed as normal when a long vowel occurs in the left-second syllable. For 

example, [moˈçilis] ‘money’, [ˈpliːʒutu] ‘to play’, and [ʃekˈʃiːs] ‘everything’ are permissible but 

*[ˈmoçilis], *[moçiˈlis]and *[pliːˈʒutu] are not. When all the vowels in a word are long vowels, 

every syllable receives equal stress. 

 Where secondary stress occurs in a word depends on the location of primary stress; 

secondary stress will fall on every second syllable after the first syllable with primary stress. For 

example, /ndeːdɛtɔ/ ‘to bring’ with appropriately placed primary and secondary stress becomes 

[ˈndeːdɛˌtɔ]. If the word contains a long vowel which occurs in the fourth syllable or later and 

thus prevents primary stress from occurring until then, secondary stress will fall on every second 

syllable in the word, in a pattern that ensures that the long vowel receives primary stress. For 

example, /ʒiflusikuː/ with appropriately placed primary and secondary stress becomes [ʒiˌflusi

ˈkuː]. The single long vowel occurs in the fourth syllable of the word and some kind of stress 

must fall on every second syllable before and after it, so Syllable 2 receives secondary stress. (If 

the only long vowel occurred in a fifth syllable, Syllables 1 and 3 would receive secondary 

stress, and Syllable 5 would receive primary stress.) If the word contains a long vowel which 

does occur earlier than the fourth syllable, then no stress will fall on any short vowels in the first 

three syllables, and the every-other-syllable rule for secondary stress will apply to the remainder 
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of the word after the primary stress. For example, /ŋgøbeloːlosø/ with appropriately placed 

primary and secondary stress becomes [ŋgøbeˈloːloˌsø]. 

 Other phonological rules. Other phonological rules in fʁɛg̃lɔf are as follows: 

• Vowel Nasalization: A vowel is nasalized when immediately followed by a nasal 
consonant in the same syllable. This kind of nasalization is allophonic. 

 Examples:  /xim/ → [çĩm] 
         /ɔŋg/ → [ɔ̃ŋg] 

• Aspiration: Voiceless stops in syllable-initial position (first sound of the word) that are 
not part of consonant clusters are aspirated. 

 Examples:  /pɛs̃/ → [phɛs̃] 
         /pʁɛs̃/ → [pʁɛs̃] 

• Vowel Harmony: If a word has three or more syllables, every vowel after the second 
syllable will assimilate to the height of the vowel in the second syllable, while 
maintaining original roundness, frontness, and nasality. 

 Examples:  /ʃekʒedu/ → [ʃekʒedo] 
         /fɛfɔʀolis/ → [fɛfɔʀɔlɛs] 

• Syllable Coda: In a multisyllabic word, consonant clusters cannot occur in codas of non-
final syllables, except to avoid an impermissible consonant cluster in the onset of a 
following syllable. 

 Examples:  /istʁe/ → [isˈtʁe] 
        *[istˈʁe] 
         /uʃtlu/ → [uʃtˈlu] 
         *[uʃˈtlu] 

• Pre-nasal Consonants: Pre-nasal consonants cannot occur in syllable-coda position. They 
can only occur in onset position in the first syllable of a word, or in the onset of a non-
first syllable when the end of the previous syllable cannot permissibly divide the pre-
nasal into a nasal consonant and an oral stop. (See Syllable Coda rule). 

 Examples:  /ymbœn/ → [ymˈbœn] 
        *[yˈm͜bœn] 
         /ymbʀœn/ → [ymˈbʀœn] 
        *[ym͜bˈʀœn] 
        *[ymbˈʀœn] (See Syllable Coda rule.) 
         /ɛtndɛ/ → [ɛtˈndɛ] 

• Velarization of /l/: /l/ is velarized only when it is alone in syllable-coda position. The 
velarization is allophonic. 
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 Examples:  /kilɛn/ → [kiˈlɛn] 
         /kil/ → [kil̴] 
         *[gl̴oːs] 
         *[soːl̴g] 

• Phonemic and Allophonic Nasality: Nasal and non-nasal short vowels are only 
phonemically contrastive when the nasal vowel has not been nasalized because of the 
Vowel Nasalization rule. (Nasality cannot create phonemic contrast between long 
vowels.) The only circumstance in which nasal vowels can be in allophonic contrast is 
when one nasal vowel is changed in a process of vowel harmony. 

 Examples:  /dø/ and /dø̃/ are phonemically contrastive, but *[døn] and [dø̃n] are   
         allophonically contrastive. 
         /mɛlekɛ/̃ → [mɛlekẽ], and they are not in phonemic contrast. 

• Phonemic Nasal Vowels: Only [f s ʃ ʒ ç] can immediately follow phonemic nasal vowels 
in the same syllable. 

 Examples:  [tø̃ç] 
         [tø̃ke] 
         *[tø̃d] 

• Vowels in Syllable Boundaries: In a multisyllabic word, if a non-final syllable ends in a 
vowel, then the immediately following syllable cannot begin with a vowel. 

 Examples:  [nduˈpo] 
         *[nduˈo] 

• Rhotic Consonants [ʀ ʁ]: The rhotic consonants [ʀ ʁ] are allophones of /ʀ/. In consonant 
clusters, [ʀ] occurs after voiced oral stops, and in non-clusters it occurs in syllable-initial 
position only, before [ɛ ɛ]̃, [œ œ̃], and [ɔ]. [ʁ] occurs everywhere that [ʀ] does not. 

 Examples:  /gʀiːto/ → [gʀiːto] 
         /kʀœʒd/ → [kʁœʒd] 
         /ʀɛŋ/ → [ʀɛŋ] 
         /ŋɛʀ/ → [ŋɛʁ] 

• Palatal and Velar Fricatives: The voiceless palatal fricative [ç] and the voiceless velar 
fricative [x] are allophones of /x/. [x] occurs next to a back vowel [u uː o oː ɔ] in the same 
syllable and, in consonant clusters, after [ʁ] or [l]. [ç] occurs next to a front vowel [i y e 
eː ẽ ø ø̃ ɛ ɛ ̃œ œ̃] in the same syllable. 

 Examples:  /mix/ → [miç] 
         /mɛˈxo/ → [mɛˈxo] 
         /pluʀx/ → [pluʁx] 
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 Rules of phonological nativization. Some rule-based sound changes that apply during 

nativization of loanwords, other foreign words and names to fʁɛg̃lɔf are listed in Table 2.1 and 

Table 2.2, shown below. 

Table 2.1. Rule-based Vowel Sound Changes During Nativization 

Table 2.2. Rule-based Consonantal Sound Changes During Nativization 

III. fʁɛg̃lɔf Morphology 

 The fʁɛg̃lɔf morphological system is mostly agglutinative. This design makes it easier for 

children to combine basic building blocks of meaning to express other concepts. Naturally, 

agglutinative systems can easily produce words of overwhelming word length. In fʁɛg̃lɔf, this 

situation could counter any advantages of agglutinative elements and make it difficult for young 

children to learn the language. fʁɛg̃lɔf avoids this fate by containing generally short morphemes 

that are rarely multisyllabic and few lexical roots containing more than two syllables. 

Foreign Sound Outcome of Sound Change (⇒fʁɛg̃lɔf)

[ɑ] /ɛ/

[&] /œ/

[æ] /e/

[ɪ] /i/

Foreign Sound Outcome of Sound Change (⇒fʁɛg̃lɔf)

[h] /x/

[v] /f/

[z] /s/

[w] /l/
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 The collection of fʁɛg̃lɔf affixes includes prefixes, infixes, and suffixes. The 

morphological system also contains auxiliaries that precede, follow, or are infixed in the base and 

some compound function words. 

 When marked, plurality is almost always expressed using reduplication. 

Morphological Rules 

 Personal pronouns and pronominal possessive adjectives. The fʁɛg̃lɔf personal 

pronouns, shown in Table 3.1, are used in the nominative and accusative cases without 

adpositions, and in all other grammatical cases—except for genitive possessive—with required 

prepositions. (See “Case” in Section IV.) Each singular personal pronoun is a CVC monosyllabic 

word. The plural form is produced via reduplication of the onset/vowel sequence of the singular 

form, with the duplicate inserted prefixally to make a new syllable. 

Table 3.1. fʁɛg̃lɔf Personal Pronouns 

  

The 3rd-person neutral singular pronoun is used to refer to an inhuman thing or to a person 

whose gender identity is unclear to the speaker. The 3rd-person neutral plural pronoun can be 

used to refer to a group of inhuman things, a group of people all of whose gender identities are 

Person Singular Plural

1st [sɛn]   ‘I’ [sɛsɛn]   ‘we’

2nd [sin]    ‘you’ [sisin]     ‘you’

3rd 
   Feminine 
   Masculine 
   Neutral

[søn]   ‘she’ 
[ʃøn]    ‘he’ 
[ʒøn]   ‘it’

[søsøn]   ‘they’ (F) 
[ʃøʃøn]     ‘they’ (M) 
[ʒøʒøn]   ‘they’ (N)
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unclear, or a mix of people referred to with feminine singular pronouns and people referred to 

with masculine singular pronouns. 

 The forms for singular pronominal possessive adjectives, shown in Table 3.2, are based 

on the singular personal pronouns. The pronoun’s coda consonant is replaced with its onset 

consonant to make the corresponding possessive adjective. Pronominal possessive adjectives are 

marked with suffixes to indicate the possessor gender, possessor number, and number of the 

thing possessed. 

Table 3.2. fʁɛg̃lɔf Pronominal Possessive Adjectives 

A plural possessed object, which could be referred to by either a mass noun or a count noun, is 

marked by adding the suffix /t/ to the base possessive adjective. For example: 

søs          doːʒɛn   søs-t         doːʒɛn~doːʒɛn 
her.SGO    daughter.SG  her-PLO    daughter~PL 
‘her daughter’    ‘her daughters’  

 Demonstratives. Demonstrative adjectives (e.g. ‘these flowers’) and demonstrative 

pronouns (e.g. ‘I like these’) have identical forms in fʁɛg̃lɔf. Demonstratives distinguish between 

objects in three ways: singular vs. plural, proximal vs. distal, and pretend/hypothetical (irrealis) 

vs. real (realis). The stem of a fʁɛg̃lɔf demonstrative, the essential form, is a single morpheme 

Person Singular Plural

1st [sɛs]   ‘my’ [sɛsɛ]   ‘our’

2nd [sis]    ‘your’ (S) [sisi]     ‘your’ (PL)

3rd 
   Feminine 
   Masculine 
   Neutral

[søs]   ‘her’ 
[ʃøʃ]     ‘his’ 
[ʒøʒ]   ‘its’, ‘their’ (N)

[søsø]   ‘their’ (F) 
[ʃøʃø]     ‘their’ (M) 
[ʒøʒø]   ‘their’ (N)
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that indicates whether the antecedent or modified word represents an irrealis or realis, and 

proximal or distal, object. The essential forms are shown below in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3. fʁɛg̃lɔf Demonstrative Essential Forms 

 A suffix added to the essential form indicates whether the antecedent or modified object 

is singular or plural. A singular demonstrative is formed via reduplication of the vowel in the 

essential form, with the duplicate inserted suffixally to make a new syllable. A plural 

demonstrative is formed via reduplication of the entire essential form. For example, a singular, 

realis, proximal antecedent would be referred to using the demonstrative pronoun [leʃe] ‘this’, 

and its plural counterpart would be referred to using [leʃ leʃ] ‘these’. 

 Irrealis demonstratives are always used in expressions in the conditional mood.  

 Relative pronouns and the possessive relative. fʁɛg̃lɔf relative pronouns are compound 

words, consisting of two bound syllabic morphemes. The first morpheme, from Group 1 of 

relative pronoun morphemes, indicates whether the noun modified by the relative clause which 

the pronoun heads represents one or more persons, animals, or inanimate objects. The second 

morpheme, from Group 2, indicates the syntactic role of the modified noun. Each relative 

pronoun includes one Group 1 morpheme, followed by one Group 2 morpheme, to create one 

disyllabic word. The Group 1 and Group 2 morphemes are shown below in Tables 3.4 and 3.5. 

Irrealis Realis

Proximal [lis] [leʃ]

Distal [lyf] [løʒ]
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Table 3.4. Group 1 Relative Pronoun Morphemes (First Syllable) 

Table 3.5. Group 2 Relative Pronoun Morphemes (Second Syllable) 

A fʁɛg̃lɔf relative pronoun agrees in neither gender nor number with the modified noun. Below is 

an example of a fʁɛg̃lɔf sentence containing a relative pronoun: 

sɛn        f    -ø           -xum     i         mifɛ̃gɔ          ʒut       -fuk             f    -ø           -lɔkɔp 
I.ɴᴏᴍ    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘʀꜱ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-have    a.sɢ    friend.ᴀᴄᴄ    ʀᴇʟ.ᴘᴇʀ-ʀᴇʟ.ᴅɪᴏ    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘʀꜱ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-like 

bi          plu . 
the.ꜱɢ    rain.ᴜɴꜱᴘ.ᴀᴄᴄ . 

‘I have a friend who likes the rain.’ 

Figure 3.1. ‘I have a friend who likes the rain’ 

Morpheme Context for Use

[ʒut] modified noun = one person or a group of people

[ʃɛt] modified noun = one animal or a group of animals

[ʃop] modified noun = one inanimate object or a group of inanimate objects

Morpheme Context for Use

[fuk] modified noun = direct or indirect object

[sup] modified noun = object of a preposition

[fib] modified noun = subject or predicate noun
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 The possessive relative ‘whose’ is formed by adding the suffix [y] to the relative pronoun 

for the given modified noun. For example, the possessive relative form [ʒutsupy] would be used 

in a phrase such as ‘with the child whose ball is red’, in which the possessive relative modifies a 

noun (‘child’) that represents a person and functions as an object of a preposition. 

 Negation of non-verbs. Nouns, adverbs, and adjectives in fʁɛg̃lɔf can be negated using 

an auxiliary—unlike in the fʁɛg̃lɔf contributing languages French and English. Any noun, 

adverb, or adjective can be negated by inserting [ŋu] before the base. For example, the negation 

of [ˈpoːsib] ‘possible’ is [ŋu ˈpoːsib] ‘impossible’, and the negation of [iːnilum] ‘easily’ is [ŋu 

iːnilum] ‘uneasily’. Unlike other morphemic affixes like the possessive relative suffix, [ŋu] is an 

independent part that does not actually integrate into the original base. Its presence does not alter 

the phonological character of the original word, say, via the influence of vowel harmony. 

 Infinitive verb form. The infinitive form of a verb is produced by adding the suffix /o/ to 

the verb base. For example, the infinitive form of [kyn] ‘run’ is /kyno/‘to run’ (becomes [kyno]). 

When the verb base ends in a vowel, the suffix is /to/. Thus, the infinitive form of [ŋgudiŋi] 

‘study’ is /ŋgudiŋio/ ‘to study’ (becomes [ŋgudiŋitu]). 

 Part-of-speech transformations. The following rules govern various kinds of verb-to-

adjective, verb-to-noun, adjective-to-adverb, and adjective-to-noun transformations in fʁɛg̃lɔf. 

• v. ⇒ adj. — Past Participle: The past participle of an active (versus passive) verb is 
formed by adding the prefix [suf] to the verb base. Past participles are related to passive 
verbs, and so the fʁɛg̃lɔf past participle prefix [suf] derives from the fʁɛg̃lɔf verb [ʁesuf] 
‘receive’, which is used in the passive verb form. 

 Example:  [sœdɛʒɔ] ‘to share’ ⇒ [sufsœdɛʒ] ‘shared’ (adj.) 

• v. ⇒ adj. — Present Participle: The present participle of an active verb is formed by 
adding the prefix [øf] to the verb base. This prefix derives from the fʁɛg̃lɔf indicative-
present-imperfective verb marker, [fø]. 
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 Example:  [iteto] ‘to interest’ ⇒ [øfitu] ‘interesting’ (adj.) 

• v. ⇒ adj. — ‘able to be _(past participle)_’: This form is produced by adding the prefix 
[m͜b] to the verb base if the verb base begins with a vowel, or [m͜bu] if the verb base 
begins with a consonant. These prefixes derives from the fʁɛg̃lɔf verb [mbun] ‘be able’. 

 Example:  [ɔmpɛndɔ] ‘to understand’ ⇒ [mbɔmpɛnd] ‘able to be understood’, 
 ‘understandable’ 

• v. ⇒ n. — Gerund: The gerund of a verb is formed by adding the prefix [of] to the verb 
base. This prefix derives from the fʁɛg̃lɔf verb [fo] ‘do’. 

 Example:  [liːŋko] ‘to eat’ ⇒ [ofliːŋk] ‘eating’ (n.) 

• v. ⇒ n. — ‘the completed act of _(gerund)_’: This form is produced by adding the prefix 
[ɛʃt] to the verb base. This prefix derives from the fʁɛg̃lɔf noun [ʒɛʃt] ‘act’. 

 Example:  [dœsʃytu] ‘to discover’ ⇒ [ɛʃtdœsʃœ] ‘the completed act of discovering’, 
 ‘discovery’ 

• v. ⇒ n. — ‘someone or something who _verb_’: This form is produced by adding the 
prefix /pɛʀ/ to the verb base. [pɛʁ] is used if the verb base begins with a consonant, and 
[pɛʁ] or [pɛʀ] is used if it begins with a vowel. (See Rhotic Consonants phonological 
rule.) This prefix derives from the fʁɛg̃lɔf word [pɛʁsit] ‘person’. 

 Example:  [selutu] ‘to greet’ ⇒ [pɛʁselot] ‘someone or something who greets’, ‘greeter’ 

• adj. ⇒ adv. — ‘in a _(adjective)_ manner’: This form is produced by inserting the infix 
[n] or /ni/ between the penultimate and final syllables of the adjective base. [n] is used if 
the final syllable of the adjective base begins with a vowel, and /ni/ is used if the final 
syllable begins with a consonant. These infixes derive from the fʁɛg̃lɔf word [fœni] 
‘while’, with the connection being that doing something or being in a state in a particular 
manner sometimes means doing that action or being in that state while also embodying 
another state (which is expressed by the adverb). 

 Example:  [kuçœsp] ‘curious’ ⇒ [kuniçysp] ‘in a curious manner’, ‘curiously’ 

• adj. ⇒ n. — ‘the state of being _(adjective)_’: This form is produced by inserting the 
infix /x/ or /çi/ between the penultimate and final syllables of the adjective base. [ç] or [x] 
is used if the final syllable of the adjective base begins with a vowel. (See Palatal and 
Velar Fricatives phonological rule.) /çi/ is used if the final syllable of the adjective base 
begins with a consonant. This infix derives from the fʁɛg̃lɔf verb [øç] ‘be’. 

 Example:  [ʒœlœŋ] ‘young’ ⇒ [ʒœçilyŋ] ‘the state of being young’, ‘youth’ 

In adjective-to-adverb and adjective-to-noun transformations, if the adjective base is 

monosyllabic, then the infix functions effectively as a suffix and appears at the end of the base. 
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 Plurality distinctions in mass nouns and count nouns. Mass nouns and plural count 

nouns in fʁɛg̃lɔf each appear in three different forms, which make morphemic distinctions tied to 

relative quantity of material being described. 

 Mass nouns. The quantities that mass nouns distinguish between are (a) unspecified or 

moderate quantity (Form 1); (b) abundance (Form 2); (c) single unit (Form 3). 

 Unspecified or moderate quantity is expressed using the root word alone for the given 

mass noun referent. For example, Form 1 (the fʁɛg̃lɔf root word) for the mass noun grass is 

[geːs], which translates to ‘unspecified amount of grass’, ‘moderate amount of grass’, or ‘some 

grass’. Form 1 acts as the stem for mass noun Forms 2 and 3. 

 Abundance is marked via reduplication of parts of Form 1. The vowel in the first syllable 

of Form 1 is reduplicated, and the duplicate is inserted in the left-second-syllable position, 

thereby shifting all original non-first syllables away from the left word edge. Then, a consonant 

from somewhere in the stem is reduplicated, with the duplicate inserted in the onset position of 

the new syllable. If the first syllable of Form 1 has a coda and Form 1 is monosyllabic, then the 

last sound or all of Form 1’s coda becomes the onset of the abundance-marking syllable. (See 

Syllable Coda phonological rule.) For example, the fʁɛg̃lɔf word for ‘abundance of grass’, ‘a lot 

of grass’, and ‘large amount of grass’ is [geːseː]. If the first syllable of Form 1 lacks a coda and 

Form 1 is monosyllabic, then the first consonant in the onset of Form 1’s first syllable is 

reduplicated for the abundance-marking syllable. If the first syllable of Form 1 has neither a coda 

nor an onset and Form 1 is monosyllabic, then [s] becomes the onset of the abundance-marking 

syllable. If Form 1 is multisyllabic, then the first consonant in Form 1’s second syllable is 

reduplicated for Form 2’s abundance-marking syllable. 
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 The marker for describing a single unit of a mass object is the prefix [ot], which is added 

to the Form 1 stem. For example, the fʁɛg̃lɔf word for ‘blade of grass’ is [otgeːs]. This prefix 

derives from the fʁɛg̃lɔf word for the number ‘one’, [ot]. 

 Indefinite articles cannot be used with mass noun forms, but definite articles are optional. 

 Table 3.6, shown below, provides additional examples of mass nouns in each form. 

Table 3.6. Examples of fʁɛg̃lɔf Mass Noun Forms 

 Count nouns. Plurality in fʁɛg̃lɔf count nouns makes distinctions between (a) unspecified 

or moderate quantity (Form 1); (b) abundance (Form 2); (c) small quantity (Form 3). 

 Unspecified or moderate quantity in count nouns is marked via reduplication of the entire 

singular form. For example, plural Form 1 for the fʁɛg̃lɔf word [pɔçɛ] ‘box’ is [pɔçɛ pɔçɛ], which 

translates to ‘boxes’, ‘unspecified quantity of boxes’, or ‘moderate quantity of boxes’, but not 

‘some boxes’. Indefinite articles can be used with count noun Form 1 (as well as with singular 

count nouns), and it is, in fact, the plural indefinite article that is used with a plural count noun to 

express the concept of ‘some’. The plural indefinite article is used in this same way with count 

nouns in all of fʁɛg̃lɔf’s contributing languages. Similar to mass noun Form 1, count noun Form 

1 serves as a stem for count noun Forms 2 and 3. 

Root Form 1 (Unspecified or 
Moderate Quantity)

Form 2 (Abundance) Form 3 (Single Unit)

[ʃeːbi] ‘rice’ [ʃeːbi] [ʃeːbeːbe] [otʃeːbe] ‘grain of rice’

[ndo] ‘water’ [ndo] [ndonˈdo] [otndo] ‘drop of water’

[ʒɛf] ‘lightning’ [ʒɛf] [ʒɛfɛ] [otʒɛf] ‘bolt of lightning’
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 The marker for abundance is the auxiliary [bluːp], which is inserted between the 

repetitions of Form 1. This auxiliary derives from the fʁɛg̃lɔf pronoun [bluːp] ‘a lot’. For 

example, the fʁɛg̃lɔf word for ‘abundance of boxes’, ‘a lot of boxes’, and ‘a large quantity of 

boxes’ is [pɔçɛ bluːp pɔçɛ]. 

 The marker for small quantity is the auxiliary [bœt], which is inserted between the 

repetitions of Form 1. This auxiliary derives from the fʁɛg̃lɔf pronoun [bœt] ‘a little (bit)’. For 

example, the fʁɛg̃lɔf word for ‘small quantity of boxes’ is [pɔçɛ bœt pɔçɛ]. 

 Indefinite articles cannot be used with plural count noun Forms 2 and 3, though definite 

articles can be used with singular count nouns and all plural forms. 

 Nominalization of cardinal numbers. In fʁɛg̃lɔf, cardinal numbers (counting numbers, 

as in the phrase ‘eight bags’) can be nominalized to be used in phrases such as ‘I have eight of 

them’. All adjectival forms of fʁɛg̃lɔf cardinal numbers consist of one or more monosyllabic 

independent parts that join to make one number word. (See Section V of this essay for a 

presentation of the fʁɛg̃lɔf number system.) The nominalized form of a number is produced by 

adding the suffix [ʒøʒ] to the first part of the number word. This suffix derives from the phrase 

[ofe ʒøʒøn] ‘of them’. For example, since the fʁɛg̃lɔf adjectival form of ‘twenty-seven’ is [eːp œn 

ux], the nominal form is [eːpʒøʒ œn ux] ‘twenty-seven (of them)’. 

 Actions in real-life and pretend. fʁɛg̃lɔf morphology includes a way to mark any verb 

as referring to an action that is occurring in pretend or an action occurring in real-life. For 

example, imagine that a group of children are playing a role-play game. One child picks up an 

imaginary bottle of water and pretends to drink. In a description in fʁɛg̃lɔf of that child’s act of 

drinking, one could mark the verb(s) as referring to a pretend action. A verb is indicated as 
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referring to a real-life action by means of the auxiliary [fʁe], which is inserted immediately after 

the verb. This auxiliary derives from the fʁɛg̃lɔf word [fʁe] ‘true’. A verb is indicated as referring 

to an action in pretend by means of the auxiliary [ɛndle]—also inserted immediately after the 

verb. This auxiliary derives from the fʁɛg̃lɔf verb [ɛndle] ‘pretend’. For example:  

 ʃøn           f     -ø            -nɔŋ      fʁe . 
 he.NOM    IND-PRS.IPFV-drink    RL . 
 ‘He drinks in real life.’ 

 Figure 3.2. ‘he drinks in real life’ 

 ʃøn           f     -ø            -nɔŋ      ɛndle . 
 he.NOM    IND-PRS.IPFV-drink    PTND . 
 ‘He drinks in pretend.’ ‘He pretends to drink.’ 

 Figure 3.3. ‘he drinks in pretend’, ‘he pretends to drink’ 

A verb can be used on its own, without either auxiliary, when it is not necessary, possible, or 

useful to indicate whether an action takes place in real-life or in pretend. 

 Self-willed and ordered actions. The fʁɛg̃lɔf morphological system also includes a way 

to mark any verb as referring to an action that the doer is completing of their own accord or that 
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they are completing as ordered by someone or something else. Like the distinction between real-

life and pretend actions, the distinction between self-willed and ordered actions is marked using 

auxiliaries that are inserted immediately after verbs. The auxiliary [dyde] is used to indicate that 

an action is self-willed; it derives from the fʁɛg̃lɔf verb [dyde] ‘decide’. The auxiliary [ode] is 

used to indicate that an action is ordered by another; it derives from the fʁɛg̃lɔf verb [ode] 

‘order’, ‘command’. For example: 

 sɛsɛn         f    -ɛ           -fʁiː<fiː>fi     dyde . 
 we.NOM    IND-PST.PFV-work<PL>    SWL . 
 ‘We worked of our own accord.’ 

 Figure 3.4. ‘we worked of our own accord’ 

 sɛsɛn         f    -ɛ           -fʁiː<fiː>fi     ode . 
 we.NOM    IND-PST.PFV-work<PL>    ORD . 
 ‘We worked as ordered.’ 

 Figure 3.5. ‘we worked as ordered’ 

A verb can be used on its own, without either auxiliary, when it is not necessary, possible, or 

useful to indicate whether an action is self-willed or ordered. 
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IV. fʁɛg̃lɔf Syntax 

General Word Order 

 fʁɛg̃lɔf word order is strictly SVO—a feature inspired by the canonical SVO word order 

in all of fʁɛg̃lɔf’s contributing languages. The only exceptions to the rule are interrogative 

sentences using question words and 1st-person imperative sentences, both of which use VSO 

word order. The rigidity of word order minimizes syntactic ambiguity in communication, which 

is of particular concern due to fʁɛg̃lɔf’s nearly entirely unmarked case system. The syntactic 

confusion that fʁɛg̃lɔf’s strict word order decreases makes it easier for its young speakers to learn 

the language quickly and understand each other. Some specific word order rules are as follows: 

• Indirect objects always come immediately after the verb form (form includes auxiliaries) 
and direct objects always come immediately after indirect objects. 

• Unless there is no foreseeable potential for ambiguity, words and phrases that modify the 
verb but not the rest of the predicate must immediately follow the verb form. This rule 
ensures that a phrase such as ‘she washed the dishes with soap’ is understood in the sense 
that ‘with soap’ modifies ‘washed’, not ‘dishes’. 

• Compound predicates are not permissible when each element of the predicate has 
different modifiers or when another aspect of the predicate creates ambiguity. This rule 
makes a sentence like (i) ‘he used rags instead of paper towels and soap as a cleaner’ 
impermissible because it is not certain whether the meaning is (a) ‘he used rags instead of 
paper towels, and he used soap as a cleaner’ or (b) ‘he used rags as a cleaner, instead of 
using paper towels and soap as a cleaner’. The correct fʁɛg̃lɔf translation of sentence (i) 
avoids ambiguity by splitting the compound predicate and making it clear whether (a) or 
(b) is the intended message. 

• Adverbs may come immediately before or immediately after the verb form, depending on 
which position minimizes ambiguity. 

Adjectival Word Order 

 All fʁɛg̃lɔf adjectival forms are adjectives; there are no adjectival clauses. When multiple 

adjectives modify a single noun, they surround the noun according to the following template. 
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 ______        (modified noun)         ______           ______           ______        …etc. 
          Modifier 1        Modifier 2      Modifier 3      Modifier 4 
  (Pre-Noun Position) 

This template does not apply to articles, demonstrative adjectives, possessive relatives, and 

possessive adjectives, which always precede standard adjectives that fill the positions displayed 

above. Standard adjectives do include ordinal numbers and adjectival forms of cardinal numbers. 

 When only one standard adjective modifies a noun, it must occupy pre-noun position. 

When more than one standard adjective is present, the quantity-marking adjective (if there is 

one) always fills pre-noun position. The quantity-marking adjective can be an actual number, 

such as ‘third’ or ‘fifty’, or another adjective indicating number or amount, like ‘every’, 

‘multiple’, or ‘more’. A quantity-marking adjective can be used together with a definite article, 

but not with an indefinite article. If no quantity-marking adjective is present and there is more 

than one standard adjective, the speaker can pick any of the standard adjectives to occupy pre-

noun position, at their full discretion. Once pre-noun position is filled, it is entirely within the 

speaker’s discretion to place remaining standard adjectives in post-noun positions. No rules 

regulate the order of adjectives in post-noun positions. 

 No adjectives agree in gender with the nouns they modify, and only adjectival forms of 

cardinal numbers show agreement with the singularity or plurality of the modified noun in the 

number of objects referred to. 

 Table 4.1, shown below, provides some examples of fʁɛg̃lɔf phrases demonstrating the 

rules of adjectival word order. 
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Table 4.1. Demonstrations of fʁɛg̃lɔf Adjectival Word Order 

Verb Tense, Mood, Aspect, and Number 

 Verb tense, mood, and aspect (TMA) are all marked in fʁɛg̃lɔf, using a combination of 

agglutinative and inflective morphemes that are added to the verb root. fʁɛg̃lɔf marks four moods 

(indicative, subjunctive, conditional, imperative); three tenses (past, present, future); and two 

aspects (perfective and imperfective). It also inflects for number (singular, plural), which is also 

marked in contributing languages French and English. fʁɛg̃lɔf verbs do not inflect for gender or 

person, since neither is commonly marked among the contributing languages. 

 TMA. Figure 4.1 provides the conjugation of the fʁɛg̃lɔf verb fɔnd ‘sell’ in the indicative, 

subjunctive, and conditional moods, for singular number. 

 

Figure 4.1. fʁɛg̃lɔf Verb Conjugation in the Indicative, Subjunctive, and Conditional Moods 

Gloss Non-Standard 
Modifier

Pre-Noun Position Noun Modifier Position 2

‘a big pile’ i 
INDF.SG

gʀɛ ̃
big.SG

bil 
pile - - -

‘three big groups’ - - - ŋi 
three.ADJ

up~up 
group~ᴘʟ.UNSP

gʀɛ ̃
big.PL
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If the verb root does not begin with a consonant, then the mood-marking consonant (/f x s/) is 

reduplicated, with the duplicate inserted immediately after the TA-marking vowel (/ɛ e i œ ø y/). 

 The imperative mood occurs only in the present tense and is marked identically to the 

Present-Imperfective-Indicative form. 

 Number agreement. A plural subject is marked on a verb via the same process of vowel 

reduplication and consonant reduplication or insertion as is used to mark abundance in mass 

nouns. (See “Plurality distinctions in mass nouns and count nouns” in Section III.) The vowel in 

the first syllable of the verb root is the one that is reduplicated, and only consonants in the verb 

root are subject to reduplication or insertion. The following Present-Imperfective-Indicative 

conjugation, shown in Table 4.2, demonstrates fʁɛg̃lɔf subject-verb number agreement. 

Table 4.2. Illustration of fʁɛg̃lɔf Subject-Verb Number Agreement 

 In fʁɛg̃lɔf, the imperative mood is used in the 2nd person for singular and plural number 

and in the 1st person for plural number. In the 2nd person, the subject of an imperative sentence 

is implied ‘you’. In the 1st person, the subject is explicitly given and immediately follows the 

Subject Conjugation: [sid] ‘say’ Conjugation: [ø̃ʒɛnt] ‘buy’

[sɛn] ‘I’ [f-ø-sid] [f-øf-ø̃ʒent]

[sin] ‘you’ (s.) [f-ø-sid] [f-øf-ø̃ʒent]

[søn]/[ʃøn]/[ʒøn] ‘she’/‘he’/‘it’ [f-ø-sid] [f-øf-ø̃ʒent]

[sɛsɛn] ‘we’ [f-ø-sidi] [f-øf-ø̃ʒø̃ʒent]

[sisin] ‘you’ (pl.) [f-ø-sidi] [f-øf-ø̃ʒø̃ʒent]

[søsøn]/[ʃøʃøn]/[ʒøʒøn] ’they’ (pl.) [f-ø-sidi] [f-øf-ø̃ʒø̃ʒent]
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verb. For example, the imperative forms of the verb [dekøst] ‘listen’ are [fødekøst] ‘(you (s.)) 

listen’, [fødekekøst] ‘(you (pl.)) listen’, and [fødekekøst sɛsɛn] ‘let’s listen’. 

Articles 

 fʁɛg̃lɔf articles are separate words. The language contains one definite article, [bi], and 

one indefinite article, [i]. Both can be used with singular and plural nouns alike and are not 

marked for gender. None of fʁɛg̃lɔf’s contributing languages have so limited a selection of article 

forms; the fʁɛg̃lɔf system is designed to help streamline fʁɛg̃lɔf grammar and make it easier for 

young children to learn. The definite article can be used with all mass and count noun forms. The 

indefinite article, however, can only be used with singular count nouns and count nouns marked 

for unspecified or moderate quantity. Only the definite article can be used with objects of 

prepositions. An article always immediately precedes the noun that it modifies, as in fʁɛg̃lɔf 

contributing languages English and French. Below are some examples of fʁɛg̃lɔf article use. 

 bi            moçilis   bi            ɛ̃fœ̃~bluːp~ɛ̃fœ̃ 
 DEF.SG    money.UNSP   DEF.PL    child~ABUN~PL 
 ‘the money’    ‘the large number of children’ 

 i               mɛʁʃe   i               silk~silk 
 INDF.SG    market   INDF.PL    city~PL.UNSP 
 ‘a market’    ‘some cities’ 

Case 

 Like all of its contributing languages, fʁɛg̃lɔf has a nominative-accusative case system. 

All cases are unmarked, with prepositions often used to indicate grammatical function. The only 

exception is the genitive-possessive, which is marked using pronominal possessive adjectives 

when possible. Below are examples of use of the nominative and accusative cases in fʁɛg̃lɔf. 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• Nominative: The nominative case is used to identify clause subjects. 
 Example:  bi            nẽke                             f    -øf           -øç    tylti . 
       DEF.SG    neighbourhood.NOM    IND-PRS.IPFV-be    small.SG;PRED . 
       ‘The neighbourhood is small.’ 

       Figure 4.2. ‘the neighbourhood is small’ 

• Accusative: The accusative case is used to identify direct objects. 
 Example:  sɛn        f    -ø            -flof      sin       œn 
       I.NOM    IND-PRS.IPFV-love    you.SG.ACC    and.DU 

       sin       f    -ø            -flof     sɛn . 
       you.SG.NOM    IND-PRS.IPFV-love    I.ACC . 

       ‘I love you, and you love me.’ 

       Figure 4.3. ‘I love you, and you love me’ 

The following list details some of the most commonly used fʁɛg̃lɔf prepositions, grouped 

according to the cases to which they are tied. 

• Genitive: The genitive case is used to express possession. It is indicated using the 
preposition [ødo] ‘of’ (possessive), which is followed by the marked noun, or using a 
pronominal possessive adjective when the marked noun would be a personal pronoun. 

 Example:  bi           teʀɛŋgɛ       ødo          bi            ʒifom 
       DEF.PL    hospitality.UNSP    of.POSS    DEF.SG    woman.OBJ 
       ‘the woman’s hospitality’ 
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• Dative: The dative case is used to identify indirect objects and other nouns referring to 
beneficiaries of actions. It is indicated using the preposition [typ] ‘to’, ‘for (the benefit 
of)’. 

 Example:  søsøn        f    -ɛ           -to<go>geneː     typ          sɛsɛn      skɛmʃiːs . 
       they.F.NOM    IND-PST.PFV-cook<PL>          for.DAT    we.OBJ    something.ACC . 
       ‘They cooked something for us.’ ‘They cooked us something.’ 

       Figure 4.4. ‘they cooked something for us’ 

• Ablative: The ablative case is used to express cause and source. It is indicated using the 
prepositions [pɛsçɛ] ‘because of’ and [em] ‘from’. 

 Example:  ʃøn           f    -ef          -oːpʁets    pɛsçɛ        bi          plu<pu> . 
       he.NOM    IND-PRS.PFV-stop         because of.ABL    DEF.PL    rain<ABUN>.OBJ . 
       ‘He has stopped because of the large amount of rain.’ 

       Figure 4.5. ‘he has stopped because of the large amount of rain’ 

• Locative: The locative case is used to express location. It is indicated using the 
prepositions [sun] ‘on’; [bit] ‘in’, ‘at’ (locative); and [iːtʁi] ‘between’. 

 Example:  ot  -ʒøʒ               f    -ø            -kufi         bit          leʃe 
       one-NMLZ;NOM    IND-PRS.IPFV-be located    in.LOC    DEM.REAL.PROX;ADJ     

       pɔçɛ . 
       box.OBJ . 

       ‘One of them is in this box.’ 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       Figure 4.6. ‘one of them is in this box’  

• Instrumental: The instrumental case is used to identify the means of accomplishment of 
an action. It is indicated using the prepositions [ymp] ‘with’ (instrumental), ‘by using (as 
instrument)’; and [keː] ‘by (means of)’. 

 Example:  søn            f     -yf          -ø̃ʒent    ymp          sis    -t         moçilis 
       she.NOM    IND-FUT.IPFV-buy      with.INS    your.SG-PLO    money.UNSP;OBJ 

       spølo     tisu . 
           more.ADJ    fabric.UNSP;ACC . 

       ‘She will buy more fabric using your money.’ 

       Figure 4.7. ‘she will buy more fabric using your money’ 

• Comitative: The comitative case is used to express accompaniment. It is indicated using 
the preposition [stuf] ‘with’ (comitative), ‘together with’. 

 Example:  i               ɛ̃fœ̃          f    -œ           -pliːʒu    stuf     ʒøʒ 
       INDF.SG    child.NOM    IND-PST.IPFV-play      with.COM    their.SG.SGO    
  
       mifɛ̃gɔ . 
       friend.OBJ . 

       ‘A child was playing with their friend.’ 

moçilis
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       Figure 4.8. ‘a child was playing with their friend’ 

Negation of Verbs 

 Verbs in fʁɛg̃lɔf can be negated by inserting the word [nu] immediately before the verb 

base. All verb forms, playing any kind of syntactic role, can be negated in this way—including 

active verbs in all TMA variations, passive verbs, and infinitive forms. For example: 

 sɛn         f    -ø            -kops    nu      do-to       ʒø          bi            mɛʁʃe . 
 I.NOM    IND-PRS.IPFV-hope    NEG.V    go-INF    to.LOC    DEF.SG    market.OBJ . 
 ‘I hope not to go to the market.’ ‘I hope to not go to the market.’ 

 Figure 4.9. ‘I hope not to go to the market’ 

Passive Verbs 

 fʁɛg̃lɔf passive verbs have compound forms consisting of two independent component 

words. The first part of the compound is the verb [ʁesuf] ‘receive’, conjugated according to the 
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subject of the clause. The second, following part is the infinitive form of the verb that refers to 

the passive action being expressed. The passive verb structure is based on the idea of a passive 

verb as referring to an action that is received, rather than performed, by the subject. In a phrase 

containing a passive verb, the preposition [em] ‘by’ (agent) is used to identify the performer of 

the focus passive action. Below is an example of a fʁɛg̃lɔf sentence containing a passive verb. 

 sɛsɛ          kœʁs        f    -ɛ           -ʁesof  bɛlx-o     em         sɛs-t 
 our.SGO    house.NOM    IND-PST.PFV-build;PASS         by.AG    my-PLO 

 mbɛlɛtɛf~mbɛlɛtɛf . 
 relative~PL;OBJ . 

 ‘Our house was built by my relatives.’ 

 Figure 4.11. ‘our house was built by my relatives’ 

Interrogative Sentence Structure 

 An interrogative sentence in fʁɛg̃lɔf has one of two structures, depending on whether it 

contains a question word such as ‘when’, ‘why’, or ‘how many’. 

 In an interrogative sentence using a question word, the word order is VSO. The question 

word begins the sentence, followed by the verb form, the subject, and the remainder of the 

predicate, in that order. If the question word is a subject pronoun (the case for ‘who’ and ‘what’), 
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then the subject position is skipped, and the remainder of the predicate immediately follows the 

verb form. Below are some examples of fʁɛg̃lɔf interrogative sentences using question words. 

 kun           s       -ys           -øç     bi            nuːs         pɛʁ-tøʃ ? 
 who.INT    COND-FUT.IPFV-be     DEF.SG    new.SG    AG -teach;PRED ? 
 ‘Who would be the new teacher?’ ‘Who would the new teacher be?’ 

 Figure 4.12. ‘who would be the new teacher?’ 

 lɔntœ          f    -ɛ           -bœfɔnt    sin          sid -o       typ         sɛn ? 
 what.INT    IND-PST.PFV-want       you.SG;NOM    say-INF    to.DAT    I.OBJ ? 
 ‘What did you want to say to me?’ 

 Figure 4.13. ‘what did you want to say to me?’ 

 In an interrogative sentence that is a yes/no question, the word order is SVO. A 

declarative sentence is transformed into an yes/no interrogative one via insertion of the word 
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[keːʒo] between the subject and verb. [keːʒo] derives from the fʁɛg̃lɔf noun [keːʒ] ‘question’. 

Two of fʁɛg̃lɔf’s contributing languages, Wolof and French, also have question particles to form 

yes/no questions. The following sentence is an example of a yes/no question in fʁɛg̃lɔf. 

 ʒøʒøn             keːʒo     f     -ø           -mbun<u>        piʁx  -o       fʁɛ̃glɔf ? 
 they.N.NOM    Q            IND-PRS.IPFV-be able<PL>    speak-INF    fʁɛg̃lɔf.ACC ? 
 ‘Are they able to speak fʁɛg̃lɔf?’ ‘Can they speak fʁɛg̃lɔf?’ 

 Figure 4.14. ‘are they able to speak fʁɛg̃lɔf?’ 

Relative Clause Structure 

 The head noun is initial in a fʁɛg̃lɔf relative clause. The gap in the modifying clause that 

takes the place of the head noun is not filled, and relative pronouns are used. The relative 

pronoun is never optional in fʁɛg̃lɔf and always immediately precedes the modifying clause. 

Likewise, all of fʁɛg̃lɔf’s contributing languages use relative pronouns at least some of the time, 

and conditionally or always require the head noun to be initial. (See “Relative pronouns and the 

possessive relative” in Section III for a detailed presentation of relative pronouns in fʁɛg̃lɔf.) 

The Conjunction ‘that’ 

 [tø] ‘that’ is the fʁɛg̃lɔf counterpart to the English conjunction that and is usable in two 

kinds of environments. As in English, [tø] can be used alone as a subordinating conjunction to 
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link a pair of clauses, immediately preceding the dependent clause. It can also be used in 

combination with all other subordinating conjunctions, such as ‘when’, ‘despite’, ‘because’, and 

‘in order [that]’/‘so’. In this second environment, [tø] immediately follows the main 

subordinating conjunction, which immediately precedes the dependent clause. Many fʁɛg̃lɔf 

subordinating conjunctions exist in parallel with homophonic prepositions. For example, [disgʀe] 

‘despite’ is both a preposition and a subordinating conjunction, and [pɛsçɛ] can mean either 

‘because’ (conjunction) or ‘because of’ (preposition). The presence or absence of [tø] helps to 

distinguish between these forms. The fʁɛg̃lɔf sentences below illustrate each type of use of [tø]. 

 sɛsɛn         f     -ø           -pɛ̃<çɛ̃>çɛl    tø                bi            dɛʃke           f    -yf           -øç 
 we.NOM    IND-PRS.IPFV-think<PL>    that.CONJ    DEF.SG    task.NOM    IND-FUT.IPFV-be 

 iːlom . 
 easy.SG;PRED . 

 ‘We think that the task will be easy.’ 

 Figure 4.15. ‘we think that the task will be easy’ 
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 sɛn         nu          f    -ø -mbun       tɔlx-o       nɛ̃lɛgɛ    pɛsçɛ       tø 
 I.NOM    NEG.V    IND-PRS.IPFV-be able    talk-INF    now      because    that.CONJ 

 sɛn         f    -ø            -ʁif . 
 I.NOM    IND-PRS.IPFV-laugh . 

 ‘I can’t talk now because I’m laughing.’ 

 Figure 4.16. ‘I can’t talk now because I’m laughing’ 

‘there is…’/‘there are…’ Constructions 

 The fʁɛg̃lɔf construction for present-tense ‘there is…’ and ‘there are…’ clauses, such as 

‘there is an apple’, includes the pronoun in subject position ([lyst] ‘there’) and the predicate 

noun(s), but no verb. The same structure is used in similar clauses that use [temb] ‘here’ instead 

of ‘there’, as in ‘here is the sugar’. Below is one example of a ‘there is…’ clause in fʁɛg̃lɔf. 

 lyst              sɛsɛ          ekul . 
 there.PRO    our.SGO    school.PRED . 
 ‘There is our school.’ 

 Figure 4.17. ‘there is our school’  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V. Story: bi ʒœʁsœ̃s ødo fʁɛ̃glɔf (“The Birth of fʁɛg̃lɔf”) 

Some Glossing Abbreviations: 
(in addition to those provided at <http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php>) 

Reference: <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_glossing_abbreviations> 

✲ In this gloss, I am using a narrow interpretation of the abbreviation OBJ as indicating an object 
of a preposition. 
✲ I am using a narrow interpretation of the abbreviation NMLZ as referring to the 
nominalization of a number or adjective.  

AAN adjective, adverb, or noun

AB used to make an adjective ‘able to be…[v. past part.]...’ from a verb

ABUN abundance

AG agentive

CONJ conjunction

DIO direct or indirect object

GER gerund

INAN inanimate object

PLO used with possessive adjectives to mark a plural possessed object

PP past participle

PRESP present participle

PRO pronoun

REAL realis

SGO used with possessive adjectives to mark a singular possessed object

TYP the kind or type of thing

UNSP unspecified or moderate amount

V verb

http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php
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fʁɛg̃lɔf (Senegal): 

1fœni       i               tiʒy                                            lyst              ŋi               ɛ̃fœ̃~ɛ̃fœ̃ 
 during    ɪɴᴅꜰ.ꜱɢ    period of time in the past.ᴏʙᴊ    there.ᴘʀᴏ    three.ᴀᴅᴊ    child~ᴘʟ.ᴜɴꜱᴘ;ᴘʀᴇᴅ 

ʒœlœŋ . 
young.ᴘʟ . 

1‘During a time in the past there were three young children.’ 
Once upon a time, there were three young children. 

2bi           ɛ̃fœ̃~ɛ̃fœ̃                     f    -œf          -e<be>bek     bit           nẽke                            bit 
 ᴅᴇꜰ.ᴘʟ    child~ᴘʟ.ᴜɴꜱᴘ;ɴᴏᴍ    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-reside<ᴘʟ>    in.ʟᴏᴄ      neighbourhood.ᴏʙᴊ     in.ʟᴏᴄ 

silk          bit            seːnegɛl . 
city.ᴏʙᴊ    in.ʟᴏᴄ      Senegal.ᴏʙᴊ . 

2‘The children were residing in a neighbourhood in a city in Senegal.’ 
The children lived in the same neighbourhood in a city in Senegal. 

3disgʀe             tø               ʒøʒøn            nu         f   -œ           -sœ<dœ>dɛʒ    ot 
 despite.ᴄᴏɴᴊ    that.ᴄᴏɴᴊ    they.ɴ.ɴᴏᴍ    ɴᴇɢ.ᴠ    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-share<ᴘʟ>       one.ᴀᴅᴊ 

lɛŋk                        ʒøʒøn            f   -œf          -øç<ø>     fœʁi    bɔd           mifɛ̃gɔ~mifɛ̃gɔ . 
language.ꜱɢ;ᴀᴄᴄ    they.ɴ.ɴᴏᴍ    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-be<ᴘʟ>    very    good.ᴘʟ    friend~ᴘʟ.ᴜɴꜱᴘ;ᴘʀᴇᴅ . 

3‘Despite the fact that they were not sharing one language, they were very good friends.’ 
They were very good friends, even though they each spoke a different language. 

4ot             ɛ̃fœ̃              f    -œ           -piʁx       lɔlɔf .             ot             ɛ̃fœ̃ 
 one.ᴀᴅᴊ    child.ɴᴏᴍ    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-speak    Wolof.ᴀᴄᴄ .    one.ᴀᴅᴊ    child.ɴᴏᴍ 

f    -œ           -piʁx      ɛŋgliʃ .              ot             ɛ̃fœ̃               f   -œ           -piʁx      fʁɛ̃se . 
ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-speak    English.ᴀᴄᴄ .    one.ᴀᴅᴊ    child.ɴᴏᴍ    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-speak    French.ᴀᴄᴄ . 

4‘One child was speaking Wolof. One child was speaking English. One child was speaking French.’ 
One spoke Wolof; one, English; and one, French. 
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5ʒøʒøn            f    -œ          -flof<o>      çeːn        -o       stuf             ʃekʒede              œn 
 they.ɴ.ɴᴏᴍ    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-love<ᴘʟ>    hang out-ɪɴꜰ    with.ᴄᴏᴍ    each other.ᴏʙᴊ    and.ᴅᴜ 

pliːʒu-tu       stuf             ʃekʒede              mbyme    ʒøʒøn            f    -œf         -ɛ<ʃɛ>ʃœn 
play   -ɪɴꜰ    with.ᴄᴏᴍ    each other.ᴏʙᴊ    but          they.ɴ.ɴᴏᴍ    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-wish<ᴘʟ> 

spølo . 
more.ᴀᴄᴄ . 

5‘They were loving to hang out with each other and to play with each other but they were wishing for 
more.’ 
They loved to hang out and play together, but they longed for more. 

6bi           ɛ̃fœ̃~ɛ̃fœ̃                     f    -œ           -xum<u>      iːstɔʁ~bluːp~iːstɔʁ     ʃop        -fuk   
 ᴅᴇꜰ.ᴘʟ    child~ᴘʟ.ᴜɴꜱᴘ;ɴᴏᴍ    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-have<ᴘʟ>    story~ᴀʙᴜɴ~ᴘʟ;ᴀᴄᴄ    ʀᴇʟ.ɪɴᴀɴ-ʀᴇʟ.ᴅɪᴏ 

ʒøʒøn            f    -œ          -bœ<fœ>fɔnt     nɛʀɛb-ɔ       typ         ʃekʒede              mbyme 
they.ɴ.ɴᴏᴍ    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-want<ᴘʟ>         tell   -ɪɴꜰ    to.ᴅᴀᴛ    each other.ᴏʙᴊ    but 

ʒøʒøn            nu         f   -œ           -xum<u>      i              metod             mef 
they.ɴ.ɴᴏᴍ    ɴᴇɢ.ᴠ    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-have<ᴘʟ>    ɪɴᴅꜰ.ꜱɢ    method.ᴀᴄᴄ    able to be used for 

of  -nɛʀɛb          ʒøʒøn . 
ɢᴇʀ-tell.ᴠ;ᴏʙᴊ    they.ɴ.ᴀᴄᴄ . 

6‘The children were having a lot of stories that they were wanting to tell to each other but they were not 
having a method able to be used for telling them.’ 
The children were full of stories to tell each other, but they had no way to tell them. 

7bi           ɛ̃fœ̃~ɛ̃fœ̃                     f    -ɛf          -ɔʁ<lɔ>lɛs      tø               ŋgyʁ 
 ᴅᴇꜰ.ᴘʟ    child~ᴘʟ.ᴜɴꜱᴘ;ɴᴏᴍ    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ᴘꜰᴠ-realize<ᴘʟ>    that.ᴄᴏɴᴊ    for the purpose of 

of   -ʒolfeː            bi            poːblog           yly                ʒøʒøn          s       -y           -mbun<u> 
ɢᴇʀ-solve.ᴠ;ᴏʙᴊ    ᴅᴇꜰ.ꜱɢ    problem.ᴀᴄᴄ    all.ɴᴏᴍ of    they.ɴ.ᴏʙᴊ    ᴄᴏɴᴅ-ꜰᴜᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-be able<ᴘʟ> 

ŋølɛʁn-ɔ       bi            ʒœʁsœ̃s          lɛŋk                        ødo         ot   -ʒøʒ . 
learn   -ɪɴꜰ    ᴅᴇꜰ.ꜱɢ    birth.ᴀᴅᴊ.ꜱɢ    language.ꜱɢ;ᴀᴄᴄ    of.ᴘᴏꜱꜱ    one-ɴᴍʟᴢ.ᴏʙᴊ . 

7‘The children realized that in order to solve the problem all of them could learn the birth language of one 
of them.’ 
The children realized that to resolve the problem, all three might learn the native language of one. 
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8mbyme     kɔn               tø               ʒøʒøn            s      -y            -mbun<u>       tɔlx-o       typ 
 but           when.ᴄᴏɴᴊ    that.ᴄᴏɴᴊ    they.ɴ.ɴᴏᴍ    ᴄᴏɴᴅ-ꜰᴜᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-be able<ᴘʟ>    talk-ɪɴꜰ    to.ᴅᴀᴛ 

ʃekʒede               ʒøʒøn            s      -y            -bœ<fœ>fɔnt     yʁ<ni>tĩ           sid-o 
each other.ᴏʙᴊ    they.ɴ.ɴᴏᴍ    ᴄᴏɴᴅ-ꜰᴜᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-want<ᴘʟ>         certain<ᴀᴅᴠ>    say-ɪɴꜰ 

skɛmokoŋ      i              ʃiːs~ʃiːs                      ʃop        -sup          ʒøʒøn            nu 
sometimes    ɪɴᴅꜰ.ᴘʟ    thing~ᴘʟ.ᴜɴꜱᴘ;ᴀᴄᴄ    ʀᴇʟ.ɪɴᴀɴ-ʀᴇʟ.ᴏʙᴊ    they.ɴ.ɴᴏᴍ    ɴᴇɢ.ᴠ 

s       -y           -bœ<fœ>fɔnt     ʁesufu ɛʁdendo    em        ʒede ʒede . 
ᴄᴏɴᴅ-ꜰᴜᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-want<ᴘʟ>         hear.ᴘᴀꜱꜱ.ɪɴꜰ       by.ᴀɢ    others.ᴏʙᴊ . 

8‘But when they would be able to talk to each other they would want certainly to say sometimes things 
that they would not want to be heard by others.’ 
But once they were able to communicate, they would certainly want to talk about some things not meant 
for other ears. 

9kʁɛ̃                   bi            ɛ̃fœ̃~ɛ̃fœ̃                     f    -ɛ           -dy<dy>di      mɛx  -o       i 
 consequently    ᴅᴇꜰ.ᴘʟ    child~ᴘʟ.ᴜɴꜱᴘ;ɴᴏᴍ    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ᴘꜰᴠ-decide<ᴘʟ>    make-ɪɴꜰ    ɪɴᴅꜰ.ꜱɢ 

nuːs         lɛŋk                       ŋgyʁ                         of  -tɔlx              søç<ni>ʁi             typ 
new.ꜱɢ    language.ꜱɢ;ᴀᴄᴄ    for the purpose of    ɢᴇʀ-talk.ᴠ;ᴏʙᴊ    secret.ᴀᴅᴊ<ᴀᴅᴠ>    to.ᴅᴀᴛ 

ʃekʒede               kɔn               tø               i              ŋu        ~suf-bœfɔnt      pɛʁ-dekøst~pɛʁdekøst 
each other.ᴏʙᴊ    when.ᴄᴏɴᴊ    that.ᴄᴏɴᴊ    ɪɴᴅꜰ.ᴘʟ    ɴᴇɢ.ᴀᴀɴ~ᴘᴘ-want;ᴘʟ    ᴀɢ  -listen~ᴘʟ.ᴜɴꜱᴘ;ɴᴏᴍ 

f    -øf          -øç<ø>     mbeni . 
ɪɴᴅ-ᴘʀꜱ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-be<ᴘʟ>    nearby.ᴘʀᴇᴅ . 

9‘Consequently the children decided to make a new language for the purpose of talking secretly to each 
other when unwanted listeners are nearby.’ 
So, the children decided to develop a new language to communicate secretly while in the presence of 
unwanted listeners. 

10bi           lɛŋk                        s      -ys           -øç    i              ŋgœfik               miç                   ofe 
  ᴅᴇꜰ.ꜱɢ    language.ꜱɢ;ɴᴏᴍ    ᴄᴏɴᴅ-ꜰᴜᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-be    ɪɴᴅꜰ.ꜱɢ    wonderful.ꜱɢ    mixture.ᴘʀᴇᴅ    of.ᴛʏᴘ 

bi           ʒœʁsœ̃s          lɛŋk~lɛŋk                         ødo         bi            ɛ̃fœ̃~ɛ̃fœ̃ . 
ᴅᴇꜰ.ᴘʟ    birth.ᴀᴅᴊ.ᴘʟ    language~ᴘʟ.ᴜɴꜱᴘ;ᴏʙᴊ    of.ᴘᴏꜱꜱ    ᴅᴇꜰ.ᴘʟ    child~ᴘʟ.ᴜɴꜱᴘ;ᴏʙᴊ . 
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10‘The language would be a wonderful mixture of the birth languages of the children.’ 
The language would be a wonderful combination of the children’s native tongues. 

11kʁɛ̃             ʃek                 ɛ̃fœ̃               s      -y            -mbun      ŋølɛʁn -ɔ       gɛʃt<ni> 
  therefore    each.ᴀᴅᴊ.ꜱɢ    child.ɴᴏᴍ    ᴄᴏɴᴅ-ꜰᴜᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-be able    learn   -ɪɴꜰ    fast.ᴀᴅᴊ<ᴀᴅᴠ> 

ʒøn       œn           ɔmpɛnd     -ɔ       iː<ni>lum    ʒøn . 
it.ᴀᴄᴄ    and.ᴅᴜ    understand-ɪɴꜰ    easy<ᴀᴅᴠ>   it.ᴀᴄᴄ . 

11‘Therefore each child would be able to learn quickly it and understand easily it.’ 
Therefore, each child would be able to learn it quickly and understand it easily. 

12bi           lɛŋk                        s       -y           -xum     osim    i               øf      -itu 
  ᴅᴇꜰ.ꜱɢ    language.ꜱɢ;ɴᴏᴍ    ᴄᴏɴᴅ-ꜰᴜᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-have    also     ɪɴᴅꜰ.ᴘʟ    ᴘʀᴇꜱᴘ-interest.ᴠ;ᴘʟ 

kɔmpœ̃~kɔmpœ̃              ʃop        -fuk           lɔlɔf               œ              fʁɛ̃se               œ 
element~ᴘʟ.ᴜɴꜱᴘ;ᴀᴄᴄ    ʀᴇʟ.ɪɴᴀɴ-ʀᴇʟ.ᴅɪᴏ    Wolof.ɴᴏᴍ    and.ɴᴅᴜ    French.ɴᴏᴍ    and.ɴᴅᴜ 

ɛŋgliʃ               nu         f   -ø            -xum<u> . 
English.ɴᴏᴍ    ɴᴇɢ.ᴠ    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘʀꜱ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-have<ᴘʟ> . 

12‘The language would have also some interesting elements that Wolof and French and English do not 
have.’ 
The language would also contain some interesting elements not found in Wolof, French, or English. 

13lis~lis                           kɔmpœ̃~kɔmpœ̃               s      -i           -ʁe<se>sof  xoːnsɛf-ɔ 
  ᴅᴇᴍ.ɪʀʀ.ᴘʀᴏx~ᴘʟ;ᴀᴅᴊ    element~ᴘʟ.ᴜɴꜱᴘ;ɴᴏᴍ    ᴄᴏɴᴅ-ꜰᴜᴛ.ᴘꜰᴠ-conceive<pl>;ᴘᴀꜱꜱ 

ŋgyʁ                         of  -ite                        bi           mbɔkɛm             ødo         bi 
for the purpose of    ɢᴇʀ-appeal to.ᴠ;ᴏʙᴊ    ᴅᴇꜰ.ꜱɢ    desire.ꜱɢ;ᴀᴄᴄ    of.ᴘᴏꜱꜱ    ᴅᴇꜰ.ᴘʟ 

ɛ̃fœ̃~ɛ̃fœ̃                    ofe          smyn                   œn           of-ite                          ʒøʒø 
child~ᴘʟ.ᴜɴꜱᴘ;ᴏʙᴊ    for.ᴛʏᴘ    fun.ɴ.ᴜɴꜱᴘ;ᴏʙᴊ    and.ᴅᴜ    ɢᴇʀ-appeal to.ᴠ;ᴏʙᴊ    their.ɴ.ᴘʟ.ᴘʟᴏ 

ku<çi>çysp .                         ʒøʒøn            s      -i           -ʀœls<œ>      øx -o       yʁtɛ̃ 
curious<ɴᴍʟᴢ>.ᴜɴꜱᴘ;ᴀᴄᴄ .    they.ɴ.ɴᴏᴍ    ᴄᴏɴᴅ-ꜰᴜᴛ.ᴘꜰᴠ-cause<ᴘʟ>    be -ɪɴꜰ    certain.ᴘʀᴇᴅ 

tø               bi           lɛŋk                         s      -ys          -øç    fœʁi 
that.ᴄᴏɴᴊ    ᴅᴇꜰ.ꜱɢ    language.ꜱɢ;ɴᴏᴍ    ᴄᴏɴᴅ-ꜰᴜᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-be    very 
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ŋu        ~mb-ɔmpɛnd                         em        ŋu        ~suf-bœfɔnt      pɛʁ-dekøst~pɛʁdekøst . 
ɴᴇɢ.ᴀᴀɴ~ᴀʙ-comprehend;ꜱɢ;ᴘʀᴇᴅ    by.ᴀɢ    ɴᴇɢ.ᴀᴀɴ~ᴘᴘ -want;ᴘʟ    ᴀɢ  -listen~ᴘʟ.ᴜɴꜱᴘ;ᴏʙᴊ . 
13‘These elements would be conceived for the purpose of appealing to the desire of the children for fun 
and appealing to their curiosity. They would make certain that the language would be very 
incomprehensible by unwanted listeners.’ 
These elements would be created for the children’s amusement and curiosity and would ensure that the 
language would be very incomprehensible to unwanted listeners. 

14œn          øŋ                  fʁɛ̃glɔf            f    -ɛ          -ʁesof  ndeːdɛ-tɔ     ʒø          bi 
  and.ᴅᴜ    in this way    fʁɛg̃lɔf.ɴᴏᴍ    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ᴘꜰᴠ-bring;ᴘᴀꜱꜱ             to.ʟᴏᴄ    ᴅᴇꜰ.ꜱɢ 

etiçit . 
people.ꜱɢ;ᴏʙᴊ . 

14‘And in this way fʁɛg̃lɔf was brought to the people.’ 
And thus, fʁɛg̃lɔf was born to them. 
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VI. fʁɛg̃lɔf Lexicon 

 One of the main elements of fʁɛg̃lɔf that reflects its hybrid nature is the lexicon. Most 

fʁɛg̃lɔf words are phonetic mash-ups of the English, Wolof, and French words for the same gloss 

or similar glosses. For example, the fʁɛg̃lɔf word for ‘word’ is [mbɔd], which is a mix between 

word (English), [mo] (French), and [baːt] (Wolof) (all also meaning ‘word’). Nearly all nouns, 

adjectives, and verbs are formed in this way, as well as some conjunctions and prepositions. A 

word not formed using this technique generally (a) has at least 2-3 forms in most of the 

contributing languages for the same gloss; (b) represents one of many fʁɛg̃lɔf glosses for the 

same word in a contributing language; or (c) satisfies both of (a) and (b). Many of the fʁɛg̃lɔf 

words that are not formed via mash-up are function words, rather than content words.  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English ~ fʁɛg̃lɔf Dictionary 
English fʁɛg̃lɔf (allophonic)

Mass Nouns

air ɛʁx
bitumen, asphalt bɛtym

cloth, fabric tisu
clothing klotɔ

earth, soil, dirt teʁe

fame sœmønet
fire føsø

food fuːk
friendship ifɛg̃ɔ

fun smyn

grass geːs
hair øç

homework dyfɔʁ

hospitality teʀɛŋgɛ
information œ̃s

interest ite
language lɛŋk

lightning ʒɛf

money moçilis
mortar gomtœʁ

pain ndyl
paper pɛpit

rain plu

rice ʃeːbi
salt çel

sand suːf

sugar suguʁ
sunshine luːke

thunder tyndy
time iŋ

water ndo

Measure Nouns (can be used with mass nouns, with count 
nouns, or alone)

bag bøg

bottle mbydœl
bowl blo

box pɔçɛ
can ŋgɛ̃
case keks
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cup tɔʃ
gram gʀɛm

group up

handful ɛf̃ɛt
kilogram kilogʀem

litre litʁɛ
millilitre milɛtʁɛ

packet sɔfske

piece piːʒo
pile bil

set ʃit
slice ʀœ̃ʃ

spoonful kundfɛt

stack stek

Other Nouns

[the] earth bi teʁe
act ʒɛʃt

adult, elder eldeteg
answer ø̃s

birth ʒœʁsœ̃s

boy buʁsɔ
brick bʀøgum

child ɛf̃œ̃
city silk

daughter doːʒɛn

day deːbœs
difference ndøfø̃s

east pɛs̃t

element, part, component kɔmpœ̃
English ɛŋgliʃ

family ŋiːmibut
foreigner tubet

French fʁɛs̃e

friend mifɛg̃ɔ
future føtuʁ

girl ifi

hand ɛf̃
heaven(s) peʀɛʒɛn

house kœʁs
intention (less emotional than desire) intɔnt

language lɛŋk

man ɔm
market mɛʁʃe
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method metod
mix, mixture, combination miç

moment momẽ

moment in the future momuʁ
moment in the past momy

moment in the present momœ̃
mosque mɔskum

name emut

neighbourhood nẽke
past pesty

people (s.), ethnic group, nation (not country) etiçit
period of time tiʒɛn

period of time in the future tiʒuʁ

period of time in the past tiʒy
period of time in the present tiʒœ̃

person pɛʁsit

place ɔndøb
present mbesœ̃

problem poːblog
question keːʒ

relative mbɛlɛtɛf

school ekul
secret søçʁe

Senegal seːnegɛl
son doːmis

spoon kund

stone xɔnɛʁ
story iːstɔʁ

surface syfeʃ

tale (fictional story) teln
task dɛʃke

thing ʃiːs
time, occasion, instance okɔŋ

top, peak kœlp

tower toʁ
valley eːle

wish, desire mbɔkɛm

Wolof lɔlɔf
woman ʒifom

word mbɔd

Verbs

to ask lɛs̃k-o
to bake bex-o
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to bargain mɔʃɔnd-ɔ
to bargain like a foreigner mɔʃɔntɔbɜt-ɔ

to bargain well mɔʃɔnbɛçɛl-ɔ

to be øç-o
to be able mbun-o

to be called, to be named peltud-o
to be located kufe-to

to bring ndeːdɛ-tɔ

to build bɛlx-o
to buy ø̃ʒɛnt-ɔ

to cause, to result in ʀœls-o
to celebrate ʃɛlɛl-o

to choose, to pick ʃosɛn-ɔ

to come ŋgɛfniʁ-u
to command, to order ode-to

to complete, to finish fimiç-u

to complicate, to make less easy to understand, to confuse onfyls-u
to continue kontinu-tu

to cook toginiː-tu
to decide dyde-to

to descend ndɛʃt-o

to design, to conceive xoːnsɛf-ɔ
to discover dœsʃy-tu

to do fo-to
to do as ordered fo-to ode

to do of one’s own accord fo-to dyde

to drink nɔŋ-o
to drink (in pretend), to pretend to drink nɔŋ-o ɛndle

to drink (in real life) nɔŋ-o fʁe

to eat liːŋk-o
to enjoy, to have fun unʒiːx-u

to give gɔn-o
to give birth, to birth buʃœ-tɔ

to go do-to

to greet selut-u
to hang out çeːn-o

to hang out with family buçeːn-o

to hang out with friends çeːŋg-o
to have xum-o

to have to, must ɛft-o
to hear ɛʁdend-o

to hope kops-o

to imagine ʒiːne-to
to intend ɛt̃ɛn-ɔ
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to interest, to appeal to ite-to
to know mbyni-tu

to laugh ʁif-o

to learn ŋølɛʁn-ɔ
to like lɔkɔp-ɔ

to listen (to) dekøst-o
to live in/at, to reside ebik-u

to look [at], to examine without touching çøk-o

to love flof-o
to make mɛx-o

to play pliːʒu-tu
to pray eʒyl-u

to prepare bʀepe-to

to pretend ɛndle-to
to realize ɔʁlis-u

to receive ʁesuf-u

to run kyn-o
to say sid-o

to scatter, to disperse distœs-ɔ
to see ʃi-to

to sell fɔnd-o

to share sœdɛʒ-ɔ
to solve, to solve a problem ʒolfiː-tu

to speak piʁx-o
to start, to begin kostli-tu

to stop (doing something) oːpʁɛts-ɔ

to study ŋgudiŋi-tu
to take ʒœl-o

to talk tɔlx-o

to teach tøʃ-o
to tell (a story), to narrate nɛʀɛb-ɔ

to thank mœçɛm-ɔ
to think pɛç̃ɛl-ɔ

to travel iːkfel-o

to understand, to comprehend ɔmpɛnd-ɔ
to use ø̃pliʒ-u

to visit a friend ʁond-o

to visit a place ɛfimit-u
to visit family milim-u

to visit on a holiday or special occasion ø̃kus-u
to walk ʃeːdox-o

to want bœfɔnt-ɔ

to watch stegdi-tu
to wish (for) ɛʃyn-u
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to work fʁiːfe-to

Adjectives

big gʀɛ̃
birth ʒœʁsœ̃s

close (distance), closeby, nearby mbeni
close (psychological) nɔgy

curious kuçœsp

easy iːlom
every, each ʃek

false fɔl
fast, quick gɛʃt

first otbe

good bɔd
gradual, progressive gʀɛdsif

less lɛʃ̃

more spølo
new nuːs

possible poːsib
same mbɛm

second epbe

secret søçʁe
small tylti

some-, any- skɛm
sure, certain yʁtɛ̃
true fʁe

well beçɛl
wonderful (beautiful), super ŋgœfik

young ʒœlœŋ

Adverbs

also osim
at that moment or time (past) ʒø bi momy

at the moment or time (present) ʒø bi momœ̃

at this moment or time (future) ʒø bi momuʁ
during that period of time (past) fœni bi tiʒy

during this or that period of time (future) fœni bi tiʒuʁ

during this period of time (present) fœni bi tiʒœ̃
everywhere ʃekɔndœb

here temb
maybe çønet

now (present) nɛl̃ɛgɛ

nowhere nunɔndœb
once upon a time fœni i tiʒy
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sometimes skɛmokoŋ
somewhere, anywhere skɛmɔndœb

then, next epin

there lyst
very fœʁi

well beçɛl

Prepositions (can only be followed by a noun)

about (regarding) ɛbʃi
after goːnpʁe

at (temporal), to (locative) ʒø
because of pɛsçɛ

before bœfɛn

between iːtʁi
by (means of) keː

despite [the fact] disgʀe

during fœni
for, for the purpose of (action) (purposive) ŋgyʁ

from, by (agent) em
in, at (locative) bit

instead of sɛlm

of (possessive) ødo
of (which type of thing), for (type, e.g. 'a wish for') ofe

on sun
to (be used for), able or intended to be used for mef

to, for (the benefit of) (dative), for the purpose of ('as') typ

with, by using (as instrument) (instrumental) ymp
with, together with (comitative) stuf

Conjunctions
and (dual series) œn

and (non-dual=series of 3 or more) œ
because pɛsçɛ

but mbyme

despite, even though disgʀe
how komon

how many mɛt̃i

if siːfke
in order [that], so, so that ŋgyʁ

lest pʁøst
or (dual series) uʁx

or (non-dual) u

that tø
when kɔn
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when kɔn
where feʁu

while, as fœni

why lukœ̃

Pronouns
a little (bit) bœt

a lot bluːp

all (of (the)) yly
each other, one another ʃekʒede

everyone, everybody ʃekpɛʁsɛt
everything ʃekʃiːs

here temb

less lɛʃ̃
more spølo

no one, nobody nupɛʁsɛt

nothing nuʃiːs
other ʒede

others ʒede ʒede
someone, somebody, anyone, anybody skɛmpɛʁsɛt

something, anything skɛmʃiːs

there lyst

Question Words (can be predicate nouns)
how komon

how many mɛt̃i

what lɔntœ
when kɔn

where feʁu

who kun
why lukœ̃

Other Words and Phrases

Are you well? sin keːʒo føføç beçɛl?

Bye (informal) sɛlu
How are you(s.)? How are you doing? komon føfo sin?

intensified 'thank you for...' ɛbʃi...sis teʀɛŋgɛ føføç fʁe

intensified thank you sis teʀɛŋgɛ føføç fʁe
maalekum salaam mɛlekoːm sɛlɛm

no nu
salaa maalekum sɛlɛ mɛlekoːm

so, as a result, consequently, therefore kʁɛ̃
thank you ('we thank') sɛsɛn fømœçœçɛm
thank you for… sɛsɛn fømœçœçɛm ŋgyʁ...
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fʁɛg̃lɔf ~ English Dictionary 

thus (in this way, as a result) øŋ
yes bysi

fʁɛg̃lɔf (allophonic) English

Mass Nouns

bɛtym bitumen, asphalt
çel salt

dyfɔʁ homework
ɛʁx air

føsø fire

fuːk food
geːs grass

gomtœʁ mortar
ifɛg̃ɔ friendship

iŋ time

ite interest
klotɔ clothing

lɛŋk language

luːke sunshine
moçilis money

ndo water
ndyl pain

øç hair

œ̃s information
pɛpit paper

plu rain
smyn fun

sœmønet fame

suːf sand
suguʁ sugar

ʃeːbi rice

teʀɛŋgɛ hospitality
teʁe earth, soil, dirt

tisu cloth, fabric
tyndy thunder

ʒɛf lightning

Measure Nouns (can be used with mass nouns, with count 
nouns, or alone)
bil pile

blo bowl
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bøg bag
ɛf̃ɛt handful

gʀɛm gram

keks case
kilogʀem kilogram

kundfɛt spoonful
litʁɛ litre

mbydœl bottle

milɛtʁɛ millilitre
ŋgɛ̃ can

piːʒo piece
pɔçɛ box

ʀœ̃ʃ slice

sɔfske packet
stek stack

ʃit set

tɔʃ cup
up group

Other Nouns

bi teʁe [the] earth
bʀøgum brick

buʁsɔ boy

deːbœs day
dɛʃke task

doːmis son
doːʒɛn daughter

eːle valley

ekul school
eldeteg adult, elder

emut name

etiçit people (s.), ethnic group, nation (not country)
ɛf̃ hand

ɛf̃œ̃ child
ɛŋgliʃ English

føtuʁ future

fʁɛs̃e French
iːstɔʁ story

ifi girl

intɔnt intention (less emotional than desire)
keːʒ question

kœlp top, peak
kœʁs house

kɔmpœ̃ element, part, component
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kund spoon
lɛŋk language

lɔlɔf Wolof

mbesœ̃ present
mbɛlɛtɛf relative

mbɔd word
mbɔkɛm wish, desire

metod method

mɛʁʃe market
miç mix, mixture, combination

mifɛg̃ɔ friend
momẽ moment

momœ̃ moment in the present

momuʁ moment in the future
momy moment in the past

mɔskum mosque

ndøfø̃s difference
nẽke neighbourhood

ŋiːmibut family
okɔŋ time, occasion, instance

ø̃s answer

ɔm man
ɔndøb place

peʀɛʒɛn heaven(s)
pesty past

pɛʁsit person

pɛs̃t east
poːblog problem

seːnegɛl Senegal

silk city
søçʁe secret

syfeʃ surface
ʃiːs thing

teln tale (fictional story)

tiʒɛn period of time
tiʒœ̃ period of time in the present

tiʒuʁ period of time in the future

tiʒy period of time in the past
toʁ tower

tubet foreigner
xɔnɛʁ stone

ʒɛʃt act

ʒifom woman
ʒœʁsœ̃s birth
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Verbs

bex-o to bake
bɛlx-o to build

bœfɔnt-ɔ to want

bʀepe-to to prepare
buçeːn-o to hang out with family

buʃœ-tɔ to give birth, to birth
çeːn-o to hang out

çeːŋg-o to hang out with friends

çøk-o to look [at], to examine without touching
dekøst-o to listen (to)

distœs-ɔ to scatter, to disperse
do-to to go

dœsʃy-tu to discover

dyde-to to decide
ebik-u to live in/at, to reside

eʒyl-u to pray

ɛfimit-u to visit a place
ɛft-o to have to, must

ɛndle-to to pretend
ɛʁdend-o to hear

ɛʃyn-u to wish (for)

ɛt̃ɛn-ɔ to intend
fimiç-u to complete, to finish

flof-o to love
fo-to to do

fo-to dyde to do of one's own accord

fo-to ode to do as ordered
fɔnd-o to sell

fʁiːfe-to to work

gɔn-o to give
iːkfel-o to travel

ite-to to interest, to appeal to
kontinu-tu to continue

kops-o to hope

kostli-tu to start, to begin
kufe-to to be located

kyn-o to run

lɛs̃k-o to ask
liːŋk-o to eat

lɔkɔp-ɔ to like
mbun-o to be able

mbyni-tu to know
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mɛx-o to make
milim-u to visit family

mœçɛm-ɔ to thank

mɔʃɔnbɛçɛl-ɔ to bargain well
mɔʃɔnd-ɔ to bargain

mɔʃɔntɔbɜt-ɔ to bargain like a foreigner
ndeːdɛ-tɔ to bring

ndɛʃt-o to descend

nɛʀɛb-ɔ to tell (a story), to narrate
nɔŋ-o to drink

nɔŋ-o ɛndle to drink (in pretend), to pretend to drink
nɔŋ-o fʁe to drink (in real life)

ŋgɛfniʁ-u to come

ŋgudiŋi-tu to study
ŋølɛʁn-ɔ to learn

oːpʁɛts-ɔ to stop (doing something)

øç-o to be
ode-to to command, to order

ø̃kus-u to visit on a holiday or special occasion
onfyls-u to complicate, to make less easy to understand, to confuse

ø̃pliʒ-u to use

ø̃ʒɛnt-ɔ to buy
ɔmpɛnd-ɔ to understand, to comprehend

ɔʁlis-u to realize
peltud-o to be called, to be named

pɛç̃ɛl-ɔ to think

piʁx-o to speak
pliːʒu-tu to play

ʀœls-o to cause, to result in

ʁesuf-u to receive
ʁif-o to laugh

ʁond-o to visit a friend
selut-u to greet

sid-o to say

sœdɛʒ-ɔ to share
stegdi-tu to watch

ʃeːdox-o to walk

ʃɛlɛl-o to celebrate
ʃi-to to see

ʃosɛn-ɔ to choose, to pick
toginiː-tu to cook

tøʃ-o to teach

tɔlx-o to talk
unʒiːx-u to enjoy, to have fun
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xoːnsɛf-ɔ to design, to conceive
xum-o to have

ʒiːne-to to imagine

ʒœl-o to take
ʒolfiː-tu to solve, to solve a problem

Adjectives

beçɛl well
bɔd good

epbe second

fɔl false 
fʁe true 

gɛʃt fast, quick
gʀɛ̃ big

gʀɛdsif gradual, progressive

iːlom easy
kuçœsp curious

lɛʃ̃ less

mbeni close (distance), closeby, nearby
mbɛm same

nɔgy close (psychological)
nuːs new

ŋgœfik wonderful (beautiful), super

otbe first
poːsib possible

skɛm some-, any-
søçʁe secret

spølo more

ʃek every, each
tylti small

yʁtɛ̃ sure, certain

ʒœlœŋ young
ʒœʁsœ̃s birth

Adverbs

beçɛl well
çønet maybe

epin then, next

fœni bi tiʒœ̃ during this period of time (present)
fœni bi tiʒuʁ during this or that period of time (future)

fœni bi tiʒy during that period of time (past)

fœni i tiʒy once upon a time
fœʁi very
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lyst there
nɛl̃ɛgɛ now (present)

nunɔndœb nowhere

osim also
skɛmokoŋ sometimes

skɛmɔndœb somewhere, anywhere
ʃekɔndœb everywhere

temb here

ʒø bi momœ̃ at the moment or time (present)
ʒø bi momuʁ at this moment or time (future)

ʒø bi momy at that moment or time (past)

Prepositions (can only be followed by a noun)

bit in, at (locative)

bœfɛn before

disgʀe despite [the fact]
em from, by (agent)

ɛbʃi about (regarding)

fœni during
goːnpʁe after

iːtʁi between
keː by (means of)

mef to (be used for), able or intended to be used for

ŋgyʁ for, for the purpose of (action) (purposive)
ødo of (possessive)

ofe of (which type of thing), for (type, e.g. 'a wish for')
pɛsçɛ because of

sɛlm instead of

stuf with, together with (comitative)
sun on

typ to, for (the benefit of) (dative), for the purpose of ('as')

ymp with, by using (as instrument) (instrumental)
ʒø at (temporal), to (locative)

Conjunctions

disgʀe despite, even though
feʁu where

fœni while, as

komon how
kɔn when

kɔn when

lukœ̃ why
mbyme but
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mɛt̃i how many
ŋgyʁ in order [that], so, so that

œ and (non-dual=series of 3 or more)

œn and (dual series)
pɛsçɛ because

pʁøst lest
siːfke if

tø that

u or (non-dual)
uʁx or (dual series)

Pronouns

bluːp a lot
bœt a little (bit)

lɛʃ̃ less

lyst there
nupɛʁsɛt no one, nobody

nuʃiːs nothing

skɛmpɛʁsɛt someone, somebody, anyone, anybody
skɛmʃiːs something, anything

spølo more
ʃekpɛʁsɛt everyone, everybody

ʃekʃiːs everything

ʃekʒede each other, one another
temb here

yly all (of (the))
ʒede other

ʒede ʒede others

Question Words (can be predicate nouns)

feʁu where
komon how

kɔn when

kun who
lɔntœ what

lukœ̃ why
mɛt̃i how many

Other Words and Phrases

bysi yes

ɛbʃi...sis teʀɛŋgɛ føføç fʁe intensified 'thank you for...'
komon føfo sin? How are you(s.)? How are you doing?

kʁɛ̃ so, as a result, consequently, therefore
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mɛlekoːm sɛlɛm maalekum salaam
nu no

øŋ thus (in this way, as a result) 

sɛlɛ mɛlekoːm salaa maalekum
sɛlu Bye (informal)

sɛsɛn fømœçœçɛm thank you ('we thank')
sɛsɛn fømœçœçɛm ŋgyʁ... thank you for…

sin keːʒo føføç beçɛl? Are you well?

sis teʀɛŋgɛ føføç fʁe intensified thank you
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Number System 

 An ordinal number is formed by adding the suffix [be] to the first part of the number 

word. For example, the ordinal form of the cardinal number [deː] ‘eighty’ is [deːbe] ‘eightieth’, 

and the ordinal form of the cardinal number [de ʃus œn so] ‘eight hundred and six’ is [debe ʃus 

œn so] ‘eight-hundred-and-sixth’.  

fʁɛg̃lɔf (allophonic) English

gil zero (0)

ot one (1)
ep two (2)

ŋi three (3)
tu four (4)

iʒ five (5)

so six (6)
ux seven (7)

de eight (8)
om nine (9)

oːt ten (10)

eːp twenty (20)
eːp œn ot twenty-one (21)

eːp œn ep twenty-two (22)

ŋiː thirty (30)
tuː forty (40)

iːʒ fifty (50)
soː sixty (60)

uːx seventy (70)

deː eighty (80)
oːm ninety (90)

ʃus one hundred (100)
ʃuːs one thousand (1 000)

oːt ʃuːs ten thousand (10 000)

kø̃ one million (1 000 000)
myf one billion (1 000 000 000)

ŋi ʃus œn e:p three hundred and twenty (320)

iʒ køː om ʃuːs œ eːp five million, nine thousand, and twenty (5 
009 020)

ʃus tuː œ ux one hundred and forty-seven (147)
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VII. Appendix 

Appendix A 
Permissible CV, VC, CCV, and VCC Syllables/Sequences in fʁɛg̃lɔf (Allophonic) 

CV 
[pi], [bi], [ti], [di], [ki], [gi] 
[mi], [ni], [ŋi], [mbi], [ndi], [ŋgi] 
[fi], [si], [ʃi], [ʒi], [çi], [ʁi], [li] 

[py], [by], [ty], [dy], [ky], [gy] 
[my], [ny], [ŋy], [mby], [ndy], [ŋgy] 
[fy], [sy], [ʃy], [ʒy], [çy], [ʁy], [ly] 

[pe], [be], [te], [de], [ke], [ge] 
[me], [ne], [ŋe], [mbe], [nde], [ŋge] 
[fe], [se], [ʃe], [ʒe], [çe], [ʁe], [le] 

[pø], [bø], [tø], [dø], [kø], [gø] 
[mø], [nø], [ŋø], [mbø], [ndø], [ŋgø] 
[fø], [sø], [ʃø], [ʒø], [çø], [ʁø], [lø] 

[pɛ], [bɛ], [tɛ], [dɛ], [kɛ], [gɛ] 
[mɛ], [nɛ], [ŋɛ], [mbɛ], [ndɛ], [ŋgɛ] 
[fɛ], [sɛ], [ʃɛ], [ʒɛ], [çɛ], [ʀɛ], [lɛ] 

[pœ], [bœ], [tœ], [dœ], [kœ], [gœ] 
[mœ], [nœ], [ŋœ], [mbœ], [ndœ], [ŋgœ] 
[fœ], [sœ], [ʃœ], [ʒœ], [çœ], [ʀœ], [lœ] 

[pu], [bu], [tu], [du], [ku], [gu] 
[mu], [nu], [ŋu], [mbu], [ndu], [ŋgu] 
[fu], [su], [ʃu], [ʒu], [xu], [ʁu], [lu] 

[po], [bo], [to], [do], [ko], [go] 
[mo], [no], [ŋo], [mbo], [ndo], [ŋgo] 
[fo], [so], [ʃo], [ʒo], [xo], [ʁo], [lo] 

[pɔ], [bɔ], [tɔ], [dɔ], [kɔ], [gɔ] 
[mɔ], [nɔ], [ŋɔ], [mbɔ], [ndɔ], [ŋgɔ] 
[fɔ], [sɔ], [ʃɔ], [ʒɔ], [xɔ], [ʀɔ], [lɔ] 

[pẽ], [bẽ], [tẽ], [dẽ], [kẽ], [gẽ] 
[mẽ], [nẽ], [ŋẽ], [mbẽ], [ndẽ], [ŋgẽ] 
[fẽ], [sẽ], [ʃẽ], [ʒẽ], [çẽ], [ʁẽ], [lẽ] 

[pø̃], [bø̃], [tø̃], [dø̃], [kø̃], [gø̃] 
[mø̃], [nø̃], [ŋø̃], [mbø̃], [ndø̃], [ŋgø̃] 
[fø̃], [sø̃], [ʃø̃], [ʒø̃], [çø̃], [ʁø̃], [lø̃] 

[pɛ]̃, [bɛ]̃, [tɛ]̃, [dɛ]̃, [kɛ]̃, [gɛ]̃ 
[mɛ]̃, [nɛ]̃, [ŋɛ]̃, [mbɛ]̃, [ndɛ]̃, [ŋgɛ]̃ 
[fɛ]̃, [sɛ]̃, [ʃɛ]̃, [ʒɛ]̃, [çɛ]̃, [ʀɛ]̃, [lɛ]̃ 

[pœ̃], [bœ̃], [tœ̃], [dœ̃], [kœ̃], [gœ̃] 
mœ̃], [nœ̃], [ŋœ̃], [mbœ̃], [ndœ̃], [ŋgœ̃] 
[fœ̃], [sœ̃], [ʃœ̃], [ʒœ̃], [çœ̃], [ʀœ̃], [lœ̃] 

[piː], [biː], [tiː], [diː], [kiː], [giː] 
[miː], [niː], [ŋiː], [mbiː], [ndiː], [ŋgiː] 
[fiː], [siː], [ʃiː], [ʒiː], [çiː], [ʁiː], [liː] 

[peː], [beː], [teː], [deː], [keː], [geː] 
[meː], [neː], [ŋeː], [mbeː], [ndeː], [ŋgeː] 
[feː], [seː], [ʃeː], [ʒeː], [çeː], [ʁeː], [leː] 

[puː], [buː], [tuː], [duː], [kuː], [guː] 
[muː], [nuː], [ŋuː], [mbuː], [nduː], [ŋguː] 
[fuː], [suː], [ʃuː], [ʒuː], [xuː], [ʁuː], [luː] 

[poː], [boː], [toː], [doː], [koː], [goː] 
[moː], [noː], [ŋoː], [mboː], [ndoː], [ŋgoː] 
[foː], [soː], [ʃoː], [ʒoː], [xoː], [ʁoː], [loː]  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VC 
[ip], [ib], [it], [id], [ik], [ig] 
[im], [in], [iŋ] 
[if], [is], [iʃ], [iʒ], [iç], [iʁ], [il] 

[yp], [yb], [yt], [yd], [yk], [yg] 
[ym], [yn], [yŋ] 
[yf], [ys], [yʃ], [yʒ], [yç], [yʁ], [yl] 

[ep], [eb], [et], [ed], [ek], [eg] 
[em], [en], [eŋ] 
[ef], [es], [eʃ], [eʒ], [eç], [el] 

[øp], [øb], [øt], [ød], [øk], [øg] 
[øm], [øn], [øŋ] 
[øf], [øs], [øʃ], [øʒ], [øç], [øʁ], [øl] 

[ɛp], [ɛb], [ɛt], [ɛd], [ɛk], [ɛg] 
[ɛm], [ɛn], [ɛŋ] 
[ɛf], [ɛs], [ɛʃ], [ɛʒ], [ɛç], [ɛʁ], [ɛl] 

[œp], [œb], [œt], [œd], [œk], [œg] 
[œm], [œn], [œŋ] 
[œf], [œs], [œʃ], [œʒ], [œç], [œʁ], [œl] 

[up], [ub], [ut], [ud], [uk], [ug] 
[um], [un], [uŋ] 
[uf], [us], [uʃ], [uʒ], [ux], [uʁ], [ul] 

[op], [ob], [ot], [od], [ok], [og] 
[om], [on], [oŋ] 
[of], [os], [oʃ], [oʒ], [ox], [oʁ], [ol] 

[ɔp], [ɔb], [ɔt], [ɔd], [ɔk], [ɔg] 
[ɔm], [ɔn], [ɔŋ] 
[ɔf], [ɔs], [ɔʃ], [ɔʒ], [ɔx], [ɔʁ], [ɔl] 

[ẽf], [ẽs], [ẽʃ], [ẽʒ], [ẽç] 

[ø̃f], [ø̃s], [ø̃ʃ], [ø̃ʒ], [ø̃ç] 

[ɛf̃], [ɛs̃], [ɛʃ]̃, [ɛʒ̃], [ɛç̃] 

[œ̃f], [œ̃s], [œ̃ʃ], [œ̃ʒ], [œ̃ç] 

[iːp], [iːb], [iːt], [iːd], [iːk], [iːg] 
[iːm], [iːn], [iːŋ] 
[iːf], [iːs], [iːʃ], [iːʒ], [iːç], [iːʁ], [iːl] 

[eːp], [eːb], [eːt], [eːd], [eːk], [eːg] 
[eːm], [eːn], [eːŋ] 
[eːf], [eːs], [eːʃ], [eːʒ], [eːç], [eːl] 

[uːp], [uːb], [uːt], [uːd], [uːk], [uːg] 
[uːm], [uːn], [uːŋ] 
[uːf], [uːs], [uːʃ], [uːʒ], [uːx], [uːʁ], [uːl] 

[oːp], [oːb], [oːt], [oːd], [oːk], [oːg] 
[oːm], [oːn], [oːŋ] 
[oːf], [oːs], [oːʃ], [oːʒ], [oːx], [oːʁ], [oːl] 
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CCV 
[pl] + any V 
[pʁ] + any V 

[bl] + any V 
[bʀ] + any V 

[tʁ] + any V 

[dʀ] + any V 

[kl] + any V 
[kʁ] + any V 

[gl] + any V 
[gʀ] + any V 

[fl] + any V 
[fʁ] + any V 

[sp] + any V 
[st] + any V 
[sk] + any V 
[sm] + any V 
[sn] + any V 
[sl] + any V  

VCC 

[i], [y], [e], [ø], [ɛ], [œ], [u], [o], [ɔ], 
[iː], [eː], [uː], or [oː] 

+  

[ps], [ts], [ks] 
[mp], [mb] 
[nt], [nd] 
[ŋk], [ŋg] 
[ft] 
[sp], [st], [sk] 
[ʃt] 
[ʒd] 

[ʁp], [ʁb], [ʁt], [ʁd], [ʁk], [ʁg], 
[ʁm], [ʁn], [ʁŋ], 
[ʁf], [ʁs], [ʁʃ], [ʁʒ], [ʁx] 

[lp], [lb], [lt], [ld], [lk], [lg], 
[lm], [ln], [lŋ], 
[lf], [ls], [lʃ], [lʒ], [lx] 

—————————————————— 

[ẽ], [ø̃], [ɛ]̃, [œ̃] 

+ 

[ft] 
[sp], [st], [sk] 
[ʃt] 
[ʒd] 
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Appendix B 
Translation of “The Tower of Babel” (Genesis 11:1-9) 

Note: Changes to the fʁɛg̃lɔf lexicon and phonological, syntactic, and morphological systems 
and to my glossing technique have occurred since the completion of the following translation. 
They may result in inconsistencies between elements of the language presented earlier in this 
essay and elements displayed in this translation. 

fʁɛg̃lɔf (Senegal): 

1ʒø  bi  momy                   yly             pɛʀsit~pɛʀsit    ødo    bi      teʀe 
 at that time in the past    all of the    person~ᴘʟ        of      the    earth 

f    -œ          -kon<o>ten         xum-o       ot       lɛŋk            œn     ot       ʃit    ofe    mbɔd~mbɔd . 
ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-continue<ᴘʟ>    have-ɪɴꜰ    one    language    and    one    set   of      word~ᴘʟ . 

1‘At that time all of the people of the earth were continuing to have one language and one set of words.’ 
Now all the earth continued to be of one language and of one set of words. 

2fœni      tø       ʒøʒøn    f    -œf         -iːk<iː>fil       ʒø    bi      pɛ̃st    ʒøʒøn 
 while    that    they.ɴ    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-travel<ᴘʟ>    to     the    east    they.ɴ 

f    -ɛ          -dœs<œ>ʃɔ         i     eːle        bit    ʃinɛʀ        œn     f    -ɛ          -kõst<õ>le 
ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ᴘꜰᴠ-discover<ᴘʟ>    a    valley    in     Shi’nar    and    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ᴘꜰᴠ-begin<ᴘʟ> 

ebik   -u       lyst . 
reside-ɪɴꜰ    there . 

2‘While they were traveling to the east, they discovered a valley in Shi’nar and began to reside there.’ 
As they traveled eastward, they discovered a valley plain in the land of Shi’nar, and they began dwelling 
there. 

3epin    ʒøʒøn    f    -ɛ           -sid<i>      typ    ʃekʒede        « føŋgɛfnɛnɛʀ . 
 then    they.ɴ    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ᴘꜰᴠ-say<ᴘʟ>    to      each other    « come.ɪᴍᴘ.2.ᴘʟ . 

fømɛxɛ  sɛsɛn     i           bʀøgum~bʀøgum    œn     føbexe  sɛsɛn     ymp     føsø           ʒøʒøn . » 
make.ɪᴍᴘ.1.ᴘʟ    some    brick~ᴘʟ                 and    bake.ɪᴍᴘ.1.ᴘʟ    with    fire.ᴜɴꜱᴘ    they.ɴ . » 

3‘Then they said to each other, “Come! Let’s make bricks and let’s bake them using fire.”’’ 
Then they said to one another: “Come! Let us make bricks and bake them with fire.” 
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4kʀɛ̃    ʒøʒøn     f    -ɛf         -ø̃<pø̃>pleʒ    i            bʀøgum~bʀøgum    sɛlm             xɔnɛʀ~xɔnɛʀ 
 so      they.ɴ    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ᴘꜰᴠ-use<ᴘʟ>         some    brick~ᴘʟ                  instead of    stone~ᴘʟ 

œn     f    -ɛf         -ø̃<pø̃>pleʒ    bɛtym                typ                            gomtœʀ . 
and    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ᴘꜰᴠ-use<ᴘʟ>        bitumen.ᴜɴꜱᴘ    for the purpose of    mortar.ᴜɴꜱᴘ . 

4‘So they used bricks instead of stones and used bitumen as mortar.’ 
So they used bricks instead of stone, and bitumen as mortar. 

5epin    ʒøʒøn    f    -ɛ           -sid<i>      « føŋgɛfnɛnɛʀ .        føbɛlxɛ  sɛsɛn     typ    sɛsɛn    i     silk    
 then    they.ɴ    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ᴘꜰᴠ-say<ᴘʟ>    « come.ɪᴍᴘ.2.ᴘʟ .    build.ɪᴍᴘ.1.ᴘʟ    for     we       a    city 

œn     i     toʀ        ʃopfuky                kœlp    f   -ø            -kufi              bit    bi      peʀɛʒɛn .  
and    a    tower    whose.ɪɴᴀɴ.ᴅɪᴏ    top     ɪɴᴅ-ᴘʀꜱ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-be located    in     the    heavens . 

5‘Then they said, “Come! Let’s build for ourselves a city and a tower whose top is in heaven.’ 
They now said: “Come! Let us build a city for ourselves and a tower with its top in the heavens, 
(INAN=noun modified is an inanimate object, DIO=noun modified is a direct or indirect object) 

6føndeːdeːdɛ  sɛsɛn    typ    sɛsɛn    sœ<mœ>mœnɛt    pʀøst    tø       sɛsɛ    up    
 bring.ɪᴍᴘ.1.ᴘʟ          to      we        fame<ᴀʙᴜɴ>         lest       that    our     group 

f    -y            -ʀesof       distœs-ɔ        sun    yly              syfeʃ        ødo    bi      teʀe . » 
ɪɴᴅ-ꜰᴜᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-receive    scatter-ɪɴꜰ    on      all of the    surface    of       the    earth. » 

6‘Let’s bring to ourselves a lot of fame, lest our group is scattered on all of the surface of the earth.”’ 
and let us make a celebrated name for ourselves, so that we will not be scattered over the entire face of the 
earth.” 

7epin    ʒɛxofø       f    -ɛ          -ndɛʃt         ŋgyʀ             xøk      -o       bi      silk    œn     bi      toʀ 
 then    Jehovah    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ᴘꜰᴠ-descend    in order to    look at-ɪɴꜰ    the    city    and    the    tower 

ʃop       -fuk         bi      ɔm~ɔm      f    -ɛ          -bɛlx<ɛ> . 
rel.ɪɴᴀɴ-rel.ᴅɪᴏ    the    man~ᴘʟ    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ᴘꜰᴠ-build<ᴘʟ> . 

7‘Then Jehovah descended in order to look at the city and the tower that the men had built.’ 
Then Jehovah went down to see the city and the tower that the sons of men had built. 
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8epin    ʒɛxofø       f    -ɛ          -sid     « føstegdede .          ʒøʒøn     f    -øf          -øx<ø>     ot 
 then    Jehovah    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ᴘꜰᴠ-say    « watch.ɪᴍᴘ.2.ᴘʟ .    they.ɴ    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘʀꜱ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-be<ᴘʟ>    one 

etixit       ʒut       -fib              f   -ø            -xum     ot      lɛŋk            œn     leʃ~leʃ 
people    ʀᴇʟ.ᴘᴇʀ-ʀᴇʟ.ꜱʙᴘʀ    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘʀꜱ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-have    one    language    and    ʀᴇ.ᴘʀᴏx~ᴘʟ 

f    -øf          -øx<ø>     bi      otbe    dɛʃke~dɛʃke    ʃop        -fib              ʒøʒøn 
ɪɴᴅ-ᴘʀꜱ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-be<ᴘʟ>    the    first     task~ᴘʟ          ʀᴇʟ.ɪɴᴀɴ-ʀᴇʟ.ꜱʙᴘʀ    they.ɴ 

f    -e          -fi<mi>mix . 
ɪɴᴅ-ᴘʀꜱ.ᴘꜰᴠ-complete<ᴘʟ> . 

8‘Then Jehovah said, “Watch. They are one people who has one language and these are the first tasks that 
they have completed.’ 
Jehovah then said: “Look! They are one people with one language, and this is what they have started to 
do. 
(PER=noun modified is a person or group of people, SBPR=noun modified is a subject or predicate noun, 
RE=real) 

9siːfke    tø       ʒøʒøn    f    -ø           -mbun<u>        fo-to      leʃ~leʃ            epin    ʒøʒøn  
 if          that    they.ɴ    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘʀꜱ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-be able<ᴘʟ>    do-ɪɴꜰ    ʀᴇ.ᴘʀᴏx~ᴘʟ    then    they.ɴ 

f    -y            -mbun<u>       fimix      -u       skɛm    dɛʃke    ʃop         -fuk           ʒøʒøn    
ɪɴᴅ-ꜰᴜᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-be able<pl>    complete-ɪɴꜰ    any      task      ʀᴇʟ.ɪɴᴀɴ-ʀᴇʟ.ᴅɪᴏ    they.ɴ 

f    -øf          -ɛ̃<tɛ̃>tɛn        fimix       -u . 
ɪɴᴅ-ᴘʀꜱ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-intend<ᴘʟ>    complete-ɪɴꜰ . 

9‘If they are able to do these then they will be able to complete any task that they intend to complete.’ 
Now there is nothing that they may have in mind to do that will be impossible for them. 

10føŋgɛfnɛnɛʀ .        føndɛʃtɛ  sɛsɛn        œn     fømɛxɛ  sɛsɛn     i           ndøfø̃s~ndøfø̃s    ofe 
  come.ɪᴍᴘ.2.ᴘʟ .    descend.ɪᴍᴘ.1.ᴘʟ    and    make.ɪᴍᴘ.1.ᴘʟ    some    difference~ᴘʟ     of 

lɛŋk                     iːtʀi           pɛʀsit~pɛʀsit    ŋgyʀ         tø       ʒøʒøn    nu 
language.ᴜɴꜱᴘ    between    person~ᴘʟ        in order    that    they.ɴ    ɴᴇɢ 

f    -y            -mbun<u>       ɔmpɛnd      -ɔ      bi      lɛŋk~lɛŋk         ødo    ʃekʒede . » 
ɪɴᴅ-ꜰᴜᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-be able<ᴘʟ>    understand-ɪɴꜰ    the    language~ᴘʟ    of      each other . » 
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10‘Come. Let’s descend and let’s make differences of language between people in order that they will not 
be able to understand each other’s languages.”’ 
Come! Let us go down there and confuse their language in order that they may not understand one 
another’s language.” 

11kʀɛ̃    ʒɛxofø       f    -ɛ          -distys         sun    yly              syfeʃ        ødo    bi      teʀe 
  so      Jehovah    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ᴘꜰᴠ-disperse    on      all of the    surface    of       the    earth 

bi      pɛʀsit~pɛʀsit    ødo    bi      teʀe     œn     kʀɛ̃               ʒøʒøn     gʀɛd<ni>sif 
the    person~ᴘʟ        of       the    earth    and    as a result    they.ɴ    gradual<ᴀᴅᴠ> 

f    -ɛf         -oː<pʀoː>pʀets    bɛlx -o       bi      silk . 
ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ᴘꜰᴠ-stop<ᴘʟ>            build-ɪɴꜰ    the    city . 

11‘So Jehovah dispersed on all of the surface of the earth the people of the earth and as a result they 
gradually stopped building the city.’ 
So Jehovah scattered them from there over the entire face of the earth, and they gradually left off building 
the city. 

12bi      silk    f    -ɛ          -peltod          beːbœl    pɛsxɛ       tø       ʒɛxofø       lyst 
  the    city    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ᴘꜰᴠ-be named    Babel     because    that    Jehovah    there 

f    -ɛ           -mɛx      i           ndøfø̃s~ndøfø̃s    ofe    lɛŋk                     iːtʀi           ʃekpɛʀsɛt 
ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ᴘꜰᴠ-make    some    difference~ᴘʟ     of      language.ᴜɴꜱᴘ    between    everyone 

œn     epin    ʒɛxofø       f    -ɛ           -distys       bi      pɛʀsit~pɛʀsit    sun    yly             syfeʃ 
and    then    Jehovah    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ᴘꜰᴠ-disperse    the    person~ᴘʟ        on     all of the    surface 

ødo    bi      teʀe . 
of       the    earth . 

12‘The city was named Babel because Jehovah there made differences of language between everyone and 
then Jehovah dispersed the people on all of the surface of the earth.’ 
That is why it was named Ba’bel, because there Jehovah confused the language of all the earth, and 
Jehovah scattered them from there over the entire face of the earth. 
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Appendix C 
More fʁɛg̃lɔf Sentences 

Note: Changes to the fʁɛg̃lɔf lexicon and phonological, syntactic, and morphological systems 
and to my glossing technique have occurred since the composition of the following sentences. 
They may result in inconsistencies between elements of the language presented earlier in this 
essay and elements displayed in these sentences. 

1) fʁɛg̃lɔf (Senegal): 
sɛsɛn    f    -øf          -øx<ø>    mifɛ̃gɔ~mifɛ̃gɔ . 
we       ɪɴᴅ-ᴘʀꜱ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-be<ᴘʟ>    friend~ᴘʟ . 
‘We are friends.’ 

2) fʁɛg̃lɔf (Senegal): 
Fatou    œn     Kyra    f    -œ          -pliː<ʒiː>ʒu    goːnpʀe    ekul . 
Fatou    and    Kyra    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-play<ᴘʟ>        after         school . 
‘Fatou and Kyra were playing after school.’ 

3) fʁɛg̃lɔf (Senegal): 
sɛn    f    -ɛ           -liːŋk    ʃeː<beː>bi . 
I        ɪɴᴅ-ᴘꜱᴛ.ᴘꜰᴠ-eat      rice<ᴀʙᴜɴ> . 
‘I ate a lot of rice.’ 

ᴀʙᴜɴ  →  mass noun abundance marker 

4) fʁɛg̃lɔf (Senegal): 
søn    f    -ø           -xum     iʒ       ɛ̃fɔ̃~ɛ̃fɔ̃ . 
she    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘʀꜱ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-have    five    child~ᴘʟ . 
‘She has five children.’ 

5) fʁɛg̃lɔf (Senegal): 
ʒøʒøn     s      -ø           -bœ<fœ>fɔnt    ʒœl -o       i     mbydœl    ofe    ndo . 
they.ɴ    ᴄᴏɴᴅ-ᴘʀꜱ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-want<ᴘʟ>        take-ɪɴꜰ    a    bottle       of      water.ᴜɴꜱᴘ . 
‘They would want to take a bottle of water.’ 

ᴜɴꜱᴘ  →  mass noun marker for unspecified amount 
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6) fʁɛg̃lɔf (Senegal): 
sɛsɛn    f    -ø           -mœ<xœ>xɛm    ngyʀ    bi      moxilis . 
we       ɪɴᴅ-ᴘʀꜱ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-thank<ᴘʟ>         for       the    money.ᴜɴꜱᴘ . 
‘Thank you for the money.’ 

7) fʁɛg̃lɔf (Senegal): 
sin          f    -e           -mbun      gɔn -o       typ    søn    ot   -pɛpɔt . 
you.ꜱɢ    ɪɴᴅ-ᴘʀꜱ.ᴘꜰᴠ-be able    give-ɪɴꜰ    to      she    ᴜɴᴛ-paper . 
‘You have been able to give her a piece of paper.’ 

ᴜɴᴛ  →  mass noun marker for single unit 

8) fʁɛg̃lɔf (Senegal): 
sɛn    f    -ø            -peltod        Matthieu . 
I        ɪɴᴅ-ᴘʀꜱ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-be called    Matthieu . 
‘My name is Matthieu.’ 

9) fʁɛg̃lɔf (Senegal): 
søsøn     f    -yf          -ɛnd<ɛ>lɛ         bʀepekoʀde           -to      ʃeːbi . 
they.ꜰ    ɪɴᴅ-ꜰᴜᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-pretend<ᴘʟ>    prepare as ordered-ɪɴꜰ    rice.ᴜɴꜱᴘ . 
‘They will pretend to prepare rice as they were ordered.’ 

10) fʁɛg̃lɔf (Senegal): 
søsøn     f    -yf          -ɛnd<ɛ>lɛkɔʀdɛ                  bʀepe   -to     ʃeːbi . 
they.ꜰ    ɪɴᴅ-ꜰᴜᴛ.ɪᴘꜰᴠ-pretend as ordered<ᴘʟ>    prepare-ɪɴꜰ    rice.ᴜɴꜱᴘ . 
‘They will pretend, as they were ordered, to prepare rice.’
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( 4(

(
(
1)&Introduction&&&Culture&
(

ˇMyythxa,(‘The(Language(of(the(Birds’,(is(a(sung,(mystical(and(divine(language(

that(has(its(roots(buried(in(a(long(history(of(mythology(and(folklore,(stemming(from(

the(IndoXEuropean(and(Middle(Eastern(worlds.(ˇMyythxa(combines(birdsong(and(

speech(into(one(means(of(communication,(resulting(in(a(language(that(is(completely(

sung(in(a(variation(of(3(harmonic(tones.(Speakers(or(‘singers’(of(this(language(are(

given(the(ability(to(communicate(with(owls,(which(are(birds(that(represent(wisdom,(

strength,(beauty,(and(spirituality.(The(common(language(and(the(shared(moral(

beliefs(between(the(ˇMyythxai(and(the(owls(allow(them(to(coexist(peacefully(and(as(

one(community.(Those(who(sing(ˇMyythxa(are(gifted(with(the(ability(because(they(

naturally(exhibit(pureness(in(character,(innate(wisdom,(selflessness,(passion,(and(a(

profound(desire(to(live(a(selfless(and(meaningful(life.(The(gift(to(speak(ˇMyythxa(is(

passed(down(inherently,(through(family(lineage.(What(identifies(the(speakers(of(

ˇMyythxa(from(those(in(the(neighboring(communities(is(their(gift(for(expression(and(

ability(to(read(the(signs(of(the(world(and(the(owls.(The(singers(are(natural(

Semioticians,(and(therefore(can(interpret(signs(in(nature,(specifically(from(owls’(

flight(or(interactive(patterns(and(by(being(deeply(attuned(to(others’(characters(and(

intrinsic(nature.(Each(ˇMyythxai(also(has(the(inborn(capacity(to(express(herself(

through(dance(and(song.(As(the(speakers(grow(older(and(mature,(so(do(their(

abilities(to(sing(and(dance;(their(main(means(of(selfXexpression(apart(from(speaking.((

( As(a(group(of(group(of(intellectuals,(healers,(and(expressionists(the(ˇMyythxai(

use(the(arts(and(knowledge(of(semiology(to(heal(themselves(and(the(world(around(
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( 5(

them,(including(their(neighboring(communities(They(accomplish(this(by(observing(

subtle(changes(in(nature,(communicating(with(owls,(and(using(their(own(intuition,(

including(their(neighboring(communities.(Though(their(collective(default(nature(is(

passive(and(softXhearted,(they(can(just(as(easily(transform(into(an(assertive,(

confident,(and(emotional(group(of(individuals,(who(others(both(admire(and(fear.(

Despite(their(nature,(they(are(widely(sought(by(other(communities(to(be(healed,(to(

be(educated,(and(to(be(guided,(while(they(look(to(other(communities(for(

companionship,(dissemination(of(ideas,(and(specific(resources,(but(they(are(

There(are(a(total(of(five(families(in(the(ˇMyythxai(culture,(and(each(family(acts(

as(an(individual(enclave(with(extended(members(from(the(specific(family.(The(

enclaves(are(smaller(and(more(contained(than(cities,(and(are(closely(interwoven(into(

the(various(other(enclaves(found(in(the(culture.(The(history(of(ˇMyythxa(culture(

initially(began(with(5(woman,(semiotician(from(1000(years(ago,(all(of(whom(were(

close(friends,(and(who(realized(that(they(all(contained(the(unique(powers(to(heal,(

create,(and(read(signs(from(the(world(around(them.(Due(to(their(differences(from(

the(rest(of(their(community,(they(were(estranged(from(general(society(and(accused(

of(being(witches,(possessed(by(demons,(and(followers(of(a(cult(when(they(tried(to(

selflessly(heal,(guide,(and(contribute(to(their(community.(They(were(all(natural(

performers,(and(each(woman(was(recognized(from(a(young(age(to(have(a(gift(in(the(

arts.(This(gift(made(them(even(more(secluded(from(the(general(population(who(

envied(their(beauty,(power,(and(skill.(

The(women(all(married(men(who(were(members(of(another(nearby(community(who(

loved(and(cherished(them(for(all(of(their(“atypical(qualities(and(flaws”;(those(same(
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qualities(that(once(outcast(them(from(their(society.(Each(of(the(woman’s(offspring(

was(naturally(gifted(with(all(of(the(qualities(that(their(respective(mothers(had(

themselves.(Some(of(the(children(intermarried(within(the(ˇMyythxai(group,(but(

sometimes(a(member(would(fall(in(love(with(an(individual(outside(of(the(group.(This(

practice(was(welcomed(and(cherished,(though(the(nonXˇMyythxai(member(would(

never(acquire(the(same(gifts(that(were(found(among(the(ˇMyythxai(people.(In(

addition,(the(ˇMyythxai(members(were(discouraged(from(leaving(their(family(and(

their(enclave.(Thus(any(nonXmembers(who(married(members(were(strongly(

encouraged(to(convert(and(join(the(ˇMyythxai(community.(The(following(short(story(

is(a(fable(that(the(ˇMyythxai(people(sing(to(their(young(in(order(to(encourage(them(

to(embrace(their(differences(and(idiosyncrasies,(and(to(teach(them(about(their(

culture’s(history.((

The(First(ˇMyythxai(

The(5(women(became(friends(because(they(lived(in(the(same(enclave.(More(than(

1000(years(ago,(at(the(ripe(age(of(21(years(old,(they(recognized(that(they(were(

different(from(the(rest(of(their(community;(so(blatantly(different,(in(fact,(that(they(

were(outcast.(From(a(young(age,(each(woman(found(that(she(had(abilities(that(were(

different(to(and(unattainable(by(the(rest(of(the(members(of(their(enclave.(They(had(

the(natural(ability(to(dance(with(the(utmost(grace(and(beauty,(and(sing(with(a(free,(

light,(airy(soprano(lilt(that(others(envied(beyond(compare.(Furthermore,(the(women(

had(the(ability(to(read(signs(from(the(Earth,(sky,(and(from(their(fellow(owl(

companions,(and(communicate(with(each(other(in(a(language(that(was(foreign(to(all(

others.(They(had(the(gift(of(healing,(and(the(power(to(read(signs(of(the(world(in(
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order(to(protect(the(others(from(impending(danger,(pain,(or(strife.(Though(the(

members(of(their(enclave(feared(and(secretly(envied(the(5(women,(the(women(

wanted(nothing(else(but(to(be(loved(and(to(love(their(community.(With(little(hope(

that(they(would(ever(be(accepted(and(integrated(into(their(community,(the(women(

decided(to(break(away(from(their(community,(their(families,(and(their(familiar(lives.(

They(were(desperate(to(find(a(way(in(which(they(could(freely(express(themselves(

and(live(without(constant(fear,(sadness,(and(shame(for(their(inborn(gifts.(With(that,(

they(decided(to(band(together(and(call(themselves(the((ˇMyythxai,(or(the(‘Creatures(

of(the(Birds’,(and(to(call(their(sung(language((ˇMyythxa,(the(‘Language(of(the(Birds’.(

Until(now,(the(women(had(never(felt(so(capable,(strong,(and(fulfilled.((

(

Religion(and(spirituality(are(invaluable(components(of(the((ˇMyythxai(culture.(The((

ˇMyythxai,(as(readers(of(the(symbols(from(the(Earth(and(the(Heavens,(follow(a(

monotheistic(Kabbalistic(belief(system(in(which(they(believe(in(a(single(God(referred(

to(as(ˇChabala.(ˇChabala(is(not(identified(as(either(a(masculine(or(feminine(being,(but(

rather(an(infusion(of(the(two(into(a(divine(creature(that(protects,(heals,(and(creates(

the(world,(sending(messages(to(Their(creatures(through(the((ˇMyythxai.(The(

following(passage(from(the(book(of(Genesis(in(the(Bible(summarizes(and(guides(the(

way(in(which(the(ˇMyythxai(recognize(and(believe(in(their(ˇChabala:(Genesis(1:27(

"God(created(man(in(His(own(image,(in(the(image(of(God(He(created(him;(male(and(

female(He(created(them.”(

(
(
(
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(
(
2)&Phonetics&and&Phonology&
&
2.1(Phonetics&
(
Table&2.1((ˇMyythxa&Consonants&
( Bilabial( LabioX

dental(
Dental( Alveolar( PostX

alveolar(
Palatal( Velar( Uvular( Glottal(

Stops( p((b( ( t( d( ( ( k( ( (
Nasal( m( ( ( n( ( ɲ& ( ( (
Trill( ( r& ( ( ( ( ( ( (

Tap/Flap( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( (
Fricative( ( v( θ(ð( s( ʃ(((ʒ( ( ( X&&ʁ&& h(

Approximant( ( ( ( ( ( j( ( ( (
(
Table( 2.1( presents( the( consonants( found( in( ˇMyythxa,( with( the( nonXEnglish(

consonants( bolded.( ˇMyythxa( contains( many( of( the( same( consonants( found( in(

English( including( the( voiced( and( voiceless( stops( [p,( b,( t,( d,( k],( the( voiced( and(

voiceless(fricatives([v,(θ, ð,(s,(ʃ,(ʒ,(h],(nasals([m,(n](and(the(approximant([j].(Not(found(

in( English( is( the( palatal( nasal( [ɲ],( which( sounds( like( the( ñ( in( the( Spanish( word(

mañana(or( ‘tomorrow’,(the(uvular(fricatives([X,(ʁ],(and(the(trill([r].(The(first(uvular(

fricative(listed(is(the(voiceless(form,(and(the(latter(is(the(voiced(form.(The(voiceless(

fricative([X](is(articulated(in(the(uvular(region(of(the(vocal(apparatus(by(bringing(the(

soft( palate( and( the( posterior( region( of( the( tongue( close( together( while(

simultaneously( releasing( air( through( the( remaining( space.( The( voiced( form(of( the(

uvular(fricative(is(articulated(in(the(same(way,(but(with(additional(vibration(of(the(

vocal(chords(to(create(sound.(The(trill(is(created(by(placing(the(tip(of(the(tongue(to(

the(alveolar(region,(while(simultaneously(blowing(air(out(of(the(mouth(to(allow(the(

tip(of(the(tongue(to(rapidly(tap(the(alveolar(region.((

(
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(
(
Table(2.2(ˇMyythxa&Vowels( (
( Front( Central( Back(

Close( i( ( u(

CloseX
mid(

Y& I( o(

OpenX
mid(

ɛ( ə( (

Open( ( a( (

(
Permissible(diphthongs:([eI],([aI],([oʊ],([iɛ],([io],([ɛo](
(
Table( 2.2( presents( the( vowels( found( in( ˇMyythxa,( with( the( nonXEnglish( vowel(

bolded.(Many(of(the(vowels(found(in(ˇMyythxa(are(found(in(English(including(/i,(ɛ,(I,(

a,(ə,(o,(u/,(with(the(additional(/Y/(vowel(found(in(French.(The(vowels(in(each(word(

are( sounded( individually( if( they( are( consecutive( to( each( other,( save( for( the(

permissible(diphthongs( shown(above.(Diphthongs( in( ˇMyythxa(usually(occur(word(

finally,(and(in(those(instances(are(articulated(as(one(sound(instead(of(two(individual(

sounds.( It( is( not( intuitive( or( systematic( when( consecutive( vowels( are( articulated(

individually(or(as(a(diphthong(in(every(instance,(and(in(those(cases(the(correct(way(

of(articulating(the(word(must(be(memorized.((

(
2.2(Phonology(
(
The( syllable( structure( follows( the( pattern( (C)(C)V(C).( This( indicates( that( each(

syllable(must(contain(a(vowel,(and(can(either(have(a(consonant(cluster(or(a(single(

consonant(at(the(onset(before(the(vowel(with(an(additional(or(optional(consonant(at(

the(end(of(the(syllable(following(the(vowel.(The(following(examples(demonstrate(the(

various(possible(syllabic(constraints:(
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(

V:(!o(‘a’(
VC:(Men(‘and’(
CV:(Mma(‘that’(
CVC:(ˇrata(‘west’(
CCV:(ˇbrau(‘here’(
(

There( is( a( finite( set( of( permissible( consonant( clusters( that( can( only( occur( at( the(

onset(of(a(syllable.(These(are(listed(rather(than(contained(according(to(phonological(

rules(because(there(is(no(systematic(method(in(the(way(that(the(consonant(clusters(

are( organized.( Rather,( they( are( chosen( based( on( sound( and( singing( ease.( The(

following(list(of(consonant(clusters,(shown(in(IPA,(are(permissible(to(occur(syllableX

initial(in(ˇMyythxa:(

[pr],([pʁ],([pj],([br],([bj],([tr],([tʁ],([dr],([dʁ],([dj],([kr],([kj],([kʁ],([tj],([mj],([vj],([sp],(
[sv],[sb],([st],([sk],([sm],([sn],([sr],([ʃp],([ʃb],([ʃt],([ʃk],([ʃm],([ʃn],([ʃɲ],([ʃv],([ʃj],([ʒm],([ʒn],(
[ʒr],([ʒv],([ʒj](
(
The(stress(pattern( for( ˇMyythxa( is( fixed(on(the(penultimate(syllable,(much( like( the(

stress(pattern(found(in(English.(For(example(the(following(words(would(follow(this(

stress(pattern:(

wtymkipa([tImkipə](‘midway(ness)/medial’(
(
ˇvreita([vre͡Itə](‘ability’(
(
ˇchalinma([Xalinmə](‘sincerity’(
(
ˇpreya([pre͡Iə](‘beauty’(
(
2.2.1(Phonotactics(
(
There( are( a( limited( amount( of( phonotactic( constraints( found( in( ˇMyythxa,( which(

guide(both( the( formation(and(pronunciation(of( the(words(present( in( the( language.(

First,(the(coda(of(a(word(must(end(in(a(permissible(vowel,(diphthong,(or(nasal.(This(
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constraint( is( important( in( ˇMyythxa( specifically( because( it( is( a( sung( language.( In(

sung(repertoire,(some(of( the(most(sonorant(sounds(are( the(nasals(and(the(vowels,(

and(these(phonemes(allow(for(the(vocal(resonance(to(move(easily(to(the(front(of(the(

“mask”,(or(the(region(below(the(eyes(that(spans(across(the(bridge(of(the(nose,(which(

is(the(most(technically(accurate(location(to(place(the(sound(when(singing.(Second,(a(

vowel(is(reduced(to(a(schwa(in(an(unstressed(syllable.(This(phonotactic(rule(is(found(

in( many( IndoXEuropean( Romance( Languages( and( Germanic( Languages( including(

English.(Third,(there(can(be(a(maximum(of(two(consecutive(consonants(at(the(onset(

of(any(given(syllable.(This(constraint(gives(rise(to(words(that(are(not(only(sung(and(

written( phonetically,( but( also( to( words( that( are( relatively( simple( to( pronounce,(

specifically( for( native( speakers( of( Romance( and( Germanic( languages.( Fourth,(

consecutive(vowels(are(articulated(distinctly(as(individual(syllables(unless(they(are(

one( of( the( permissible( diphthongs( in( the( language.( The( following( list( provides( a(

succinct(summary(of(the(phonotactic(rules(found(in(ˇMyythxa:(

(
1.(The(coda(of(a(word(must(be(a(vowel,(a(diphthong,(or(a(nasal.(

2.(A(vowel(is(reduced(to(schwa(in(an(unstressed(syllable.(

3.(There(can(be(a(maximum(of(two(consecutive(consonants(at(the(onset(of(any(given(
syllable.(
(
4.(Consecutive(vowels(are(articulated(as(distinct(syllables(unless(they(are(one(of(the(
following(diphthongs:([eI],([aI],([oʊ],([iɛ],([io],([ɛo](
(
5.(If(two(of(the(same(consonants(join(together,(the(first(one(is(dropped(and(the(
second(one(holds.((

Ex.(Nieyeñe(‘to(complete/to(finish’((!(1sg(present(indicative(conjugation(
niey+ya(!(nieya(‘I(finish’(
(
(
(
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2.3(Phonological(Rules(
(
The(phonological(rules(found(in(ˇMyythxa(are(delineated(below(with(an(
accompanying(example:(
(
(
1.(Aspiration(RuleX(Voiceless(stops(become(aspirated(when(they(occur(at(the(
beginning(of(a(syllable(or(before(a(stressed(vowel.((
(
([t,p,k](!([tʰ,(ph,(kh](/(___([syllable(initial,(+stress(+vowel]((
(
Ex.(‘krai’([+voiceless,(+stop](!([+aspirated](/(syllable(initial(
(
2.(Homorganic(Nasal(RuleX(The(place(of(articulation(of(a(nasal(assimilates(to(the(
same(place(of(articulation(of(the(following(consonant.(
(
[n,m,ɲ](!([+nasal,(α(place]/(___([+consonant,(α(place](
(
Ex.(wtynkipa(‘midway(ness)’(((((((((([n](!([ŋ](/(____([+voiceless,(+stop,(+velar](
(
3.(Voicing(Rule(For(Consecutive(StopsX(The(second(of(two(consecutive(voiceless(
stops([t,p,k](will(change(to(become(their(voiced(counterpart([ð,(b,(g],(while(the(first(
will(remain(voiceless.((
(
[t,p,k](![ð,(b,(g](/([+voiceless,(+stop](___((
(
Ex1.(witkam(‘far(ness)’((/t/(!([g](/(([+voiceless,(+stop](____(
(
4.(Vowel(Reduction(RuleX(Vowel(is(reduced(to(a(shwa(in(an(unstressed(syllable(
unless(it(is(a(long(/i/(sound.(
(
[+vowel,(not(/i/](!([ə](/(an(unstressed(syllable(
(
Ex.(ˇpreya((‘beauty’(/a/(!([ə]/((unstressed(syllable( (
Ex.(ˇkyyni(‘basket’((/i/(!([i](/((unstressed(syllable(
(
5.(Vowel(Nasalization(RuleX(A(vowel(becomes(nasalized(when(it(precedes(a(nasal(
consonant.((
&
[+(vowel](!([+nasal](/(____([+nasal,(+consonant](
(
Ex.(ˇshoma(‘valley’(([+vowel](!([+nasal](/(____([+nasal,(+consonant](
(
6.( Dental( Insertion( RuleX The alveolar /t/ becomes dentalized [θ] when in the 
environment between two vowels.  
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(

/t/(!([θ] / V __ V 
 
Ex. ˆkyythyeti((‘approachXPSTX3SG’((((/t/(!([θ] / V___V(
(

(

2.4(Tones(

(

ˇMyythxa(is(a(triXtonal(language,(containing(a(base((1)(tone(ˇ,(a(mid((3)(tone(w,(and(a(

high((5)(tone(ˆ.(The(symbols(following(the(description(of(each(tone(in(the(previous(

sentence(is(the(diacritic(or(symbol(that(represents(the(tone.(Each(tone(is(assigned(to(

a(note(based(on( the(musical(notes(Do,(Mi,( Sol( from( the(Solfege(music( system.(The(

base(tone(known(in(Myythxa(as( ‘ˇdomecha’(corresponds(with(the(Do,(the(mid(tone(

known( as( ‘ˇmimecha’( corresponds( with( the( Mi,( and( the( high( tone( known( as(

‘ˇsomecha’(corresponds(with(the(Sol.(A(tone(is(assigned(to(every(word(in(ˇMyythxa,(

and( thus( the( language( is( entirely( sung( and( never( spoken.( The( 1( tone( of( the( tonal(

triad( is( unfixed,(meaning( that( the( speaker( determines(what( note( to( use( for( the( 1(

tone,(and(builds(the(tonal(triad(from(there.(Not(all(speakers(of( ˇMyythxa(are(gifted(

with(perfect(pitch,(and(therefore(their(1(tone(often(changes(according(to(whom(they(

are(speaking(or(what( type(of(environment( they(are( in.( It( is(also(quite(common(for(

the( singer( of( ˇMyythxa( to( quietly( hum( the( tones( of( the( triad( to( herself( before( she(

begins(to(sing(the(language(to(her(interlocutor.((

( The( 1( tone( is( attached( to( nouns,( determinate( articles,( numbers,( words( of(

measure,(demonstratives,(and(words(that(describe(direction.(The(3(tone(is(attached(

to( prepositions,( conjunctions,( indeterminate( articles,( the( gerund( ‘wshvaXm’( used( in(

the(adjectival(and(adverbial( construction,(words(describing( time,( the(marker( ‘wma’(

which( denotes( the( start( of( a( relative( clause,( and( miscellaneous( other( words(
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including(wki(‘who’&and(and(wju(‘for’.&(The(5(tone(is(attached(to(all(verbs,(both(in(their(

conjugated( and( infinitive( forms,( pronouns( for( the( majority( of( the( time( because(

pronouns( frequently( modify( verbs,( and( progressives( that( are( not( part( of( an(

adjectival( or( adverbial( construction.( All( modifiers( take( the( tone( of( the( thing( that(

they(are(modifying,(which(is(why(it(is(stated(above(that(the(pronouns(take(the(tone(

of( the( verb( that( they( are(modifying.( If( a( word( or( a( morpheme( does( not( have( an(

assigned(tone(based(on(the(rules(delineated(above,(or(if(it( is(not(a(modifier,(then(it(

will(take(the(1(tone(as(default.((

( Tones( are( a( strong( indicator( of( a( ˇMyythxai( singer’s( character,(much( like( a(

person’s( idiolect( or( manner( of( speaking( is( characteristic( of( that( person.( One( can(

identify(a(singer(of(ˇMyythxa(by(the(way(that(she(sings(her(tones,(and(like(a(speaker(

of(a(natural(language,(the(way(that(the(singer(articulates(her(tones(can(change(over(

time.( The( tones( are( based( on( a( triad( of( a( major( chord,( and( the( do( or( 1( tone( is(

unfixed.(This( implies( that( the(singer(chooses(her( starting(pitch( (1( tone),(on(which(

she(builds( the(rest(of( the( triad((the(3(and(5( tones),(based(on(how(her(vocal( range(

naturally(and(comfortably(lies.(The(only(restraint(is(that(when(she(begins(her(song(

in(a(specific(triad,(she(must(remain(in(that(same(key(for(the(remainder(of(the(“song”(

or(conversation.(The(singer(informs(her(interlocutor(of(the(key(that(she(will(sing(in(

by(humming(or(singing(the(triad(in(the(specific(key(that(she(chosen(at(the(onset(of(

the(musical(exchange.(Thus,(both(she(and(her( interlocutor(are(aware(of(which(key(

she(will(be(remaining(in(for(the(remainder(of(the(exchange.(The(key(that(a(singer(of(

ˇMyythxa(chooses(is(dependent(on(location,(environment,(and(the(interlocutor.(For(

example,(in(a(more(informal,(relaxed,(and(joyous(setting,(a(ˇMyythxai(might(choose(
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to(sing(in(a(higher(key(to(accommodate(her(mood.(Alternatively,(a(ˇMyythxai(would(

start(in(a(lower(key(in(a(more(serious(or(formal(setting.(Facial(expression(is(another(

way(in(which(the(interlocutor(can(interpret(the(mood(of(the(singer.((

Table&2.3&ˇMyythxa&Tones&
Tone( Diacritic( Use(
(
(
ˇdomecha(

&
ˇ&

Xnouns(
Xdeteminite(articles(
Xnumbers(
Xwords(of(measure(
Xdemonstratives(
Xwords(of(direction(

(
(
(
(
ˇmimecha(

&

M&

Xprepositions(
Xconjunctions(
Xindeterminate(articles(
Xadj/adv(gerund(
Xwords(of(time(
Xrelative( clause( marker(
(wma)(
Xwki(‘who’(
Xwju(‘for’(

(
(
ˇsomecha(

&
ˆ&

Xverbs(
Xmost(pronouns(
Xprogressives(

(
3)&Morphology&
(
ˇMyythxa( contains( an( agglutinative(morphological( structure( in(which( lexical( roots(

adopt(a(particular(morpheme(s)(in(a(fixed(order(to(change(the(meaning(of(the(word.(

Additional( cases( allow( for( the( insertion( of( an( entirely( separate( word,( either(

preceding( or( following( a( noun( or( a( verb,( to(modify( or( change( the(meaning( of( the(

noun(or( verb.( Such( cases( appear,( for( example,( in( the( instances(of( negation( and( in(

mood.( The( remaining( morphological( changes( that( occur( in( ˇMyythxa( exist( in( the(

form(of(suffixes,(which(will(be(explained(in(greater(detail(below.((

(
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3.1(Tense,(Mood,(and(Aspect(
(
There(are(three(tenses(in(ˇMyythxa,(which(include(the(past(tense,(present(tense,(and(

future(tense.(Within(each(tense(there( is(a(perfective( form,(which(describes(actions(

that(have(been(completed,(and(an( imperfective( form,(which(describes(actions( that(

have( not( been( completed( or( are( currently( in( the( process( of( occurring.( In( the(

perfective(form,(the(past(tense(is(marked(with(the(suffix(Xye,(the(present(tense(with((

–ya,(and(the(future(tense(with(–yi.(In(the(imperfective(form,(the(past(tense(is(marked(

with(the(morpheme(–yem,(the(present(tense(with(–yam,(and(the(future(tense(with((

–yim.( These( morphemes( are( affixed( to( the( end( of( a( verb( root( to( appropriately(

change(its(tense,(by(eliminating(the(infinitive(ending(of(the(verb,(and(attaching(the(

appropriate(morpheme(onto(the(root.(This(process(will(be(demonstrated(in(further(

detail(in(the(Verbs&section.(The(following(table(demonstrates(the(indicative(tense(in(

the(perfective(and(imperfective(forms:(

Table&3.1(Indicative&Tenses(
Indicative& Past( Present( Future(
Perfective( Xye( Xya( Xyi(
Imperfective( Xyem( Xyam( Xyim(
(

ˇMyythxa( lacks( a( subjunctive( tense( because( the( culture( does( not( encourage( or(

promote( rumination,( regret,( and( unrealistic( desires( or( hopes.( The( ˇMyythxai(

strongly( believe( in( living(mindfully( by( keeping( one’s( thoughts,( actions( and(words(

grounded( in( the( present,( without( postulating( various( hypothetical( situations.(

Therefore(phrases( that(would(be(otherwise( stated( in( the( subjunctive( tense( follow(

the( indicative(morphological( pattern( in( ˇMyythxa.( Mood( is( present( in( other( ways(

including( a( Suggestive( form(and( an( Imperative( form.(The( Suggestive( form( is( used(
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when(the(speaker(desires(to(suggest(or(make(a(recommendation(about(something.(It(

is( also( used( as( a( euphemistic(way( to( imply( something( that( is( not( present( or( real,(

much( like(stating(a(hypothetical(situation.(This( tense( is(constructed(by(placing(the(

modifier(meju(before(the(word(or(phrase(that(is(being(modified,(and(takes(the(tone(

of( the( word( or( phrase( that( is( being( modified.( For( example,( the( phrase( “let’s( go”(

would(be( translated( into(we(+(meju(+(go,(with( the(morpheme(modifying( “go”,(and(

thus(taking(the(tone(for(verbs,(or(the(5(tone.(This(phrase(could(be(either(inflected(as(

an(imperative(statement(or(a(suggestive(statement(in(English(based(on(the(speaker’s(

tone,(but(that(ambiguity(is(dismissed(in(Myythxa(by(the(use(of(the(morpheme(meju,(

which(only(implies(suggestion.(The(phrase(“why(don’t(you(dance”(would(also(use(the(

suggestion( marker,( becoming( you( +( meju& +( dance,( with( the( morpheme( again(

modifying(the(verb,(taking(the(5(tone.(Translated,(the(phrases(would(appear(as(the(

following:(

Ex.(1((((ˆSo(((((((((ˆmeju&&&ˆnaXyaXtem.(
((((((((((((WeXNOM((((((SUGG((((((((go(XPRS((X1PL(

( (((((((“Let’s(go”(

(

Ex.(2(((((ˆRe(((((((&ˆmeju((((ˆmyythXyaXta.(
((((((((((((YouXNOM((((((SUGG(((((((((dance(XPRSX2SG(

( “Why(don’t(you(dance.”(

(

The( imperative(structure( is(used( in(Myythxa( to(give(a( command(or(an(order.(This(

tense(is(constructed(by(stating(the(nominative(pronoun(of(the(addressee(followed(by(

the(infinitive(form(of(the(verb(used(to(state(the(command.(The(pronoun(would(take(

the(5(tone(because(it(precedes(a(verb(in(this(syntactic(construction.(For(example,(the(

phrase(“Dance(with(me!”(would(be(translated(as:(

(

(
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Ex.(3((((((ˆRe((((((((ˆmyytheña((((wloshi(((ˇdoXñ!(

((((((((((((((You((((((((((danceXINF((((((with((((meXACC(

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((“Dance(with(me!”(

(

3.2(Other(Morphemes(

(

There( are( many( morphemes( that( appear( as( suffixes( in( ˇMyythxa,( and( they( have(

either(been(mentioned(previously((tense),(will(be(mentioned(briefly(in(later(sections(

(person/number(inflection,(pluralization,(nominalization,(classifiers,(case),(and(this(

section(will(introduce(the(remaining(morphemes(in(the(language.(Personification(is(

created(by(adding(the(suffix(–aya(to(a(verb(stem.(For(example:(

(

Ex.(1(ˆmyytheña((‘to(dance’(!(ˇmyythTaya((‘dancer’(
(

Ex.(2(ˆjreneñe((‘to(sign/to(symbol’(!(ˇjrenTaya&&‘semiotician’(
(

The(augmentative(suffix( Xmoi( is(used( in(Myythxa( to(emphasize(a(word((usually(an(

adverbial( or( adjectival( phrase)( or( to( imply( that( something( is( larger( or( grander( in(

appearance(than(its(natural(state.(

(

Ex.(3(ˇbreionya(‘castle’(!(ˇbreionyaTmoi(‘tower’((or(ˇjuna(‘pebble’(!(ˇjunaTmoi(‘rock’(
(

Ex.(4(ˆFa(((ˆadXya((((wshvam(((((ˇmochXeTmoi(
((((((((She(((((beXPRS((((((showXPRG((((((((joyXNMLZXAUG(

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((‘She(is(very(happy’(

(

The(diminutive(suffix(is(–mio,(and(is(used(to(minimize(a(word((usually(an(adverbial(

or( adjectival( phrase)( or( to( imply( that( something( is( smaller( or( more( humble( in(

appearance(than(its(natural(state.((

(

Ex. 5 ˇbreionya(‘castle’(!(ˇbreionyaTmio(‘hut’((or((ˇtara(‘girl’(!(ˇtaraTmio(‘little(girl’ 
 
Ex.(6(ˆFa(((ˆadXya((((wshvaXm(((((ˇmochXeTmio(
(((((((((She(((((beXPRS((((((showXPRG((((((((joyXNMLZXDIM(

((((‘She(is(less/not(very(happy’(
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(
Negation(is(created(by(adding(the(free(morpheme(ñate(after(the(phrase/word(that(is(

being( negated.( Negation( creates( the( opposite( of( what( is( being( said,( implying( the(

negative( form(of( the(word(or( verb.( English( equivalents(would( include( ‘not’( or( the(

prefix(unX.(It(takes(the(same(tone(as(the(word(that(it(is(negating.(

Ex.(7(ˆDo((ˆratuvXya(((((ˆñate&ˆkrutheñe.(((((
(((((((((((I(((((wantXPRS.1SG(((((NEG((((((((sleepXINF(
( ‘I(do(not(want(to(sleep’(
(
4)&Syntax&
(
4.1(Word(Order(
(
Word(order(in(Myythxa(is(SVO,(subjectXverbXobject,(for(all(indicative(sentences,(and(

OSV,( objectXsubjectXverb,( for( interrogative( sentences( or( questions.( The( following(

examples( show( a( sentence( in( Myythxa( in( the( indicative( form,( and( then( a( similar(

sentence(in(the(interrogative(form:(

(
Ex.(1(Indicative(SVO(
(
(ˇDuo((((((((ˇjrenXe(((((((((((ˆadXya((ˇJoli.((
MyXGEN(((((symbolXNMLZ(((((beXPRS(((Joli(
(((((((((((((‘My(name(is(Joli’(
(
Ex.(2(Interrogative(OSV(
(
((ˇDuo(((((((ˇ(jrenXe((((((((wdoñe((((ˆadXya*(
MyXACC((((symbolXNOM((((what(((((beXPRS?(
((((((((‘What(is(my(name?’(
(
4.2(Verbs(and(Inflection(
(
Verbs(are(the(foundation(of(Myythxa,(meaning(that(most(other(words(and(parts(of(

speech( including( nouns,( adjectives,( adverbs,( etc.( are( derived( from( the( verb( roots(

found(in(the(language(and(are(inflected(with(various(morphemes(to(change(the(part(
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of(speech.(All(verbs(in(ˇMyythxa(have(one(of(two(endings(attached(to(the(verb(root(in(

their( infinitive( form( including( (–eñe(or(–eña.(These( infinitive(endings(are(assigned(

arbitrarily(to(the(verb(root,(meaning(that(there(is(not(systematicness(to(the(infinitive(

ending( assignments,( and( they( must( be( memorized( to( be( learned.( When( the(

morphemes(identifying(the(tense(are(attached(to(the(verbs(in(ˇMyythxa,(they(attach(

as(a(suffix(to(the(verb(root(as(mentioned(in(the(previous(section.(There(are(of(course(

regular( forms(of( attachment,( but( there( are( also( irregular( forms( in(which( the( verb(

root(must(make(phonological(changes(according(to(the(phonological(rules(found(in(

the( language( to( accommodate( the(morpheme( being( attached.( The( following( is( an(

example( of( a( regular( verb( conjugation( and( an( irregular( verb( conjugation( in( the(

perfective(and(imperfective(forms:(

TvaeñaT&‘to&do’&
(

Table&4.2a&Regular&Verb&Tense&
( Past( Present( Future(

Perfective(

(

ˆTvaXye(
‘did’(

ˆTvaXya(
‘do’(

ˆTvaXyi(
‘will(do’(

Imperfective( ˆTvaXyem(
‘was(doing’(

ˆTvaXyam(
‘is(doing’(

ˆTvaXyim(
‘will(be(doing’(

(

Koyeñe&–&‘to&thank’&
(

Table&4.2b&Irregular&Verb&Tense&
( Past( Present( Future(

perfective( ˆkoXye&
‘played’(

ˆkoXya(
‘play’(

ˆkoXyi(
‘will(play’(

imperfective( ˆkoXyem&
‘was(playing’(

ˆkoXyam(
‘is(playing’(

ˆkoXyim(
‘will(be(playing’(

(

(
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ˇMyythxa(accounts( for(number(and(person(within(a(verb(by(adding(morphemes(to(

follow( the( tense( in( the( lexical( agglutinative( structure.( The( following( table(

demonstrates(the(morphemes(that(account(for(number(and(person(in(a(verb:(

Table&4.3&Person&and&Number&
1sg(((((Ø( 1pl((((Xtem(

2sg((((Xta( 2pl(((((Xto(

3sg(((((Xti( 3pl((((Xtimo(

(

The(following(example(presents(a(conjugated(verb(inflected(for(tense((present)(and(

person/number:(

Table&4.4&ˆmisheña:(‘to(sing’(
1sg((((((((((((((ˆDo((((((((((ˆmishXya((((( 1pl((((((((((((((((((((ˆSo((ˆmish(XyaXtem(
2sg((((((((((((((((((ˆRe(((((((ˆmishXyaXta&( 2pl(((((((((((((((((((((((ˆLa((((ˆmish(XyaXto(
3sg((m,f,n)(((((ˆMi/Fa((((((ˆmish(XyaXti&( 3pl((m,f,n)((((((ˆTi/Ta((((ˆmish(XyaXtimo(
(

4.3(Nouns(

Myythxa(is(a(deverbal(language,(meaning(that(many(nouns(are(derived(from(verbs,(

and(all(verbs(can(be(nominalized(with(the(addition(of(the(suffix(–e(to(the(verb(root.(

Note(that(when(the(verbs(are(nominalized,(they(take(the(1(tone.((

Ex.(1(ˆbrauteña(‘to(confuse’(!(ˇbrautTe((‘confusion’(

Ex.(2(ˆmisheña((‘(to(sing’(!(ˇmishTe((‘song’(

There( is( a( count/mass( noun( distinction( in( Myythxa,( where( the( count( nouns( are(

countable(and(can(take(the(plural(suffix(–lo(such(as(withˇtara(‘girl’(!(ˇtaraXlo(‘girls’((

or(ˇmishXeXlo(‘songs’.(Mass(nouns(use(classifiers,(which(is(constructed(by(adding(the(

suffix(–n(to(the(classifying(noun.(The(classifier(is(placed(directly(before(the(noun(that(

it(is(modifying(in(the(classifier(construction:(
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Ex.1((ˆDo((((ˆjru(((((Xya(((((wo(((ˇpachaTn&&&&&ˇlincha.(
((((((((((((((I((((((needXPRS.1SG(((a(((((touchXCLF((freedom(
(((((((((((((((((((‘(I(need(a(touch(of(freedom’(

Ex.2((ˆSo(((ˆomatXyeXtem((wo((ˇshmataTn(((ˇrado.(
(((((((((((We(((have(–PST(((X1PL((((a((((((bit(((((XCLF((((rain(
((((((((((((((((((((‘We(have(a(bit(of(rain’(
(
The(table(below(lists(all(of(the(mass(nouns(and(their(respective(classifiers:(
(
Table&4.5&Mass&Nouns&and&Classifiers&
Mass(Noun( ( ( ( ( Corresponding(Measure(Word(

(
Praise:(ˇyamta(/jam’tə/( Cloud:(ˇnechula+n(/nɛXu’lən/(
Gratitude:(ˇtilo(/ti’lo/( Flutter:(ˇmethi+n(/mɛθ’in/(
Wood:(ˇshparan(/ʃpa’ɾən/( Basket:(ˇkyyni+n(/kY’nin/(
Strength:(ˇkinpa(/kin’pə/( Wisp:(ˇple+n(/plen/(
Freedom:(ˇlincha(/lin’Xə/( Touch:(ˇpacha+n(/paX’ən/(
Jewelry:(ˇpronti(/pron’ti/( Set:(ˇsmi+n(/smin/(
Ice:(ˇklime(/kli’mɛ/( Spear:(ˇXani+n(/ʁan’in/(
Rain:(ˇrado(/ra’do/( Bit:(ˇshmata+n(/ʃma’tən/(
Word:(ˇtran(/tran/( Bundle:(ˇnima+n(/ni’mən/(
Stone:(ˇbjora/(brick:(shkai( Block:(ˇmeje+n(/me’ʒən/(
Being:(ˇlotama(/lo’ta’ma/( Bundle:(ˇnima+n(/ni’mən/(
(
(
As(seen(in(Table(3.4,(pronouns(in(ˇMyythxa(correspond(with(the(names(of(the(notes(

of(a(scale(found(in(Solfege.(‘Do’(is(1st(person(singular,(‘Re’(is(2nd(person(singular,(‘Mi’(

Water:((ˇecha(/ɛxa/( Drop:((ˇsoti+n/so’tin/(
Fire:(ˇ(vrean(/vrɛjan/( Blade:(ˇ(haiki+n(/haI’kin/(
Air:((ˇyythem(/Yθɛm/( Gust:((ˇhan(/han/(
Sand:((ˇshtenia(/ʃtɛnijə/( Pebble:((ˇjuna+n(/ʒu’nən/(
Earth:(ˇ(jurnei(/ʒuɾnxɛI/(
(

Spread:((ˇyenta+n(/jɛn’tən/(

Information:(ˇ(imati/imati/(
(

Seed:((ˇunti+n(/un’tin/(

Lightning:(‘flash’(ˇbrei(/breI/(
(

Dance:((ˇmyythe+n(/mYθ’ən/(

Thunder:((ˇkra(/kra/(
(

Song:((ˇmishi+n(/miʃ’in/(

Grass:(ˇshmonei(/ʃmo’nɛi/(
(

Thorn:(ˇlotti+n(/lot’ən/(

Sweet:(ˇtyurie(/tjə’riɛ/(
(

morsel:(ˇmika+n(/mi’kən/(
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is(3rd(person(singular(male(or(‘it’,(‘Fa’(is(3rd(person(female(or(3rd(person(ungendered,(

‘So’(is(1st(person(plural,(‘La’(is(2nd(person(plural,(‘Ti’(is(3rd(person(plural(masculine,(

and( ‘Ta’( is(either(3rd(person(plural( feminine(or(3rd(person(plural(ungendered.(The(

table( below( provides( a( list( of( the( pronouns(with( their( corresponding( gender( and(

number:(

Table&4.6&Pronouns&
Do((
(

“I”(
(

So( “we”(

Re(( “you”( La( “you”(plural(

Mi((( “he”/”it”( Ti( “they”(masc.(

Fa(( “she”/(“ungendered(
person”(

Ta( “they”(
fem./ungendered(

(
(
4.4((Case((
(
Case(in(ˇMyythxa(is(similar(to(that(in(many(Romance(and(IndoXEuropean(languages,(

containing(the(Nominative(case(for(the(subject(of(the(sentence,(the(Accusative(case(

for( the(object,( and( the(Genitive(case( to(denote(possession.(The(Nominative(case( is(

the( bare( form( both( in( its( pronouns( and(words.( The( Accusative( case( is( formed( by(

adding(the(suffix(–ñ(to(the(bare(pronouns,(which(are(found(in(the(Nominative(case,(

and(to(the(lexical(item(to(denote(the(object(or(recipient(of(a(sentence.(The(Genitive(

case(is(formed(by(adding(the(infix(–uX(to(the(bare(pronouns,(or(the(suffix(–u(to(lexical(

items,(to(denote(possession.(The(Table(below(contains(the(ˇMyythxa(case(system:(

(

(

(
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(

(

Table&4.7&Case&System&
pronomial(NP’s( Nominative( Accusative(+ñ( Genitive((+XuX(

(infix)(
1sg((I)( do( doñ( duo(
2sg((you)( re( reñ( rue(
3sg(masc((he)/(it)( mi( miñ( mui(
3sg(fem((she)( fa( fañ( fua(
3sg(neuter( fa( fuñ( fu(
1pl((we)( so( soñ( suo(
2pl((you(pl)( la( lañ( lua(
3pl(masc(((they)( ti( tiñ( tui(
3pl(fem((they)( ta( tañ( tua(
3pl(neuter((they)( ta( tuñ( tu(
(
Lexical(NP’s( Nom( Acc(+ñ( Gen(+u(
The(dance( ˇdiri(ˇmyythe( ˇdiri(ˇmyytheñ( ˇdiri(ˇmyytheu(
(
(
4.5(Articles(&(Demonstratives(
(
There(are(two(types(of(articles(found(in(Myythxa,(which(include(the(definite(article(

ˇdiri((‘the’(and(the(indefinite(article(Mo(‘a(n)’.(The(article(precedes(the(noun(that(it(is(

modifying,(but(has(assigned(tones.(The(definite(article(always(has(the(1(tone,(and(the(

indefinite(article(always(has(the(5(tone.(Demonsratives(include(ˇkuoto(

(‘this’,( ˇbrañe( ‘that’,( ˇkuotolo( ‘these’,( and( ˇbrañelo( ‘those’.( As( is( exemplified( here,(

the( pluralized( form( of( the( demonstratives( are( the( singular( form( with( the( added(

plural(suffix(Xlo.((

(
4.6(Adjectives(and(Adverbs(
(
Adjectives( and( adverbs( in( ˇMyythxa( follow( the( construction( of( ‘showing( +( noun’(

following( the( noun( or( verb( that( the( phrase( is(modifying.( The( progressive( form(of(
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‘show’(is(constructed(by(adding(the(progressive(suffix(–mya(to(the(root(of(the(verb(

ˆshvaeñe(‘to(show’,(which(becomes(ˆshvaXmya(‘showing’.(When(this(word(is(used(in(

the( adjectival( or( adverbial( construction,( however,( the( progressive( is( curtailed( to(

MshvaXm,( and( it( takes( the( 3( tone( to( indicate( that( it( is( part( of( the( adjectival( or(

adverbial(phrase.(For(example:(

(
Ex.(1(ˇDiri((ˇtara((MshvaTm&&ˇpreya(ˆmyythXyeXti((
((((((((((((The(((girl((((showXPRG(beauty(danceXPSTX3SG(
(((((((((((((((((((((‘The(beautiful(girl(danced’(
(
Ex.(2(((ˆDo((ˆmish(((Xye((((((MshvaTm&&&&&&ˇrak&&Te(((((((ˇdiri((((ˇmojeXñ.(
(((((((((((((I(((((((((singXPST.1SG(((((showXPRG((honestXNMLZ(((((the((((((owlXACC(
((((((((((((((((((((((((((‘I(honestly(sang(to(the(owl’(
(
5)&Additional&Information&
(
5.1(Prepositions(&(Direction(Words(
(
Myythxa(has(a(conservative(set(of(prepositions(which(take(the(3(tone,(including(wnie(

‘in’,( wmia( ‘to’,( wshamti( ‘from’,( wloshi( ‘with,(and( wyoa( ‘on’.(Direction( in( the( language( is(

described(by(using(the(cardinal(directions(relative(to(the(speaker((speakerXcentric),(

and( with( the( anatomical( directions( proximal( (near( to( speaker)( ,( medial( (midway(

between(speaker(and(reference(point),(and(distal( (far( from(speaker).(These( lexical(

items(can(be(found(in(The(Lexicon(at(the(end(of(the(paper.((

(
5.2(Relative(Clauses(
(
Relative( clauses( are( dependent( clauses( that( describe( a( noun.( In( order( to( mark( a(

relative(clause(in(Myythxa,(the(clause(is(preceded(by(the(lexical(item(wma(‘that’,(and(

followed(by( the(clause.( If( the(relative(clause( is(describing(a(characteristic(or(novel(

information( about( person(or( a( noun( such( as( in(Ex.( 2,( the( following(phrase( begins(
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with(the(nominative(pronoun(of(the(noun(that(the(relative(clause(was(describing.(In(

Ex.(2,(the(relative(clause(describes(‘the(woman’,(and(therefore(the(phrase(following(

the( relative( clause( begins(with( the( nominative( pronoun( ‘she’( to( reiterate(who( the(

sentence(is(about.((For(example:(

(
Ex.(1(((ˆDo((ˆjvau((XyeX((m(((((Mma(((((((wkyyn((((((ˆre(((((((ˆnor(((XyeXta.(
((((((((((((((I(((((smileXPST.1SGXIMP(((that((((((when(((((you((((((take(offXPSTX2SG(
(((((((((((((((((((((‘I(was(smiling(when(you(took(off((in(flight).’(
(
Ex.(2((((ˇDiri(((ˇjvieti((((((Mma&&&&&wki((((((ˆdo(((ˆamXye,(((((((ˇfa(((((ˆtruchXyeXti((ˆshvaXm((ˇjale(
((((((((((((((The(((woman(((that(((((who((((I((((loveXPST.1SG,((she(((((dieX(((PSTX3SG(showXPROG(peace.(
(
5.(3(Conclusion(
(
Throughout(the(process(of(inventing((ˇMyythxa,(I(envisioned(creating(a(language(and(

a( culture( that( combined( all( of( my( personal( interests,( incorporated( features( from(

natural( languages( that( I( find( particularly( intriguing,( and( highlighted( the(

characteristics(in(people(that(I(find(most(admirable.(I(began(the(process(of(inventing(

the(language(with(a(rather(obscure(notion(of(what(I(conceived(to(be(the(end(product,(

and(made(many(amendments(to(my(language(along(the(way.(Now(that(my(language(

is(in(more(of(a(complete(form(with(a(burgeoning(lexicon(and(a(clear(grammar,(I(am(

not(only( able( to(note(where( I(would( like( to(make( changes( for( the( future,( but( also(

places(where(I(am(satisfied(with(the(decisions(that(I(made(for(the(language.(I(do(not(

anticipate(that(I(will(ever(be(fully(‘complacent’(with(the(product(of((ˇMyythxa,(and(I(

will( always( note( places( in( the( structure,( grammar,( lexicon,( and( culture( of( the(

language(that(can(be(improved,(but(even(so,( I(am(proud(to(be(able(to(call(myself(a(

conlanger.((

(
(
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6)&ˇMyythxa&Short&Story&
(

ˇDiri(ˇMojeXu(ˇPosolo(

The(Proverb(of(the(Owl(

(

1ˆDo((((((ˆkruthXyem(((((((wma(((((((wkyyn((((((ˇdiri((ˇmoje(((((ˆkyyth(((Xye(Xti((((((ˇdoXñ.(

((((I((((((((((sleepX1SG.IMP((((((((((that((((((when((((((((the((((owl(((((approachXPSTX3SG(((((meXACC.(

1I(was(sleeping(when(the(owl(approached(me.(

(

2ˆFa(((((ˆshmeiXyeXti(((((((((ˇdoXñ(((((((ˇchalinXe(((((wloshi((((<((((ˆChalinma((>.((

(((It(((((((((give((XPST(X3SG(((((((meXACC((sincereXNMLZ((((with(((XQUOT((Chalima(XQUOT.((((((

2It(greeted(me(with(“ˆChalinma”.(

(

3<(((((((((((ˆRe((((((((((ˇmishXyaXta(((((ˇdoXñ(((((((((((ˇrue((((((((((ˇjren(((Xe,(((((wen((

QUOT(((((((((You(((((((((((sing((XPRS(X2SG(((((((meXACC((((((yourXGEN(((symbolXNMLZ,((and(

(

ˆdo((ˆmishXyi((((((ˇreXñ((((((ˇduo((((((((ˇjren((Xe(((((((((>,((((((ˆfa((((((((ˆmishXyeXti(.(

((I(((((((((singXFUT((((youXACC(((myXGEN((symbolXNMLZ(–QUOT(((itXNEUT((((singXPSTX3SG(

3(“Sing(me(your(symbol,(and(I(will(sing(you(mine”,(it(sang.((

(

4wO((((((ˇmyytheXn(((((((((ˇbrei((((((((wen(((((wo((((ˇmishiXn(((((ˇkra(((((((((((ˆyyth((((Xya(((Xti((((

(((A(((((((((danceXCLF(((((lightning((((and((((a((((((((songXCLF((thunder((((((breatheXPRSX3SG(

(

wshvaXm((ˇmyynta,(

showXPRG(((((near(

4A(dance(of(lightning(and(a(song(of(thunder(came(near,((

(

5wEn(((((((((((ˆta(((((((((((((((ˆvyarXyeXtimo(((((ˇnor(((Xe(((((ˇjavrei(((ˇsuo((((ˇjeneXloXñ.(

And((theyXNEUT.NOM((((((((fly(((XPST((X3PL(((((((((awayXNMLZ((((all((((((ourXGEN((fearXPLXACC.(

5And(they(washed(away(all(of(our(fears.((

(

(6(ˇDiri((((((ˇmoje((((ˆmishXyeXti(((ˇdoXñ(((((((wo(((((((((ˇjren(((((Xe(

TheXDEF((((((owl(((((((singXPSTX3SG(((((meXACC((((((((a(((((((symbolXNMLZ(

6The(owl(sang(to(me(a(symbol(

(

7wMa(((((ˇsuo(((((ˇChabala(((ˆadXyaXti((wbrau(((((((((wmecha((((((((((((((ˆdraueña((ˇsoXñ(

That((ourXGEN(((((((((God(((((((((beXPRSX3SG(((here(((for(the(purpose((((((guideXINF(((usXACC(

7That(our(God(is(here(to(guide(us.((

(

((8ˆFa(((((((((((((((ˆshmeiXyeXti(((((ˇdoXñ((((wo(((((((ˇblum((((wshamti(((((((ˇfu((((((ˇshrei:(

ItXNEUT.NOM(((((((give((XPST(X3SG(((meXACC((((((((((a((((((((((((feather((((from((((((itsXGEN(((surface:(

8It(left(me(with(a(feather(from(its(back:(

(

((9wO(((((ˇjrenXe(((((wju(((((ˇjale((((((wen(((((((ˇvyei((Xe.(

((((A((((signXNMLZ((((for((((peace((((and((comfortXNMLZ(

9A(signal(of(peace(and(comfort.(
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(
(
10ˆDo(((((ˆmishXye((wen(((((ˆmyythXye(((((((((((wmecha((((((((((((((ˆkoyeñe(((
((((I((((((((((((singXPST.1SG((and((danceXPST.1SG((((for(the(purpose(((((thankXINF(
(
((ˇdiri(((ˇmojeXñ(
(((the(((((((owlXACC(
10I(sang(and(danced(in(order(to(show(gratitude(to(the(owl(
(
11wMa(((((wki(((((((((ˆam(((Xye((Xti((((doXñ((((wen((((((ˇjavrei((((ˇMyythxai(
((That(((((who(((protectXPSTX3SG(((meXACC((and(((((((((all(((((((ˇMyythxai(
11Who(saved(me(and(all(of(the(ˇMyythxai(creatures(
(
12wShamti((((ˇxata((((wen(((((((ˇvra((Xe.(
((From((((((((pain((((and((((blackXNMLZ(
12From(pain(and(evil.((
(
(
7)&Lexicon&
(
7.1(ˇMyythxa(to(English(Translation(
(
1&tones:&
&

ˇadoku:(down(
ˇbjora:(stone(
ˇblum:(feather(
ˇbrañe(That(
ˇbrañelo:(Those(
ˇbrei:(flash((lightning)(
ˇbreionya:(castle(
ˇbreo:(Male(creature((man)(
ˇChabala:(God(
ˇchalinma:(sincerity(
ˇdie:(single(((1(exactly)(
ˇdiri(:(the(

!ˇecha:(water(
ˇHochma:(Heaven(
ˇimati:(information(
ˇjamei:(east(

!ˇjavrei:(allness/eachness/everyness(
ˇjene:(fear(

!ˇjmeo:(reason(
ˇjmoe:(little/some(
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ˇjrane:(point((geometrical)(
ˇjrene:(symbol/sign(
ˇjuna:(pebble(
ˇjurnei:(Earth(
ˇjvieti:(female(creature((woman)(
ˇjyete:(place/land/location(
ˇkinpa:(strength(
ˇklime:(ice(

!ˇkora:(heart(
!ˇkra:(thunder(

ˇkuoto(this(
!ˇkuotolo(these(

ˇkyyni:(basket(
ˇlincha:(freedom(
ˇlotama:(being(
ˇlotti:(thorn(

!ˇmeje:(block(
ˇmele:(slowness(
ˇmethi:(flutter(
ˇmika:(morsel(
ˇmina:(name(
ˇmine:(Few((3(exactly(
ˇmishi:(song(
ˇmoje:(owl(
ˇmyythe:(dance(
ˇnamei:(up(
ˇnashame:(binding(
ˇnechula:(cloud(
ˇnima:(bundle(
ˇnoda:(north((
ˇnon:(night(

!ˇpacha:(touch(
ˇpanei:(storm(
ˇple:(wisp(

!ˇposolo:(proverb/wise(tale(
ˇprau:(child(

!ˇpreya:(beauty(
ˇpronti:(jewelry(
ˇpyei:(enclave/community(
ˇrado:(rain(

!ˇrae:(couple((2(exactly)(
ˇrata:(west((

!ˇsadu:(south(
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ˇshie(:10(exactly(
ˇshkai:(brick(
ˇshmata:(bit(
ˇshmeshi:(boy(
ˇshmeshim:(son(
ˇshmonei:(grass(
ˇshoma:(valley(
ˇshparan:(wood(
ˇshpire:(quickness(
ˇshrei:(surface(
ˇshtenia:(sand(
ˇsmi:(set(

!ˇtara:(girl(
!ˇtaram:(daughter(

ˇthinta:(danger(
ˇtilo:(gratitude(
ˇtrachem:(word(
ˇtran:(word(

!ˇtyema:(mound((a(lot)(
ˇtyrie:(sweet(
ˇunti:(seed(

!ˇVraXe:(blackness(
ˇvrean:(fire(

!ˇvreita:(ability(
ˇxani:(spear(

!ˇxata:(pain(
!ˇyamta:(praise(

ˇyenta:(spread(
ˇyythem:(air(
(

3&tones:&
!wbrau:(here(
!wen:(and(
!witkam:(far(ness)/distal(

wju:(for(
!wki:(who(
!wkranya:(everywhere(ness)(

wloshi:(with(
!wma:(that(
!wmecha:(for(the(purpose((of)(

wmia:(to(
!wmyynta:(near(ness)/proximal(

wnie:(in(
!
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wo:(indefinite(article(‘a’(or(‘an’(
wshamti:(from(
wshka:(by((means(of)(
wshvaXm:(‘showXing’(
wtynkipa:(midway(ness)/medial(
wyoa:(on(
(
5&tones:&

!ˆadeñe(/ad’ɛ’ɲɛ/:to(be/(to(exist(
ˆameñe(/am’ɛ’ɲɛ/:(to(love/(to(protect(them(from(pain(or(harm(
ˆateña(/atɛ’ɲə/:(to(take(
ˆbrabeña(/bra’bɛ’ɲə/:(to(drink(
ˆbrauteña:(to(confuse(
ˆbroyeñe:(to(celebrate(
ˆchalineña:(to(be(sincere/honest(
ˆdraueña:(to(guide/to(lead(
ˆdxueñe(/dʁu’ɛ’ɲɛ/:(to(use(
ˆdyetineñe:(to(create(
ˆeneñe:(to(begin(
ˆjeneña:(to(fear((something)(
ˆjiatameña(/ʒja’tam’ɛ’ɲə/:(to(seem(
ˆjneieña(/ʒneI’ɛ’ɲə/:(to(ask(for(
ˆjreneñe:(to(symbol(ize)/to(sign((something)(
ˆjrueña(/ʒru’ɛ’ɲə/:(to(need(
ˆjvaueña:(to(smile(
ˆkimpoveñe(/kim’pov’ɛ’ɲɛ/:(to(look(at/(admire(another(person’s(beauty(
ˆkoreña:(to(discover(
ˆkoyeñe(/koyɛ’ɲɛ/:(to(thank(
ˆkrutheñe(/kruθ’ɛ’ɲɛ/:(to(sleep(
ˆkuveñe(/ku’vɛ’ɲɛ/:(to(help(
ˆkyytheña(/kYθ’ɛ’ɲə/:(to(approach(
ˆmeleñe:(to(move(slowly(
ˆmisheña(/mi’ʃɛ’ɲə/:(to(sing(/to(say(
ˆmocheña:(to(be(happy/(to(be(joyful(
ˆmyysheñe:(to(make(
ˆmyytheña(/mYθ’ɛ’ɲə(/:(to(dance(
ˆnaeña(/na’ɛ’ɲə/:(to(go(
ˆnashamene:(to(bind(together(
ˆnathimeñe(/na’θim’ɛ’ɲɛ/:(to(pray(
ˆnieyeñe:(to(complete/finish(
ˆnoreña(/nor’ɛ’ɲə/:(to(take(off((for(flight)(
ˆnyytheña(/nYθ’ɛ’ɲə/:(to(try(
ˆomateñe(/o’ma’tɛ’ɲɛ/:(to(have(
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ˆpacheñe(/pa’Xɛ’ɲɛ/:(to(touch/feel(
ˆpieña(/pjɛ’ɲə/:(to(ask(forgiveness(
ˆraieña(/raI’ɛ’ɲə/:(to(speak(
ˆrakeña(/ra’kɛ’ɲə/:(to(be(honest(
ˆratuveñe(/rat’uv’ɛ’ɲɛ/:(to(want(
ˆsaueñe(/soʊ’ɛ’ɲɛ/:(to(dream(
ˆshbieñe(/ʃbiɛ’ɲɛ/:(to(feel((emotion)(
ˆshipireñe:(to(move(quickly(
ˆshmeieña(/ʃmɛI’ɛ’ɲə/:(to(give(
ˆshvaeñe:(to(show(
ˆskeyeñe:(to(burn(
ˆsmaeñe(/sma’ɛ’ɲɛ/:(to(hear(
ˆsmieña:(to(see(
ˆsvayeñe/svaI’ɛ’ɲɛ/:(to(play((music)(
ˆtemeña:(to(put(
ˆthimeña(/θi’mɛ’ɲə/:(to(think(
ˆtrucheña:(to(pass(forward((euphamism(for(die)(
ˆtvaeña(/tva’ɛ’ɲə/:(to(do(
ˆtxocheña:(to(continue/to(keep(going(
ˆtxoneña:(to(replace(
ˆvxateña:(to(understand(
ˆvyareña(/vjar’ɛ’ɲə/:(to(fly(
ˆvyeieña:(to(comfort(
ˆyeheña(/je’hɛ’ɲə/:(to(hunt(
ˆyytheña(/Yθ’ɛ’ɲə/:(to(breathe(
(

(
7.2(English(to(Myythxa(Translation(
(
1&tones&
(
ability:(ˇvreita(
air:(ˇyythem(
allness/eachness/everyness:(ˇjavrei(
basket:(ˇkyyni(
beautyˇpreya(
being:ˇlotama(
binding:(ˇnashame(
bit:(ˇshmata(
blackness:(ˇvraXe(
block:ˇmeje(
boy:(ˇshmeshi(
brick:(ˇshkai(
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bundle:(ˇnima(
castle:(ˇbreionya(
child:(ˇprau(
cloud:(ˇnechula(
couple((2(exactly):(ˇrae(
dance:(ˇmyythe(
danger:(ˇthinta(
daughter:(ˇtaram(
down:(ˇadoku(
Earth:(ˇjurnei(
east:(ˇjamei(
enclave/community:(ˇpyei(
fear:(ˇjene(
feather:(ˇblum(
female(creature((woman):(ˇjvieti(
few((3(exactly):(ˇmine(
fire:(ˇvrean(
flash((lightning):(ˇbre(
flutter:(ˇmeth(
freedom:(ˇlincha(
girl:(ˇtara(
God:(ˇChabala(
grass:(ˇshmonei(
gratitude:(ˇtilo(
heart:(ˇkora(
Heaven:(ˇHochma(
ice:(ˇklime(
information:ˇimati(
little/some:(ˇjmoe(
jewelry:(ˇpronti(
male(creature((man):(ˇbreo(
morsel:(ˇmika(
mound((a(lot):(ˇtyema(
name:(ˇmina(
night:ˇnon(
north(:(ˇnoda(
owl:ˇmoje(
pain:(ˇxata(
pebble:(ˇjuna(
place/land/location:(ˇjyete(
point((geometrical):(ˇjrane(
praise:(ˇyamta(
proverb/wise(tale:(ˇposolo(
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quickness:(ˇshpire(
rain:(ˇrado(
reason:(ˇjmeo(
sand:(ˇshtenia(
seed:(ˇunti(
set:(ˇsmi(
sincerity:(ˇchalinma(
single((1(exactly):(ˇdie(
slowness:(ˇmele(
son:(ˇshmeshim(
song:(ˇmishi(
south:(ˇsadu(
spear:(ˇxani(
spread:(ˇyenta(
stone:(ˇbjora(
storm:(ˇpanei(
strength:(ˇkinpa(
surface:(ˇshrei(
sweet:(ˇtyrie(
symbol/sign:(ˇjrene(
that:(ˇbrañe((
the:(ˇdiri(
these:(ˇkuotolo(
this:(ˇkuoto(
thorn:ˇlotti(
those:(ˇbrañelo(
thunder:(ˇkra(
touch:(ˇpacha(
up:(ˇnamei(
valley:(ˇshoma(
water:(ˇecha(
west(:(ˇrata(
wisp:(ˇple(
wood:(ˇshparan(
word:(ˇtrachem(
10(exactly:(ˇshie(
(
3&tones&
and:(wen(
by(means(of:(wshka(
everywhere(ness):(wkranya(
far(ness)/distal:(witkam(
for(the(purpose((of):(wmecha(
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for:(wju(

from:(wshamti(

here:(wbrau(

in:(wnie(

indefinite(article(‘a’(or(‘an’:wo(

midway(ness)/medial:(wtynkipa(

near(ness)/proximal:(wmyynta(

on:(wyoa(

showXing:(wshvaXm(

that:(wma(

who:(wki(

with:(wloshi(

(

5&tones&
to(approach:(ˆkyytheña((

to(ask(for:(ˆjneieña((

to(ask(forgiveness:(ˆpieña(

to(be(/(to(exist:(ˆadeñe((

to(be(happy/((be(joyful:(ˆmocheña(

to(be(honest:(ˆrakeña((

to(be(sincere/honest:(ˆchalineña(

to(begin:(ˆeneñe(

to(bind(together:(ˆnashamene(

to(breathe:(ˆyytheña(

to(burn:(ˆskeyeñe(

to(celebrate:(ˆbroyeñe(

to(comfort:(ˆvyeieña(

to(complete/(to(finish:(ˆnieyeñe(

to(confuse:(ˆbrauteña(

to(continue/(to(keep(going:(ˆtxocheña(

to(create:(ˆdyetineñe(

to(dance:(ˆmyytheña((

to(discover:(ˆkoreña(

to(do:(ˆtvaeña(

to(dream:(ˆsaueñe((

to(drink:(ˆbrabeña((

to(fear((something):(ˆjeneña(

to(feel((emotion):(ˆshbieñe((

to(fly:(ˆvyareña((

to(give:(ˆshmeieña(

to(go:(ˆnaeña(

to(guide/(lead:(ˆdraueña(

to(have:(ˆomateñe(
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(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

to(hear:(ˆsmaeñe((
to(help:(ˆkuveñe(
to(look(at/(to(admire(another(person’s(beauty:(ˆkimpoveñe(
to(love:(ˆameñe(
to(make:(ˆmyysheñe(
to(move(quickly:(ˆshipireñe(
to(move(slowly:(ˆmeleñe(
to(need:(ˆjrueña((
to(pass(forward((euphamism(for(die):(ˆtrucheña(
to(play((music):(ˆsvayeñe(
to(pray:(ˆnathimeñe((
to(put:(ˆtemeña(
to(replace:(ˆtxoneña(
to(seem:(ˆjiatameña((
to(show:(ˆshvaeñe(
to(sleep:(ˆkrutheñe((
to(smile:(ˆjvaueña(
to(speak:(ˆraieña((
to(symbol(ize)/(to(sign((something)(
to(take(off((for(flight):(ˆnoreña((
to(take:(ˆateña((
to(thank:(ˆkoyeñe((
to(think:(ˆthimeña(
to(touch/(to(feel:(ˆpacheñe(
to(try:(ˆnyytheña((
to(understand:(ˆvxateña(
to(use:(ˆdxueñe((
to(want:(ˆratuveñe((
to(hunt:(ˆyeheña(
to(see:(ˆsmieña(
to(sing/(to(say:(ˆmisheña((

!
!
!
!
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8)&Appendix&
(
8.1(Tower(Of(Babel(Translation((
(
Genesis&11:1T9&
(
11wTrova(((((ˇdiri(((((((((ˇjurnei(((((((wshvaXm(((((((((ˇnieyXe(((((((((((((((ˆadXyemXti((((((((((((((((wloshi(
((((((Now((((((((((the((((((((((Earth((((((showXPGR(((completeXNMLZ(((((((beXPST.IMPX3SG((((((((((((with(
‘Now(all(the(Earth(continued(to(be(of’(
(
((ˇdi(((((ˇMyytha((((wen((((ˇdi((((((ˇnimaXn((((ˇtrach.((2wKyyn((((((((((((ˆta(((((((((((ˆna((((Xyem((((Xtimo(((((
(((one(((language((and((one(((((setXCLF((((((word.(((2When((((theyXNEUT(((((((go((((XPST.IMP(((((X3PL(((((
‘one(language(and(of(one(set(of(words.(As(they(traveled’(
(
ˇjamei,(((((((((ˆta(((((((((((((((ˆkor((((((((Xye(((Xtimo(((((wo(((((((ˇshoma(
(east((((((((theyXNEUT(((((discover((XPST(((((X3PL((((((((((a(((((((((valley(
‘eastward,(they(discovered(a(valley(plain’(
(
wnie(((ˇdiri(((((ˇjyete(((((ˆ(jrenXye(
(((in(((((the(((((((land((((((symbolXPST(
‘in(the(land(of’(
(
ˇShinar.(((3wDipa(((((((((ˆta(((((((((((((ˆmishXyeXtimo((((((((ˇjavrei(((((((ˇlotamaXñ(
Shi’nar.((((3Then((((((theyXNEUT((((((sing((XPST((X3PL(((((((((((each((((((((((beingXACC:(
‘Shi’nar.(Then(they(said(to(one(another:’(
(
((((((<(((((((((((((((ˆLa(((((((((ˆnaeña!((((ˆSo(((((((((ˆmeju((((((((((ˆmyysh(Xya((Xtem(((((ˇshkaiXlo(
“XQUOT(((((((YouX2PL(((((comeXIMP!((We((((((((suggest(((((((((make((((XPRS(((((X1PL((((((((brick(((XPL(
‘“Come!(Let(us(make(bricks”’(
(
wen(((((ˆske((((Xya(((Xtem(((((((((ˇtuñ((((((((((((((wshka(((((((((((((ˇvrean.(((>((((((((wEn(((((((((ˆta((
and((((burn((((XPRS((X2PL((((((themXACC((((((by(means(of((((((((fire((((((XQUOT(((And((((theyXNEUT(
‘“and(bake(them(with(fire.”(So(they’(
(
ˆdxuXyeXtimo((((ˇshkai(((((((wmecha((((((((((((((((ˆ(txonXya(((((((((((((((ˇbjora,(((wen(((ˇbjora(((
use(((XPST((((X3PL(((((brick((((for(the(purpose((((replaceXPRS((((((((((((stone,((((((and(((((stone(
‘used(bricks(instead(of(stone,(and(bitumen’(
(
wen((ˇjurnei((((((wju(((((((((((((ˇnashamXe.(
and((Earth((((((((for(((((((((((bindingXNMLZ.(
‘as(mortar’.(
(
(((4ˆTa(((((((((((((wtrova(((ˆmish(–ye(Xtimo:((<((((((((((((((ˆLa(((((((((((((ˆnaeña!(((((((((((((((
(4TheyXNEUT(((now((((((((sing(((XPST(((((((X3PL(((XQUOT(((((((YouX2PL(((((comeXIMP!((((
‘They(now(said:(“Come!’(
(
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((ˆSo((((((((((((ˆmeju(((((((ˆdyetin((Xya(Xtem((((wo(((((((ˇpyei(((((wju(((((((((ˇlaXñ(((((((wen((((wo(((

((We((((((((suggest((((((((create((((XPRS(((((X1PL((((an((((enclave((for((((((usXACC((((((and((((a((

‘Let(us(build(a(city(for(ourselves(and(a’(

(

ˇbreionyaXmoi((((wma(((((wloshi((((((((ˇfu(((((((((ˇjrane(((((wnie(((((ˇdiri((((((((ˇHochmaXlo(,(wen((

((castle((((((XAUG((((((that((((((with((((((((itXPOS((((((point(((((((in(((((theXDET(((((((Heaven((XPL(,(((and(((

‘tower(with(its(tip(in(the(heavens,(and’(

(

ˆso((((((((ˆmeju(((((((((ˆmyyshXyaXtem(((((((wo((((((ˇmina(((wshvaXm((

we(((((((suggest(((((((make(((XPRS((X1PL((((((((((a(((((((name(((showXPRG(((((((

‘let(us(make(a(celebrated(

(

(((ˇbroy((((((Xe(((((((((((((w(ju((((((ˇsoXñ,((((((((((wmecha((((((((((((((((ˆso(((((((ˆadXyiXtem((

celebtrateXNMLZ((((((((((for(((((usXACC,(((for(the(purpose((((((we((((((((be(–FUT(X1PL(((((

‘name(for(ourselves,(so(that(we(will(

(

((wsvhaXm((((((((((ˇkranya((((((ˆñate(((((yoa((((((((wen(((((ˇjurneiXu(((((((((((ˇshrei.(((((5wDipa((Yahova(((

show((XPRG((((everywhere((((((NEG((((((on((((((((((the((((EarthXPOSS((((((((((surface.(((5Then((Jehova(

‘not(be(scattered(over(the(entire(face(of(the(Earth.(Then(Jehova’(

(

ˆnaXyeXti(((((((((((((adoku((((ˆpatene((((((ˇdiri((((((((ˇpyei(((((((wen((((((((wdiri(((((((ˇbreionyaXmoi(((((

goXPSTX3SG((((((((((((((down(((((seeXINF(((((((((the(((((((enclave((((and(((((((the((((((((((castle(((((((XAUG(
‘went(down(to(see(the(city(and(the(tower’(

(

wma(((((((ˇdiri(((((ˇshmeshimXlo((((wma((((((shka(((((((((((((ˇbreoXlo((((((((((((((ˆti(

that(((((((the(((((((((((((((((son((((((((((XPL(((((((that((((((((by(((((((((((((((((manXPL((((((((((theyXMASC((((((((

‘that(the(sons(of(men’(

(

ˆdyetinXye.((((6ˇYahova((((trova(((((ˆmish(–ye(–ti:(((<((((((((((ˆLa(((((((((ˆpateñe!((((((((ˆTa(((

createXPST.((((((6Jehova((((((((now((((((sing(((XPST(((X3SG:(QUOT((((YouX2PL((((((seeXIMP!(((((TheyXNEUT(
‘had(built.(Jehova(then(said:(“Look!(They’(

(

ˆadXyaXtimo(((((ˇdi((((((((ˇnimaXn((((((ˇlotama((wloshi((((((ˇdi(((((ˇMyythxa,((((((wen((((ˇkuoto((

be(((XPRS(X3PL(((((((((one(((bundleXCLF(((((being((((((with(((((one((((language,(((((((and(((((this(

‘are(one(people(with(one(language,(and(this’(

(

ˆadX(ye(((((((((ˇdiri((((((ˇdyteinXe((((((((((wma((((((((((ˆta(((((((((((((ˆenXyeXtimo(((((ˆmyysheñe.(

((beXPRS(((((((((((theX(((((createXNMLZ(((((((that(((((theyXNEUT(((beginXPSTX3PL(((((((((makeXINF(
‘is(what(they(have(started(to(do’.(

(

ˇTrova((((ˆadXya(((ˆñate((((wo((((((((ˇdyteinXe,((((((wma((nie(((((((ˇtu(((((((((((((((((ˇthimXeXlo,(

((Now(((((((beXPRS((((((NEG((((((((a(((((((((creatXNMLZ,((((that(((in((((theirXGEN((((((((thinkXNMLZXPL,(

‘Now(there(is(nothing(that(they(may(have(in(mind’(

(

(wma(((((((((((((((ˆad(Xyi(((((Xti(((((((((wshvaXm(((((ˇvreita(((((ñate((((tuXñ.(

(that(((((((((((((((beXFUTX3SG.NEUT((((((showXPRG((((ability((((((NEG(((themXACC.(
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‘to(do(that(will(be(impossible(for(them’.(

(

((((7ˆLa((((((((((((ˆnaeña!(((((((((ˆSo((((((ˆmeju(((((((ˆnaXyaXtem((((((((((((ˇadoku(

(7YouX2PL(((((((comeXINF((((((((We(((suggest(((((((go(XPRS((X1PL(((((((((((((down(

‘Come!(Let(us(go(down’(

(

wmia(((((((((((((((ˇtu((((((((((((((((ˇpyei((((((((wen(((((ˆso((((((((((ˆbrauXyaXtem(((((((((ˇtu(

(to(((((((((theirXGEN.NEUT((((enclave(((((and((((we((((((((confuseXPSTX1PL(((((theirXGEN.NEUT((

‘there(and(confuse(their’(

(

ˇMyythxa((((((((((((((((wmecha(((((((((((((((((((((((((((ˆta(((((((((((((ˆmeju(

langauge((((((((((for(the(purpose((((((((((theyX(NEUT(((((((suggestX(

‘language(in(order(that(they(may’(

((((

(((((ˆvxat((((((((Xya(Xtimo(((ˆñate(((ˇdiri((((ˇMyxthraXlo(((ˇjavrei(((ˇlotamaXu.(((8wDipa(((ˇYahova((((

understand(XPRS(((X3PL((((((((NEG(((((((the(((((languageXPL(((((each((((((beingXGEN.((((8Then((((Jehova(

‘not(understand(one(another’s(language.(So(Jehova’(

(

ˆtemXyaXti(((((((((ˆsvhaXm((((((((((((ˇkranya(((((((((((ˇdiri(((((((((ˇMyyxthraXlo((((((wshamti((

((putXPSTX3SG(((((((showXPRG((((((((everywhere(((((((the((((((((((((((languageXPL(((((((((from((

‘scattered(them(from’(

(

(wdiri(((((ˇpyei(((((((wmia((((ˇdiri((((((ˇjurneiXñ,((((((((wen((((((((((((ˆta(((((((((((ˆnieXyeXtimo((((

((the(((((((enclave(((((to((((((the((((((((EarthXACC,((((((((and((((theyXNEUT(((((end(–PST((X3PL(((

‘there(over(the(entire(face(of(the(Earth,(and(they’(

(

ˆshvaXm((((((((ˇmeleo((((((ˆmyysheñe((((ˇdiri(((((ˇpyei.(((((((((((9ˆTa(

show(XPRG((((((((slow(((((((((((makeXINF(((((((the(((((enclave.((9TheyXNEUT(

‘gradually(left(off(building(the(city’(

(

(((ˆjrenXyeXtimo((((ˇdiri(((((((ˇpyei((((((ˇBeibol(((((((wmecha(((((((((((((((ˇYahova(((((ˆbrau(Xya(Xti(

symbolXPST((X3PL(((((((the(((((enclave(((((Babel(((for(the(purpose((((((Jehova((((((confuseXPSTX3SG(

‘That(is(why(it(was(named(Ba’bel,(because(Jehova(confused’(

(

(ˇdiri((ˇ(jurneiXu((((ˇMyythxa,((wen((((ˇYahova(((ˆtemXyaXti((((((((((ˆsvhaXm((((((((

((the(((((EarthXGEN((language,((and(((((Jehova(((((put(–PST(X3SG((((((((showXPRG(((

‘the(language(of(all(the(Earth,(and(Jehova’(

(

(ˇkranya(((((((((ˇdiri((((ˇMyyxthra((((((wshmati((((ˇdiri(((ˇpyei(((((((wmia(((((((ˇdiri(((ˇjunreiXñ.(

(

everywhere((the(((((((language(((((((((from((((((((the((((((enclave((((((to(((((((((the(((((EarthXACC.(

‘scattered(them(from(there(over(the(entire(face(of(the(Earth’.(

&
(

(

(
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8.2(Example(Sentences(

(

1.(wMa((ˇdiri(((((ˇmoje((((ˆmishXyaXti((((ˇdoXñ((((((wmati(((((ˇdiri(((((ˇnon,(((ˇfa((

(((That((((the((((((owl((((((((singXPRSX3SG(((meXACC(((during(((((the((((((night,(((it(

(

ˆjrenXyeXti((((((ˇdoXñ(((((((wma(((((((ˇthinta((((((ˆadXya((((ˇmyynte.(

signalXPSTX3SG(((meXACC((((that(((((((danger((((((beXPRS(((((((near((

‘The(owl,(that(sings(to(me(during(the(night,(signaled(to(me(that(danger(is(near.’((

(

2.(ˇDiri((((((ˇjvieti((((((((((wma(((((((wki((((((((((ˆdo((((((ˆam((Xye,(((((ˇfa(((((((ˆtruchXyeXti(

((((The(((((((((woman(((((that(((((((who(((((((((I((((((((loveXPST.1SG,(she(((((((die(XPSTX(3SG(((((

(

((ˆshvaXm((((((((ˇjale.(

((showXPROG((((peace.(

‘The(woman,(who(I(loved,(died(peacefully.’(

(

3.(wDiri(((ˇprau(ˆ(shmeiXyeXti((((ˇdiri(((((ˇblum((((ˇmojeXu((((wma(((w(o(((((((ˇjrenXe((((((((

(((The((((((child((((give((XPSTX3SG((((((the(((feather(((((owlXPOS((((that((((a(((((symbolXNMLZ(
(

wju((((ˇjale,(((((((ˇfa((ˇmui(((((((ˇkraXñ.(

for((((peace,(((((it((((his(((((((friendXACC.(

(‘The(child(gave(the(owl’s(feather,(which(is(a(symbol(of(peace,(to(his(friend.’(

((

4.(ˆRe((((((ˆshmeiXyeXta((((((ˇrue(((((((((ˇkora(((((wma(((((((wki(((((((ˇdiri((((ˇbreo(((ˆmyythXyeXti((((((((((((

You((((((give((XPSTX2SG(((((((yourXGEN(((((heart((((that(((((who((((((the((((((man(((((danceXPSTX3SG(((((((

(

wloshi(((((((ˇdoXñ.(

((with(((((((meXACC(

‘You(gave(your(heart(to(the(man(who(danced(with(me.’(

(

5.(ˆDo((ˆkruth((Xye((Xm((((wma(((((wkyyn((((ˇdiri(((ˇtara((((((((ˆkyyth(((Xye(Xti((((ˇdoX(ñ.(

((((((I((((((sleepXPST.1SGXIMP((((that(((((when((((the(((((girl(((((((approachXPSTX3SG(((meXACC(

‘I(was(sleeping(when(the(girl(came(in.((

(

6.((ˇSuo((((((ˇdrauXe(((((((ˇJvarei((((((wma(((((wki(((((((ˆmyythXyaXti((((((ˇnore((((ˇbratha,(ˇmi((((((

((((OurXGEN(((leadXNMLZ(((((Jvarei(((((that(((((who((((danceXPRSX3SG(((((((((away((((evil,((((he(((((

(

ˆsmieXyaXti(((ˇdiri((((((ˇjren(((((Xe((Xlo((((ˇjurneiXu(((

(seeXPRSX3SG((((((the(((((symbolXNMLZXPL(((EarthXPOSS.(

(‘Our(leader(Jvarei,(who(rids(of(evil,(reads(the(Earth’s(symbols.(

(

7.(ˆDo(ˆjvau((Xye(((Xm((((((wthat(((((wwhen((((ˆre((((((ˆnor((((((Xye(Xta.(

((((((I(((((smileXPST.1SGXIMP(((((ma((((((((kyyn(((((you((((take(offXPSTX2SG(

‘I(was(smiling(when(you(took(off((in(flight).’(

(

(
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8.(ˇDiri((((((ˇmojeXlo((((((((ˆjrenXyaXtimo(((((((wma((((((((ˇsuo(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
(((((The(((((((((owlXPL( ((symbolXPRSX3PL(((that(((ourXGEN(
(
ˇChabala((((ˆadXyaXti((((ˇbrau(((((((((wmecha(((((((((((((((ˆdrau(Xya(Xti(((((ˇsoXñ.((
((((((God(((((((beXPRSX3SG(((((here(((((for(the(purpose((((guideXPRSX3SG((((usXACC(((
‘The(owls(symbol(that(our(God(is(here(to(guide(us.’(
(
(
8.3(Numbering(System(
(
The(numbering(system(in(ˇMyyxtha(is(based(on(a(baseX10(system,(meaning(that(each(

group( of( numbers( goes( up( by( a( series( of( 10( for( each( set,( much( like( in( English.(

Numbers(in(ˇMyythxa(are(created(in(an(agglutinative(structure,(pairing(together(the(

names( for( the( individual( numbers( (1X9)( consecutively( in( a( sequence( to( create( a(

larger(number.(For(example,(the(number(25(would(combine(the(lexical(items(2+5(in(

that(particular(order(to(create(the(desired(number(‘ˇrasi’.(Each(factor(of(10(builds(off(

of(the(base(‘ˇshi’,(creating(the(sequence(10(‘shi’,(20((two(tens)(‘ˇrashi’(30((three(tens)(

‘ˇminshi’,( 40( (four( tens)( ‘fˇeshi’,( and( so( on.( The( two( patterns( described( above(

continue(until( the(number(100( ‘ˇumi’,(where( the(prefix( for( each(number(past(100(

becomes(umi(plus(the(consecutive(sequence(of(additional(numbers.(For(example(the(

number(143(would(become(100+4+3(or((‘ˇumifemin’.(Similarly,(1043(would(become(

1000+4+3(or(‘ˇuminfemin’.((

(
(
(
(
ˇum(
0(

ˇdi(
1(

ˇra(
2(

ˇmin(
3(

ˇfe(
4(

ˇsi(
5(

ˇlyyn(
6(

ˇti(
7(

ˇduxe(
8(

ˇhea(
9(

ˇshi(
10(

ˇdidi(
11(

ˇdira(
12(

ˇdimin(
13(

ˇdife(
14(

ˇdisi(
15(

ˇdilyyn(
16(

ˇditi(
17(

ˇdiduxe(
18(

ˇdihea(
19(

ˇrashi(
20(

ˇradi(
21(

ˇrara(
22(

ˇramin(
23(

ˇrafe(
24(

ˇrasi(
25(

ˇralyyn(
26(

ˇrati(
27(

ˇraduxe(
28(

ˇrahea(
29(

ˇminshi(
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30(
ˇfeshi(
40(
ˇsishi(
50(
ˇlyynshi(
60(
ˇtishi(
70(
ˇduxeshi(
80(
ˇheashi(
90(
ˇumi(
100(
ˇumin(
1000(
ˇuminshi(
10000(
ˇumiumin(
100,000(
(
(

(

(
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Introduction to Culture of Gu Tɬʌŋɑ́j and ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ 

 Gu Tɬʌŋɑ́j are the speakers of ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ. They are native to a small valley in the 

Greater Caucasus mountain range in Eurasia, located between the Black and Caspian 

Seas. They lived in Neolithic Azerbaijan in roughly 8,000 BCE, coexisting with speakers 

of pre- and Proto-Indo-European. Their placement is consistent with the Kurgan 

hypothesis, proposed in the 1950s by Marija Gimbutas, which postulates that speakers of 

Proto-Indo-European belonged to the Kurgan-Yamna archaeological culture of the 

Pontic-Caspian Steppe in roughly 6,000 BCE (Haak et al., 2015). The Gu Tɬʌŋɑ́j are 

incredibly isolated in their location high in the Greater Caucasus mountains, living 

roughly 700 miles the Pontic-Caspian Steppe. There they are safe from invaders and have 

avoided contact with Proto-Indo-European Kurgan peoples. Although the region has 

rather drastic weather changes, their location is extremely fertile, allowing them to 

cultivate different agricultural products and take care of their flocks of sheep, which are 

their main source of meat and wool. As far back as their oral history can trace, the Gu 

Tɬʌŋɑ́j have always lived in their community in the mountains—occasionally sending 

hunting parties lower down in the foothills in search of food.  

 As agriculturalists and pastoralists living in the high mountains, they spend much 

of their times in pairs or in groups and pass the time with storytelling and singing—the 

most valued non-essential skills in their culture. Because Gu Tɬʌŋɑ́j culture is entirely 

oral, the importance of storytelling and singing is also in conveying history and tradition. 

Their language is called ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ, a derivative version of ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌ-ju ʈú-jɑ qú-tɬʌŋɑ-ʌ, 

meaning ‘the song is sung’. Gu Tɬʌŋɑ́j children learn to sing and tell stories from an 

incredibly young age and those who excel at storytelling and singing achieve a higher 
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social status within the society. A mark of beauty for all individuals is having a deep, 

resonant, expressive, and captivating voice, which earns them admiration and adoration. 

There are regularly held competitions to see who can tell the most captivating stories or 

sing the most beautifully. Storytellers who are the most charismatic and tell the best 

stories often become shamans or leaders for the society. Gu Tɬʌŋɑ́j religious shamans are 

often of the neuter ‘ungender,’ because they combine the best aspects of 

femaleness/femininity. They remember the histories of the Gu Tɬʌŋɑ́j and interpret signs 

from the descendants. 

 The Gu Tɬʌŋɑ́j believe that when the universe came into being through a sudden 

sound, three worlds were created: the world of the past, the world of the present, and the 

world of the future. These three worlds are very similar and exist simultaneously. 

Departed ancestors live in the world of the past, the living live in the world of the present, 

and their descendants live in the world of the future. Because of this, the Gu Tɬʌŋɑ́j have 

a very interesting relationship with death—while life and birth are rejoiced and 

celebrated, death is also. Death marks an individual’s transition from the world of the 

present to the world of the past, where the individual becomes omniscient and helps 

guide the living in order to better provide for their descendants. Gu Tɬʌŋɑ́j people believe 

that dreams are how they can interact with their ancestors and any member of the society 

can do this. The Gu Tɬʌŋɑ́j believe that unborn, living in the world of the future, help 

shape the earth and the seasons—they bring the crops and snow and send signs to the 

shamans when someone is about to be born and pass into the world of the living. Both 

birth and death are causes for celebration and are commemorated with festivities and 

rituals. 
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PHONETICS & PHONOLOGY 

Phonetics 

Consonants: 

 Bilabial Labio-
dental 

Dental Alveolar Post 
Alveolar 

Retro-
flex 

Palatal Velar Uvular Pharyn-
geal 

Glottal 

Plosive   t     d ʈ     ɖ  k     g     q     ɢ  ʔ 
Nasal      ŋ    
Trill          
Tap/Flap   ɾ       
Fricative          ħ h 
Lateral 
Fricative 

  ɬ     ɮ       

Approximant     j     
Lateral 
Approximant 

  l       

(Table 1.1) 
 
 Above is a chart of the consonants of ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ, which are very specific to the 

language. The only phonemes found in English are t, d, k, g, ʔ (pronounced as the glottal 

pause in uh-oh), ŋ (pronounced as the ng in sing), h, j (pronounced as the y in yes), and l. 

There are no bilabial, labiodental, or dental sounds; because the sounds are voiced at the 

alveolar ridge and further back in the mouth the language takes on a very deep and ear-

catching tone that reflects the nature of storytelling in Gu Tɬʌŋɑ́j culture.  

 Most of the phonemes are not found in English: ʈ, ɖ, q, ɢ, ɬ, ɮ, ħ, and ɾ. Plosives, 

fricatives, and lateral fricatives in ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ are paired by location of articulation, 

rather than by voicing: t and ʈ, d and ɖ, k and q, g and ɢ, h and ħ, and ɬ and ɮ. The 

retroflex ʈ and ɖ are pronounced similarly to the English t and d, but with the tongue 

curled against the roof of the mouth. The uvular q and ɢ are pronounced similarly to the 

English k and g, but further back. The alveolar tap ɾ is pronounced similarly to the 

English tt in butter. The voiceless pharyngeal fricative ħ is pronounced as the English h 
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but more forcefully and lower down in articulation. The voiceless and voiced alveolar 

lateral fricatives ɬ and ɮ are pronounced in the same manner: with the tongue against the 

roof of the mouth (similar to a compound of phonemes ʃ in English ship and l in English 

loose; ʒ in English vision and l). 

Vowels: 

 Front Central Back 
Close i  u 
Close-Mid   ɤ 
Open-Mid  ɜ ʌ 
Open   ɑ 
(Table 1.2) 
 
 Vowels in ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ are almost entirely unrounded excluding the rounded 

close back u vowel. The vowels i, u, ʌ, and ɑ are all found in English in the words free, 

tool, hug, and father. The unrounded back vowels ɤ, ʌ, and ɑ are on a continuum of 

openness that relates to tenses in the language. The unrounded back close-mid vowel ɤ is 

pronounced similarly to ʌ with the mouth slightly more closed. The unrounded central 

open-mid vowel ɜ is pronounced similarly to ɛ in English bed but is articulated slightly 

further back in the mouth. 

Phonology 

 The syllable structure of ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ is (C) (C) V (C). The minimum for any 

syllable is the lone vowel, to which consonants can then be added. 

V – u, INDF.ABS particle 
VC – ir-, ‘full’, ‘all’ 
CV – ku, DEF.IN.3.SG.ABS particle 
CVC – diɾ, ‘way’ 
CCV – kɾʌ, ‘thing’ 
CCVC – qjul, ‘cloud’  
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 The stress pattern of ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ is heavy-left, light-left. This means that in any 

multi-syllable word, the stress will fall on the furthest left heavy syllable, or given 

situations where there a word is composed of multiple light syllables, the stress will fall 

on the furthest left syllable. 

ɮílkʌ, ‘tail’ 
ħɑkɜ́l, ‘thunder’ 
ɮídi, ‘rabbit’ 
 

Phonotactic Restraints 

 There are several phonotactic restraints that mark the pronunciation of the 

ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ. All plosives can be paired with tap, approximants, and lateral approximants 

in the onset position. 

tɾ- dɾ- ʈɾ- ɖɾ- kɾ- gɾ- qɾ- ɢɾ- 
tj- dj- ʈɾ- ɖɾ- kj- gj- qj- ɢj- 
tl- dl- ʈl- ɖl- kl- gl- ql- ɢl- 
 

All plosives can be paired with lateral fricatives according to voicing in the onset 

position. 

 tɬ- ʈɬ- kɬ- qɬ- 
 dɮ- ɖɮ- gɮ- ɢɮ- 
 
Fricatives cannot be paired—syllables with fricatives in the onset position can only be 

CV or CVC. Only alveolar tap ɾ, lateral fricatives ɬ and ɮ, lateral approximant l, and the 

palatal approximant j are allowed in the coda position, where they are velarized. Plosives 

are aspirated in the word initial position and in stressed syllables. 

Phonological Rules 

 The only phonological rules in ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ concern diphthongs, which are not 

allowed. While there are multi-syllabic words where vowels can be clustered, vowel 
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clusters are only allowed in the original form of the word, where each vowel is 

pronounced individually within its syllable.  

ɢɑ.íl, ‘death’ 

The two phonological rules that govern how vowel clusters are managed are the J-rule, 

and the 1st Vowel Dropping rule: 

J-Rule 

 In set cases of vowel clustering, one vowel of the cluster will become the palatal 

approximant j.  

͡ɑu ! aj 

͡iɜ ! jɜ 

1st Vowel Dropping Rule 

 When words containing clustered vowels are compounded with other words, the 

original word’s first vowel in the cluster will drop. When words or suffixes are 

compounded and create a vowel cluster, the first vowel in the cluster will drop. If the 

stress does not all on any part of the vowel cluster it, the stress of the word will not shift. 

ŋɑ + tɤɑ́ɾ, ‘NEG + time’ ! ŋɑtɑ́ɾ, ‘before’ 
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MORPHOLOGY 

 ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ is an agglutinative language, where words are made primarily via 

suffixing, although there are some prefixes.  

Morphological Rules 

 Suffixes are added by immediacy of the concept: the order indicates smaller ideas 

that become larger as new suffixes are added. Therefore, suffixes indicating the genitive 

case attach to the word before suffixes indicating the locative, ablative, or allative cases. 

dɮul-  ju            tɑ́-            jɑ-           ɾʌ  
place-GEN.ABS   1.SG.ERG-GEN.ERG-LOC 
‘at our place’ 
 

When an agglutinative suffix that begins with a vowel is attached to a word that ends in a 

vowel, the last vowel in the word will drop. 

/íl-gu-tɬʌŋɑ-ʌ/ ! [íl-gu-                tɬʌ.ŋ-ʌ]  
                                     F- AN.3.SG.ABS-sing-PRS 
‘she sings’ 
 

Adjectivization 

 Adjectivization is the process by which adjectives can be made. In ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ, 

adjectives are formed in three ways: they exist naturally in the language, naturally 

existing adjectives are modified to create new adjectives, or adjectival phrases are created 

using the íjʌ + noun format. Slight modifications can be made to any of these adjective 

formats using the prefix ŋɑ to negate the adjective and change the meaning to ‘opposite 

of the adjective’ or ‘not quite adjective’ in the British English sense of ‘quite’ meaning 

‘not extensively’. Adjectives can also be augmented without limit using full reduplication 

of the adjective to mean ‘very adjective,’ ‘very, very adjective’, etc. 
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Naturally existing adjectives: 

• ɜ́ɾŋɑl, ‘possible’ 
o ŋɑ-ɜ́ɾŋɑl, ‘impossible’ or ‘not quite possible’ 
o ɜ́ɾŋɑlɜɾŋɑl, ‘very possible’ 

• ŋiɜ́l, ‘long’ 
o ŋɑ-ŋiɜ́l, ‘not long’ or ‘not quite long’ 
o ŋjɜ́lŋjɜl, ‘very long’1 

 
Modified adjectives are made by compounding the adjective with a noun to create a new 

adjective. 

• ŋiɜ́l + tɤɑ́ɾ, ‘long’ + ‘time’ ! ŋjɜ́ltɑɾ, ‘old’ 
o ŋɑ-ŋjɜ́ltɑɾ, ‘not old’ or ‘not quite old’ 
o ŋiɜ́l + ŋjɜ́ltɑɾ, ‘long’ + ‘old’ ! ŋjɜ́lŋiɜltɑɾ, ‘ancient’ 

 
Created adjectives are made using the adjectival phrase ‘íjʌ + noun’, or ‘noun-like’. The 

created adjective can be used to describe the noun itself but is also usable with a separate 

meaning. 

 
• íjʌ + ŋɜ́gi, ‘like + fur’ ! íjʌ ŋɜ́gi, ‘fur-like’ or ‘soft’ 

o ŋɑ íjʌ ŋɜ́gi, ‘not fur-like’ or ‘not soft’ 
o íjʌ ŋɜ́giŋɜgi, ‘very fur-like’ or ‘very soft’ 

Nominalization 

 Nominalization is the process by which an existing noun or verb can be modified 

to create a new noun. Usually this noun is something that is not native to the Gu Tɬʌŋɑ́j’s 

environment and must be described in terms of things they already know.  

• Nouns can be made from any existing noun using the prefix krij-, which 

creates a noun that is described by ‘noun-like thing’ 

o krij- + túɾɜ, ‘krij- + dog’ ! kríjtuɾɜ, ‘dog-like thing’2 

                                                
1 Because ŋiɜ́l is a full word meaning ‘long,’ the phonological rule that does not allow 
diphthongs changes does not affect the word ŋiɜ́l by itself. When ŋiɜ́l is modified to 
create compound adjectives, as in the case of /ŋiɜ́lŋiɜl/, the word must comply with the 
phonological rule and becomes [ŋjɜ́lŋjɜl]. 
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o krij- + ŋiɜ́l, ‘krij- + long’ ! kríjŋjɜl, ‘inherently long thing’3 
 

• Nouns can be made from verbs to describe whether the noun is the at or the 

patient of the verb. 

o  tɬʌ́ŋɑ + -ɑj, ‘sing-INF + -ɑj’ ! tɬʌŋɑ́j, ‘singer’ or ‘thing that sings’4 
o dɮi + -uj, ‘hear-INF + -uj’ ! dɮuj, ‘fixee’ or ‘thing that is fixed’5 

 
  

                                                                                                                                            
2 The prefix krij- comes from the historically descriptive phrase ku íjʌ ____ kɾʌ, glossed 
as ‘the noun-like thing’, which became ku kɾʌ-íjʌ ____. Over time, the wedges dropped 
out of the phrase, which left krij- used as a prefix meaning ‘like thing’ that would be 
attached to the existing noun used to describe the foreign noun. 
3 Gradually, the krij- prefix was also attached to adjectives to create nouns that are 
inherently described by the adjective. This specific noun phrase is different from using an 
adjective to describe a noun, which is more context and noun specific. 
4 The –aj ending is derived from the older phrase /gu tɬʌ́ŋɑ kluɬu au/, glossed as ‘the sing-
INF person NZ’. The nominalizing particle au was originally used as a circumfix to match 
the determining particle to show the phrase as a complete noun concept. Because au 
defies the phonological rule regarding diphthongs, it became aj, which attached to the 
verb infinitive to create the active do-er of the verb. 
5 The –uj suffix came about in response to the –aj suffix as a way of conveying the object 
receiving the verb where a denotes the active/ergative and u denotes the 
passive/absolutive. 
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SYNTAX 

 The word order of ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ is object-subject-verb (OSV). The word order is 

very strict, meaning that sentences maintain OSV order at all times. The only types of 

phrases whose placement in the sentence can shift are instrumental phrases and those that 

provide more information about the subject, the object, or the verb. 

ku                 tikɑ́ɾ    ʈɑ́-          ʈɬ-      ɤ      [íɬu    ɢɑ                  kɜqɑ́l-  ju 
IN.3.SG.ABS  house  1.PL.ERG-build-PST  [with  AN.3.PL.ERG  friend-GEN.ABS  
íl-tɑ-            jɑ          ] 
F-1.SG.ERG-GEN.ERG] 
ku                 tikɑ́ɾ    [íɬu    ɢɑ                  kɜqɑ́l-  ju            íl-tɑ-             jɑ           ] 
IN.3.SG.ABS  house  [with  AN.3.PL.ERG  friend-GEN.ABS  F-1.SG.ERG-GEN.ERG] 
ʈɑ́-           ʈɬ-      ɤ 
1.PL.ERG-build-PST   
‘I built the house with myF friends’ 
 

Verbs 

 Verbs are conjugated by compounding the information that the verb provides: 

gender, person and case, the verb itself, and the tense (gender + person/case + verb + 

tense). Verbs in ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ are very simple: they can indicate ergativity/transitivity and 

absolutivity/intransitivity, or the passive (see Ergative/Absolutive Case). Verbs only 

distinguish tense, not aspect or mood.  

Gender 

 Gender in ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ is divided into three: female/feminine, male/masculine, 

and neuter/mixed. Both singular individuals and groups can be categorized in these three 

ways. Female/feminine individuals are marked with the prefix –il, male/masculine 

individuals are marked with the prefix –ol, and neuter individuals are unmarked. Solely 

female/feminine or male/masculine groups are marked with the respective prefixes, while 
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mixed groups –no matter the gender composition—are unmarked. The verb and all 

pronouns used to refer to the subject of a sentence must agree in gender.  

Person & Case 

 Pronouns an important part of the verb because they indicate both the number of 

the subject or passive object of the sentence and the agent or passive patient of the verb. 

Pronouns are the same as those used as nouns or determiners (see Person). 

Verb 

 The verb by itself is the infinitive form (‘to ____’), and is simply inputted into the 

verb-conjugating structure without modification beyond potentially dropping the final 

vowel in cases of 1st Vowel Dropping Rule. 

Tense 

 Tenses in ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ are quite simple and correspond to openness of the mouth 

on back vowels. -ɤ denotes the past tense, -ʌ denotes present tense, and -ɑ denotes future 

tense. 

 Past Present Future 
Ergative (g) + pronoun-ɑ + verb + -ɤ (g) + pronoun-ɑ + verb + -ʌ (g) + pronoun-ɑ + verb + -ɑ 
Absolutive (g) + pronoun-u + verb + -ɤ (g) + pronoun-u + verb + -ʌ (g) + pronoun-u + verb + -ɑ 
(Table 2.1) 
 

qɑɬ, ‘to eat’ 
tɑ-qɑ́ɬ-ɤ ‘IN ate’ ku-qɑ́́ɬ-ɤ ‘it was eaten’ 
íl-dɑ-qɑɬ-ʌ ‘youF eat’ ʈu-qɑ́ɬ-ʌ ‘weMX are eaten’ 
ól-gɑ-qɑɬ-ɑ ‘he will eat’ íl-ɖu-qɑɬ-ɑ ‘youPL.F will be eaten’ 
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In order to create the imperative form of the verb in ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ, you attach the ergative 

form of the pronoun to the end of the verb infinitive. It can be directed to first, second, 

and third person parties, including inanimate objects. To gender the individual or group 

receiving the command, the gender prefix is added before the pronoun. 

qɑ́ɬ-ʈɑ! ‘let us eat!’ 
qɑ́ɬ-il-dɑ! ‘(youF) eat!’ 
qɑ́ɬ-ol-gɑ! ‘let him eat!’ 
 

Factive Copula 

 The factive copula (glossed as COP) is used to state things that are known facts, or 

to make stand-alone noun phrases into facts. The word lar is effectively ‘to be’ and can 

be conjugated in the past, present, or future using the same tenses as with regular verbs. 

gu                  túɾɜ-ju             ól-gɑ-                 jɑ            láɾ-  ɤ 
AN.3.SG.ABS   dog-GEN.ABS   M-AN.3.SG.ERG-GEN.ERG   COP-PST 
‘He had a dog.’ 
 

Nouns 

 In ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ, nouns are not modified unless compounded to create a new term. 

All modifications of nouns to create plurals or make nouns definite or indefinite are done 

on the determining particle. The default form for all nouns is singular (excluding mass 

nouns), definite, and respectively ergative or absolutive unless otherwise stated. Default 

ergativity/absolutivity, or inherent ergativity/absolutivity, is determined by the animacy 

of the noun based upon the noun class to which it belongs. Inherently ergative nouns 

belong to the Elements, Living Things (People, Animals, and Plants), and Weather 

classes. Inherently absolutive nouns belong to the Inanimate, Food, or Body Part classes. 

Nouns in the Abstract Concepts or Intangible Things classes are pre-determined as 
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ergative or absolutive—compound words are highly unlikely to be put into this class 

unless both nouns forming the compound are in this class. 

Gender 

 Gender can be applied to all nouns in the Living Things class if the gender is 

known; it is often applied to People and Animals and very irregularly applied to the 

Plants class (see Gender above). Gender prefixes can also be attached to pronouns the 

same as in conjugating verbs (see Person below). 

klúɬu, ‘person’ ! ílkluɬu, ‘woman’ 

Person 

 Pronouns can be used as a stand-in for the subject or object and indicate the 

number and case described. The number of individuals or things described by the 

pronoun is indicated by the augmentation of the initial plosive—the further-back 

articulation increases the number described. Animate nouns with known gender can take 

a gender prefix to indicate whether it is female/feminine, male/masculine, or 

neuter/mixed. Pronouns are, by definition, definite in ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ. 

 Singular Plural 
1st Person t(a/u)   ʈ(a/u)   
2nd Person d(a/u)   ɖ(a/u)   
3rd Person (inanimate) k(a/u)   q(a/u)   
3rd Person (animate) g(a/u)   ɢ(a/u)   
(Table 2.2) 
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Number 

 Because most nouns are defaulted singular, excluding mass nouns, number in 

ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ is indicating using the ‘Hand System.’ The hand system describes the 

amount of a noun as it is able to be held in individual or group hands.  

gu                          íɾɑɬ            kɜ́tiɬi-  ju             ʈɑ́-           jɑ            lɑ́ɾ-  ʌ 
DEF.AN.3.AG.ABS   full-hand   sheep-GEN.ERG   1.PL.ERG-GEN.ERG   COP-PRS 
‘We have one sheep’ 
 

When describing the amount of intangible things or abstract concepts, the tangible 

marker ɮu (glossed as TNG) is used. 

du-           kíɾ-   ɤ      gɑ                   ɮu    tɑɬ              dilɜ́l 
2.SG.ERG-sleep-PST   AN.3.SG.ERG   TNG   half-hand   night 
‘youN slept half the night.’ 
 

The Hand System is also frequently used to describe the size of a noun in conjunction 

with or in replacement of an adjective. Some things are ŋɑ́ɬ ‘unable to be held,’ meaning 

that there is too little of the noun or ŋɑkɑɾɑ́ɬ ‘too much to be held in group hands,’ 

meaning that there is too much of the noun; this often corresponds to size. 

 Mass nouns are relatively set and take one of three classifiers: ŋɜ́ɮi, ‘piece’ for 

solid mass nouns, and djítɤ, ‘bucket’ or ɢli, ‘drop’ for liquids depending upon the amount 

described. 

ku                         ɢli       ʈiɢʌ́ʔ    íl-gɑ-                 kɑɬ-   ɤ 
DEF.IN.3.AG.ABS   drop   liquor   F-AN.3.SG.ABS- drink-PST 
‘She drank the drop of liquor’ 
 

Nouns are made plural on the determiner by augmentation of the onset plosive on the 

pronoun from the more fronted form to the more backed form (see Consonants). 

ku                        gɾɜ́ɮɜ   ! qu                       gɾɜ́ɮɜ 
DEF.IN.3.SG.ABS   stone   ! DEF.IN.3.PL.ABS   stone 
‘the stone’ ! ‘the stones’ 
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Definite & Indefinite 

 Nouns are made definite or indefinite on the determiner. As with English, in 

ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ words like ‘this’, ‘that’, ‘these’, and ‘those’ make a noun definite and make 

the use of a pronoun unnecessary.  

titáɾɢu   olgíʈi 
these      boy 
‘these boys’ 
 

Because nouns are definite unless otherwise stated, all indefinite nouns must have the 

indefinite particle denoting whether it is ergative a or absolutive u.  

ɑ                 túɾɜ 
INDF.ERG   dog 
‘a dog’ 
 

The only exception to this rule is when nouns come in tri-part repetition, which is a very 

special format native to storytelling in ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ. Because the tri-part mentions the 

same noun three times, it effectively makes the noun a mid-determined noun phrase. 

Mid-determined noun phrases refer to specific nouns that are not necessarily previously 

known to the storyteller. 

kɜ́tiɬi    iɬ      kɜ́tiɬi     iɬ      kɜ́tiɬi       tɑ-           ɖɮɜ́ɾ- ɤ    
sheep   and   sheep   and   sheep   1.SG.ERG-chase-PST 
‘I chased sheep’  
 

Questions 

 Questions continue to follow OSV format. The placement of the question word 

kiʔ emphasis what part of the sentence is being questioned. 

kiʔ  du-           kír-    ɑ    ? 
Q      2.SG.ABS-sleep-FUT? 
‘Will you sleep?’6 

                                                
6 This use of kiʔ questions person committing the action (whether ‘you’ will sleep in the 
future). 
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If the question relates to a specific part of the verb, kiʔ can be infixed into the verb. 

dɑ-kíʔ-kir-ɑ? 
2.SG.ABS-Q-sleep-FUT? 
‘Will you sleep?7 
 

For questions that use question words such as who, what, where, when, why, and how, 

the question word takes the place of the answer in the sentence. 

<íl-gu                  kíʔkluɬu?>    <ɑ́jʌɾi    lɑ́ɾ-  ʌ   .> 
<F- AN.3.SG.ERG   who       ?>   <Ɑ́jʌɾi   COP-PRS.> 
‘Who is she?’ ‘She is Ɑ́jʌɾi.’ 
 

Relative Clauses 

 Relative clauses are formed by the head-initial interrogative word that indicates 

the subject to which the relative clause relates followed by the clause describing it. When 

glossed, the relative phrase is offset in brackets; when used in spoken ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ, the 

relative phrase is offset by a brief pause before and after. 

ól-gu                  [kíʔkluɬu    ku    kjur      íl-ga-                gɾi-   ɤ       ]        
M-AN.3.SG.ABS   [REL-who   DEF.IN.3.SG.ABS   meat    F- ERG.AN.3.SG-cook-PRS]      
íl-gɑ-                hɜl-    ʌ    . 
F- ERG.AN.3.SG-know-PRS. 
 “The girl who cooked the meat knows him” 
 

Cases 

Ergative/Absolutive Case 

 The ergative and absolutive cases are incredibly important in ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ. They 

are used to denote transitive and intransitive, active and passive, subject and object—

basically indicating everything about a sentence. The cases are indicated on all nouns and 

conjugated verbs, as well as in possessives (see Genitive Case).  

                                                
7 This use of kiʔ questions the verb action (whether the person will sleep in the future). 
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The ergative is used in sentences with transitive verbs, where the subject or agent takes 

the ergative form a and the object or patient of the transitive verb takes the absolutive 

form u. 

du             il-tɑ-           ʈélɤ.ʈ-ʌ 
2.SG.ABS   F- 1.SG.ERG-love- PRS 
‘I love you’ 
 

The absolutive form is used for the subject in sentences with intransitive verbs that do not 

have objects. 

ol-gu-qɑ́ɬ-ɤ 
M-AN.3.SG.ABS-eat-PST 
‘he ate’ 
 

The absolutive form is also used by the object in passive sentences where the subject is 

unstated or unknown. 

gu-ɖɾuɮ-ɑ 
AN.3.SG.ABS-stab-FUT 
‘theysg will be stabbed’ 
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Genitive Case (Possession) 

 Possession is indicated by the –ju/ja/-aju suffix. In this context, the ergative and 

absolutive cases are used to mark which noun is the possessor and which is the possessee. 

It is optional to include the determining particle with possessive nouns or noun phrases 

because the possession makes the noun mandatorily definite. The possessor takes the 

ergative suffix –ja and the possessee takes the absolutive suffix –ju. In cases where there 

are multiple possessors and possessees, the suffix –aju is used to mark nouns that possess 

and are possessed. When glossed, -ju is marked as -GEN.ABS, -ja is marked as -GEN.ERG, 

and –áju is marked as –POSS to indicate that it is both the possessor and possessee. 

tikɑɾ-  ju              kɜqɑ́l- ɑju     il-líɮj-     ɑju     ʈɑ́-           jɑ  
house-GEN.ABS   friend-POSS   F- parent-POSS   1.PL.ERG-GEN.ERG 
‘our mother’s friend’s house’ 
 

Allative, Locative, & Ablative Cases 

 The allative, locative, and ablative cases share the same vowel markers as the past, 

present, and future tenses, indicating movement from the past, location in the present, and 

movement toward the future. They are indicated using the suffix -ɾ(v), where the allative 

takes -ɾɤ, the locative takes -ɾʌ, and the ablative takes -ɾɑ. These suffixes are often 

compounded with nouns of place to create further meaning, such as the following 

examples of compounds created from the allative, locative, and ablative suffixes and the 

word ħɑ ‘sky’. 

• ħɑ + -ɾʌ, ‘sky + LOC’ become ħɑ́ɾʌ ‘up’  
• ħɑ + -ɾɤ, ‘sky + ALL’ become ħɑ́ɾɤ ‘from the sky’ 
• ħɑ + -ɾa, ‘sky + ABL’ become ħɑ́ɾa ‘to the sky’ 
• ŋɑ + -ɾʌ ħɑ́ɾʌ, ‘NEG + LOC + sky’ become ŋɑ́ɾʌ ħɑ́ɾʌ ‘over’ 
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Particles 

Causative Particle 

 The causative particle is used in sentences to give the reason that something 

happened. Unlike other cases, it is not indicated using a suffix but rather the particle íɾi 

‘reason’ found at the end of the phrase it affects. 

ku                         tɑ-           dʌ́lt-ɤ       íɾi 
DEF.IN.3.SG.ABS   1.SG. ERG-talk-PST   CAUS 
‘Because I said so’ 
 

Instrumental Particle 

 The instrumental particle is used in sentences where the verb is completed using 

an instrument. While the instrumental case is similar to the causative in that the particle 

lɜj indicates the instrument, lɜj is found at the beginning of the noun phrase describing the 

instrument. Phrases using the instrumental case can be placed either before or after the 

verb. 

ku                        il-gɑ-                gri-   ʌ      [lɜj      lílɑ] 
DEF.IN.3.SG.ABS   F-AN.3.SG.ERG-cook-PRS   [INST   fire] 
ku                        [lɜj      lílɑ]   il-gɑ-                gri-   ʌ  
DEF.IN.3.SG.ABS  [INST   fire]    F-AN.3.SG.ERG-cook-PRS    
‘she cooks with fire’ 
 

Referential Particle 

 The referential particle ʌ́ɾʌl in ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ plays a very important role and is used 

quite regularly. The referential can be used a placeholder for any concept in a sentence or 

phrase that refers to the previous sentence or phrase and is glossed as REF. The listener 

understands to what the referential refers by the placement in the subject. 

When ʌ́ɾʌl replaces the subject or the object and the verb is completed by an agent 

requiring a different conjugation, the verb must be included and re-conjugated correctly.  
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ɢu                  ħídu               dɑ-          ħɜ́l-   ɑ    .  ʌ́ɾʌl  ol-gɑ-                 ħɜl-   ʌ       
AN.3.PL.ABS   information  2.SG.ERG-learn-FUT.  REF   M- AN.3.SG.ERG-learn-PRES 
‘youF will learn the information. He learns it.’ 
 

When ʌ́ɾʌl replaces the verb to refer to the same agent completing the verb, it is 

unnecessary to restate it. 

u               rɑ́ħɜ   tɑ-           qɑ́ɬ-ɤ      . u               ŋɜ́ɮi     kɑtɾɜ́    ʌ́ɾʌl 
INDF.ABS   fruit   1.SG.ERG-eat- PST.  INDF.ABS   piece   pastry   REF 
‘I ate a fruit. I also ate a piece of pastry.’ 
 

When ʌ́ɾʌl replaces the subject or object that uses the same conjugation for a different 

subject or object, the new subject or object must be included while the verb is 

unnecessary and optionally included. 

gu                   tɬʌŋɑ́j    ól-gu-               tɬʌŋ- ʌ    .  ŋiqɤ́l    ʌɾʌl. 
AN.3.SG.ABS   singer   M- AN3.SG.ABS-sing-PRS.  Ŋiqɤ́l   REF. 
‘The singer sings. Ŋiqɤ́l also sings.’ 
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CREATION MYTH 
[ɢu                        ŋjɜ́lŋjɜltɑɾ   qʌ́lu-ju              ʈɑ́-          jɑ           ]  rʌ     ŋɑ́ʔqɑ  
DEF.AN.3.PL.ABS   ancient        past-GEN.ABS   1.PL.ERG-GEN.ERG]   LOC   nothing    
ŋɑ-   lɑ́ɾ- ɤ    .  
NEG-COP-PST.    
“In our ancient past, there was nothing.” 
 
ŋɑ     u               kɜl        ŋɤl    u               ɢluɾ   ŋɑ-   lɑ́ɾ- ɤ     .  
NEG   INDF.ERG   sound   nor   INDF.ERG   light   NEG-COP-PST.  
“There was no sound nor light.” 
 
ŋɑ     u               ɢɑ́ɾu ,   ŋɑ    u                tlu     ,   ŋɑ    u                ʈíɬʌ    ŋɑ-   lɑ́ɾ- ɤ   .  
NEG   INDF.ERG   earth,   NEG   INDF.ERG   water,   NEG   INDF.ERG   air     NEG-COP-PST.  
“There was no earth, no water, no air. 
 
ílɑ,      u               kɜl       ɢu-                ɖʌ́lʈ-       ɤ     …   ɢɑ                          kɜl     .  
then,   INDF.ERG   sound   AN.3.PL.ABS-rang out-PST  …   DEF.AN.3.PL.ERG   sound.    
“Then, a sound rang out… the sound.” 
 
ku                        dɮúl- ɾʌ      ɢɑ                          kɜl        ɢɑ́-               kuɾ-     ɤ   .  
DEF.IN.3.SG.ABS   place-LOC   DEF.AN.3.PL.ERG   sound   AN.3.PL.ERG-spread-PST.  
“It spread throughout the place.” 
 
gʌ́ʔtɤ    iɬ       gʌ́ʔtɤ    iɬ      gʌ́ʔtɤ    ʌ́ɾʌl    ɢɑ-                tjíɬ-    ɤ    .  
world   and   world   and   world    REF     ERG.AN.3.PL-touch-PST.  
“World and world and world, it touched.” 
 
iɬ      kíʔdɮul    ɢɑ-                tjíɬ-    ɤ    ,   u               ɢluɾ    lɑ́ɾ-  ɤ    .    
and   where      AN.3.PL.ERB-touch-PST,    INDF.ABS   light    COP-PST.    
“And where it touched, there was light.” 
 
ʈóljʌ    iɬ       ʈóljʌ    iɬ      ʈóljʌ    qu-               quʈɤ́ʔ-   ɤ    ,   iɬ       u              kɜl  
color   and   color   and   color   IN.3.PL.ABS-explode-PST,   and   INDF.ABS   sound    
iɬ       u               kɜl        iɬ      u               kɜl        ɢu-                ɖʌ́lʈ-       ɤ    . 
and   INDF.ABS   sound   and   INDF.ABS   sound   AN.3.PL.ABS-rang out-PST. 
“Color and color and color exploded and sound and sound and sound rang out. 
 
ílɑ,      titɑ́ɾqu    gʌ́ʔtɤ    láɾ-  ɤ   . 
thus,   these       world   COP-PST. 
“Thus, the worlds were.” 
 
ɑ               kɜl        iɬ       ɑ               ɢluɾ    ɢɑ-               kɤtíl-       ɤ      iɬ       u               ħɑ  
INDF.ABS   sound   and   INDF.ERG   light   AN.3.PL.ERG-combine-PST   and   INDF.ERG   sky  
iɬ       u               ɢɑ́ɾu   ɢú-                tɬ-       ɤ    . 
and   INDF.ERG   earth   ABS.AN.3.PL-create-PST. 
“Sound and light combined and sky and earth were created.” 
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gu                          ŋɑtɑ́ɾ-ɾʌ        ŋɑʔqɑ      ŋɑ-  lɑɾ-  ɤ   ,   iɬ      gu  
DEF.AN.3.SG.ABS   before-LOC   nothing   NEG-COP-PST,   and   DEF.AN.3.SG.ABS 
iɾtɑ́ɾ-ɾʌ        iɾɑʔqɑ          láɾ- ɤ    . 
after-LOC   everything   COP-PST. 
“Before there was nothing and after there was everything.” 
 
ílɑ,      ɑ́ɖɾɤ   iɬ      liqúɬ            qu-               kɤtíl-      ɤ      titɑ́ɾqu     gʌ́ʔtɤ    tɬɤ            :  
thus,   river   and   mountain    IN.3.PL.ABS-combine-PST   these       world   create-INF: 
ku                         gʌ́ʔtɤ- ju             qʌ́lu-jɑ              iɬ      ku                         
DEF.IN.3.SG.ABS   world-GEN.ABS   past- GEN.ABS   and   DEF.IN.3.SG.ABS    
gʌ́ʔtɤ- ju             ɢidúɾ-    jɑ             iɬ      ku                         gʌ́ʔtɤ- ju  
world-GEN.ABS   present-GEN.ABS   and   DEF.IN.3.SG.ABS   world-GEN.ABS    
ɖʌ́lkɜlʌ-jɑ           . 
future-  GEN.ABS. 
“Thus, river and mountain combined to create these worlds: the world of the past, the 
world of the present, and the world of the future.” 
 
[ku                         gʌ́ʔtɤ- ju            qʌ́lu-jɑ           ]  ɾʌ      ɢu  
[DEF.IN.3.SG.ABS   world-GEN.ABS   past-GEN.ABS]   LOC   DEF.AN.3.PL.ABS  
áɮtjɜ-      ju             ʈú-           jɑ            ɢú-                ʈɬʌŋ-ʌ   . 
ancestor-GEN.ABS   1.PL.ABS-GEN.ERG   AN.3.PL.ABS-live-PST. 
“Our ancestors live in the world of the past.” 
 
[ku                         gʌ́ʔtɤ- ju            ɢidúɾ-    jɑ           ]  ɾʌ        ʈú-          ʈɬʌŋ-ʌ    . 
[DEF.IN.3.SG.ABS   world-GEN.ABS   present-GEN.ABS]   LOC     1.PL.ABS-live-PST. 
“We live in the world of the present.” 
 
iɬ       [ku                        gʌ́ʔtɤ-  ju            ɖʌ́lkɜlʌ-jɑ            ]  ɾʌ     ɢu  
and   [DEF.IN.3.SG.ABS   world-GEN.ABS  future-   GEN.ABS]   LOC   DEF.AN.3.PL.ABS 
gíʈi-   ju              ʈú-           jɑ             ɢú-                ʈɬʌŋ-ʌ   . 
child-GEN.ABS    1.PL.ERG-GEN.ERG    AN.3.PL.ABS-live-PST. 
“And our children live in the world of the future.” 
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LEXICON 
ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ -- English 

a 
ɑɖɾɤ́, ‘river’ (Places) 
ɑɬ, ‘hand’ (Body Parts) 
ɑɬɤ́ʔ, ‘sun’ (Elements) 
ɑ́ɮtjɜ, ‘ancestor’ (People) 
ɑ́ʔlu, ‘other’ 
ɑ́ʔludɮul, ‘there’ 
ɑ́ʔlugu, ‘that’ 
ɑ́ʔluɢu, ‘those’ 
ɑ́ʔluku, ‘that’ 
ɑ́ʔluqu, ‘those’ 
 
d 
dɜŋɑ́l, ‘to encircle’ 
dɜŋɑ́l, ‘circle’ (ku)  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
dilɜ́l, ‘night’ (ga)  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
diɾ, ‘way’ (ku)  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
djítɤ, ‘bucket’ (Inanimate) 
djʌɾ, ‘to taste’ 
dlɑɾ, ‘to open’ 
dɮɜ́ɾɜ, ‘to follow’ 
dɮi, ‘to hear’ 
dɮul, ‘place’ (Places) 
dɮúlɢɑɾuɾʌ, ‘bottom’ (Places) 
dɮúlħɑɾʌ, ‘top’ (Places) 
dɾuɮ, ‘to cut’ 
dúʔlɤ, ‘life’ (ga)  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
dʌ́ltɤ, ‘to talk/speak’ 
 
ɖ 
ɖɑhíl, ‘short’ 
ɖɑhílɢjɑtɤ, ‘short (stature)/low’ 
ɖɑhíltɤɑɾ, ‘young’ 
ɖɜ́jkiɾ, ‘steppe’ (Places) 
ɖɜ́jkiɾdir, ‘East’ (Places) 
ɖɜŋɑ́l, ‘to trap’ 
ɖjʌɾ, ‘to savor’ 
ɖlɑɾ, ‘to break/split’ 
ɖɮɜ́ɾɜ, ‘to chase’ 
ɖɮi, ‘to listen’ 

ɖɾuɮ, ‘to stab’ 
ɖuɜ́ɮ, ‘vegetable’ (Food) 
ɖʌ́lkɜlʌ, ‘future’ (ɢɑ)  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
ɖʌ́ltɤ, ‘to yell/ring out’ 
 
ɜ 
ɛ́hɑ, ‘hello’ 
ɜ́liɾtɜ, ‘sap’ (Inanimate) 
ɜ́ɾŋɑl, ‘possible’ 
 
g 
gɑ́ɮi, ‘to raise/go up’ 
gíŋɤ, ‘sand’ CL: djítɤ/ɢli (Elements) 
gíʈi, ‘child’ (People) 
gjúkɜ, ‘tree’ (Plants) 
gɾɑ́dɑ, ‘to call’ 
gɾɜ́ɮɜ, ‘stone’ (Inanimate) 
gɾi, ‘to cook/heat’ 
gɾidíɾ, ‘South’ (Places) 
gʌ́dɤ, ‘to pause’ 
gʌl, ‘to cool’ 
gʌ́ldiɾ, ‘North’ (Places) 
gʌ́ʔtɤ, ‘world’ (Places) 
 
ɢ 
ɢɑíl, ‘death’ (ga)  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
ɢɑ́ɮi, ‘to jump’ 
ɢɑ́ɾu, ‘earth’ CL: djítɤ/ɢli (Elements) 
ɢɑ́ɾuɾʌ, ‘down’ 
ɢidúɾ, ‘present’ (ɢɑ)  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
ɢíɾdlɜ, ‘building’ (Inanimate) 
ɢjɑ́tɤ, ‘body’ (Body Parts) 
ɢli, ‘drop’ (Inanimate) 
ɢluɾ, ‘light’ CL: ŋɜ́ɮi (Elements) 
ɢɾɑ́dɑ, ‘to name’ 
ɢɾi, ‘to burn’ 
ɢʌ́dɤ, ‘to stop/finish’ 
ɢʌl, ‘to freeze’ 
 
h 
hɜl, ‘to know’ 
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híɮu, ‘to want’ 
hɤɾ, ‘to see’ 
 
ħ 
ħɑ, ‘sky’ (Places) 
ħɑ́ɢli, ‘rain’ CL: djítɤ/ɢli (Weather)  
ħɑɢlúɾ, ‘lightning’ CL: ŋɜ́ɮi (Weather) 
ħɑkɜ́l, ‘thunder’ CL: ŋɜ́ɮi (Weather) 
ħɑ́ɾʌ, ‘up’ 
ħɜl, ‘to learn/understand’ 
ħídu, ‘information’ (ɢɑ) CL: ŋɜ́ɮi 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
ħíɮu, ‘to need’ 
ħɤɖɾʌ́, ‘soup’ CL: djítɤ/ɢli (Food) 
ħɤɾ, ‘to meet/find’ 
 
i 
íjʌ, ‘like’ 
íjʌ ŋɜ́gi, ‘soft’ 
íjʌ ħɑ́ɢli, ‘sad’ 
íjʌ qɑqɑ́ɬqɾʌ, ‘necessary’ 
íjʌ ʈɬʌ́ŋɑ, ‘good’ 
íjʌ qir, ‘bad’ 
íjʌ ɜ́liɾtɜ, ‘sticky’ 
íjʌ ŋɜ́ltiɾ, ‘celebrated’ 
íjʌ ɤ́ʔtʌ, ‘slow’ 
ílɑ, ‘next/thus/then/so’ 
ílgiʈi, ‘girl’ (People) 
ílkluɬu, ‘woman’ (People) 
ílri, ‘grass’ CL: ŋɜ́ɮi (Plants) 
ílɤ, ‘last’ 
iɬ, ‘and’ 
íɬu, ‘with’ 
íɾɑʔqɑ, ‘everything’ CL: djítɤ/ɢli 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
íɾi, ‘reason’ (ku)  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
íɾtɑɾ, ‘after’ (ga)  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
 
k 
kɑɬ, ‘to drink’ 
kɑtɾɜ́, ‘pastry’ CL: ŋɜ́ɮi (Food) 
kɜl, ‘sound’ CL: ŋɜ́ɮi (Elements) 
kɜqɑ́l, ‘friend’ (People) 
kɜ́tiɬi, ‘sheep’ (Animals) 

kiɾ, ‘to sleep’ 
kíʔdiɾ, ‘how’ 
kíʔdɮul, ‘where’  
kíʔhu, ‘maybe’ 
kíʔiɾi, ‘why’  
kíʔkluɬu, ‘who’  
kíʔkɾʌ, ‘what’  
kíʔtɤɑɾ, ‘when’  
kjuɾ, ‘meat’ CL: ŋɜ́ɮi (Food) 
klúɬu, ‘person’ (People) 
klúɬukɾʌ, ‘name’ (ku)  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
kɬil, ‘to close’ 
kɾɤ, ‘to breathe’ 
kɾʌ, ‘thing’ (ku)  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
kúɾi, ‘spread’ 
kuʈɤ́ʔ, to pop 
kɤtíl, ‘to combine’ 
 
l 
lílɑ, ‘fire’CL: djítɤ/ɢli (Elements) 
líɮjɤ, ‘parent’ (People) 
liqúɬ, ‘mountain’ (Places) 
liqúɬdiɾ, ‘West’ (Places) 
 
ɬ 
ɬúkʌ, ‘to move without purpose/start’ 
 
ɮ 
ɮídi, ‘rabbit’ (Animals) 
ɮílkʌ, ‘tail’ (Body Parts) 
ɮíɾi, ‘baby’ (People) 
ɮúkʌ, ‘to move with purpose/continue’ 
 
ŋ 
ŋɑ, ‘no’ 
ŋɑ-ɜ́ɾŋɑl, ‘impossible’ 
ŋɑ́ɾʌ dɜŋɑ́l, ‘around’ 
ŋɑ́ɾʌ ɢɑ́ɾuɾʌ, ‘under’ 
ŋɑ́ɾʌ ħɑ́ɾʌ, ‘over’ 
ŋɑtɑ́ɾ, ‘before’ (ga)  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
ŋɑ́ʔqɑ, ‘nothing’ CL: djítɤ/ɢli 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
ŋɜ́gi, ‘fur’ (Body Parts) 
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ŋɜ́ltiɾ, ‘warrior’ (People) 
ŋɜ́ɮi, ‘piece’ (Inanimate) 
ŋiɜ́l, ‘long’ 
ŋílgu, ‘valley’ (Places) 
ŋílɬʌ, ‘head’ (Body Parts) 
ŋiɬ, ‘but’ 
ŋjɜ́lɢjɑtɤ, ‘tall/high’ 
ŋjɜ́lŋjɜltɑɾ, ‘ancient’ 
ŋjɜ́ltɑɾ, ‘old’ 
ŋɤl, ‘nor’ 
 
o 
ólgiʈi, ‘boy’ (People) 
ólkluɬu, ‘man’ (People) 
 
q 
qɑdɮúltɤ, ‘location’ (ɢɑ) 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
qɑdúʔlɤ, ‘living thing’ (ɢɑ) 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
qɑɢjɑ́tɤ, ‘body part’ (ɢɑ) 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
qɑgʌ́ʔtɤ, ‘element’ (ɢɑ) 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
qɑħɑgʌ́ʔtɤ, ‘weather’ (ɢɑ) 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
qɑ́jɤ, ‘moon’ (Elements) 
qákluɬu, ‘people/clan' (ɢɑ)  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
qɑ́kɾʌ, ‘group’ (ku)  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
qɑɬ, ‘to eat’ 
qɑŋɑdúʔlɤ, ‘Inanimate things’ (ɢɑ)  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
qɑŋílɬʌ, ‘abstract concept/intangible’ 

(ɢɑ)  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
qɑqɑ́ɬqɾʌ, ‘food’  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
qɑtjúlqɾʌ, ‘animal’ (ɢɑ) 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
qɜ́ɬɾɜl, ‘day’ (ga)  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
qiɾ, ‘to die’ 
qíɾduʔlɤ, ‘plants’  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 

qjul, ‘cloud’ CL: ŋɜ́ɮi (Weather) 
qɬil, ‘to fix’ 
qɾɤ, ‘to smell’ 
quɾɑ́j, ‘conquerer’ (People) 
qúɾi, ‘to conquer’ 
quʈɤ́ʔ, ‘to explode’ 
qɤtíl, ‘to force together’ 
qʌ́lu, ‘past’ (ɢɑ)  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
 
ɾ 
ɾɑ́ħɜ, ‘fruit’ (Food) 
ɾɑ́ɬ, ‘word’ (ku)  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌ, ‘language/song’ (ku)  

(Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
ɾíɮi, ‘while/during’ 
 
t 
télɤʈi, ‘to like’ 
tikɑ́ɾ, ‘home’ (Places) 
tíŋɜdli, ‘to have’ 
titɑ́ɾ, ‘now’ (ga)  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
titɑ́ɾku, ‘this’ 
titɑ́ɾgu, ‘this’ 
titɑ́ɾɢu, ‘these’ 
titɑ́ɾqu, ‘these’ 
tjiɬ, ‘to touch’ 
tlɜɾ, ‘to walk’ 
tlu, ‘water’ CL: djítɤ/ɢli (Elements) 
tɬɤ, ‘to create/make’ 
tɬʌ́ŋɑ, ‘to sing’ 
tɬʌŋɑ́j, ‘singer’ (People) 
túɾɜ, ‘dog’ (Animals) 
tɤɑ́ɾ, ‘time’ (ɢɑ)  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
tɤ́ʔqɑ, ‘to approach’ 
 
ʈ 
ʈélɤʈi, ‘to love’ 
ʈiɢʌ́ʔ, ‘liquor’ CL: djítɤ/ɢli (Food) 
ʈíɬʌ, ‘air’ CL: djítɤ/ɢli (Elements) 
ʈíŋɜdli, ‘to need’ 
ʈjiɬ, ‘to hit’ 
ʈlɜɾ, ‘to run’ 
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ʈɬɑ́j, ‘builder’ (People) 
ʈɬɤ, ‘to build’ 
ʈɬʌ́ŋɑ, ‘to live’ 
ʈóljʌ, ‘color’ (ku)  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
ʈɤ́ʔqɑ, ‘to come’ 
 

ɤ 
ɤl, ‘or’ 
ɤ́ʔtʌ, ‘turtle’ (Animals) 
 
ʌ 
ʌ́ɾʌl, ‘yes’
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English -- ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌju ʈújɑ 
a 
‘abstract concept’ ɢɑ qɑŋílɬʌ  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible)
   
‘after’ ga íɾtɑɾ  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
‘air’ ʈíɬʌ CL: djítɤ/ɢli  
 (Elements)   
‘ancestor’ ɑ́ɮtjɜ 
 (People)   
‘ancient’ ŋjɜ́lŋjɜltɑɾ 
‘and’ iɬ 
‘animal’ ɢɑ qɑtjúlqɾʌ 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
‘around’ ŋɑ́ɾʌ dɜŋɑ́l 
 
b 
‘baby’ ɮíɾi (People)   
‘bad’ íjʌ qir 
‘before’ ga ŋɑtɑ́ɾ 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible)  
‘body part’ ɢɑ qɑɢjɑ́tɤ 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
‘body’ ɢjɑ́tɤ (Body Parts)   
‘bottom’ dɮúlɢɑɾuɾʌ (Places)  
‘boy’ ólgiʈi (People)   
‘bucket’ djítɤ (Inanimate)   
‘builder’ ʈɬɑ́j (People)   
‘building’ ɢíɾdlɜ (Inanimate) 
‘but’ ŋiɬ   
 
c 
‘celebrated’ íjʌ ŋɜ́ltiɾ 
‘child’ gíʈi (People)   
‘circle’ ku dɜŋɑ́l 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible 
‘cloud’ qjul CL: ŋɜ́ɮi (Weather)  
‘clan’ ɢɑ qákluɬu (Abstract 
Concepts/Intangible)  
‘color’ ku ʈóljʌ 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible)  
‘conquerer’ quɾɑ́j (People)   
 
d 
‘day’ ga qɜ́ɬɾɜl 

 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
‘death’ ga ɢɑíl 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
‘dog’ túɾɜ  (Animals) 
‘down’ ɢɑ́ɾuɾʌ 
‘drop’ ɢli (Inanimate)  
‘during’ ɾíɮi  
 
e 
‘earth’ ɢɑ́ɾu CL: djítɤ/ɢli (Elements)  
‘East’ ɖɜ́jkiɾdir (Places)   
‘element’ ɢɑ qɑgʌ́ʔtɤ 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
‘everything’ ɢɑ íɾɑʔqɑ CL: djítɤ/ɢli 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible)
   
f 
‘fire’ lílɑ CL: djítɤ/ɢli (Elements)  
‘food’ ɢɑ  qɑqɑ́ɬqɾʌ 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
‘friend’ kɜqɑ́l (People)   
‘fruit’ ɾɑ́ħɜ (Food)   
‘fur’ ŋɜ́gi (Body Parts)   
‘future’ ɢɑ ɖʌ́lkɜlʌ 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible)
   
g 
‘girl’ ílgiʈi (People)   
‘good’ íjʌ ʈɬʌ́ŋɑ 
‘grass’ ílri CL: ŋɜ́ɮi (Plants)   
‘group’ ku qɑ́kɾʌ 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
 
h 
‘hand’ ɑɬ (Body Parts)   
‘head’ ŋílɬʌ (Body Parts)   
‘hello’ ɛ́hɑ 
‘high’ ŋjɜ́lɢjɑtɤ 
‘home’ tikɑ́ɾ (Places) 
‘how’ kíʔdiɾ  
 
i 
‘impossible’ ŋɑ-ɜ́ɾŋɑl 
‘inanimate things’ ɢɑ qɑŋɑdúʔlɤ 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
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‘information’ ɢɑ ħídu CL: ŋɜ́ɮi  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
 
l 
‘language’ ku ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌ  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
‘last’ ílɤ 
‘life’ ga dúʔlɤ 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
‘light’ ɢluɾ CL: ŋɜ́ɮi (Elements)  
‘lightning’ ħɑɢlúɾ CL: ŋɜ́ɮi (Weather)  
‘like’ íjʌ 
‘liquor’ ʈiɢʌ́ʔ CL: djítɤ/ɢli (Food)  
‘living thing’ ɢɑ qɑdúʔlɤ 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
‘location’ ɢɑ qɑdɮúltɤ 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
‘long’ ŋiɜ́l 
‘low’ ɖɑhílɢjɑtɤ 
 
m 
‘man’ ólkluɬu (People)   
‘maybe’ kíʔhu 
‘meat’  kjuɾ CL: ŋɜ́ɮi (Food) 
‘moon’ qɑ́jɤ (Elements)   
‘mountain’ liqúɬ (Places)   
 
n 
‘name’ ku klúɬukɾʌ 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
‘necessary’ íjʌ qɑqɑ́ɬqɾʌ 
‘next’ ílɑ 
‘night’ ga dilɜ́l 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
‘no’ ŋɑ 
‘nor’ ŋɤl 
‘North’ gʌ́ldiɾ (Places)   
‘nothing’ ɢɑ ŋɑ́ʔqɑ 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
‘now’ ɢɑ titɑ́ɾ 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible)
  
o 
‘old’ ŋjɜ́ltɑɾ 
‘or’ ɤl 
‘other’ ɑ́ʔlu 

‘over’ ŋɑ́ɾʌ ħɑ́ɾʌ 
 
p 
‘parent’ líɮjɤ (People) 
‘past’ ɢɑ qʌ́lu  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
‘pastry’ kɑtɾɜ́ CL: ŋɜ́ɮi (Food) 
‘people' ɢɑ qákluɬu  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
‘person’ klúɬu (Person) 
‘piece’ ŋɜ́ɮi (Inanimate) 
‘place’ dɮul (Places) 
‘plants’ ɢɑ qíɾduʔlɤ 
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
‘possible’ ɜ́ɾŋɑl 
‘present’ ɢɑ ɢidúɾ  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
 
r 
‘rabbit’ ɮídi (Animals) 
‘rain’ ħɑ́ɢli (Weather) 
‘reason’ ku íɾi (Abstract 
Concepts/Intangible)  
‘river’ ɑɖɾɤ́ (Places) 
 
s 
‘sad’ íjʌ ħɑ́ɢli 
‘sand’ ɢɑ gíŋɤ CL: djítɤ/ɢli (Elements)
   
‘sap’ ɜ́liɾtɜ 
‘sheep’ kɜ́tiɬi (Animals) 
‘short (stature)’ ɖɑhílɢjɑtɤ 
‘short’ ɖɑhíl 
‘singer’ tɬʌŋɑ́j (People) 
‘sky’ ħɑ (Places) 
‘slow’ íjʌ ɤ́ʔtʌ 
‘so’ ílɑ 
‘soft’ íjʌ ŋɜ́gi 
'song’ ku ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌ  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
‘sound’ kɜl CL: ŋɜ́ɮi (Elements) 
‘soup’  ħɤɖɾʌ́ CL: djítɤ/ɢli (Food) 
‘South’ gɾidíɾ (Places) 
‘steppe’ ɖɜ́jkiɾ (Places) 
‘sticky’ íjʌ ɜ́liɾtɜ 
‘stone’ gɾɜ́ɮɜ (Inanimate) 
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‘sun’ ɑɬɤ́ʔ (Elements) 
 
t 
‘tail’ ku ɮílkʌ (Body Parts) 
‘tall’ ŋjɜ́lɢjɑtɤ 
‘that’ ɑ́ʔlugu 
‘that’ ɑ́ʔluku 
‘then’ ílɑ 
‘there’ ɑ́ʔludɮul 
‘these’ titɑ́ɾɢu 
‘these’ titɑ́ɾqu 
‘thing’  ku kɾʌ  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
‘this’ titɑ́ɾku 
‘this’ titɑ́ɾgu 
‘those’ ɑ́ʔluqu/ɢu 
‘those’ ɑ́ʔluɢu 
‘thunder’ ħɑkɜ́l CL: ŋɜ́ɮi (Weather) 
‘thus’ ílɑ 
‘time’ ɢɑ tɤɑ́ɾ  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
‘to approach’ tɤ́ʔqɑ 
‘to break’ ɖlɑɾ 
‘to breathe’ kɾɤ 
‘to build’ ʈɬɤ 
‘to burn’ ɢɾi 
‘to call’ gɾɑ́dɑ 
‘to chase’ ɖɮɜ́ɾɜ 
‘to close’ kɬil 
‘to combine’ kɤtíl 
‘to come’ ʈɤ́ʔqɑ 
‘to conquer’ qúɾi 
‘to continue’ ɮúkʌ 
‘to cook’ gɾi 
‘to cool’ gʌl 
‘to create’ tɬɤ 
‘to cut’ dɾuɮ 
‘to die’ qiɾ 
‘to drink’ kɑɬ 
‘to eat’ qɑɬ 
‘to encircle’ dɜŋɑ́l 
‘to explode’ quʈɤ́ʔ 
‘to finish’ ɢʌ́dɤ 
‘to find’ ħɤɾ 
‘to fix’ qɬil 
‘to follow’ dɮɜ́ɾɜ 

‘to force together’ qɤtíl 
‘to freeze’ ɢʌl 
‘to go up’ gɑ́ɮi 
‘to have’ tíŋɜdli 
‘to hear’ dɮi 
‘to heat’ gɾi 
‘to hit’ ʈjiɬ 
‘to jump’ ɢɑ́ɮi 
‘to know’ hɜl 
‘to learn’ ħɜl 
‘to like’ télɤʈi 
‘to listen’ ɖɮi 
‘to live’ ʈɬʌ́ŋɑ 
‘to love’ ʈélɤʈi 
‘to make’ tɬɤ 
‘to meet’ ħɤɾ 
‘to move with purpose’ ɮukʌ 
‘to move without purpose’ ɬukʌ 
‘to name’ ɢɾɑ́dɑ 
‘to need’ ħíɮu 
‘to need’ ʈíŋɜdli 
‘to open’ dlɑɾ 
‘to pause’ gʌ́dɤ 
‘to pop’ kuʈɤ́ʔ 
‘to raise’ gɑ́ɮi 
‘to ring out’ ɖʌ́ltɤ 
‘to run’ ʈlɜɾ 
‘to savor’ ɖjʌɾ 
‘to see’  hɤɾ 
‘to sing’ tɬʌ́ŋɑ 
‘to sleep’ kiɾ 
‘to smell’ qɾɤ 
‘to speak’ dʌ́ltɤ 
‘to split’ ɖlɑɾ 
‘to spread’ kúɾi 
‘to stab’ ɖɾuɮ 
‘to start’ ɬukʌ 
‘to stop’ ɢʌ́dɤ 
‘to talk’ dʌ́ltɤ 
‘to taste’ djʌɾ 
‘to touch’ tjiɬ 
‘to trap’ ɖɜŋɑ́l 
‘to understand’ ħɜl 
‘to walk’ tlɜɾ 
‘to want’ híɮu 
‘to yell’ ɖʌ́ltɤ 
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‘top’ dɮúlħɑɾʌ (Places) 
‘tree’ gjúkɜ (Plants) 
‘turtle’ ɤ́ʔtʌ (Animals) 
 
u 
‘under’ ŋɑ́ɾʌ ɢɑ́ɾuɾʌ 
‘up’ ħɑ́ɾʌ 
 
v 
‘valley’ ŋílgu  
 (Places) 
‘vegetable’ ɖuɜ́ɮ (Food) 
 
w 
‘warrior’ ŋɜ́ltiɾ (People) 
‘water’ tlu CL: djítɤ/ɢli (Elements) 
‘way’ ku diɾ  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 

‘weather’ ɢɑ qɑħɑgʌ́ʔtɤ  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
‘West’  liqúɬdiɾ (Places) 
‘what’ kíʔkɾʌ 
‘when’ kíʔtɤɑɾ 
‘where’ kíʔdɮul 
‘while’ ɾíɮi 
‘who’ kíʔkluɬu 
‘why’ kíʔiɾi  
‘with’ íɬu 
‘woman’ ílkluɬu (People) 
‘word’ ku ɾɑ́ɬ  
 (Abstract Concepts/Intangible) 
‘world’ gʌ́ʔtɤ (Places) 
 
y 
‘yes’ ʌ́ɾʌl 
‘young’ ɖɑhíltɤɑɾ 
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Numbers & Particles 
Numbers 
ŋɑ / ŋɑ-, ‘empty / none’ 
ti / ti-, ‘half / some’ 
iɾ / iɾ-, full / all 
ŋɑɬ, unable to be held 
 (NEG-hand) 
tɑɬ, able to be held in half a hand 
 (half-hand) 
íɾɑɬ, able to be held in a full hand 
 (full-hand) 
ɑ́ɬɑɬ, able to be held in two hands 
 (both-hand) 
kɑɾɑ́ɬ8, able to be held in group hands 
 (group-hand) 
ŋɑkɑɾɑ́ɬ, too much to be held in group hands 
 (NEG-group hand) 
 
Particles 
íɾi CAUS 
kiʔ Q 
lɜj INST 
ɮu TNG 
ŋɑ NEG 
ʌ́ɾʌl REF  

                                                
8 This represents the historical change by which the original noun qɑkɾʌɑ́ɬ ‘group-hands’ 
to kɑrɑ́ɬ. 
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APPENDIX 
Children’s Song 

ŋɑ́ɾʌ dɛŋɑ́l   ɢu                   lílɑ    gɑ                   túɾɛ    gɑ-                ʈlɑ́ɾ-ɤ  
around         AN.3.PL.ABS   fire   AN.3.SG.ERG   dog    AN.3.PL.ERG-run- PST  
[gu                   ɮídi      dɮɛ́ɾɛ   ]   
[AN.3.PL.ABS   rabbit   run-INF] 
‘The dog ran around the fire to chase a rabbit’ 
 
ilɑ      ŋɑɾʌ ħɑɾʌ   ɢu                   lilɑ    gu                    ɮidi      gú-               ɢɑɮ-  ɤ 
next   over            AN.3.PL.ABS   fire    AN.3.SG.ABS   rabbit   AN.3.PL.ERG-jump-PST 
“then the rabbit jumped over the fire” 
 
ŋjɛ́lɢjɑtɤ    gú-               ɢɑɮ-  ɤ       ŋjɛ́lɢjɑtɤ, ɢjɑ́tɤ 
high          AN.3.PL.ABS-jump-PST    high        
‘It jumped high, high’ 
 
ílɑ      gu                   ɮídi     gɑ                    túɾɛ    gɑ́-                dɮɛɾ-   ɤ   ,   gu  
next   AN.3.PL.ABS   rabbit   AN.3.PL.ERG   dog    AN.3.PL.ERG-follow-PST,   AN.3.PL.ABS 
ɮídi      ga                   túɾɛ   gɑ́-                dɮɛɾ-   ɤ 
rabbit   AN.3.PL.ERG   dog   AN.3.PL.ERG-follow-PST    
‘next the dog followed the rabbit, the dog followed the rabbit’ 
 
ŋiɬ    gú-                ɢɑɮ-  ɤ      ŋɑkɑɾɑ́ɬ                             ɖɑhíːlɢjɑtɤ, ɢjɑ́tɤ 
but   AN.3.PL.ABS-jump-PST   more-than-group-hands   low 
‘but it jumped too low’ 
 
ku                  ɮílkʌ-ju             gɑ                   túɾɛ-ja              kú-               ɢɾ-    ɤ    ,  
IN.3.SG.ABS   tail-   GEN.ABS   AN.3.PL.ERG   dog-GEN.ERG   IN.3.PL.ABS-burn-PST,  
kú-               ɢɾ-    ɤ    ,  ɢɾi,            ɢɾi          ! 
IN.3.PL.ABS-burn-PST,   burn-INF,   burn-INF! 
‘the dog’s tail burned, burned, burn, burn!’ 
 
aj,  ijʌ ħɑ́ɢli   gu                   túɾɛ,    ijʌ ħɑ́ɢli   gu                   túɾɛ 
aj   sad           AN.3.PL.ABS   dog,    sad           AN.3.PL.ABS   dog 
‘oh, the sad dog, the sad dog’ 
 
gu                   ɮídi      gú-                ɢɑɮ-  ɤ       ŋjɛ́lɢjɑtɤ,   ɢjɑ́tɤ 
AN.3.PL.ABS   rabbit   AN.3.PL.ABS-jump-PST    high 
‘the rabbit jumped high, high’ 
 
iɬ       gu                   túɾɛ    gú-             ɢɾ-     ɤ    ,   ɢɾi,             ɢɾi         ! 
and   AN.3.PL.ABS    dog    ABS.IN.3.PL-burn-PST,    burn-INF,   burn-INF!  
‘and the dog burned, burned’ 
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Tower of Babel Translation9 
titɑ́ɾ,   [ku                        ɮu    íɾ-   ɑɬ       ɾɑɬkɾʌ-     ju         ]  iɬ      [ku  

now     [DEF.IN.3.SG.ABS   TNG   full-hand   language-GEN.ABS]   and   [DEF.IN.3.SG.ABS 

ɮu    íɾ-   ɑɬ       ɾɑɬ-    ju             qɑ́kɾʌ-jɑ]             ju            íɾ- ɢɑɾu-jɑ              

TNG   full-hand   word-GEN.ABS   group-  GEN.ERG]   GEN.ABS   all-earth-GEN.ERG    

ɢú-               ɮuk-       ɤ   . 

AN.3.PL.ABS-continue-PST. 

Lit: Now, all the earth continued to have one language and one group of words. 
Orig: Now, all the earth continued to be of one language and of one set of words. 
 
 
ɾíɮi     ɢu-                tlɜ́ɾ-  ɤ       ɖɜ́jkiɾdir-ɾɑ  ,  u                ŋɑ-  kɑ́ɾɑɬ            ŋílgu  

while   AN.3.PL. ABS-walk-PST   East-         ALL,   INDF.ERG   NEG-group-hand   valley 

dɮul- ju             "ɬiŋɑ́ɾ"-jɑ-          ɾʌ     ɢu-               ħɤ́ɾ-ɤ     ,  iɬ       ɑ́ʔludɮul-ɾʌ      

place-GEN.ABS    Shi’nar- GEN.ERG-LOC   AN.3.PL.ABS-find-PST ,   and   there-          LOC    

ɢú-               ʈɬʌŋ-ɤ   . 

AN.3.PL.ABS-live- PST. 

While they walked to the East, they found a huge valley in the land of Shi’nar and there 
they lived. 
As they traveled eastward, they discovered a valley plain in the land of Shi’nar, and they 
began dwelling there.

                                                
9 (“Genesis 11 | Online Bible | New World Translation,” 2015) 
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ílɑ     ɑ́ʔlu- ju             qɑ́kɾʌ-jɑ-           ɾɑ    ɢu-               dʌ́lt-ɤ   :  

then   other-GEN.ABS   group-  GEN.ERG-ALL   AN.3.PL.ABS-say- PST:    

<ɖɑ-          ʈɤ́ʔqɑ     !   qu                        tɬ-      új    gɾɜ́ɮɜ   ʈɑ́-          tɬɤ              iɬ 

<2.PL.ERG-come-IMP!   DEF.IN.3.PL.ABS   make-NZ   stone    1.PL.ERG-make-IMP   and  

qu                        ʈɑ́-          gɾi               lɜj     lílɑ.> 

DEF.IN.3.PL.ABS   1.PL.ERG-cook-IMP     INST  fire.> 

Then they said to others of the group: “Come! Let us make made-stones and cook them 
with fire.” 
Then they said to one another: “Come! Let us make bricks and bake them with fire. 
 
 
íla  qu                        tɬ-      új   gɾɜ́ɮɜ   ŋɑ     gɾɜ́ɮɜ   ɢɑ́-               ʈiŋɜdl-ɤ    ,   iɬ  

so   DEF.IN.3.PL.ABS   make-NZ   stone    NEG   stone    AN.3.PL.ERG-use-     PST,    and  

ku                       "dituŋɜ́l"   u               krij-ɜ́liɾtɜ   ʌ́ɾʌl. 

DEF.IN.3.SG.ABS   bitumen      INDF.ERG   NZ-   sap      REF . 

So they used made-stones instead of stone, and they used a sap-like thing instead of 
bitumen. 
So they used bricks instead of stone, and bitumen as mortar.
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íla      ɢu-               dʌ́lt-ɤ   :   <ɖɑ-          ʈɤ́ʔqɑ      !   u              dɮul- ju  

then   AN.3.PL.ABS-say-  PST:   < 2.PL.ERG-come-IMP!   INDF.ABS   place-GEN.ABS 

ʈɑ-          jɑ               iɬ      u              ħɑ́- ɾʌ     dɮúl-ħɑɾʌ-ju  

ERG.1.PL-GEN.ERG    and   INDF.ABS   sky-LOC   place-up-     GEN.ABS  

ɢíɾdlɜ-jɑ              ʈɑ-          ʈɬɤ             iɬ       ku                        íjʌ    ŋɜ́ltiɾ  

tower- GEN.ERG    1.PL.ERG-build-IMP   and   DEF.IN.3.SG.ABS   like   warrior  

klúɬukɾʌ-ju             ʈɑ-           jɑ             ʈɑ́-          tɬɤ,               ílɑ   ŋɑ  

name-      GEN.ABS    1.PL.ERG-GEN.ERG    1.PL.ERG-make-IMP,   so    NEG  

ʈu-          ɖlɑ́ɾ-ɑ      ŋɤl   ʈú-          kuɾi-   ɑ       ŋɑ́-  ɾʌ     ħɑ́ɾʌ  

1.PL.ABS-split-PST   nor    1.PL.ABS-spread-PST     NEG-LOC  circle  

ɢɑ                         íɾ- ɢɑɾu  ŋɑ     íɾi     .> 

DEF.AN.3.PL.ERG   all-earth   NEG   CAUS.> 

Then they said: “Come! Let us build a city for us and a tower with its top in the sky and 
make our name celebrated, so we will not be split nor spread around the whole earth.” 
They now said: “Come! Let us build a city for ourselves and a tower with its top in the 
heavens, and let us make a celebrated name for ourselves, so that we will not be scattered 
over the entire face of the earth.”  
 
 
ílɑ     ku                        dɮul    iɬ      [ku                       ɢíɾdlɜ  ɢɑ  

then   DEF.IN.3.SG.ABS   place   and   [DEF.IN.3.SG.ABS   tower   DEF.AN.3.PL.ERG 

ól-giʈi-   ju             ól-kluɬu-jɑ            ól-ɢɑ-                tɬ-      ɤ    ]  "jɜ́huɾɑ"  

M- child-GEN.ABS    M-child- GEN.ERG   M- AN.3.PL.ERG-make-PST]    Jehovah 

ga-                tɤ́ʔq-       ɤ      hɤɾ        íɾi    . 

AN.3.SG.ERG-approach-PST   see-INF   CAUS. 

Then Jehovah approached to see the place and the tower that the sons of men build. 
Then Jehovah went down to see the city and the tower that the sons of men had built. 
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ílɑ     "jɜ́huɾɑ" gu-                dʌ́lt-ɤ    :  <ɖɑ-          hɤ́ɾ        !    ku                       ɮu  

then   Jehovah    AN.3.SG.ERG-say-  PST:   <2.PL.ERG-look-IMP!    DEF.IN.3.SG.ABS   TNG 

íɾ-   ɑɬ       ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌ-ju               ku                        ɮu    íɾ-   ɑɬ       qɑ́kɾʌ-    jɑ 

full-hand   group   GEN.ABS     DEF.IN.3.SG.ABS   TNG   full-hand   language-GEN.ERG  

lɑ́ɾ-  ʌ  ,   iɬ      titɤɑ́ɾku   kɾʌ       ɢú-               ɬuk-  ʌ      tɬɤ   .   titɤɑ́ɾ  íɾɑʔqɑ  

COP-PST,   and   these         things   AN.3.PL.ABS-start-PST   make.   now    everything    

[ku                       kíʔhu    ɢú-               hiɮ-  ɑ    ]  ɜ́ɾŋɑl       lɑ́ɾ- ɑ    .  

[DEF.IN.3.SG.ABS   maybe   AN.3.PL.ABS-want-FUT]   possible   COP-FUT.  

ɖɑ-          ʈɤ́ʔqɑ!        ɑ́ʔludɮul-ɑ       ʈɑ́-           ɮukɑ          iɬ      ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌ-   ju  

2.PL.ERG-come-IMP!   there-        ALL   1.PL.ERG-move-IMP   and   language-GEN.ABS  

ɢú-               jɑ            ʈɑ-          ɖlɑ́ɾ         ,   ílɑ     u               ɑ́ʔlu    klúɬu    ŋɑ  

AN.3.PL.ABS-GEN.ERG   1.PL.ERG-break-IMP,   then   INDF.ERG   other   person   NEG    

ɢu-               ħɜ́l-             ɑ       ɾɑ́ɬkɾʌ-    ju            ɢú-               jɑ             íɾi    . 

AN.3.PL.ABS-understand-FUT    language-GEN.ABS   AN.3.PL.ABS-GEN.ERG   CAUS. 

Then Jehovah said: “Look! They are one group having one language, and they start to 
make these things. Now everything they maybe will want will be possible. Come! Let us 
go to there and break their language, then they will not understand another person 
because of their language.” 
Jehovah then said: “Look! They are one people with one language, and this is what they 
have started to do. Now there is nothing that they may have in mind to do that will be 
imgenible for them. Come! Let us go down there and confuse their language in order that 
they may not understand one another’s language.” 
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ílɑ  ɢu                         “jɜ́huɾɑ”  gɑ-                ɖlɑ́ɾ-ɤ      iɬ       gɑ́-               kur- ɤ  

so   DEF.AN.3.PL.ABS   Jehova       AN.3.PL.ERG-split- PST   and   AN.3.PL.ERG-split-PST  

ŋɑ́ɾʌ        ħɑ́ɾʌ    ɢu                         íɾ- ɢɑɾu    iɬ     ku                       dɮul    íjʌ    ɤ́ʔtʌ  

NEG-LOC  circle   DEF.AN.3.PL.ABS   all-earth   and   DEF.IN.3.PL.ABS   place   like   turtle  

ɢɑ́-               ɢʌd-ɤ      ʈɬu   . 

AN.3.PL.ERG-stop-PST   build. 

So Jehovah split and spread them around the whole earth and they slowly stopped to 
build the place. 
So Jehovah scattered them from there over the entire face of the earth, and they gradually 
left off building the city. 
 
 
ílɑ     da'dɜ́l   ku                        dɮul   kú            ɢɾɑdɑ-ɤ   :   ku  

thus   Ba’bel   DEF.IN.3.PL.ABS   place   IN.3.PL.ABS-name-   PST:   DEF.IN.3.PL.ABS 

dɮúl-ɾʌ      ku                       rɑ́ɬkɾʌ-   ju             ɢu                        íɾ-  ɢɑɾu-jɑ  

place-LOC   DEF.IN.3.PL.ABS   language-GEN.ABS   DEF.AN.3.PL.ABS   all-earth- GEN.ERG 

"jɜ́huɾɑ"  gu-                ɖlɑ́ɾ-ɤ      iɬ      ɢu                         "jɜ́huɾɑ"  

Jehovah     AN.3.PL.ABS-split- PST   and   DEF.AN.3.PL.ABS   Jehovah   

gɑ́ -               kur-    ɤ      ŋɑ́ɾʌ        ħɑ́ɾʌ    ɢɑ                         íɾ- ɢɑɾu   iɾi. 

AN.3.PL.ERG-spread-PST    NEG-LOC  circle   DEF.AN.3.PL.ABS   all-earth   CAUS. 

Thus the place was named Ba’bel: Jehovah broke the language of all the earth in the 
place and Jehovah spread them around the entire earth. 
That is why it was named Ba’bel, because there Jehovah confused the language of all the 
earth, and Jehovah scattered them from there over the entire face of the earth. 
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This paper is the culmination of my work for LING 315 Invented Languages class during the fall 

semester of 2015 on my invented language pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli. As the focus of my language is 

heavily on difference in dialect, when I mention words in pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli it will be in proto 

form (like pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli) without any of the phonological rules influencing the words 

unless I specifically mention that it is in a particular dialect. The periods in the middle of the 

words indicate syllable breaks of the words. This paper includes the culture of the language, 

including my inspiration for the language, the phonetics and phonology, basic morphology, 

syntax, and an extensive appendix. The appendix includes the lexicon, first English to 

pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli then pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli to English, the translation of the Tower of Babel, 

story from the Genesis, and a short dialogue with translation that reflects the culture of my 

language.
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2. Culture	ɸeʃ.ˈfeɪ.ɣo.ʒy vs. maf.ˈtʰoŋ.ko.ʒyʔ

I knew that I was going to take the invented languages class since I first heard about it in 

my sophomore year. As such, I was already thinking about the possible ideas for my language 

studying abroad in Denmark. One of the topics that I covered there was the tension of the British 

Class System as represented in the musical, Billy Elliot. As my classmates and I were talking 

about the immediate judgement people had towards the working class due to their accents, we 

also talked about some differences among British English speakers, American English speakers, 

and English speakers in Denmark in their word choices, mostly focusing on the frequency of the 

word “sorry” and the difference in the directness of their speech. These discussions heavily 

influences my decisions in forming the culture and the rules of pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli

The keyword for my culture is class. During a quasi-post-medieval-pre-industrialism 

period at a place where everyone speaks the same language, pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli, there is a 

drastic difference in dialect between the ɸeʃ.ˈfeɪ.ɣo.ʒy, the Completes or the elite class, and the 

maf.ˈtʰoŋ.ko.ʒyʔ, the Workers. I imagine this world to be like the background of fairytales, 

although the magical elements only exist in their world as myths and fairytales as well. One 

minor aspect of their culture is that in the past animism was prevalent with the belief that every 

little thing held a soul. When the people stopped believing in animism, they started to pointedly 

refer to non-animate things as “things” since 3rd person pronouns did not distinguish between 

inanimate objects and animate objects. But because they used to refer everything with the same 

pronoun before animism fell out of favor, the literature from before this time, like creation myths 

or fairytales, still use the non-distinguishing pronoun to refer to both animate (there is no 
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distinction between human and non-human) and inanimate things. However, even now, what is 

referred to as ‘things’ are quite different from when English uses ‘it.’ For example, not only are 

all living things will be referred to as ‘kɾi’ the ‘animate’ pronoun, such as animals and plants, but 

also the ‘animate’ pronoun is used to refer to rivers and wind. But not everything in nature uses 

the ‘animate’ pronoun as clouds or rocks, or rains all uses the ‘inanimate’ pronoun ‘pa.xe’ This 

will later be explained in more detail in section 4.2. 

As the Completes and the Workers are of one group, there are key aspects that are 

important to both groups. The completion of what one starts is very important in this culture, 

therefore it is very looked down upon to leave things undone. This is also the reason why 

honesty and keeping promises is thought to be important; the promise is thought to be “starting” 

a work, and by keeping the promise, the person who made the promise “completes” her 

obligation. The importance of completion also leads to a strong sense of reciprocity. Both the 

Completes and the Workers do not like the feeling of being “owed,” and will do their best to 

return whatever favor they feel they have received. However this does not just extend to acts of 

kindness. If they are wronged, there is almost an obligation for revenge. Because the cycle of 

revenge rarely ends without the feeling of being “even,” blood feuds often went on for centuries.

The Completes fit the stereotype of ‘snobby noblemen.’ They are very polite, 

emphasizing manners and privacy. Because of the importance of honesty, the Completes are 

obligated to fulfill anything they have committed themselves to, as is the case for the Workers, 

but the Completes do not like to commit themselves. Not only do the Completes not want to 

commit, but they are also too polite to directly refuse, so the Completes have developed a very 

indirect way of conversations that thrive on implicatures and ambiguities. An example of this is, 
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if one remembers any argument she had with her parent (or her child) on why promises were not 

kept, and her go to response was “I said we might, but never confirmed,” then those promises are 

like how a Complete makes her promise. Completes do not make a direct request, but would 

rather imply what they want. On the other hand, the Workers are very direct. The only times they 

are not direct is when they are making fun of the Completes or making innuendos. This is where 

some of the conflicts between the Workers and the Completes arise in that the Workers think the 

Completes are unnecessarily slippery and the Completes think the Workers are rude and crude.

One important thing to note is that there is virtually no way for the Workers to become a 

Complete. The Workers are classified in their social group on the virtue of having worked. The 

only “work” that a Complete would do would be to take note of their estates and their assets. 

Even then, the specific numbers or details are done by their assistants who would be in the 

Working class and the Complete would only have to sign the papers. It is considered to be 

eccentric for the Complete to do everything themselves or find productive work. The Completes 

do not need to do anything because while they are not perfect, they are “complete” without 

needing to do anything else. For the Workers, they may be able to learn the dialect of the 

Completes, but if they have earned their money through honest work, they become, by definition, 

a Worker. It is also quite odd for a Worker to not want to do any work. It is like how for students, 

look forward to going back to school after a long break because they cannot stand staying idle 

for so long. Normally, a worker would start to feel the ‘itch’ to do something after staying idle 

for too long. Works that workers do includes occupations like stable hands, smiths, and cooks but 

also occupations like artist, musician, teacher, or even diplomats and politicians. One way to 

think about this is that Bill Gates, one of the richest men in the world, would be considered a 
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“Worker” in their standard, while Kim Kardashian (or at least how we stereotypically think of 

her) would be considered a “Complete.”

While the Workers who have to interact with the Completes often may try to learn their 

dialect, the Completes’ dialect is not necessarily considered the “high” dialect as the diplomats or 

politicians-which we would consider to be “high” jobs- are completely content doing official 

businesses in the Worker’s dialect. The only exception to this rule is written language. For 

written language, the canon is considered to be the Completes’ dialect largely because most of 

the people who can afford to, and are willing to buy books are the Completes. While vocational 

writers would be considered as Workers, there are Completes who write and publish as a hobby 

and books are expensive enough that most people cannot afford it or find the value to own one. 

The most difficult aspect of the Workers learning the Completes’ dialect is not actually the 

pronunciation (though they also have difficulty with those), but actually becoming accustomed to 

not only understanding the implicatures and ambiguous, but using them habitually.

Another difference between this culture and “classism” is that while the Completes think 

the Workers are often crude, they hold high respect for the work that the Workers do, whether it 

be artists painting, smiths making swords, or accountants taking care of their estates. The feeling 

may be similar to how the Americans thought about the Russian ballet (if they knew about them) 

during the Cold War. One cannot help but respect the beauty and elegance of the Russian ballet 

because they are world class, but as ‘communists’ Americans would have felt only the most 

grudging respect, feeling awe but at the same time looking down on them on the virtue of the 

ballet corps being Russian. There is a lot of disdain that the Completes hold for the Workers, but 

they cannot help but to respect their work. Similarly, while the Workers cannot understand the 
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Completes for always being idle and snobby, the Workers cannot help but admire the Completes 

the way we may admire Hollywood estates while thinking they are excessive at the same time.

This cultural background of classist society is also what led to my decision of forming 

many of my phonological rules. I will clarify more of these specific thoughts as I explain the 

phonetics and phonology of pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli

3. Phonetics	and	Phonology

3.1	Phonetics
3.1.1	Consonants

Other Sounds:  w, ʍ
(Table 1.1)

Table 1.1 demonstrates the consonants of pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli. The sounds in parenthesis 

indicate sounds that only exist as allophones but not as separate phonemes. Most of the 

consonants are similar to the consonants in English. These are /m, n, ŋ, f, θ, s, ʃ, h, j, l, w/. The 

sounds that exist in the English language but may be different in the frequency or the placing of 

the sounds are /ɾ/ which, in American English, exists like bu’tt’er but does not exist as a separate 

phoneme, or /p, t, k/ which exist in aspirated forms in word initial in English, but are unaspirated 
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in pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli unless the stop is on a stressed syllable. The glottal stop, (ʔ) which exists 

as an allophone in the Workers’ dialect, is the sound that happens for some of us when we say 

“uh-oh” or the beginning of the word that starts with a vowel. The sounds that are unfamiliar in 

English is /ʍ/ which is like a mixture of ‘w’ and ‘h.’ A good way to articulate this sound may be 

to imagine a Chinese martial artist going “hua” really fast and that would be like [ʍa]. The other 

two sounds that are unfamiliar to English speakers are the bilabial fricative /ɸ/ and the velar 

fricative /x/. The bilabial fricative /ɸ/ is similar to the English /f/ except the sound is made with 

the lips mostly sealed. The sound tends to be more airy than /f/. The velar fricative /x/ is the like 

the ending of Ba’ch.’ It is like a mix between the ‘k’ and ‘h’. One thing interesting to note in 

pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli is that voiced obstruents only exist as allophones.

3.1.2	Vowels 

(Table 1.2)

 The above chart displays the vowels of pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli. The vowels that exist 

exactly as in American English are /i, u, ɪ and a/. The two vowels that English speakers need to 

note are the /e/ and /o/. American English speakers tend to make the sounds into diphthongs [eɪ] 
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(as in ‘a’pe) and [oʊ] (as in ‘o’ver) but in pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli /e/ and /o/ are the pure 

monophthongs. In the Completes’ dialect, the diphthongs [eɪ] and [oʊ] exist as an allophone for /

e/ and /o/ while in the Worker’s dialect diphthong [iə] (like ‘ear’ without the ‘r’) exists as an 

allophone for /i/. The diphthong [iə] is also the only place that [ə] exist. The Workers will always 

pronounce their /i/ as [iə]. The two non-English vowels are the closed front rounded vowel /y/ 

which is like a French ‘u’ and the back closed unrounded vowel /ɯ/ which is the sound one 

makes when one tries to say /u/ while smiling.

3.2	Phonology

3.2.1	Allophones

Allophonic variation is an important aspect of pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli phonology. This 

section explains which dialect each allophone belongs to and section 3.2.3 the phonological rules 

that derive the allophones. The sounds that were not mentioned in the previous section that are in 

this section that are also not one of English sounds are the voiced fricatives [β] and [ɣ]. [β] is the 

voiced counterpart of [ɸ] while [ɣ] is the voiced counterpart of [x]

Consonants

phonem
e

allophonesallophones phonem
e

allophonesallophones phonem
e

AllophonesAllophonesphonem
e c-dial w-dial

phonem
e c-dial w-dial

phonem
e c-dial w-dial

/p/  [pʰ], [p], 
[β]

[pʰ], [p], 
[b]

/ɾ/ [ɹ] [ɾ] /ɸ/ [ɸ], [β] [ɸ], [p], [pʰ], [β]

/t/ [tʰ], [t], 
[ð]

[tʰ], [t], [d] /l/ [l] [l], [ɫ] /f/ [f], [v] [f], [p], [pʰ], [v]

/k/ [kʰ], [k], 
[ɣ]

[kʰ], [k], 
[g]

/j/ [j] [j] /θ/ [θ], [ð] [θ], [tʰ], [t], [ð]

/m/ [m] [m] /w/ [w] [w] /x/ [x], [ɣ] [x], [k], [kʰ], [ɣ]
/n/ [n] [n] /ʍ/ [ʍ] [h] /s/ [s], [z] [s], [z]
/ŋ/ [ŋ] [ŋ] /h/ [h] [h] /ʃ/ [ʃ], [ʒ] [ʃ], [ʒ]
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(Table 2.1)

Vowels

phonem
e

allophonesallophones phonem
e

allophonesallophones phonem
e

AllophonesAllophonesphonem
e c-dial w-dial

phonem
e c-dial w-dial

phonem
e c-dial w-dial

/y/ [y]/ [y:] [y], [yʔ] /ɪ/ [ɪ], [ɪ:] [ɪ], [ɪʔ] /e/ [e], [eɪ] [e], [eʔ]
/ɯ/ [ɯ], [ɯ:] [ɯ], [ɯʔ] /a/ [a], [a:] [a], [aʔ] /o/ [o], [oʊ] [o], [oʔ]
/u/ [u]. [u:] [u], [uʔ] /ɑ/ [ɑ], [ɑ:] [ɑ], [ɑʔ] /i/ [i], [i:] [iə], [iəʔ]

(Table 2.2)

The c-dial and w-dial in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 stands for Completes’ dialect (marked from now 

on as c-dialect) and Workers’ dialect (marked from now as w-dialect). 
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3.2.2	Syllable	Structure	and	Stress

The syllable structure of pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli is (C)(C)V(C)(C) for the Completes’ 

dialect and (C)V(C)(C) for the Workers’ dialect (marked from now as w-dialect). While many 

different consonant clusters are allowed for c-dialect, they follow the Sonority Rule in that the 

sounds with more voicing are closer to the vowel. The only consonant clusters allowed in coda 

position are the nasal + stop combinations. The following are some examples of words that have 

these syllable structure.

C-Dialect
CCVCC-		 θloʊmpʰ	 foot
CV.V.CV-	 li.e.ˈʒu:		 hear
CCV.CCVC-	 psaˈtʰwoʊx	 think
CV.VC-	 	 suɑŋ	 	 measure	word	for	intangible	things

W-Dialect
CVCC-	 	 θompʰ	 	 foot
CVC.V.CVC	 liəʔeˈʒuʔ	 hear
CV.CVC		 paˈdokʰ		 think
CVC.VC		 ˈsuʔɑŋ	 	 measure	word	for	intangible	things

It is difficult to find an example for VC because of the phonological rule that if a 

consonant coda is followed by a vowel onset of the next syllable, then the consonant coda of the 

first syllable becomes the onset of the following syllable.

The stress pattern of pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli has weighted stress in which the stress goes to 

the heaviest syllable. The heavy syllables in pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli mostly depend on the number 

of consonants in the syllable, but it becomes slightly more complicated in the c-dialect. The 

following shows the order of heaviness in terms is as follows from light to heavy with the 

parenthesis indicating syllables that only exist in c-dialect:
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V-VC-CV-(CCV)-CVC-CVCC-(CCVC)-(CCVCC)

The only exception to the stress rules are when cases or verb tenses have heavier stress 

than the root word. In that case, the stress goes to the right-most heaviest stress of the root word. 

If there are multiple syllables with the same weight, the right-most heavy syllable would usually 

receive stress. In cases of words with more than five syllables in the root word, there are two 

stresses, in which the stresses go in the order of heaviest.

The following provides some examples of stress patterns in pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli. Not all 

the combinations of syllable patterns are represented. The ˈ	mark and bold letters marks the 

stress.

C-Dialect
li.e.ˈʒu:		 hear
psa.ˈtʰwoʊx	 think
ˈtʰeɪn.se	 book
tʰoʊmpʰ.lo	 ride
ˈsu.ɑŋ	 	 measure	word	for	intangible	things

W-Dialect
liəʔ.e.ˈʒuʔ	 hear
pa.ˈtʰokʰ	 think
tʰompʰ.loʔ	 ride
ˈsuʔ.ɑŋ		 measure	word	for	intangible	things

	 Additionally, the glottal stops in w-dialect do not count as a consonant as it is an 

allophonic variation of a vowel. 

3.2.3	Phonotactic	Restrictions	and	Phonological	Rules

Phonotactic restrictions and phonological rules differ for the two dialects of pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo 

o.tu.pli. This section is organized as follows: the first part will state the restrictions and rules that 
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apply to both dialects, the second will be the restrictions and rules that only apply to c-dialect 

and the third will be restrictions and rules that only apply to w-dialect.

Phonotactic	Restriction

 There are very few phonotactic constraints that govern both dialects of pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo 

o.tu.pli. The major restriction that accounts for both dialects is the Sonority Rule mentioned in 

the Syllable Structure and Stress in section 3.2.2. In addition, every syllable must always have 

one, and only one vowel. Diphthongs count as one vowel as the phonemes of the diphthongs are 

monophthongs. While c-dialect allows many different combinations of consonant clusters in the 

onset position (for example, there is the word	‘psa.ˈtʰwoʊx’ meaning ‘think’ and the word 

‘tsu.lym.ˈɸli:tʰ’ meaning ‘manner’ which each displays two different kind of consonant clusters), 

the only consonant cluster allowed in coda position is the nasal + stop combination. Unlike c-

dialect, w-dialect does not allow any consonant clusters except in the coda position. Also, 

pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli does not allow unaspirated voiceless consonants to exist between vowels. 

The phonotactic restrictions can be summarized as following:

1. Each syllable must have one vowel and only one vowel.

2. Sonority Rule

3. The coda position only allows nasal + stop combination
4. Unaspirated consonants must be voiced in between vowels

C-Dialect
5. All [ɾ] becomes [ɹ]

W-Dialect
6. There are no consonant clusters in the onset of the syllables.

7. /i/ is always pronounced as [iə]
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Phonological	Rules

The phonological rules of pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli are a lot more complicated than the 

phonotactic restrictions and there are many phonological rules that apply to only one of the 

dialects. The following is the list of all the phonological rules and followed by an explanation of 

how some of the rules interact.

1. Voicing Rule: unaspirated voiceless consonants are voiced in between two vowels.

2. Nasalization: vowels in the same syllable as a nasal stop becomes nasalized

3. Aspiration: all voiceless stops in the stressed syllable becomes aspirated

4. Homorganic Nasal Rule: the place of articulation of a nasal is the same as the place of 
articulation of the following stop.

5. Consonant Positioning Rule: if the syllable with a consonant coda is followed by a 
syllable with a vowel onset, the consonant coda of the initial syllable becomes the 
onset of the following syllable, with the exception of glottal stops.

C-Dialect

6.  Frication Rule: unaspirated stops become fricatives between vowels.

7. Gemination Rule: vowels of stressed syllables become geminated with the exception 
of /e/ and /o/, which becomes diphthongs [eɪ] and [oʊ] respectively. When two vowels 
are next to each other vowels are not geminated.

W-Dialect

8. Stop Rule: fricatives become stops at the end of the word.
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9. L Velarization: /l/ becomes [ɫ] at the end of the word

10. Glottal Stop Rule: all words that end with a vowel will end with a glottal stop and 
glottal stops will be inserted in instances in which vowels occur consecutively.

11. No Cluster Rule: consonant clusters in the onset positions are not allowed, therefore 
the second consonant gets deleted. Although /ʍ/ is not a consonant cluster, that sound 
becomes [h]

Usually the phonological rules occur independent of each other. However, the three 

phonological rules, the Voicing, Aspiration, and Frication rules may occur on the same segment 

so it is important to note the order in which the rules apply. The order of the phonological rules is 

first Frication Rule-which only exist in c-dialect, them Aspiration, then Voicing Rule. The 

following charts compare the results of rule ordering yielding different results.

/se.to/ ‘hand’ c-dialect w-dialect

1. Aspiration se.tʰo se.tʰo
1. Voicing se.tʰo se.tʰo
1. (Frication) se.tʰo se.tʰo
1. Other Rules se.tʰoʊ* se.tʰoʔ

/se.to/ ‘hand’ c-dialect w-dialect
1. Voicing se.do se.do
1. Aspiration se.do se.do
1. (Frication) se. ðo se.do
1. Other Rules se. ðoʊ se.doʔ *
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/se.to/ ‘hand’ c-dialect w-dialect
1. (Frication) se.θo se.to
1. Aspiration se.θo se.tʰo
1. Voicing se.ðo se.tʰo
1. Other Rules se. ðoʊ se.tʰoʔ

The Stop Rule, which only exist in w-dialect has the same priority as the Frication Rule.

Another pair of rules that can conflict with each other is the Consonant Positioning and stress 

patterns. Stress placement occurs on the original syllable structures before the consonants move 

to the later syllable. For example, the word, ɸeʃ.ˈfeɪ.ɣo.ʒy in c-dialect is a compound noun of 

ɸeʃ.ˈfeɪx and o.ˈʒy with the bold letters denoting stress. If the stress is attached after the syllables 

were reorganized, the stress pattern of ɸeʃ.feɪ.ɣo.ʒy would be ˈɸeɪʃ. fe.ɣo.ʒy instead of ɸeʃ.

ˈfeɪ.ɣo.ʒy.

The phonological rules are culturally-based on my notion of the Completes being more 

prescriptivists, therefore allowing consonant clusters that do not exist in w-dialect, while the 

frequency of stops and short vowels in w-dialect comes from the stereotype of working class 

being gruff and to the point. The elongated vowels and frication in c-dialect was mostly derived 

as a contrast to w-dialect, but also because the phonology reflects the idea that the elites’ 

emphasis on the ‘grace’ and ‘poetics’ of the flowing words. 
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4. Morphology

4.1	Basic	Morphology

pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli is an agglutinative language that attaches prefixes and suffixes 

allows many compound words. Parts of speech can change its category very flexibly. Noun roots 

can become verbs through affixation, or verb roots can easily become nouns, again through 

affixation. The following are some of the affixes that attach to words to create compound words. 

pa.fa- becomes a verb when attached to a noun that means “to use the noun as 
intended”

->pa.fa.slɑk-to sweep with a broom, pa.fa.kwa-to hit with a club

wɪl- becomes a verb when attached to a noun meaning “to become__” usually 
pertains to states

-> wɪl.ma.vox-to be happy, wɪl.kwa.ɸik-to be brave

o- becomes a noun when attached to a verb, becomes the noun form of the 
verb

->o.maf.ˈtoŋ.k-work, o.ɸe.ˈti-smile (n) 

Because of the different affixes that are liberally used, it is easy to create a noun counter-

part when a new verb is created and vice-versa. For example, if computers were introduced in 

this culture, the word pa.fa.com.pu.ter would soon be added to mean ‘to use a computer.’

However, the compound words that exist in pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli are not limited to words 

that are root words with affixes. Sometimes two words combine to form completely different 

words. One example that demonstrates this is e.ʃu.mɑŋ, ‘sing’ which is a combination of the 

word e.ʃu ‘sound’ and mɑŋ ‘water.’
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4.2	Nouns

 Plurality of nouns can be marked either with the prefix pɯ- which literally means “and” 

or the suffix he.ʃu.i which means “group” but these are not necessary when one is counting. Not 

needing plural markers do not just pertaine to mass nouns, which will have a measure word or 

may not have a plural form to begin with, but also the rule pertains to count nouns.

kyʃ =>  pɯ-kyʃ=> kyʃ- he.ʃu.i=>  kyʃ  fɯ
stone=> PL-stone=> stone-PL=>  stone two
‘stone’=> ‘stones’=> ‘pile of stones’=> ‘two stones’

he.ʃu.i is used as a suffix to indicate plurality only when count nouns ‘become’ mass nouns due 

to how many there are. The distinction between the uses of pɯ and he.ʃu.i only becomes truly 

important in the pronoun system of pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli, but are otherwise are quite 

interchangeable. 

 Pronouns of pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli can be complicated. There are a total of 10 different 

pronouns. The following chart, Table 3.1 shows the different pronouns of pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli 

divided into different dialects.

SingularSingularSingular PluralPlural

ɸeʃ.ˈfeɪ.ɣo.ʒyɸeʃ.ˈfeɪ.ɣo.ʒy maf.ˈtʰoŋ.ko.ʒyʔ ɸeʃ.ˈfeɪ.ɣo.ʒy maf.ˈtʰoŋ.ko.ʒyʔ
1st --- pɯˈðɑ:	(we)		 pɯˈtʰɑʔ1st ---

heˈʒu:i	(we	exc.	you)	(group) heˈʒuʔiəʔ	
1st ---

pɯ.he.ˈʒu:i	(all	of	us/	we	the	
people)

pɯ.he.ˈʒuʔ.iəʔ

2nd ˈtʰɑ:	(you)	
(informal)

ɸeʃ.ˈfeɪ.ɣo.ʒy	
(formal)	(from	
complete	
person)
	

ˈtʰɑʔ	(you) tɑ.he.ˈʒu:i	(yougroup) tɑ.he.ˈʒuʔ.iəʔ	

3rd ˈkɹi	(he/she)		ˈkɹi	(he/she)		 ˈkʰiəʔ	 kɹi:.he.ˈʒu.i	(they)	 kiə.he.ˈʒuʔ.iəʔ
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3rd
pa.ˈɣe	(it)pa.ˈɣe	(it) pa.ˈɣeʔ pa.ɣe.he.ˈʒu:i	(those) pa.ɣe.he.ˈʒuʔ.iəʔ		

(Table 3.1)

There are some pronouns that are unique to pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli that should be 

elaborated. The first is that pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli does not have an actual first person singular 

pronoun. This is partially due to the verb tense that indicates first person(which I will elaborate 

on later in the verb section) and because pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli is a pronoun dropping language, 

but this is not the only reason. It is just automatically assumed that the speaker is talking about 

herself when an utterance is spoken. For example, this is like the informal use of English 

pronoun dropping when one says “went to the mall yesterday,” to mean “I went to the mall 

yesterday” except that in pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli, it happens all the time. When the speaker feels the 

need to denote that they were the object of the sentence, they would use the verb ‘pe.lo,’ which 

means ‘come,’ plus the dative marker. When the speaker needs to denote herself in a formal 

setting, she will use her full name instead of a pronoun. This is similar to the legal binding 

situations in English when people say, “I, Inkyung Sul, promise that….” except ‘I’ would be 

dropped.

The second thing that is interesting in this pronoun system is the three different ways to 

say the 1st person plural. The 1st person plural is divided in to three categories, pɯ.dɑ which 

literally means ‘and you,’ he.ʃu.i which literally means ‘group,’ and pɯ.he.ʃu.i which literally 

means ‘and group.’ pɯ.dɑ is used when the speaker is denoting herself, the listener and/or a 

group of people. The group does not necessarily have to be small, but the speaker must be 

personally interacting with all the members of the group. In contrast, pɯ.he.ʃu.i is used when the 
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speaker is denoting herself and the group that she is a part of. An instance of this kind of ‘we’ 

used in English would be “We the people,” in the Constitution of the United States. An example 

used in pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli is in the name itself. pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo means ‘our.’ The 1st person plural 

used is pɯ.he.ʃu.i instead of pɯ.dɑ because it is ‘we the people’s’ language. The third pronoun, 

he.ʃu.i is used to mark the speaker and some other people but specifically not the listener. In 

other words, he.ʃu.i means “we but not you.”

The second person singular form only exists as a formal tone for the c-dialect. The 

difference in pronouns is kind of like the difference between “you” and “thou” in older English, 

except “ɸeʃ.ˈfeɪ.ɣo.ʒy” is only used in an official setting or when the Completes refer to another 

Complete that they are not familiar or close with. The distinction of people who the Completes 

would refer to as ‘ɸeʃ.ˈfeɪ.ɣo.ʒy’ and ‘ˈtʰɑ:’ is the difference between acquaintance and friends, 

or even Facebook friends and actual friends.

The difference use of the third person pronouns have been briefly touched upon on the 

culture, in section e, but to reiterate, the two third person pronouns are ‘kɾi’ and ‘pa.xe.’ There 

are no gender distinction between male and female but there is a distinction between ‘animate 

things’ and ‘inanimate things’. The pronoun ‘kɾi’ denotes any animate things which include 

anything alive like animals and trees, and the pronoun ‘pa.xe’ is used to denote inanimate things. 

There are some of exceptions to this rule. For example, river and wind uses the ‘animate’ 

pronoun ‘kɾi’ but some pests such as flies or roaches would use the ‘inanimate’ pronoun ‘pa.xe.’ 

However, in older texts of pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli, there was no distinction between the animate 

and inanimate and all things were referred to as kɾi.
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pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli does not have classifiers, but there are measure words. Some 

measure words are not used other than to count mass nouns so they seem like classifiers, but this 

is only because the original meaning of the word has been lost. Following is a list of some of the 

measure words.

ku.pa ‘cup’ (used to measure liquid in closed containers such as cup, bottle, even 
wells)

jus.kap  ‘barrel’ (used to measure alcohol anything that contains alcohol)
lo.jɑm  ‘swallow’ (small amount of intangible things)
ga.ʃa  ‘grain’ (measure word for one tiny thing)

4.3	Verb

	 While pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli does not distinguish mood, it distinguishes tense, aspect, 

activeness, person, and finished-ness. Since pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli is an agglutinative language, 

most of the different conjugations are identified by affixes with couple of them marked by an 

auxiliary marker. The exception to this rule is the inflection used to mark person and activeness. 

The tense markers are the prefix xo- for past tense and the auxiliary marker sɯ.sɯ for future 

tense. There is no separate marker for present tense. Perfective sentences are marked with the 

auxiliary marker pɯ.fi. Activeness marks whether the verb has an actor. For example, if one 

were to actively smells flowers in the vase, the active marker ‘jɑ-’ is used, while if one were 

smell smoke, the passive marker ‘wɑ-’ is used. The activeness markers are inflected by changing 

the vowels for different person. ‘ɑ’ marks first person, ‘ɪ’ marks second person, and ‘ɯ’ marks 

third person. As both the Completes and the Workers cherish completing work, finished-ness is 

marked. Unfinished verbs are not marked, but finished verbs are marked with the suffix ‘ɑ.’ The 

difference between finished-ness and perfectives is when one is working on a p-set, a perfective 

unfinished verb is used when one “worked on the p-set (but it is not complete),” a perfective 
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finished verb is used when one “worked on the p-set (and completed them),” an imperfective 

unfinished verb is used when one “was working on the p-set (and it is not complete),” and an 

imperfective finished verb is used when one “was working on the p-set (and have completed 

them).” A finished tense is used in present tense when the verb is just completing and it is used in 

future tense to indicate the intention to complete. The following charts organize all the different 

conjugations of pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli.

first person activefirst person activefirst person activefirst person active
Unfinished past present future
Perfective pɯfi xo-jɑ-verb pɯfi jɑ-verb pɯfi jɑ-verb sɯ.sɯ 
Imperfective xo-jɑ-verb jɑ-verb jɑ-verb sɯ.sɯ
Finished
Perfective pɯfi xo-jɑ-verb-ɑ pɯfi jɑ-verb-ɑ pɯfi jɑ-verb-ɑ sɯ.sɯ 
Imperfective xo-jɑ-verb-ɑ jɑ-verb-ɑ jɑ-verb-ɑ sɯ.sɯ
first person passivefirst person passivefirst person passivefirst person passive
Unfinished past present future
Perfective pɯ.fi xo-wɑ-verb pɯ.fi wɑ-verb pɯ.fi wɑ-verb sɯ.sɯ 
Imperfective xo- wɑ-verb wɑ-verb wɑ-verb sɯ.sɯ
Finished
Perfective pɯ.fi xo-wɑ-verb-ɑ pɯ.fi wɑ-verb-ɑ pɯ.fi wɑ-verb-ɑ sɯ.sɯ 
Imperfective xo-wɑ-verb-ɑ wɑ-verb-ɑ wɑ-verb-ɑ sɯ.sɯ

(Table 3.2.1)
second person activesecond person activesecond person activesecond person active
Unfinished past present future
Perfective pɯ.fi xo-jɪ-verb pɯ.fi jɪ-verb pɯ.fi jɪ-verb sɯ.sɯ 
Imperfective xo-jɪ-verb jɪ-verb jɪ-verb sɯ.sɯ
Finished
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Perfective pɯ.fi xo-jɪ-verb-ɑ pɯ.fi jɪ-verb-ɑ pɯ.fi jɪ-verb-ɑ sɯ.sɯ 
Imperfective xo-jɪ-verb-ɑ jɪ-verb-ɑ jɪ-verb-ɑ sɯ.sɯ
second person passivesecond person passivesecond person passivesecond person passive
Unfinished past present future
Perfective pɯ.fi xo-wɪ-verb pɯ.fi wɪ-verb pɯ.fi wɪ-verb sɯ.sɯ 
Imperfective xo- wɪ-verb wɪ-verb wɪ-verb sɯ.sɯ
Finished
Perfective pɯ.fi xo-wɪ-verb-ɑ pɯ.fi wɪ-verb-ɑ pɯ.fi wɪ-verb-ɑ sɯ.sɯ 
Imperfective xo-wɪ-verb-ɑ wɪ-verb-ɑ wɪ-verb-ɑ sɯ.sɯ

(Table 3.2.2)
third person activethird person activethird person activethird person active
Unfinished past present future
Perfective pɯ.fi xo-jɯ-verb pɯ.fi jɯ-verb pɯ.fi jɯ-verb sɯ.sɯ 
Imperfective xo-jɯ-verb jɯ-verb jɯ-verb sɯ.sɯ
Finished
Perfective pɯ.fi xo-jɯ-verb-ɑ pɯ.fi jɯ-verb-ɑ pɯ.fi jɯ-verb-ɑ sɯ.sɯ 
Imperfective xo-jɯ-verb-ɑ jɯ-verb-ɑ jɯ-verb-ɑ sɯ.sɯ
third person passivethird person passivethird person passivethird person passive
Unfinished past present future
Perfective pɯ.fi xo-wɯ-verb pɯ.fi wɯ-verb pɯ.fi wɯ-verb sɯ.sɯ 
Imperfective xo-wɯ-verb wɯ-verb wɯ-verb sɯ.sɯ
Finished
Perfective pɯ.fi xo-wɯ-verb-ɑ pɯ.fi wɯ-verb-ɑ pɯ.fi wɯ-verb-ɑ sɯ.sɯ 
Imperfective xo-wɯ-verb-ɑ wɯ-verb-ɑ wɯ-verb-ɑ sɯ.sɯ

(Table 3.2.3) 

 There is some subject-verb agreement as both nouns and verbs have person, so the verbs 

differ depending on person. 

4.4	Adjectives	and	Adverbs

Adjectives and Adverbs do not exist separately in pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli. What is normally 

be classified as adjectives exist as stative or descriptive verbs, or as a noun. For example, 
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‘ma.fox,’ ‘happy’ is actually ‘happiness’ while ‘njak’ ‘small’ will have verb conjugations and be 

in the verb position in the sentence. However, nouns and verbs become adjectives or adverbs 

with the adjective marker ‘-ʃy.’ ‘njak,’ which is a stative verb, becomes an adjective with the 

suffix ‘-ʃy,’ ‘njak.ʃy.’ If the word is before a noun, it is an adjective, and if the word is before a 

verb, it is an adverb.

5.	Syntax

5.1	Basic	Syntactic	Structure

The word order of pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli is V(O)(S). There can be sentences with only the 

verb as nouns can be dropped, hence the parenthesis. While word order is flexible in speech due 

to a complex case system, the structure remains strictly VOS in written form. Tree 1.1 

demonstrates a sentence with just a verb because both the subject and the object are dropped.

jɪ-tsomtso
ACT2nd-love
‘you love me’

S

VP

V

jɪ.tsom.tso

(Tree 1.1)

jɪ-tsomtso  pelo-ke  tɑ-lɪ  sɯsɯ
ACT2nd-love  come-DAT you-NOM AUXFUT
Love to me you are in the future
‘you will love me’

S
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VP			NP

V		N			N		

jɪ.tsom.tso		sɯ.sɯ	pe.lo.ke	tɑ-lɪ		sɯ.sɯ			

(Tree 1.2)

Tree 1.2 shows that while pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli follows a VOS structure, the auxiliary 

future marker is moved to the end of the sentence. The auxiliary future marker moves to the end 

of the clause that the verb affects.

While English has both a definite article (the), and an indefinite article, (a, an), 

pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli only has a definite article. A definite noun is marked with the third person 

singular pronoun ‘kɾi’ (‘the book’ is ‘kɾi ten.se’), while an indefinite noun is just the noun by 

itself (‘a book’ is just ‘ten.se’). However, it is possible to use the word for ‘one’ as an indefinite 

article to emphasize that there is one noun. For example, to translate ‘a man loves me,’ ‘a man’ 

may be expressed as ‘pli ly.hun.’ This differs from counting because numbers go after the noun 

in counting. If one were to say one man, it would be ‘ly.hun pli.’

5.1.1	Relative	Clause
The relative clause precedes the noun it describes in pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli, but it seems 

much more complicated because pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli is a VOS language. As the relative clause 

precedes the noun it describes, the relative clause lies right in the middle of the sentence. The 

relative clause is marked with an auxiliary adjective marker ‘ʃy’ at the end of the relative clause. 

The relative clause follows regular sentence structure of VOS except the subject is absent as it is 

the same as the noun that the relative clause describes. Unlike in English, the relative pronoun 
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(e.g. the man who robbed a bank) is not necessary. Tree 1.3 shows a sentence with a relative 

clause in w-dialect.

jɪ-mafˈtʰoŋkʰ  jɪ-loˈhɑŋ  paˈvaʔ  wɪ-ˈwɪl-ɑʔ  ɸo
ˈhas 

ACTyou-work  ACTyou-desire to  PASyou-grow-FIN same
ˈtʰɑ-joʔ xaβeˈʒɯ-beʔ  ˈʒyʔ  ˈtʰɑ-lɪʔ
You-GEN older sibling-ACC AUXADJ you-NOM
Work, desire to grow same as your older sibling, you
‘You, who desire to be like your older sibling, work’

(Tree	1.3)

5.1.2	Questions

	 The word order for questions does not change in pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli. For questions that 

can be answered with yes and no is marked with an auxiliary marker, ‘a.so.tɯ’ that literally 

means ‘yes no,’ at the beginning of the clause. Other basic information gathering questions that 

use the 5Ws and 1H do not have a specific question marker and just have the interrogative word 

where the object or the subject is usually placed. The following shows an example of one yes and 

no question and one question that uses an interrogative word. The parenthesis marks words that 

can be dropped in pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli.

aso.tɯ  jɪ-lo.hɑŋ  laˈvɯ-pe fɯ puθ   (tɑ-lɪ)
Question ACT2nd-desire pastry-ACC two measure word  (you-NOM)
“do you want two pieces of pastry?”
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jɪ-lo.hɑŋ  sol-pe  (tɑ-lɪ)
ACT2nd-desire what-ACC (you-NOM)
“what do you desire?”

5.1.3	Other	Sentence	Structures

In order to form a passive in pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli, the position of the subject and the 

object is switched, but the cases that are attached to the nouns remains the same. Although there 

is an activeness marker in verbs, that marks the agentivity of the verb, and not the “active” or 

“passive” sentence. For example, ‘wɑ.sɯk ʃe.ho.ɸax.pe’ means “I can smell grass” not ‘the grass 

was smelled by me.’

jɪ-lo.hɑŋ  laˈvɯ-pe fɯ puθ   (tɑ-lɪ)
ACT2nd-desire pastry-ACC two measure word  (you-NOM)
‘you desire two pieces of pastry’

jɪ-lo.hɑŋ  tɑ-lɪ  laˈvɯ-pe fɯ puθ   
ACT2nd-desire you-NOM pastry-ACC two measure word  
‘two pieces of pastry are desired by you ’

 In order to form a negation in pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli the word tɯl, ‘not,’ is placed at the 

beginning of the sentence. However, the negation marker can be placed before the subject or the 

object for emphasis.

tɯl jɑ-lo.hɑŋ  laˈvɯ-pe
not ACT1st-desire  pastry-ACC 
‘I do not want pastry’

jɑ-lo.hɑŋ  tɯl laˈvɯ-pe
ACT1st-desire  not pastry-ACC 
‘I do not want pastry’
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 There is no separate imperative form or the propositional form in pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli. 

Instead, for imperatives, when a second person future tense is used (or the first person verb with 

a plural pronoun), it is accepted as a command. For propositions, the propositions begin with 

jɑ.enˈtyɾ, ‘I suggest,’ to mark that it is a proposition and not an imperative.

jɑ-ty.ɾo  pɯ.tɑ sɯ.sɯ
ACT2nd-eat we AUXFUT
‘eat!’

jɑ-enˈtyɾ  jɑ-ty.ɾo  pɯ.tɑ sɯ.sɯ
ACT1st-suggest ACT1st-eat we AUXFUT
‘let’s eat’

5.2	Case

 There are seven cases in pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli. The seven cases are the nominative case, 

the accusative case, the genitive case, the dative case, the locative case, the instrumental case, 

and the comitative case. 

The nominative case ‘lɪ’ and the accusative case ‘pe’ are used the most as they mark 

standard subject and object. 

The genitive case ‘jo’ marks possession, but it is also used to mark association. For 

example, pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli means ‘our language’ but Wellesley.jo ʃen.ta means ‘Wellesley 

student’ rather than ‘Wellesley’s student’

The dative case ‘ke’ marks destination and the indirect object of the verb. The dative case 

marks objects that are either the “victim” of the verb or the receiver/destination of the verb. For 

example, pe.lo.ke, ‘me-DAT’ is used in the following sentences:
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pɯ.ˈfi   xo-jɯ-ˈfyx-ɑ    ʃeˈho.pe pe.lo-ke  ʃɯˈswa:lɪ
AUXPRF PST-ACT3rd-bring-FIN life-ACC come-DAT Wind-NOM
‘the wind has brought life to me’

xo-jɪ-kɪk  pe.lo-ke
PST-ACT2nd-hit come-DAT
‘you hit me’

xo-jɪ-ɸeti  pe.lo-ke
PST-ACT2nd-smile come-DAT
‘you smiled at me’

The locative case ‘sy’ marks source and location. It vaguely corresponds with the English 

‘in,’ ‘at,’ ‘on,’ or ‘from.’ It might be confusing to decide when to use the locative case as opposed 

to the dative case when both cases can be used for location, but if the noun is a destination, it is 

always the dative case. Additionally the dative case is only used for destination, receiver or 

victim so if the noun is the source, or just talking about a general place, the locative marker is 

used.

The instrumental case ‘ɾo’ marks objects that are instruments or tools in which the 

nominative use to achieve an action. The instrument need not be an actual physical tool, and may 

be abstract.

xo-jɪ-kɪk  kwa-ɾo  pe.lo-ke
PST-ACT2nd-hit club-INS come-DAT
‘you hit me with a club’

pɯ.ˈfi   xo-jɯ-ɸɪ.ɾik.a-ɑ  kwa.ɸik-ɾo ɸik-pe  kɾi-lɪ
AUXPRF PST-ACT3rd-win-FIN bravery-INS fight-ACC 3rdSING-NOM
‘she/he has won the fight with bravery’
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The comitative case ‘naɾ’ in pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo o.tu.pli is used in the same sense as the English 

preposition “with” in the sense of “in company with” but also to mark when there are nouns that 

uses the same case on the same position and to denote accompaniment.  For example, to say “the 

wind brings life to me and you,” instead of using the dative case for both, “pe.lo.ke pɯ tɑ.ke” 

the comitative case replaces the first case and “and” so it becomes “pe.lo.naɾ tɑ.ke” instead. 

5. Appendix

5.1 lexicon

5.1.1 English	to	pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo	o.tu.pli
Englsih proto c_dialect w_dialect

1pli: pli: ˈpʰiəʔ

2ˈfɯ: ˈfɯ: ˈfɯʔ

3ˈto ˈtʰoʊ ˈtʰoʔ

4ˈxeθ ˈxeɪθ ˈxetʰ

5ˈwoʃ ˈwoʊʃ ˈwoʃ

6ˈhiθ ˈhi:θ ˈhiətʰ

7ˈkan ˈkʰa:n ˈkʰan

8ˈɾex ˈɹeɪx ˈɾekʰ

9ˈsɑɸ ˈsɑ:ɸ ˈsɑpʰ

10lem 'leɪm 'lem

11lem.pli leɪmˈpli: ˈlempiəʔ

12lem.fɯ ˈleɪm.fɯ ˈlem.fɯʔ

20fɯ.lem fɯ'leɪm fɯ'lem

30to.lem to'leɪm to'lem

100lem.lem lem'leɪm lem'lem

1000ɸeˈvox ɸeˈvoʊx ɸeˈvokʰ

10000lem.ɸeˈvox lem.ɸeˈvoʊx lem.ɸeˈvokʰ

act pa.dok paˈðoʊkʰ paˈdokʰ

ac*on o.psa.twox o.βa.ˈðoʊkʰ o.baˈdokʰ

again pɯ.pɯ pɯˈβɯ: pɯˈpʰɯʔ

air ˈal ˈa:l aɫ

all lan la:n lan

among kaŋ kʰa:ŋ kʰaŋ

and pɯ ˈpʰɯ: ˈpʰɯʔ

arsully	complete ʃɑn.lo.je ʃɑ:n.lo.je ˈʃɑn.lo.jeʔ

at	the	*me hɪ.no hɪˈno: hɪˈnoʔ

barrel jus.kap jus.kʰa:pʰ jus.kʰapʰ
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be ʃɑl ʃɑ:l ʃɑɫ
because ɸynˈhiɾ ɸynˈhi:ɹ ɸynˈhiəɾ
big kjoŋ kʰjoʊŋ kʰoŋ
bitumen na.na.fa na.na.va: na.na.vaʔ
book ten.se ˈtʰeɪn.se o.lɑ.ˈmaŋ
bravery kwa.ɸik kwa.ˈβi:kʰ ka.ɸiəkʰ
brick ten.ka tʰeɪŋka tʰeŋkaʔ
bring vyx vyx vykʰ
bucket ku.pa kuˈβa kuˈpʰaʔ
buy sop.al soʊ.βal so.pʰaɫ
case_accusa*ve pe pe peʔ
case_comita*ve naɾ naɹ naɾ
case_da*ve ke ke keʔ
case_genita*ve jo jo joʔ
case_instrumental ɾo ɹo ɾoʔ
case_loca*ve sy sy syʔ
case_nomina*ve lɪ lɪ lɪʔ
city psiˈθuɾ psiˈðu:ɹ piəˈðuɾ
cloud ˈmɑŋ.al ˈmɑ:ŋal mɑŋaɫ
club kwa kwa kʰaʔ
come pe.lo pe.ˈloʊ pe.ˈloʔ
complete ɸeʃˈfeɪx ɸeʃˈfeɪx ɸeʃˈfekʰ
completes ɸeʃˈfex.o.ʃy ɸeʃˈfeɪɣ.o.ʒy ɸeʃˈfeɪɣ.o.ʒyʔ
create xɯˈɸaθ xɯˈβa:θ xɯˈpʰatʰ
debate ʃek.ɾu.tu.pli.o ʃeɪkʰɹuduˈpli:o ʃekʰɾuduˈpʰiəʔoʔ
desire lo.hɑŋ loˈhɑ:ŋ loˈhɑŋ
different kɾiʃ.o kɾi:.ʒo kiə.ʒo
do ʃy ʃy: ʃyʔ
down ʃe ʃeɪ ʃeʔ
drop mli mli: ˈmiəʔ
earth ˈɸax ˈɸa:x ˈɸakʰ
east mot moʊtʰ motʰ
eat tyˈɾo tyˈɹoʊ tyˈɾoʔ
emo*on ʃo'hus.o ʃo'hu:.so ʃo'hu.soʔ
exclusive loʃ loʊʃ loʃ
expanse woˈɾu woˈɹu: woˈɾu
fall tɑˈɾɑpʰ tɑˈɹɑ:pʰ tɑˈɾɑpʰ
fight ɸik ɸi:kʰ ɸiəkʰ
find som.pa soʊm.pa som.paʔ
fire ˈxwo.fa.si ˈxwoʊvazi xovaˈziʔ
fist ˈθex ˈθeɪx θɛkʰ
flash ʃu.ɑm ʃuɑm ʃuʔɑm
flowing jaˈɾɯl jaˈɹɯ:l jaˈɾɯɫ
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foot θlomp ˈθloʊmpʰ ˈθompʰ
for ʃa.ɸa ʃa.βa: ʃaβaʔ
future	maker sɯ.sɯ sɯ.zɯ: sɯˈzɯʔ
get toʃ.o tʰoʊʒo tʰoʒoʔ
give le leɪ leʔ
glue o.plɪm o.plɪ:m o.pʰɪm
grain kaˈʃa kaˈʒa: kaˈʒaʔ
grass ʃe.ho.ɸax ʃehoˈβa:x ʃehoˈβakʰ
group he.ʃu.i heˈʒui heˈʒuʔiəʔ
grow wɪl wɪ:l wɪɫ
hand se.to se.ˈðoʊ se.ˈtʰoʔ
happiness ma.fox ma.ˈvoʊx ma.ˈvokʰ
have ʃaɾ ʃa:ɹ ʃaɾ
he/she kɾi kɹi kʰiə
hear li.eˈʒu lieˈʒu: liʔeˈʒuʔ
heat ʃɯ ʃɯ: ʃɯʔ
honor ɾoθlun ɹoθlu:n ɾoθlun
how mɪ mɪ: mɪʔ
however ha.si ha.zi ha.ziə
human ly.hun ly.hu:n ly.hun
idle	(v) nɑ.ɾux nɑ.ˈɹu:x nɑ.ˈɾukʰ
if jik.mɯ ji:kʰmɯ jiəkʰ.mɯʔ
inappropriate	ac*on tsyl.ho tsy:lho tʰˈylhoʔ
jewels oˈ.ʍɑnt ̃oˈʍɑ:ntʰ oˈhɑ:ntʰ
know ke.ko.men ke.ɣo.meɪn ke.ɣo.men
land woɾɸax woɹˈɸa:x woɾɸakʰ
language o.tu.pli o.ðuˈpli oduˈpʰiəʔ
laugh e.ʃu.ɸe.ti eʒuβeˈði: eʒuβeˈtʰiəʔ
life ʃe.ˈho ʃeˈhoʊ ʃe.ˈhoʔ
lightning xwoˈmɑŋ.al xwoˈmɑ:ŋal xoˈmɑŋaɫ
love tsom.tso tsoʊm.tso ˈtʰoʊm.to
manner tsu.lym.ɸlit tsu.lym.ˈɸli:tʰ tu.lym.ˈɸiətʰ
measure	word_intangiblesu.ɑŋ suɑŋ suʔɑŋ
mix neˈɾo neˈɹoʊ neˈɾoʔ
move pe.nɑm pe.nɑ:m pe.nɑm
name klan kla:n kʰan
negate	nega*ves ja.so ja.ˈzoʊ jɑ.ˈzoʔ
no tɯ ˈtʰɯ: ˈtʰɯʔ
north max ma:x makʰ
not tɯl tʰɯl tʰɯɫ
now ɸet ɸeɪtʰ ɸetʰ
number joˈlon joˈloʊn joˈlon
ocean woɾˈmɑŋ woɹˈmɑ:ŋ woɾˈmɑŋ
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pair ki kʰi: kʰiəʔ
part sui sui ˈsuʔiəʔ
pastry laˈvɯ laˈvɯ: laˈvɯʔ
piece ˈpuθ ˈpʰu:θ pʰutʰ
place ten tʰeɪn tʰen
plain laŋk la:ŋk laŋk
possibility ʃekɾuʃɑl	 ʃeɪkʰɹuʒɑl	 ʃekʰɾuʒɑɫ
pretend tselk	 tse:lkʰ	 tʰekʰ	
promise teˈ.fyŋ.ko teˈvyŋko teˈvyŋko
quick mɯs mɯs mɯs
quit pwoʊl.kɪt pwoʊl.kɪt pʰolˈkɪt
reach ha.ma ha.ma: ha.maʔ
read lɑ.maŋ lɑ.ˈma:ŋ lɑ.ˈmaŋ
receive pax.ti pʰa:x.ti pʰax.tiəʔ
remember xɪʃ.ʍan xɪʃ.ʍan xɪʃ.han
same ɸoˈʍas ɸoˈʍa:s ɸoˈhas
sand ˈsɪm ˈsɪ:m ˈsɪm
see sy.ˈvɑŋ syˈvɑ:ŋ syˈvɑŋ
sense kɑˈpeɾ.o kɑ.βe.ɹo ��ˈbe.ɾoʔ
shaking	hands ʍoˈveŋ ʍoˈveɪŋ hoˈveŋ
sibling_older xa.ɸe.ʃɯ xa.βe.ʒɯ: xa.βe.ʒɯʔ
sibling_younger ɸe.ɸe.ʃɯ ɸe.βe.ʒɯ: ɸe.βe.ʒɯʔ
sing e.ʃu.ˈmɑŋ eʒuˈmɑ:ŋ		 eʒuˈmɑŋ
singer e.ʃu.ˈmɑ:ŋ.o.ʃy eʒuˈmɑ:.ŋo.ʒy eʒuˈmɑŋ
sit xal xa:l xaɫ
sky je jeɪ jeʔ
sleep sɯŋ sɯ:ŋ sɯŋ
small njak njakʰ nakʰ
small	talk mɯs.tuˈ.pli.o mɯs.tuˈ.pli.o mɯstuˈpʰiəʔ	oʔ
smell ˈsɯx ˈsɯ:x sɯkʰ
smile ɸeˈ* ɸeˈði: ɸeˈtʰiəʔ
song o.e.ʃu.ˈmɑŋ o.e.ʒu.ˈmɑ:ŋ oʔeʒuˈmɑŋ
sound e.ʃu e.ˈʒu: e.ˈʒuʔ
south miɸ miɸ mipʰ
spread te.fo te.voʊ te.voʔ
stand nɑˈɾu:x nɑˈɹux nɑˈɾuk
start ɸɑˈtul ɸɑˈðu:l ɸɑˈtʰuɫ
s*ck	(v) plɪm plɪ:m pʰɪm
stone kyʃ kʰyʃ kʰyʃ
student ʃen.ta ʃeɪn.ta ʃen.taʔ
suggest enˈtyɾ enˈty:ɹ enˈtyɾ
swallow loˈjɑm loˈjɑ:m loˈjɑm
talk e.ʃu.tu.pli eʒuðuˈpli: eʒuduˈpʰiəʔ
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taste sɯx.ty.ɾo ˈsɯ:x.ty.ɹo sɯx.tyɾoʔ
then toˈɾo toˈɹoʊ toˈɾoʔ
therefore ki.tox kiˈðoʊx kitʰokʰ	
they kɾi.he.ʃu.i kɹi:.he.ˈʒu.i	 kiə.he.ˈʒuʔ.iəʔ
thing pa.xe pa.ˈɣe pa.ˈɣeʔ
think psa.twox psaˈtʰwoʊx paˈdokʰ
this tse tseɪ tʰeʔ
those pa.xe.he.ʃu.i pa.ɣe.he.ˈʒu:i	 pa.ɣe.he.ˈʒuʔ.iəʔ		
thought o.psa.ˈtwox opsaˈtʰwoʊx o.baˈdokʰ
thunder e.ʃuˈmɑŋ.al eʒuˈmɑ:ŋal eʒuˈmɑŋaɫ
*p smif ˈsmi:f siəf
to pa.fa pa.ˈva: pa.ˈvaʔ
to	(verb	indicator) pa.fa pa.ˈva: pa.ˈvaʔ
to	hit	with	a	s*ck pa.fa.kwa pa.va.ˈkwa pa.va.ˈkʰaʔ
touch θɑˈɾef θɑˈɹeɪf θɑˈɾepʰ
tower jonaˈlɑ jonaˈlɑ: jonaˈlɑ
travel fi.ol.ɪn fi.o.lɪn fiʔolɪn
understand θeɸoˈlu θeβoˈlu: θeβoˈlu
walk mi.fax miva:x miəˈvakʰ
wander ʃek.ɾu ʃeɪkʰɹu ʃekʰɾu
water ˈmɑŋ ˈmɑ:ŋ ˈmɑŋ
we_and	you pɯ.ˈtɑʔ pɯˈðɑ:	 pɯˈtʰɑʔ
we_exclude	you he.ʃu.i heˈʒu:i	 heˈʒuʔiəʔ	
we_group pɯ.he.ʃu.i pɯ.he.ˈʒu:i	 pɯ.he.ˈʒuʔ.iəʔ
west mel meɪl meɫ
what sol soʊl soɫ
when tsyk tsy:kʰ tʰykʰ
where pop pʰoʊpʰ pʰopʰ
who toŋ tʰoʊŋ tʰoŋ
why ʃɯs ʃɯ:s ʃɯs
win ɸɪ.ɾik.a ɸɪ.ɾi:.ɣa ɸɪ.ɾiə.kʰaʔ
wind ʃɯˈswa ʃɯˈswa: ʃɯˈzaʔ
words tu.pli.o tu.pli.o tuˈpʰiəʔoʔ
work	(n) o.maf.ˈtoŋk o.maf.ˈtʰoʊŋkʰ o.maf.ˈtʰoŋkʰ
work	(v) maf.ˈtoŋk mafˈtʰoʊŋkʰ mafˈtʰoŋkʰ
worker maf.ˈtoŋk.o.ʃy mafˈtʰoʊŋ.kʰo.ʒy mafˈ.tʰoŋ.kʰo.ʒyʔ
yes ɑ.so ɑ.ˈzoʊ ɑ.ˈzoʔ
you tɑ tʰɑ: tʰɑʔ
you_formal ɸeʃ.ˈfex.o.ʒy	 ɸeʃ.ˈfeɪ.ɣo.ʒy	
you_plural tɑ.he.ˈʃu.i	 tɑ.he.ˈʒui	 tɑ.he.ˈʒuʔ.iəʔ	
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5.1.2 pɯ.he.ʃu.i.jo	o.tu.pli	to	English
proto c_dialect w_dialect Englsih
ɑ.so ɑ.ˈzoʊ ɑ.ˈzoʔ yes
al ˈa:l aɫ air
e.ʃu e.ˈʒu: e.ˈʒuʔ sound
e.ʃu.ˈmɑ:ŋ.o.ʃy eʒuˈmɑ:.ŋo.ʒy eʒuˈmɑŋ singer
e.ʃu.ˈmɑŋ eʒuˈmɑ:ŋ		 eʒuˈmɑŋ sing
e.ʃu.ɸe.ti eʒuβeˈði: eʒuβeˈtʰiəʔ laugh
e.ʃu.tu.pli eʒuðuˈpli: eʒuduˈpʰiəʔ talk
e.ʃuˈmɑŋ.al eʒuˈmɑ:ŋal eʒuˈmɑŋaɫ thunder
enˈtyɾ enˈty:ɹ enˈtyɾ suggest
fi.ol.ɪn fi.o.lɪn fiʔolɪn travel
fɯ.lem fɯ'leɪm fɯ'lem twenty
ˈfɯ: ˈfɯ: ˈfɯʔ two
ha.ma ha.ma: ha.maʔ reach
ha.si ha.zi ha.ziə however
he.ʃu.i heˈʒui heˈʒuʔiəʔ group
he.ʃu.i heˈʒu:i	 heˈʒuʔiəʔ	 we_exclude	you
hɪ.no hɪˈno: hɪˈnoʔ at	the	*me
hiθ ˈhi:θ ˈhiətʰ six
ja.so ja.ˈzoʊ jɑ.ˈzoʔ negate	nega*ves

jaˈɾɯl jaˈɹɯ:l jaˈɾɯɫ
flowing,	also	measure	word	for	air	or	
thought	or	water

je jeɪ jeʔ sky
jik.mɯ ji:kʰmɯ jiəkʰ.mɯʔ if
jo jo joʔ case_genita*ve
joˈlon joˈloʊn joˈlon number
jonaˈlɑ jonaˈlɑ: jonaˈlɑ tower
jus.kap jus.kʰa:pʰ jus.kʰapʰ barrel,	also	measure	word	for	alcohol
kan ˈkʰa:n ˈkʰan seven
kaŋ kʰa:ŋ kʰaŋ among
kɑˈpeɾ.o kɑ.βe.ɹo ��ˈbe.ɾoʔ sense
kaˈʃa kaˈʒa: kaˈʒaʔ grain	also	a	measure	word
ke ke keʔ case_da*ve
ke.ko.men ke.ɣo.meɪn ke.ɣo.men know,	ac*ve	form	is	learn
ki kʰi: kʰiəʔ pair	also	a	measure	word
ki.tox kiˈðoʊx kitʰokʰ	 therefore
kjoŋ kʰjoʊŋ kʰoŋ big
klan kla:n kʰan name

kɾi kɹi kʰiə
he/she	also	used	as	definite	and	to	mark	
distance

kɾi.he.ʃu.i kɹi:.he.ˈʒu.i	 kiə.he.ˈʒuʔ.iəʔ they
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kɾiʃ.o kɾi:.ʒo kiə.ʒo different
ku.pa kuˈβa kuˈpʰaʔ bucket	measure	word	for	liquid
kwa kwa kʰaʔ club
kwa.ɸik kwa.ˈβi:kʰ ka.ɸiəkʰ bravery
kyʃ kʰyʃ kʰyʃ stone
lɑ.maŋ lɑ.ˈma:ŋ lɑ.ˈmaŋ read
lan la:n lan all
laŋk la:ŋk laŋk plain
laˈvɯ laˈvɯ: laˈvɯʔ pastry
le leɪ leʔ give
lem 'leɪm 'lem ten
lem.fɯ ˈleɪm.fɯ ˈlem.fɯʔ twelve
lem.lem lem'leɪm lem'lem hundred
lem.ɸeˈvox lem.ɸeˈvoʊx lem.ɸeˈvokʰ ten	thousand
lem.pli leɪmˈpli: ˈlempiəʔ eleven
lɪ lɪ lɪʔ case_nomina*ve
li.eˈʒu lieˈʒu: liʔeˈʒuʔ hear
lo.hɑŋ loˈhɑ:ŋ loˈhɑŋ desire

loˈjɑm loˈjɑ:m loˈjɑm
swallow	measure	word	for	intangible	
things

loʃ loʊʃ loʃ exclusive
ly.hun ly.hu:n ly.hun human
ma.fox ma.ˈvoʊx ma.ˈvokʰ happiness
maf.ˈtoŋk mafˈtʰoʊŋkʰ mafˈtʰoŋkʰ work	(v)

maf.ˈtoŋk.o.ʃy mafˈtʰoʊŋ.kʰo.ʒy
maf
ˈ.tʰoŋ.kʰo.ʒyʔ worker

ˈmɑŋ ˈmɑ:ŋ ˈmɑŋ water
ˈmɑŋ.al ˈmɑ:ŋal mɑŋaɫ cloud
max ma:x makʰ north
mel meɪl meɫ west
mɪ mɪ: mɪʔ how
mi.fax miva:x miəˈvakʰ walk
miɸ miɸ mipʰ south
mli mli: ˈmiəʔ drop	measure	word	for	water

mɯs mɯs mɯs
quick	measure	word	for	word	related	
things

mɯs.tuˈ.pli.o mɯs.tuˈ.pli.o mɯstuˈpʰiəʔ	oʔsmall	talk
mot moʊtʰ motʰ east
na.na.fa na.na.va: na.na.vaʔ bitumen
nɑ.ɾux nɑ.ˈɹu:x nɑ.ˈɾukʰ idle	(v)
naɾ naɹ naɾ case_comita*ve
nɑˈɾu:x nɑˈɹux nɑˈɾuk stand
neˈɾo neˈɹoʊ neˈɾoʔ mix
njak njakʰ nakʰ small
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o.e.ʃu.ˈmɑŋ o.e.ʒu.ˈmɑ:ŋ oʔeʒuˈmɑŋ song

o.maf.ˈtoŋk o.maf.ˈtʰoʊŋkʰ o.maf.ˈtʰoŋkʰ work	(n)

o.plɪm o.plɪ:m o.pʰɪm glue

o.psa.twox o.βa.ˈðoʊkʰ o.baˈdokʰ ac*on

o.psa.ˈtwox opsaˈtʰwoʊx o.baˈdokʰ thought

o.tu.pli o.ðuˈpli oduˈpʰiəʔ language

oˈ.ʍɑnt ̃oˈʍɑ:ntʰ oˈhɑ:ntʰ jewels	or	precious	one

pa.dok paˈðoʊkʰ paˈdokʰ act

pa.fa pa.ˈva: pa.ˈvaʔ to

pa.fa pa.ˈva: pa.ˈvaʔ to	(verb	indicator)

pa.fa.kwa pa.va.ˈkwa pa.va.ˈkʰaʔ to	hit	with	a	s*ck

pa.xe pa.ˈɣe pa.ˈɣeʔ thing

pa.xe.he.ʃu.i pa.ɣe.he.ˈʒu:i	

pa.ɣe.he.

ˈʒuʔ.iəʔ		 those

ɸɑˈtul ɸɑˈðu:l ɸɑˈtʰuɫ start

ˈɸax ˈɸa:x ˈɸakʰ earth

pax.ti pʰa:x.ti pʰax.tiəʔ receive

pe pe peʔ case_accusa*ve

pe.lo pe.ˈloʊ pe.ˈloʔ come

pe.nɑm pe.nɑ:m pe.nɑm move

ɸe.ɸe.ʃɯ ɸe.βe.ʒɯ: ɸe.βe.ʒɯʔ sibling_younger

ɸeʃ.ˈfex.o.ʒy	 ɸeʃ.ˈfeɪ.ɣo.ʒy	 you_formal

ɸeʃˈfeɪx ɸeʃˈfeɪx ɸeʃˈfekʰ complete

ɸeʃˈfex.o.ʃy ɸeʃˈfeɪɣ.o.ʒy ɸeʃˈfeɪɣ.o.ʒyʔ completes

ɸet ɸeɪtʰ ɸetʰ now

ɸeˈ* ɸeˈði: ɸeˈtʰiəʔ smile

ɸeˈvox ɸeˈvoʊx ɸeˈvokʰ thousand

ɸɪ.ɾik.a ɸɪ.ɾi:.ɣa
ɸɪ.ɾiə.kʰa
ʔ win

ɸik ɸi:kʰ ɸiəkʰ fight

pli: pli: ˈpʰiəʔ one

plɪm plɪ:m pʰɪm s*ck	(v)

pɯ ˈpʰɯ: ˈpʰɯʔ and

pɯ.he.ʃu.i pɯ.he.ˈʒu:i	 pɯ.he.ˈʒuʔ.iəʔ we_group

pɯ.pɯ pɯˈβɯ: pɯˈpʰɯʔ again

pɯ.ˈtɑʔ pɯˈðɑ:	 pɯˈtʰɑʔ we_and	you

pop pʰoʊpʰ pʰopʰ where

ɸoˈʍas ɸoˈʍa:s ɸoˈhas same

psa.twox psaˈtʰwoʊx paˈdokʰ think

psiˈθuɾ psiˈðu:ɹ piəˈðuɾ city

ˈpuθ ˈpʰu:θ pʰutʰ piece

pwoʊl.kɪt pwoʊl.kɪt pʰolˈkɪt quit

ɸynˈhiɾ ɸynˈhi:ɹ ɸynˈhiəɾ because

ˈɾex ˈɹeɪx ˈɾekʰ eight
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ɾo ɹo ɾoʔ case_instrumental
ɾoθlun ɹoθlu:n ɾoθlun honor
ʃa.ɸa ʃa.βa: ʃaβaʔ for
ʃɑl ʃɑ:l ʃɑɫ be
ʃɑn.lo.je ʃɑ:n.lo.je ˈʃɑn.lo.jeʔ arsully	complete
ˈsɑɸ ˈsɑ:ɸ ˈsɑpʰ nine
ʃaɾ ʃa:ɹ ʃaɾ have,	possess
ʃe ʃeɪ ʃeʔ down
ʃe.ˈho ʃeˈhoʊ ʃe.ˈhoʔ life
ʃe.ho.ɸax ʃehoˈβa:x ʃehoˈβakʰ grass
se.to se.ˈðoʊ se.ˈtʰoʔ hand

ʃek.ɾu ʃeɪkʰɹu ʃekʰɾu
wander	measure	word	for	word	related	
things

ʃek.ɾu.tu.pli.o ʃeɪkʰɹuduˈpli:o
ʃekʰɾudu
ˈpʰiəʔoʔ debate

ʃek.ɾu.ʃɑl	 ʃeɪkʰɹuʒɑl	 ʃekʰɾuʒɑɫ possibility
ʃen.ta ʃeɪn.ta ʃen.taʔ student
ˈsɪm ˈsɪ:m ˈsɪm sand
ʃɯ ʃɯ: ʃɯʔ heat
sɯ.sɯ sɯ.zɯ: sɯˈzɯʔ future	maker
smif ˈsmi:f siəf *p	a	measure	word	meaning	'a	pinch	of'
sɯŋ sɯ:ŋ sɯŋ sleep
ʃɯs ʃɯ:s ʃɯs why
ʃɯˈswa ʃɯˈswa: ʃɯˈzaʔ wind
ˈsɯx ˈsɯ:x sɯkʰ smell
sɯx.ty.ɾo ˈsɯ:x.ty.ɹo sɯx.tyɾoʔ taste
ʃo'hus.o ʃo'hu:.so ʃo'hu.soʔ emo*on
sol soʊl soɫ what
som.pa soʊm.pa som.paʔ find
sop.al soʊ.βal so.pʰaɫ buy
ʃu.ɑm ʃuɑm ʃuʔɑm flash
su.ɑŋ suɑŋ suʔɑŋ measure	word_intangible
sui sui ˈsuʔiəʔ part	measure	word
sy sy syʔ case_loca*ve
ʃy ʃy: ʃyʔ do	also	an	ADJ	marker
sy.ˈvɑŋ syˈvɑ:ŋ syˈvɑŋ see
tɑ tʰɑ: tʰɑʔ you
tɑ.he.ˈʃu.i	 tɑ.he.ˈʒui	 tɑ.he.ˈʒuʔ.iəʔ	 you_plural
tɑˈɾɑpʰ tɑˈɹɑ:pʰ tɑˈɾɑpʰ fall
te.fo te.voʊ te.voʔ spread-PASS	form	is	sca~ered
teˈ.fyŋ.ko teˈvyŋko teˈvyŋko promise
ten tʰeɪn tʰen place
ten.ka tʰeɪŋka tʰeŋkaʔ brick
ten.se ˈtʰeɪn.se o.lɑ.ˈmaŋ book
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tɯ ˈtʰɯ: ˈtʰɯʔ no
tɯl tʰɯl tʰɯɫ not
ˈto ˈtʰoʊ ˈtʰoʔ three
to.lem to'leɪm to'lem thirty

toŋ tʰoʊŋ tʰoŋ who
toˈɾo toˈɹoʊ toˈɾoʔ then,	a�erwards

toʃ.o tʰoʊʒo tʰoʒoʔ get
tse tseɪ tʰeʔ this
tselk	 tse:lkʰ	 tʰekʰ	 pretend,	act
tsom.tso tsoʊm.tso ˈtʰoʊm.to love
tsu.lym.ɸlit tsu.lym.ˈɸli:tʰ tu.lym.ˈɸiətʰ manner

tsyk tsy:kʰ tʰykʰ when

tsyl.ho tsy:lho tʰˈylhoʔ
inappropriate	ac*on,	act	outside	of	one's	
class

tu.pli.o tu.pli.o tuˈpʰiəʔoʔ words	used	for	both	wri~en	and	spoken
tyˈɾo tyˈɹoʊ tyˈɾoʔ eat
vyx vyx vykʰ bring
wɪl wɪ:l wɪɫ grow	can	be	used	to	form	verbs
woɾˈmɑŋ woɹˈmɑ:ŋ woɾˈmɑŋ ocean
woɾɸax woɹˈɸa:x woɾɸakʰ land
woˈɾu woˈɹu: woˈɾu expanse,	measure	word	for	endless	ness
ˈwoʃ ˈwoʊʃ ˈwoʃ five
ʍoˈveŋ ʍoˈveɪŋ hoˈveŋ shaking	hands

xa.ɸe.ʃɯ xa.βe.ʒɯ: xa.βe.ʒɯʔ sibling_older
xal xa:l xaɫ sit
ˈxeθ ˈxeɪθ ˈxetʰ four

xɪʃ.ʍan xɪʃ.ʍan xɪʃ.han remember
xɯˈɸaθ xɯˈβa:θ xɯˈpʰatʰ create
ˈxwo.fa.si ˈxwoʊvazi xovaˈziʔ fire
xwoˈmɑŋ.al xwoˈmɑ:ŋal xoˈmɑŋaɫ lightning
θɑˈɾef θɑˈɹeɪf θɑˈɾepʰ touch
θeɸoˈlu θeβoˈlu: θeβoˈlu understand
ˈθex ˈθeɪx θɛkʰ fist
θlomp ˈθloʊmpʰ ˈθompʰ foot
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5.2 Tower	of	Babel
gloss Meaning

FIN Finished	tense

ACT Ac*veness	marker

PASS Passive	marker

ADJ Adjec*ve	marker

exclusive Exclusively,	only	with	each	other

Now	all	the	earth	con*nued	to	be	of	one	language	and	of	one	set	of	words.

hɪˈno:	 	 pɯˈvi:	 	 xo-wɯ-ˈʒɑ:l	 	 ˈpli:	 psiˈðeɪf		 eʒuðuˈplio-naɹ

At	that	*me	 AUXPRF		 PST-3rdPASS-be		 one	 (set)meas.	 speach-COM	

ˈpli:	 psiˈðeɪf		 	 tuˈplio-ɹo	 (ˈpli:)	 woɹˈβa:x-lɪ

One	 (set)measure	word	 Language-INS	 (one)	 land-NOM	

As	they	traveled	eastward,	they	discovered	a	valley	plain	in	the	land	of	Shi’nar	and	they	began	dwelling	

there.

xo-wɯ-zoʊmpa-ɑ	 ʃinaɹ-jo	 	 woɹˈβa:x-sy	 	 laŋk-pe		 pɯˈvi:	 	

PST-3rdPASS-find-FIN	 Shinar-GEN	 land-LOC	 	 plain-ACC	 AUXPRF		

xo-jɯ-violɪn-ɑ		 	 moʊtʰ-ɹo	 ʒy	 	 pɯˈkɹi:-lɪ	 pʰɯ:	 xo-jɯ-βɑˈðu:l-

ɑ	 	

PST-3rdACT-travel-FIN		 east-INS	 AUXADJ		 3rdPL-NOM	 and	 PST-3rdACT-start-FIN

jɯ-ˈʒɑ:l		 kɹi-tʰeɪn-sy	 (pɯˈkɹi:-lɪ)

3rdACT-be	 	that-place-LOC	(3rdPL-NOM)

Then	they	said	to	one	another:	“Come!	Let	us	make	bricks	and	bake	them	with	fire.”

xo-jɯ-eʒuduˈpli-ɑ	 loʊʒ-y	 	 pɯkɹi-lɪ		 ɸeɪtʰ	 	 	 jɑ-enˈty:ɹ

PST-3rdACT-talk-FIN	 exclusive-ADJ	 3rdPL-NOM	 now(exclama*ve)	 1stACT-suggest

jɑ-xɯˈβa:ð-ɑ	 	 pɯ-ˈtʰeɪnka-	be		 pɯˈdɑ:lɪ	 pʰɯ:	 jɑ-bava-ʒɯ-ɑ	 ˈxwoʊfazi-ɹo

1stACT-create-FIN	 brick-plural-ACC	 1stPL-NOM	 and	 1stACT-V-heat-FIN	 fire-INS

So	they	used	bricks	instead	of	stone,	and	bitumen	as	mortar.
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kiˈðoʊx		 xo-jɯ-baˈva:-ɑ		 	 pɯ-ˈtʰeɪnka-	-ɹo	̍tʰɯ:l	 pɯ-kʰyʃ-ɹo	 pʰɯ:

Therefore	 PST-3rdACT-to	do-FIN	 PL-brick-	INS	 	 not	 PL-stone-	INS	 and

xo-jɯ-baˈva:-ɑ	 	 nanaˈva:-ɹo	 paˈva:	 	 o-plɪ:m-	ɹo	

PST-3rdACT-to	do-FIN		 Bitumen-ins	 to	 	 N-s*ck-	INS

They	now	said:	“Come!	Let	us	build	a	city	for	ourselves	and	a	tower	with	its	top	in	the	heavens,	and	let	
us	make	a	celebrated	name	for	ourselves,	so	that	we	will	not	be	sca~ered	over	the	en*re	face	of	the	
earth.”

toˈɹoʊ	 hɪˈno:	 	 xo-jɯ-eʒuduˈpli-ɑ	 ɸeɪtʰ	 	 jɑ-enˈty:ɹ

Then	 at	that	*me	 PST-3rdACT-talk-FIN	 now(excl.)	 1stACT-suggest		

ˈʃɑ:nloje	 	 psiˈðu:ɹ-pe	 ʃaˈβa:	 loʊʒ-y	 	 pɯˈdɑ:-pe	 pɯˈdɑ:-lɪ

arsully	complete	 city-ACC	 for	 exclusive-ADJ	 1stPL-ACC	 1stPL-NOM

sɯˈzɯ:	 	 pʰɯ:	 ˈʃɑ:nloje	 	 wɯ-hama-ɑ	 	 je-pe	 	 ʒy

AUXFUT	 and	 arsully	complete	 3rdPAS-reach-FIN	 sky-ACC		 AUXADJ

jonaˈlɑ:-pe	 toˈɹoʊ	 jɑ-enˈty:ɹ	 	 jɑ-xɯˈβa:ð-ɑ	 	 ɹoθlu:n-y	 kla:n-pe

Tower-ACC	 Then	 1stACT-suggest		 1stACT-create-FIN	 honor-ADJ	 name-ACC

ʃaˈβa:	 loʊʒ-y	 	 pɯˈdɑ:-lɪ	 sɯˈzɯ:	 	 ɸynˈhi:ɹ	 ˈtʰɯ:l	 wɑ-tʰevoʊ

for	 exclusive-ADJ	 1stPL-NOM	 AUXFUT	 because	 not	 1stPAS-sca~er

lan	 woɹˈɸa:x-sy	 pɯˈdɑ:-lɪ

All	 land-LOC	 1stPL-NOM

Then	Jehovah	went	down	to	see	the	city	and	the	tower	that	the	sons	of	men	had	built.

toˈɹoʊ	 xo-jɯ-penɑm-ɑ		 ʃeɪ-ɹo	 	 ɸynˈhi:ɹ	 jɯ-syˈvɑ̃:ŋ-ɑ	 	 pɯˈvi:

Then	 PST-3rdACT-move-FIN	 down-INS	 because	 3rdACT-see-FIN	
	 AUXPRF		

xo-jɯ-xɯˈβa:tʰ	 	 lan	 lyˈhu:n-lɪ	 ʒy	 	 psiˈðu:ɹ	-naɹ	 jonaˈlɑ:-pe

PST-3rdACT-create	 all	 human-NOM	 AUXADJ		 city-COM	 tower-ACC

ʃehova-lɪ

Jehovah-NOM
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Jehovah	then	said:	“Look!	They	are	one	people	with	one	language,	and	this	is	what	they	have	started	to	
do.	

toˈɹoʊ	 xo-jɯ-eʒuduˈpli-ɑ	 ʃehova-lɪ	 “jɪ-syˈvɑ̃:ŋ-ɑ	 	 sɯˈzɯ:	 	 wɯ-ˈʒɑ:l-ɑ

Then	 PST-3rdACT-talk-FIN	 Jehovah-NOM	 “2ndACT-see-FIN	 AUXFUT!	 3rdPAS-be-FIN

wɯ-ʃa:ɹ		 ˈpli:	 psiˈðef	 	 tuˈplio-be	 ʒy	 	 ˈpli:	 heˈʒui	

3rdPAS-have	 one	 (set)	measure	 language-ACC	 AUXADJ		 one	 (group)meas.	

lyˈhu:n-	lɪ		 pʰɯ:	 xo-jɯ-βɑˈdu:l-ɑ		 jɯ-ʒy:	 	 tseɪ	 o-mafˈtʰoʊŋkʰ-pe	

Human-NOM	 	And	 PST-3rdACT-start-FIN	 3rdACT-do	 this	 N-act-	ACC	

Now	there	is	nothing	that	they	may	have	in	mind	to	do	that	will	be	impossible	for	them.

toˈɹoʊ	 hɪˈno:	 	 jɯ-loˈhɑŋ-ɑ	 	 paˈva:	 jɯ-ʒy:	 	 sɯˈzɯ:	 	 ʒy

Then	 At	that	*me	 3rdACT-want-FIN	 to	 3rdACT-do	 AUXFUT	 AUXADJ	

o-mafˈtʰoʊŋk	 kaŋ	 	 ˈtʰɯ:l	 wɯ-ˈʒɑ:l-ɑ	 ʃaˈβa:	 pɯkɹi-pe	 ˈtʰɯ:l	 ʃeɪkʰɹuʒɑl	-
ʒy	

N-work			 among	 	 	not	 3rdPAS-be-FIN	 for	 3rdPL-ACC	 not	 possibility-
ADJ	

paˈɣeɪ-lɪ		 sɯˈzɯ:

thing-NOM		 AUXFUT

Come!	Let	us	go	down	there	and	confuse	their	language	in	order	that	they	may	not	understand	one	
another’s	language.”

ɸeɪtʰ	 jɑ-enˈty:ɹ	 	 jɯ-peˈna:m-ɑ	 	 ʃeɪ-ɹo	 	 pʰɯ:	 jɑ-neˈɹoʊ	-ɑ

Now!	 1stACT-suggest		 3rdACT-move-FIN	 down-INS	 and	 1stACT-mix-
FIN	 	

pɯkɹi-jo	 tuˈplio-be	 pɯˈdɑ:-lɪ	 ɸynˈhi:ɹ	 ˈtʰɯ:l	 wɯ-ðeβoˈlu-ɑ

3rdPL-gen	 language-ACC	 1stPL-NOM	 because	 not	 3rdPAS-understand-FIN

pɯkɹi-jo	 tuˈplio-be

3rdPL-gen	 language-ACC

So	Jehovah	sca~ered	them	from	there	over	the	en*re	face	of	the	earth,	and	they	gradually	le�	off	
building	the	city.
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kiˈðoʊx		 xo-jɯ-tʰevoʊ-ɑ	 	 pɯkɹi-pe	 lan	 woɹˈɸa:x-sy	 pʰɯ:	 gaʒa-pɯ-	gaˈʒa:

Therefore	 PST-3rdACT-sca~er-FIN	 3rdPL-ACC	 all	 land-LOC	 and	 grain-and-grain

ˈtʰɯ:l	 paˈva:	 jɯ-βeʃˈfeɪx	 	 jɯ-xɯˈβa:ð-ɑ	 	 psiˈðu:ɹ-pe

not	 to	 3rdACT-complete	 3rdACT-create-FIN	 city-ACC

That	is	why	it	was	named	Ba’bel,	because	there	Jehovah	confused	the	language	of	all	the	earth,	and	
Jehovah	sca~ered	them	from	there	over	the	en*re	face	of	the	earth.

kiˈðoʊx		 pɯˈvi:	 	 xo-jɯ-bava-kla:n-ɑ	 	 Babel-ɹo	 ɸynˈhi:ɹ	

Therefore	 AUXPRF		 PST-3rdACT-VRB-name-	FIN	 Babel-INS	 because	

xo-jɯ-neˈɹoʊ-ɑ			 lan	 woɹˈɸa:x	-jo	 tuˈplio-be	 pʰɯ:	 xo-jɯ-tʰevoʊ-
ɑ	 	 	

PST-3rdACT-mix-FIN		 All	 land-GEN	 language-ACC	 and	 PST-3rdACT-sca~er-
FIN	 	

pɯkɹi-be	 	tʰo		 kɹi-tʰeɪn-sy	 lan	 woɹˈɸa:x-ɹo	 ʃehova-lɪ

3rdPL-ACC	 	from		 That-place-LOC	 all	 land-INS	 Jehovah-NOM
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5.3 Short	Dialogue

Gloss Meaning
ACT Ac*veness	marker
PASS Passive	marker
FIN Finished	tense
Yes-no Ques*on	marker
ADJ Adjec*ve	marker

jɑ-loˈhɑ:ŋ	 	 ʃaˈβa:	 jɑ-lu:θʍɯ	 ˈtʰɑ:-jo	 	 azo-ˈðɯ:	 jɪ-ˈʒekɹuʒɑ:l
ACT1st-desire	 	 for	 ACT1st-ask	 you-DAT	 yes-no	 	 ACT2nd-possible

jɪ-ðoʊʒo	 peˈloʊ-ɣe	 jɑ-ˈʒeɪkʰɹuʒy-ɑ	 	 paˈva:	 	 jɑ-	ˈðoʊmpʰlo	 ʃy
ACT2nd-get	 come-DAT	 ACT1st-able-FIN		 to	 	 ACT1st-ride	 AUXADJ	

paˈɣeɪ-lɪ
thing-NOM

desire	to	ask	you,	the	possibility	for	you	geäng	me	an	‘I	can	ride’	thing	
‘I	want	to	ask	you,	is	it	possible	for	you	to	get	me	something	I	can	ride	from	here’

soɫ?

‘What?’

azo-ˈðɯ:	 jɪ-ˈʒekɹuʒɑ:l	 	 jɪ-ðoʊʒo	 peˈloʊ-ɣe	 jɑ-ˈʒeɪkʰɹuʒy	-ɑ		 paˈva:
Yes-no	 	 ACT2nd-possible	 ACT2nd-get	 come-DAT	 ACT1st-able-FIN		 to

jɑ-ˈðoʊmpʰlo	 ʃy	 	 paˈɣeɪ-lɪ
ACT1st-ride	 AUXADJ		 thing-NOM

Is	it	possible	geäng	me	‘I	can	ride’	thing
‘is	it	possible	for	you	to	get	me	something	I	can	ride?’

ɾaʔ	 ˈtʰɯɫ	 wɑ-gegoˈmen	 jɪ-ˈʒekʰɾuʒyʔ-ɑʔ		 paˈvaʔ	 jɪ-tʰompʰloʔ	 ʃyʔ	 	
filler	 not	 PAS1st-know.	 ACT2nd-able-FIN		 to		 ACT2nd-ride	 AUXADJ	

sol-peʔ
what-ACC

uh	not	I	know.	‘you	can	ride’	what?
‘Uh	I	don’t	know.	What	can	you	ride?’
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tsulymˈɸli:tʰ	 xo-jɑ-lu:θʍɯ	 	 ˈtʰɑ:-jo	 	 azo-ˈðɯ:	 jɪ-ˈʒekɹuʒɑ:l
Manner!	 PST-ACT1st-ask		 you-DAT	 yes-no	 	 ACT2nd-possible	

jɪ-ðoʊʒo	 peˈloʊ-ɣe	 jɑ-ˈʒeɪkʰɹuʒy	-ɑ		 paˈva:	 jɑ-ˈðoʊmpʰlo	 ʃy
ACT2nd-get		 come-DAT	 ACT1st-able-FIN		 to	 ACT1st-ride	 AUXADJ

paˈɣeɪ-lɪ
thing-NOM

none	of	your	business!	I	asked	you	possibility	you	geäng	me	‘I	can	ride’	thing	
‘None	of	your	business!	I	asked	you	if	you	can	get	me	something	I	can	ride!’

ɸetʰ		 jɪ-zyvɑŋ		 te-tʰen-peʔ,		 tɯɫ		 jɑ-zompaʔ-ɑʔ		 	 ʃaβaʔ		 tʰɑ-beʔ			 	
now	 ACT2nd-look	 this-place-ACC,	 not	 ACT1st-find-FIN		 for	 you-ACC

jɪ-ʒekʰɾuʒyʔ-ɑʔ			 pavaʔ		 jɪ-tʰompʰloʔ		 ʃyʔ		 	 paɣe-beʔ	 jiəkʰmɯʔ
ACT2nd-able-FIN	 to	 ACT2nd-ride	 AUXADJ		 thing-ACC	 if

tɯɫ	 wɑ-gegomen-ɑʔ		 jɪ-ʒekʰɾuʒyʔ-ɑʔ			 pavaʔ	 	jɪ-tʰompʰloʔ	 	ʃyʔ		 	
not	 PASS-know-FIN	 	 ACT2nd-able-FIN	 to	 ACT2nd-ride	 AUXADJ		

sol-peʔ			 kiətʰokʰ		 jɪʔ-eʒuleʔ-ɑʔ		 	 jɪ-ʒekʰɾuʒyʔɑʔ		 	 pavaʔ	
what-ACC	 therefore	 ACT2nd-tell-FIN		 ACT2nd-able-FIN	 to

jɪ-tʰompʰloʔ		 ʃyʔ		 	 sol-peʔ			 pelo-geʔ
ACT2nd-ride	 AUXADJ		 what-ACC	 come-DAT

Now	look	here,	I	not	find	for	you	thing	you	can	ride	if	I	know	not	what	you	are	able	to	ride,	therefore	tell 	
me		what	you	can	ride	to	me

‘now,	I	can’t	find	you	what	you	can	ride	if	you	don’t	tell	me	what	you	are	able	to	ride,	so	tell	me	what	
you	can	ride’

jɑ-enty:ɹ	 jɪ-ɣɪʃʍa:n-ɑ		 	 tʰɑ:-lɪ		 	 jɯ-zoʊβal		 tse-ðeɪn-sy		 soʊl-pe	
ACT1st-suggest	ACT2nd-remember-FIN	 you-NOM	 ACT3rd-buy	 this-place-LOC	 what-ACC

kɹi:ʒo		 	 pɯ-lyhu:n-lɪ
different	 PL-human-NOM

I	suggest	you	recall	buy	from	this	place	what,	different	people
‘I	suggest	you	recall	what	other	people	buy	from	this	place’

teliəˈho?
Horse?

‘A	horse?’

ˈtʰɯ:l	 jɑ-ˈʒeɪkʰɹuʒy	-ɑ		 paˈva:	 jɑ-leɪ-ɑ	 	 	 tʰɑ:-ɣe	 	 ʍɯ:θˈlu-βe.
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Not	 ACT1st-able-FIN		 to	 ACT1st-give-FIN		 you-DAT	 answer-ACC.	

hazi:	 	 ji:kʰmɯ		 azoʊ,		 toɹoʊ		 jɑ-enty:ɹ		 jɪ-ʒeɪkʰɹu		 	 tʰɑ:-lɪ	
	 	 	
however	 if	 	 yes,	 then	 ACT1st-suggest	ACT2nd-ponder		 you-
NOM	

sɯzɯ:		 	 jɑ-lyhɑ:ŋ	 	jɑ-ðoʊʒo-ɑ	 	tse-ðeɪn-sy	 soʊl-pe			 sɯzɯ:
AUXFUT		 ACT1st-desire	 ACT1st-get-FIN	 this-place-LOC	 what-ACC	 AUXFUT

not	able		to	give	you	an	answer.	However	if	yes,	then	I	suggest	you	think	what	I	could	want	to	get	from	
here
‘perhaps.	But	in	case,	then	I	suggest	you	think	what	I	could	want	to	get	from	here’

azo-ˈtʰɯʔ	 jɪ-loˈhɑŋ	 ʃaˈβaʔ	 jɑ-βyʃkoʔ	 teliəˈho-beʔ
yes-no	 	 ACT2st-desire	 for	 ACT1st-sell	 horse-ACC?

Yes,	no,	you	desire	for	me	to	sell	horse?
‘You	want	me	to	sell	a	horse?’

ˈtʰɯ:l	 jɑ-ˈʒeɪkʰɹuʒy	-ɑ		 paˈva:	 jɑ-leɪ-ɑ	 	 	 tʰɑ:-ɣe	 	 ʍɯ:θˈlu-βe
Not	 ACT1st-able-FIN		 to	 ACT1st-give-FIN		 you-DAT	 answer-ACC

I	am	not	able	to	give	you	an	answer
‘Perhaps.’

paʔ	 ʃɯs	 ˈtʰɯɫ	 ʃo-zyʔ	 	 	 jɪʔ-eʒuʔ		 jɪ-	loˈhɑŋ	 teliəˈho-beʔ
Ah!	 Why	 not	 beginning-LOC	 	 ACT2nd-say	 ACT2nd-desire	 horse-ACC

Ah!	Why	not	beginning	you	say	you	desire	horse?
‘Oh!	Why	didn’t	you	say	you	wanted	horses	in	the	first	place!’

pɯvi:	 	 xo-jɑ-ʒy:-ɑ
AUXPRF		 PST-ACT1st-do-FIN

I	have	done
‘I	did.’

Inkyung	Sul	 	 47
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Culture 

The culture of the Huskəʃof-speaking people was inspired by the 2010 Norwegian film 

Trollhunter, directed by André Øvredal . The film incorporates traditional Scandinavian 

mythology about trolls into a modern story about one man whose job it is to hunt trolls. The 

premise for this culture is the idea that the “Trollhunter” in the movie was not an isolated 

loner, but instead part of an isolated community that has historically participated in hunting 

trolls. Although the Huskəʃof culture and their land is inspired by a Norwegian movie, and they 

have modernized over time, the culture and language should be seen as completely separate 

from real Scandinavian societies and languages. The Huskəʃof people live in a beautiful albeit 

isolated environment. The community has historically passed down a huge wealth of 

knowledge about the local environment as well as troves of information about trolls and other 

wildlife. It is considered dangerous for outsiders to visit the community for too long, or learn 

too much about them. This is partially due to the very real danger for visitors who are 

unfamiliar with troll behavior and related safety measures. Yet the mistrust of outsiders has 

been exacerbated by historic isolation. Trolls do pose a danger, but the threat level has 

decreased in modern times. Trolls are completely averse to light and they explode and die 

when exposed to too much light. However, they are capable of wreaking havoc at nighttime, 

especially during the long, dark nights of the winter season. They can eat animals and humans 

alike, as well as absolutely destroy houses. Although fewer people actually go into the troll 

hunting occupation, troll hunters still receive the highest level of respect out of everybody in 

the community. The main weapon used against trolls is setting controlled fires, and the 

traditional explanation for why this weapon is used can be found in the origin story. Despite 

historic isolation, some cultural exchange has occurred, as can be seen in the use of Arabic 

script for the traditional orthography. Outsiders also gave the gift of coffee, which has been 

lovingly embraced by this culture.  Despite being well-caffeinated, the Huskəʃof people value 

calmness and quietude. Children are praised for being quiet and well-behaved. Children also 

begin drinking coffee at a fairly young age. Despite parents’ sometimes cold attitude towards 

children, they are fiercely protective, and children’s safety is one of the top priorities, especially 

in times of increased danger. Coffee consumption is very high. Alcohol consumption is also very 

high, and is one of the few times that adults will open up and relax. However, drinking and troll 

hunting definitely do not mix. Family size is typically quite small, and it is not unusual for adults 

to live alone. Weddings are almost always in the summer, and are typically characterized by the 

extreme embarrassment of the newlywed couple. It is not unusual for couples to ignore each 

other at the wedding or in public gatherings out of sheer embarrassment. Drinking songs can be 

expected to make an appearance at any wedding. 

Traditionally both men and women have been hunters, and all adults are expected to 

have in-depth knowledge of trolls, both as a cultural mandate and for practical reasons. 

Historically, women were in some ways considered to be better hunters due to their fierce 

desire to protect their children. However, rigid gender roles have never been a particularly 

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1CAACAJ_enUS664US664&q=andr%C3%A9+%C3%B8vredal&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LSz9U3SCk2SKrKUQKz85JTDLONtcSyk6300zJzcsGEVUpmUWpySX4RAC3caPYyAAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjjt8G4xebJAhVV92MKHVoXDzAQmxMIogEoATAW
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strong part of the culture, and the language reflects this to some extent. There are no gendered 

pronouns, and although words for “woman” and “girl” do exist, the neutral “adult” and “child” 

are used more frequently.  

Phonetic Inventory 
 

 

Huskəʃof uses the twenty-three different consonants shown in the chart above. The 

language makes heavy use of fricative consonants, as nearly half of all Huskəʃof consonants are 

in fact fricatives. The consonant inventory of Huskəʃof is not overly difficult to pronounce for 

English speakers! The language has five consonants that may be challenging or unfamiliar for 

English speakers, but their pronunciations can be easily described. The unvoiced bilabial 

fricative [ɸ] is a voiceless sound made using both lips that is similar to blowing out a candle. The 

alveolar tap [ɾ] is the sound that the letter /r/ makes in Spanish. In fact, American English 

speakers pronounce the /tt/ in the word /latter/ as an alveolar tap, and so should think of this 

sound when seeing a Huskəʃof /r/ (or [ɾ] when Huskəʃof is written in IPA) rather than the 

typical American /r/ sound. The unvoiced retroflex fricative [ʂ] is like /s/ pronounced with the 

tongue curled back into the mouth. The [ʂ] is a bit peculiar, as it is the only retroflex consonant 

in Huskəʃof. While native Huskəʃof speakers can pronounce it easily, non-native speakers often 

pronounce it as the unvoiced alveolar fricative [s]. While perhaps initially unfamiliar, the glottal 

stop [ʔ] is the sound that English speakers produce in the middle of the phrase ‘uh-oh.’ The 

palatal nasal [ɲ] typically only appears in English words such as “canyon” where it is not really a 

distinct consonant sound. However, thinking of words like “canyon” can help English speakers 
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remember how to pronounce [n]. The ñ in the Spanish loanword “pi ñata” is also the [ɲ] sound, 

and this word is surely familiar to most English speakers. The unvoiced uvular plosive [q] is like 

the letter ‘qaf’ in Arabic. It is pronounced like a /k/ but farther back, coming from the throat. 

The [q] gives Huskəʃof somewhat of a distinctive sound, and can perhaps sound harsh to 

English speakers. Huskəʃof speakers typically pronounce [q] rather heavily. This can help 

listener comprehension. Huskəʃof relies heavily on the [ə] vowel, and the language can 

sometimes tend towards having a “mushy” sound. Strongly pronouncing “harder-sounding” 

consonants like [q] (as well as [k], [v], [z], and [g]) can help to give a comprehensible shape to 

Huskəʃof sentences.  

 

 

As shown in the chart above, Huskəʃof uses the vowels [i], [e], [ɛ], [a], [y], [ø], [ə], [u], 

[o], and [ɔ]. The majority of these vowels are used by English speakers. It should be noted that 

while Huskəʃof has a relatively rich vowel inventory with ten vowels (twice as many as the [a], 

[e], [i], [o], [u] inventory of Romance languages like Spanish and Italian), Huskəʃof does not 

have the near-close near-front unrounded vowel [ɪ] nor does it have the near-open front 

unrounded vowel [æ]. The vowel [ɪ] is found in English words like “pin” and “lit,” and the [æ] 

vowel is found in English words like “cat” and “mad.” Pronouncing either of these two vowels 

when speaking Huskəʃof would sound very harsh and wrong to Huskəʃof ears! Two of the 

trickiest Huskəʃof vowels for English speakers to pronounce are [y] and [ø]. These vowels are 

found in Scandinavian languages like Norwegian, Swedish, and Danish, and give Huskəʃof a 

vaguely Scandinavian sound. However, it is important to note that Huskəʃof does not 

distinguish between different vowel lengths, which the three previously mentioned 

Scandinavian languages do. The [y] is similar to pronouncing [i] but with rounded lips. The [ø] is 
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similar to pronouncing [e] but with rounded lips. The open-mid back rounded vowel sound [ɔ] is 

not present in all English dialects, but it is heard in some English speakers’ pronunciations of 

words like “caught” and “gnaw.” Possibly one of the most distinctive aspects of Huskəʃof is its 

heavy use of the midcentral vowel [ə], which is also known as the schwa. The schwa is used 

frequently in English, but may be less familiar to native speakers of other languages. The best 

way to conceptualize the schwa in Huskəʃof is to think of it as a very short sound that comes 

between consonants that are not allowed to cluster together. The schwa does not ever appear 

in stressed syllables in Huskəʃof, and it should be pronounced very quickly and with as little 

stress as possible.  It is also important to note that no diphthongs are allowed in Huskəʃof, 

meaning that vowels can never appear directly next to each other. All vowels must be 

pronounced as a pure, singular sound.  

Phonology 
Generally speaking, the phonology of Huskəʃof allows for easy pronunciation. It is free 

from all diphthongs, as well as extremely difficult consonant clusters. The syllable structure of 

Huskəʃof is (C)CV(C). Every syllable must have at least one consonant followed by a vowel. 

Syllables may have another optional consonant at the beginning, and/or an optional consonant 

following the vowel. A consonant cluster can occur at the beginning of a syllable, but not at the 

end. Additionally, no more than two consonants can cluster together. In Huskəʃof, the 

acceptable consonant clusters are [bl], [fl], [vl], [sl], [kl], [gl], [sk], [sm], [sn], [st], [ʃk], [ʃl], and 

[ʃt]. Huskəʃof heavily uses the alveolar lateral approximant [l] as the second consonant in 

consonant clusters, as the [l] is the second consonant in seven of the thirteen acceptable 

clusters. The alveolar and post-alveolar fricatives also occur frequently in Huskəʃof consonant 

clusters. Either the alveolar fricative [s] or the post-alveolar fricatives [ʃ] appears as the first 

consonant in eight of the thirteen acceptable clusters.  

Huskəʃof  has two phonological rules which simply ease pronunciation, especially for 

English speakers. These rules are the homorganic nasal rule, which requires all vowels to be 

nasalized when they precede a nasal consonant. Additionally, [t] and [k] are aspirated in 

word-initial position and in stressed syllables. 

The stress pattern of Huskəʃof is light-left, heavy-right. Additionally, any syllable 

containing the [ə] vowel cannot be stressed. Although at first glance a new learner of Huskəʃof 

may find this complicated or confusing, the stress in Huskəʃof words is usually quite intuitive 

once one becomes familiar with the sound and rhythm of the language. In Huskəʃof, light 

syllables are defined as CV (consonant-vowel) syllables, and CVC (consonant-vowel-consonant), 

CCV (consonant-consonant-vowel), and CCVC (consonant-consonant-vowel-consonant) are all 

heavy syllables. If no heavy syllables are present in the word, the stress falls on the leftmost 

light syllable. However, if there are one or more heavy syllables in the word, the stress falls on 

the rightmost heavy syllable. A few examples may help illuminate the stress system. In the 

word “ b ənóm”, the bare, unconjugated form of the verb meaning “sleep”, the stress falls on 

the last syllable “ nom,” because as a CVC syllable, “ nom” is heavy. As the only heavy syllable in 
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the word, it is by default the rightmost heavy syllable, and so the stress falls on it. In the word 

“ vímgə”, meaning “evil”, the stress falls on the first syllable “ vim.” As a CVC syllable, it is 

considered heavy, and it is the only heavy syllable in the word, so again by default, the stress 

falls on it. In the word “ gavl ən ”, both syllables are CVC, and so they are technically both heavy. 

The stress should fall on the rightmost heavy syllable, which here would be the second syllable, 

“ l ən ”, except stress cannot fall on a syllable that contains the schwa vowel, or [ə]. So, the stress 

has to fall on the first vowel, “ gav”, instead. In the word “ qaɾi ”, meaning “moon”, both syllables 

are CV, and so are considered light syllables. The stress falls on the leftmost light syllable, in this 

case “ qa ”. In the word “ sokdin ”, meaning “dangerous”, both syllables are CVC, and so both are 

considered heavy syllables. The stress then falls on the rightmost heavy syllable. In this word, 

the stress falls on the syllable “ din ”.  

Morphology 
Huskəʃof uses both agglutination and inflection in its morphology. Although Huskəʃof 

lacks true infixes or circumfixes, it freely makes use of both prefixes and suffixes. A very 
straightforward example of agglutination is the the formation of plurals. Plurals are formed 
with the prefix / tə/. Plurals are completely regular! The morphology can be clearly illustrated 
with just a couple examples. The word “ vit”, meaning “cave”, becomes pluralized by adding the 
prefix / tə/, creating “ təvit”, meaning “caves”. The word “ tətøzə”, meaning “wolves”, is the 
prefix /tə/ affixed to the singular word  “tøzə” , which means “wolf.”  Since no Huskəʃof words 
start with a vowel (remember that all syllables must begin with at least one consonant), the 
/ tə/ prefix never has to change to / t/ in order to avoid a diphthong. 

The other main use of prefixes in Huskəʃof is with verbs. Most conjugated verbs have 
two prefixes: the first prefix indicates TMA (tense-mood-aspect), and the second prefix 
indicates person and number. Although the second prefix may look like an infix at first glance, it 
is actually a prefix, it just has to follow the first prefix which indicates tense, mood, and aspect. 
A verb that is conjugated into the indicative present tense has a bare morpheme (also known as 
a zero morpheme) in the position of the first prefix. Verbs in the indicative present tense only 
require affixing the prefix that shows person and number. Verb conjugation shows Huskəʃof’s 
mix of inflectional and agglutinative morphology. Although Huskəʃof could be much more 
agglutinative (meaning that there could be separate affixes for tense, mood, aspect, person, 
and number), it still is not completely inflectional. Unlike in a language like Spanish, where just 
one suffix can communicate tense, mood, aspect, person, and number, Huskəʃof uses two 
affixes in most conjugations. The following two charts lay out all the verbal prefixes.  

Huskəʃof mainly makes use of suffixes in order to mark case. There are five cases in 
Huskəʃof: nominative, accusative, genitive, locative, and dative. The nominative case is 
unmarked, but the other four cases are marked as follows: The accusative case is marked with 
the suffix /-ət/, the genitive case is marked with the suffix /-əð/, the locative case is marked 
with the suffix /-əm/ and the dative case is marked with the suffix /-əf/. If the noun that the 
case ending is attaching to ends in a glottal stop, the glottal stop is dropped. Also, the schwa of 
the suffix is dropped when attached to a word ending in a vowel. Diphthongs are not allowed in 
Huskəʃof, and words can end in vowels (remember that the syllable structure is mandatory CV 
with a optional C in the initial position and an optional C in the coda position. While this may 
seem tricky, it is quite intuitive, as a few examples will show! The word “ go ʔ” meaning “snow”, 
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will drop the glottal stop in the coda position when taking a case marking. For example, adding 
the locative case marking “ -əm” would force the glottal stop to drop, and so “snow” plus the 
locative case (“in the snow”) would be written and pronounced as “ gom”. A few Huskəʃof 
nouns end in a glottal stop, but many more end with a vowel. It is most crucial to remember the 
rule about dropping the schwa from the suffix when combining with a word ending a vowel in 
order to speak in a fluid and correct manner. Again, the rule is intuitive. The word “ vaʃkə”, 
meaning “animal”, requires any case ending it takes to drop the schwa and affix only the 
consonant of the case ending. So, “ vaʃkə” plus the accusative case would be “ vaʃkət”, “ vaʃkə” 
plus the genitive case would be “ vaʃkəð ”, “ vaʃkə” plus the dative case would be “ vaʃkəf ”, and 
“ vaʃkə” plus the locative case would be “ vaʃkəm ”.  

The charts below display the prefixes that affix to verb conjugations. The first chart shows the 
tense-mood-aspect prefixes. The second chart shows the person-number prefixes.  

 

Although these charts may look daunting, conjugating verbs in Huskəʃof is straightforward. If 
one wishes to say “I ate,” the best way to go about conjugating that verb is to first decide which 
tense-mood-aspect prefix should be used, and then to settle on a person-number prefix. To 
translate “I ate,” the first prefix should reflect past tense, indicative mood, and perfective 
aspect. The first chart above indicates that the prefix that communicates these three pieces of 
information is [mə]. Following this prefix, the speaker should find the prefix that signifies “I”, 
the singular first person pronoun. This prefix is [lə]. The bare form of the verb, which in this 
case is “ kled ”, can then follow those two prefixes. All together, “I ate” translates to “ mələkled ”. 
To say “I eat” is even simpler, as the tense and mood needed to express this is present 
indicative, which means that the first prefix will be a zero morpheme. This can be followed by 
the person-number prefix, which although technically occupying the second prefix position, will 
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actually be the first and only prefix to attach to the verb. Again, the speaker will select the 
prefix [lə], which inflects for first person singular, and then affix that to the verb “ kled ”. So, “I 
eat” can be translated to “ ləkled ”. 

Syntax 
The standard word order of Huskəʃof is verb-subject-object, or VSO. The tree below 

shows the basic structure of the sentence “ ləkled ʃinsit”, which means “I eat fish”. 

 
 
 
There are three verb tenses in Huskəʃof: past, present, and future. Present tense covers 

a somewhat broader area than the English notion of present tense, and the Huskəʃof present 
tense is more similar to the present tense in Spanish. In Huskəʃof, it is always acceptable to use 
the present tense to describe an action that one does frequently, even if one is not currently 
doing that action. For example, “ l ətam kluməf zøb ət”, translated as “I give food to the 
reindeer,” could either have the meaning that I am currently giving food to the reindeer, or it 
could mean that I often give food to the reindeer. There is no gerund (also known as the “-ing” 
form of a verb) in Huskəʃof. The listener is typically able to infer from context clues if the 
speaker is using the present tense to mean that they are currently doing that action right now. 
Adding “ havlo ”, meaning “now”, to the beginning of the sentence can help the speaker to 
emphasize that they are currently doing that action. The sentence “ havlo l ətam kluməf zøb ət” 
is more likely than “ l ətam kluməf zøb ət” to mean that the speaker is currently giving food to 
the reindeer. However, this is not the only possible meaning of the sentence. Perhaps the 
speaker just said “ n əl ətam skisn əf zøb ət”, meaning “I used to give coffee to the reindeer,” and 
are using the “ havlo ” in the sentence “ havlo l ətam kluməf  zøb ət” to emphasize that now they 
give the reindeer food, instead of coffee! Additionally, the Huskəʃof present tense can be used 
to talk about an action that the speaker is about to do. An acceptable way to express that one is 
about to leave the house would be to say “ l əfog lish s əmaq əm”, literally meaning “I leave 
(from) the house”. One would be much more likely to use the present-tense verb conjugation 
“ l əfog ” in this context, rather than the future-tense conjugation of “ f əl əfog .” 

 In addition to the three verb tenses, there are also two moods, indicative and 
subjunctive. The indicative mood is used much more frequently than the subjunctive, which has 
a much more restricted use. The subjunctive mood can be used to express hypothetical actions, 
and these types of sentences will often begin with “ bo ”, meaning “ if ”. An example sentence 
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would be “ Bo kəd ədov fi lit f əl əsimsʌf det,” which means “If you can cook, I will visit you”. The 
/ kə/ prefix attached to dov signifies that this verb is conjugated in the present tense and 
subjunctive mood. Besides this usage, the future tense in the subjunctive mood is also used for 
the “let us” construction. An example from the translation of the story of the Tower of Babel is 
“ Fləgəslom gəriθət”, meaning “Let us build a city”. The “ flə- ” prefix signifies the future tense in 
the subjunctive mood.  

 There are also two aspects, perfective and imperfective. However, there is only a 
distinction between perfective and imperfective in the past tense. Huskəʃof uses the 
imperfective past to indicate that someone did something many times, or did something that 
was ongoing. The perfective past is used to describe a singular action that was performed once. 
The distinction is very similar to the distinction in Spanish between the imperfect and perfect 
past. The distinction between perfective and imperfective is found in both the indicative and 
subjunctive past tense. 

Huskəʃof distinguishes between singular and plural, as well as 1st, 2nd, and 3rd person. 
There is no distinction for dual, like the distinction found in Modern Standard Arabic. There is 
also no distinction in Huskəʃof for gender. The lack of the distinction reflects the general 
reluctance among the Huskəʃof to consistently refer to people with gendered words. Although 
specifically gendered words which refer to females are commonly known and sometimes used, 
they are not consistently applied. It is more common to refer to any adult as “ ʃof ”, and any 
child as meʃ, although “ ʃofkə”, specifically meaning “woman”, and “ meʃkə”, specifically 
meaning “girl”, are also used. In total, there are six pronouns, as shown in the chart below.  

 
 

Pronouns 1st person 2nd person 3rd person 

Singular ku de vlo 

Plural si den vlon 

 
 
There are five cases: nominative, accusative, locative, genitive, and dative. The subject 

of a sentence takes the nominative case, while the accusative case falls on the object of the 
sentence. In the sentence “The dog drinks water”, “dog” takes the nominative case while 
“water” takes the accusative case. Translated to Huskəʃof, this sentence would be “ V əʃlasten 
h əfluk blig ət”. “ Həfluk”, meaning “dog”, is in the nominative case and so is unmarked, meaning 
it has no special suffix attached. “ Blig ə”, meaning “water”, is in the accusative case, and so it 
takes the accusative case ending of “- ət”, although the schwa of the case ending is dropped 
because “ blig ə” ends in a vowel. The genitive case marks possession, and falls on the subject 
who is possessing something. The phrase “the wolf’s face” would translate as “ bidʌk tøzəð ”. 
The noun “ tøzə,” meaning “wolf”, takes the “- ð ” case ending, which shows that the face 
belongs to the wolf. Generally, the thing which the subject possesses immediately precedes the 
subject in the phrase. The dative case falls on a noun that is being transferred from a the 
subject of the sentence to the object of the sentence. The sentence “I give you a name” would 
translate to “ L ədam det m ɛnq əf .” The noun “ mɛnq ə”, meaning “ name”, takes the dative case 
ending because it is being transferred from the subject (here, the implied ku , or I to the object 
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of the sentence (the de which is taking the accusative case ending). Very generally speaking, the 
locative case replaces the preposition “in”. Expressing “in the house” requires only one word in 
Huskəʃof: “ s əmaq əm.” The case ending “ - əm” is attached to the noun “ s əmaq ”, meaning 
“house”. The locative case can also be used in phrases that roughly translate to “at night” and 
“during the day”: “ smys əm ” and “ skɛf əm”, respectively. Additionally, the locative case is used 
when describing coming from or going out of a place. To say “I will leave this country”, one 
would have to say “ f əl əfog lish vlek tɛʃməm”. The preposition “ lish ” is typically used with the 
verb “ fog ” to express the meaning of leaving a place. Despite the presence of a preposition, a 
speaker must still mark “ tɛʃm ə” with the locative case ending. 

One will not find any definite or indefinite articles in Huskəʃof. Additionally, Huskəʃof 
does not have the copula, meaning that there is no “to be” verb. The sentence “ n əvəhom 
f ənun ” could mean either “A fox was listening” or “The fox was listening.” In many contexts this 
is a negligible distinction. In situations where the distinction matters, the difference can be 
typically be easily inferred from context. The lack of the copula does not prohibit speakers in 
any way from producing sentences such as “ De blozb əs ”, meaning “You are beautiful”, or “ Meʃ 
s əruk”, meaning “The child is short”. In a sentence, an adjective that directly follows a noun or 
pronoun is a reliable indicator of an implied copula if there is no other verb in the sentence.  

On the topic of adjectives, it is important to note two things: First, adjectives follow the 
noun they describe. Second, they must agree with the noun in number and case. A few 
examples can clearly illustrate these rules. The phrase “sad song” would translate as “ ma ɾə 
hadakɛm”, while “sad songs” would translate as “ təma ɾə təhadakehm”. In the second phrase, 
both the noun ( ma ɾə) and the adjective ( hadakɛm) take on the pluralizing prefix / tə/. The  “the 
sad songs’ words” would translate as “ təblaʃ təma ɾəð təhadakɛm əð ”. In this phrase, the noun 
“ təma ɾə” must be marked with the genitive case ending “ -ð ” and so must the adjective 
describing it.  

Although Huskəʃof lacks a vocative case, it does require an “addressing word” to 
procede names. To address someone, one must say “[sul]” before their name. For example, to 
address a friend named Qaɾi, the speaker would have to begin the sentence or question with 
“ sul qa ɾi…”. Addressing someone without sul  is quite rude and they probably will not reply. 
While on the topic of names, the Huskəʃof closely follow certain naming conventions. Children 
are frequently named after positive adjectives, or nature terms. It is frowned upon to “make 
up” a name. Finʌ and Qaɾi are very traditional, old names. Names are not typically strongly 
gendered.  

Verbs do not really have infinitive forms but rather, they have bare forms. The bare 
forms are what are listed in the lexicon. The prefixes showing tense-mood-aspect and 
person-number are attached to these bare forms. However, a problem arises when a sentence 
requires two verbs following each other, for example “I can see”. In Huskəʃof, this is translated 
as “ l ədov fi myqə”. The “ fi ” is a particle that makes the verb directly following it an infinitive. 
The verb directly following “ fi ” must be left in its bare form. In this example, only the first verb 
“ dov”, meaning “can”, is conjugated (as is evident by the presence of the prefix lə- ).  
 

Story 
The central creation story of the Huskəʃof culture broadly explains the origins of 

humans and trolls and their relationships with the moon, sun, plants, and animals. While the 
Huskəʃof people do not frequently swim (and most nearby bodies of water are far too cold for 
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most of the year to make good swimming spots), as a people they are proud of the innate 
human ability to swim. Trolls completely lack any swimming instinct, and a reliable way to 
thwart a troll is to force it into a body of water, where it will surely drown. In this story, humans 
are described as originally being aquatic and living in the ocean, which explains our ability to 
swim. Trolls, however, have always lived on the land. The Huskəʃof are not particularly 
interested in or skilled at astronomy, but they do place a great symbolic importance on the sun 
and moon. The sun and moon are regarded as something close to deities, and are assumed to 
be the caretakers of all living things on earth. The creation story uses the notion of the sun and 
moon as caretakers to ultimately explain trolls’ aversion to light.  

Originally, the sun was the caretaker of the trolls and other animals, and the moon was 
the caretaker of the plants. The humans, living in the ocean, were not under the care of either. 
Once humans came out of the ocean and began to live on land, the moon became the caretaker 
of the humans. The story regards the moon’s light during the more dangerous nighttime as a 
sure sign that the moon cares for humans. The true conflict in the story comes when the trolls 
begin to anger the sun by killing other animals. The sun’s personification and emotional 
response points to how the Huskəʃof conception of the sun and moon is similar to other 
cultures’ perceptions of God (or gods). In this section of the story, the sun represents a sort of 
parental figure, who must turn its back on one of its children (the trolls) because it is hurting 
the other child (the animals). The sun’s anger (caused by the trolls’ evil behavior) is given by this 
story as the reason why trolls explode and die in sunlight. Additionally, this story notes the 
importance of humans discovering fire, because humans were then able to use fire as a weapon 
against the trolls. They no longer had to trick trolls into coming out into the sunlight, but could 
create their own light. According to the story, humans were able to discover fire because “ si 
təbyg ”-- we are smart. This statement is a window into part of the Huskəʃof psyche. Although 
as individuals they are relatively humble and stay quiet about their accomplishments, they are 
collectively very proud of their human intelligence and abilities.  

It is important to note that this story is not so much a creation story, but rather an origin 
story. The Huskəʃof do not have a concept of a world that does not include humans, trolls, 
plants, animals, the sun, and the moon. It is not comprehensible to them to speculate what 
existed before all of these things. Instead, it is more salient to know the history of the 
relationships between all of these different parts of the world. This history can explain the 
current state of the world.  
 
Ssa hiteny’ tehsh’m, n’f’hiteny’ t’shof dim’m. 
ʂa        hiteɲə tɛʃ      - əm    nə-         fə-    hiteɲə tə- ʃof          dim    -əm. 

before live      earth  -ʟᴏᴄ  ᴘ�ᴛ.ɪᴘ�ᴠ 3.ᴘʟ  live      ᴘʟ- human ocean -ʟᴏᴄ 

Before living on earth, humans lived in the ocean. 

 

Tehsh’m, n’v’slib finuh t’boeg’t tu n’v’slib qari t’nyal’k’t tawdh’m. 

tɛʃ      - əm nə-          və-    slib  fin ʌ tə- b ø g -ət    tu    nə-         və-    slib   qaɾi     tə- ɲalək -ət  

earth -ʟᴏᴄ ᴘ�ᴛ.ɪᴘ�ᴠ 3.�ɢ care sun ᴘʟ- troll -ᴀᴄᴄ and ᴘ�ᴛ.ɪᴘ�ᴠ 3.�ɢ care moon  ᴘʟ- tree -ᴀᴄᴄ  

tɔð - əm. 

forest -ʟᴏᴄ 
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On earth, the sun cared for the trolls and the moon cared for the trees in the forest.  

 

N’v’slib qari shoen’s t’shog’n’t hish. 

nə-          və-   slib   qaɾi    ʃø nəs tə- ʃogən -ət   hi ʃ 

ᴘ�ᴛ.ɪᴘ�ᴠ 3.�ɢ care moon all       ᴘʟ- plant -ᴀᴄᴄ also 

The moon took care of all the plants as well.  

 

N’v’slib finuh shoen’s t’vashk’t glog t’f’nun’t tu t’toez’t. 

nə-          və-    slib  fin ʌ  ʃø nəs tə- vaʃk      -ət    glog       tə- fənun -ət    tu    tə- tø z   -ət 

ᴘ�ᴛ.ɪᴘ�ᴠ 3.�ɢ care sun  all       ᴘʟ- animal -ᴀᴄᴄ such-as ᴘʟ- fox     -ᴀᴄᴄ and ᴘʟ- wolf -ᴀᴄᴄ 
The sun took care of all the animals, like foxes and wolves.  

 

Tu m’f’fog t’shof lish dim. 

tu    mə-        fə-    fog    tə- ʃof          li ʃ     dim 

and ᴘ�ᴛ.ᴘʀ� 3.ᴘʟ leave ᴘʟ- human from ocean 

And then the humans came up out of the ocean.  

 

Hon vlek t’mi g’dov fi kleny’ tu sho f’dov fi kleny’ t’boeg. 

hon         vlek təmi     gə-  dov fi     kleɲə tu    ʃo    fə-   dov fi     kleɲə tə- b ø g 

Because this reason 1.ᴘʟ can ɪɴ� swim and ɴᴇɢ 3.ᴘʟ can ɪɴ� swim ᴘʟ- troll 

And so we can swim and trolls cannot.  

 

Tu m’v’sukan fi slib qari sit hish. 

tu   mə- və-         sukan fi   slib qaɾi      si -t     hi ʃ 

and ᴘ�ᴛ.ᴘʀ� 3.�ɢ begin ɪɴ� care moon us -ᴀᴄᴄ also 

And then the moon began to take care of us, too.  

 

Smys’m n’g’koel t’boeg’t. 

smys- əm nə-      gə- køl tə- b øg - ət 

Night- LOC PST.IPFV 2.PL fear PL -troll- ACC .  
 

Hans’d fi zil n’v’tam qari sit buhf. 

hansəd         fi zil    nə- və- tam qaɾi   si  -t     b ʌ   -f 

in-order-to INF  help PST.IPFV give moon us- ACC light- DAT  

At night, we feared the trolls but the moon gave us light to help us.  

 

N’f’sukan fi dobaf t’boeg finuht. 
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nə-       fə- sukan fi   dobaf tə- b øg fin ʌ -t 

PST.IPFV  3.PL begin   INF  anger PL -troll sun  - ACC 

The trolls started to anger the sun.  

 

N’f’shten t’boeg t’vashk’t bi n’v’slib finuh hish. 

nə- fə-        ʃten  tə- b øg tə- vashk -ət bi   nə-      və-   slib         fin ʌ  hiʃ 

PST.IPFV 3.PL  kill     PL -troll PL -animal- ACC REL  PST.IPFV 3.SG  care       sun   also.  

The trolls killed the animals, which were under the sun’s care.  

 

Sho n’f’shten t’boeg t’vashk’t hans’d fi kled shkom fi soeg. 

ʃo   nə-       fə- ʃten tə- b øg tə- vashk -ət  hansəd        fi kled ʃkom         fi søg 

NEG PST.IPFV 3.PL kill     PL -troll  PL -animal- ACC  in-order-to INF  eat but-rather INF  have fun. 

They did not kill them for food but for mere enjoyment.  

 

N’v’ssuhf finuh tu n’v’bul t’vashk’dh quhfdo. 

nə-       və- ʂʌf      fin ʌ tu   nə-      və-   bul     tə- vashk -əð  q ʌfdo 

PST.IPFV 3.SG watch  sun and PST.IPFV 3.SG  mourn  PL -animal- GEN death 

The sun watched, and mourned the animals’ death. 

 

M’v’qobin finuh fi slib t’boeg’t.  

mə-    və-  qobin fin ʌ   fi slib tə- b øg - ət 

PST.PRF 3.SG stop   sun  INF  care PL -troll- ACC  

The sun stopped taking care of the trolls.  

 

Hon vlek t’mi f’hiteny’ t’boeg t’vit’m tu f’noev t’boeg t’vit’m skehf’m. 

hon vlek təmi   fə- hiteɲə tə- b øg tə- vit -əm  tu   fə-  n øv tə- b øg tə- vit -əm skɛf -əm 

For this reason 3.PL live      PL -troll PL -cave- LOC  and 3.PL stay PL -troll  PL -cave- LOC  day- LOC  

This is why trolls live in caves and stay there during the day.  

 

Hon vlek t’mi f’fleng’ t’boeg tim buh finuhdh hish. 

hon vlek təmi   fə- fleŋə     tə- b øg tim       bʌ   fin ʌ -ð   hiʃ 

For this reason 3.PL explode PL -troll under   light sun- GEN also. 

This is also why trolls explode under the sun’s light. 

 

Si t’byg tu m’g’tenyu” sidh buh fuhth buh finuhdh.  

si   tə- byg   tu    mə- gə-     teɲu ʔ si -ð    bʌ    fʌθ bʌ  fin ʌ  -ð 

We PL -smart and PST.PRF 2.PL find     us- GEN light like light sun- GEN 

Humans are smart and we found our own light, similar to the light of the sun. 
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Havlo g’steb vlek buh hans’d fi shten t’boeg.  

havlo gə- steb vlek bʌ hans əd         fi ʃten tə- b øg 

Now  2.PL use  this light in-order-to INF  kill PL- troll 

We now use this light to kill the trolls.  

 

Mehnq’ sidh buhdh vuhs. 

mɛnq ə   si -ð    bʌ   -ð    vʌs 

Name    us- GEN light- GEN fire.  

Our light is called fire.  
 

Lexicon 
The following is the complete lexicon in Huskəʃof, followed by English translations.  
Note about nouns: All mass nouns are followed by their classifiers in parentheses. The most 
common classifiers are / na /, which is used for mass nouns that are food, and / ði /, which is used 
for many mass nouns that are heavy, tangible objects.  
 
NOUNS 

bəgly (na) - sugar  

bidʌk - face 

blaʃ - word 

bligə (kɛm) - water 

bøg - troll 

bʌ - light 

dim - ocean 

doləθ (na) - pastry 

doq - rain 

fənun - fox 

febən - outsider 

fɛd - everything 

finʌ - sun 

finʌsəɾuk - weather term describing a small window of sun on an otherwise grey day 

fløl (qab) - lightning 

ɸalə (ði) - clothing 

gəɾiθ - city, village 

gəmig - bitumen 

glon (ði) - cloth, fabric 

goʔ - snow 

həfluk - dog 

haɾəm - sky 

homsən (ɸa) - air 
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huskeʔ - language 

hynsɛl - wedding 

hyz (lin) - grass 

kəɾuk - tower 

kimtən (hoʔ) - information 

klum (na) - food 

laməd - brick 

maɾə - song 

masko - stone 

mɛnqə - name 

meʃ - child 

meʃkə - girl 

miktuv (ɲa) - thunder 

nuʃkə (ði) - wood 

ɲagləm - time 

ɲalək - tree 

qaɾi - moon 

səmaq - house 

safə - cat 

skɛf - day 

skɛfinʌ - sunny day 

skisnə (smun) - coffee 

skul - mortar 

slog - drawing 

sloguskeʔ - expression, phrase, saying 

smys - night 

sohəɾeʔ (ði) - furniture 

sʌfso - guest 

sunso - host 

ʃinsi (na) - fish 

ʃof - adult 

ʃofɛd - nothing 

ʃofkə - woman 

ʃogən - plant 

təmi - reason 

tɔð - forest 

tɛʃ (fin) - earth 

teʃmə - land/country 

tibi (na) - bread 
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tiʃkɛb - insider 

tøzə - wolf 

tuklə (eɾo) - sand 

tuɲəd - valley 

vaʃkə - animal 

vit - cave 

vleɲə (mat) - oil 

vʌs (θɛl) - fire 

ziluʔ - gathering 

zøb - reindeer 

 

VERBS 

bəhʌθ - survive 

bənom - sleep 

baf - anger (intransitive), get/be angry 

bløm - go 

daghe - ask 

dem - say 

dobaf - anger (transitive) 

dokøl - to scare 

dov - can/be able to  

ða - search/look for 

flengə - explode 

fog - leave 

ɸɛz - travel 

gavlən - speak 

glumbə - wait 

habə - talk 

hagə - smell (transitive) 

hifək - make 

hiteɲə - live 

hom - listen 

kəblik - understand 

kɔz - confuse/mix up 

keɾo - drink coffee 

kled - eat 

kleɲə - swim 

køl - fear/be afraid of 

kuɾin - whisper 
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lak - do 

lit - cook 

lomək - sing 

lut - wear 

luθ - have 

məlaksun - welcome (welcome into one’s home) 

moðə - get up (get out of bed) 

mʌz - cover 

myqə - see 

ɲeʃ - carry 

qobin - stop 

qʌf - die 

simsʌf - visit (enter into another’s home) 

skuned - clean 

slib - care for/take care of 

slim - discover 

slom - build 

smɔd - happen 

smitgə - drink alcohol 

smuʔ - scatter 

søg - enjoy/have fun 

steb - use 

sukan - begin 

ʃlasten - drink (general) 

ʃten - kill 

ʂʌf - watch 

təloʔ - follow 

tam - give 

tebəθ - continue 

teɲuʔ - find 

tiken - need 

θev - want 

vlot - hunt 

zɛt - take 

zil - help 

 

ADJECTIVES 

blozbəs - beautiful 

byg - smart 
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dokɛð - tall 

fləned - noisy 

hadəkɛm - sad 

hatuʔ - fast 

kluʃtə - kind 

mokəʃ - ugly 

səɾuk - short 

salok - stupid/talkative 

ʃønəs - whole, entire, all, complete 

sokdin - dangerous 

stɔb - funny 

takti - slow 

θokit - big 

tədum - small 

vlokde - safe 

zon - quiet 

zul - different 

 

PRONOUNS 

de - you (2nd person singular)  

den - you all (2nd person plural)  

ku - I (1st person singular) 

si - we (1st person plural) 

vlo - he/she (3rd person singular) 

vlon - they (3rd person plural) 

 

OTHER PARTS OF SPEECH 

bo - if  

byn - for 

fʌθ - like 

glog - for example 

hansəd - in order to  

havlo - now 

hel - about 

hiʃ - also 

hon - because of  

ken - instead of 

klaʃ - goodbye  

lid - yes 
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liʃ - from 

məlaksun - welcome 

sam - on 

sɔd - to 

ʃa - again 

ʃkom - but rather 

ʃo - no, negative particle 

sløb - with 

syklə - until 

ʂa - before 

təhak - there 

təham - here 

taq - above 

tim - below/under 

tu - and  

vlek - this 

vlem - that 

vøn - after 

 

The following is an English word list, with Huskəʃof translations following the English words. 
NOUNS 

adult - ʃof 

air - homsən (ɸa) 

animal - vaʃkə 

bitumen - gəmig 

bread - tibi (na) 

brick - laməd 

cat - safə 

cave - vit 

child - meʃ 

city/village - gəɾi θ 

cloth/fabric - glon (ði) 

clothing - ɸalə (ði) 

coffee - skisnə (smun) 

day - skɛf 

dog - həfluk 

drawing - slog 

earth - tɛʃ (fin) 

everything - fɛd 
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expression/phrase/saying - sloguskeʔ 

face - bidʌk 

fire - vʌs ( θɛl) 

fish - ʃinsi (na) 

food - klum (na) 

forest - tɔð 

fox - fənun 

furniture - sohəɾeʔ (ði) 

gathering - ziluʔ 

girl - meʃkə 

grass - hyz (lin) 

guest - sʌfso 

host - sunso 

house - səmaq 

information - kimtən (hoʔ) 

insider - tiʃkɛb 

land/country - tɛʃmə 

language - huskeʔ 

light - bʌ 

lightning - fløl (qab) 

moon - qaɾi 

mortar - skul 

name - mɛnqə 

night - smys 

nothing - ʃofɛd 

ocean - dim 

oil - vleɲə (mat) 

outsider - febən 

pastry - doləθ (na) 

plant - ʃogən  

rain - doq 

reason - təmi 

reindeer - zøb 

sand - tuklə (eɾo) 

sky - haɾəm  

snow - goʔ 

song - maɾə 

stone - masko 

sugar - bəgly (na) 
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sun - finʌ 

sunny day - skɛfinʌ 

thunder - miktuv (ɲa) 

time - ɲagləm  

tower - kəɾuk 

tree - ɲalək 

troll - bøg 

valley - tuɲəd 

water - bligə (kɛm) 

wedding - hynsɛl 

weather term describing a small window of sun on an otherwise grey day - finʌsəɾuk 

wolf - tøzə 

woman - ʃofkə 

wood - nuʃkə (ði) 

word - blaʃ 

 

VERBS 

anger (transitive) - dobaf 

ask - daghe 

anger (intransitive), get/be angry - baf 

begin - sukan 

build - slom 

can/be able to - dov 

care for/take care of - slib 

carry - ɲeʃ 

clean - skuned 

confuse/mix up - kɔz 

continue - tebəθ 

cook - lit 

cover - mʌz 

die - qʌf 

discover - slim 

do - lak 

drink (general) - ʃlasten 

drink alcohol - smitgə 

drink coffee - keɾo 

eat - kled 

enjoy/have fun - søg 

explode - flengə 
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fear/be afraid of - køl 

find - teɲuʔ 

follow - təloʔ 

get up (get out of bed) - moðə 

give - tam 

go - bløm 

happen - smɔd 

have - lu θ 

help - zil 

hunt - vlot 

kill - ʃten 

leave - fog 

listen - hom 

live - hiteɲə 

make - hifək 

need - tiken 

say - dem 

scare - dokøl 

scatter - smuʔ 

search/look for - ða 

see - myqə 

sing - lomək  

sleep - bənom 

smell (transitive) - hagə 

speak - gavlən 

stop - qobin 

survive - bəhʌθ 

swim - kleɲə 

take - zɛt 

talk - habə 

travel - ɸɛz 

understand - kəblik 

use - steb 

visit (enter into another’s home) - simsʌf 

wait - glumbə 

want - θev 

watch - ʂʌf 

wear - lut 

welcome (welcome into one’s home) - məlaksun 
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whisper - kuɾin 

 

ADJECTIVES 

beautiful - blozbəs 

big - θokit 

different - zul 

dangerous - sokdin 

east - doð 

fast - hatuʔ 

funny - stɔb 

kind - kluʃtə 

noisy - fləned 

north - kədan 

quiet - zon 

sad - hadəkɛm 

safe - vlokde 

short - səɾuk 

slow - takti 

small - tədum 

smart - byg 

south - tøg 

stupid/talkative - salok 

tall - dokɛð 

ugly - mokəʃ 

west - qaɲə 

whole, entire, all, complete - ʃønəs 

 

PRONOUNS 

I (1st person singular) - ku 

he/she (3rd person singular) - vlo 

they (3rd person plural) - vlon 

you (2nd person singular) - de 

you all (2nd person plural) - den 

we (1st person plural) - si 

 

OTHER PARTS OF SPEECH 

about - hel 

above - taq 

after - vøn 
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again - ʃa 

also - hiʃ 

and - tu 

because of - hon 

before - ʂa 

below/under - tim 

but rather - ʃkom 

for - byn 

for example - glog 

from - liʃ 

goodbye - klaʃ 

here - təham 

if - bo 

in order to - hansəd 

instead of - ken 

like - fʌθ 

no, negative particle - ʃo 

now - havlo 

on - sam 

or - lum 

that - vlem 

there - təhak 

this - vlek 

to - sɔd 

until - syklə 

welcome - məlaksun 

with - sløb 

yes - lid 

 

 

NUMBERS 

1 - haləm 

2 - nil 

3 - kit 

4 - sin 

5 - mɛv 

6 - zub 

7 - giθ 

8 - tun 
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9 - sal 

10 - bek 

11 - habek 

12 - nilbek 

13 - kitbek 

14 - sinbek 

15 - mɛvbek 

16 - zubek 

17 - giθbek 

18 - tunbek 

19 - salbek 

20 - nildo 

21 - hanildo 

22 - ninildo 

23 - kitnildo 

24 - sinildo 

25 - mɛvnildo 

26 - zubnildo 

27 - giθnildo 

28 - tunildo 

29 - salnildo 

30 - kitdo 

31 - hakitdo 

32 - nilkitdo 

33 - kikitdo 

34 - sinkitdo 

35 - mɛvkitdo 

36 - zubkitdo 

37 - giθkitdo 

38 - tunkitdo 

39 - salkitdo 

40 - sindo 

41 - hasindo 

42 - nilsindo 

43 - kitsindo 

44 - sisindo 

45 - mɛvsindo 

46 - zubsindo 

47 - giθsindo 
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48 - tunsindo 

49 - salsindo 

50 - mɛvdo 

51 - hamɛvdo 

52 - nilmɛvdo 

53 - kitmɛvdo 

54 - sinmɛvdo 

55 - mɛmɛvdo 

56 - zubmɛvdo 

57 - giθmɛvdo 

58 - tunmɛvdo 

59 - salmɛvdo 

60 - zubdo 

61 - hazubdo 

62 -  nilzubdo 

63 - kitzubdo 

64 - sinzubdo 

65 - mɛvsindo 

66 - zuzubdo 

67 - giθzubdo 

68 - tunzubdo 

69 - salzubdo 

70 - giθdo 

71 - hagiθdo 

72 - nilgiθdo 

73 - kitgiθdo 

74 - singiθdo 

75 - mɛvgiθdo 

76 - zubgiθdo 

77 - gigiθdo 

78 - tungiθdo 

79 - salgiθdo 

80 - tundo 

81 - hatundo  

82 - niltundo 

83 - kitundo 

84 - sintundo 

85 - mɛvtundo 

86 - zubtundo 
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87 - giθtundo 

88 - tutundo 

89 -saltundo 

90 - saldo 

91 - hasaldo 

92 - nilsaldo 

93 - kitsaldo 

94 - sinsaldo 

95 - mɛvsaldo 

96 - zubsaldo 

97 - giθsaldo 

98 - tunsaldo 

99 - sasaldo 

100 - dobek 

101 - hadobek 

102 - nildobek 

110 - bekdobek 

111 - habekdobek 

120 - nildodobek 

130 - kitdodobek 

140 - sindodobek 

150 - mɛvdodobek 

160 - subdodobek 

170 - giθdodobek 

180 - tundodobek 

190 - saldodobek 

200 - dobeknil  

300 - dobekit 

400 - dobeksin 

500 - dobekmɛv 

600 - dobekzub 

700 - dobekgiθ 

800 - dobektun 

900 - dobeksal 

1000 - fal 

1,001 - fal tu haləm 

1,010 - fal tu bek 

1,100 - fal tu dobek 

1,999 - fal tu sasaldo dobeksal  
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2,000 - nilfal 

3,000 - kitfal 

4,000 - sinfal 

5,000 - mɛvfal 

6,000 - zubfal 

7,000 - giθfal 

8,000 - tunfal 

9,000 - salfal 

1,000,000 - fafal 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix 
 
Orthography 
Huskəʃof can be written in both Arabic script and the Roman alphabet. 
The vowel system of Huskəʃof is quite different than that of Arabic. The following shows how 

all Huskəʃof vowels are written in Arabic. In Huskəʃof, all vowels must always be written out 

(unlike in Arabic, where short vowels are often ommitted). 
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[i] = ي 

[a] = ا 
[u] = و 
[ø] = ٸ 

[ʌ] = ێ  
[ɛ] = ې  
[y] = ٓى 

[ɔ] = ۉ  
[o] = ۆ  
[e] = ئ 
 

The following consonant sounds are not found in Modern Standard Arabic and are rendered as 

follows: 

[ɲ] = ڽ 
[ʂ] = � 
[v] = ڤ 

[g] = گ 

The voiceless bilabial fricative [ɸ] is rendered with ف, exactly like [f].  

 

The Roman alphabet can be used in more informal writing. It follows IPA except for these 
variations: 
 
/ny/ represents [ɲ] 
/ss/ represents [ʂ] 
/sh/ represents [ʃ] 
/r/ represents [ɾ] 
/ff/ represents [ɸ] 
/uh/ represents [ʌ] 
/eh/ represents [ɛ] 
/aw/ represents [ɔ] 
/dh/ represents [ð] 
/th/ represents [θ] 
Schwas are represented with a single apostrophe: /’/. 
Glottal stops are represented with a double apostrophe: /”/. 
 
The following is the traditional Huskəʃof origin story, written in the modified Arabic script. 
 

 �  ا هيت  ئ  ڽ  ت  ې  شم گنهيت  ئ  ڽ  ديمم. ت  ې  شم ن  ڤ  سليب فين  ێ  تب  ٸ  گت تو ن  ڤ  سليب قاري

 ت  ڽ  الكت ت  ۉ ذم. ن  ڤسليب قاري ش  ٸ  نس تش  ۆ گنت هيش.  ن  ڤسليب فين  ێ  ش  ٸ  نس

 تڤاشكت گل  ۆ گ تفنونت تو تت  ٸ  زت.  مفف  ۆ گ تش  ۆ ف ليش ديم. ه  ۆ ن  ڤل  ئ  ك تمي فد ۆ ڤ

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%DB%8E
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تب  ٸ  گ. تو م  ڤسوكان في سليب قاري سيت تش  ۆ ف  تو ش  ۆ  فد ۆ ڤ في كل  ئ  ڽ    في كل  ئ  ڽ  

 هيش.  سم  ىٓ  سم گنك  ٸ  ل تب  ٸ  گت. هانسد في زيل ن  ڤتام قاري سيت ب  ێ  ف.  نفسوكان

 في د ۆ باف تب  ٸ  گ فين  ێ  ت. نفشت  ئ  ن تب  ٸ  گ ت  ڤاشكت بي نڤسليب فين  ێ  هيش.  ش  ۆ

 نفشت  ئ  ن تب  ٸ  گ ت  ڤاشكت هانسد في كل  ئ  د شك  ۆ م في س  ٸ  گ. ن  ڤ  �  ێ  ف  فين  ێ  تو ن  ڤبول

 تڤاشكذ ق  ێ  فد ۆ . م  ڤق  ۆ بين  فين  ێ  في سليب  تب  ٸ  گت. ه  ۆ ن  ڤل  ئ  ك تمي ف  هيت  ئ  ڽ  تب  ٸ  گ

 ت  ڤيتم تو فن  ٸ  ڤ  تب  ٸ  گ ت  ڤيتم سك  ې  فم.  ه  ۆ ن  ڤل  ئ  ك تمي ففل  ئ  نگ تب  ٸ  گ تيم ب  ێ

 فين  ێ  ذ هيش. سي تب  ىٓ  گ تو گمت  ئ  ڽ  و ء  سيذ ب  ێ  ف  ێ  ث ب  ێ  فين  ێ  ذ. ها ڤل  ۆ  گست  ئ  ب  ڤل  ئ  ك

 ب  ێ  هانسد في شت  ئ  ن  تب  ٸ  گ. م  ې  نق سيذ ب  ێ  ذ  ڤ  ێ  س .

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Tower of Babel translation 
Genesis 11:1 Havlo n əvətebəθ ʃø n əs tɛʃ fi gavl ən hal əm huskeʔ.  
Genesis 11:2 Nəf əɸɛz do ð  tu məf əslim tuɲəd ət ʃinarəm tu məf əsukan fi hiteɲə təhak.  

Genesis 11:3 Məf ədem: “Fləgəhifək təlamədət tu fləgəlit vlonət sl ø b vʌs. tu məf əsteb 

təlamədət ken maskot tu gamigət ken skulət.  

Genesis 11:4 Havlo məvədem: “Fləgəslom gəriθət byn sit tu kərukət bi vətebəθ taq harəm. 

Fləgətam s it mɛnqəf tu ʃo fləgəsmuʔ sam ʃø nəs tɛʃ.  

Genesis 11:5 Məvəbl ø m Gəhovə hansəd myqə gəriθət tu kərukət bi məfəslom təʃof.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=%DA%BD&redirect=no
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Genesis 11:6 Məvədem Gəhovə: “Fəluθ vlon haləm huskeʔ tu vlek bi məfəsukan fi lak. Havlo 

fədov fi lak f ɛd bi θev fi lak.  

Genesis 11:7 Fləgəbl ø m sɔd təhak tu fləgəkɔz vlonəð  huskeʔ hansəd bi ʃo fəkablik təhuskeʔ 

təzulət.  

Genesis 11:8 Məvəsmuʔ Gəhovə vlonət liʃ təhak sam ʃø nəs tɛʃ tu məfəqobin fi slom gəriθət.  

Genesis 11: 9 Vlek təmi bi vəluθ gəriθ mɛnqət Bebəl: təhak məvəkɔz Gəhovə huskeʔ ʃø nəs 

tɛʃəð  tu məvəsmuʔ Gəhovə təʃofət liʃ təhak sam ʃø nəs tɛʃ. 
 

 

Now all the earth continued to be of one language and of one set of words. 

Havlo n əvətebəθ ʃø n əs tɛʃ fi gavl ən hal əm huskeʔ. 

 

Havlo n ə-        və-   teb əθ   ʃø n əs  tɛʃ      fi   gavl ən hal əm huske       -t 

Now  ᴘ�ᴛ.ɪᴘ�ᴠ 3�ɢ  continue  all      earth ɪɴ� speak  one     language  -ᴀᴄᴄ 

 

Lit.: Now all the earth continued to speak one language. 

 

As they traveled eastward, they discovered a valley plain in the land of Shi′nar, and they 

began dwelling there. 

Nəf əɸɛz do ð  tu məf əsal ɛm tuɲəd ət ʃinarəm tu məf əsukan fi hiteɲə təhak. 

 

Nə-        f ə-   ɸɛz       do ð  tu    mə-      f ə- sal ɛm      tuɲəd - ət    ʃinar      - əm  tu  

ᴘ�ᴛ.ɪᴘ�ᴠ 3ᴘʟ   travel   east and ᴘ�ᴛ.ᴘʀ� 3ᴘʟ discover  valley -ᴀᴄᴄ  Shinar   -ʟᴏᴄ  and 

 

mə-      f ə-   sukan fi    hiteɲə təhak. 

ᴘ�ᴛ.ᴘʀ� 3ᴘʟ  begin    ɪɴ� live    there 

 

Lit: They were traveling east and they discovered a valley in Shinar and began to live there. 

 

Then they said to one another: “Come! Let us make bricks and bake them with fire.”  So they 

used bricks instead of stone, and bitumen as mortar. 

  

Məf ə dem: “Fləgəhifək təlamədət tu gləgəlit vlonət sl ø b vʌs. tu məf əsteb təlamədət ken maskot 

tu gamigət ken skulət.  

 

Mə-      f ə-   dem: “Gə- flə-         hifək   tə- laməd -ət    tu    gə- flə-         lit 

ᴘ�ᴛ.ᴘʀ� 3ᴘʟ  say         2ᴘʟ �ᴜᴛ.�ʙᴊᴠ  make  ᴘʟ  brick   -ᴀᴄᴄ  and 2ᴘʟ �ᴜᴛ.�ʙᴊᴠ cook 

 

vlon -ət    sl ø b   vʌs.  
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they -ᴀᴄᴄ  with  fire 

 

Tu   mə-       f ə-    steb  tə- laməd -ət      ken           masko  -t        tu    gamig    -ət  

And ᴘ�ᴛ.ᴘʀ� 3ᴘʟ   use    ᴘʟ  brick   -ᴀᴄᴄ   instead-of   stone   -ᴀᴄᴄ    and bitumen -ᴀᴄᴄ 
 

ken           skul     -ət 

instead-of mortar -ᴀᴄᴄ 
 

Lit: They said: “We will make bricks and cook them with fire.” And they used bricks instead of 

stone and bitumen instead of mortar.  

 

They now said: “Come! Let us build a city for ourselves and a tower with its top in the heavens, 

and let us make a celebrated name for ourselves, so that we will not be scattered over the 

entire face of the earth. 

 

Havlo məvədem: “Fləgəslom gəriθət byn sit tu kərukət bi vətebəθ taq harəm. Fləgətam s it 

mɛnqəf tu ʃo Fləgəsmuʔ sam ʃø nəs tɛʃ. 

 

Havlo mə-      və-   dem: “Gə- flə-           slom gəriθ -ət    byn si -t      tu  

Now  ᴘ�ᴛ.ᴘʀ� 3�ɢ  say      : “ 2ᴘʟ �ᴜᴛ.�ʙᴊᴠ   build      city    -ᴀᴄᴄ for  us -ᴀᴄᴄ and 

 

kəruk -ət    bi    və-    tebəθ    taq     harəm. 

tower -ᴀᴄᴄ ɪɴ�   3�ɢ   continue  above sky 

 

 

Gə- flə-        tam s i   -t     mɛnqə -f      θokit -əf    tu   ʃo     gə- flə-         l ɛnsmuʔ  

2ᴘʟ �ᴜᴛ.�ʙᴊᴠ give     us -ᴀᴄᴄ name   -ᴅᴀᴛ  big    -ᴅᴀᴛ  and ɴᴇɢ  2ᴘʟ �ᴜᴛ.�ʙᴊᴠ scatter  

 

sam ʃø nəs tɛʃ. 

on   all      earth 

 

Lit: Now they said: We will build a city for us and a tower that continues above the sky. We will 

give to us a grand name and we will not scatter over all the earth. 

 

Then Jehovah went down to see the city and the tower that the sons of men had built. 

Məvəbl ø m Gəhovə hansəd myqə gəriθət tu kərukət bi məfəslom təʃof 

 

Mə-      və-  bl ø m Gəhovə  hansəd        myqə gəriθ -ət   tu    kəruk -ət  

ᴘ�ᴛ.ᴘʀ� 3�ɢ go    Jehovah  in-order-to   see    city  -ᴀᴄᴄ and  tower -ᴀᴄᴄ  
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bi   mə-      fə-  slom  tə - ʃof 

ʀᴇʟ ᴘ�ᴛ.ᴘʀ� 3ᴘʟ build        ᴘʟ person 

 

Lit: Jehovah went in order to see the city and tower that the men built. 

 

Jehovah then said: “Look! They are one people with one language, and this is what they have 

started to do. Now there is nothing that they may have in mind to do that will be impossible for 

them. 

Məvədem Gəhovə: “Fəluθ vlon haləm huskeʔ tu vlek bi məfəsukan fi lak. Havlo fədov fi lak f ɛd 

bi θev fi lak.  

 

Mə-      və-   dem Gəhovə:  “Fə-  luθ   vlon  haləm huske     -t      tu   vlek   bi  

ᴘ�ᴛ.ᴘʀ� 3�ɢ  say       Jehovah: “3ᴘʟ have they  one    language -ᴀᴄᴄ and there ʀᴇʟ  

 

mə-       fə-  sukan fi    lak 

ᴘ�ᴛ.ᴘʀ� 3�ɢ begin    ɪɴ� do 

 

Havlo fə-  dov  fi   lak  f ɛd           bi    fə- θev   fi   lak 

now   3ᴘʟ can        ɪɴ� do  everything ʀᴇʟ 3ᴘʟ want ɪɴ� do  

 

Lit: Jehovah said: “They have one language and this is what they began to do. Now they can do 

everything that they want to do. 

 

Come! Let us go down there and confuse their language in order that they may not understand 

one another’s language 

Fləgəbl ø m sɔd təhak tu Fləgəkɔz vlonəð  huskeʔ hansəd bi ʃo fəkablik təhuskeʔ təzulət. 

 

 

Gə- flə-        bl ø m sɔd  təhak  tu    gə- flə-         kɔz  vlon -əð  

2ᴘʟ �ᴜᴛ.�ʙᴊᴠ go     to   there   and 2ᴘʟ �ᴜᴛ.�ʙᴊᴠ confuse  they -ɢᴇɴ  

 

huske     -t      hansəd      bi   ʃo    fə- kablik         tə- huske     -t     tə- zul         -ət 

language -ᴀᴄᴄ in-order-to ʀᴇʟ ɴᴇɢ 3ᴘʟ understand ᴘʟ language -ᴀᴄᴄ ᴘʟ  different -ᴀᴄᴄ 

 

Lit: We will go to there and we will confuse their language in order to that they do not 

understand different languages. 
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So Jehovah scattered them from there over the entire face of the earth, and they gradually left 

off building the city. 

 

Məvəsmuʔ Gəhovə vlonət liʃ təhak sam ʃø nəs tɛʃ tu  məfəqobin fi slom gəriθət. 

 

Mə-      və-   smuʔ  Gəhovə vlon -ət    liʃ     təhak  sam ʃø nəs tɛʃ  

ᴘ�ᴛ.ᴘʀ� 3�ɢ  scatter   Jehovah they -ᴀᴄᴄ from there  on   all      earth  

 

tu   mə-       fə-  qobin  fi   slom gəriθ -ət 

and ᴘ�ᴛ.ᴘʀ� 3ᴘʟ  stop   ɪɴ� build       city  -ᴀᴄᴄ 
 

Lit: Jehovah scattered them from there on all the earth and they stopped to build the city. 

 

That is why it was named Ba′bel, because there Jehovah confused the language of all the 

earth, and Jehovah scattered them from there over the entire face of the earth. 

 

Vlek təmi bi vəluθ gəriθ mɛnqət Bebəl: təhak məvəkɔz Gəhovə huskeʔ ʃø nəs tɛʃəð  tu 

məvəsmuʔ Gəhovə təʃofət liʃ təhak sam ʃø nəs tɛʃ. 
 

Vlek   təmi  bi   və-  luθ    gəriθ  mɛnqə -t     Bebəl:  təhak mə-       və-  kɔz Gəhovə  

There reason  ʀᴇʟ  3�ɢ have city    name   -ᴀᴄᴄ  Babel: there  ᴘ�ᴛ.ᴘʀ� 3�ɢ confuse Jehovah  

  

huske      -t     ʃø nəs  tɛʃ     - əð   tu     mə-       və-   smuʔ Gəhovə tə- ʃof       -ət 

language -ᴀᴄᴄ all      earth  -ɢᴇɴ and  ᴘ�ᴛ.ᴘʀ� 3�ɢ  scatter   Jehovah ᴘʟ person -ᴀᴄᴄ  

 

liʃ      təhak sam ʃø nəs tɛʃ 

from there  on   all     earth 

 

Lit: There is a reason that the city has the name Babel: there Jehovah confused the language of 

all the earth and Jehovah scattered the men from there over all the earth.  

 

Still from Trollhunter 
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This still from the movie Trollhunter depicts a particularly large and terrifying troll.  
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